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S...11. .Special..Branch ,Ä<äas> pue ......... ......... Date......June..llj...l?41,

SUBJECT; public Works Department - strike of 
coolies in Yenoing Road Depot settled

The strike declared on June 6 by th© 1,100 

coolies attached to the Yenping Road Depot of the 

Public Works Department, S.M.C. came to an end 

during the afternoon of June 10. The majority 

resumed work at 1.15 p.m. and the situation in 

this depot is now normal.

Subsequent to the strike, negotiations

were held between the coolies’ representatives and 

the P.W.D* Authorities. During the afternoon of 

June 9, Mr, Barker, Engineer of the P.W.D., 

interviewed TSAI HWA KB® ( ) and TSANG

CHOH SUNG ( ), Poremen No. 197 and 39

respectively of Yenping Road Depot. These two foremen 

acted in 'the capacity of labour delegates and 

conveyed the coolies’ request for the (1) transfer 

of Mr. FHROZ, Supervisor of the Yenping Road Depot, 

and (2) reinstatement of the dismissed foreman 

No.56 or the issue of a gratuity.

In reply, Mr. Barker pointed out that the 

coolies were not in a position to demand the transfer 

of the supervisor of the depot, and therefore the 

request could not be considered. With regard to 

the second demand, he informed the. coolie representa

tives that according to the decision of the P.W.D. 

Authorities, the dismissed foreman could not be 

reinstated but lir. Barker agreed to consult the 

authorities regarding the issue of a gratuity. No 

compromise was reached during that afternoon and the
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SUBJECT: ( 2 )

labour delegates promised to convey the opinion 

of Mr. Barker to the coolies.

At 10.30 a.m., June 10, negotiations were

resumed in the Yenping Road Depot when the labour 

delegates informed Mr. Barker that the coolies agreed 

not to insist on the reinstatement of the dismissed 

foreman provided that he be granted a gratuity. 

However, the coolies demanded full pay for the 

period of the strike. Mr. Barker rejected this 

demand, but he promised to approach the P.W.D* 

Authorities for the issue of sums of money in the 

form of gratuities. After lengthy negotiations
JP.’T.D.

it was decided that the/grant the coolies half

pay for the period of the strike and that ^the / 

foremen of the depot contribute a portion of their

own wages for the benefit of the coolies

D. S. I

A. G. (Special Branch).
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Headquarters,

Shanghai Municipal POTTO'S
June 9, -, q 41

To Commissioner of Public Works,

S. M. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments i 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- S.B. D.9128

Subject Unrest among coolies in
----- ■------ Yenping Road Depot.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.

SNC



s.l Special Branch,

June 6, 1941»

Public Works Department - Unrest among 
coolies in Yenping Road Depot

At 6.45 a.m. June 6, some 1.100 coolies attached 

to the Yenping Road Depot of the Public Works Department,

S.M.C. declared a strike in support of a foreman named' 

KAO PAUNG ZUNG ) (Badge No.56), who was

dismissed on the previous day for insubordination.

According to the foreman, he was instructed to 

supervise road construction work with ten coolies at 

Yenping Road near Connaught Road, and was told to 

complete the same during the afternoon of June 5. The 

foreman was of the opinion that the particular work 

required the services of fifteen coolies for two days 

and therefore he was unable to complete the work in 

half a day. He claimed that due to misunderstanding, 

he was dismissed by Mr. Phorz, in charge of the Yenping 

Road Depot. As a protest against his dismissal, the 

coolies resorted to a strike this morning.

Police fiom Gordon Road Station and members 

of Special Branch attended and found the majority of 

coolies gathered in the depot and on Yenping Road 

until about 10.30 a.m. when they dispersed.

Mr. Barker, Engineer of the P.W.D., also 

attended Yenping Road Depot at 10 a.m. It was arranged 

trfat two coolie representatives be appointed to discuss 

a settlement of the dispute.

Two coolies named Ting Sia<b Hung ( 'J )
(No.246) and LOO AN YU ( ^ ) (No.399),

representing their colleagues were brought to the

P.W.D. Head Office and interviewed by Mr. Schoenhauer



(2)

They were advised to resume work at 1 p.m. June 6, 

but no result was reached. The coolie representatives 

departed at 12.30 p.m.

While no written demands have yet been submitted, 

it is learned that the coolies are:

(1) Demanding the reinstatement of the dismissed foreman;

(2) Dissatisfied with the alleged mal-treatment of 

coolies by lir. Phorz, supervisor of Yenping Road 

Depot.

(3) Opposing a reduction in their rice allowance.

It appears that general unrest exists among the 

coolies against the foreign supervisor of the depot. He 

is accused of being responsible for alleged ill-treatment 

of coolies. They are of the opinion that since the 

appointment of the foreign supervisor to take charge of 

Yenping Road Depot, the distribution of work has not 

been carried out in a satisfactory manner, and the 

coolies have suffered to a considerable extent.

Information to hand reveals that the coolies may 

extend the strike if no satisfaction is obtained in 

connection with the existing dispute, and that they may 

resort to acts of intimidation in order ’to reach their 

ends on June 7.

Certified true copy

SHC
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SUBJECT: Public Works Department • Unrest among 
coolies in Yenping Road Depot

At 6.45 a.m. June 6, some 1,100 coolies attached

to the Yenping Road Depot of tne Public Works Department

S.M.C. declared a strike in support of a foreman named 
KAO PAUNG ZUNG ¿4 ) (Badge No.56), who was

dismissed on the previous day for insubordination*

According to tne foreman, he was instructed to

supervise road construction work with ten coolies at

Yenping Road near Connaught Road* and was told to

complete tne same during the afternoon of June 5* The

foreman was of the opinion tnat tne particular work

required tne services of fifteen coolies for two days

and therefore he was unable to complete tne work in

half a fay. He claimed tnat due to misunderstanding*»

Coftonr. of Police.
Sir:

he was dismissed by Mr. Phorz, in charge of the Yenping

¡Road Depot As a protest against his dismissal, the

¡coolies resorted to a strike this morning

Police from Gordon Road Station and members

of Special Branch attended and found the majority of 

coolies gathered in tne depot and on Yenping Road

until about 10*30 a.m. when they dispersed!

Mr. Barker, Engineer of the P.W.D. , also 

attended Yenping Road Depot at 10 a.m. It was arranged 

that two coolie representatives be appointed to discuss 

a settlement of the dispute*

Two coolies named TING SIAO HUNG ('1' )

No.246) and LOO AN YU 

representing their colleagues were brought to the

P.W.D. Head Office and interviewed by Mr. Scnoenhauer.
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They were advised to resume work at 1 p*m* June 6» 

but no result was reached* The coolie representatives 

departed at 12*30 p*m.

While no written demands have yet been submitted» 

it is learned tnat the coolies aret

(1) Demanding tne reinstatement of the dismissed foreman)

(2) Dissatisfied with, tne alleged wal-treatment of

coolies by Mr* Phorz, supervisor of Yenping Road 

Depot* L

(3) Opposing a reduction in their rice allowance*

It appears that general unrest exists among the 

coolies against the foreign supervisor of tne depot* He 

is accused of being responsible for alleged ill-treatment 

of coolies* They are of tne opinion that since the 

appointment of the foreign supervisor to take charge of 

Yenping Road Depot» the distrioution of work has not 

been carried out in a satisfactory manner» and the 

coolies have suffered to a considerable extent*

information to hand reveals tnat the coolies may

extend the strike if no satisfaction is obtained in 

connection with the existing dispute» and tnat they may 

resort to acts of intimidation in order to reach their 

ends on June 7*

\ A.C. (Special Branch)
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Special. Branch File No.. Date june 7, 1941

SUBJECT: puolic Works Department - unrest among 
coolies in Yenping Road Depot

The unrest, existing amongst 1,100 coolies

attached to the Yenping Road Depot of the Public

Works Department, S.M.C. continues this morning,

June 7

Some 1,000 coolies turned up at Yenping

Road Depot at 5.30 a.m. but refused to start work

They subsequently left the depot on the advice of

their chief foreman and foreign staff. The majority

dispersed leaving some 100 coolies on Yenping Road

in the vicinity of the depot

Following the strike, several cases of

intimidation have been reported. At about 5 p.m.,

June 6, one motor truck of the P.W.D. was damaged

by strikers near Markham Road Bridge

At about 6

assembled in the

a.m. June 7, some 80 strikers

vicinity of House No. 1 Penang

join

were

also

Road and attempted to induce the scavangers to 

the strike. As a result, a number of scavengers 

unable to start work. One garbage cart was 

damaged on Gordon Road. At 9 a.m., a light 

truck of the P.W.D. (licence No. 1925Ò) was attacked 

with stones by strikers on Yenping Road near Changping

Road with the result that the car was damaged and 

the chauffeur was injured

□ .(Special Branch)
D. S. I

V.
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REPORT ~f

.S..I3- Special .Br^ch, File No.......................... Date..........^.4h...........

subject: Public Works Department - anonymoue letters

With reference to the attached letters received by 

Mr. G.B. Barker, Engineer of the Public Works Department,

S.M.C., discreet enquiries have so far proved unsuccess

ful in obtaining any clue to the identity ef the writers.

It is learned that there are 373 coolies attached 
to the Shunteh Road Materials Depot, 103 of whom were

formerly issued enamelled badges from Ko, 1 to Wo. 103» 

whilst the remainder were given paper badges from No.104 

to No, 373. Only those coolies with enamelled badges 

were reported to have been previously entitled to work 
on Sundays and holidays when extra work was available

the

the

Jhls system was eventually discontinued in consequence

of a decision of Mr. Barker, and all the coolies were

then issued uniform enamelled badges. As a 

the coolies were entitled to equal treatment

to the distribution of extra work on Sundays

This action is believed to have incurred the

result, all

in respect

and Holidays.

dissatisfae*

tlon of a few coolies who had hitherto been in possession

of enamelled badges.

With regard to the allegations in the letters 
against foreman MBI LIANG NGOH ( ),

enquiries have failed to confirm that he demanded

payment of $50.00 from coolies for changing their

paper badges for enamelled ones. There is reason to

believe that the allegations

as the sum quoted appears to

coolies

80 far there is no sign

are more or less exaggerated,

be beyond the means of

of general unrest among

coolies of the Shunteh Road Materials Depot

A.c. (Special Branch) D. S. I
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S..At.Spec!.si BriFile No..........................  Date. ÜBNM...39.*...1.9.41».
j - —

SUBJECT: P.W.D. Gaiage Boat Coolies - strike

Some 230 garbage boat cooliee employed on 

some 51 P»W«D. garbage boats along the following 

jetties, namely

1. Shantung Road Jetty,

2. Fokien Road Jetty, 

3« Kansuh Road Jetty,

4. we nohow Road Jetty,

5• Markham Ro ad Je t ty•

declared a strike this morning, April 29, 1941, in

order to enforce a demand for a flat increase of 60% 

in wages«

The Contractor of the 51 P.W.D» garbage boats 
is the Ma Hoong Kee & Co» ( /¿tj 1Ej) with an 

office at Nd.10, Lane 60, Amoy Road» These boats 

are divided into three classes, namely (1) let class,

(2) 2nd class and (3) 3rd class, employing about 

4, 3 and 2 coolie's respectively. The Contractor at 

present pays $230 monthly for a 1st class boat, $180

for a 2nd class boat and $155 for a 3rd class boat.

Prior to the declaration of the strike, on

April 28, negotiations were held between the following 

representatives of the foremen and coolies and of the 

Contractor »- 

The Contractor

1. Tong Chih ( 7% ).
2» Hsu Zu Chung ( A^ )•
3. Mo Yung Keng (_^ 4^4^)’
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SUBJECT; ( 2

The coolios

2,

. during

strike

Wong Poo Ling

Z 80

Zao

Zao

No

the

Yu Kwan

Ching Chao

Pbo Chung

tangible result, however

Foreman 
No.32.

Foreman 
No. 22.

Foreman
No.30.

Foreman
No. 4 6..

of

of

of

of

bo at

boat

bo at

boat

was attained

negotiations and the coolies went on

this morning» April 29

1

a

4

( &

The situation is being watched

/¿Z

A. C. (Special Branch).
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SUBJECT: Public Works. Department - anonymous letter 
received by Chinese supervisor

On March 25, an anonymous letter was received 
by TSZE ZUNG SAN ( ), Chinese supervisor attached|

to the Yenping Road Depot of the Highway Division of the I 

Public Works Department, S.M.C. It states that MO WOO 

TSZE 7$ ' and K0 SAN HONG ( — ^X)» two foremen

of the Public Works Department would make an attempt on 

the life of the supervisor within one weejc.

- In this connection, TSZE ZUNG SAN was inter

viewed at Headquarters on April 1 when he stated that 

one week has already elapsed since he received the letter

and nothing has yet happened. He suspects that the

letter originated from coolies of the highway division

although he could supply no definite information as to 

the name of the writer or writers. He appears to pay 

little attention to the matter as, according to his own 

statement, he has received similar anonymous letters on 

several previous occasions.

When questioned, TSZE ZUNG SAN could give no 

reason as to why MO WOO TSZE and MO SAN HONG, whose names 

are mentioned in the anonymous letter, should wish to 

make an attempt on his life, but he is believed to have

incurred their displeasure on account of his

towards the P.W.D. Coolies' Union, 59 Jukong

Both MO WOO TSZE and MO SAN HONG are said to

in the organization of the Union

attitude

Road, Chapei.

be active

According

been handed over to

to the supervisor, the letter^has

the P.W.D, authorities, for information

A.C.(Special Branch).
D.S.I
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( COPY )

March 24, 1941.

Mr. Tsze Zung-san, 
c/o S. M. C.>
Markham & Shunteh Roads

Two days ago when the news that a Workmen’s 

Association was being formed and that subscriptions 

of |>1 per head were being collected from the workmen 

reached the Police, Kyien Pao-fah was arrested. The 

workmen on finding that the life of the Association 

will be that of a soap bubble asked for the return of 

their subscriptions. Mo Woo-tsze and Mo San-hong, 

représentâtives of the Association, upon being 

approached by the workmen for the return of their 

subscriptions were unable to give a reply, and when 

the workmen of the stone dump insisted that the 

representatives should go to the office with them* 
A 

the;Mos told the workmen to give them one week’s 
A 

time during which they would kill Tsze Zung-san 

(Mei -Sung?) with a pistol. Having heard such news 

I therefore write this to warn you to take precautions.



March 24, 1941.

Mr. Tsze Zung-san, 
c/o S. M. C., 
Markham & Shunteh Roads.

Two days ago when the news that a Workmen's Asso

ciation was "being formed and that subscriptions of $1 per head 

were being collected from the workmen reached the Police, Nyien 

Pao-fah was arrested. The workmen on finding that the life of 

the Association will "be that of a soap bubble asked for the 

return of their subscriptions. Mo Woo-tsze and Mo San-hong, 

representatives of the Association, upon being approached by 

the workmen for the return of their subscriptions were unable 

to give a reply, and when the workmen of the stone dump insisted 

that the representatives should go to the office with them, 

the Mos told the workmen to give them one week's time during 

which they would kill Tsze Zung-san with a pistol. Having 
(Mei Sung ?)

heard such news I therefore write this to warn you to take 

precautions.
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report - 5. a. —

S. 1, Speci al Branch tf/aWrì/./File No. Date— 1941.......

SUBJECT: p. y. n. Road Construction Coolies* Mutual 
Aid Society - member of executive 
committee arrested

With reference to the attached newspaper 

translation dated March 14, 1941, appearing in 

the Central China Daily News, regarding the false 

accusation made by Hsu Hsiang Yue )
and Shao Tsoo Ih (/^ ), respectively coolies

Nos. 266 and 270 of the P.W.D., which resulted 

in the arrest of Nyien Kwang Hai )»

a member of Executive Committee of the P.W.D. Road 

Construction Coolies* Mutual Aid Society, enquiries

made revealed that Ryien Kwang Hai aged 28, native

of Kbmpo, was formerly a scavenger coolie of the

P. W.D., s.M.C. He is at present unemployed. Ifyien, 

it ie reported, used to call at the Shunteh Road 

Depot of the r.W.D. and cellect membership fees 

from the coolies at the cbpot. The coolies were 

asked to pay a monthly membership fee of ¡$1.00 each. 

If they refused, Hyien would intimidate them. This 

illegal collection of membership fees on the part 

of Syien was later brought to the notice of Mr. Holt, 

Chief Inspector of the p.W.D. Highways Department 

by Hsu Hsiang Yue and Shao Teoo Ih. Mr. Holt, in 

company with Hsu and Shao, reported the matter to 

the Sinza Police Station.

Acting upon ree^tving this information, 

detectives effected the arrest of isyien Kwang Hai 

at 4.30 p.m. on March 6, 1941, in the , act of
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SUBJECT:

collecting membership fees. On March 7, 1941,

Jfyien Kwang Hai was brought before the s*S*D. Court

and. sentenced to 6 months* imprisonment.

The P.W.D. Road Construction Coolies* Mutual

(Vide Special 
Branch report 
dated 3/3/41 ).

Aid Society was formally inaugurated at 2 p.m.

on March 2, 1941, at an inaugural meeting held on

the premises of the now defunct “Chapei Benevolent 

Society*, Tatung Road, Chapei. The society’s office 

has been established at No. 59 Jukong Road, Chapei. 

During the meeting, members of the shanghai Branch 

of the Soqial Movement Direction Committee, 527 

Range Road, attended and presided. The following 

three persons were elected to serve ae members of 

the standing committee of the society i-

Wo ng Dau Zi a ng ( tjl % 
native of Kbmpo, a loafer. 
Claimed to be ex-coolie of 
the P.W.D., S.M.C.

Wong Gee Chong (-3U -X; )
native of Ebidpo, a loafer. 
Claimed to be ex-coolie of 
the P.W.D., S.M.C.

Ityien Kwang Hai
alias

Yu an Pao Pah

A. ©.(Special Branch)



Herald

COMMISSIONED

THE RICE SITUATION

Despite the arrival of large quantities of 
rice, the price of rice in private transactions at the rice 
mart yesterday registered a sudden increase of $6 to $7 per 
zar, breaking all records of daily increases in Shanghai* 
Through the activities of the rice worms, the question of 
the food supplies of the people has reached a most serious 
stage and unless immediate measures are adopted by the 
authorities of the two Foreign sSettlemente, peace and order 
in the Settlements, will be seriously endangered*

In private transactions yesterday, an 
additional sum of $3,400 was demanded with the purchase of 
every 100 bags of Siao Chiao rice, $3,200 for every 100 bags 
of Saigon rice, beth first and second grade qualities, and 
$3,000 for Siamese rice* The price of broken rice ha,s 
already reached as high as $90 per zar. In short, an increase 
of ¿20 per zar has been registered during the past two weeks.

The following are the principal causes for 
tnis heavy rise in the price of rice?-

(Jt) Utter disregard by speculators of the 
measures to be adopted against them by the authorities*

(2) Lack of sufficient energy and power on 
the part of the rice trading guilds to adjust the' affaire 
of the rice mart*

(3) Manipulation of present stocks by 
hoarders*

(4) Ihrchases made at the rice mart by 
unscrupulous elements under the protection cf special 
influence*

Consequently, in order to stabilize the 
price of rice, the following’measures should be adopted as 
soon as possible t- ’ " • " •

(1) That plain-clothes men be immediately 
detailed to make enquiries a;d to arrest all persons suspected 
of hoarding or manipulation•

(2) That hoarders be forced to dispose of 
their stocks to rice shops to be sold by retail« ,* *'

(3) That the organization of rice trading 
bodies be strengthened so that they can quickly adjust the 
affairs of the rice mart.

(4) That outsiders be strictly prohibited 
from making purchases at th.e rice mart through unscrupulous 
elements.

(5) That, with the funds already raised from 
various trades, orders be immediately placed for the purchase 
of rice to be stored in granaries.

(6) That the 9th cheap sale of rice be 
immediately carried out by the Shanghai Rice Cheap Sale 
Conmittee. In order to alleviate the gravity of the 
situation, the authorities aid all the Parties concerned 
should, in spite of all difficulties, do their best to carry 
out the six measures mentioned above.

P.T.O.



March 14, 1941» Morning Translation.

Cheng Yien Pao and Sin Wan Pao s-

GENERAL CHIANG KAI-SHEK ORDERS RIGOROUS SUPPRESSION OP 
HOARDING OP R30D PROVISIONS

With a view to keeping down the prices of 
commodities, suppressing hoarding and profiteering and 
protecting the legitimate business of bona-fide merchants, 
General Chiang Kai-shek has issued an order instructing his 
subordinates to enforce the following measuresi-

(1) All shops, companies or individuals, 
found hoarding foodstuffs and daily necessaries of life, 
should- be made to dispose of their goods within a specified 
period to meet the requirements of the market and the people.

(2) Those who fail to dispose of their goods 
voluntarily within the specified period o.r who fail to make a 
report in accordance with the instructions will be severely 
punished in accordance with Military Law.

» (3) Those who dispose of their goods in
compliance with the instructions will be assured by the 
Government of a legitimate profit,

(4) Bona-fide merchants are not allowed 
to cease their operations, while the government will assure 
them of a legitimate profit in their transactions,

(5) No person, unless, he is a member of a 
trade guild, will be allowed to purchase goods for hoarding 
so as to proteot legitimate business.

New China Daily News, Bing Pao, Central China Daily News and 
Kuo Min Daily News :-

CITY GOVERNMENT TO STABILIZE BRI CEB OF COMMODITIES

In order to stabilize the prices of 
conmodities and to readjust consumption, the City Government 
has ordered the Social Affairs Bureau to collect information to 
be used in readjusting the control of goods. The Social 
Affairs Bureau yesterday instructed its thirteen branch offices 
in Nantao, etc, to carry out this order.

Cheng Yien Rao and Shun Pao »-

ANNIVERS-tflY OF ARRIVAL OF NATIONALIST ARMY IN SHANGHAI

March 21 will be the anniversary of the 
arrival of the Nationalist Army in Shanghai in 1927, Owing to 
the extraordinary conditions prevailing in Shanghai, the people 
in various walks of life in this city will not hold any 
ceremony to celebrate the event.

Lest undesirable elements should create 
trouble on this qpniversary, the Police of the two Foreign 
Settlements will adopt precautionary measures for a week prior 
to and immediately after the anniversary and will place 8 strict 
ban on all meetings, processions and demonstrations, while in 
addition they will strictly enforce the curfew.



March 14, 1941. Morning Translation

Central China Daily Newa

P.W.D. TUNG JEN MUTUAL -AIDEXECUTIVE COMMITTEEMAN OF P.W.D.- .TUNG JEN MUTUAL AID 
A^QTiAH'Æ ARRESTED j OPPRESSION BY .POLICE !? W 
ACCUSATION . t SOCI ALAiQVEMENT DIRECTION C»flteTT!gi'''?E'TITIŒ3D 

for assistance

. . The P.W.D. Tung Jen Mutual Aid ■-* / 
Association (>• WU.W 4^- ) was inaugurated on 
March 2 with an office at Tibi 59 Jukong Road Bridge.^ . ’ 

Yesterday Ifyien Kwang-hai (Ir!?) 
a member of the Executive Committee of the Assoclationj^rtfs 
arrested by the police of the district.

It is learned that the police staaWdn 1’ 1 
carried out this act of oppression because it belierm *■'
false accusation made by two coolies named Hsu Hsiang^ue 
( yf ) and Shao Shu-yih ) at the inst.i
of ’Chu Sing-san ( M, *&• p-A )» a foreman of the road 
construction coolies in the Western District, that Ryien 
Kwang-hai was compelling the coolies to pay membership 
i*6€Sa »

Wang Siao-ziang ( ) and other
members of the Executive Committee of the Association 
yesterday petitioned the Shanghai Branch of the Social 
Movement Direction Committee for assistance.

Central China Daily News

INAUGURATION MEETING OF FOURTH DISTRICT ORDURE COOLIES 
' LABOUR UNION

The Fourth District Ordure Coolies 
Labour Union was inaugurated at No. JO Edinburgh Road 
yesterday. Wu Foong-ziang ) and Dih Chi-ming
(W |A* frj ), representing the Shar^nai Branch of the Social 
Movement Direction Committee, were present.

Zee Yoeh-zung -tl^) and six others 
were elected members of the Executive Committee, Zao Jeng- 
ching ) and two others as reserve members, Wu Chi-
lai (X H and four others as members of the Supervisory 
Committee and Ying Foong-lou (Ei and some others as
reserve members.

Shun Pao, Cheng Yien Pao, Chinese-American Daily News, Sin 
Wan Pao and National Herald t<.

A.B.O.  PRESS WORKERS ON STRIKE

Owing to the high cost of living, the 
100 workers of the A.B.C. Press, a German concern, on 
Szeohuen Road the other day submitted to their management 
two demands, namely «-
(1) That they be granted an increase of $10, and
(2) That they be issued with £ picul of rice.

At first the management promised to 
consider the demands, but yesterday it announced that the 
demands could not be accepted. The workers declared a 
strike at 2.30 p.m. yesterday.

?. T. 0.



liar oh 14, 1941 Morning Translación

Chinese-American Daily News »-
THE GAMBLING AND OPIUM DEN 3

Whether the gambling resorts, opium smoking 
dens and other illegal enterprises such as the mortgaging 
of pawn tickets, etc. in the Western District will.be 
suppressed following the inauguration of the Special Police 
Force in the Western District is a matter that is creating 
serious consideration among local residents.

According to information secured by this 
paper yesterday, it, is said that .in accordance with the 
provisions of the agreement for the*establishment of a 
Special Police Force, the gaming houses and opium dens 
must be suppressed. However, owing to the fact that 
the Force has not yet started functioning, no detailed 
arrangements for the suppression of these establishments, 
have been made.

\ With the exception of the large gambling
dens which are still operating, the smaller gambling 
resorts and opium dens along Bubbling Well Road and Woo1- 
Ping Road ) have all p.lpoed.. Some have even
removed their fittings and furniture. '

It i,a believed, however', that six of the 
gambling establishments in Nantao will resume operations 
shortly.: '

Shun Pao and Sin Wan Pao t~

THE ABDUCTION OF TING CHUNG YING.

According .to information disclosed by his 
family, Ting Chung-ying (7 who was abducted on
February 24 outside his residence? was held by his 
kidnappers near lunghwa but later wao removed to Pootung.

Acting on information received, the 
authorities the other day raided the kidnappers' den and 
rescued Ting Chung-ying who, after being questioned at 
the Japanese Gendarmerie Headquarters in the Western 
District, was allowed to return home yesterday.

Central China Daily News (Advertisement) »-

Ting Chung-ying expresses his thanks

Ting Chung-ying publishes a notice expressing 
thanks to Ting Shih-san M ) and Li Shih-yu
O « J h Commander and vice Commander of the 13th 
Army Division, for rescuing him from the hands of his 
kidnappers, :v

will.be
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G. SS(M-4I

. * SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT // 3

S.I. Special Branch zz////// »,............................................... .Station/ File No Date 1941

SUBJECT : P.W.D. - strike of Road Construction Coolies.

The 68 Road Construction Coolies attached to

the D.'.xwell Road Depot, P.W.D., who struck work

on the mornings of the 7th and 8th of March, when

the P.W.D. Authorities voAmmI to find work for all

who reported at the depot and refused to give them

a guarantee of permanent employment in the Northern

Area, resumed work unconditionally at

These coolies Ijave already been

the P.W.D. Authorities that they will

6 a.m. March loth

infomed by

receive no

wages for the 7th and 8th of March when they were

on strike About 351 road construction coolies

employed in the Eastern and Central Districts and 

attached to the Gordon Road Depot, who had already 

commenced work but were later intimidated into 

joining the strike on the morning of 8th March, also 

resumed work unconditionally at 6 a.m., March 10th.

The P.W.D. authorities consider that these 

coolies who were intimidated into striking, should 

not be penalized, therefore arrangements are being 

made to pay them either a half or a full day*s wages 

for March 8th«

Wages will be paid to all these road construction 

coolies (numbering about 500 including those employed, 

in the Northern Area vho instigated the strike), a$ 

the Soochow Road Depot at 5 p.m. on Wednesday March 12th.

The P.W.D. Authorities anticipate that trouble 

may develop during the paying of wages when the Northern



FM. 2 
G. 850-1-41

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

....................................... ............Station. File No....................... Date............................ -...............

SUBJECT:

2 -

District Coolies discover that the Eastern and 

Central District Coolies arc being paid for the 

day on which they were intimidated into joining 

the strike*

. ■(o< .
D. 8. I. W

A. C. (Special Branch)
i



Mise 66/41

Yulin Road

March 9,

P.W.Dept. Strike, - Eastern Area.

41.

D.S. Edgar.

Sir,

Reference teleprinter message 8 of the 8-3-41, at

10 a.m., ^-3-41 C.D.S. 23& and the undersigned visited 

the P.W.Dept. Depot. Antung Road, where approximately 

307 men are employed, and ascertained that the strike 

had not yet effected the above depot.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant

u
w

Sen.DeVi/c.

D.B.O.»$*Div.

D.C.Special Branch
F orwarded di rec t.



Officer i/o CoC.R.t March Qa 1941^ _ 1
.............. * T ■ <7/ ■

/
PLEASE CIRCULATE T.B.C. AND WARN D«O*s.

P»W,D» STRIKE»

Highway coolies in Central, Northern and Eastern 

P.W.D, Districts are on strike» The strike may spread 

to the Western District, in which case Stations will be 

notified direct by the P»W.D. Officers i/e Stations 

in "A”, "C" & "D" Divisions will arrange to take precautions 

in accordance with Sections 1, 2 & 4 of Div» Memo No» 329.

Protection required now at Soochow Road Depot, 

Dlxwell Road Depot, and for 4 or 5 trucks transporting 

tools and materials between Soochow Road Depot (Louza), 

various works, and Garage on West Soochow Road (Sinza)» 

Officers i/c to arrange direct« k

If the P»W»D» notify that the strike has spread 

to the Western Area, officers i/c "B” Division will take 

the same precautions as above.

If Watchmen go on strike, protection of barriers 

as per Section (3) of Div» Memo No» 329 will be required»

Lists of excavations are being forwarded to D«0lw 

now for use if necessary• (fi <¥ & * J

IW/.



H e a d ou a r d-e- a? •&——.
Shanghai Municipal Police.

Ma&ch4# -1941. •

To . The Secretary & Commissioner General,
The Commissioner of Public Works,

C jg C

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
forwarding here.with the undermentioned documente.

Reference No:- D. 9128.

S.M.C. P.W.D. Road Construction
Coolies meeting.

Enclosures Copy of Police report.
For Information. Ho action required.



March 3, 1941*

S.M.C, 1’,’.. ,D, Road Construction Coolies - meeting

The S,¥,C. P.W.D, Road Construction Coolies* 

Mutual Aid society held its inaugural meeting between 

2 p,m, and 4.30 p.m, March 2, 1941, on the premises of 

the now defunct ’’Chapel Benevolent Society", Tatung 

Road, Chapel, The meeting was directed by Koo Shiang 

Pao ( ), representative of the Shanghai

Branch of the Social Movement Direction Committee 

of the Nanking Government, 527 Range Road. Some 

200 persons attended.

It is reported that the S.M.C, P,'7,D. Road 

Construction Coolies’ Mutual Aid Society has a total 

of 500 members.

Coolies of the Central and Western Districts 

are not members of the society.



March 3, 1941

S.M.C. P.’Y.D. Road Construction Coolies meeting

The S.M.C. P.’V.D, Road Construction Coolies’

Mutual Aid Society held its inaugural meeting between 

2 p.n. and 4.30 p.m« March 2, 1941, on the premises of 

the now defunct "Chapei Benevolent Society", Tatung 

.Road, Chapei • Tne meeting was directed by hoo Shi ang

Branch of tne Social Movement direction committee 

of the isianzing Government, 527 Range Roau. Some 200 

persons attended.

It is reported that the S.M.C. P.W.D. Road 

Construction Coolies’ Mutual Aid Society has e total of 

500 members. •

Coolies of the Central and Western Districts 

are not members of the society.



» MEMO.

D.C. Sfi.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÇ., , < f)

3.1. Sp e cial Brapch

s b REPORT Date..^^y..?lx.x9 41

Ject......-.^lic .ïorks Department, 5.M.C. - Intimidation by ex-coolies

. ""------- - -----------------. .............................. .. -------- ---------............. -............................................................ .................. ..

a e by.......P*S.I. Loh Wei Hong C. D. I. labrum
— ____ _______ ------------------------/' or'it'üfciâil by____ _________ _ ___ ___ ...

During the afternoon of February 20, one
HSU ZANG YEU ( /ij~ ), Road Construction Coolie 

No. 210 (previously No. 266), attached to the

Shunteh Hoad Depot of the rublic »*orks Department, 

was assaulted by two dismissed coolies on Shunteh 

Road. He was accused of having failed to assist 

them in organizing a labour union and further with

having instigated other coolies to refuse payment of 

membership fees. The assault was witnessed by 

P. 4.D. coolie wo. 221 (previously No. 270).

According to the victim, the assault was later 

reported to Sinza Station. Statements of HSU 

ZANG YEU and the witness ZAO TSO PAO ( 

are attached hereto.

The so-called*?. W.D. Coolies' th ion” is 

known to be in the course of foimation. It is 

sponsored and prompted by the "Shanghai Branch 

of the Social movement Direction Committee*, 527 

Range Road, but the offices of the union have not 

yet been formally established.

A. C. (Spt cial Branch)
3



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
_FORM40 
G. 30M-1-40

The following is the 

native of.... NPJPPP.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

statement J......................- -

D.S.I. Loh V/ei Kong 
.................. taken by me..^Tj)rQr...36.2.......... ........................

at Police H.$«....... on the.....26.2.41__ ____and interpreted by......................

' 9^ ?
My name is HSU SANG YEU, alias SAN LAK TSE ( ""»/fX/ > )<•

'I am a native of Kompo, aged 36, married, residing at 18 

Yih Ka Zah (Chinese bungalow), west of Yenping Road. I 

have been employed as a road construction coolie, badge 

No. 210 (formerly No. 266) in the Shunteh Road Depot, 

p.y.D. for the past nineteen years.

At 10 a.m., February 3, 1941, I was working on 

Chungking Road near Race Course Hoad, when I was approached 

by NY! PAO FAH ( ) and SZE SHUH TSE ( I ), _ A
two dismissed coolies of the P.W.D. who asked me to join a

P.W.D. coolies’ union. ( I do not know the address of the 

union but if is said that same is located in an upstairs 

room of a hot water shop on Paoshing Road, near the market, 

Chapei). They told me that some 190 coolies had already 

joined the union. They suggested appointing me as a 

representative and if 1 agreed, they would hold me 

responsible for collecting membership fees on their behalf.

I rejected their request and told them that, if it was 

discovered by my foreign superior officer that I had joined 

a union, I would be discharged. They advised me to consider 

the matter and departed.

At 4.30 p.m. , February 13, 1941, I was again approached 

by NYIIAO FAH and SZE SHUH TSE who inquired if I had collected 

membership fees on their behalf from the coolies. I replied 

in the negative, whereupon NYI PAO FAH warned me to make 

collections without further delay before our next meeting, 
(i.e. Thursday, February 20).



FORM 40

G T>40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of............... ....... ...................................................................................

native of......................-...................... -.................taken by me.......................................................... .

.on the.... ...........    and interpreted by.......... ........ .

- 2 «

At 4.30 p.m., February 20, I again met NYI PAO FAH 

and SZE SHUH TSE at Shunteh and Markham Roads corssing 

when they again questioned me regarding the collection 

of membership fees. I replied that as I myself had not 

joined the union, they could not expect me to collect 

the membership fees from otherson their behalf. Upon

hearing this, NYI PAO FAH suddenly accused me of owing him

$1.00. He and SZE SHUH TSE struck me on the face resulting

in my face becoming 

me to the Hwa Shing 

Road where SZE SHUH

swollen. Subsequently they took

) Teashop at ShuntehLur

TSE made the following remarks:
“You are far from being good. You have failed to pay

the membership fees due, and you further instigated others 

to refuse payment. If things continue like this, some 

day later, you will be killed. Before departing, 

NYI PAO FAH stated : “You may report to your superior 

if you wish but the worst we can get is only one week*s 

detention, but you take care regarding your own safety.

I then left the teashop and proceeded to the P.W.D, Depot, 

92 Shunteh Road to receive my wages.

As I was afraid of being killed, I did not report 

the matter to my superior until 8.30 p.m. February 22 

(Saturday), when I made a report to a foreigner attached 

to the depot. He accompanied me to Sinza Station and 

reported the matter to the Police. The above is my true 

statement.

Thumb printed : HSU ZANG YEU



I

FORM 40

5-3O.y40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.
" - i $

The following is the statement of ..•???..—fy.JhL..   ................... ......
D.S.Tx Loh Wei ^ng

native of....Kompo....................................taken by me...C.D,C. 362....................................

at..?.?A.L9.®_Q.___ on the................................... and interpreted by................................... ........... .

My name is ZAO TSO PAO ( y a? < I am a native

of* Kompo, married, residing at an unnumbered hut off 

Connaught Road, O.O.L. I am a road construction coolie 

attached to Shunteh Road Depot, P.W.D., badge No. 221 

(previously No. 270).

At 4.30 p.m. February 20, 1941, whilst I was passing

Shunteh^and Markham Roads crossing, I observed one NYI FAD 

FAH ( ) and another SZS 3HUH TSE ( )

assault HSU ZANG YEU ( alias SAN LAR TSE

( J- ), because the latter had refused to collect 

membership fees on their behalf 

taken to the Hwa Shing Lur (

HSU ZANG YSU was

Shunteh Road, where HSU ZANG FAH

A 
u 
was warned that he would

) Teashop on

be killed if he continues to be stubborn.

Thumb printed : ZAO TSO 0.0



REE. 1 1 •

(JüHrïnnraniixtm.

I To The. Deputy...Commissioner of Police.
1
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.

Shanghai, ?4 th. F ebru&ry r9 41. (.Special Branch)

I forward herewith copy of a report from this 

Department’s carter Road Highways Depot for whatever 

action you may consider necessary.

Deputy Commissioner of public ’vorks



♦COPY

Western Area

Area Engineer,

Accident reported 22/2/41.

Accident No. 49/41.

On 20th Inst. (Thursday) 4.30 p.m* ¿when P.W.D. coolie No.266 

(Hsu Zarn Yue) came to Carter Road Depot for weekly pay he was 

stopped at Shunteh Road E. of Markham Road by some intimidâto-a 

who demanded money from him to register with the labour union» 

Upon refusal to pay the intimidators beat him up. The two ring 

leaders were recognised as Yue Pao Fah (small pox) and Ar Sze 

(black ear).

Reported by coolie No. 266.
Witnessed by coolie No. 270.
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«• ««-’■•••» * SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. n

* -. s. zi ...
8. 1, Special hranc&^fc^Z

REPORT " .L \o zi
Date .ttebru — ¿Ify -f P ^ -L*

Subject £_.*?. ■£•... “ ..?.oad„ co nst rue ti on __c o?Li® s_.’„ partial strike set tied.

Made by....... D,....I.A..Ka.O...Yen..Ke n.............Forwarded by...... .........C.?..?.».i.?...T.abr.um

The seventy-one road construction coolies 

(Northern division) of the Soochow Road Depot,

I.W.D.,  who went on strike on February 21, resumed 

work at 6.30 a.m. February 22.

Two delegates of these strikers, No. 267 

Chen Ching Ta and No. 474 Uhu Tseng

Ling called at' P.W.D. Head Office

at 3.30 p.m.' February 21, where it was decided

to transfer ten of the coolies to Yangtszepoo Depot, 

so that the remaining 61 coolies would be able to 

secure daily employment at Soochow Hoad Depot.

It was also agreed that the 71 striking coolies be 

given one-third of a day’s pay for February 21, the 

day on which they went on strike.



F. 207A
G. IM-11-40

Headquarters,
Shanghai Municipal Police.

February.  22, -19 41 .

To. Secretary & Commissioner General.
Commissioner of Public Works.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference WoBa|S.B. D.9128/11.

Subject P.W.D. - part of road construction1° coolies on strike.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.

CSC.



S.l. Special Branch.

February 21, 1941.

P.V/.D. - part of road construction 
coolies on strike.

Seventy-one road construction coolies (Northern Division) 

of the Soochow (toad Depot, P.W.D., went on strike at 6.30 a.in. 

February 21 to enforce demands for better treatment.

At the Soochow Road Depot, there are two divisions of road 

construction coolies, 94 of whom belong to the Central Division 

ana 71 of whom belong to the Northern Division. They are all 

issued with badges bearing numbers.

Regarding the Northern Division, prior to 1936 there were 

about 200 coolies so employed but later owing to the Council’s 

retrenchment policy ana the subsequent closing of the Northern 

ivision Depot on Thorne Road it was decided by the P.W.D. not 

to re-issue 129 of these badges, thereby dispensing with the servi--»., 

ces of 129 coolies. The balance of 71 badges were transferred to 

the Central Division Depot. The 200 coolies formerly employed at 

the Northern Division Depot followed the transfer ox’ the 71 badges 

and have since been sharing these 71 badges between them with the 

result that each coolie is able to work only about two days a 

week. This practice when compared with coolies attached to the 

Central Depot is to them unsatisfactory in that the latter have 

daily employment. .<ith a view to obtaining some consideration 

into these alleged grievances, the 71 striking coolies issued 

with badges^© rning attended P.W.D. Headquarters.

Representatives of the striking coolies have requested 

Special Branch mediation. The situation is being watched.



CTW/

G. 40M-1-40 j
$?-»E<BiSTRV

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. s
■ S', ii. D_ .......

3.1, Spe c ial. Branch.__
REPORT utok on ¿1Date.....41 ’

Subject....  strike •

Made by.... D A?.9.... ....... Forwarded by............... .^.rum

Seventy-one road construction coolies 

(Northern Division) of the t>oochow Road Depot,

B.W.D.,  went on strike at 6.30 a*m. February 21 

to enforce demands for better treatment. 

At the Soo chow Road Depot, there are 

two divisions (£ road construction coolies, 94 of 

whom belong to the Central Division and 71 of whom 

belong to the Northern Division. They are all 

issued with badges bearing numbers. 

Regarding the Northern Division, prior 

to 1936 there were about 200 coolies so employed 

but later owing to the Council’s retrenchment 

policy and the subsequent closing of the Northern 

Division Depot on Thorne Road it was decided by 

the P.W.D. not to re-issue 129 of these badges, 

thereby dispensing with the services of 129 coolies. 

The balance of 71 badges were transferred to the 

Central Division Depot. The 200 coolies formerly 

employed at the Northern Division Depot followed 
and 

the transfer of the 71 badges/have since been 

sharing these 71 badges between them with the 

result that each coolie is able to work only about 

two days a week. This practice when compared 

with coolies attached to the Central Division Depot 

is to them unsatisfactory in that the latter have 

daily employment. with a view to obtaining some 

consideration into these alleged grievances, the 

71 striking coolies issued with badges this morning



FM.___2
G. 40M-1-4U-, SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No.

.Station,
REPORT

Date...

Subject.

Made by. Forwarded by.

attended P.'./.D. Headquarters.

Representatives of the striking coolies 

have requested Special Branch mediation. The 

situation is being watched.

I

A.C. (Special Branch



«. 4o*-w* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ,
3.1, SpecialJB^anc ’̂yg^ 

REPORT January lA^jT4* •

Subject .....................................................

Made by....... .................................................................Forwarded by..........

Some 200 garbage boat cooliee in the employ 

of some 47 P.W.l). garbage boats along the 

following jetties, namely,

1. Shantung Hoad Jetty,

2, Jj’okien Ho ad Jetty,

3, Kansuh Hoad Jetty,

4, Wenchow Hoad Jetty,

5, .Markham Hoad Jetty, are at present agitating 

an increase of 60^ of their wages»

The Contractor of the 47 p.W.D, garbage boats 
one Ma Hoong Kee (I ¿4 with an office 

No, 10, Lane 60, Soo Zung Li (^/y ), .Amoy

Road, These boats are divided into three 

classes, they are (1) let class, (2) 2nd class 

and (3) 3rd class, employing about 4, 3 and 2

coolies respectively. The Contractor pays a 

monthly salary of $146 for a 1st class boat, $120 

for a 2nd class boat and $114 for a 3rd class boat.

On January 12, 1941, the following repre

sentatives,of the coolies »-
1. Woo Dz-nien (i boat No.48 on the

Shantung Ro ad Jetty,

2. Wong Poo Ling ( ), boat No,32 on the
Markham Road Jetty,

3. Koo Ching Chao boat No. 50 on the
Wenchow'Road Jetty,

submitted the following demands to the contractor t-

1) That the monthly wage of the coolies o'n a 
1st class garbage boat be increased to $240,



FM 2 File No........ . ......
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

........................................ Station,

REPORT 
Date.iq

-* 2 -
Subject...................................................................................................... ....................................................................................................

Made by..... Forwarded by

2) That the monthly wage of the coolies on a
2nd class garbage boat oe increased to 
$200 •

3) That the monthly wage of the coolies on a
3rd class garbage boat be increased to 
1160 <

As a result of negotiations between the 

coolies’ representatives and a representative of 

the Contractor named Tsang Loong Hai )>

held on January 14, 1941, the following terms 

were mutually agreed upon t*

1) That the monthly wage of the coolies on a
1st class garbage boat be increased to 
$230 .

2) That the monthly wage of the coolies on a
2nd cl^ss garbage bopt be increased to 
$188.

3) That the monthly wage of the coolies on a
3rd class garbage boat be increased to 
$155.

H owever, a number of the coolies showed 

their dissatisfaction with the above-mentioned 

terms in the settlement of the dispute and 

refused to continue to recognize the authority 

of their delegates, who are alleged to have been
or 

bought over by the contract/and therefore 

betrayed the trust imposed upon them. How
Ar

they were demanding a flat increase of 60% of 

their existing monthly pay.

Between 4.15 and 4.30 p.m. on January 15, 

further negotiations were held in the office of 

the Contractor at 60/10 Amoy Road, between the



fm. 2 r bile No...............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

. ....................................Station,
REPORT 

Date.19
• 3 -

Subject.. ......................................................................................... ..................................... ......................................... .

Made Ary....................  Forwarded by.................. -................................... .............................

representative of the Contractor and the 

following representatives of the coolies :*

1. Sung Nyi Tse ¿-), Boat No. 17,
representative of the cooli- s 
on 1st class boats»

' uh i2. Sung Yung Pao (i/CZK-i) , Bort No. 15,
representative of the coolies 
on 2nd class boats.

3. Sun An Ching (, Boat No. 41,
representative of the coolies 
on 3rd class boats»

The three former delegates of the coolies were 

also present during the negotiations, and as a 

result of the negotiations, a flat increase of 

50 per cent was granted to the coolies on their 

monthly wages.

The coolies are Satisfied with the increase 

and the dispute is now settled.



1 war;;
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Head qijarters, 
Shanghai Municipal PoTicfe

November19 41

Commissioner of Public Works,

Acting
The/Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : - S.B. D. 9128/III.

P.W.D. - Road Construction Coolies demand 
special sale of S.M.C. rice and increase 

in wages.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.
For information.

csc/s



S. 1, Special Branch,

November 11. 1941

H
P.W.D. • Road Construction Coolies 
demand special sale of S.M.C. ricé 

and increase in wages.

Forwarded herewith is a petition to

gether’ with a translation, which was delivered to 

Special Branch on November 10. In the petition, 

the road construction coolies of the Public Works 

Department, S.M.C., put forward two demands, namely

1. That facilities be given the coolies to purchase

S.M.C. rice from various depots of the P.W.D, instead 

of from rice shops. They explained that it would take 

them many hours to obtain rice from rice shops.

2, That the P.W.D. grant an increase in wages to the 

coolies.

Certified true copy.

esc/;



S. 1, Special Branch

November 11, 1941.

P.W.D. - Road Construction Coolies 
demand special sale of S.K.C. ricé 

and increase in wages.

Forwarded herewith is a petition to- 

gethex with a translation, which was delivered to 

Special Branch on November 10. In the petition, 

the road construction coolies of the Public Works 

Department, S.M.C., put forward two demands, namely

1. That facilities be given the coolies to purchase

S.M.C. rice from various depots of the P.W.D. instead 

of from rice shops. They explained that it would take 

them many hours to obtain rice from rice shops.

2. That the P.W.D. grant an increase in wages to the 

coolies.

Certified true copy.

esc/ s
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

®?......... File No j)ate November 11 , 1941

SUBJECT: P.W.D. - Road Construction Coolies 
demand special sale of S.M.C. rice 

and increase in wages._

Forwarded herewith is a petition to—

gether with a translation, which was delivered to

Special Branch on November 10. In the petition, 

the road construction coolies of the Public Works

Department, put forward two demands, namelyt-

1. That facilities be given the coolies to purchase

S.M.C» rice from various depots of the P.W.D. instead

coolies

Coniar. of Police»
Sir:

2. That the P.W.D. grant an increase in wages to the

of from rice shops. They explained that it would take

them many hours to obtain rice from rice shops

A.C. (Special Branch)

'J



Translation of a letter addressed to Special 
Branch by P.W.D, Road Construction Coolies.

(Bated) November 10, 1941.

Special Branch.
Shanghai Municipal Police.

Sirs,
As rice is dear and difficult to get,

we request that cheap rice be issued and our wages 

increased. It often takes one full day to get 1/10 zar 

of cheap rice from the rice shop. We cannot waste time 

because we live on daily work, and we cannot afford to 

buy dear rice owing to scanty weekly pay.

Please consider our difficulties and

grant the following

1. Daily sale of cheap rice at the rate of 1/10 zar 

to each person.

2. An increase in wages.

(Signed) Chang She Din

Zen Shen chee (^

Chow Kwang Ling
Koo Zao Nien (^ /fo

Yang Tsoh Chun tf/^)

Tsai Wu Yung ( ^ Ä)

Chen Teh Yun fa

Chu Chen Lin

Yan King Ngoh (JT 

Chao Vai Hwa ( jfa
Chue Chin Kwei [fy

Chen Tung Koo ( #p
Chen Chin Chu ( ^ ^

The Whole Body of P.W.D. Road Con** 

struct!on Coolies»



Miso .No. 188/41.

1.

j’Well
March 21st., 41.

Alleged threatened attack on y.r;.D. labour Supervisor

At 11.50p.m. 20/3/41, Insp. Holt P.’V.D. telephoned 

to the station arid reported that he had received informa, 

tlon that an attacBc would be made by some armed men on 

299/6 Seymour Road at 5a.m. 21/3/41.

At 4.40|).m. 21/3/41, D.S.I. Cooper, C.D.S. 165,

C.D.C.  314 and C.D.C. 304 attended the vicinity of the 

place and posted themselves in concealed positions and 

waited. F.D.s. peury and 6 C.P.C.s arranged themselves 

at alleyway entrances to Jde north and south of the 

above lane along Seymour Hoad. Nothing untoward took 

place.

Enquiries by D.S.I. Cooper and C.D.C.. 514 revealed 

that P.VF.D. Sabour supervisor Ts Zung san { 

Shunteh Road Depot, residing at 299/6 Seymour Road had 

on two occasions received a threatening letter. The 

first letter about 2 months ago and tho 2nd. about 1 

month ago. Both referred to him being the cause of 

preventing P.Vi.D. Coolies from joining a certain labour 

union, and that if he still continued to do this he 

would be endangering his life*

Ihese letters were handed in to Sinza Station.

Three weeks ago, two male Chinese named Nyi Dao Fah 

( and Huh Nyi Too ) together wl'



Ml sc.No. 188/41'.

1/2.

others rent to the J-’.» .D. 'ihunteh Road Depot and 

approached two night duty P.V’.D. Coolies named Chu Zang
> cr J l, *'—)

Yue 4 u-T Xc '%) 7j&u •fn Yih. They demanded $1.00 

from each, as Union Pee. Chu Zang Yue refused and a 

fi^ht ensued. This was rsportod to Sinza Station. 

Detectives v;ere posted as the extortioner Baid they 

would return.

This action resulted in one of the gang named Nyl 

XJau Pah being arrested and bsing charged. He was 

sentenced to 8 months imprisonment.

on the 20/3/41, another named Siao Sing Sung
$F- *£} t,aa arrested by Sinza Detectives.

Complainant stated that on 20/3/41 he had received 

information that the gang of extortionists would attack 

his home at 5a.m. 21/3/41 bo he info mod Insp. Holt.

Publication in a Japanese Sponsored newspaper called 

Chung Rwa Zuh pao ( I® was made to U e effect that 

the complainant was the cause of the coolies not Joining 

the labour Union, dated 14/3/41.

The Police Party left the scene at 6.15a.m. 21/3/41.



Disc. 23/41

2

Hashing Road
10/3/41

P.W.D., Dlxwell Road Depot, - road repair coolies 

resume work

It has been ascertained from Staff Inapt* G.W. 

Morris, P.W.D., that the seventy road repair coolies 

attached to .Dlxwell Road P.'ff.D.Depot resumed work 

unconditionally, on the morning of March 10th, 1041.

No demands were made and no repercussions are

anticipated as a result of the incident



I _ --
X—---- -Instituted 12-24
Q. 2OOO-IO-33.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE m13O.23/4i

REPORT ON STRIKE
■        ■'    t i. i 1n

..................  .Division v S $ I )
fff

Kashi n£. Road......Station ......Mar.0.h....8.th^....i^k*--

J'ime and date reported...... Time knd date S.B. informed...............................9 »iQ .A*(?.?.. .8/3/41

Time and date strike commenced..__ _ .6.».3.0..a.».m.«...0/3/41.»__________ ____ ___ _________

By whom reported____Insp. Slack, P»W.D._ and As slatant Engl neerV.A»Borzenko.

Trade or profession of strikers... . Road repair cpplles, Highway DIvlsl

Number of strikers.....7Q------ Male. .70 ...___ Female___ T”.........Apprentices..... T_____ ____

Employer’s name, address and business__ S.»M«C P.W.D. pixwell Road Depot.

Union to which strikers belong...... .®.P.t_ known ♦__ ___________________ __ ___ __ ____

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers.... Severity. road repair coolies...parade

for ...duty at 6.30. a8/3/41 when work was aval lable for only ..sixty- 

three» Theremaining seven demandedwork and their objections lead to 

dissension which resulted In all seventy walking out 7»20 a.m»

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence__ Nothing. definite. .Observed»..

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement 

of strike.—None________________________________ __ _____________ _____________

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

Apart from the original demand for work no demands have been made*

Names and addresses of strike.leaders___ yet ascertained»___ _________

Has the strike or its^ça e any political inspiration__ fiQUbtful.

Meeting places of strikers.. Not known»

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike.......None___ ___ ___ ’

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike.... ...........................

Name and address of printer of such circulars...... __ ...______ _........................___ .... ..

Precautions taken by Police....Two.. s...p.QSted_»______ __ ___  ___  ____ /

Investigating Officer... . ............ .. .... ....

D.0."C w and D.D.0."Cw informed. Circulated. d, jj. I.

Subsequent reports on the same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.



;
(S) 't LJL-jüS

__  J
Gordon Road '* ' 208/41 June llthf 1941«

Strike at F>^tDt Depot« Worth Yenping Road» 

Sir,

At 10.30 a^n. 1O6-41, Inspector Trodd (Police) 

and hr, G» IS. Barker (P.Æ.D.) resumed negotiations 

with the representatives of the strikers at the S.M.C*/ 

p.v ,D. Depot, Yenping Road.

. t. 1.15 p»!”. 10-6-41, the. strikers resumed work, 

after both •»arties agreed to the following conditioner -

(1) That Foreman No. 56 Kau Pang Zal be permitted to 

retire, instead of being dismissed. (He is, there

fore, entitled to receive his superannuation)•

z? (2) ®ie J.M.C./P. .2., to pay half wages to the strikers

7 ■ ■' w‘ Jife

D.D.O. "B" Div.

D.O. (Sp, Brs-nch)

f I
f / during the time of their absence.
') \
“A X

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently, 7



fc I
(4)

Gordan Road Mis0 n_o208/41 June 10th, 1941«

Strike at ,Depot, North Yenning Foad. 
Sir,

The strike declared by coolies employed by the

S.M.C./p.*<.d. Depot, Yenping Road, continues this 

morning, June loth, 1941.

At 4 p.m. 9-6-41, representatives of the strikers 

met Ur. G. E. Barker, 3,M«C./P«* .D., and presented a 

demand for the reinstatement of Poreman No. 56 Kau i'aug 

¿al. The negotiations will be continued at 10 a.m.

I



Gordon Road

?í¿3
J '

Mise»
208/41. June «th, 1941.

Strike at P.W.D. Depot; North Yenping Road. 

Sir,
The situation remains unchanged this morning, 

9/6/41, in the strike of coolies at the P.W.D. Depot, 

North Yenping Road.
Ho untoward incident occurred when the strikers 

visited the depot.

At 9 ajn. 7/6/41, a few strikers hurled stones at 

a P.tfeD. motor-tvuok passing along Yenping Rad, and 

smashed the windscreen and head-lights. The culprits 

made good their escape prior to the arrival of the 

police.

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

D.D*0**B* DiV.

HTT/.



7 Z
No, 2. /

Miso
Gordon Road 208/41 June 7th, 1941,

Strike it >^,1), De^ot, North Yenping Road.

Sir,

The situation in the strike at the Yenping Road 

Depot of the S.JL.C./p.W.D., remains unchanged.

A few of the strikers visited the Depot this A,M,, 

but no untoward incident occurred.

At 6.30 &•&.* 7-6-41, a garbage cart was over

thrown by a number of coolies, at Singapore
/lj - and Ferry Roads corner. Mo arrests were made.

1 lx _ _.
Uf I am» Sir,

Yours obediently,

if D.D.O. "3” Div.

^•c* (Sp. Br).



Z K!

Gordon Road Police Mise
208/41 June 6th, 19CL

Strike at iV»,D, Depot, Sorth Yenping Road

Sir,

At 6*45 a,m, 6-6-41, a telephone message was 

received at Gordon Road Station from Mr, Thoma, in 

charge of the P,W,D, Depot, North Yenping Road, reporting 

that a number of coolies had ceased work.

A party of police, under the Officer-in-charge, 

immediately rushed to the scene, where it was learned 

that some 900 highway coolies, carpenters, bricklayers 

and stone-erushers had ceased work,

Inquiries revealed that, on the 5-6-41, Mr, Thorn* 

had ordered a squad of workers under Chinese Foreman 

No, 56 Kau x®ng Zal (v~> ) to complete a repair Job

on Changping Road near Hart Road on that date. The 

workers failed to complete the work, and this resulted 

in Mr, Thomz dismissing the foreman,

4 / When the employees reported for work this A,M,, 
' they went on strike in protest against the dismissal

the foreman,

A large party of Police has been posted at the 

M ,.. scene, and so far no untoward incident has occurred, 
i I ’■ " 1 /O / The strikers have presented a demand for the

reinstatement of the dismissed foreman,

D,0. and D,D,tt, "B* Divlsim, and Special Branch 

infoxmed,
A ' Circulated,

I am, Sir,



__F. J9___. . .
G.T|oo-T38. InstHuted 12-24

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

REPORT ON STRIKE
....... ........."B"........ ............Division

.... QPTdon. Road.......... .Station .......J.lUie.fi.th*._____ r ^U--

Time and date reported_ ...............................Time and date S.B. informed...... ,7.a.3.Q—SaHla....
y 6-6-41.

Time and date strike commenced...... ..........................................................................................................

By whom reported.......... ................................................................................................................................

Trade or profession of strikers...... ..............................................................................................................

Number of strikers. 9.0Q...........Male.....9.QP......  ...Female........•..........Apprentices.............................

Employer’s name, address and business......

Union to which strikers belong .....................................................................................................

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers.....AX.0.ECdbt&n._JCtëftfêCl.

...9.^...5*6*41>...and„about. 9.00 .copies., work*

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence.... .....................................................................

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement 

of strike.............. ........................................................................................................................................

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

Names and addresses of strike leaders. Unknown at present

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration 0.1 .ft

Meeting places of strikers.... .1.9.?*^..^ ....................................

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike___ .<m*..............................................................

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike....... ....................................................

Name and address of printer of such circulars.......... ..........................

/ Precautions taken by Police......
^Investigating Officer...............................................................................

Dele'Robs» ï>eSeie chu Meng #ei and CeDes,’”173

•efforts im me mne strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
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*B*
Mac. 752/40 Sinza

27th December
1 40

^ÄZß

i ■»

At tanpt to Fora Union by P.W.D. Coolies.

on 27/12/40 Mr. Molt, Inspector, P.W.D. Shunteh Road 

pepot, reported to Chief Inspector Blenkinsop, Officer 
i/c, that a Coolie No. 196, Nyi Pau Fah (^//^)

who had been dismissed on the morning of 27/12/40 for a 

misdemeanour, intended to open a room in the Yoong Oen 

Lodging House, 104 Shunteh Road between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. 

on 27/12/40 for the purpose of forming a Union of P.W.D. 

Coolies. The special Branch was informed of this by

C.I. Blenkinsnp, and C.D.C. 326 (Special Branch) was 

/ detailed to inveetigaie.

At 6.10 p.eu on 7/11/40 S.I. Bradley and C.D.C.25
I ipP*’’

visited Room 2: of the bong 0<n Lodging House» in which 

they found the four under-described male Chinese, who 

were brought t> this etrt.toni- /
* C 1. Lieu &eu Ts 29 Taichow,
Wv/ S/P.w?h. Coolie Bo. 492, residing in a boat
4 on the Soochow Creek,

• Tseu Woo Song ), 29, Yangchow,
J/P.W.D. Coolie Bq. 314, residing f Connaught Road,

. 21 a Yue Sien 31, Chinklang,
S/Unemployed, 7 Connaught Road,

. Wong Tai Woo (?>? A )/34, Yangchow,
S/Un<»raployed, ? Connaught Road.

Roon 22 of the above lodging house was opened at

by a male Chinese who gaVx. his name 

search of thio room revealed two

to the formation of a P.W.D. Coolies

S p.n. on 27/12/40 

ao Wong Ah Nyi. A 

documents relating

| Union.



Ml sc. 751/40 Sinza

1 (Sheet 2)

7heu questioned at this station by C.D.S. 193 

and the undersigned, the four arrested men all stated 

that about 5.30 p.m. on 27/12/40 they met Nyi Pau Fah 

outside the P.W.D. Shunteh Road Depot and he told them to 

proceed to the lodging house there he would join them 

later for a game of nek-jong, but before he arrived they 

were arrested, "hey denied knowledge of the documents 

found in the room, or of the proposed union.

3,1. Crawford (Special Branch) was Informed of

tne above fa^ts. Ou his infractions, the four arrested 

men were cautioned and released.

C.D.C. r5 was posted in Room 22 of ths Yoong en 

Lodging House, but Kyi Pau Fah failed to appear.

Seized documents and >d>otograph of Nyi Pau Fah 

forwarded to Special Branch.

Copy to Special Branch.



Photograph of Nyl Pau Fah ( 

dismissed P.W.D. Coolie No. 166



I

Mise. 728/40.

1.

"B* 
Sinsa
Dee. 11th, 40.

P.h.p. Shunt eh Ro i Depot Tro na por ta t ion 
Coolies -»ShortStoppage of ^'ork*

At 7 a.m. 11-12-40, a telephone message was 

received at this station from the P.’f.D. Shunteh Rond 

Depot reporting that the 400 transportation coolies 

refused to start work in opposition to a decision of

the P.v.D. feither 1 ties to change their mushers. i

A party of unifora police and C4).S. 67 attended 

and from enquiries made, the following was ascertained:- 

There are a total of ^450 highway construction 

coolies and 400 transportation workers in Shunteh Road 

Depot and they are numbered under too separate sections, 
each section beginning with number one.

On the morning of 11-1P-40, the P.^.D. Authorities 
announced that in order to unify the numbers of the

’A
workers, the transportation workers, with effect from 
today, would be numbered as from No. 1451 following 

the highway construction oodles instead of from Io.
1 under their own section.

Son.
The now svstom of numbering was opposed by the 

transportation workers on the ground that workers of 
P.w.D. bearing higher numbers were usually discharged 
first whenever the P.W.D. enforced a reduction of staff 
and they, therefore, refused to start work.

D.D.O. "B* However, at 9 a.m. same date, the P.W.D. Authorities 
agreed to retain the old system of numbering and as a 

result all transportation workers resumed operation at 
9.20 a.m. in an orderly manner. 

Copy to Special Branch



F. 207A
G IM-9-40 îJHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ

S. S. REGISTRY

_ i sate... ■Mill"!----------w*'*"J 
_ ______ j

Shanghai Municipal Police.

DeCQraber ,12'____ 1940

To.

The Secretary & Commissioner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Ref erence No : - D.9128•

Subj ect Unrest among P.W.D. Coolies.

Enclosures

‘X’ Copies of 2 Police Reports.

For information.



December 11, 1940
Public Works Department - unrest among transport coolies.

At 6 a.m. to-day, December 11, some 270 transport 

coolies attached to Shunteh Road Depot of the Public 

Works Department, refused to work in protest against 

a change of badges. Enquiries reveal that the 

Transport Department has been recently abolished, 

following a reorganization, and the P.W.D. Authorities 

have placed these workers under the control of a new 

section to be known as the "Material Supply Section" 

attached to the Highways Department. In addition to 

the 1450 badges issued to road construction coolies 

of the Highways Department, it has been decided that 

the transport coolies be re-numbered, the numbers 

beginning from No.1451, with new badges. The coolies 

affected are opposed to these arrangements and have 

refused to accept tne new badges and did not commence 

operation until 10 a.m. They resumed work on being 

informed that the decision of changing the badges 

would be shelved for the time being, but they also 

demanded that they be permitted to work on Sundays 

or receive half pay should they not be given work. 

According to the transport coolies, they will not 

receive payment for Sundays in consequence of this 

new reorganization, and this issue fremains unsettled. 

The coolies have been instructed to submit written 

appeals to the P.W.D. authorities.



FH 2 *jl No..............
g:-4om:i<7o^ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section 1, SpecialBr^........¿U/n,

REPORT ©^„„DecemberlL,/9 40

Subject Public Works liej^axtment » unrest among transport coolies

, , n.S.I. Loh Tei Kong _ ... D.T. CrawfordMade by..."...............................~...............................Forwarded, by......................................

At 6 a.m. to-day, December 11, some 270 transport 

coolies attached to Shunteh Road Depot of the Public

'fforks Department, refused to work in protest against 

a change of badges. "Enquiries reveal that the 

Transport Department has been recently abolished, 

following a reorganization, and the P.W.D. .Authorit ies 

have placed these workers under the control of a new 

section to be known as the "Material Supply Section* 

attached to the Highways Department. In addition to 

the 1450 badges issued to road construction coolies 

of the Highways Department, it has been decided that 

the transport coolies be re-numbered, the numbers

Comme. of Police.

A. Ci (S?-

beginning from No.1451, with new badges. The coolies 

affected are opposed to these arrangements and have 

refused to accept the new badges and did not commence 

operation until 10 a.m. They resumed work on being 

informed th^t the decision of changing the badges 

would be shelved for the time being, but they also 

demanded that they be permitted to work on Sundays 

or receive half pay should they not be given work. 

According to the transport coolies, they will not 

receive payment for Sundays in consequence of this 

new reorganization, and this issue remains unsettled. 

The coolies have been instructed to submit written 

appeals to the P.W.D. authorities.

A.C.(Special Branch)



.FORM NO. 3 Tj-i -.-yi-.-. -. a
G. 65M-1-39 ( Pilé JV0.—..   J

> SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^'^
■“ S. i.

REPORT ,<?..< -
Lpate tL __ Í^J

Subject (in full) P *. W* I},., .-appeal to. Special Branch................. . ...fZ

Made by.......................... Forwarded by.......^..*...1. *..

I
Forwarded herewith as an appendix is a 

translation of a petition addressed to Special 

branch by a number of road construction coolies 

attached to P. W. D.

The petition was forwarded to Police



be dismissed. In good 
it reXeeise, h* we*< wtu be done, we are given

This la against the

P.W.D. i.d. we should

TRANSLATION OF A PETITION ADDRESSED TO THE SPECIAL 
HrcANl'M, b..^. POLjt:g7 'FROM P.'V.D.'RUAD j 
COOLIES» ~ ’

December 2, 1940. 
To Special Branch, 

S«M> Police. 
Dear Sire, 

Following the outbreak of the local 
Sino-Japanese hostilities, the number of 
"workmen’s badges* for each district has been 
reduced by two-thirds. Therefore, one badge is 

being shared by three men. In other words, one 

man can get only one day's work In every three 

days. Such a state of affairs is probably 

unknown to our superiors.

Unexpectedly we have now learned that 
a number of us are to to «sprit- t* Afterl 
weather when work can 

neither work nor pay. 

existing rules of the 

receive pay irrespective of whether there is 

work or not in the case of good weather, while in rally 

weather when work cannot be done, we are given 

half pay. How is it that we are not given pay on fine 

days? We are inclined to believe that some 

unscrupulous elements are effecting a "monopoly* 

and oppressing us.

As regards the Tatung Road and Markham 

Roads districts, there are indications that the 

regular road construction coolies are to be 

temporarily suspended from work and that new hands 

will be employed, in goochow Road District, 

14 old hands have been discharged. Were it not 

for the sake of peace and order, we would have 



declared a strike as a protest against such 

injustice*

We now request your department to consider 

our difficulties and suppress the irregularities 

as mentioned above* We also beg to inform you 

that foreman zee Mei Sung ( & fy) t ) of the 

Soochow Road Section, has employed a thief named 

Yuan Tuh Zeu ( ) as foreman No*G.38*

All coolies have shown that dissatisfaction over 
is 

this matter and th is/the reason for the dismissal of 

road construction coolies. Yuan Tuh Zeu alias 
Yuan Lau Sz ( j/L ) was arrested by “Kallen* at .

Kashing Road bridge in 1938 for larceny and sentenced 

to imprisonment. After his release, he now was made 

a foreman. 'We feel indignant over this matter and 

request you to look into it*

Signed by Zao van Hwa and 46 others*

1



FORMNO-_JL 
G. 50M4-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. j

S.l, Special Branchy.
REPOHT D.»....S0V...„?8i^T!,&3; .

Subject (in full) Public.WorksDepartment - coolies resime_

Forwarded by. Crawford.Made b£(

The unrest among the scavihgers attached to

the Markham Road Depot of the Cleansing Division of the

Public Works Department was brought to a conclusion 
and the majority of the workers resumed ope rations at 

about noon, to-day, November 20. The P.W.D. authorities 

agreed to the reinstatement of the eighteen dismissed 

workers and to the release of the three coolies arrested 

for being concerned in the disturbance this morning, 

but further consideration would be given to the cutting 

down of the staff. With regard to the demand of the 

coolies for the transfer of Mr. A.D. Pavlovsky, it is 
¡understood that he will 

¡Eload Depot for the time be ing.

A.C. (Special Branch)

remain in charge of the Markham

T? I r 1



H

____—
G. 4(& MO

S Fite
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. B.

S.1, Speqial Bran
REPORT

Date.^.°X2£

Subject. Pubi ic 'Works Department..7.. unre.s^. amon^ coolijes

Made tíy/... .nd .Forwarded by...... P_. I •.....

At 6.15 a.m., to-day, November 20, the

674 scavangers attached to the Markham Road Depot

of the Cleansing Division of the Public Works

Department refused to work as a protest against

the dismissal of their colleagues. A number of

them entered the offices and damaged several window

panes, but further trouble was averted by the

ifoinicipal Police who arrested three of the coolies

believed to be agitators.

inquiries reveal that the services of

ighteen coolies were dispensed with on November

9 and 20, and a further thirty are to be discharged.

bis discharge it

three arrested coolies be released

discharged coolies be reinstated 
no further dismissals be made.

That Mr
Markham Road Depot

A.D. Pavlovsky, in charge of the 
be transferred.

reported is being done in order

to curtail expenses. The coolies, however, are

That the

That the 
and that

opposed to such action, and hold Mr. A.D. Pavlovsky

in charge of the Markham Road Depot as being

responsible for the dismissal. They have made the

following demands

At 10.35 a.m. Inspector Trodd in charge of

Cordon Road Station stated that the Head Office

through Mr. Harbottle had agreed to the release

of the three coolies detained but the coolies must

first resume work and consideration will be given



f

FMÌfl 2
G. 40-^’-40

File No______ „
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...------------------------Station?
REPORT

Date....................... ip

Subject.

Made by. For warded by.

to the first demand. No consideration will be

^iven to the third demand.

Special Branch)

INO«X*> BY 
(«.•.) •«•»TRY



•Further to « R Rcr szS. B. REG- ^Y

(2). ^Sovember 20, 40.’''''

«trike of 462 cleaning coolies of o.k.C,/?,*.D, karkham «oad
-‘'epot, 838 .Uarkhun »Oad«
"•«»A, a ess

vffleer i/o

otr,

At 11.30 a«a« on 20/11/40, as a result of 

mediation by lusp, Arodd and *nsp. A1 sal ^lu, the 
462 strikers agreed to resume -work forthwith«

in connection with the three deenaads presented 
by the st"ikera, the ¿.M,C,/i’.w>i)# conceded the

let and 2nd, referring to the re-instatement of the 

eighteen dismissod oodles and the release of the

three arrested strikers, respectively• As & result 
of the mediation the strikero agreed to not insist 

upon the transfer of Inspector .Pavlovsky, if the 

previous lnspector-i.n-cjha.rge was perzaltted. to work 

together with bin. for a period, and this was likewise 

granted«

lie untoward incident occurred during the 

course of the day, arid the strikers resumed work 

in a norrial emnner at 12 noon.

1 sun, Sir» I
Tours obodi6Htljr>

Div.

iNMDI*> SY 
<S.M> •B^MTIRY 

(op. Dr.)



MUc - ----- —»3/4 0.

strike of 462 cleaning coolies 
■Oepot, 838 Jaarkham no- d.

-M.U.l, hO3S

At 6.10 a «si. '¿0-10-1940, a teloahone message was 

received at Gorden Xoxd 8tutior. from S.M.C./*'.WeM. 

Markham ¿»oad Aepct, 838 ; ixiu-E. Hoad, reporting that 

the :;ool4si» had r^i’iiMed to e-.art ..*ork and that a riot

A party ©1 police under th® Officer i/c responded 

to the alarm, and upon arrival found a large number of 

ooolioa attacking th® offices, of the -depot, and 

observed chut damage had boon caused to windows, doors 
fX*-

siid^indf■«:t6 a of a *,■ ,.o, truck, total damage estimated 
at ^3OG«£^-, 1

. NOflattS BY 
'i9.)M!9THY

l-;-- 'ut'V dl&x »raid th« crowd and apprehended 

ths**» of the «0011&3 ¡..¿¿ap (i) is¿$ e«n Tang

(i) x'fijuS hi® law -“A ^3) faang Aying

Vey * in the act of causing damage.

inquiries ascertained that the have

arranged, as a i of eaonoB^y, to discharge forty

ei«,ht of the cleaning coolies icasual labour) employed 

at the havkham »oad Uepot. Gn the 19-J1-1940, fourteen 

of the coollfea nere di«<jhb,rged, ¿.nd it was arranged 

to dispense «itn the servioes of a further four this 

morning. However, wnen the 462 ooolies attended for 

work this «, they suddenly attacked, the office, in 

which Inspector A.*», xavlovsky, i/c of the i>epot, was 

present at the time.
the strikers subsequently presented three demands, 

as followsj-

(l,i Ke-Instatement of the eighteen dismissed



1/2

»iso 533/40

co o3 i.

(2/ The transfer of Inspsator ravlovslsy* (whom 

they blu/vi fo* 11.® dis«‘¿14»ale)*

(3j the t-• Isa»e of th« three «wrested coolies« 

teaerve U.it etie-;ded, and Is standing«by at 

ths acene,

3,v,  "3" and "3" division informed* and

attended*

3*1, drawfox-d* ¿ipeel&l branch, informed*

'i'ht: situation is tOlet at time of reporting*

w 11C ■ ib Lt d *

ixie x'oliu« hau. not ceen previously infomed 

regarcLing th.® pioyoufed alscharge of the coolies*

j am* Sir*

fours obediently*

3.3.0, "3B j>iv.

P.O, ^iJp. •‘■’r) •

YJ?O/



G. 1000-8-40.In3t'tute<1 *2'24

f SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

REPORT ON STRIKE
...................Division MM. MV«“.

Gordon noad *olic»Station 19

Time and date reported..®.*.4.9«???.“A.4“.Vi.ae and date S. B. informed....?....£*:.t.i?t?..2O-ll»4O 

j 1 s.. j 6 20—11—40*Time and date strike commenced...........*-*------ -----------• ------- .--------------------- -—_________ ....
u k ¿^VlOVSXjftBy whom reported ..........".................. -............. ....*...................................................................................

Trade or profession of strikers...... ..................................................................................................

Number of strikers. .... ......Male.....^®---........Female......“............Apprentices.......*............. ...

Employer’s name, address and business.T*^«/^.^’. iMpot, 838
Markham

Union to which strikers belong................................................................................................................... .

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers.._.^A??.^*.?/.!^...^...^...?.?.?-^A^..£?^A.?®

for eoonoa^ ro^aris, o.> td * 19/20-11-1^4'^ atrikera demand the

re-i.^tnte^ent oi striJcors
how and«? arrest>

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence............................................................................

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement

of strike........... .................. ............ ...... ................................... ........................................................................

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

Names and addresses of strike leaders............... T.T*—...............  —......................... ..........................

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration.........***......................................................... .......

Meeting places of strikers...........T**..........................................................................................................

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike..............................................................

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike...........****............................................

Name and address of printer of such circulars........................ -............ ............................... ..........

recautions taken by Police....*«®*™

nvestigating Officer.......................... .. .............................. .
boss s.n4 293

Subsequ»-* -Aborts on the same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.

%25e2%2580%259cA.4%25e2%2580%259c.Vi.ae
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ir*’
Mise. 300/40.

2.

POotoo Road 
30.9.40.

On the instructions of the D,0.*B'*‘,

the two arrested sen have been chained. The&’ will appear 

before the 3.3.,D. Court on 1.10.40« 
¡/¿¿Ci c>

Sen. Det. i/c»

D.D.0.*BM Division



921/40 .

D^ily.

(ftt- /¿r

•B*
poo too Road
30,9.40.

33 .

Detective off loe*

Robison Ro*d near Gordon Road.

7f?0 a.m. 26.9.40. 
7»25 a.m. 28.9.40.
S.M.O./S.M.R.

Tao male Chinese charged*-
1. Sih Too Kwei (^^j| b 13. Hoi*n, s/P.y.D, 

Transport Coolie Mo. 267, 3856 oah Hsu Li, 
Robison Road.

2. Kwei yang Tsau ts (;ft#?3pb 23, Kompo, M/P.^.D. 
Treneport Coolie no.389, straw hut off Singapore 
Road near Kiaochow Road.

Two by S.P.C.209 »nd C.P.C.3095.

(5) Attempted to intimidate two garbage coolies 

into going on strike.



At 7:25 a.m. 28.9.40.» S.P.C.209 & C.2.0.3095 

brought to pootoo Road station the following personas-

1. Sih Ibo Kwai ("8^4). 1®» Honan. S/?,W9n. 
Transport Coolie HO.267, living at 3856 DPh 
Hau li, Robison Road.

2. Kwai yang Taau Ts 23. Ko«po» M/"1.
t.d.coolie Ho.389, straw'hut off Singapore 
Road near Klaochow Road.

These two men were arrested on Robison Road 

near Gordon Road, when they and about 20 other coolies 

called upon two coolies pushing P.9.D. garbage carta 

Mbs. p26 and t90 to strike. The garbage cart cooliea 

refused to, «hereupon the crowd of strikers * led by [ 

the two arrested wen. pulled a wheel off Cart 10.926 

and overturned it. whilst a leg was knocked off Cart

1O.Y90. The garbage oart coolies did not come to the 

station, but their names are Miau san ( > ) and

wo JAh ( l ) respectively.

The two arrested men stated that *t 4j3o a.«.

28.9.40., they, in a crowd of about 300, went to 

shunteh Road Depot to see if the Highway Department 

cooliea were returning to work. An they were not. 

the two arrested men and about 20 others decided to 

go to Robison Road to see if gaxbags cooliea were 

working, when they got to Robison Road near Gordon 

Road, they tried to persuade and than intimidate (as 

reported) two garbage coolies to strike.

On the Inst ructions of the D.0.*l*» both men 

have been charged and will appear before the S.SJ). 
Court on 1.10.40. \ X

D.8.
C.D.C.350

D.D.O.*!* Div



Mis*. 300/40.

1/U

28.9.40. A.M.

pootoo Road
28.9.40.

Detective office.

interference with garbage Coolies by 3 trike re. 

At 7» 25 a.«. 28.9.40.» S.P.C. 209 and C.F.C.

30 95 brought to poo too Road station the following persons

(1) Sih Poo Kwei ( 19. Honan«

uA.V.B> Transport coolie so.207« living at 388« pah Hsu 

1»1 ( ), Robison Road.

(a) Kwel Tang Tsau to 23.

Konpo* R/P.W.P. Transport coolie 90.389, straw hut off 

Singapore Read near Kiaochow Read.

These two men were arrested on Robison mad, 

near Gordon Road, when they and about SO other coolies 

called upon two coolies pushing P.V.ft. garbage» carts, 
Rbs. «2d and p90, to strike. The garbage ©art coolies 
refused to. whereupon th© crowd of strikers, led by the 
two arrested nen, pulled a wheel off cart Ro.VSd *nd 
overturned it, whilst a leg was knocked off cart m.VtO. 
The garbage ©art coolies did not cosbb to the station, 
but their names are Kian see ( ) and wo D«h Aj :
respectively.

The two arrested me stated that at 4*30
a.a.  28.9.40., they, in a crowd of about 300, wrest to 
Shunteh Road Depot to see if the Highway nopartsant 
coolies wore returning to wrk. as they wore not, the 
two arrested men and about 20 others decided to go to 
Robison Road to see if <a>bage ©swQLieo wore working.



Mise. 300/40«

1/2.

pootoo Road
28.9.40.

When they got to Robison Road near Gordon Road, they tri 

ed to persuade and thon intimidate (as reported) two 

galbage coolies to strike.

This Information was telephoned to the 

Special Branch which in turn informed the P.W.B.

lb instructions hare been received as to 

the disposal of the arrested mon and they ase being 

detained for the present.

gon. 9t> t/e.

D.O.o.*B* »vision.

Oopy to D.C. (special Branch) direct



ft

Hirthor

Att O' Int inildation of

*4afl------------ W57^oV
m^llKIMLnUCV, 

louz% a. rbgmstry 
.¿’"'■rf’D—4—- 

/7
an!u re co >i i oo< ,aAt..— -/■................ .

... t» Suhoff» n® * * * •

At 11.05 a.®. 29-9-40 c.t>. c.20i (Sinaa) brought
to thio Station on® Zung xyi iftngC r.^ 27,native

of Konipo« p • f.. ’ • co . 11 <j Wo.170

) oinna Roo.4 and th®

Yo ng Ung( p.•■„v,r 

refolding 4 Yu® Ching T4 

complainant nam d zau 

ooolio No.250 attached

to Sooehow "toad TM»POt.
TJuq«:. iu:i i c- that fct about 6.30 a.m.

29-9-40 wi ll st t-ie com V m rt PRf* pulling garbage 

c*rt along : .i<*d near Cnekiang Road.the aereoted 

e»q Zuat; Kvi ;iing»wtth 4 ,.?.•» overturned bin cart»

Th«j co-’i.rf?! naut informed his* forexnan Wo» 5 Zoo

■" and at «ro. t 9 a.u>. *9-9-40 thO

P.D.0.'‘a" Div.
Copy to Spatial Branch (direct)»



CüBY tuf Special Branch (d^rocb)»

Mise» 44S/40»

(2> louza
29th S apt«, 4o.

Attempted Intimi dati en of p*w*d* or •’uro coolies*

d*s. fumer,

sir.
At 12*20 a*m* 29-8-40 G* D* 0*323, C*>*S*652, and

C«?«C*8 690« 778 and 2199 on duty at the Amoy Road

p. W*D* depot, broudit to the Station 8 mala Chinese»
particulars of vhon are aa follows«»
(l ) >,BT*W97, Tang Khang ChuGn(V^^i^) 25, Soo ohoW| 

S/coolie, AO»»

(2) P.W*»*94t Wu Ching 20, 3 00 chow,
s/ceoiia» y.c*»

(4)

(3) P*w.TW6, wong Ah aiagrt'  » Foochow,27
s/eooiio, 2*0*. WW
p.w.ma, 
8/0001 io.

i’aang Pau Tso;

(5) p*T«V‘44,
S/eoolio,

You Tuh 
f«C«,

ftOQ 28, 300chow,

(«> Sih Tah 22, Soo chow.>»w,m9y
S/OG01ÌO,
MeDSlOle Tsang ahing teh(^S^-^4 23, sooohow, 
s/ooolie, WCt, f

(3) g/^^* '’I* Teu^l Shantfwi,

(7>

ffloquivies by C*D*3*342 and the undersigned

ascertained that the arrested n« had stood outside the
Amoy Road entrance of the P*W»t* depot attempting to 

incite the workers eho went on duty, to join the strike*

The arrested men wore closely questioned but denied 

being paid agitators or haring any political motire*

At 7 a,m* 29-9-40 a male dhinoso attempted to stop -
a >»W*'O* road cleaning »opt* coolie from working on 

soodhow Road* This man w»s arrested by P,V,1>* foreman 

502 and handed him erer to C.P.0.8 80« and 911« When 

brought to the Station this man fare his partiuclars t / 
followe*



(id P.W*I)*594, 7ung Yong poh( 25, Yang show,
S/ooolie, Chapel*

This man ea a also closely questioned by detect Ives

but he denied being a paid agitator of having any
«4 *J

political motive*

The nine arrested men have been detained and
Special Brandi has been infomed*

D* 3» 0. *AM DiVB*

>• 9,9 ft, 
C*X), 0*383«

copy to fecial Branch (direet)*



UOU1A rfATiew
648/40

ft«F. Æ- —«—***» j
CUn.,,—^-9^0- ‘

28th Sept. 40.
Labour unrest

D.3.I. Wilkinson

Sir,

At 9.25 a.m. on the 27-9-40 a telephone message 

was received from lir. Rose, l-.W.D. stating that an 

attempt had been made to overturn a F.W.D. ordure cart

on Yu Ya Ching Road near Burlci 11 Road. A party of 

Polios attended the scene and found one oart the axle 

pin of which had been removed.

No information was obtained that would establish i 

the identity of the perpetrator.

At 6.25 a.m. on the 28-9-40, a further telephone 

message was received requesting an escort for coolies 

employed by the P.W.D. who were washing roads in various 

pants of Louza District wnere ordure carts had been 

overturned. iJsocrt supplied*

inquiries revealed Wat during curfew hours, the

contents of ordure carts had been spilled onto the 

roadways as under$

i’okien - Nlngpo Roads.
Peking Road - doong Ka Looag.
Peking Road - Koo Ka Loong.
Nanking - Jokien Roads.
doopeh - Kiukiang Roads.



NHK
FM. 2

G. 40M-1-AÍÍ

nHANMMMMML POLICE
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, 5. 5. £)r , Z^£_ 

S. 1 .ShUfr^l Br.44/.Az2b
REPORT

Subject Public..Wort»«.. •coolies.Kr^Ud ...
.................. allowance,...............
Mad. i,. »-S-lt.. *£?»« Ford'd !>,.......

The coolies of the Public Works department,

who are paid on a daily basis have been granted an
increase of 18 cents in their rice allowance. Thia

sum includes the three cents offered on September 27, 
by the Public Works Department while the remaining 

fifteen cents will be retroactive from October 3. 

Those benefiting by thia increase include the road 

construction coolies, scavengers, carpenters and 

painters and they received their wages and allowances 
Including the new increase on October 11«

It will be remembered that on September 27, 

the P.W.D* authorities agreed to grant an increase of 

three cents, but the workers were not satisfied with 

the offer, and a number of coolies agitated for more 
the same day but the majority resumed normal work on 

September 30. A petition was later submitted to the

P.W.D. authorities applying for better treatment and 
with the granting of this increase in the rice allowance 

the coolies appear to be satisfied end the situation

in the Public Works Department is normal at present.

It is believed that the workers who are on a
mon
rice

basis will also be granted an increase in their

*wances

I
D« C. (Special Branch).



FM.
U. 40K

CCH
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

/> J /.‘J.,./ / *** dir **

REPORT u . . - ------rr-
Date.. Û£VMj^Ç.?T77'i.......i p *0 •

Subject. Pu bile. Works ..Department.-..jSitua.têi.O.nje.

M.ade ,by D»S»I..Loh. ’JfeiKong/-orwarded by.......... XL. l»..CXawf  QXd.

The coolies employed by the public Works

Department of the S»M.C» are working as usual

According to information obtained from

certain coolies, a petition containing the following 

demands has been submitted to the p.W.D. authorities for 

consideration s

1» That the wages of coolies be increased from $1.16 

to $2»00 per day»

2. That the coolies be allowed to purchase one picul 

of rice a month from the P»W.D» authorities at 

the cheap rate of $30.

3» That each coolie be issued with a raincoat which 

shall be changed every year»

4» Hiat the coolies be paid normal wages for holidays 

and that those who operate on holidays be granted 

double pay.

5» That an annual bonus equal to one month's pay be 

issued at the end of a year»

No reply has yet been given by the p.W»D» authorities

to these demands. The coolies are reported to have 

the intention of causing agitation if no satisfaction 

is obtained before the end of this week»

D» C. (Special Branch)



f

207A
G. 100^^40.

MÉ Fallii
<8. REG_; ¿Ma'D.--^2^ ,

Headquart ers, 
Shanghai Muai-erpæl. 'PttïTST;

October 3> .......19 <0 .

To. Secretary à Commissioner General,

S. U» c.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- S.B. D.9128

Subject Public works Department - situation.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.
For information. No action required.

_________

* ,w '■ *TRY i

/r / I DA~S H- j fa



n,h.k
G. 40M-' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

*■ *MSIP4* MU
Fi» Mm...........

REPORT
3 •1 •«»S M

i 9 AûJ
Subject Public Works Department - situation

Made ft/-.......* “ * .Forwarded by......9

Commr Police.
Sir:

D. C. (Sp- Br.)

The 600 road construction coolies and some

300 transport workers attached to Shunteh Hoad Depot of 

the Public Works Department reported for duty this 

morning, October !• The transport workers commenced 

work and are still working but the majority of the 

road construction coolies are unable to work because

of the inclement weather and were permitted to leave 

the Depot with half pay«

The 680 garbage coolies attached to the Markham 

Hoad Depot are working this morning« While half of 

the 126 workers attached to the Buildings Department, 

753 Gordon Hoad, restmed work, this morning, the other 

half are unable to carry out their duties because of

the rainy weather«

At about 8 a.m. to-day, October 1, a garbage 

cart coolie No.39 attached to the Markham Hoad Depot 

was intimidated by three unknown male Chinese reported

to have been armed

ut his work in an

with pistols, while he was

alleyway of Penang Hoad

No formal demands have been submitted

agitating coolies» but the P«W«D» authorities

carry ing

by the 
offered

an increase of three cents a day at the commencement of

- 4» i i
, i *

the agitation but the coolies are reported to have 

ignored the offer« It is now learned that the workers 

intend appointing representatives to open negotiation 

with the P.W.D. authorities«

D. *7 I.

D.C. (Special Branch),



]£!•<?. 607/40.

4.

31UJUJ
Oct. 1, 40.

¡¡Further ra ¿wiiks <&t .-»hun ten Road,

At 8-lb ».a. on 3o/9/4r., * lerge number of 

coolies, believed to be attached to th* iRxrkhaa

Road 3.^.D. Repot, attested to force taolr v;ay 

into the Shunteh Read Repot tgr ramming a handcart 

against the gate. A JWtF of poll e f-.’on thia 

station proceeds to the ds^ot, and on their 

arrival the crowd dispersed. This Incident caused 

the coolies who had reported for work to leave 

the depot, but they returned later and resumed 

their duties.

About the sane time as above incident a crowd 

of coolies intimidated a garbage coolie on Sinus 

Road near chengtu Road, breaking one of the wheels 

of his garbage eart. Tour of these raen» cleansing 

coolies attached to the Markham Road Depot* were 

arrested and charged with intimidation.

2759/40 Slana).

At 1030 B.EU oa 30/9/40 Inspector Jhlllpoff, 

Socolara Road P.^.D. Depot, reported to this station 

by telephonfl thut six male Chinese riding on 

bicycles wore attempting to intimidate cleansing 

coolies working in this district. Duties ware warned 

to keep obcervation for these »»en, but no arrests wore 

made.



■I
I

M >«¿ 0 «.»tu, ori 1/1Q/40 all o®nlle> of thè

T r*ui»x?ox't iTigiht’ays S«otiona attacMnd to thè

¿huutiiU srtportad fa» worKv and uo

untcwvTd Inctóent M^urrMU
■ rW

Q9TBS io ^pattivi lisanah»



2769/40«

2.

Please see below«

_ji__ i?_4ie I
’L—________ (

*B*
Sinsa

Oct. 2nd. 40«

33.

The four accused In this case appeared before

the S.S.D. Court *M. 1-10-40, when the following 

judgment was handed downs-

“Each 30 days detention which nay be 
comutod to fine at $1.00 per day 
for being concerned in In timid at! on”.

copy to special Branch.

D.D.O. •B”.

/Tsao«



2709/40 ainaa
Opt. 30 th.

8.30a*n. « lla*n*
30-9-40

Mt- Office.

gin«» Road near chengtu Road*
O.lba.rt* on ¿>0-9-40* 
8*30a*i3* >n 30—0—40*
Kyunc Mu Jaag ^•’M>* Garbage M«Uo#

? Singapore Road.

e*
? Yeaping Road,

a* Sung Hoong Sung &8» K<wo,
V?*V*J>* CoolieJ&. 3. ? RaUaM Road, o*Q*l.

>* Bang Tub Ghing (yiraM* »0, Kewo,
Ooolia Ro* ? Coanmvat Road,

4* Kaung Kung sung ( iUf?A )• Mt Koa»at 
VP,v.». Conilo io* l64r4M woldalwel Road*

»our unlioriA staff*

Mil

Sil.

laUMdatad ooa^laiuant to coaao woxR W 
ri«—glng the wheels of hie garbage eart*



At ftnlftFWfr on 30-9-40, while complainant, a 

r,r.D. garbage coolie, was pulling garbage cart go, 
166 aloug Jinan Read near Gheagtu Road, a crowd of 
about fifty male Chinese surrounded him and 

intifUdated him to cease work. They removed the 
wheals from toe vtoiolor breaking one «' aqpg with 
varioon ¿piemen to whtob tody togrled. jhla wag 

obunsrod W *.*?•.■£. 338to, who telephoned th# .station, 
and <*!• chan Thing Tsang proceeded to the scene, 
the fatiaiidat^ag dispersed, but wl ih toe assistance 

ib.Iw. cheo succeeded in arresting 
the four awonsed who were among the». At the time 
of their arrest the accused had in their possession 

one spade, one broom, one spade handle, and one

The four accused are all w»w,p. cleansing coolies 
attached to the Markham Road Depot, and bad no 

reason to be oast of carter Road, whan questioned 
by c,s.6* 332 and the «oaXereigned, they denied 
having been concerned in the intimidation of 
oomAadnant. They alleged that they had theomelves j 

boon intimidated on ii&rkhan Read near Gordon Road 
by a large nwnber of unknown mlo Chinese, who 
forced them to aoeosveny the» to sinsa Road where 

ooaMnlnant was Intimidated.
Owing to the large number of persons involved 

coaplalnant io unable to identify the four accused 
as haring taken part in ths inttoldation, but there 

is no doubt that they are involved in sang.
Mr. uarbottle, P.w.p., was informed and he 

requested that the accused be charged.
IniBl



1 (Steel »

On the instructions of the 8.0* ®B* Division.

the four accused have been charged with intimidation 

and they will appear before the 8*8*9» Court on 
1-10-40.

Badge«? and coats of accused handed over to 
inspector Phlllpi>ff* P»W»>»

copy to apeelal Breach*

|

!/«•

h*D*0. *8*.

/Tsao.
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Further to also 4*6/40

(2) Gordon Road

October 1st» 40»
Intimidation by P.W.D« coolie«

D.8» ROssington N°«343. Officer x/c.

Sir»
During the morning of th« 1/10/40» C«D«C« 325 

and the undersigned visited the P«w«d« Depot sooohow 

Road and there questioned coolie No, 250 named,-
Zau yoong Ling ( )» 28» Married» native

of KOmpo» residing No. 301/350 Haiphong Road, 

who stated that on his returning home at 7 p«m« on the 

29/9/40» he was informed by his wife that at 4 p«m« 

same date Refuse coolie no,132 had called at the house 

and enquired for him» but on being informed that he 

had not up to that time returned home immediately left 
the house« He» Coolie no» 250» denied having mentioned 

anything about pistols or 6 persons visiting hl* home» 
Statements from coolie No. 260 and hl* wife 

attached»
In view of the af or «mentioned the D.D«0« °B" Div. 

was Informed and a* the detained coolie» no. 170» wa* 

not wanted by Louaa station ordered hl* release on bond.
Coolie 170 released at 4.30 p«m.» guarantee bond 

attached.
Sen. D«t» l/° louaa station and NT. Barbottle of 

the P»W.D. informed.

Sen« Del* i/e

I am, Sir,

yours /jofrediently»

D.S« 3415/

D»D»0«ttB” Dlr«

YHT/



f

2&u yoong Una ( .

^0= --

1/10/40. ----------- Clerk.ahen yuan Fan.
G ****** 3

ày ufcìio ig 2®tt y^oiVj X1®S» “S® 28, native of Rompo, 

j-esidlng In Lane 391/350 HaiP^onS ROad*

Cin re turniug to iiome *** P.ra. on tiie 29/9/40, 

wii’e ini’ormad me Jiat 4 pt®i* saaie date r.C» Ho. 132 

¡>£<1 visitai w »me Md emulred i’«r ». Sut ub he dia not 

.tate thè rea»<m fa hiB vl.lt 1 reported to ny torelgn 
luapectar oh xopuxtlni 1 or «or*®®“- on th= .50/9/40.

Ihe above io tv »“• »tst«w=».

billed«-z&a xoang 14ag.



Signers »: au wong st* 
2au Wong 3s ( )•

Kompo* —~w Soli*

G*hd. stn* J/iO/4o. iiSlSJ®4 Cl«rk,Tuag Yih Hsiang

Jar IU®1® 1b :.aa wong 3^, ag® 26, native of papa, 

j^yeanale, residing, .in liroie S91/35U H^iihong Road*

At about 4 p*m* on the ' 9/9/40, a p»w*D* coolie jjoe 

132 c&’ne to home to visit my huebwid, on my asking 

Mm r/hat he wanted egr huab^nd for he stated that it was 

nothing important and imediateJy left »;he house*
The above is sy true statesMsnt*

SignMj-zai* won« S3*



*M“*
• < H*

8ePM«tot.J5O, 40.

Intimidation by p.W.D. coolie.

3. Rossington No.343. ’Offlcer i/c •

Sir.

At. 6.30 a.m. an the 29/9/40, one»**

Zung Kyi Ming ( ),27, WP.W.D. House

Refuse Coolie &o.J70, a native of Kanpo, 

residing NO.4 Woo hoh jJL, off sinza Road, 

was arrested on the wenohow noad p.w.D. Refuse jetty 

%*. / by a C.P.C. attached to Si»»» Station whilst intimidat- 
/ 1 

ing another p». «.©« Hou.ce ; ofuse coolie No, 250.

As the accused ws attached to the sooohow goad 

P.W.D« Depot, later on the 29/9/40 he was handed over 

to ipuzu. station« no charge, however, was preferred 

against him and on the 30/9/40 arrangements were 

uamended to have him released on his producing a

At 6 p.n. on the 30/9/40, whilst awaiting the 

accused's guarantor a typewritten note was received at 

Jtousa station I’rcsn the i .w«P» soochow Road Depot which 

reads as follows»- 

Mr. H»rbottle, 

Sir,
I y
X H.R. coolie No.250, who gave an evidence against

H-K. Coolie No»170 stated) that last night, eix persons 

visited his home, in the village at the rear of Gordon 

Road police station, and told his wife, that if coolie 

170 will be charged, they will shoot her husband (H.R.
// Coolie 250) . one of the man produced a pistol, whom 

she recognised as H.R. coolie No. 132.

Soochow Road Depot 
SEpt. 30th 1940. (sd.) insp. g.n. philih>oyy



465/ 4C.

on receipt. .i the a.foi ©mentioned. note the d.D* 

0® "a" uiv. ««6 informed uni gave instructions for 

the i ’ r-Ytogether with the?jBota to be handed, over to 

this st’ tion for further en-.;u1 rl»s»
t 7 p*hu e**ne date D.S® 'Jd W.Q. Tiunei and

C »D.C « o att&ched to „.coi ,. .jt-tim escorted the 

accused to this station but. owing to ths Xatenoss of 
the hour no lurtder enquiries could be mde.

The invisi on ai being smde «vaqualnted

with the tacts gave instructions for the accused to be 
detained fur tne nxght and for further enquiries to be 

B^de at A«M» ou the .Vibz 4v«

I am, sir*

Yours obediently,

sen.

□ DiV.

YHT/



I

Interference with P.W.D, employees.

Baldeck

Mise . 417/40
♦**' Pu I.

West Hsnpketi ’a
A *

Sept?’ «th, a
pítate —... ----------

Inspecter, 
Officer 1/c

Sir

At 6.20 a.m. on the 29-8-40 a telephone raeesape 

was received from Mr. M.K. Yabuoko, P.W.D. overseer.

attached to the North Honan Road Depot, reporting that 

son» of hie coolies had been interfered with

¿inquiries were carried out by C.D.C. 82 and D.S.

103 Baldock, which revealed the followinp factsj-

At about 5.55 a.m. 29-9-40 three garbare coolies 

each bavin«* one shovel and one parbape handcart

escape in a northern

incidentAnother

Morth dhanse Hoad at

on workinp they would be assaulted

ion.

<*arba«*e

the soochow

direction alonr Kansuh Hoad.

occurred on Toepoo Road near

x*.D.Oa"u“<

"•C* .

proceeded to Sorth soochow Road near Kansuh Road 

accompanied by a foreman named Roh Ah Kunp ((£) )

On arrival at th« above mentioned place and 

havinr commenced to lead their Certs with ererb ape» 

about ten male Chinese (believed to be P.W.D. coolies

■ v i on strike) approached them, and after tollin'* the
4rH

; coolies that they should stop workinp in sympathy 

with the coolies already on strike, they overturned 

earts and threw the three shovels into

Creek, after which they made pood their 

about 8g8QQa.su when six male

Chinese who wore aleo believed to be V.W.D. coolies 

on strike, approached two loyal cohlies who were 

sweeping the road, and told them that if they carried

103

8g8QQa.su


I

At’ ggMUI®
« ■"

5. D.
JO.,

Mice.607/40.

3.

•B*
3inza
September so, 40

A.M. of 50.9.40 Shunteh Hoad P.W.D* 
Depot.

At 5.30a .m. on the 50.9.40 the Highway and 

Transport Section» attached to Shunteh Road P.W.D. 

Depot resumed work. With tho exception of several 

garbage carta being overturned et Markham and Shun
teh Roads corner at about 5.30 a<ua. Mo untoward 

incident took place.

Copy to special Branch (direct).

D.S.I»

D.D.0.*B" Div.

t INOtkieA. tJY ,

7 //C? /Ä



•v

lilac, 607/40,

2.

Sin**
s«pt» 29 th» 40»

Further re Shunteh Road ?,!%!>.. Depot atrik».

Between th* hour» of *a»a» 28th and 12.30a.».
29/8/40, th« foil wing »trike incident» oocurred!-

(1) At ii.OOiuxi. 28-9-40, a uiuaber of »trlkere 
damaged an ordure eart on West Soochot? Road 
near fatung Read, crowd dispersed by C.D.B. 98 and 4 C.P.C». attending.

(2) At &»&8a»»» 88-9-40. it was reported that 
strikers turned over garbage carte on 
Wnchow Read near Siam Read» creed dispersed 
before arrival of C.P.C*» 388 & 362.

(3) At 6»4i>a»». 88-9-40, it wae reported that 
70 or 80 striker» having thrown ordure cart 
wheel» into the Sooehew creek. 0.0.8. M 
and 4 C»P»0b» attended. No trouble on 
arrival of Police.

No other incident» occurred.

Copy to special Branch.

D.D.0.

/T»ao»



To Officers of S.N.C. 

Dear Sirs,

We have the honour to remind you that we went on 

strike owing to our small pay previously, but it was all 

settled, We should be satisfied and do our best to avoid 

a repetition of suoh occurrence. However, due to the rapid 

increase of cost of living * espeoially in rice & fuel • we 

could hardly meet our personal expenses with our present pay. 

How are wo going to support our family? You are making a 

few hundred dollars a month, which is about ten times as much 

as our pay. How much can you save after paying all your 

bills? we are afraid there will be very little left if there 

is any. Please have sympathy on us and speak to the Head 

officer favourably for us, We sincerely hope that you will 
not treat this petition as means of intimidation. What wo 

now request is $30.00 rice allowance or an equavalent increase 

in pay. The workers of the Tramway & Bus Companies who were 

getting 3 to 4 dollars a day went on strike because they could 

not carry on their living with their pay. Just imagine how 

could wo get on with (furs.

should our petition meet with your favourably 

consideration, not only us but also all members of our family 

win be highly appreciated.

WOB

All workers.

IL /faao.

1
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■- I* I. o3^S 
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Sinza
Mac. 607/40 27th Beptexnber, 40«
1

■Arlfr-nt >hunteh Road Depot.
At 6.30 u.m. on the 27/9/40, 3.1. Huing (despatched 

by Officer 1/c Ginza to vlnit Shunteh Roadf telephoned 

that there was labour unrest at the Bhunteh Road P.W.D. 

Depot and that coolies of the Highway and Transport

ections, attached to that pepot^had failed to report for 

work*

A party of Police under 3.1. Olgnville and D.3.I. 

sorrie attended and whilst they were inside the Depot 

making enquiries, several ordure carts were overturned 

by strike agitators on Markham near Jhunteh Road*

Circuit ted»

Purther enquiries by the undersigned and D.S.I. Li 

Shih Chung ascertained from Mr* J.B. Flashnan, P.^.D.

that at 6 a»m* even date, approx* 421 regular members

of the Highway & Transport ieotions had reported for

-, ork and had been detailed and despatched on their variow 

duties along with approx* bOO casual cool!on*

These hid been contacted on their various Jobs and
• .'**'■ WhflMtfTRY 1 preVBiXed upon by cajolery and intimidation to cease

» DATE 2^"/ woJpk» W 8*20 a*m* even date, all the above employees

were on strike»
Ho demands had been presented by the strikers and 

no meetings held in the Sinsa Dietriot*
All P.’73D» Depots in this district have been placed 

under Police guard pending future developments*
D,0* "B* and D»D»0.*BH informed*
Copy to Special Branch*



F. 19
G. 500-1-407 Instituted 12-24

f SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

reporFonItrike
................. »B».................Division ■■

.............. Sinza...............Station ...... ...........................................40-

Time and date reported. .. ..^Atg9t^™*...Timp and date S. B. informed.... A*.'..?...^..^.^/A?..‘...

Time and date strike commenced___,®...Sd^i...™?Z.?^.™9.»............. ....... --..... ..............................

By j^hom reported..... ............................... J........................................................... -j....... ...............

Trade or profession of strikers........................................................................................................

Number of strikers....^..^..... ...Male...................Female...................Apprentices..........................

Employer’s name, address and business..........................................................................................

Union to which strikers belong.......................................................................................................
r .. 1 1 1 1 1 . -i To demands made*Cause of strike and demands made by strikers............... :............. .................................................

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence...................... ?............................................

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement 
r . .. Kilof strike....................................................................................... ....................................................

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers 
Kil

Names and addresses of strike leaders...... ......................................................................................

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration..JLO.t..X.£ ........................

Meeting places of strikers.........Hil...............................................................................................

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike.......... 1111.....................................

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike..... ...................................................

Name and address of printer of such circulars.....................................“r........................................

Precautions taken by Police....£.01.1 c.e._gu©rds...B.os.tcd

Investigating Officer......

Subsequent reports on the same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.
&
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A D. ?M 

■?4..J &
•¿J -r^^ffl^-j-.-rrii ,,R“‘r^innTijnjiraniiL_ „,wr -. n.. -.uru

ViFC. 297/40. pootoo Road.
27.9.40.

1/1.

7.20 a.ni. - 9.30 a.m.
27.9.40.

Go rdon Roa d.
Penang Road.
Wet 9ooehow Road.

P.’tf.D. ordure coolies being picketed in 
Poo too Road District.

At 7.20 a.m. 27.9.40. C.P.C. 1175 came to the

station and repoi’ted that a number of P.^.D. ordure 

coolies were picketed from functioning their routine 

work and that several ordure carte had been overturned 

on Gorden Road noar penang Road. X

A police party attended to find that the 

agitators responsible for the incident had already

|4

t dl®

dispersed. Five ordure carte had been overturned on 

roadway and the ordure coolies missing.

subsequent enquiries by D.3.1. T’ang Teu Hung.

C.D.d. 122 and 145 ascertained that at 6 a.m.

27.9.40.

Cleaning

when all the oraure coolies loft the Ordure 

fje-rvice Depot, “eet soochow Road near Penang

Hoad for the routine morning service, a number of p.w.d.

</s,

highway coolies approached» obstructed them and threaten* 

ed them with bodily harm if they continued to work. The 

majority of the coolies complied with the request,while 

others,who had already loft the depot before the 

picketting, were stopped while on their way to the 

Penang Road ordure jetty, by a number of agitators 

^at-tadpd them and overturned several carts. The 

m'R coolies ran away to avoid a beating.

| > ^tie foremen namely sung Kwei sung

wh**



Mi oc. 247/40. footoo Ho*d
29.4.40.

and W»o Chins yai fO | -- ), employed b.y the j?.».». 

ordure cart contractor, poo xai Kyi were

informed and a,?movod the abandoned carte.

A Fire Brigade unit immediately attend to clean 

the roads at th« ordure wae endangering the pap sage of 

traffic and pedeatriaae.

observation/ b«ing kept at the ’’’.’«D. ordure 

Depot.

special Branch informed.

D.D.O. *B* Division.

copy to dpi. Br. (direct)



F, 2( J*__
G. 1003 JO.

HeadqWteTSf“""^
Shanghai Municipal Police.

OctoberI,19^0* .

^°* Secretary & Comnlssl ner General,

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents. -

Reference No : - JJ f £9,

Subject

Enclosures

Public Works Department - agitation among 
coolies•

Copy of a Police report* 
For Information* Wo action required



I

a
ôt&mW SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
can s.i. Sp^ciai..Bx^^Sw^7 ?

REPORT au^r^fe~ÏA“'.....TX^
Date. ^s.ÇP5.?5Î??ç.T—5-Q.ï 9 40 w

Subject Public.... Wprkg..Depa.rtmen.t...-.asÌ.t-^tÌQii„ampng„coolie..s....... ..............................

Made >/. and Forwarded by D. I. Crawford

On the morning of September 30» some 300 

transport coolies attached to Shunteh Road Depot reported 

or duty, but did not start work because of intimidation. 

The 600 road construction coolies attached 

o Shunteh Road Depot, attended roll call and were 

etailed for work but failed to commence work.

Some 680 garbage coolies attached to Earkham 

Road Depot turned up this morning, but did not begin 

work after roll call.

The road construction coolies and garbage

coolies totalling some 700 attached to Soochow Road

s*
Depot are working as usual.

Dissension exists among the coolies of the

Public works Department, A number of them accused the

Transport workers of being responsible for the current 

agitation, and voiced dissatisfaction with the latter for 

having betrayed their coV-eagues by resuming work.

Isolated cases of intimidtion took place this 

morning, At about 4 a.m., several ordure carts and

a quantity of tools used by road consturction and W 

garbage coolies were thrown into the Soochow Creek, at 

Markham Road Jetty.

Mr. Tlatlow, a foreign employee attached to

Markham Road Depbt, while proceeding on a bicycle, met 

a party of coolies on Gordon Road near Haiphong Road, 

The coolies attempted to hold up the foreigner and assault 

him, but he suceeded in taking refuge in the U.S, Marines



G. 40M-1-40

File No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................... Station,

Subject.

REPORT 

- 2 -
Data...................................19

Made by Forwarded by

"barracks on Haiphong Road. A motor car was sent from 

Markham Road Depot for the purpose of conveying Mr. 

Tlatlow back to Depot. The car was attacked by a

party of coolies on Gordon Road using stones and bricks 

with the result that the windows of the car were 

damaged but the occupants were not butt.

At about 7.30 a.m., a large number of coolies 

attacked the Markham Road Depot by throwing stones and 

bricks at the windows, shattering several. The coolies 

were dispersed by the Municipal Police.

Two trucks No. 42 and 48 of the Public Works 

Department were attacked on Avenue Road near Medhurst 

Road at about 7.40 am. Truck No. 42 was damaged, 

while the other*escaped without damage.

D. C. (Special Branch)



F. 207A

Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

...... .O.ç..t.0.be.r...... 1,.............19 40 .

To.

The Secretary & Conanissioner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : - p,g^28•

Suhj ect : - public Works Department - strike of
coolies.

Enclosures

Copy of Police Report.
For information* No action required*



cu a Fife fto...q.r-9- o
shanghai municipal police.

S. 1 Specl^l.^xsnda^^4^// 
REPORT DatoJSiJJUuilflJU1...¿5«9

Subject.....^Wic./*QTk.e..D9^rtmenl.-...atxike...ftf„.C5ol.ie.fl____________________—

Made 1/yC and .Forwarded by.......... ?.»...X^..Gxaw£o.X.dJ

Some 300 transport workers attached to Shunteh

Road Depot, reported for work at 5 a.m., this morning.

September 29, but were allowed to go home in consequence

of possible intimidation by agitators

The road construction coolies did not report

for work at Shunteh Road Depot this morning, to-day

being Sunday which is usually observed as holiday. No

.......___ „coolies reported at Soochow Road Depot and Gordon Road
:)epot for the same reasonOtr ;

mation.

of Police.

The garbage coolies totalling some 680 attached

io Markham Road Depot reported for duty this morning,

jind the majority are working as usual

At 12.20 a.m., September 29, six coolies were

arrested ty the Police on Amoy Road near Kweichow Road

for intimidating ordure coolies.

At about 6 a.m., September 29

midation took place 04 Kansuh Road when

was upset by P.W.D. agitators.

D, C. (Special Branch)

one case of inti-1

an ordure cart
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F. 2S1K
G. 1000

a. ..-/ jc
Headquarters,

Shanghai Mu»4^±pw ’h'~Po’li'8,??rr

September.... -30-,.....19 40 •

To. Secretary & Commissioner General»

S. M. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments' in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No: - JP* ■

Subject . - Works department • Strike of
road construction coolies*

Enclosures - - _---------------- Copy of a Polios report*

CLK/.



WC

fm. ¿4 rfa MBH&' i
G 40M ^ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 3. ♦ HtJ^Y i

S. 1, Spec i al.. A 
report b^^episwr^T^

. T - 1
5w^;>cz..xub.lic Works Department - strike of road construction coolies.

Made¿^_.................  .and .Forwarded by......................

Some 900 coolies, including 600 road

construction coolies and 300 transport workers 

attached to the Shunteh Roed Depot of the Public

Works Department, appeared at the depot at 5.30 a.m.,

September 28. After roll call, they refused to 

start work and left the depot at 6.30 a.m. 300 

road construction coolies and 50 transport workers 

resumed work later.

Workers totalling some 120 attached to the 

Buildings Department, 753 Gordon Road, reported for 

duty at 7 a.m., but they left at 8 a.m. for fear of 

possible intimidation.

Some 680 garbage coolies attached to Markham 

Road Depot turned up this morning and carry on 

their work. As a result of intimidation by agitators, 

about fifty of them were unable to continue ptf work, 

following their broomsticks and dust bins having been 

broken.

Cases of intimidation took place this morning, 

when several garbage carts and ordure carts were 

upset at the following places t-

Markham Road jetty;
West Soochow Road near Tatung Road; 
Honan Road near Ningpo Road.

Enquiries show that the present strike was 

instigated by the General labour Union, Lane 95, 

10 Edinburgh Road, through its followers among



~ hi File No
gTIoTmJ shanghai municipal police.

.....................................Station,
REPORT

Date............................................................i p

Subject..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Made by........................................................................Forwarded by..................................................................................................

the coolies of the Transport Department of the 

Shunteh Road Depot» who undertook to intimidate the 

other P.W.D. coolies to go on strike. It is further 

learned that one of the former coolie delegates 

named Yuan Moo Ts ), who does not favour

a strike» has been kidnapped and is said to be 

detained in the General Labour Union. He was asked 

to take the lead in engineering a strike but refused.

On September 27» the Commissioner of the 

P.W.D. intimidated that he did not desire the 

Special Branch to undertake mediation.

D. S. I.

D. C.(Special Branch}.



..F» 207A
G. 1M-4-40 il > > v r

■! H-

Headquarters, 
ShanghaVMu.ii 1UàTTFô'l ïc e.

....Septembar 28>.—19 .

To.

The Secretary & Commissioner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : - D.9128-

>ubj ect Public Works Department - strike of 
road construction coolies.

Enclosures

Copy of Police Report.



FM 4 File N o...^..
gTïô^’o SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CGH s» !•

REPORT
DtfZ<?.S.eBtefflper..2.7.*j9 40.

Public Works Department...-..strike...p.f road construction coolies_____

Made by........D.*S»X...Loh..3[ei-KQ.ng.....Forwarded by.............D.t...X.,...Cjf.awX.O.rA*.

About 1,500 road construction coolies of the

Puolic Works Department declared a strike to-day,

September 27, with a view to agitating for an increase 

in wages. The trouble commenced at aoout 6 a.m., when

Conrrnr. of poitCe -> some 900 road construction coolies attached to Shunteh

Information Road Depot refused to start work, They were told that

the P.W.D. authorities would grant them a wage increase

D‘C. (Sp. Br.
of three cents a day, but were apparently disatisfied 

with this offer. Some 600 road construction coolies 

attached to Soochow Road Depot later Joined in tne 

strike.

Intimidation was carried out by tne road 

construction coolies after the declaration of tne strike.a 

During the morning of Septemoer 27, a number of 

scavengers were prevented from working in various parts 

of the Western District. .Droomsticks and dust Dins 

were broken and garbage carts were upset. Gases of 

intimidation also took place on the same morning against I 

the ordure coolies when several ordure carts were upset 

at Markham Road Jetty and Penang Road near West Soochow 

Read. The strikers further intimidated the workers 

attached to the Buildings Department, 753 cordon Road, 

with the result that aoout 120 workers ceased operations.i 

According to information previously ootained, 

the General Lacour union, Lane 95, 10 ISdxnourgh Road, 

0.0.L,, is believed to be concerned in the agitation.

D. C. (Special branch) D. S. 1.
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BVstrike in the P.W^. Depot |

D*8. 1-2 gynstone officer

Sir»

The strikers resumed work when the dismissed 

foreman named Tsang ping Kung was reinstated«

I am, sir»

Yours obediently,

/^^XSSi

/h/VS^ !>•*• Vxi. Z ,
L DJ),O> *B" Dir. A

D.c. (35« Br)« I “ \

j'HDEXtD BY-.

JJ^
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE'1“™?

REPORT ON STRIKE ?/'
-------- -- ----MjUOa 432/^^ ^

____ "B*.... ............Division

Gordon Bead .p.oXleatation .....3®P to®1* ®r3rdt r 9 40t

Time and date reported. ..?•®®aja^*®T^®.Time and date S. B. informed.....® •.??...?•.?.•..

Time and date strike commenced.... 6 &effi»..3*9«40 .... ..... .............. ............ ......

By whom reported....... ¥*•... A?.9^®9^ ................................... .... .........................................

Trade or profession of strikers....Building COOlies ............. .... ......... .....

Number of strikers.. 100........Male.......- .....Female___•.........Apprentices..... *...............

Employer’s name, address and business........................................ ..... .......... ................................

Union to which strikers belong.......... W”............ ...... . ................ ............................................

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers.. .4.M®^®.®.®i. a . n?Ja®4..T®?’n.8
Ping Kung ag® *8 years, native of Shanghai,

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence. J noon

What action (if any) did employers take.<tO|r^rfiedy 
r .. wor strike.......... ...... . ... ...........................

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

Meeting places of strikers.................................. .T^.a...................................................................

^Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike.........T.TT......................................

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike.........*****......................................

Name and address of printer of such circulars.........................   i...............

Precautions taken by Police.........

’**ating Officer.
122 and C*D«O* 23?

4uent reports on the same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.
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Gordon Road

September 3, 40*
Re/strike in the P.W.D. Depot No. 753 Gordon ttoad.

D.S. 122 Rynstone Officer 1/ch.

Sir,

At 6 a.m. 3-9-40. 100 coolies employed in the 

building department of the P.W.B. Bo. 763 Gordon Road 

declared a strike.

The strike was declared because a foreman named 

Tsang ping Rung a®e years, native of

Shanghai had been dismissed for negligence and the 

strikers demand his reinstatement.

D*S.I. LOgan (Special Branch) informed.

Enquiries proceeding.

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

Det.i/c.

D.D.O. *B” Div.

D.C. (sp. Br).

m/
Sir,

This strike
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REPORT
S. 1, S

itfiJtelLäwypV» s-g-

Sul,ject ^Ubllc..XQ.X^-a..Pep.8Stment..-..:j?orkers..of .Architectural .Dranch resume

cpp-r.etiojcs..

Made by B_.S.I ...Loh.Wei Kong.........Forwarded by..............

The 100 carpenters and coolies attached to 

the Gordon Road Depot of the Architectural branch 

of the Public Works Department, 753 Gordon Road, 

who raised objections to the dismissal of a foreman, 

resumed work at 2 p.m., September 3.

At about 9.30 a.m., the workers called at 

the head office of the Public Works Department 

in an endeavour to appeal against the dismissal L

of the foreman in question. On their arrival, 

tne following representatives were appointed by 

the workers :

Loh Ping Sung

Tsai An Chiao )

Sung Cning Keu )

Zung Ah Ying )

During an interview, ar. J?.W. Cnok, Assistant 

Building Surveyor-of the Public works department 

informed the labour delegates that the workers were 

not in a position to interfere with tne dismissal 

of the foremen, and that the authorities would make 

investigations into the trouble betweenifae foreman 

and Mr. Archipoff. They were also told that no 

workers would be assaulted by foreigners in future, 

and further promised normal pay provided that they 

resumed work in the afternoon. The workers departed 

at 11.50 a.m. and reported for duty at 2 p.m.

D. C.(Special branch).
D. S. 1.
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Section I, 

REPORT if-
Public Works Department - strike of workers of 

Subject................................................................................................................................................................... —
Architectural Branch.

Made ......... Forwarded by..........

Some 100 carpenters and coolies attached

to the Gordon Road Depot of the Architectural Branch

of the Public Works Department» 753 Gordon Road» 

walked out this morning» September 3» as a protest 

against the dismissal of a foreman named Tsang 

Ping Kong They have decided to make

an appeal to the head office of the Public Works 

Department.

The trouble arose out of the alleged 

assault of the foreman by Mr. Archipoff, in charge 

of the depot. On August 28» some 100 workers 

were engaged in the demolition of the camp vacated 

by the British troops behind the Jessfield Park.

coolie named Siao Zao Shing ) >aB

seriously injured as a result of an accident during 

the performance of his work. Mr. Archipoff 

blamed the foreman for his carelessness in 

supervising the work which resulted in the injury 

of the coolie. Subsequently, it was alleged 

that Mr. Archipoff had slapped the face of the foreman.1

clerical staff of the depot thatmembers of the Chinese

he was dismissed as from that date This announce»

by the foremanment was received with dissatisfaction

On September 2» the foreman was told by
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_______________Station,
REPORT 

Date.  19
- 2 -

Subject......... ............................................................................................... v_________

who was of the opinion that he had been assaulted 

by the foreigner in charge and that his dismissal 

is unreasonable.

On the morning ef September 3, the foreman 

attended the office at Gordon Hoad Depot with a view 

to ascertaining the decision made by Mr. Archipoff 

in respect of his dismissal. Upon learning of 

the matter, the workers under the foreman raised 

objections to his dismissal and walked out shortly 

afterwards. They intend to appeal to the head 

office of the Public Works Department for the can

cellation ef the decision or the issue of a gratuity 

to the foreman concerned.

D.

15 • C. ( Special Branch ).

registrv I
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FORM NO, 3 
G. SOM-1-4Q

CCH
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLI

s.
REPORT

.C0olle.8...at...^ ...............................
Made ¿y...P.«—S*...I.»—I«®h—Wfti..KQng...... Forwarded by....... D.I. Crawford............

Unrest prevails among the road construction

coolies attached to Shunteh Ro-d Depot of the Publio

Works Department, S.M.C., in consequence of the

steady increase in the price of rice. However, no Cnir,mr ef

definite measures have yet been formulated by the 

coolies* Watch is being maintained 

development will be the subject of a

and that any

further report

D. S. 1«

D. C. (Special Branch)
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Divisional Officers. , I \ No,"» B
D.D.Os. (for information) ’ XyjEf jfT tx±P.W.D. - STRIKE PRECAUTIONS | *>

In the event of a strike of P«w«D« coolies it will be necessary 
for the Police to ensure that essential services are carried on with 
the minimum possible interference«

The P.W.D. requirements are as follows:»
General
(1) Protection of P.W.D. Depots and staff engaged on essential services«

It is estimated that 6 gangs would be engaged on transport and 
emergency work.

(2) Protection of tools and equipment on works in progress, until they
can be removed to a place of safety*
Locations will be notified when necessary, through C.C«R. I „

(3) Protection of barriers on works in progress on public roads by day, 
and danger lamps by night.
Location of same will be notified, and wherever possible excavations 
will be filled in to reduce the number of danger points«
The officer i/c C.C.R. will arrange to warn the public by radio to 
watch for dangerous openings in the roads which may not be protected«

(4) To prevent any interference with manholes or sewers«
Duties to be warned to arrest anyone found tampering with manhole 
covers«

(5) Protection of staff engaged on emergency work by Divisions as 
follows:-

»»A“ Division
(a) Protect Soochow Road Depot, Workshops and Cart Parks, Amoy Road«
(b) Flood Prevention work, mainly on the Bund and near Nanking-Chekiang M

Roads corner«
w

(c) Road cleansing (by day) J
R6 gangs of 6 men and 1 foreman each, employed sweeping main roads. J =

2 C.P.C.s to each gang.

(d) Refuse Removal (by night)
6 gangs of 6 men and 1 foreman each, collecting accumulations on 7

.■ f .IBSl! H fl
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roads, from markets, hospitals and hotels etc» by motor truck. 2 
C.P.C.s to each truck. '
2 steel motor freighters operated by 2 coolies each, as above* 1 
C.P.C. to accompany each vehicle.

(e) Ordure Collection (by day, and by night)
2 gangs of 8 coolies and 1 foreman, each operating a gully tank 
to dump waste into sewers»
10 gangs of 6 ordure coolies and 1 foreman, each operating handcarts, 
dumping into sewers.
2 C.P.C.s to accompany each gang»
2 coolies would be stationed, at each of 10 dumping points. 1 C»P.
C. to be posted at each point.

Division
(a) Protect Depots at Markham Road and Carter Road (formerly Shunteh 

Road)•
(b) Flood Prevention work on Yu Yuen Road near Bubbling Well Fire 

Station.
(c) Road Cleansing (by day)

6 gangs of 6 men and 1 foreman each, employed sweeping main roads.
2 C.P.C.8 to each gang.

(d) Refuse Removal (by night)
6 gangs of 6 men and 1 foreman each, collecting accumulations on 
roads, and from markets, hospitals, hotels etc. by motor truck»
2 C.P.C.s to each truck.
2 steel motor freighters operated by 2 men each, as above» 1 C.P.C» 
to accompany each vehicle.

(e) Ordure Collection (by day and by night)
1 gang of 8 coolies and 1 foreman operating a gully tank to dump 
waste into sewers.
10 gangs of 6 ordure coolies with 1 foreman operating handcarts 
dumping into sewers»
2 C.P.C.s to accompany each gang.
2 coolies will be stationed at each of 10 dumping points»
1 C.P.C. to be posted at each point.
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REPORT ^X Tnlv 6 ' 4°.J
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Subject P.W.D. - P^n^r,S..A^.®?^..A?.9.r®ase pay.!...............................

Made jfy. -- P.?...?-*-•-Kao Yen-ken « ........Forwarded'by................®*.

Six painters attached to the cordon 
operating in the Jessfield Park

Hoad Depot of the P.W.D./ceased work at 10 a»m. 

July 5, in order to demand an increase in wages, 

from $1.33 to $1.85 per diem. They resumed 

fifteen minutes later pending a settlement.

At 3 p.m. July 5, Tsai Tsing Sung 

), aged 31, native of Pootung and 

known as Painter No.3 of the P.W.D., residing 

at 394 Moji Road, called at Special Branch and 

requested assistance in settlement of their 

demand. He stated that, recently, a dispute 

arose between local painters and their employers

and as a result of Police mediation, the pay of 

the painters had been raised to $1.85 a day.

On the instructions of D. I. Crawford, the

li painter was told that he should submit the

demand in writing directly to the P.W.D

The P.W.D. employs a total of some

D« C. ( Special Branch ).



Allegations against Zeng and Chinese detective#,

A man named Zeng Chiu-fung (J^L is a bad character

among the members of the Citizens’ Federation. This fact is 

known to the public and cannot be denied. Some time ago he 

instigated road workers to go on strike, and he was prosecuted byfl 

the Council after investigation. The 13th August incident occusbbH 

while his case was in course of appeal; he was bailed out. As hejM| 

has not completed his term of sentence, he should repent his mis-ia 

deeds and be law-abiding; but instead of becoming a new man he is » 

worse than ever, in league with Detectives Kao Yi-keng 

and Wong Pei-yuan & ;t) he extorts money from people, relyirgj 

on the influence of these two associates.

Some time ago he founded a Rent Reduction Association and 

built the Hsing Nieh Building to blackmail rich

people. He has committed many offences and victimized countless 

number of persons. Because he has Kao and Wong behind him, his 

victims can only remain silent; they are afraid of his vicious 

influence so they dare not complain. Recently he had the audacitw 

to instigate road workers to go on strike and demand higher wages.| 

Ostensibly Kao and Wong were the representatives of the workers
f 

during arbitration, but actually Zeng was behind the scene. These:

three people had previously planned to rob the road workers of 

their hard-eerned money so that they might divide it among them- } 

selves.

A few days ago he rented room No.476 in the Chiah Loh Hotel I 

(A Yu Ya Ching Road, under the false name of Loh (^)t

Since then he has been secretly planning, day and night, with
. isKao and Wong to commi't sorae act Prejudicial to the peace and • 



i

good order of the Settlement. As the matter is quite important

I cannot keep silent and have ventured to make this report. The

Secretary is begged to quietly and immediately arrest the said

Zeng and to severely punish, him as a warning to all lawless elements

Zeng resides on the upper floor of the T’ien Tung Primary

School Ta Ohih Li <S i X), Tiendong Road.

Please do not let this report be known to Kao and Wong lest they

give informat ion. to Zeng and enable him to escape. In that case

it will be veiy difficult to apprehend him in future.

(Notef RQceived for translation late p.m. 30th May, 190)

(Signed) Yi Tseng-fong.
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REPORT
S.l

n^ . May e,4,.. /9 &
„ P.W.Ü. - alleged formation of labour union proved groundlessSubject.- .................................... ...... ........... ....................................................... -..........................................................

,, . , D.S.I. HideMade by....................................... Forwarded by.
D. I. Crawford

On the afternoon of May 22nd, 1940, Mr

D.E. Harbottle, Senior Assistant Engineer, Cleansing

and Transport, P.W.D., delivered to Special -Branch

Headquarters a report submitted by Chief inspector

H, Rose which reads as follows s-

Soochow Road Depot 
Cleansing Station 

May 22nd, 1940

Mr, Harbottle,

Re formation of P.W.D, Labour Union

It has come to my notice that a Union

is to be formed of all Highways, Cleansing, Transport

and other Sections of this Department, The first

Meeting will be held to-night after 5 p.m. in a

Tea Shop located at the corner of Amoy & Chekiang

Ro ads.

calli ng

will be

Notices have been circulated to all coolies

them to attend and the the entrance fee

orfe dollar and twenty cents per month

afterwards. The Principal of the Union is one Tsui

Chu Foong( ) who originally worked in the

Eastern District as a Lawyers Assistant and ie well

known as 8 bad character. I suggest that this case

be put in the hands of the Police, Special Branch

for investigation and if possible smashed at once

Yours faithfully

(Signed) H. Rose, Chief Inspector.

I
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Enquiries were immediately instituted among 

the leading P.W.D. coolies hut no confirmation 

of the above report could be gained. Between

4.45 p.m. and 7 p.m., 8 detective maintained 

observation in the vicinity of the Dong Loh Tea 

Shop at the corner of Chekiang and Amoy Roads 

but nothing of interest was noted.

Chief Inspector Rose stated that the
k 

information was parsed to him by Hsu Shao Kong 

( Chief Foreman of Soochow Road Depot

who was referred to in Special Branch report of 

May 20th as having informed the garbage coolies 

that they would receive a 25% increase in psy with 

effect from July let. Similar reports were also 

received from foremen Li Vee Teh ( ) and
Zung Hung Ping( /$!&$<)•

)
Zung Hung Ping stated he knew nothing except 

what Heu Shao Kong had told him and Hsu Shao Kong 

said he had received his information from Li Vee Teh.

Lee Vee Teh admitted having told Hsu Shao 

Kong that a meeting of coolies representatives 

had been arranged for 5 p.m. on May 22nd and 

stated he had received this information from three 

foremen, namely, No. 27 Hsu Dzu No. 61

Sung Ah-nyi ( and No. 63 Yang Kwang Teing

He denied having mentioned notices,
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Subject.

Made by. Forwarded by........................  .............. .....................................

entrance or subscription fees or that Tsui

Chu Sbong was concerned in the formation of a

union

No. 63 stated he knew nothing regarding

the meeting and formation of a union whilst No

27 Hsu Dzu Hai and No. 61 Sung Ah Nyi said they

had received this information from foreman No

Lee Vee Kao( 7/0 ).
y

Lee Vee Kao stated that at 5.40 a.m

on May 22nd a coolie named Tsai Dah Ching

attached to No. 24 Garbage Group

had requested him to instruct the coolies in

his charge to pay certain money which he referred

to as "procedure fee" to the Dong Loh Tea Shop

at 5 p.m. He decliaed the request and passed

the information to No. 27 Hsu Dzu Hai but did not

enlarge upon the facts

'Owing to the trivial nature of the question

enquiries were terminated at this point but

if continued, would probably feveal that the

information passed by Hsu Shao Kong to Chief

Inspector Rose originated in nothing more

significant than the collection of subscriptions

to cover the strike expenses and the $40.00 fine

paid for the release of Wong Ching Ts

Tsui Chu Foo ng was responsible for an

attempt to form the International Settlement
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Road Construction Coolies Mutual Aid Society 

in 1937. On July 22nd of that year he was 

charged with Misappropriation and ÿraud and

was sentenced to one year’s imprisonment

D. I

> ; D.C.(Special Branch)
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Aooohow Road D*pot. 
Cl-anaing ¿>*ction.

May £;2nd,T940.
Mr. Harbottl*,

R* format ion of P.Y.P.Lafeour Union.

It has oom» to my notio* that a Union

is to b* form-d of all Highways,01-ansing,Transport 

and. oth-r S*otions of this D-partm-nt. Th* first 

K**ti.ng will t* h-ld to-night aft*r 5 p.m. in a 

T*a Shop lo«at-d at th* norn*r of Amoy & Ch-kiang 

Roads. Motions hav* b*»n oirnulat*d to ail rooli-s 

«ailing th-m to att*nd and that th* *ntrano- f** 

will b* on* dollar and tw*nty o*nts p*r month 

aft-rwarda. Th* Principal of th- Union is on* Tsui 
Chu r'oong ( /fatty ) who originally work*! in tMg|h 

Sast*rn District as a Lawy-rs Assistant and is w*ll 

known as a bad character. I sugg-st that this cas* 

b* put in th* hands of th* Polio*, o»p*oial Branoh 

for investigate on and if posslbl* smash-d at ono*.

Yours faithfully, 
jjOh1 j * o t or.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL P(M§ieÉ>-
CRIME DIARY.

Date.. X" ¿Zçh

«C"
CRIME REGISTER No:—Mise. 218/40

Division.
Ve.®i..“.9.hÉ>k®V... Police Station.

May iç

Diary Number1:— 2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun | 

and concluded each day;
See below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Intimidating of ?.;.D. street cleaner.

At 6.15 a.m. 15-5-40 Mr. Szeged! P.'i.D. Inspector 

telephone the station requesting assistance to have 

about 70 men of the road cleaning department who 

desired to start work escorted to their work as they 

were bting intimidated by strikers. F.«f>. Newell and 

party of police and detectives atten.ed and ascer- 

tained 30 coolies ready to start work had been inti

midated at North Honan and Gaining Hoads crossing 

by strikers and had had to return to the Depot at
INorth Honan Raed. (6 a.m.)

Police escorted them to sections in this district 

in parties of 4 and they will continue working alone 

when spread through the district it not being fought 

strikers will again interfere with them.

Information.

D.D.O.’C’ Div.

D.C. (Sp’l Br.).
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at about 4 p»m» on 16-5-40 In ap act or Boorman

received telefono tneaaage from Inspector G.N» Phllipoff 

in charge of the "%^,D» Contrai District offices 933 

•loochow Road, repo it Ing that at abo>t 5 p»m» sama date 

wages will be ’^ald to SOO coolies and requesting to 

detail more iolice at the Depot in the event of trouble»

Inspector Boorman personally attended and left

two extra C»?«Ce» at the Depot»

At 5» 10 p,m, 16-5-40 a telephone message was

received at thia "tat ion from *v»p» Denot 933 ^ooc" ow

R oad reporting fighting between strikers»

Inspector Boorman and party attended and 10 minutes

later(»t 6»20 p,m») another telephone Mssage was

received from F»3» 49 Rooanoff on special duty at the 

Depot requesting services of the Reserve Unit»

Officer in Charge Louse, "enior Detective i/o» 

p,3o» Turner, iMcLonnan the undersigned, C,D.% 98 and 

party attended arriving to the scone together with the 

Reserve Unit ^est under lupt C *mb er lain»

Inquiries ascertained the followintci-

At about 4,30 ‘,m, on 16-5-40 a number of coolies 

attended the offices at 933 Soochow Road to receive

their wages for the nest 3 days» when the badges wore 

collected from them by Inspector Phllipoff» The coolies 

should produce their badges when receiving pay» badges 

to be returned to then* on tho following morning» This 

according to inspector Phllipoff is a usual procedure

I
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However» a numb or of thar.o coolie® corning out 

from tleDeoot annealed to other coolies outside» 

reporting that being deprived of th dr badges they 

may be dismissed» An excltment resulted in a riot»

Bricks were thrown into the windows of the offices» 

sevexal glasses broken and n»l»D» rsOfcor car 3.M.0.

Lie» No» 946 stationed in the compound badly damaged»

None of the ’’•»•D» office staff were injured» but 
one of the coolies named ttmg Kei aing(j£-^\r) 

23 native of Kompo single residing in a straw hut off 

Singapore Hoad 0.0.L» received slight injury to his 

head and was sent by Police to the Looter Chinese 

Hospital» where the doctor's certificate was issued«» 

’•laceration of scalp» Not serious*»

At the time of arrival of the Reserve Unit the 

situation calmed down» the coolies wore given bock 

their badges at the request of Officer in charge Lousa 

and having been paid their wages left the offices in 

good ortlor» No arrests effected» At fielO p»m» 

16-6-40 the Reserve Unit party were withdrawn from 

the eenne of the riot»
p»O» •A*» D»D»0* "A” and B»C» (Dlwe) informed»
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Uinza
May 16th. 40.

Please see below.

strike of p.w.p, coolies.

At 6.40a.m. on 16-5-40 a number of P.W.D. strikers 

held uy a number of public vehicles on Markham Road near 

Sin as load and atlie&y ted to intimidate the? drivers. The 

following vehicles were damaged by stones and bamboo

poles:-

iy3us Lie. Ho. 15050' Pour windows, value 
$65.00, broken.

1/Bus Lie. No. 15045: Two windows, value
30.00, broken.

tailless tramcar No. 388: Three windows, value
18.09, broken. One Chinese 

passenger slightly injured 
on foot with broken glass.

allies? tr&.acar No. 424: One window, value 
$6.00 broken.

Railless traticar No. 306: <X)« window, value 
$3.00 broken.

No arrestu were made in connection with these 
incidents.

At 6.30a.m. on 16-5-40, about forty male Chinese, 

believed to be P.N.D. strikers, entered a rice shop at 

19 Markham Road and stole a quantity of rioe, value 

1120«00. None of the strikers were arrested, but two 

male and one female Chinese who gathered up some of the 

rioe spilled on the footpath were brought to the station 

and subsequently released (See F.I.R. 1613/40 Sinza).

At 6.40a.m. on 16-5-40 strikers entered a wood shop 

at 108 Markham Read and removed a quantity of wood, 

which they laid across the roadway, causing a temporary 

stoppage of traffic.



7 (Sheet fi)

During- the morning strikers intimidated shop-

keeper? along Jiuza -<oad. several of these shop»

keepers put up the shutters of their shops, but

they continued to do business through peepholes

Copy to Special Branch

4
Sen D.S.I

/Tsao
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^SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

-.............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Misc. 21R/40 VientHongkew.Police Station.

May 16th, 19^

Diary Number:— 3» Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

P.W.D. Strike terminates.

Sir,

At 4.52 p.m. 15-5-40, Mr. Szegedi, P.S.D. Inspector, 

came to the station and reported that P.U.D. strike 

(Street Cleaning Dept} had terminated, the coolies k

having accepted a rise of 23 cents per diem. Their 

v.ages aré no $1.00 per diem.

Information.

Special Branch Informed.

D.D.O.’C* Div.

D.C. (Sp’l Br.)

Sir,

At 5.30 a.m. 16-5-40 Mr. Szegedi P.u.D. Inspector, 

telephoned from P.W.D. Depot North Honan Road reporting 

strike still was in progress. Coolies attended depot 

at 5.45 a.m. and paraded for work but on leaving 

depot did not proceed to their work although police 

escort awaited them. It is believed that the cause is 

that ordure cart coolies are demanding a rise in wages 

from the ordure cert contractor.

C. D.C. 351 mingled with coolies and spoke to 

foremen but could gain no information.

information.

D. C. Sp'l Br. informed.



Ml sc. 333/40. 81a»*
May 16, 40

Please see bel’w.

Between 6-20 a.n. ant 7-15 a.m. on 15/6/40

* number of ordure carts were overturned on various 

roads in this district by P.W.B. strikers, causing 

a temporary obstruction to traffic. No arrests were 

made.

During the day all ordure carts found In the 

district were moved by the ?«<•&• authorities to 

the Sooohow Road Depot.

Police guards have been placed on the ordure 

earts depots on Park and Markham Reads, and the 

Reserve Unit is on duty at the Shunteh Road Depot.

Copy to special Branch.

%

s&ior Detective l/o

D.D.o. Division



Mise. 333/40. SI nsa
15th. 40.

5.

Plessa see diary.

At 8«*m* on the 15-5-40, F.S. 86 Wilson brought 

to the Station P.n.d. h*mdcnrt S.K.C. Lie. Wo. 19P0 

which be had found abandoned on Pinza ne r Tszepang 

Hoad at 7.50a.m. even du':e, and -»round the vehicle 

wse strewn fcne wreckage of a quantity of flowers and 

of porcelain pots.

't 11a.m. on the 15-5-40, P.w.D* Coolie No. 4, 

Zung h Foong repented at the Station that

he w»> the coolie in-char«.« of hand-cart Lie. No.

I960 and that st about 7.45a.m. ova date, ae and four 

P.W.D. Coolies, Sung sh Yhe ), Tong Ying Sung
$>/li 1 ), Z«u Kwei Zlang ( jL*i£)'f Mau Za! Dien 

were transporting a cargo of 32 S.M.C.

flower pots, e«.ch valued at *3.20, from Jessfleld 

Park via Jess f ield-Conr.fught-Gordon-Wu ting-Sins» 

Roads to the Police Club to exchange the pots already 

in service there for fresh plants.

Upon arriving at Sinza-'-’s?.epang Roads they were 

stirrounded by a large crowd of P.w.D. strikers and 

absconded through fwr of bodily harm and the strikers 

then destroyed the flower pots bv smashing them onto 

the ground. The coolies then returned to ths Depot 

at Jessfield Park and reported the occurrence and 

were ordered to inform Police at this Station,.



The coolies stated that they were unable to 

give anv particulars of these striker? who were 

unknown to them« Mo arrests made. Attack 

obvier sly rads with sole intention of Intimidating 

loyal workers.

Copy to fpeclel Branch«

' 5
Dot. i/< D.S.I.

D.D.O. "B"

' i
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S. B. REGISTRY I

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL r~S
CRIME DIARY.

*c*
CRIME REGISTER No:-4ttac. 219/40

Diary Number:—

........ .May"lYth,oZ** Station.
¡9 U

Nature of Offence:-

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION

& u

At 7.20 a.re. 17-3-40, lafepsctox Lieu la fing 

proCfesded to . Depot, jforth .ioxaan Road, »no wac 

informed by :r. ¿xegedi, inspector that strike

had terminated. Ihere were runmirs at 9.20 a«m. 

that coolie a would again strike ov»inp to P.W.D. 

drivers still being an atri^e, but dispute was settled 

and garbage and street cleaning coolies resumed work 

at p.m. 17~W0.

Qrcure cart coolie-e will vonnience work late today.

Üb uniforms have y©t been re-isaued to the cooliee.

Copy to special Br&nch 

Information.
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Miso» 333/40 Sin za
May 17 th. 40

8»

Strike of P»^»D. Coolies

On the morning of 17-B-40 the coolies attached 

to the P.’P.D. Shunteh Road Depot all resumed work»

The Reserve Unit was withdrawn

Copy to Special Branch

SonJ Det» i/o

D.D.O. *B*

at lp»m. on 17-5-40

1

/Tsao»
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B
Shanghai Municipal Police.

19 40May 22,

To. The Secretary & Commissioner General,

S. M. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : -

Sub j ect : - Public Works Department - Strike Settled

Enclosures Copy of a Police report

F I

¡Vi f >
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further REPORT
(6)

Report on Gtrlke-Hlghway and Garbage

Miso* Fite Nv. aiv/m-)
police., Mynnj|pAl m|8fS

....Imua $ I

*,p.....<z £-&)
Obolie

Made by.........?*.?*... ..................Forwarded ¿y.....23^..5..^.....^...S^. Ft.—..... ’...............

The following are the terms of the agreement

reached in settlement of the above dispute* posted 

outside the P*'f*D* Soochow Road desot at 12 noon 

17-5-40*

strikers to return to work on nay 17th 1940 
on the following terms*

(1) Grade 1 coolies to receive $1.03 inclusive 
of all allowances*

(2) Grade II coolies to receive 31*00 inclusive 
of all allowances*

Artisan».
Bricklayers* chip pavers and Shanghai car

penters to receive 31*11 inclusive of all 
allowances. 'Stonecutters to receive 31*20 
inclusive of all allowances*

Painters and Ningpo carpenters to receive 
$1*33 Inclusive of all allowances*

(4) Gangers to rec’ive 31*22 inclusive of all 
allowances*

(5) Half pay( at old rates) for days of strike* 
to be oald not later than next week and 
before Aednosday if possible*

(6) All missing carte* tools etc* to be returned*

(7) Half pay on wet days for transport coolies* 
the same as road coolies* when called for duty 
but unable to work*

Double pay for sweeping coolies on days when 
heavy snow falls have to be removed by motor
truck*

on. Det..!-7«*

D.D^O* "A”

Qpy to Special Branch(direct)

J



Copy for Spacial Branch.

I . ' Ml 50 . File No.
1 W SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.*<i : ¿WOIPAL POUCti

___—2- I
Fur th er report ~t..... ..... I-----  Rf4)OHT

Subject RQP°r^ on Strike - Highway and Garbage oooliefs^ PXD»

'ka j l D,S,I, SuhoffMade by..... ...................................... Forwarded by.

Sir,

At 9*50 16~o~40, a telephone message was

received at Louza Station from P,W,D, Depot, 933 

Soochow d, reporting the window screen of a M/oar 

Inside tin Depot, daniaged en<^ smashed,

0,D*St137 snd D,S,X, Suhoff attended qnd enquiries 

ascertained the t oilowing:

At 8*30 a.n. on 16*5-40, the g^tw of this Depot 

facing ^oochow Ao ¿d , was open ?bout 15 coolies were in 

the compound, waiting to receive wages, frem the office, 

j.PeAe^3^t named ©sung Sung Lee wa^ on

at his hut near the tefe and F>S«49 Rosanoff with 0*^*S, 

1119 and J.FeJ.s 2849, 1310 and 2927 on special duty 

at the seme compon.no in connect ion with the strike.

At 8<3o a,mt Mr, V,A. Borzenko, staff engineer - 
Eastern Area Highways, arrived to this Depot in 

P,#,D,/S,ii,0• M/car, Ford sedan, Lla, $o«8876,

driven by P.W*T), chauffeur ¿o,45 named Sze Vung Bing 
(lixF ), driving permit ^0.9834.

Tna oar was drIvan into tha open gate and parked 

in the middle oi the compound about 10 yards South from 

the open gate facing South.

Mr. Borzenko having left the car proceeded to the 

offices, whilst the above named chauffeur entered a 

lavatory about 7 yards away from the car.

About 10 minutes later (8.40a.m.) some person in 

the compound shouted that the M/car has been damaged 

and the chauffeur on having left the lavatory found the

Jjfc J

compon.no


Forwarded by.
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REPORT
(4) 

3hegt No«2«
Date...................................19

Made by

front wind-screen of the o°r broken end e large stone 

lying on the front left mudguard* Roth front t-*res 

were found to be punctured apparently by n ren-knlfe«

The chauffeur alleges that when he cam® out from 

tie lavatory t'ier~ were no coolies in the compound« 

He entered the offices and repoi*ted tn® occurrence to 

Mr» Borzenko, ”'no la^ar telephoned to this SteLion« 

<1 »?•'*<* # 23^ b tii i. during the 13 minutes in

cri^*tion he Tva3 In hi 3 hut and h^ard no am < di of toe 

glass, whilst ?»3* Rosauoff &nd his party stated that 

tl ny all were ou. *lde Depot on Soounow uo*d Rnd none 

of them knew anytMnr about the occurrence until informed 

by th? chauffeur»

/»$• Romanoff st'<33 tba-t rt the time when he was 

infomsd there r?*>e no coolies at the Ornot*

r>.DeO«"A" Dlvn«

wopy forwarded, to Special Branch (d1 rect)
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.. j , d.S.I. HideMade by..... ............... Forwarded by....... _______ .Crawford.

The of 2,000 road construction

coolies and some 1,300 workers of the Cleansing 

Division of the Public Works Department remained 

on strike on May 16th and some 300 blacksmiths,

coppersmiths, carpenters and mechanics of 

various departments also ceased operations.

On the evening of May 15th the Public 

Works Department authorities announced that the 

pay of grade I and II coolies would be increased 

to one dollar a day inclusive of rice allowance.

id obstruction

proportions

At 2.30 p.m. on May

although the disturbances

May 16th. Acts

received by the

continued

Grade I coolies had previously received 85 cenns

and grade II 77 cents. The increase granted

under the flat rate of one dollar a

therefore, not proportionate to the

wage scale. The above announcement

day was,

existing

made no

reference to artisans, Ningpo carpenters, painters,

etc. who were already receiving $1.15 per day

or to bricklayers, Shanghai carpenters, chippavers,

etc. who were in receipt of 93 cents per day

These conditions were not favourably

strikers who remained out on

of intimidation,malicious damage

throughout the day

did not reach serious

16th a meeting convened
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at the office of the Secretary and Commissioner 

ssA was attended by the following

Mr. G.G. Phillips, 
Secretary and Commissioner-General«

Mr. T.W. Gubb, 
Deputy Secretary.

Major K.M* Bourne, 
Commissioner of Police.

Mr. A«F. Gimson, 
Commissioner of Public Works. Px

Mr. W.W.B. Clarke, 
Deputy Commissioner of Public Works.

Supt. Mason, 
p.A. to D.C. (Special Branch).

Mr. D.E. Harbottle, 
Senior Assistant Engineer, F.W.D.

D.S.I. Hide, 
Section I, Special Branch.

After it had been decided that the Special 

Branch should mediate in the dispute, Police 

representatives stressed the necessity of some 

additional concession to act in the nature of 

a bargaining point. Thereupon the Secretary and 

Commissioner-General authorised that grade I 

coolies be offered up to $1.08 per day and that 

half pay be issued for the period of the strike.

The meeting terminated at 3.20 p.m. and 

D.S.J. Kao Yen Ken and C.D.C.S30 and 107 were 

immediately instructed to contact representatives
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of the strikers. At 5.30 p.m. the following 

delegates were assembled at Special Branch 

He adqu ar te r s : -

Road Construction Coolies

Western District

Chang Teh Kao 
521 West Sz Wen Li 
Tatung Road.

Tseu Yeu Yih ),*
521 West Sz Wen Li (j£> 
Tatung Road. ■ . <

Central District

Jiu Sung 2iem ( 40 ,
Mei Hwa J& ) Pharmacy, 
corner of Foochow and Shanse Rds.

Koo Tsao Yung cM & 
residing in a hut on Cunningham 
Road off Boundary Road.

Northern District

Chen Ching Ts 
residing in a hut on Cunningham 
Road off Boundary Road.

Woo Hsueh Wei ,
residing in a hut on^Cunningham 
Road off Boundary Road.

Transport Coolies

Tsoh Yeu Fah 
Shing Kee Tea 
Shunteh Road.

Shop

Drainage Coolies

Western District

Pan Tsai Ding ( ,
134 Tsing Ka Hong, Gordon Road.
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Central District

Tsu Ding Fu ( J > xs
No. 3 Soong Mang Li
Amoy Road.

Scavengers

Van Ching .An
residing in a hut on jehol Rd.

Soong Nyi Sai (.4*-. ^t),
residing in a hut on Jehol Rd.

Garbage Coolies

Western District
Chow Ching Fob CA 

No. 10 Moji Road.

Miao Kuo Ching
No. 49. Zan, Hsing Li ' 

), Ferry Road.

Central District

Chen Kee poo 
No. 4, E Kong 
Myburgh Road.

Northern District

Yu Tsai Keng (, 
No. 49, Tsung Kwei Li ■ 

Haining Road.
Wong Wei Ching (J^ ,

No. 7 West Daung Ka Loong I 
{$21 Tsepoo Road.

Chen Hai Fu jf? ) >
No*. 34. Ching Yang Li 

4g JU, S1^ ^ad.

Pan Kwang Zai ,
reaiding in a hut on jehol Rd.

Eastern District

Yang Ah Nyi ,
No. 4, Lane 411, Kungping Rd.
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negotiations were conducted by Superintendent 
Mason, D.S.I. Hide, D.S.I. Kao Yen Ken and C.D.C.s 
30 and 107» Mr. N.W.B. Clarke, Deputy Commissioner, 
F.W.D. and Mr. D.H. Harbottle, Senior Assistant 

Engineer, Cleansing and Transport Division, P.W.D. 
were present.

After lengthy persuasion, the delegates 
accepted the following terns of settlement

1) That the daily pay of grade I coolies 
will be raised from $0.85 to $1.08, 
inclusive of all allowances.

2) That the daily pay of grade II coolies 
will be raised from $0.77 to $1.00, 
inclusive of all allowances.

3) Sweeping coolies :
a) when required to sweep snow 

to road side - ordinary pay.
b) when required to shovel snow 

into trucks - double pay.
4) Transport coolies, wet days :

Similar to road construction coolies 
as follows :**
a) when called for work on the

following day and not required 
owing to rain........ half pay.

b) if required to work on wet days - 
ordinary pay.

5) Half pay for days of strike to be issued 
on next pay days, (next week)

6) Artisans, painters, bricklayers, 
carpenters, etc. ($1.15 and $0.93)
will be given corresponding consideration. 
New rates to be announced later.

7) Garbage coolies (monthly pay) »
a) Having stopped work only on 

account of intimidation 
garbage coolies will receive 
füll pay for the strike period.

b) To clear garbage accumulated
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during the strike period from 
alleyways as quickly as possible.

c) Each coolie will be issued with 
a broomstick, dust bin and 
shovel, which on being worn out 
may be returned and exchanged 
for new issue.

8) All municipal property taken away by the 
strikers is to be returned forthwith.

9) That all coolies resume work on May 17.

With reference to item No. 4, transport 

coolies stated that they were at a loss to 

understand why the construction coolies, who 

received exactly the same daily pay as themselves, 

should be issued with half pay on wet days whilst 

they received nothing. This and the other 

minor concessions were granted on the authority 

of Mr. N.W.B. Clarke.

It was explained to the delegates of the 

r garbage coolies that since they are on the 

monthly pay sheets concessions granted them 

would effect the entire Chinese staff. The 

question would, therefore, have to be referred 

to the Council.

Negotiations were successfully concluded 

at 10.20 p.m.

On the morning of May 17 a considerable 

section of the strikers resumed work but were 

intimidated by carpenters, blacksmiths, artisans,
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painters, etc. and garbage coolies who claimed 

that as no increases had been granted them 

the other sections should live up to thar 

agreement not to resume work until all demands 

had been satisfied. At Shunteh Road Depot the 

coolies demanded the release of one Wong Ching 

Tsang ( 2E. ‘ ), P«W.D. coolie No. 124 who was

arrested by Gordon Road Station on May 15th 

and sentenced to 40 days detention or a $40.00 

fine for intimidation.

D.S.I. Hide, D.S.I. Kao Yen Ken, C.D.C.s 

30 and 107 proceeded to the strikers meeting 

place at the Dong Loh Tea Shop, corner of Chekiang 

and Amoy Roads, where the delegates were instructed 

to carry out the terms of the agreement reached 

the previous evening. After some persuasion they 

agreed although the garbage coolies still remained 

indifferent.
Accompanied by some of the representatives, 

detectives then proceeded to Gordon Road Station 

where it was suggested that if the coolies 

wanted the release of Wong Ching Tsang they 

should subscribe to pay his fine. This they 

agreed to do and one of the foremen agreed to 

advance the money and pay it into the Court.

The detectives and delegates then returned
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to Shunteh Road Depot and arrangements were made 

for equipment to be issued and work resumed.

In the meanwhile garbage coolies at Soochow 

Road Depot refused to resume work whereupon, 

acting on his own initiative, a foreman named 

Hsu Shao Kong informed them that he would approach 

the p.W.D. authorities and promised them a 

satisfactory reply at 2 p.m. The coolies remained 

quiet but idle.

The foreman*s behaypur was broughtto the 

notice of Mr. Jf.W.B. Clarke and Mr. D.E. Harbottle 

who cautioned him against making rash promises. 

However, when approached by the garbage coolies 

at 2 p.m. Hsu Shao Kong informed them that the 

rice allowance for May would be increased to 

$7.00 and that with effect from July 1st, pay 

would be increased by 25%. This unauthorised 

statement me&t with approval and the coolies 

resumed work forthwith.

The remaining strikers had already resumed 

operations and at 2 p.m. on May 17th, the 

situation was normal.

The P.W.D. authorities have been informed 

of the unauthorised statement made by foreman 

Hsu Shao Kong.

During the tiffin hours on May 17th, despite
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> Police criticism of the method adopted in announcing 

the afbi*ementioned flat rate of one'tLollar a day, 

the P.W.D. authorities again announced by means 

of a notice and without Police mediation that the pay 

of painters and Ningpo carpenters would be increased 

from $1.15 to $1.33 and that of bricklayers, 

Shanghai carpenters and chippavers from 93 cents 

to $1.11 per day. The announcement did not include k 

blacksmiths, coppersmiths and fitters, etc. 

Fortunately those concerned accepted the new rates 

of pay and the announcement did not interfere with 

the resumption of work.

On the afternoon of May 16th, whilst the 

garbage coolies were being paid at Soochow Road 

Depot, Inspector G.w. Philippoff assaulted 

scavenger Mo. 680 Wong Kai 2ai ( J 

striking him once on the head with a weighted 

stick bound with copper wire. The assault 

followed the coolies refusal to surrender his 

badge and was otherwise entirely unprovoked. 

At the iieealt of the P.W.D. Special Branch 

detectives have conducted careful enquiries 

regarding the^ase and there can be no doubt of 

Philippoff*s guilt.

As a result of this incident the coolies 

attached to Soochow Road Depot have intimated 

their intention of declaring a strike unless
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Fhilippoff is transferred elsewhere.

At 3 p.m. on May 17th the following 

representatives of the ordure coolies called 

at Special Branch Headquarters and presented a 

petition (attached) requesting the Police to 

mediate with the contractor Poo Tsai Kee on 

their behalf
Wong Zang King -fc.. ,

age 26, a native of Kaoyue, 
residing at 27 Teh Shing Li 
(^•> -M? t Raining Road.

Wong Ah Keng (, 
age 59, a native of Soochow, 
residing at No. 18, Kiu Keng 
Li (JO, Miller Road.

Kao Hoong Sz 
age 35, a native of Kaoyue, 
residing at No. 1, Zung Ping 
Li CXsL.-T'* Lingping 
Road (ytgrf •

Loh Sih Ling (/^ -^-0 ,
age 29, a native of Shanghai, 
residing at No. 121, Lane 349, 
Chusan Road.

Lee Ah Ching (¿£. JO, 
age 36, a na tive of Soochow 
residing at Noa 563, Tsung 
Yang Li , Dixwell
Road.

Kwei Ching Tsoong 
age 43, a native of Taiyue, 
residing at No. 9 Urga Road.

Lee Bo Zao (¿è. ,
age 39, a nati ve %f kaoyue, 
residing at No. 102 Teh Shing 
Li, Raining Road.

On learning the identity of the representatives
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the contractor stated he had already been 

approached by their foreman and the dispute was 

approaching an amicable settlement.

The representatives confirmed this 

statement and were therefore persuaded to resume 

work on May 18th and to refrain from further 

agitation. This they did.

The statement of foreman Hsu Shao Kong to 

the effect that the garbage coolies will receive 

a 25% increase with effect from July 1st has 

already been published in the Chinese press and 

presumably is common knowledge among the Councilrs 

employees on the monthly pay sheets. It is

| respectfully submitted that the question is urgent 

' and merits immediate attention. If the garbage 

coolies again declare a strike there is every 

likelihood that other sections will join and a 

settlement would be impossible without further 

concessions being granted all round.

D. S. I

D. C.(Special Branch)



Translation of a letter purporting to be written 
by ordure coolies addressed to the Special Branch 
on May 17th, 1940. 

Special Branch,

S.M.P.

Request for mediation in persuading 
Contractor Poo Tsai Kee to improve 
working conditions in view of high 
cost of living.

In view of the high cost of living, the 

ordure coolies declared a strike as a demand for 

better treatment from the contractor Poo Tsai Kee 

Now the workers of the Shanghai Municipal Council 

obtained an increase in wages and resumed work 

this morning, but the ordure coolies were not 

granted anything. The coolies are not satisfied 

and therefore appoint the delegates to appeal to 

you. It is hoped that you will be kind enough to 

mediate for improved treatment to offset our 

difficulties in maintaining a livelihood.

Signed by Lee Bo Zao rem
and 18 others



r. w. d. lab am.

TERMS OF SETTLEMENT 0? STRIKE.

Strikers to return to work on Kay 17th on the following

terms

1. Grade I Coolies to receive $1.08, inclusive of all 

allowan ces.

2. Grade II Coolies to receive $1.00, inclusive tf all 

allowances.

3. Artisans:

Bricklayers, Chippavers, Shanghai Carpenters to 

receive $1.11, inclusive of all allowances.

Stone cut ters to receive ,.1.20, inclusive of all 

allowances.

Painters and Ningpo Carpenters to receive §1.33. 

inclusive of all allowances.

4. Gangers to receive ^1.22, inclusive of all allowanc e

5. Half nay (at eld rates) for days of strike, to be p ; 

not later than next week and before Wednesday, if

6. All missing carts, tools, etc., to be returned.

7. Half pay on wet days for transport coolies, the same as 

road coolies, when called for duty but unable to work.

8. Double pay for sweeping coolies on days when heavy 

snowfalls have to be removed by motor truck.

May 17, 1940.
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The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- D. 9128

Subject : - P.W.D. strike of cooliee.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.

CCK/



Special Branch, 
May 15, 1940.

P.W.D. strike of coolies.

The strike of Public Works Department 
coolies continues this morning. May 15th and 
there appears little likelihood of operations 
being resumed in the near future.

The strikers continue to resort to acts 
of violence and intimidation and the following 
incidents are among those coming to the notice of 
the Police.

At 6.20 a.m. on May 15th a number of garbage 
and ordure carts were placed on Markham Road near 
the Bridge causing obstruction to buses, trackless 
trama and traffic in general. They were removed 
by the Police. Ordure carts were also placed 
on Sinza Road near ifyburgh Road and lump of 
asphalt were placed on the tram rails on Sinza 
Road near Tatung Road. These obstructions were 
also removed by the Police.

At about 6.45 a.m. one of the strikers 
was arrested by the Municipal Police on Yu Yuen 
Road near Tifeng Road on suspicion of having 
been concerned in the overturning of a garbage 
cart. He is still under detention at the time 
of writing.

On the morning of May 14th three of the 
strikers’ representatives named Tseu Yu Yih

jj. ), Jiu Chien Zien ( ) and
Woo Hsuah Wei /t, ) delivered to the
1st special District Citizens’ Federation, the 
Chinese Ratepayers* Association and Mr. Yu 
Ya Ching a petition requesting mediation in the 
dispute.
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On the same morning the Public Works 
Department requested Police assistance in locating 
the representatives of the strikers. Considerable 
difficulty was experienced in contacting the 
strikers but by 4.35 p.m., as a result,of the 
efforts of D.S.I. Kao Yen Ken and C*D»C. 30, the 
following thirteen representatives were assembled 
at Special Branch Headquarters.

Western District
Road Construction
Coolies :

Transport Division :

Drainage Division :

Tseu Yeu Yih (./<! JUL ), 
521 Ss Wen Li, Tatung 
Road.

Chancr Teh Kao 
&21 Sz Wen Li, Tatung 
Road.

Tsoh Yeu Ihh (), 
Shim? Kee Tea Shop, 
Shunteh Road.

Liu Chansr Sung ( ¿j £ ), 
134 Taiantf Ke Hong, 
Gordon Road

* kJ 1.
Pan Tsai Ding (

134 Tsiang Ka Hong, 
Gordon Road.

Central District
Road C one true t ion Jin Chien Sion
Coolies : residing in an alleyway

on Shanse Roed off 
Foochow Road.

Koo Shao Hing 
residing in an alleyway

1 on Shanse Road off
Foochow Road.

■«»ce w» ,A a
Drainage Division : Wong Tsing Yung ( ilfei)»

3 Sooner ’Tiana’ Li, iMpy
A M m ^Road,;-W ,iF 

■hht exceeded W45.,
Chu Ding Foo ()» 

3 Sooner Nianer Li, Imoy 
Boad. “

north«»
RoadConstruction Chen Ching Ts (fÁ/ÍJÉ_)» 
Coolies : residing in a nut on

Cunningham Road off 
Boundary Road.
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Woo Hsueh Wei (<%. )•
residing in a hut on 
Cunningham Road off 
Boundary Hoad.

Soong Nyi Sai ( ^31 <L )» 
resicin«r in a hut on 
Jehol Road.

Tan Ching An ( )»
residing in a nut on 
Jehol Road.

Those representatives presented the demands 
which are attached herewith. In connection 
with those submitted by the ordure cookies it 
should be mentioned that they are not employed 
directly by the Council but by the ordure contractor. 

Owing to the fact that the Cossnissioner of 
Public Works had insisted that all negotiations 
take place in the offices of tne P.W.D., the 
representatives were escorted to the office of 
the Highways Engineer who attended at 6.2b p.m. 
Through the interpretation of D.S.I. Kno Yen Ken 
the Highways Engineer addressed the representatives 
and etftted that the Council has already honoured 
its promise regarding the increase in rice allowance 
inasmuch as tne additional five cents per dims 
applicable when the price exceeds $45.00 per picul 
has been included in pay to be drawn from May 15th. 
He explained that the delay in issuing the additional 
allowance was due to the fact that it was not 
applicable until the average daily price of rice 
had exceeded $45.00 over a period of one week. 
The week in which this first occurred ended on 
May 8 and the additional allowance of five cents 
a day would be issued with effect from the following 
day*

a
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The Highways Engineer went on to say that the 
Commissioner of Public Works was at a loss to 
understand why the coolies had declared a¿strike 
before receiving the full benefit of concessions 
already granted and without having formally presented 
their fresh demands. He further stated that the 
C onanisai oner appreciates their difficulties and 
would, give their demands full and sympathetic 
consideration but only after the unconditional 
resumption of operations.

In replying to the Highways Engineer the 
representatives pointed out the difficulty of 
maintaining themselves and their families on 
85 cents per working day and pointed out tiiat the 
Trench Municipal Council pays its employees at 
rates much more favourable than is the case with 
the Council., ~

After the discussion had continued for 
over two heurs the representative' declared that 
.thiy themselves „<ore willing to resume work but 
owing to the large numbers involved they doubted 
thou ability to persuade the coolies to c« 11 off 
the strike unless they were in a position to offer 
something more tangible than a promise of consideration.

The representatives undertook to sound the 
general feeling and to assemble at the office of 
the Highways Engineer for fui ther discussion at 
2 p.m. on May 15th. It has since been ascertained 
that owing to the unfavourable attitude of the 
coolies the representatives will not keep this 
appointment.

The various sections involved in the strike 
here agreed not to resume opentions independently 
and to continue the strike until such times as 
a favourable reply has been received from the
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The strike of Public Works Department

coolies continues this morning, May 15th and 

there appears little likelihood of operations 

being resumed in the near future.

The strikers continue to resort to acts 

of violence and intimidation and the following 

incidents are among those coming to the notice of 

the Police.

At 6.20 a.m. on May 15th a number of garbage 

and ordure carts were placed on Markham Road near 

the Bridge causing obstruction to buses, trackless 

trams and traffic in general. They were removed 

by the Police. Ordure carts were also placed 

on Sinza Road near Myburgh Road and lump of 

asphalt were placed on the tram rails on Sinza 

Road near Tatung Road. These obstructions were 

also removed by the Police.

At about 6.45 a.m. one of the strikers

was arrested by the Municipal Police on Yu Yuen

Road near Tifeng Road on suspicion of having 

been concerned in the overturning of a garbage 

cart. He is still under detention at the time 

of writing.

On the morning of May 14th three of the 

strikers’ representatives named Tseu Yu Yih 

( J*] Ji. ), Jiu Chien Zien ( ziAj ) and

Woo Hsueh Wei ( J- 4 L ) delivered to the
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1st Special District Citizens’ Federation, the 

Chinese Ratepayers’ Association and Mr. Yu 

Ya Ching a petition requesting mediation in ‘the 

dispute.

On the same morning the Public Works 

Department requested Police assistance in locating 

the representatives of the strikers. Considerable 

difficulty was experienced in contacting the 

strikers but by 4.35 p.m., as a result of the 

efforts of D.S.I. Kao Yen Ken and C.D.C. 30, the 

following thirteen representatives were assembled 

at Special Branch Headquarters.

Western District

Road Construction
Coolies s

Transport Division :

Drainage Division :

Tse u Yeu Yih ( Ä) ), 
521 Sz Wen Li, Tatung 
Road.

Chang Teh Kao ( ' J| Ä ), 
521 Sz Wen Li, Tatung 
Road.

Tsoh Yeu Fah ( ^ ),
Shing Kee Tea Shop, 
Shunteh Road.

Liu Chang Sung ( t 1 ), 
134 Tsiang Ka Hong, 
Gordon Road.

Pan Tsai Ding ( 4 ),
134 Tsiang Ka Hong, 
Gordon Road.

Central District

Road Construction
Coolies :

Jiu Chien Zien ( ),
residing in an alleyway 
on Shanse Road off 
Foochow Road*
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Drainage Division ;

Koo Shao Ning ( $1 ),
residing in an alleyway 
on Shanse Road off 
Foochow Road.

Wong Tsing Yung ( J- 1&. ),
3 Soong Niaig Li, Amoy 
Road.

Chu Ding Foo ( “Mj R ® ), 
3 Soong Niang Li, Amoy 
Road.

Northern District

Road Construction 
Coolies ;

Chen Ching Ts ( fK /|> < 
residing in a hut on 
Cunninghan Road off 
Boundary Road.

Woo Hsueh Wei ( 
residing in a hut on 
Cunningham Road off 
Boundary Road.

Scavenge rs Soong Nyi Sai < it 
residing in a hut on 
Jehol Road.

Van Ching An (-M 
residing in a hut on 
Jehol Road.

These representatives presented the demands 

which are attached herewith, in connection 

with those submitted by the ordure coolies it

should be mentioned tha t they are not employed

directly by the Council but by the ordure contractor.

Owing to the fact that the Commissioner of 

Public Works had insisted that all negotiations 

take place in the offices of the P.W.D., the
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representatives were escorted to the office of 

the Highways Engineer who attended at 6.25 p.m. 

Through the interpretation of D.S.j. Kao Yen Ken 

the Highways Engineer addressed the representatives 

and stated tha t the Council has already honoured 

its promise regarding the increase in rice allowance 

inasmuch as the additional five cents per diem 

applicable when the price exceeds $45.00 per picul 

has been included in pay to be drawn from May 15th. 

He explained that the delay in issuing the additional 

allowance was due to the fact that it was not 

applicable until the average daily price of rice 

had exceeded $45.00 over a period of one week. 

The week in which this first occurred ended on 

May 8 and the additional allowance of five cents 

a day would be issued with effect from the following 

day.
The Highways Engineer went on to say that the 

Commissioner of Public Works was at a loss to 

understand why the coolies had declared a strike 

before receiving the full benefit of concessions 

already granted and without having formally presented 

their fresh demands. He further stated that the 

Commissioner appreciates their difficulties and 

would give their demands full and sympathetic 

consideration but only after the unconditional
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resumption of operations.

In replying to the Highways Engineer the 

representatives pointed out the difficulty of 

maintaining themselves and their families on 

85 cents per working day and pointed out that the 

French Municipal Council pays its employees at 

rates much more favourable than is the case with 

the Council.

After the discussion had continued for 

over two hours the representatives declared that 

they themselves were willing to resume work but 

owing to the large numbers involved they doubted 

their ability to persuade the coolies to call off 

the strike unless they were in a position to offer
I 

something more tangible than a promise of consideration.!

The representatives undertook to sound the 

general feeling and to assemble at the office of 

the Highways Engineer for further discussion at 

2 p.m. on May 15th. It has since been ascertained 

that owing to the unfavourable attitude of the 

coolies the representatives will not keep this 

appointment.

The various sections involved in the strike 

have agreed not to resume operations independently 

and to continue the strike until such times as 

a favourable reply has been received from the

... .................... ...... ............  ........ :.... ............. ,..... ....,,....... .j;
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Council.

According to information received, the 

strikers have been negotiating for assistance 

from the China Labour Mo venent Association, 

95/10, Edinburgh Road.

It is also rumoured that as soon as thei r 

money is exhausted the strikers will resort to 

acts of violence in order to obtain food.

D. S. I.

i D.C. (Special Branch).



Road Construction Coolies

Transport workers

Drainage Coolies

Scavengers

j On weekly pay roll«

I

Demands » 1. That an increase of 3Q2T in pay be granted

2. That a dally rice allowance equivalent 

to the difference between the cost of 

three “sung" of rice (one hundred “sung* 

equal one picul) at $20.00 per picul and 

the daily market rate be issued (the 

coolies have adopted three "sung" as the 

daily consumption per family), or as an 

alternative the S.M.C. sell rice to the 

coolies at $20.00 per picul*

3* That double pay oe issued for work done 

on holidays.

4. That full pay be issued, even if no 

work be assigned.

5. That raincoats be issued.

6. That pay be issued for the period of strike.



Garbage cart coolies un monthly pay rate.

1> That an increase of 30% in wages oe granted,

2. That the S.m.C. sell each coolie a picul of rice per

mensem at the rate of #20.00, or compensate tne 

coolies accordingly.

3. That douole pay oe issued for Decemoer, each year.

4. That no coolie oe dismissed without any suostantial
reason.

5. That pay for the period of strike oe issued.



Ordure Coolies On monthly pay rate.

1. That a rice allowance of $10.00 per mensem oe issued

and that this allowance oe cancelled if the price 

of rice goes under $20 per picul.

2. That the allowance granted to coolies per full cart

of nigntsoil delivered oe increased from 6 to 8 cents.

3. That the S.m.C. give permission for the coolies to

collect $0.30 per commode from tne residents 

(hitherto the coolies collect privately from 

residents $0.20 per commode).

4. That pay for tne period of strike oe issued
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.Ilay 19 40 .

To. Secretary and ûoranissionex* General,

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : -

Subj ect Public orks Department 
- strike of coolies.

Enclosures Copy of a Police Report.

CHL/.

SS



S.l, Special Branch,

May 14, 1940.

Public works Department - atrike of coolies

The strike situation in the Public orks

Department this morning, May 14, is ae follows:

Depot Ko. of workers 
affected

ileraarks

inO^K AY DIVISION

Shunteh Road
Depot

soochow Road Depot

CUMfttRG DIVISION:

’urkham Road Depot

1,500

500

500

Strike commenced 
on 10-5-40.

—do—

Ceased work on 
ID-5-40 due to 
intimidation.

¿»oochow Road Depot

liorth Honan Road

400 Ceased work on 
11-5-40 due to 
intimidation.

r

Depot 100 -de

Aiitung Road Depot

AKCiO^BCTS DKPARTMIET

Gordon Hoad Depot
(Carpenters)

100

ceased work on 
14-5-40 due to 
Intimidation.

Ceased work on 
11-5-40 due to 
int tai dation.

In addition, approximately 1,000 ordure 

coolies remain out in consequence of intimidation 

by road construction coolies.

on the morning of May 13, about 50 p.il.D.

road construction coolies attempted to intimidate

workers of the Public Health Department at Terry

Hoad Market, several oases of intimidation occurred 
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this morning, May 14, among which were the 

following:

At 6.40 a.m., May 14, a party of coolies 

threw stones at Mr. D.&. Harbottle of the Public 

Works Department whilst he was making an inspection 

at Markham Road Depot. He was not injured.
A-

At 8'ja.ra., road construction coolies placed stones 

on the tram track at Sinza Road near Tatung Road 

with a view to obstructing tramcars. The stones 

were later removed.

It is learned that the strikers intend 

to solicit the services of Mr. Yu Ya Ching to 

mediate in the present dispute.

At 8.25 a.m. 14/5, Highways Engineer asked 

me to find delegates from amongst strikers with a 

view to negotiations. (Prior to this time and 

date, Commissioner of Public Works did not desire 

Police interference).

At 5.10 p.m. 14/5 thirteen delegates assembled 

at Special Branch and we are now endeavouring to locate 

Highways Engineer.

Certified true copy
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Depot'D'

Road

Road DepotSoochow

DIVISION:CIBANSING

Road Depot

Soochow Road Depot

Antung Road Depot

ARCHITECTS DEPARTMENT

In addition:

coolies remain out in

North Honan Road 
Depot

Gordon Road Depot 
(carpenters)

The strike situation in the Public Works

Department this morning, May 14, is

(ÎJ^WAY DIVISION
unteh 

Depot

Markham

as follows

No.of workers 
affected

Remarks

1,500

500

500

400

100

280

100

3,380

approximately

Strike commenced 
on IO/5/4O.

-do-

Ceased work on 
12/5/40 due to 
intimidation.

Ceased work on 
II/5/40 due to 
intimidation.

-do-

Ceased work on 
14/5/40 due to 
intimidati on.

Ceased work on 
11/5/40 due to 
intimidation.

1,000 ordure

consequence of intimidation

by road construction coolies

On the morning of May 13, about 50 P.W.D

road construction coolies attempted to intimidate

workers of the Public Health Department at Ferry

Road Market. Several cases of intimidation occurred
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thia morning, Liay 14, among which were the 

following :

At 6*40 a.m., May 14, a party of cooliea 

threw atones at Kr. D.E. Harbottle of the Public 

’Zforks Department whilst he was making an inspection 

at Markham Road Depot. He was not injured. 

At 8 a.m., road construction coolies placed stones 

on the tram track at Sinza Road near Tatung Road 

with a view to obstructing tramcars. The stones 

were later removed.

It is learned that the strikers intend 

to solicit the services of Mr. Yu Ya Ching to 

mediate in the present dispute.

D.C.(Special Branch)•



/UXthor to MitO File No. 84*iZ4D• 
G •90“-'-* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

sir«

/it about 6.1b &*m« 14th wallet on district 

patrol tx.e undersized* travelling gust along Haiphong 

rouu, encountered u crowd of about two hundred striding 

m*h*o* labourers in vicinity oi Haiphong • Gordon Road* 

aornur* ou stopping to investigate jar» yusilueff and 

two g.x.go ouuo running iron tae office Markham

•xqou uno reported U>ut ¿«orclgn .iBsi»tuats Mr* 3*a* 

ylatow ana ir* 0«M* uC^redoff had beau beaten and ut 

tne luouent were teuung refuge in t e U«S« Murine corps 

hillotu on liuipz.ong aoad nearby*

Mowers platow or.d Gcuredoxf were rescued and 

aoaosnpanied to tnelr offloe*

MOswru plutow ana ^ouredoff stated that as th^y 

approaoiiou tue Junction of Gordon • Markham Roads on 

tuelr bicycles ut about 6 u*m* they saw the crowd 

outside tue office turn towards tnsm* therefoxc they 

decided to qyule post and west along Huipi.ong ROad* 

Seeing this move the mob broke into a run and chased 

the two foreigners pelting taem with sroill stones, bits 

of wood and ur^yttiing taqy could lay hands on*

However both ass is touts gained the 'j*u*u* corps 

Billets and sougut refuge there until rescued none the 

worse for tae molestation*

Strikers remain scuttored about at the Gordon • 

Markium • Haiphong ROudu but polios axe in uttendunoe*
I am, sir«

yours obediently»P«D*O* ”.d" piV* /

P*C* (sp* Hr*) /7 D*S*I*

REPORT (4) ......./p40.

R® strike oi r*a*i>* i$mpl qy a es.
Subject................................................................ .. .Tr................................................-.........................................................

....... Forwarded



Miscellaneous/-//<? ZVo..2fil/40. 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

Hongkew c, , 
.............................

Date^y...^.^!..^9

4^L®K®4 ..in.tdm.idati.un....to. .i^W*J)*...CflL01ifta .Icrih..of. the. Greek*

REPORT

Subject....

Made by...D, S,. Mi JJOgU^a.ij .Forwarded by.

Sir,

At 10 a*m* on 14/5/40 Mr* Fujita, overseer, 

of the Public Works Department of the S.1‘,0. at the Sawgin 

Hoad Depot came to the station and reported that P.W.D, 

coolies had been intimidated by a number of male Chinese* 

Enquiries were made by the undersigned when 

the following was ascertained*«

At about 8 a.m. on 14/3/40 202 coolies in the 

enqploy of the P*W*D* at the Sawgin Road Depot were L

detailed for their work as usual* About 9 a.m, even date 

Mr* Itajita patrolled the district, when he was informed 

by coolies that approximately 30 ooolies were intimidated 

by a number of male Chinese on Woosung Road near quinsan 

Road and Kiangwan Road by breaking vehicles or assaulting I 

them* The intimidaters are believed to be some strikers 

South of the Soochow Creek*

Mr* Fujita suggested that this was due to 

demands for an increase in their pay*

I am, Sir,

Tours obediently,

j



Iti se» 535/40»

4.

Ginza
May 14th. 40«

Please see diary.

strike of Coolies.

At 4.50a.m. ou 14-5-40 the following notice was 

found posted on the wall of the Shunteh Road P.W.D.

Depot:-

"Chu Hsi Gan is a shameless man. Common 
coolies wages are 85 cents, but Chu Hsi 
San pays .his coolies about 60 cents. He 
squeezes $80.00 from small change in 
addition to some squeeze from coolies 
wages. Ho one dares to disclose this 
secret. A certain method should be 
adopted to force him to admit hia guilt, 
enquiring committees are requested to 
make investigation regarding the above*.

At 6.51a.m. on 14-5-40 as a small P.T.D. truck

Lie. No. 15P49, was leaving the depot, strikers tlirew 

bricks at it and broke the windscreen and a window 

at the rear of the driver’s cabin. No arrests.

At 7.45a.m. on 14-5-40 three office cars, Lie. Nos.

3556, 4655, and 947 were damaged as they were leaving 

the depot, by bricks thrown by strikers. Ko arrests.

At 8.30a.m. on 14-5-40, the windscreen of 1/Truck

Lie. No. 23525, the property of the Chevrolet Transport 

company, 150 Kiukiang Road, was smashed by bricks 

thrown by strikers at the entrance of the depot. One 

P.r.n. coolie named Koo Zung Yoong )» Badge

Ko. 696, who was anon,'- the strikers, was brought to 

this station by s.l. Wright. Hit sight and hearing are 

both very defective, and as there was no proof that he 

was concerned in damaging the truck, he was cautioned



and relea- ed

At V.bOa.s.. on 14-"-40 a number of strikers 

placed pieces of aopha.lt on the tromoar linee on 

Sinsa Road near fsviung Road, eride..tly with the 

intention oí 11titai dating the tramway employees. 

Ho arres; ts.

Cop; to ipeclal Branoh.

w
Sei. 3et. i/c

D.D.O. *B*

/Tsao.

aopha.lt


Ki sc, 333/40.

3.

*3?*
Sines
Kay 13 th. 40.

! Nc, S ’

I’lesioe see below.

;triKe or coolies.

Between 6 and 7a«ra. on 12»5-40 a n unber of ¿cartage 

and ordure, carts were overturned on various roads in 

this district, and the coolies intimidated by strikers.

At ba.H. on 1S->6»4O several posters were found on 

the wall of the I’.'V.D. shunteh Hoad Derot, bearing 

the following slogans

(1) Refuse to resume work until a rice 
allowance Is 'muted.

(2) Our present wages ere insufficient 
to buy our food.

(3) Overthrow the workers’ traitor.

(4) Workers should unite.

(6) Overthrow the foreman Chu Hol Ran ).

(6) Oppose the foreman Chu Hol Ran.

(7) Oppose the traitor Chu Hel can.

(8) Demand a rice allowance.

The coolies attached to above depot still refused 

to reoune work on 13-&-40, and to untoward incident 

in connection with the strike occurred in this district.

Copy to special Bramah.



Copy for Sp. Branch. Ml»c.38«/40.
FM. 2 J <3, yOM-)-3Jfc rile No............v ;

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
LOUaa .........Station^

REPORT nuth Wav * ' "40k
Date..." ^9 ■jyj

Subject.. Disturbances In louza distrlot created by «trilling P1T.D. coolie«.

Made by.. * * J*"«»* Forwarded by....

I Copy to Sp*_Branoh 
| direct*

sir»

At 7.10 a.a. 1S-6»4O, a telephone message was 

received from O.P.0.1807 on duty at Oiekiang Bead 

Bridge reporting Hortn and South bound trams being 

held up cij Chekiang doad near diefoo .toad* by 

obstructions placed on the tails by coolies believed to 

be connected with the P.O. Dept.

A party of Police with VI Beer and the undersigned 

attended and removed from the tram tracks largo stones 

and sections of «tool rail which enqutrlo« in the 

vicinity ascertained to have been placed there by 

P.W.D.coolies. Ho arrest« were effected said coolies 

having deeamped on arrival of folic«*

A tour of the district resulted in further 

obstructions In the form of garbage and ordure carts» 
which 

frouj/the wheels had been removed» being found at the 

intersection« of Peking* Yu Ya dhing» and Pitting* 

Kweichow Hoads. All wore removed to the side of the 

road by Police to allow free flow of traffic*

The undersigned called at the >• v*D*Soochow ftoad 

deport and infonusd the etaff that the carts must be 

resiovod from the above locations and that if necessary 

a police escort would be supplied for thio purpooo»

Further police parties are at present patrolling the 

district with a view to preventing further disturbances* 

Officer in charge and Senior Detective informed*

' ®» #»<>•• A*



further to Miso Filg NoW/«>. 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT (3) dX. .

SubjM (infull)........" 8trt1“ »t B-PlOjr««»................pzzg:......

....ForwardedMade Offiaex i/oh.

sir*

At 7 «40 a«Ei« 13»fr»<0 a handwritten handbill, 

demanding that workers bo paid a wage of $l»<0

per day, outlining the present high cost of oounodities 

and warning non-strlkors to beware of being assaulted 

eto«, was found posted on a wall on Darkhtan Road near 

Tonquin Road in the vicinity of the £•*•!>• Karkhaa Road 

Oleansing Depot«

lhe handbill was removed and. is forwarded to 

Headquarters herewith«

I an. Sir, 

Tours obediently«



I

F, 439 INST. IB-31. 
600*10-37

<5 V A. At

IJ

-------- . —

Report sent with__ __ .......................................—
Special Branch.

....... .....ffgrKpWM«: handbills xjx.nexxpa?®» to

on Jg&rkixuia noaci neut
Where found yornjuin ROtwd# Time found I Date | 13—5—40

Character of place where found,* (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood) •

Residential (coolie class). "

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

¡¿cirkhGun Road p*,v'«D* Dopot

How distributed ?
(If known). Pob t»cd on waxl«

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Relative to present P.W.D.Strike 
warns non-strikers to beware of 

-¿Oault etc._______________________

Arrests or not, if so how many ?

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code ?
.. “

tr* %

J

bb||b

Date Kay 13th.,..194°
*7'

for c. V. etc. ifc. .3ordQn..Ro.u.d.Statton.



e Q OmiOTaY IS. B. REGISTRY
NaS.a-D.-2iM-

• ' r> ♦ /•«

sir,

Mise. 333/40

«B* "
Sin xa

May 10,

Strike of ?»~'.D, Cooliea

In connection with the expected strike ef P.w.d. 
ooolies en the morning of 10/b/40, the necessary 

precautions were taken at the Shuntoh Ro«d Depot, but 
no untoward incident occurred.

On account of the wet wether only about 500 out 

of a total of 1,400 highway coolies wore engaged. After 

proceeding to the various Jobs, most of those sen wore 

advised to cease work by groups of dtsatlsfied coolies, 

but only about half of then did so, the remainder 
continuing to work after the agitators went away.

The transport coolies, about 30 1 in number, all
_ - ii r An started work at 5-30 a.a., but before 8 a.m. they all 7a.m.ll.D.4OAt 7a.m.11.0.40 

all employees re
ported for duty, but
did not commence
work, later left in

stopped working.
The strike is believed to have been called to

a Westerly direc
tion. No untoward enforce a demand for an increase in wages, but the
Incidents occurred.
Police guard main
tained at Depot.

exact demands of the strikers have not yet been

presented
Copy to Special Branch.

D.D.O. Division

S I



F, IQ t .
G IOOO..O.M. 

Mino »317/40
« SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

I ' ___= rsHIMMI HUIIWAl MUI'

||||gj| REPORT ON STRIKLsId^W
Division 

W>UZA Station 10t h "W

Time and date reported. Time and date S,B. informed.. 10*>W4Q

Time and date strike commenced .7 .•«m« 10 •>•40
By whom reported ho«l Zoo Mai (•¡tut),.

trade or profession of strikers , job workers

Number of strikers **Q0*600 Male * benule * Apprentices •

Employer ’s name, address and business «W^De Sooohow Rond«

Union to which strikers belong Nil« ............

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers Dam »nd inf tp Ft let in wagff end 
better treatment

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence lQw^*d_p.t..

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement

of strike.

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

Names and addresses of strike leaders.. i

¡1 IS IS SESa! w?'Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration. . |

Meeting places of strikers

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike

Name and address of printer of such circulars .........

Precautions taken by Police Unifom BI',S •tarf ha** MW..

Xvestigating Officer i ««
D.*. Qhu & G«D«w«37«

Subsequent reports on tbe same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.



rWlMH MUNICIPAL mifiE"
■■ -F"_ S/J5VJREGIS TRY

g.som-i-^ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE-. c n f)
I /Vo. o. £>• r...

S.l, Specianch,... ....--3
REPORT ^Sunv It An

Date...).^-...... jfez7.z ~
_ ,. Public Works Department - strike of cooliesSubject........................................................................................................................................................________ .......

Made by...^.^. ....... .....Forwarded by..... .....

The strike of the 2,000 road construction

coolies attached to the Shunteh Road and Soochow

Road Depots of* 1 2 3 4 5 the Public Works Department continues

this morning, May 13. Approximately 1,000 coolies

of the Cleansing Division and 100 carpenters of

the P.W.D. Gordon Road Depot, remain out because 

of intimidation.

In addition, some 1,000 ordure coolies 

ceased work as a result of intimidation by the 

road construction coolies.

Posters bearing the following slogans 

were found posted outside the Shunteh Road Depot 

this morning :

(1) Let all workers unite.

(2) Oppose traitors.

(3) Do not resume work until an increase in
wages is effected.

(4) Oppose ’traitor’ CHU SHIEN SAN ** )
(CHIJ is the foreman attached to Shunteh 
Road Depot.)

(5) Demand an increase in rice allowance.

A handwritten poster purporting to have 

emanated from the Western District Traitors’ 

Elimination Group )

was posted outside the public lavatory, 854 Markham 

Road. It denounces the P.W.D. authorities for

having failed to live up to their promise in 

connection with the sale of cheap rice, and urges



File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

FM 2 
90M-1-<

' __________________ Station,
REPORT

Date................................19
- 2 -

Subject....................................................................................................................................... .........................................................................

Made by.......................................................................... Forwarded by......................................................................____..........

Clerk

D.C.(Special Branch).

the coolies to unite in dealing with the present

dispute. It also states that those who intend 

to break the strike will be severely dealt with. 

This poster was removed by Police of Gordon Road 

Station.

During the afternoon of May 12, two 

anonymous telephone calls of a threatening nature 

were received by one ZEE SZE KENG ( )»

foreman attached to Soochow Road Depot. The calls

threatened the foreman and his two assistants 

named LSE VEI TUH and SUNG LEE SUNG

) that they would be killed on May 13.

The matter was reported by the foreman to Louza 

Station who are affording the necessary protection.
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I SIWifellAI
-fLig ? . i s. fe> -Q« ’k ••'
6. ITOM-1-40 ¿Z

^o.S J5 / J f^S
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, /r <r 

CRIME DIARY. L~
SC* ................................ Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:-»Iisc. P19/40 ....police Station.
............. /240

Diary Number:— 1« Nature of Offence:_

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
See below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

V. .1. Urdurc Coolies strike.

Sir.

At 6.10 a.r. Mr. Fzegedi and i r. ¿ung of the 

SJk'.C. P. .D. c: ne to station and requested police 

protection whilst ordure carte were being unloaded 

on Sorth Soocho . oad as they feared striking coolies 

would overturn loaded carts.

F.S.- McCaheyond party and C.r.C. 333 attended. 

It was reported that striking coolies using a harder 

had opened taps on the ordure carts permitting 

excreta to run out to roadaay but enquiries friled 

to locate offender.?.



-¿TiMt JUrthar to Mi»c. FiieNo242£U).
1 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIOEh&W

W® ?oad Statio^'  ̂
REPORT)

Subject.. __________ _____ _____X__ -.-.....................................

Made by. M«.M MOlr*.......... Forwarded by..................................... ......
____________________________________________ _________ officer i/u*___________________

/ 
dr *

At 7 «SO a*m* on 12/5/40* a telephone Message was 

received from c*p*c. 3137 reporting that ajqM. coolie 

hud been assaulted P*«*D. cooliea on strike* on 

Markham Hoad near Jordotj Hoad and requesting that an 

aiibule^.oe bo surwjned*

Subsequent enquiries oy U«S* Muir and. C»2«S* 299 

learned, tnac on ini’oraation being obtained at the

ho.d i .u.d« depot that refuse had been scattered 

by strikers on ipedhurst J.oud near Sinaa Hoad* a motor 

truck oigpatcacd in emaffexsy ^ith inspector Pletlou*
.n x d 

foreu^n C«*<0 iscu Koo tAJ It I* ) and another coolie 

to collect tills garbage*

a3 truok was prccoeding along ^zkhan good 

a crowd of about 10c strikers were ooserred aurchlng 

towards the depot* To avoid meeting these strikers 

the truck driver was ordered tc turn around however durlhj 

, 4 tnle time the strikers surrounded the truck and oom-7 r.h
If* usncGd to assault the parsons Euscoipmsrlng the vehicle
\ and during the fracas the foreman mentioned above sun«

tained head injuries*

On being admitted the paulun Hospital end his 

injuries attended to a medical certificate reading»* 

"Cut wounds cn scalp" was issued in respect to the 

foreman*

At 7*40 a«m* F.s* Klock brought to the station 

at the request of inapt* ilatlow* one named fang Obing 
zung ( 5. 4r 3^) t 30* Koaipo* m/bo&toan* Sooabow Creek on 

suspicion that he had been concerned in fomenting trouble



Made by.

FM,
G, 90M-Wb7,

W SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
Miso. File No 24^/40 

POLICE.

REPORT

-2/2—

...............................-...Stat4ony

ID cl té......________ _.........I Q

. ......................................... ......

Forwarded by............... ................................ ........... ...........................

amongst the strikers« Ihc person was very closely 

questioned but denied all connection vjita the strike» 

he being in that vicinity during the fracas in order 

to purchase goods« as neither inept« flatlow» nor the 

injured forema had actually observed this person taking 

a active part in the intimidation and as no evidence of 

his guilt could be proved he was duly released»

liio foreman states tout he is unable to identity 

udy of his assailants«

AxUa rolioe are nw, on instructions of the offic

er in Charge* on duty u“ the uorxhem Rood depot and 

garbage collecting stations in the district«

Div.

D«0. (Sp. Br«)

PACI»
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. z‘ C
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Klsc.218/40.

Diary Number:-

*C* T»'.........  Division.
Station.

12 th..........Äff........40.
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

7.00. a. m. to 10.a.m*
12.5.1940.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

¡Station Office,

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Alleged intimidation of P.v.D.Coolies 
by Coolie Ho.1107 of the P.V'.Dept.

At 6.52«a.m. on 12.5.1940 Mr.Szeged!, Inspector 
of P.U.Dept., and S.P.3,20 brought to station one named 

Koo Ying Chiang ), 19, Kompo, sZ?.M.coolie
No. 1107, residing Chi Mei Road c„o.L.,for Intimidating 

a P.W.IU roadsweeper, number unknown, on Raining Road near 
North Shanse Road.

The arrested nan was questioned by D.'. Bevan and
0. D. 3.158 and stated that he left Sawgin Road Depot with
three coolies No. 1104, 1105 and 1106, with intention to 

intimidate coolies at work in this district. Only one

>en.Det.I/e

aoolie was encountered and at that
eotor arrived and he was arrested.
successful escape.

D.D.0.*C*

D.3. (Special Br.

tine the foreign lnsp<
the others effecting

Ifr.Ssegedi informed his superiors who did not
¡want any charge preferred.

D.S. I.Logan (special Branch) was informed and
stated that the P.W.D. had not requested the nsoistanc® 

f the Special Branch in this connection.
Xn view of the foregoing the nan was detained

until 5.p.m. 12.5.1940 and was then released after
) caution against further intimidation of P.W.D.coolies

4



WWIHl POLICE 1
^Filjs We.G4ST.8Y '

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. r n <f/>g
WSW Ao. o. o. U*—' ......... |

Section 1, Spe<;i.al...BranchZ^/^^4/ v 4>ai€ -------p^Ljay__is*-..... Z9 40.

Public r*s Department - strike of coolies.
Subject..........................

.......................rk Loh Wei KO?.?...........Forwarded by.................P.t.£t„£r®*ford
Made by. C1*.......... ... ..............................................................................................................

The 2,000 road construction coolies attached

to the Shunteh Road and Soochow Road Depots of the

Public Works Department continue on strike this 

morning, May 12.

As a result of intimidation oy strikers,

approximately 500 coolies attached to the Cleansing 

Division in addition to tne 500 mentioned in Special

Branch report dated 11-5-40 and 100 carpenters of 

the P.W.D. Gordon Road Depot, ceased work on May 12, 

1940. l*hey are distributed es follows x

Name of Depots i'o tai . 
complement

ho.of coolies 
ceased work

INdEXfeo 0Y 
(S B.) fc£GiSTRv

DATE Jify

1,450

Markham Road Depot 600 500

Soochow Road Depot 700 400

north Jdonan Road Depot 150 100
1,000

At about 7.15 a.m. to-day, a foreign
employee and a foreman named 1SSU HOO ZUTG ( zru )£-) 

(No.20) attached to Markham Road Depot, 838 Markham

Road, were assaulted on Markham Road near Tonquin

Road. One intimidator was arrested oy tne

Municipal Police.

Several cases of intimidation against ordure 

coolies took place on Sinza Road, Markham Road and

Hoopeh Road, this morning. It is reported that 

ordure coolies will cease work on May 13 due to 

intimidation.



I

........4 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..................................Station,
REPORT 

Date .19

Subject.......................................................................... ............................................................................ .

Made by. .Forwarded by.

A handwritten poster purporting to have

emanated from tne whole oody of coolies was found 

posted on a wall of the puolic lavatory at 854 

Markham Road. It states that all workers should

unite in the present dispute in order to obtain 

setter treatment, and threatens to take action

against tnose who attempt to oreak the strike. 

It adds that tne workers should persist in tne 

strike until tne JP.W.D. authorities agree to raise 

their pay to $1.50 a day.

xhe strikers will appeal to mt. lu Ya Ching 

, for mediation in the present dispute.

^>.t.

Clerk /dtd.
V

D.C. (Special rranch)



g. iio^Ao x' I SHAMMAI MOHIttML POLICE

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
CRIME DIARY. ! < ufp £1. I

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miac.449/40* ... .Centrai..... Police Station.
___________________________________________ 12-thMay...................iq 40,

Diary Number:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Nature of Offence:—(
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Re Garbage discarded on Honan Road 
between Kiukiang and Tientsin Road« 
by P.W*D«coolles on strike«

At 5 a.m*12-5-40 S.I .Verhovsky reported to the 

station that a large quantity of garbage was discarded 

by P.W*D.coolies on strike onto the tram lines at the 

intersection of Honan and Nanking Roads blocking the 

tracks and also od/varlous places on Honan Road between 

Nanking and Tientsin Roads. Moreover,several empty 

overturned P*W«D*garbage handcarts were discarded on 

Honan Road between Tientsin and Kiukiang Roads.

The P*W«D* was immediately informed and the 

garbage and the handcarts were accordingly removed«
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F M ■ 2 1*»O* —-pile No.SW/ty
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLI^mM ^UdlFAL POLICE 

bottom. ReO'STRY 
.iFurther report

Subject.. Hepert on Xrtke-Hlghway and Garbagegooll^sj

Made by....f’ Forwarded by.

At 3.30 p*m* on 12-5-40 fir* Fhillnoff tn charge

of the P*V*D* Depot Dechow Road* came to thia

Station accompanied by hl3 for&aan named zee Z Kung

(// made the following iwport* At 5*30

a.a. on 12-5-40 a notice was found posted on the

Depot wall facing Gooohow Road the-translation of

thio notice reMs as follows«*

^14^1^12^.,^.,,.:«, \
"Now we neeple should work in ce*op erution to
obtain naw livelihood and not to resume duty r\
unless the question is satisfactorily settled*

0 should not act as traitors* If the foreman 
applies any ▼Idlonoo townies ust some action 
will bo taken against him* as ho is not tnado 
of brass or st'•el and aamo thing applies to 
the workers who disobey our Inairdetions* 
Owing to the present high cost of living the 
wage should be at leash $5*1*0 Pf’r day*
Thio is hereby published for information of the 
weekere*«

At about 12*30 p.m* 12*f»40 3ee 2 Kung whilst at

the Depot roeeived an anonymous telephone call of a 

threatwilng nature*

The unknown caller threatened to kill on 13-5-40

the forweau zee Z ®»ng nnd his two assistants namely 

bee Vol Tuh^^/il^) s«ng W ftongl
About Son minutes later( 12*40 n*m*) same threatening

teleob.one call was repeated*

The foreman zee Z Kbng resides at lane 31 House 66 

^ybuxwh Road* Sins» Ration were informed of the 

received threats and requested to have the oliee on 

patrol warned to nay special attention to his residence*

Lee Vol T ih resides at lane W1A* Amoy Head and
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the Police on patrol in this district were in struct ad

accordingly*

Sung Lee Sung resides in French Concession*

D*D<Ot "A"

Copy to Special Braneh(direst)
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Copy for Special Branch.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

Further REPORT------------------------- (1)

f“*V U à i - - v.
M ÌSC* File 2Vo...J5.17/40

P0Ltes a d

D^k11 í A.M? £¿.^....1940 »

Subject. Report on Strike - Highway and Garbage coolies, P.W.D,

Made by. < GhuShou. L.W Forwarded by...

Further to Mise. Report 317/40 rendered on 10.-5-40

at 6.20 a.m. to-day (11-5-40), a telephone message was 

received from Inspector Philipoff of Soochow Road Depot

P.W.D., reporting that garbage aoolies were going on

strike, sympathizing the roadway job workers of the same

depot who went on strike since yesterday morning (10-5-40).i

Uniform and Detective staff immediately attended;
no disturbance occurred

’urther enquiries were made by C.D.S.137 and the

undersigned who ascertained the following
opy to Sp, Branch ), the foreman of the

/

Highway Cleaning Section, when interviewed

11-5-40, stated that he came

11-5-40, when he saw all his

at 10.30 a •m
to his office at 5.a.m

sweeping aoolies assemble

at the corner of Yu Ya **hlng and Soochow Roads. On being

questioned as t o why they were not going to work, one of

he coolies replied to Ting Yien Ying that they were
Sen. Det. i/0.^ afraid to pass the entrance of the highway job workers

building, as they would probably be assaulted by others

The foreman Ting Yien Ying then reported the affair

to Inspector Philipoff who later found that the sweeping

D.D.OJ’v Dlvn
coolies had already dispersed

Up to the present no definite demands tiers presented

by the coolies beibre the Superiors

cooliesTing Yien Ying further stated that all the 

had been warned to come back and resume their duties

Humber of coolies on strike:
313 sweeping a oolies.

24 Carpenters. Det. Inapt



Mi sc. 333/40.

•2«
Sias a

11, 40.

utrike of p»W.D, coolies.

As previously reported, all os 'lias attached to 

ths shunteh Bead Depot, approximately 1,700 In number, 
refueed to start work on the morninc of 11/6/40, and 

they loft the depot without incident. So demands hare 

yet been received from the strikers by tho of fie lais 
of shore depot.

In connection with the strike of cleansing coolies 

declared on the morning of ll/b/40, the following 

incidents occurred In Sinsa Districts*
At 8-10 a«m. a «umber of garbage carta were over

turned and damaged on Markham Road ne»r Medhurst Road. 
Wo arrests.

At 8-16 a«m. five garbage carts were overturned 

and damaged on Sinsa Wood near Tatung Bead. Ho arrests«

At 8-20 a.m. a large number of strikers overturned 

garbage carts and emptied tho contents on the tramway 

lines on Sinsa Road near Wenchow Road. A party of police 

under Inspector Blanklnsop, officer 1/e, proceeded to the 

scene, and brought to the station the six coolies

mentioned below who were found In the vlclnityt-

(1) Ksl Kyung Moh «edbwe coolie So, no,
(2) Kau Sian Ng Garbage coolie Mb. IM*
(») Hsia Blau Mau (g i Garbage ooollo Ho. 48«

(4) lee woi Ming Garbage ceolie Sb. 189.



(5) Yen» Mo Un« Transport Coolie Ho. 153.

(6) Hong X'ouYoong (y<)Traneport ooolie Ho. 1Ô7.

Ho evidence that these ooollea viore concerned in 

intimidating the garbage ooolio* in charge of the
. ■ fw>;

overturned cart* war- found, and they were accordingly X 

released.

At 10-15 a.ni. on 11/5/40 C.?.C. 2053 brought to 

thio station * garbage coolie named Peu Ching Pou 

Badge Ho. 65, whom he observed abandoning a garbage cart 

on ^onohow Road near Slnaa Road. This man was cautioned 

and rcleared.
Special Branch informed.

D.t.I

Senior! Detective i/o

J). 0.0. "B* Diri Bion
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z SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PQ^CE

REPORT ON STRIKE
--------------- .7^Division

M^y !Xth> 19...^®QOrdOll ^O^xl .I QJLicu Station
Time and date reported..•P.®...-S^*-.^^Time and date S. B. informed.....^...^«^•..11*®-^®-* 

k^yf X04Ce
Time and date strike commenced.........

By whom reported.....»’.«?!^« inspector

Trade or profession of strikers____

Number of strikers...*®.®.........Male..A®®__ __ Female__ T._____ Apprentices.........*............

Employer’s name, address and business ...V.7L* 4•^)... ...........

7i>3 Goruon KOaat

Union to which strikers belong................................. ....... .............. ........ . ........ .............

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers................... ...............................................
intimidated by G&rbage Qoolleg already on strike»

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence 1X*Ö*4C^»
What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement

of strike............ ."**.*

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers 
There axe no demnds*

n

Names and addresses of strike leaders. 501 known»

- ........... *........ X...... ......Mo & |
Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration_____________ X-..... ................................

f
I..................................................................................................  y......................

Meeting places of strikers............................................... 1........................

KU
Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike....... ................................................

MIXParticulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike....................................A.... -........

...... ? • .... ................ .................................... ................................. -----------—-........... . ....... ............ .gll
Name and address of printer of such circulars..................................... ...... ......... ..........................

Precautions taken by Police..

Investigating Officer..............

Two OePeO» posted on the depot.

]ts on the same strike should

DoS» 103 and G»D » iftï•

itted on the Report Forms for general use,
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Made by...... P.» .4?.. Forwarded by. »525.

Sir»

At 6.10 a,m, May 11» 1940» 1908 reported to

the station by telephone to the effect that about one 

hundred 2?, « )• coolies, believed to be etrlkera, were 

intimidating other coolies to etrlke on north Chekiang 

Road near HoiniHfc* Rond by upsetting their barrows and 

strewing garb art over the roadway.

A party of police under ?<,"• Snnhrook attended, 

but on arrival the ntxlkere wtn f ound to hr.ve 

uiepexsed« A tour of the district wee made and a 

Visit paid to ail P.M, Depots, however, up to the 

time of reporting none of th« striker» have been 

encountered.

Circulated •

Lou?, a Station informed.

I an;, Sir,
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
S.l, 

REPORT

Subject...........Public Works Department - strike of road construction coolies

Made by...Clerk Loh Wei Kong Forwarded by.___ P/..Ù....

About 2,000 road construction coolies 

attached to the Shunteh Road and Soochow Road

Depots of the Public 

declared a strike at

Works Department, S.M.C.,

7.30 a.m. May 10, for the

purpose of enforcing the following demands

(1) That an increase of 30% in pay be granted.

(2) The issue of a daily rice allowance equivalent 
to the difference between the cost of three 
"Sung" of rice (one hundred 'Sung’ equals one 
picul) at $20.00 and the daily market rate. 
(The coolies have adopted three "Sung” as the 
daily consumption per family).

indexed by 
(S.B.) REGISTRY

DATE'V

(3) Double pay for work done on holidays.

(4) Pay to be issued even if no work is assigned.

(5) The issue of raincoats, and that the coolies 
be paid even if no work is assigned them on 
rainy days.

On May 9, the P.W.D. authorities announced 

that an additional temporary allowance of five cents 

per day would be issued with effect from May 8, and 

that same will be abolished when the price of rice 

is below $40 per picul.

The coolies, apparently being dissatisfied 

with the grant by the P.W.D. authorities, resorted 

to a strike which continues this morning, May 11. 

They are also endeavouring to persuade workers of 

the Cleansing Division to Join the strike. Several 
cases of intimidation by the strikers occurred this 

morning, between 6.20 a.m. and 9 a.m. at the 

following venue :
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(1) Korth Honan Road Depot.

(2) Raining Road near North Chekiang Road.

(3) North Chekiang Road near the 1st Special
District Court.

(4) North Chekiang Road near Tiendong Road.

(5) Vicinity of P.W.D. Gordon Road Depot,
753 Gordon Road.

(6) Markham Road and Gordon Road corner.

(7) Sinza Road near Stone Bridge.

As a result of intimidation, aoout 500 

cleansing coolies attached to North Honan Road 

and Soochow Road Depot, and 100 carpenters attached 

to P.W.D. Gordon Road Depot suspended work this 

morning.

On May 10, a petition was received by 

WOO ZUNG PING ), No.l Foreman of the

P.W.D. Markham Road Depot, purporting to have 

emanated from the whole body of garbage coolies 

in the Western District, requesting that negotiations 

be instituted with the P.W.D. authorities on their 

behalf for better treatment.

D.C.(Special Branch).



Road Construction Coolies

Transport workers

Drainage coolies

Scavengers

On weekly pay roll.

Demands t 1. Th«t an increase of 30% in pay be granted.

2. That a daily rice allowance equivalent to the difference

between the cost of three “sung" of rice (one hundred 

"sung" equal one picul) at $20.00 per picul and the 

daily market rate be issued (the coolies have adopted 

three "sung" as the daily consumption per family)t 

or as an alternative the S.M.C. sell rice to the 

coolies at $20.00 per picul.

3. That double pay be issued for work done on holidays.

full
4. That/pay be issued, even if no work be assigned.

5. That raincoats be issued.

6. That pay be issued fior the period of strike



Garbage cart coolies On monthly pay rate

1« That an increase of 30% in wages be granted.«

2« That the S.M.C. sell each coolie a picul of rice per mensem 

at the rate of $20.00» or compensate the coolies 

accordingly«

3. That double pay be issued for December» fcfich year.

4« That no coolie be dismissed without any substantial 

reason.

5. That pay for the period of strike be issued.



Ordure Coolies On monthly pay rate»

1. That a rice allowance of $10.00 per mensem be issued ( 

and that this allowance be cancelled if the price 

of rice goes under $20 per picul»

2» That the allowance granted to coolies per full cart 

of nightsoil delivered be increased from 6 to 8 cents»

3» That the S.M.C. give permission for the coolies to 

collect $0.30 per commode from the residents 
iy

(hitherto the coolies collect private/from residents 

$0.20 per commode).

4» That pay for the period of strike be issued»



J' ■ 2- D- LAB COR.

TERI'S QT SETTL3TO

Strikers to return to work on l;ay 17th on ti e following

terms: -

1. Grade I Coolies to receive 11.08, inclusive of all

allowances |

2. Grade II Coolies to receive v_u.00, inclusive of all 

allowances.

3. Artisans:

Bricklayers, Chlppavers, Shanghai Carpenters to 

receive $1.11, inclusive of all allowances.

Stonecutters to receive ,,1.20, inclusive of all 

allowances.

Painters and Ningpo Carnenters to receive $1,33 

Inclusive of all allowances.

4. Gan, ers to receive 11.22, inclusive of all allowances

5. Half pay (at »Id rates) for days of strike, to be pa,’ 

not later than next week and before Wednesday, if pos .

6. All missing carts, tools, etc., to be returned.

7. Half pay on wet day's for transport coolies, the same | 

road ccolies, when called for duty but unable to wo.^k-

8. Double pay for sweeping coolies on days when heavy 

snowfalls have to be removed by motor truck.

1940.
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INDEXED BY 
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juaoour unrest now prevails among the 2,000 

road construction coolies in the employ of the rubxic 

works .Department, S.m.C., wno are agitating for oetter 

conditions.

At 2.30 p.m. May 8, four road construction 

coolies named Sung Siao noong ( .X ,K it ), enow xeu 

xin ( ), Kao Ten i,in ( 1 ) and xu nan

Chi j )» cali-sd °n mt. x.K. ho, ueputy
4T»' 

Secretary, S.m.C,, at nis office and suomitted a 

petition containing tne following demands t-

1. That an increase in wages oe granted.

2. That tne promise of tne r.tf.D. to Increase tne rice 

allowance oy 5 cents snould tne price of rice ue 

$45,00 per picul and over and oy 10 cents snould 

tne price oe $50.00 per picul and over, ue kept.

mr. T.K. ho promised to refer tne matter to the p.J.JD. 

information has now ueen received to tne 

effect that snould no satisfactory reply oe received on 

May 9, tne coolies will declare a strike on May 10. The 

leading coolies claim tnat unless a strike is declared 

tne P.W.D. autnorities invarlaoly postpone matters 

concerning the road construction coolies.

it is furtner learned tnat following the 

strike In jjeoruary, 1940, tne coolies were very 

dissatisfied with tne failure of the authorities
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to grant an increased rice allowance or to arrange tne 

cheap sale of rice. Some of tne coolies attached 

to tne Shunten Road Depot approacned tne Japanese 

sponsored Chinese iiaoourers* welfare Association, 

Central District x>rancn, 20 canton tcoad, for memoersnip I 

and assistance. nowever, owing to difficulties in 

collecting memoersnip fees from tne poor coolies, tne 

Association was not entnusiastic in tne matter. ïne 

coolies nave now no political oacking.

D. C. ( Special branch ).
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Unrest now prevails among the road 

construction coolies attached to Shunteh Hoad 

Depot, who are agitating for an increase in wages.

At 10 a.m., April 26, a handbill was found 

posted on a wall of the Shunteh Hoad Depot, 

translation of which is as follows t-

"Our daily wages are insufficient to 

maintain a living. Since the outbreak of 

the August 13th Incident, the cost of living 

has increased day by day. We are confronted 

with unprecedented sufferings, as we are 

required to provide a living for our families. 

You, foramen, are requested to approach the 

management on our behalf, and it is believed I 

that you will not ignore this request. The 

employees of different departments are known 

to have been granted an increase in pay in 

addition to an allowance. We have no intention 

of obtaining extra income, but ask you to 

negotiate with the Municipal Council for an 

increase in wages in order to enable us to 

maintains living for our families.•

It is learned that if no satisfactory reply 

is received the coolies will foment a strike to be

declared during the coming week.
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Subject (in full).
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subsides.
r j j » D. I- Crawford..r orvcaraed by......„Z..__

The labour unrest which has hitherto 

prevailed among the road construction coolies in 

the employ of the public Works Department) S.M.C., 
has subsided.

The labourers agitated for the sale of 

cheap rice or, as an alternative, the issue of a 

rice allowance. As the market price of rice has 

dropped considerably and the P.W.D. has recently 

announced that if the price of rice go beyond $45 

a picul, the present rice allowance will be 

increased by 5 cents a day, the leaders have decided 

to suppress any further agitation.
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Labour unrest is very rife now among the 

2,000 road construction coolies in the employ of 

the Public Works Department, S.M. C. who are demanding 

that cheap rice be sold them or as an alternative a rice I 

allowance be issued.

On the morning of April 3, the following three 

coolies who represent the workers called at police 

Headquarters:- 
-k &

Chiang Shi Ding ( flq j“), II
working in the Central District, j X
residing in a hut on Cunningham Road.

Yen Pao 5hh ( JL £• >
working in the Western District, 
residing in a hut on Robison Road. 

Chu Tseng Ling ( 
working in the Eastern District, 
residing in a hut on Cunningham Road.

and explained that the P.W.D. authorities were 

selling rice to the coolies at a price even higher 

than the market price and that they requested 

that they be given the opportunity of buying cheap 

rice. They explained that their family members 

could obtain similar ordinary rice easily from their 

neighbouring rice shops (not cheap rice) at a price 

lower than supplied by the P.W. D.. They finally 

requested that if it were impossible to obtain 

cheap rice, a rice allowance be issued, but they 

were informed that this matter was in the hands 

of Hr. Pardoe, Highway Engineer.
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Mr. Pardoe informed D.I. Crawford and

D.S.I. Liao on April 3, when he was interviewed 

regarding the demands of the coolies that the 

matter was being dealt with by the P.W.D. directly 

with the coolies and the. Municipal police could 

leave the matter in their hands.

Bae three representatives were reported to 

Mr. Pardoe, it was learned, that he instructed them 

that the matter was still under consideration and 

that in future they should approach the p.W. D. 

authorities through the usual channels not the 

Police.

Discreet enquiries and observation show 

that the coolies are very dissatisfied with the 

P.W. D. authorities attitude in failing to give a 

reply after a long period of consideration and 

intend to submit their request to the P.W.D. 

through the usual channels and press for a reply. 

A strike is strongly favoured by the majority of 

the coolies should their demand be not answered 

in the near future.

The rice sold at the cheap sales is $5.00 

per picul less than that on ordinary sale. An 

ordinary person consumes about one catty per diem, 

but a worker naturally eats more. For a family 

of two ordinary persons, about 60 catties are
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required for a month. To feed such a family, 

$10.90 ($1 « 5.5 cattiee) is required. To 

purchase ordinary broken rice obtainable at any 

time from rice shops costs $13.00 ($1 = 4.6 

catties). The saving for such a family, 

obtaining cheap rice, amounts to $2.10 a month.
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On the morning of March 15th, 1940, six 

of the nine representatives of the Public Works 

Department construction coolies, including 

Chiang Hsi Ding ( /&-..), who acted as

spokesman, called at Special Branch Headquarters 

and lodged a complaint regarding the price of 

rice sold in the public Works Department depots 

under the agreement on which work was resumed 

on February 23th.

These representatives were in possession 

of a bag of Saigon (Tonquin grade) Rice weighing 

three and three-quarter catties which they had 

purchased at a Public Works Department depot for 

one*, dollar. The same grade of rice could be 

purchased at any rice shop at four and one-eighth 

catties per dollar. They pointed out that the 

cheap sale rice, which they anticipated would be 

available in the depots under the terms of the 

agreement, is being sold at five and one half 

catties per dollar.

On being consulted by the D. C.(Special 

Branch), Mr. G.E. Barker, AssistfcntSngineer, 

explained that the complaint was due to a 

misunderstanding, inasmuch as the Public Works 

Department authorities were not aware that 

subsidised rice sales were being conducted by the
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Cheap Sales Rice Committee, and were under the 

impression that the construction coolies required 

a cheap grade rice to be sold at cost price.

On the following morning, Mr. Barker 

interviewed the six representatives at Shunteh 

Road Depot and explained that the rice on sale 

at the depots had been purchased prior to a drop 

in the market price which accounted for the 

cheaper rate prevailing in the rice shops, as the 

Council is not prepared to meet losses through 

market fluctuations.

Chiang Hsi Ding pointed out that the Bus 

Company supplies employees with up to half a

*zar* * of rice at $15.00, whilst the Wing On No.3 

Cotton Mill allows operatives to buy three to 

five dollars worth of rice at $20.00 per •‘zar**. 

He requested the Council to grant similar 

facilities or at least to supply rice at the 

prices ruling in the cheap rice sale centres.

In promising to refer the request to the 

Council, Mr. Barker pointed out that the recently 

granted allowance of ten cents a day was based 

on the price of 3rd grade Saigon Rice being 

between $35.00 and $45.00 per *zarH and stated 

that a further five cents will be granted if the 

price rises above $45.00.
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On March 17th detectives learned that the 

construction coolies appeared to be under the 

impression that they were about to be issued with 

a further ten cents per day as rice allowance. 

Mr. Barker was again approached for information 

and it was ascertained that on March 16th an 

order was issued stating that whilst the price 

of rice is between $35.00 and $45.00 casual 

workers will receive a rice allowance of ten cents 

per day which will be increased to fifteen cents 

a day if the price of rice exceeds $45.00. 

Unfortunately this order omits to make clear 

that the allowances referred to are those already 

granted) thus giving rise to the erroneous 

impression gained by the construction coolies.

It is understood that the sale of rice 

subsidised by the Cheap Sales Rice Committee at 

Public Works Department Depots is unlikely and 

that the question of the Council defraying losses 

incurred by market fluctuations is under consideration.

D. S. I.

D. C.(Special Branch).
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Enquiries at the Soochow Road depot P..V.D, ascer

tained that an agreement had been re ched .»ith the 

strikers and tnat all men had reported for duty on the 

morning of 2 9-2-4G. It is understood that in addition 

to the 10/ per day increase in -’ages» efforts will be 

made to auonly the coolies with rice at a price lower 

than the presort retail rate.

In reference to Diary 4, the mile Chinese who was
w 

charged with Intimidation S’.I.R. 916/40 Louza, appeared 

before the 3.3.0. Court oa the morning of 29-2-40 and

was ventenced to 30 days detention.

D.3. 96.
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On February 28th successful efforts were

made by the Special Branch to effect an amicable 

settlement of strike of Public Works Department 

road construction coolies which was declared 

on February 26th as a means of enforcing their 

demands for increased jay.

Between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. February 28,

D.S.j.s Kao Yen Ken and Liao Chung Chien approached 

the coolies of the Soochow Road and Shunteh Road 

depots and succeeded in arranging for the following 

persons to represent them

Central District

Chiang Hsi Ding ,
aged 50, a native of Kompo, residing 
in a straw hut on Cunningham Road 
off Boundary Road.

Tung Chuen Wen (-^ ,
aged 49, a native of^suchow, 
residing at 129 Winchester Road.

f ,r '
'S.D.) n ¿GIST;-.»Y

t>ATE-i /

Northern District

Wong Yeu Ling 
aged 40, a native 
residing at 4 San 
Road.

(X
of Taichow, 
To Li, Yenping

Chu Tseng Ling (I.
aged 51, a native of Kompo, 
residing in a straw hut on 
Cunningham Road off Boundary Road»

Western District

Zia Yeu Hsi 
aged 31, a native of Kompo, 
residing at 2 Yuan Kwei Fang, 
inside Pah sien Fang, off Rue 
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Kraetzer*
Sung Siao Loong (/-^j 4' ,

aged 37, a native of Yangcnow, 
residing on a boat in the Soo chow 
Creek off Tatung Road.

Tang Ah San >'),
aged 25, a native of Chinkiang, 
residing, at 20 Van Soo Tsoh Loong 
(«[ Ferry ^oad, off

Macao RoaoJ.
Chow Ye u Yih ($1 ),

aged 30, a native of Yangchow, 
residing at 521 Si S Wen Li, i
Tatung Road. 5

Chang Teh Kao 
aged 35, a native of Yangchow, 
residing on a boat in the Soochow 
Creek off Markham Road Bridge.

These representatives who attended Police

Headquarters at 3 p.m. the same day, first demanded 

that their pay should be increased from 75 cents 

to $1.00 a day, or as an alternative that they 

be issued with free rice at the rate of three- 

tenths of a picul per coolie per mensem. In 

replying to these demands on February 27th, the 

Public Works Department authorities announced 
of

that rates/pay would be increased by 10 cents to 

85 cents a day. This was not accepted by the 

coolies and the strike continued on February 28. 

At 4 p.m. the same day (February 28),

D.S.I.s Kao and Liao addressed the representatives 

to whom it was pointed out that since the 

outbreak of Sino-Japanese hostilities they have
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been granted am increase of 20 cents on their 

original pay of 65 cents, which represents an increase 

of 30g and compares favourably with the temporary 

allowance of 30^ granted to the Chinese staff on 

Municipal Council pay rolls. It was stressed that 

road construction coolies should not expect 

allowances in excess of those granted to the 

regular Chinese staff and that it is inadviseable 

for them to bargain on such an increase at the 

present time.

The representatives also pressed for early 

establishment of the proposed rice shops in 

Public Works Department Depots at which they can 

obtain supplies of cheap rice and flour.

After lengthy explanation and persuasion, 

the coolies agreed to these terms. It was, however, 

pointed out that the price of rice and flour will 

be exactly the same as quoted in other cheap sale 

depots, and that arrangements have not been 

completed and it will probably be in a week before 

the sales commence*

The question of strike pay next arose and 

the representatives demanded full pay for the three 

days of the strike. After further discussion , 

they amended their request to one day’s pay and 

explained that on February 26 the coolies had 

reported for duty and registered their names with
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....................... Station,
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Date ............................19
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Subject........................ .................. ,......................................................................................................................................

Made by.............................................................Forwarded by.....................................................................................

Pa).7>.

the respective Public Works Department depots. 

They stressed that the issue of one day* s pay 

would greatly facilitate a quick and amicable 

settlement of the dispute.

This question was referred to the public 

Works Department and it was agreed to grqnt pay 

for February 26th only.

As a result of these efforts, all the road 

construction coolies at various Public Works 

Department depots resumed work peaceably this 

morning, February 29.

A. C.(Special Branch).
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S. 500-9-39

Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.
February .28» 19 40

To. Commissioner of Public Works»

C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- ^0*4»

Sub j ect : - Strike of Public Works Department coolies

Enclosures Copy of a Police report



|m no. 3 
¿5M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^”0’

Subject (in full)

Date.
ordure coolies requested to join the s

Road. ,, .—■ *■ /4,h.o n¡
PB.2.40REPORT

niton Forwarded bv.

C .D.S

two ordure

Road near New Tonquin Road and th re* tenedcarts on Penang

the ordure coolies that they would break the carts if

they were put into r
the P.W.D. Markham

from Penang Road Jetty started operations as usual

and no untoward incident took place as a party of

uniform police and detectives from Poo too Road Station

were in attendance

Copy to 3pl

at about

At about 5 a.m. even date* 15? ordure carts

113 and c.D.C. 266 report that

3 a.m. 28.2.40 some 10 coolies stopped

service, a report was also made to

Road Depot by an ordure foreman named

Tsu Ming Yue ( I ) ‘"concerning this incident

D.D.O. *B" Division



Miso« 1W4* dhoagta *tí 
robrusry M»

O

g«tOa^ • ll«00S«w« 
26-;-40

Wdngta Hoaa 
jet« oxriee«

Arrest and »aho^sUjMlosse of 1M*5.

At a« SO a««« im-S-40, We Maecenas»* *nv«j« ins
pector in charge of the road repair» on uheogtu mdj 
cane to this station and reported that a nonhor of his 
coolies who were on strike* were aggregating outside 
uie station and ne feared they would assault afeae

(W
f

s«X« Moffat. FwS* agoMg and inspector ya» aya &«et 
wont to the seoao and ordered the non to disperse« they 
were »wring away with tne oroeptioa crt one oooUe who

t

i iB > J*/#

refused to «owe eres after being told personally by 
inspector rao and s«l<||^BÍHl« ae also 

to go« he was then wrought to the station« while 
ahoro was bwoning another «alo unloose was oboe 
to dionowt tro* a bigyele and talk to ratinas gr< 
of coolies« he was also brought to the station
t toning« yne Special ttraneh was mroraed and o«S«|3. 

hide attended the »tattoo«
The 1st arrested person« ooolie io* B3 wo

Mg stfc||Mo« a* (íQ

Quarters, saoao Bead« ho oao of tM igowrant ooaot ' 

type awl stated that ho did sot «oat to strike M> 
wieMM^^^M''&gMfc

The ccMtílíl with tag
St» Gooehow, residing 1 «oi 

Sronan »sad» stated that fa« had boon



«di H«a VUfig from tne Süuüteii goad wepot to 

see 1Í other gauge were writing or not» tne rareman 
had loaned nia hie bicycle for wo purpose, He denied 

that he was woKlng the rounds tor tne purpose of «all» 

a. <* *** .

^^l®**1**

tacbMtriai see»

1L

VSfe--

log upon coolies to stop writ.
Jnile this iaterrogation «u proceeding a wowd 

of coolies fro« tne Shunten soad depot ««re seco pro* 
©coding South on ahengtu ttoad» W were ordered to 

return and they left in an orderly wanner but ©ougre* 

gated at nibbling »ell and unongtu goad earner» where 
Sisea had posted a party of Police.

the facto of H^.eaee pr^^^ttto 

p.o.*A* and as er* sinelair of toe r»*»h» renueotod 
the release of tee wen* the ¿Mb ordered their release 
ohloh was done at *ld«£O e^®» s*s*g»<d» un seeing thia» 

orowd of eooliea returned «arta on uheagtu goad» 
presumably bacfc to 3huateh goad depot.

Apart fro« the faota loading to the arrest of the 

first eooiio» all the coolies conducted taenoelres in | 
an orderly wanner.

strike report being forwarded by glosa« 

indaatrial Seotion inforwed by Se»« Hits Vo»

z<aííf^

son. MO^s*
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I No.S. B. D.-Z'?-3-} 
Ik*_____

kgtt. ■

1Mb» 88, 40.

¿feyj.'M of Coolies«

At 9*30 a.m. on 3S/2/40, twenty garbage ooolies 

attached to the Jooehov Road Depot were inti®*

idsted on '.’finohovr Rond near Sins« Road by a crowd of 

about fifty striking highway ooolies» eh® took sway 

ten shovels iron th»» and removed the axle pina frora 

several of their garbage oarte. Mo arrests were mde 

in conneetion with this incident.

,sS a preeautlonWhF masure all tools used la 

higtenya construction and repairs work '•»so reeoved 

fron the various roads in this dis trie t to the F«V«S* 

Shuateh Road Deport on the feroaocHi of 2Q/i/»ot pending 

the settlement of the dispute.

Copy to special Bran ch.



I

Information has come to hand that th® striking 

P.W.®. coolies Intend visiting the parking places of 

the ordure «arts in order to prevent the coolies frog 

carrying out their duties. Thoae ordure coolies 

commence work at 3 a.m. and it io the intention of the 

P.V.O. coolloo to wait at the parking places tomorrow 

morning (keoruary 28th). Here follows a list of the 

parking places of thoae carta.

Penang Road Incinerator 

Ichang Bead Ordure Jetty 

Barkhan Road Ordure Jetty 

Park Road near Soochow Creek 

Amoy Road



I.

S. B.
I No. S. B.

.....  jFebruary. 27, 1940.'

Information hag come to hand that the striking 

P.W.D. coolies intend visiting the parking places of 

the ordure carts in order to prevent the coolies from 

carrying out their duties. Those ordure coolies 

commence work at 3 a.m. and it is the intention of the 

P.W.D. coolies to wait at the parking places tomorrow 

morning (¡¡February 28th). Here follows a list of the 

parking places of these carts.

Penang Road Incinerator

Ichang Road Ordure Jetty

Markham Road • •

Park Road near Soochow Creek

Amoy Road

Fearon Road



Mise. 131/40. Since
Vob. 07, 40.

Coolie*».

At 43-06 a«B« on S7/2/4O ^oschikoff brought 

to thio station the two under-described sale Chinees 

when ho arrested on Carter Road near Avenue Road for

being concerned together with several others in

intimidating three P.^.D. ¿hanging coolies, Nos. 10,

11, and 007 to sense work in eyapathy with the strike

of the highways and transport cooliest*
(1) Mei Faung Foo tífyS i> y/19, Koiapo,

P.V.D. Highwaye Coolie Ho. 301, 
residing otras hut off Roblsoa Road, 0.0.1.

(2) Deaf mute, age about 30, 
F.T.D. Transport Coolie Ho* 274.

Ou the instructions of the D.tf* (Special Branch) 

no action was takes againat these two men, and they 

were roleaced at 3«3o p*u. on 27/2/40.

In connection with the strike eleven other 

caces of Intimidation occurred on various roads in 
this district between e a*m. and 10 a*n. on 87/4?/4O. 

Ten cleansing coolies attached to the Boochow Road 

Depot had their brooms broken lay strikers, whixe 

another clesnalng coolie attached to the same depot

had his shovel taken
near wtlng Road

».a.
-thewerwnses

> Bpeoial

f



February 27, 1940.

Strike of Public «orks Department coolies.

At about 7 a.ia. on February 26, 1940, some 2J00 

coolies attached to the Shunteh Road Depot of the 

Public Works Department at 92 Shunteh Road, declared 

a strike following their failure to obtain satisfaction 

from the Public Works Department authorities &r their 

demands for better working conditions. The strike 

commenced at the Shunteh Road Depot, and the coolies 

affected consist of the followings«

Highways Division, 92 Shunteh Road 1,604 

Transportation Division, 92 Shunteh 
Road 400

2,004

The coolies attached to the Shunteh Road Depot, 

it is learned, have submitted the following demands to 

the Public Works Department authorities prior to the 

commencement of the strike: -

1« That a Rice Allowance of 30 cents each per day be 
issued.

2. That an increase of 65 cents to >1.50 in wages be
granted. I

3. That half pay for the day be issued to those reportir 
for duty and not given work.

The strike subsequently spread to the Highways 

Division Soochow Road Depot, 933 Soochow Road, where sow 

757 highway construction coolies Joined the strike.

At 5.55 a.m. on February 26, 1940, highway construe 

coolies Mo» 575 Tsang T4h Tsai and 53 Hu Tsan

Keng ) were arrested on Chengtu Road near Hand

Road for intimidating other coolies who were unaware 

a strike had been declared that morning and who way



2

carrying out their work on Chengtu Hoad* On learning of the 

arrest, some 250 etriking coolies attempted to proceed to the

Chengtu Road Station for the purpose of demanding the release 

of the two arrested coolies, but the two arrested coolies were 

released before their arrival.

During the day, officials of the General Office of the 

Public Works Department, Shanghai Municipal Council Building

promised the strikers that their demands would be considered 
and an effort was made to induce them to resume work. The 

coolies, however, insisted that a satisfactory and immediate 

reply be given before they would resume work again, and the 

situation was deadlocked.

At the end of the day some 2,761 coolies of two depots 

were on strike.

z' On the morning of February 27, 1940, about 300 coolies

(strikers from the Soochosr Stoad Depot, at 933 Soochow Koad> 

resumed work at the depot between 6.30 a.m. and & a.m.

Sarly this morning, February 27, 1940, some 189 coolies 

of the Gordon Road Depot, Architects Department, 7S3 Gordon 
Road, failed to report for work and voluntarily Joined the 

strike. The strikers ee reported to have resorted to methods 

of intimidation and forced coolies of the other depots to 

support them and as a result coolies of the following depots 

also Joined in the strike« y n
Cleansing Division, Markham Road Depot, 700

838 Markham .coed.

J ewage Department, Lincoln Avenue Depot, 
44 Brenan Road 14

The number of strikers up to the present stands in all 
at approximately 3,364.

On the early morning of Febiruary 27, 1940 Whilst on 
their way to work, ordure cart coolies were accosted by a 
number of the strikers who intimidated the former and attempted 

®aice til*“ strike but without success.

Oil



It is learned th-t the strikers intend posting pickets 

in the various arena today or tomorrow in an endeavour to bring 

out all P.W«D. coolies*

Police enquiries elicit that one Yuan Meh Tse Y )

and Tsang Teh Tsai both on strike* are responsible

for the strike, and it is expected that the movement may 

spread to other depots of the P.W.D. unless adequate steps 

are now taken. Those two can are coolies employed by the 

Highways Division at Shunteh Road.

Certified true copy
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Subject.........Strike.. .o.f..Public..Workg.Depart.ment..coolies..

Made/l/y/. . ............... and .Forwarded by. D. I. Crawford

-» At about 7 a.m. on February 26, 1940, some 

I 2,000 coolies attached to the Shunteh Road Depot 

- of the Public Works Department at 92 Shunteh 

I Road, declared a strike following their failure 

" to obtain satisfaction from the Public Works

Department authorities for their demands for 

better working conditions. The strike commenced 

at the Shunteh Road Depot, and the coolies

affected consist of the following t-

Highways Division, 92 Shunteh Road. 1,604

Transportation Division, 92 Shunteh
Road. 400—

2,004 I

The coolies attached to the Shunteh Road I

Depot, it is learned, have submitted the 

following demands to the Public Works Department 

authorities prior to the commencement of the 

strike t-

1. That a Rice Allowance of 30 cents each 
per day be issued.

2. That an increase of 65 cents to $1.50 
in wages be granted.

3. That half pay for the day be issued to 
those reporting for duty and not given 
work.

The strike subsequently spread to the

Highways Division Soochow Road Depot, 933 Soochow



__File No.............................................................................................................................................................
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Date...19
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Road, where some 757 highway construction coolies 

joined the strike.

At 8>55 a<nj. on Tebruery ¿6, 1940, highway 

construction coolies No. 578 Tsang Teh Tsai

#0 and 53 Hu Tsang Keng ( 

were arrested on Chengtu Road near Mandalay 

Road for intimidating other coolies who were 

unaware that a strike had been declared that morning 

and who were carrying out their work on Chengtu 

Road. On learning of the arrest* some 250 

striking coolies attempted to proceed to the 

Chengtu Road Station for the purpose of demanding 

the release o^he two arrested coolies, but the 

two arrested coolies were released before their 

arrival.

During the day, officials of the General 

Office of the Public Works Department, Shanghai 

Municipal Council Building promised the strikers 

that their demands would be considered and an 

effort was made to induce them to resume work. 

The coolies, however, insisted that a satisfactory 

and immediate reply be given before they would 

resume work again, and the situation was deadlocked.

At the end of the day some 2,761 coolies 

of two depots were on strike.

On the morning of February 27, 1940, about 

300 coolies (strikers from the Soochow Road Depot,
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REPORT 

Date.19
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-3*

Made by. .F orwarded by.

at 933 Soochow Road) resumed work at the depot 

between 6.30 a.m. and 8 a.m.

Early this morning, February 27, 1940, some 

189 coolies of the Gordon Road Depot, Architects 

Department, 753 Gordon Road, failed to report for 

work and voluntarily joined the strike. The 

strikers are reported to have resorted to methods 

of intimidation and forced coolies of the other 

depots to support them and as a result coolies 

of the following depots also joined in the strike»

Cleansing Division, Markham Road 
Depot, 838 Markham Road. 700

Sewage Department, Lincoln
Avenue Depot, 44 Brenan Road» 14714

The number of strikers up to the present stands 

in all at approximately 3,364»

On the early morning of February 27, 1940 

whilst on their way to work, ordure cart coolies 

were accosted by a number of the strikers who 

intimidated the former and attempted to make them 

join the strike but without success.

It is learned that the strikers intend posting 

pickets in the various areas today or tomorrow in 

an endeavour to bring out all P.W.D. coolies.

Police enquiries elicit that one Yuan Mah Tse 

and Tsang Teh Tsai(^J^,^), both 

on strike, are responsible for the strike, and
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REPORT 
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•4-

JAade by.... ..................-.....—...............  ....Forwarded by.............................................................................................

it is expected that the movement may spread to 

other depotslof the P.W.D. unless adequate step>s 

are now taken. Those two men are coolies 

employed by the Highways Division at Shunteh Road.

A. C. (Special Branch)
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POUCE

REPORT ON STRIKE Mise . 13X/40 Sinz«

..............  .?>.•......  ....Division

..................... .?!.?.?•...... m ........*•........................... 19^®
Time and date reported....?®Z?^™9.t........ Time and date S.B. informed..®.™®

Time and date strike commenced....•..........................................................................................

By whom reported.......... .®hunt.f?h..Hpad...D#pg,h?.____________________________ .____
Coolies attached to the Highways. Transport,

Trade or profession of strikers....Sffld .Material ^_..Pep_t.B.?...pfShun,teh_FQ.cd...P.*V{_»^» Depot
Approx•

Number of strikers..l*.500_._ ..Male....... •*..... Female......... .™ Apprentices.........................

Employer’s name, address and business........S.tMA.Q.tZP.tM.tJijL..............................................

Union to which strikers belong................. JRJLl«....... ..................................... ..........................

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers...... High ..COS t...ofL.liiyJjMt?
inorease in

for those reporting for duty and not given work»

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence..... Ahput..one..week•.££(>•..................

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement 

of strike........ ..demandB were rjrort

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers 
Considering demands.

Names and addresses of strike leaders

Subsequent reports on the same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration

Meeting places of strikers.......Qutsid.eI?.»W».DA-.3hunteJl.Ilo.ad.Depo.tL

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike.

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike. 111a

Name and address of printer of such circulars..?.

Precautions taken by Police

Investigating Officer
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

Further, .REPORT(4)
Further to Strike «f ’• '-.co 11?.Subject- —.......................................

7Vo...13!?Z40 *
POLKX S

------ ^CJ

Date.. .-------/ p

Made by...... Forwarded by..... ■&. /. /

At 7»l0 a»®» 3&»n«40 wr» Tinr yer TlngC^ ) 

ev*roe«r of Via Jooc^ow Road 3-oot, «•■«« to

;tati n and re-ortci taut at 4 s»a» 28-2-43 at Kwanzae 

and Tientsin Ronda corner clowning DOPt oo>l e !fo«222
_, ¿T ‘F FV %

Ting 3iau 8( ) »a.-, AtovsQd by 3 etx-i cers.««*®®3

unknown.who warned hi:;; not vo work ontouk away his 

shovel vol t? <?•<.>'■ propex-t. Of ■'«'■••'>.• Ho arroSvS»

At stout e«c') «m* <!<3»t»40 ato t 160 street

cla^'iinc co.llpo of the p. Ty . left the Foochow Road 

jeoot to oroce l to work nn when passing Yu Y« Ching 

Hoad near Amoy Road they were eto ped by about 

e* vigors s o t.o. : away and tsw-shrd about 10 brooms,

:*p,0n etl<j «famed the ooolles not o work» QtJ 

arrlv 1 of Tnapectsrs an? s party of police the

3trl>nra dloperoM an ■ sc^e of the coolies r'-turned 

to wrk* •Towarer about 2^0 cool ’wo attached to the 

Mochsw Road Sepot hav? now Joined the strike»

At 9.30 a.®, evondate, e onrty of strikers on 

somehow Road out »ide th- . depot attempted to stop

coolies attached to the street cleaning? drpt from 

work it; ;t and their effox-te failed» one of the 

st. ikrra snatched a broom from a coo lie* a hand nnd threw 

it Into the iojchow greek« T ls act w«s wltnesied by 

Police who to xk the suiter into custody« Thia ¡san 

ha» been charged with intimid tion 7.1. 1.916/40 housa» 
I At bout 10« 10 ••»« oven d»te» a ¿»rou of striker» 

whilst proc*'dint: *A»t to Boot on A'noy Road no r 

Chekiang Road»stooged a garbage cart and proceeded to

atmntl. th, wh«», fP)a th9 Thta a<-t
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ra witnessed by y.S. 3 Adan« who attended to stop 

the strik^ro» The coolies immediately became violent 

and durdn the subsequent melee* 3*.3. Adans was 

struck over the head with a shovel and received injuries I 

which neces- i tat ad me.lic 1 treatment • ifo axireai..s 

w ere ma^’e»

Pur In " the day jus other attempts were

made to intimi ate coolies efused to Join the

strike but no ether arrests were ma4e in this district*

Efforts at media&iuii were still being atteaptedl 

late thia afternoon but so far without result*

Police were nested at both entrances to the

P.&.D. workshops as a precautionary measure*

inquiries u’oeoeding^

D.3. 96

n.D.O."A" Plv,
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REPORT 
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Subject. . n

....3-f ..^3i „...S'.a.o.l.i.e 3___________________________________________________

Made by. ...Ver-schaejt.. ...Forwarded b ^~-ß/-I-n*-c-t.-

At 7.45 a.m. 27/2/40 information was received from

Gordon Hoad Police Cfation to the effect that a crowd

of P.t.d, coollee about 200 strong are marching south 

along Gordon Road towards B’well district.

Acting on instructions received from Officer t/c 

the undersigned and party of Polio- attended. Upon 

arrival of the party at Sinza and Gordon Road intersection I 

it was 1-^rned that th® strikers marched east along Sins* 

Road. They were overta’-en on Avenue Road between 

JSedhurst and "arter Roods wher* they were dispersed.

Few garbage carta were left overturned on

Medhurst Road by the strikers. No other damage done.



Subject..

J
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...................................Station,
FUR HI REPORT 27-2-40.

(3) Date.................________19
Strike of P. V.D. coolies.

Made by.. ..P.!.?..!...?“?*“?£■ Forwarded by.

At 5.05 p.m. 27-2-40 Mr. G.M.Philipoff attached 

to the Soochow Road P.V.D. Depot came to the Station 

and renorttd the following.

At about 4.30 p.m. 27-2-40 be-ween 40 and 50 

coolies from the Shunteh Road Depot entered the P.W.D. .4 | 
compound off Amoy Road and after overpowering a watchman 1 
r
and two foremen who were on duty» they stole about 

100 lock pins from the wheels of the garbage handcairts. 

After stealing this property the coolies made go >d their 

escape. The watchman and the two foremen were unable 

to name any of the men involved in this affair but were 

told by the coolies that the pins were being taken, 

in order to force the men who were still workin to 

join the strike.

A C.P.C. has been posted at the acene to 

prevent fu ther trouble and all duties have been 

warn ed • 
tv

i/c.

D.D.0.MA" Div.

Copy to Special_Branch_^d£rect)
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..........Lo.U&a........Station,
JrtJRfHSR REPORT „ „

(2) Date.. .??...„...40.?...........ig
I Subject R®hort on Strike of n.'.V.D. coolies.
ii ' .................................................................................................................... .........................................................

I / * m
Made by.......... ..T.’J.rn er «_________ ______Forwarded by 1.........................................................................

inquiries at the Soochow Road .Depot of the P.i.D. 

on 27-2-40 ascertained that an c.oliee attached to 

this depot are working &a usual.

As a result of their request for higher wages.

which was forwarded to the 3.11. Council for consideration 

the C ioliee have now been granted an increase of 100 
per day but it is nst .yet known if this increase will 

prove satisfactory. In the ovc.it the increase is 

rejected by the affected mon, it is thought that a 

general strike of all P.W.D. coolies will commence 

on the morning of 23-2-40.

D.D.0.mA" Div.

Copy to Special Branch(direct)•
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Miso * 68/40» S ins a
Jan* 26til* 40,

Labour unrest at Shunteh Road p»W.p, Depot*

At 10*4 0a*m. 26-1-40, a telephone message wp.s 

received from the Shunt eh Road p»w.D. Depot to the 

effect that there was some unrest amongst the coolies 

working at concrete breaking on Chengtu Road near 

Bubbling ’vell Road *

Inspector Ching and the undersigned proceeded to 

the Shunt eh Road Depot and it was explained by Mr* 

Maclonnan of the P.w.d* that at about 9*45a*m* 26-1-4» 

some 100 coolioe engaged on road repairing on Chengta 

Road had stopped work and returned to the Depot because 

of the cold weather.

They were told tn at they oould go home, but a

day's pay would be deducted from their wages and 

instigator of the stoppage one Yang T« t 
259 address 0.0.L* would be dismissed*

half

Cootlfe

The coolies waited outside the depot and 

threats that if Yang Ts was not restored to 

thoy would take measures against the P*W.D

made VQ|Wj| 

hlt 

j||||snen

No attempt was made to interfere with the foremoo 
bu n

Xr. Maclennan deemed it advisable that the foremp..
i. be g^ \ a

\ Police protection at the Job at Chengtu Hoaig
|||| Thonol ."?3|
l 'X no mention of the coolies striking aid |t;
I it apF^lIh^
J * both the ooolios and the foremen wisK.w
' to wako tne fK

ytTB in the P.W.D. think that the ; ;
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1«

Sins«
Jan« 26 th« 40«

Labour unrest st Shunteh Road P.^'.D. Depot«

4t 10.40a.m. 26-1-40, a telephone message was 

received from tie Shunt eh Road P."'.D. Depot to the 

effect that there was some unrest anong st the coolies 

working at concrete breaking on Chengtu Road near 

Bubbling '«Oil Road •

Inspector Ching and the undersigned proceeded to 

the Shunt eh Road Depot and it was explained by Mr. 

Maclennan of the P.w.D. that at about 9«45a«m« 26-1-4♦ 

some 100 coolies engaged on road repairing on Chengtu ' 

Road had stopped work and returned to the Depot because 

of the cold weather * Jr
■ ak

They were told that they could go home, but a half 

day's pay would be deducted from their wages and the j 

Instigator of ths stoppage one Yang Ts (J^ ), Cooli#

259 address 0.0.L. would be dismissed«

The coolies waited outside the depot and made vague 

threats that if Yang Ts was not restored to his Job 

they would take measures against the P.W.D. foremen

No attempt was made to interfere with the foremen 

but Mr. Maclennan deemed it advisable that the forem® 

be glvsu Police protection at the Job at Chengtu Ro«V
There Ms no mention of the coolies arf j|L

It appears that both the coolies and the foremen -w 

to make the foreigners In tho P.w.D. think that the



1 (Sheet 2)

matter la more serious than it really 11«

F The foremen were warned by the undersigned that 

if any of t he coolies approach them th ay should call 

a Policeman and have them arrested and if sufficient 

proof is forthcoming* a charge of intimidation shall 

be preferred.

Copy to Spec lai Brane h*
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Hoy. £4th, 3«.

Labour Trouble at the M.P. Depot. Shuntph Road.

At 6.45 p.m. 2 «1/11/39, Mr. O.B. Shick, Temporary 

Assistant, Transport section, S.H.C./M.W.D., came to 

thio station and reported that there was trouble with 

the coolies at the shuntoh Road Depot, ao a result 

of which. Inspector Blenkinsop and a party of police 

attended.

inquiries by C.D.C. 295 and the undersigned 

reveal that the M.W.D. has decided to institute two 

shifts on the stone-crus hl ng machine 1.0» 7 a.m. * 

8 p.m., 6 p.m. * 12 p.m«.

five days ago (20/11/39), Transport foreman Ho. 

34, Tom Yoong Loon ( ), •“ ex-police cadet,

was transferred from the Vostorn Districts to Shunteh 

Road Depot, as Io« 1 foreman. On that data Mr. shick 

gave him Instructions to obtain a gang of 40 coolies to 

operate the stone-crushing machine during the night 

shift )<J p.m. • 12 p.m.).

Throe days ago (22/11/^9)» forossm Vo. 34 had not 

obtained the gang of coolies, and realising he was too 

young to bo the Mo. 1 foreiaan at above depot, Mr. Shiok 

obtained the transfer of House Refuse foreman Ko. 02, 

May Hang Hao ( 1» makl^ him foreman over Mo.

34, and at the same time gave Mo. 22 instructions to
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1/Sheet 2,

obtain a gang of 40 coolies. No* 22 took up his 

duties at above depot on the 23/11/39*

At 6 p*m. 24/11/39, 80 coolies (the gangs obtaine« 

by each foreman) reported for duty and badges were 

issued but, Ko. 34’s gang would not allow No. 22»s 

gang to operate. p

Realising hie dual instructions, Mr. Shlck 

gave Instructions that No. 34»s gang proceed to 

Penang Road Depot and operate the stone-crushing 

roachine there. They refused on the grounds that the 

work would only be temporary. However, both gangs 

had been warned that their work was only temporary.

Inspector Blankinsop lined up both gangs and all 

were asked if they wanted to work. No. 22’e gang
wig 

expressed their willingness and started work immediate* 

ly. However* No* 34»s gang, ref used to proceed to Penai 

Road Depot. Their badges wove collected and they loft 

the premises in an orderly manner.

At this Junction No. 34 started an altercation 

with Mr, 3hick, questioning his authority to issue 

such orders. Mr* Shlek refused to argue, stating ho 

would see him the following day (26/11/39)*

Two 0*P*Ûs. were placed at the entrance of the 
premises until 12 midnight and a further police guard



I
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l/3h«et 5

will be posted at

Sen.

D.B.O. “B*

/0h»n,

6.30 ft.m. 26/11/30

/G.Xi4/»A^ 
WK 147.

B
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. b U- HE 
Section 1, Special! Braiictf;

REPORT Date.^^^^/19 39

Subject...........l1* X« D • Shunteh Road. Depot - unrest.

b/lade ¿y. D.-S.-I-» MacAdie ............ Forwarded by........  '
-------------- -------------- 3_______________________ __________________/______________

Information has been received from Mr.

Harbottle of the P.W.D. that trouble is expected.
at the Shunteh Road Depot of the P.W.D. where it 

is proposed to introduce a night shift to work on
the crushing and cement mixing machines.

(Vide sinza 
report dated 
2/11/39 and. 
Special Branch 
report dated 
9/11/39)

It will be recalled that same unrest existed 

among the 200 workers employed at this plant, which 

was thought to have been settled to the satisfaction 

of the P.W.D. The coolies concerned agreed to 

crush 20 wfong" of material per day but they now 

inform the P.W.D* that they will not crush more 

than 12 Mfongw a day and if a night shift is 
introduced to cope with the extra demand for road 

material, they will undertake this work themselves 

and will not permit any other persons inside the 
Depot to work a night shift.

It is the intention of the P.W.D., however 
to introduce commencing from 5 p.m. to-day, November 

22, a night shift of some 30 or 40 extra men at 
the Shunteh Road Depot. Mr. Harbottle fears 

that the entry of these men will be opposed and 
violence may ensue.

D.S.I* Read was informed verbally at 11 a.m. 

November 22, and is arranging with the officer in 
charge of Sinza Station for suitable Police 

protection.

The ringleaders of the agitation among
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the men are stated to be coolies Nos. 27, 44, 

47 and 64.

D. S. I.
D.C« (Special Branch)



Mine. 660/0©
Sin»» 

»«▼. 9

The two tiuuares auoliea oouoertied in the tlspule 
•t the P.tr.fi» Shuoteh Boag Depot on $/1j/3© **»▼• 
continuo« at work «lase that <aW» an< a aattlmant 
iUM aav >••« raaehaa» The n«r «yeten wlth recauMl 
te the «peratlee oí tne nixlns aat erueMitig maoUlnee 
has Meen put inte fe*eea imt a few extra eeolAee 
tave heew employe*. Jto further fcroutole le antielp» 
ate<» 

cejy te Speelel hraaeiu

Sénior osweltT« i/o
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s-1«
REPORT aJjSSSLk»?«

iAfcour Dispute at P.W.D« Shunteh Road Depot - settled*

Made .Adl ®.......... Forwarded by........ £21 ■. .....' 3^

The dispute over the dismissal of 30 workers 

employed on a concrete mixing machine in the Shunteh 

Road Depot of the Public Works Department* S.M.C.* 

which led to a transient stoppage of work by the 

workers of the depot on the morning of November 2*

1939* has been settled in accordance with the following

terms:»

1. That the 30 workers on the concrete mixing machine

be continued to be employed by the depot«

2« That the 36 workers on the crushing machine* half

of whom it was originally planned* were to be

assigned to take over the work of the 30 workers 

on the concrete mixing machine after the dismissal 

of the latter* should complete the erushing of 20 

*fong» of stone a day. However* two more workers 

will be taken on the crushing machine when this 

system is enforced«

3. That no outside foremen be engaged but that gangers 

be appointed by promoting good workers among the 

coolies«

' (J
D. s. 1«

DaCa (Special Branch)

&
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Mlic, 565/Sg 81 ns*
Nov. 2nd 89

1.

? *t C8.47».m. on 2-11-39,

recolvod at this station from the P.^.S. T>epot» Shunteh 

Road* reporting that workers were causing trouble at 
W'eve depot« r"!»*5 te dOH werfc,

X party of Police under Inspector Blenltlnsop, fl^tloerX 

1/e, proceeded to the acene« where about two hundred 

coolies were found concregated In the e©n|>0»iM butside 
"¿hoofflee rising to iWt

Prom enquiries tafS&I t was r'S^ertalned SSht^liFtMu 

depot there are thirty coolies employed cm a concrete 

mixing machine a rtl thlrty-etx employed on7k Crushing 

machine* Xi'an economy moaaUie it »fis reointfy divided’ 
ix ’’tiiai On any day When *Wp|^^^^^fii®^el^taln

amount of work to bo done by the mixing machine» the 

coolies On that machine wduld not bo employed» «hlle 

the coollee on the crushing machine would work half of 

the day at their own machine ard the remainder at the 

mixing machine.

when the coollea reported at the depot it'd.30a»m« 

on f-ll-5C they wore Informed by Inspector Koolash that 

the above arrangement was to bo put Into operation. The 

eoollea on the crushing machine thereupon refused to 

work« and they were Joined by about 150 coolies from
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other departments in the depot* inspector Koolash 

reported the occurrence by telephone to Mr* D*E* 

Esrbotcle* Assistant engineer, who gave instructions 

to start th® mixing machine* In spite of this the 

ooolieo »till refused to start work, and as they adopted 

a threatening attitude» thia Station was informed as 

reported above*

On the advise of Inspector Blenkinsop the ooolios 

all resumed work at T*lBa*m* on 2-11-89. Their 

representatives presented a set of demands which were 

submitted by Mr* Shiek to the P*w*D* Headquarters for 

consideration* At 6p.m. on 2-11-89, the decision 

regarding same was intimated by Mr* Shiok to the ooolios 

representatives, who will submit the’r reply on 

3-11-39.

Special Branch informed.

/Tsao*
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Date.. ig 39 .
Report of Labour Grievances by P.W.D. Garbage Coolies.

REPORT

Subject-----

T\Aade by.. P-»S«-Gib4Bon Fbrwarded by. Inapectof t 
Officer i/c.

Sir,

At 11.00 p.m. 13-5-39 Mr. Koolesh, p.W.D. Ins

pector, came to the station with a pamphlet which 

he had obtained through one of the coolies employed 

in the P.W.D. Northern District. I

The pamphlet purported to be a notice to p.W.

D. Garbage coolies agitating for an increase in wages 

and betterment of conditions of employment.

Mr. Koolesh also stated that the informant had 

stated that p.W.D. coolies intended to declare a 

strike on 14-5-39.

Detectives have been detailed to keep observa

tion in the vicinity of p.w.D. Depots on 14-5-39 a.m.

D.S. Lockwood, Special Branch, informed.

Inspector in charge, sen. Detective, informed.

pamphlet attached to this report.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant

/ bn■Sen. Dit. i/c.
■//

D.D.Ô. ”C* Div.

Copy to Special Branch
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Public Works Department

JVQ. ......... ....... ?

Shamjljat

ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO BE ADDRESSED TO 
“THE COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC WORKS** 
AND NOT TO INDIVIDUALS. IN REPLY
PLEASE QUOTE NO.

April..18, 1939. /Ä.

The Commissioner of Police

P. W. D. OUTDOOR STAFF

With reference to the last paragraph of the copy

of a Police report dated 17/4/39 forwarded for my informa

tion by the Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch), I should 

be obliged if, in the interests of good order and discipline, 

you could kindly arrange that in future when employees of 

this Department refer to the Police on any matter affecting 

this Department only, they be instructed to refer the matter 

to the branch of the office with which they are working, 

through the proper channels.

Commissioner of Public Yorks
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It is reported that the eight representatives 

of the Chinese outdoor staff of Gordon Road and 

WUchow Road P.W.D. Depots* who were elected on the 

occasion of the strike which occurred during the 

latter part of March 1939 (Vide Special Branch report 

dated 30/3/39) have collected a total of $103.30 from 

the workers to defray expenses in connection with 

their demands for an increase in pay.

Only a few painters and cooliee have responded to 

their appeal for further contributions, the majority 

have refused owing to the fact that they suspect the

representatives of having misappropriated part of the

amount already subscribed of which more than $70.00 

has been expended with no tangible result.

The following are the names of the representatives 

in questiont-

Gordon Road Depot

Carpenter Loh Bei Sung *£ )

• Koo Tsoh Ming

Bricklayer Loh Kuo Tai ng (

Ching Sung )Painter Tsai

Wchow Road Depot

Painter Taeu Siao Loh

Coolie Wong Siao Paung

* Tseu Vung Sz

Bricklayer Sung Ching Keu
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File No...........
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REPORT
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; Made by. Forwarded by.

is still under consideration.

• 2 -

On April 17, 1939, Loh Bei Sung and Loh Kuo Taing 

called at the offices of the Special .Branch and request

ed information as to the date of the Council*e reply 

to their demands. They were informed that the matter
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LWK/ SHANGHAI municipal police. s. b. registry
S . 1, Sped sMo ^agelP#s&—;-

REPORT nJ^W&glT

Strike, of outdoor staff of the P.W.D. Depot atSubject.

On March 11th 1939, some forty bricklayers 

employed by the Public Works Department at the riungjao 

Sanatorium and attached to the P.W.D. Depot at 753 

Gordon Road, addressed a petition to the Commissioner 

of Public Works requesting that their rates of pay be 

raised to the same level as those received by 

carpenters (Translation attached marked Appendix I).

Nothing definite transpired until the entire 

outdoor staff of Gordon and Wuchow Road Depot, 

comprised of over three hundred workers, assembled in 

the usual manner at Gordon Road Depot at about 6.30 a.m 

on Friday, March 24th. After receiving their 

instructions regarding the day work, they unanimously 

declared their intention of going on strike until such 

times as their demands had received the favourable 

consideration of the Council.

On the same day, four representatives of the 

Gordon Road Depot and four representatives of Wuchow 

Road Depot (which is temporarily located at Gordon Road) 

addressed a further letter to the Commissioner of 

Public Works, in which the following points were 

submitted for consideration:

1. That the wages of carpenters, painters and coolies 
be increased by at least 40^ and that bricklayers 
wages be raised to the same level as carpenters
in accordance with the rules of the Masons* and 
Carpenters* Guild.

2. That wages be paid on holidays and double pay be 
issued to those actually working on holidays.
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Forwarded by.

Three farther points of a minor nature will

"be found in the attached translation of the letter

in question (Appendix II)

Shortly after the strike was declared, a

Chinese translation of the attached order (Appendix III)

issued by Mr. 1T.W.B. Clarke, Deputy Commissioner of

Public Works, was posted at Gordon Road Depot for the

information of those concerned

In accordance with the terms of this order

the Depot was closed until Monday, March 27th, when

the entire staff reported at the usual hour but refused

to resume work until a definite reply had been received

During the course of the day info mat ion was

received by senior foreigi employees of the P.W.D. to

the effect that efforts would be made, by intimidation

if necessary, to extend the strike to include the staff

of Markham Road Cleansing, Watering and Transport Depot

in

to

consequence of which the circumstances were reported 

the D.C. (Special Branch) by Mr. J.D. Watt, architect

on the morning of March 28th

Accompanied by Mr. G*W.B. Da inton, Assistant

Architect, D.S. Hide and D.S.I. Liao Chung-chien

proceeded to Gordon Road Depot where twenty-two

workers, who had been elected by the strikers as

representatives of their respective grades, were

summoned to attend. After a somewhat lengthy discussion

they were left to decide whether or not they would

resume work pending the Council’s consideration of

their petition
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After a short while the representatives 

signified that they had arrived at a decision and 

raised the points mentioned hereunder which are 

followed by the repl^e/T given with authority of the 

P.W.D.

1. That full pay be issued in respect of the four 
days of strike. This demand was rejected.

2. That full pay be issued in respect of the Chinese 
Hew Year holidays. It was explained that this 
omission was due to an error and would be 
rectified in due course.

3. That in common with other sections of the outdoor 
staff ordinary pay be issued to those not working 
on Municipal holidays and double pay be issued to 
those actually working* In reply to this demand 
it was explained that a recent order, which had 
not been brought to their notice, authorises 
such pay conditions for all sections for Chinese 
Kew Year and -the Dragon Boat Festival only.

4. That the Council reply to their demands for 
increased pay within two weeks. The reply to 
this was to the effect that the matter would be 
dealt with as expeditiously as possible but no 
time limit could be accepted.

After further discussion, the workers agreed 

to resume their duties on the morning of March 29th.

This they did and nothing of an untoward nature has 

since been reported.

At 9.00 a.m. on the ¿8th inst., Coolie Ho»52

Wong Boo Kyung y ) was arrested on Ferry Road 

near Connaught Road for the attempted intimidation of 

a coolie attached to the Cleansing, Watering and 

Transport Section. The case was made the subject of 

F.I.R. 459/37 Gordon Road, but under the circumstances 

it was not considered advisable to proceed. He was
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and released in due course

the

11th,

enquiries were made regarding the wages paid by three

large construction companies Appendix IV shows a

list of the resultant figures together with the rates

paid by the S.M.C

Appendix V is a copy of recommendations made

Health
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handed over to the Special Branch for interrogation

It should be mentioned that following

receipt of the original petition dated March 

by Mr. J.D. Watt to ttie Deputy Commissioner of Public

Appendix VI is a list of names and addresses

of the various representatives, whilst Appendix VII

is a copy of the order relating to rates of pay 

issuable on Municipal holidays

D.C. (Special Branch)



Translation Nob 5673.

Letter (dated 11/3/39) from the Masons at Wuchow & Gordon Depots.

To C. P. W.

<Ve beg to inform you that our daily pay is only 68 

cents, which is the pay for 1st class gangers. According to 

the Masons’ and Carpenters’ Guild, our pay should be the same 

as that of carpenters«

Since the Outbreak of the local hostilities, the cost 

of living has greatly increased and even the prices of tools 

have been doubled. Although it has been promised by the fore

men of both Depots after the Sino-Japanese conflict in 1SB 2 ,

that our pay would be raised to the same level as that received 

by P. W. D« carpenters, nothing has as yet been put into effect 

up to the present, as our living expenses are similar to those 

of the monthly paid staff whose pay has been duly increased, we, 

hard working masons, hereby venture to request that you will 

take into consideration our unfavourable position and arrange 

for our pay to be revised.
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Translation No. 5712.

Letter (dated 24/3/39) from Tsen Siao-lo, Wong Siao-fang, 
Vay Teh-sung and Tsen Van-sz, representatives of 
Workmen at Wuchow Road Depot and Koo Tso-ming, 
Tsar Tsin-sung, Loh Kuo-tsing and Loh Bay-sung, 
representatives of workmen at Gordon Road Depot.

Sir,

Owing to the present high increase in the 

cost of living as a result of the local hostilities, 

we respectfully beg to submit the following for 

your kind consideration, and trust that a favourable 

reply will soon be received so as to enable us to 

return to duty in the nearest future.

1. Wages of carpenters, painters and 
coolies should be increased at least 
by 40 per cast. Masons' wages have 
to be raised to the same level as 
that received by carpenters as it 
should be so according to the rules 
of the Masons' and Carpenters' Guild.

2. Workmen have also to be paid on 
holidays. Double pay has to be issued 
to those who work on holidays.

3. When there is no sufficient work and 
work has to be allotted among the workmen, 
the allotment should be made equitably.

4. Red arm bands issued to those who have 
to work in the Western Extra-Settlement 
and the Hongkew Districts should not be 
collected so as to avoid mishap.

5. Wages should be issued according to 
aforesaid scales as soon as Council 
has granted us a favourable reply.
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March 24, 1939.

The Architect,

With reference to your report of disturbances

this morning, the Commissioner rules as follows»-

1) Both Depots will be closed until Monday.

2) Any man not working on Monday will be 
discharged.

3) There will be no pay for any grade today 
or tomorrow.

4) All men returning to work on Monday, who 
are so entitled, will receive adjusted 
New Year Pay.

(Sgd) N. W. B. Clarke
Deputy Commissioner of Public Works.
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Type of Tradesman Kung Yik fc Co.

Coolie • let Grade (Dally) $0.85

• - 2nd » * )

* - 3rd * • )
0.75

Masons or Bricklayers - (Daily) 1.00

Chip Parlor (Dally) -

Shanghai Carpenter (Daily) 0.90

Stone Cutter (Dally) 1.50

Ganger {Daily) -

Ningpo Carpenter (Daily) 1.00

Painter (Daily) 1.20

Foreman (Monthly) 60.00 to
120.00

March 28, 193®»



2nd • $34 - $50 

1st • $50 - $«5 

Overseers $98 *>$184

Hau Chun Yuen Wlà Const.go. A7ojeof» 8. lí. g.
$0.80 $0.70 $0.78 $0.55

0.70 0.55 0.70
0.57

0.49
1.80 1.10 1.10 0.88

w- - jSaSí - 0.08
1.00 1.00 0.87 0.08
1.80 1.50 1.55 0.77

- - • 0.79
1.50 1.80 1.88 0.915
1.80 1.80 1.80 0.915

50.00 to 
140.00

40.00 to 
180.00

50.00 to 
130.00

3rd doso $18 - $34

JDWjVYW
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Mareh 21, 1989«

The Deputy Commissioner of Public Works.

ChineseOutdoorctnff 
Letter dated H/s/39 from Depots yasoBs.

With reference to the attached translation No.5673 

in the above matter, the statement mafic regarding the 

present pay of masons i.e. #0,66 per dry la correct and 

I find on investigation that masons employed by outside 

contractors are at present being paid approximately $1.10 

per day«

For some considerable time both Buildings Depots 

have experienced considerable difficulty in obtaining an 

adequate number of skilled tradesmen as in most oases the 

rates of pay in Council’s employment are considerably less 

than the market rate outside,

I therefore reowmmond that the '4iole natter of outdoor 

Chinese staff’s pay be investigated with a view to bringing 

it more in line with rates paid by outside eontractors, 

as it is not practicable to inerease pay in the Buildings 

Depots only.

In the meant! <e is it possible to «-rant the request 

contained in the attached letter frori the Buildings Depot 

Staff as even if this is done the pay of masons and oar enters 

will still be below that paid by outside contractors?

X attach herewith for your information a comparative 

table showing Couneil end outside rates of pay for the 

various grades.

Arehiteet«

JDWjCPK
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Names lnNos.

GRAPE 1 COOLIES
3 N & Ee $

11 it

7 W & Ce

12 W H
GRAPE 2i COOLIES

5 N & E. 4^
8 ft

27 it

10 w & Ce i
13 It

62 If 5f<
65 ft 4ft
70 ft

92 ft

Address

67 Route Pollfus

424 Tonquin Road
'’^^■^7 Ferry Road

Un**numbered hut, off Haiphong Rd«

Un-numbered hut, of! Singapore Rd.
-P; .
& v2 HO Annam Road 

156 Honan Road

v'f Robison Road
4< £ 27 Jessiield Road * |

5 15 Robison Road

588 Gordon Road, near Haiphong Rd
, J lA.Ferry Road \

Lane 240 House 10 Haiphong Road
BRICKLAYERS

2 W & C. 1 fa
3 •

NINGPO CARPENTERS

6 E & Ee 1

6 W & Ce ît

17 ft

29 ft

31 ft £

PAINTERS

1 N & E. 4

5 W & C. « U7

Un-numbered hut, Haiphong Road

-do.-

27 Haiphong Road

Un-numbered hut, Haiphong Road

- do . -

113 Ferry Road 

Uh-numbered hut, Haiphong Road

Lane 1080 House 121 Gordon Road 

Un-numbered hut, Haiphong Road.

IBrcfe 28, 1939«
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is to be understood that should coolies work for any 
portion of a wet day or holiday, a **&'&• day’s pay 
will be allow*.

During the Spring Festival (Chinese Mew Year) and 
umer Festival dragon Bout) full >®y f ortho whole 

period ftf <^eh of these holidays -sill ke -dlmrod to all 
coolies engaged on work In profroo, el though not .otual- 
ly working on these days. Coolie actually working on 
these day» will be allowed double pay.

It should be clearly understood that any employee 
reporting for duty, but refusing to work if co required, 
will receive no pay for the period ’-^rln- which he 
refuse® to nosh*

Sundays.
Only urgent or essential work will ba proceeded with 

on Sundays and only those who are required to wojk will 
be paid. There will be no half pc an Sundays.

atehmen.
»atsteen will be paid weekly st th© same rate as 

formerly, inr day.

Grade XX eoolles will oowtinue te be employed a® 
farmrly In ’iungjao ..’jrea, .* arfcs rad rcMteetural Wots.

CharMae.
Overtl/w sill be worked only ^hun atwolutely neeeoanry 

and paid for as follows:-
Coolies (all elfisaes) - or© ten-sent pieee per hour.
^11 other crade® of labour, inaridlng foresam, will 

bo. paid st the rate ar tlr-a od one-third.

Bo overtime will bo aurkod Im a^ooss of 30 hours per 
month W®» ewept Si otherwise ar-owlally authoriaof- 

’ ty ^pf^Bidersignod»
yen who st-nd by e job duster tW tiffin interval 

HU not bo paid overtlw, but will bo ■■■e»nltt»d to 
leave wtrk earlier to Iw extent of the tine WW stand 
by.

OBMk
Fines for negXeetlns work, ote», MU bo in 1/4» 

1/4 or S/4 of the whole day’s pay, eo the oireumstansee 
of the oom may retire. Ivory owe mot bo miy 
invostisite-’ befm flhy sots aw node.

Th®. ae^-of-torW, chief Xnsrpoetw or Inspector 
«■st bo present at all pay parados and a nenber of the 
of floe staff moo or twice a awsth.



Th© nom&l hours of rork laid MK**

April t© Ootobar • 6 to ” and 1 te S.
ncmæib-er to ’ arch - * t© 11.30 and lia 5«

au labeur mist report at tîw ot in the norning 
and will lemre the Depot for dtaty sot lnt«r than the 
tin©» statM abova. ïalkin^ ttm wHl b© allo®©a in 
proportion to th© «iatano© of tho job fraa th© ’wot at 
tha rat© of is Mante© per Ml©» Labonr in tii© :=ungjao 
area Mil $rœe®d dlraet to tte job© unies© otharelM 
dlreeted« *

a. H» «BMWOÎ©
R e» ü i<
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Gordon Road
>.MPCh 29. 39,

2.

Re Labour Unrest at the r» ..D,Depot Ko.733 Gordan ML.

All workers attached to the P..D,Depot situated 

at H 0.763 Gordon Road resumed. work at 6 a«n» 29/3/39 

it having been agreed to continue negotiations regard ini 

an increase in wages»

at 9 28/3/39, a P»w»C.coolie Ne»6g named I
;<ong Boe Hyung(X^^’ )wae arrested for intimidating a 

p.'w.D.rosd sweep®? on ferrjr Road near connnught Road, 

this individual being handed into the custody of D» 

3,Hyde( C^L) at 5 >«*• SB/3/39 on the instructions of 

Mr» Yorke,d*o,*@n*(s^»4set of Gordon Road r»x.R«<BB/3»)



tu-
C-f , • • . ■ • Translation of a letter addressed to Staffs of P.’V.D.

WwW^w^SR'
To the s taff, foremen and coolies of P.’y.D./S.M.C.

Owing to the increase in the cost of living after 

the local hostill ties, the enployeea find it very difficult 

to meet their daily expenses with their wages.

On the 11/5/59, the employees tendered a written 

petition to the S.M.c.,p. v.^. demanding an increase in wages 

in order to dissolve the financial difficulty of the employees« 

Since the disapproval of our demands by the -Department, the 

employees lodged a verbal request on the 24/5/59, but again 

no satisfactory reply has been given, and moreover the 

employees have been oppressed and under such circumstances 

we are forced to declare a strike, as our warning to the 

Department. Hoping that the same will be settled by Monday 

(27/3/39). As no satisfactory answer has been received by j 

us, we sincerely request our co-workers etc. to follow in 

our steps in the strike for ever, with the hope that our 

departmental officials will understand our present situation, 

and will furnish us a reply and thereby dissolve our difficul- ! 

ties as we have had no increase in wages for over ten years«

Our demands are:-

(1) 40 per cent increase in general wages. The masons* wages 

to be increased equal to that of carpenters, as according to 

the scales of wages in the Masonsand Carpenters Association, j 

the wages of masons are similar to that of carpenters*

(2) Double wages to be paid to workers idio are working on

holidays,and usual day wages paid on holidays to those« who , |



do not work*

(3) "just system be tfiken on the changing of duty (workers to be 

tnken in turn,not by eel octi on, when work is slack),

(4) The red cloth armlets issued to those workers who gp to work 

in Western end Hongkew Districts should not be returned after duty» 

as these armlets can avoid untoward incident to workers*

dignedf All aaployeee of p. 7,9» 

attached to »uchow & “ordon Road fiepets*

On envelopet_

To the Staffer assn* and Lnbourersg 

nrkham Road Depot*
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Gordon Road
March 84» 39.

sen.Uet.i/c.

DlT,’

0 Z° ¡Vj

ho Labour Unroot at the p«w^d. Depot Ro.763 
______________ W*«a

At 7»15 a*m. 24/3/39, a telephone mcesagc was 

received from the p.w«d« Depot situated at ho.763 Gordon 

Road reporting trouble amongst the Chinese staff«

on receipt of the above report,C«D«8«183 and the 

undersigned proceeded to the location in question and 

ascertained the fallowing details,•

At 4 ago« 24/3/39» 350 emplcyeee of ths P»w«D# 

consisting of coolies and masons congregated at the 

P^v.D «Depot No,753 Gordon Hoad as is the usual practice 

** oowienoing

a section of the workers however,refused to 

mumm« work and therefore Ur. J ♦ D, watt (P.= .,D. Architect} 

stated that ho would not require the service« of any 

of the workers until the cause of the dissatisfaction 

had been definitely settled.

‘ihe instigators of the trouble aye not known 

but enquiries amongst the coolies ascertained that 

they are all dissatisfied because they hare not received 

an increaoe in wages for the last ten years»

At the time of writing this report no demands 

8n the part of the works» have been presen to the 

senior officials of th*
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Su^ct, REPORT

""-.... ....... .. «cedent s__anA.J5Mk..®P.kiyit.  A.es.ofpr..„Chu.M.ing..Nyi.,..„

........... ....... -.......................................
Forwarded by____ .Suj?t.*..TSja..Sb.a.Q..Liang.. Â'.é.

Dr. Chu Ming Ny i fT/^7 ) is a native of

Nanzing (Huchow), Chekiang, born in 1884. He studied 

science in Japan in 1903 and travelled to Europe with 

Chang Ching Kiang, veteran Kuomintang member, in 1908, 

and later joined the Tung Men Hui (a secret society 

organized by the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen planning the 

overthrow of the Manchu Throne^ He returned to China 

shortly after the outbreak of the Great War to undertake 

revolutionary work. Attaining no success he went to 

Paris where he studied medicine and histology at Strasbourg

University obtaining degrees of Doctor of Medicine and

of Pharmacy.

He returned to China in 1924 and was appointed

Vice President of the University of Kwangtung the followings 

year. Joined the Northern Expeditionary Force in 1926 

and served as principal of the Medical Corps. Arrived 

in Shanghai in 1927 with other noted Kuomintang leaders and I 

was made President of the Institute Technique Franco- 

Chinois, 1195 Rue Lafayette. The same year he was elected 

member of the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang^ 

In 1928 he was commissioned by the Government to study 

health matters in Europe. He returned to China shortly 

afterwards and was appointed Chairman of National Sani

tation Reconstruction Commission and member of the

University Council of the Ministry of Education in 1929»

Appointed Commissioner General to the Siege 

in Belgium in 1930 and returned to China in 

the same year. Following the conclusion of

Exhibition

December of 

the peace

V'OiXE.J fi,r 
(S.B.) REGISTRY

DATK »/ > / kù
Qty
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conference in Shanghai in 1932, Wang Ching Wei was i
reinstated to the Nanking Government as Chief of 

Executive Yuan and Dr. Chu being his brother-in-law 

and close follower became Secretary General of the Yuan 

and menber of the National Economic Council* Desuite 

these important duties assigned to him he seldom 

attended his office at Nanking spending moat of hia 

time in Shanghai ostensibly engaged in educational 

matters but actually in private business* He resigned
I 

from the Executive Yuan in December 1935 when Wang 

Ching Wei was wounded by would-be assassins at Nanking 

in November. Dr. Chu retained his close connections 

with the Central Kuomintang*

In 1937 during the Sino-Jananese hostilities 

Dr. Chu was reported to have assisted Dr. P.T. Chow in 

carrying out anti-Japanese propaganda. Afjrer Waung 

Ching Wei started his peace talks from Hongkong in 

January 1939, Dr. Chu published advertisements in the 

press (sometime in April) refuting all rumours that 

he was going to join Mr. Wang. Dr. Chu changed his 

attitude on September 6, 1939 when he took over the 

duties of Secretary-General of the new Central 

Kuomintang and in this capacity forwarded a telegram 

to Chungking appealing for cessation of hostilities* 

On November 2, 1939, he signed a letter addressed to 

local Chinese trade associations requesting their 

support for the peace movement* He resigned as 

President of the Institute Technique Franco-Chinois on
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September 12 when hie pro-Wang attitude became known to 

the students. On September 9 he informed the S.M.C.
up 

by letter that Mr. Wang Ching Wei had taken/residence in 

Yu Yuen Road. On September 13 the Chungking Government 

issued a circular order for Dr. Chu's arrest.

Dr. Chu Ming Nyi speaks French fluently, has 

a large circle of friends in the French diplomatic 

service and amongst Chinese disgruntled elements.

He is proprietor of the Ming Yi Pharmacy with office at 

Great China Dispensary, 313 Foochow Road.

Rumours have been current that he will be 

appointed Mayor of Shanghai with Dr. P.T. Chow as Health 

Commissioner as soon as Wang Ching Wei succeeds in the 

organization of the new government.

A. C. (Special Branch)



February 12 40

Antecedents and past activities of Dr, chu Ming Nyi.

Dr, Chu Ming liyi is a native of

Nanzing (Huchow), Chekiang, born in 1834. He studied 

science in Japan in 1903 and travelled to Durops with 

Chang Ching Kiang, veteran Kuomintang member, in 1908, 

and later Joined the Tung Mun Hui (a secret society 

organized by the late Dr. sun fat-sen planning the 

overthrow of the Manchu Throne^ He returned to China 

shortly after the outbreak of the Great War to undertake 

revolutionary work. Attaining no success he went to 

Paris where he studied medicine and histology at Strasbourg 

University obtaining degrees of Doctor of Medicine and

B.A.  of pharmacy.

He returned to China in 1924 and was appointed 

Vice President of the University of Kwangtung the following 

year. Joined the Northern Expeditionary Force in 1926 

and served as principal of the Medical Corpb. Arrived 

in Shanghai In 1927 with other noted Kuomintang leaders and 

was made President of the Institute Technique Franco- 

Chinois, 1195 Hue Lafayette. The same year he was elected 

member of the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang. 

In 1928 he was commissioned by the Government to study 

health matters in Europe. He returned to China shortly 

afterwards and was unpointed chairman of National Sani

tation Reconstruction Commission and member of the 

University Council of the Ministry of Education in 1929. 

Appointed Commissioned General to the Siege Exhibition 

in Belgium in 1930 and returned to China in -December of 

the same year. Following the conclusion of the peace
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conference in Shanghai in 1932, Wang Ching Wei was 

reinstated to the Nanking Government as Chief of 

Executive Yuan and Dr. Chu being his brother-in-law 

and close follower became Secretary General of the Yuan 

and member of the National Economic Council. Despite 

these important duties assigned to him he seldom 

attended his office at Nanking spending most of his 

time in shanghai ostensibly engaged in educational 

matters but actually in private business. He resigned 

from the Executive Yuan in December 1935 when Wang 

Ching Wei was wounded by would-be assassins at Har king 

in November. Dr. Chu retained his close connections 

with the Central Kuomintang.

In 1937 during the Sino-Jauanese hostilities 

Dr. Chu was reported to have assisted Dr. P.T. Chow in 

carrying out anti-Japanese propaganda. Afjter Waung 

Ching Wei started his peace talks from Hongkong in 

January 1939. Dr* Chu published advertisements in the 

press (sometime in April) refuting all rumours that 

he was going to join Mr. Wang. Dr. Chu changed his 

attitude on September 6, 1939 when he took over the 

duties of Secretary-General of the new Central 

Kuomintang and in this capacity forwarded a telegram 

to Chungking appealing for cessation of hostilities. 

On November 2. 1939» ho signed a letter addressed to 

local Chinese trade associations requesting their 

support for the peace movement. He resigned as

■President of the Institute Technique franco-Chinois on
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3eptember 12 when his pro-Wang attitude became known to 

the students« Gn September 9 he informed the 3«K«C«
by letter that Mr. Wang Ching Wei had taken^residense in

Yu Yuen Road« On September 13 the Chungking Government

issued a circular order for Dr. Chu’s arrest«

Dr» Chu Ming IJyi speaks French fluently, has

a large circle of friends in the French diplomatic
K

service and amongst Chinese disgruntled elements«

He is proprietor of the Ming Yi Pharmacy with office at

Grea t China Dispensary, 313 Foochow noad«
iRra»

Rumours have been current that he will be

appointed Mayor

Commissioner as

of shanghai with Dr« P«T. Chow as health 

goon as Vang Ching Wei succeeds in the

organisation of the new government«



September 19* 1939« Morning Translation

Shun Pao, Bin Wan Pao I-

STUIENTS OF INSTITUT TECHNIQUE FRANCO-CHINOIS SENp 
TELEGRAM TO CHUNGKING

After Dr» Chu Min-nyi ( ) had resigned
from the Insti tut Technique Franr»-Chinai a, the Ministry of Education at Chungking appointed Noon Qz-wei ( aa
acting Principal of the Institute It is reportea,howaver 
that the French authorities will suspend the Insti tut or 
amalgamate it with Aurora University*

The students of the Insti tut Technique Fr  ̂oc
chino is became excited upon learning of this and are 
planning to send representatives to make an appeal to 
the French Ambassador in China*

On September 18, the students sent the 
following telegram to the Ministry of Education at 
Chungking *-

•Mr. Chu kin-nyi having resigned, the Ministry 
ordered Noon Sz-wei to aot as the Principal of the Insti tut 
Technique Frenco-Chinols. We are glad to learn of this«

"However »there is a report that the French 
authorities will suspend the Institut or amalgamate it 
with Aurora University, This Institut was established 
by virtue of the Versailles Peace Pact, Now the French 
authorities are suggesting a change in the organization 
of the school. This will not only be contrary to the 
Versailles Pact* but will constitute a violation of our 
sovereign rights*. We* students, are firmly opposed 
to this« As the Ministry has issued new orders, the 
Institut should fmotion as usual* The French authorities 
are attempting to seize our school*

a mark of our loyalty to the government 
and in order to preserve the history of our school, we 
have passed the following resolutions •-
(1) support be given to Acting Principal Noon who 

has been appointed to the post by the government.
(2) That opposition be raised to a suspension of the 

Institut or its amalgamation with any other school*
*We hereby request the Ministry to preserve 

the status of the Institut."



Ta Mel Wan Pao of September 17 published the following letter?-

INSTITUT TECHNIQUE FRANCO-CHINOIS ---------------- -----------------
To the Editor,

It is learned that certain persons have 
published unfounded news in the ‘’Central China Daily News," 
making unauthorized use of the name of our School Support 
Committee*

We have to state that the entire body of 
students of this Institut have repeatedly sent telegrams 
to the Ministry of Education in Chungking and letters to 
local leading newspapers exposing their firm attitude 
towards rebel Chu (jKj ), the Principal of the Institut. 
The students love their country and have not sent any 
written or verbal statements of that type to the "Central 
China Daily News" or other papers of the same calibre for 

Sk publication. The report that unrest is brewing and that 
the Institut is in a state of confusion is entirely untrue 
and it is obvious that it has been fabricated by treacherous 
elements in an attempt to create dissension among the 
ranks of students.

We send this letter with a request that it 
be published in your paper for the purpose of clearing up 
the misunderstanding.

The entire body of students of the 
Institut Technique Franco-Chinois* 

September 16, 1939*



t

Sin Van Pao» shun Pao* Hwa Pao, Chinese-American Dally 
*c«a t- /y.y.jy fr/y

President of the Institut Technique Franoo- 
Qhinois Appointed

Aa Dr* Chu Min-nyi» president of the 
Ihatitut Technique Franco-Chinois» has given up his 
post* tho Ministry of Education has appointed Noon 
Zu-wei (Xi-4 C-** Chief Secretary of the Sino-Belgiuin 
Boxer InoemnityFund Committee* aa president of the 
school« president Noon officially attended the school 
yesterday. The school sill be re-opened on the date 
originally set. - Shanghai News Agency.
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SEP 1 3 1939

In Fairness To Dr.. ClinT° CSfflWTft the record and with no de- 
sire to devote undue attention to the case of 

Dr. Chu Ming-yi, we feel our editorial of yes
terday should he supplemented by the fact that 
Dr. Chu published a special article in Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei’s organ the Central China Daily 
News yesterday. In this, Dr. Chu explained his 
views and said that he has left his position] 
with the Institut Technique Franco-Chinois in 
order to participate in politics.

Dr. Chu impresses us as having acted cor
rectly in giving up his post as principal of the 
school, under the circumstances. He says that 
ne reported the affair to the Ministry of Educa
tion at Chungking, likewise a correct action 
though rather curiously at odds with his course 
n electing to j pin a Japanese-sponsored group. 

The National Government will doubtless act in 
aue course to fill the position and the students 
seem to nave no valid cause for complaint 
since Dr. Chu’s connection is now severed.



- FM' 2* - File No.-.^-r^
"* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

s.5, Spe.clal..Bj:an.ch....ó7tfz/ow,
REPORT

D^Sep.temb.er..S^.../ 9 39 •
Subject................................Political .activiti.e&.-Q£..BrJ....T£u..liin.-yjaa..£^..^'..iX.).<------------

Made jb'f...................and................... . ......... Forwarded by. D»-S..I.t...Go.i.der.

The attached translations which were made from 

the "Central China Daily News" , a propaganda

organ of Wang Ching-wei, of September 6 and from the "Sin 

Shun Pao" Japanese -owned Chinese language

daily paper, of September 7, showing the political 

activities of Dr. Tsu Min-yee (also known as Chu Min-nyi) 

Director of the Institute Technique Franco-Chinois, 1195 

Rue Lafayette, French Concession.

On April 13 last Dr. Tsu, in a letter to the 
Commissioner of Police, alleged that the "Shun Pao"C^^), 

the "Hwa Mei Wan Pao” C0 , the "Ta Mei Wan Pao" 

etc. were all communistic because they had 

published articles accusing him of being active in Wang 

Ching-wei’s peace movement.

On August 10 he again wrote to the Commissioner 

of Police complaining against the "Chinese-American Daily 

News" ) and other local \Chinese press for

publication of Reuter’s telegrafia relating to his 

receipt of large sums of money frd® Wang Ching-wei.

Dr. Tsu is a relative of Wang Ching-wei and of 

Dr. P.T. Chow The lat/teh is Manager of the

Great China Dispensary and a Committee member of the

S.M.C., vho is reported to have been nominated as a 

member of the Central Supervisory Committee of the 

Kuomintang since the session of the so-called 6th 

Congress held recently in Shanghai by Wang Ching-wei.

A. C. (Special Branch)



Central China Daily Mewsi Q£p g 193g >

THE STH CONGRESS OF THE CENTRAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
OF THE KUOMINTANG

The first meeting of the 6th Congress of the 
Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang was held in 
Shanghai yesterday at which 59 members of the Central 
Executive and Supervisory Committees of the Kuomintang were 
present« The meeting was presided over by Vang Ching-wei 
who made a detailed report on the international situation 
and Kuomintang affairs and the political situation in China.

During the meeting Chow Vai-hai ) and
eight others were elected to the Standing Committee of the 
Central Executive Committee, while Dr« Chu Min-nyi was 
appointed Secretary-General of the Central Kuomintang, with 
Mei Sze-ping ) as Director of the Organization
Department, Tao Hsi-sung (1^1 -4r V, ) as Director of the 
Publicity Department and TingMu-tsung (T ) as 
Director of the Social Affairs Department»

Chu Min-nyi*s Telegram to Chungking

Dr« Chu Min-nyi has, as Secretary-General of 
the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang, sent a 
telegram to the Kuomintang members at Chungking, urging 
them to effect an immediate o on elusion of the hostilities, 
because the conditions prevailing both within and without 
this country are not favourable to war«

TWo years ago, the telegram says, we were in 
a position to avoid war, but new conditions have changed 
and if peace can do no harm to our national existence and 
independence and if the continuation of the war of 
resistance will only lead the country to ruin, then why 
should we not seek for peace.

It is in the interests of the nation and the 
people that comrade Wang Ching-wei is suggesting peace to 
Chungking, yet he is being accused of conspiring with the 
enemy. Now if a person who advocates peace is a traitor, 
then comrade Chiang Kai-shek is a traitor for he has on many 
occasions carried out peace negotiations» Prior to Vang 
Ching-wei’s departure from Chungking, I had on many 
occasions, in company with representatives of comrade H.H. 
Kung in Shanghai« opened negotiations with the other party 
for the conclusion of hostilities and withdrawal of armed 
forces, because I consider that the sooner pace is realized* 
the earlier will the people be delivered ft cm their misery 

and sufferings. I never realized that I would be 
condemned for having advocated peace»

Take, for instance, the Powers that can render 
us assistance in this war of resistance« They comprise 
Great Britain, the U»S«A*, France, Soviet Russia and 
others« In concluding with Germany a Non-Aggression Pact, 
Soviet Russia has violated the principle of our war of 
resistance« Moreover, she does not want to be involved
in the war« As regards Britain and France, they have
declared war on Germany and are no longer in a position 
to help us, while the U»8«A«, though possessing immense 
financial resources, is not a country that can render us 
more help»

All this shows that the existing conditions 
are no longer favourable to China; on the contrary, they 
are favourable for peace» Both China and Japan should 
come to their senses and quickly cease fighting and give 
joint assurances of peace in East Asia, and should at the 
same time prevent Soviet Russia from having any opportunity 
to intensify her intrigues for the prolongation of the } 
Sine-Japanese hostilities, thereby frustrating her ambition 
to sovietize China«

If my proposal should receive your favourable 
consideration, then it is hoped that delegates will be 
detailed to Shanghai to hold joint discussions on national 
affairs« I will do my best to make the necessary 
arrangements.



September 7, 1939« Afternoon Translation,

Sin Shun Pae (Japanese-owied Chinese language newspaper) I- 

DR, CHU MIN-NYI, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DECISIONS OF THE 
CENTRAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,' DESPATCHES A CIRCULAR TELEGRAM 
TO COMRADES IN CHUNGKING, URGING THBt~TO SAVE THE NATION 

BY CONCLUDING PEACE
In accordance with the decisions passed at 

the Central Executive Committee, Dr. Chu Mln-nyi, Chief 
Secretary of the Central Executive Committee of the revived 
Kuomintang, despatched oh September 5 a lengthy telegram 
to comrades and committee members of the Central Supervisory 
Committee and of the Central Executive Committee at 
Chungking, stating that in view of the internal and 
external conditions in China to-day, the present is the 
best time for the comrades to rise and save the nation 
by means of peace so that the military operations may be 
stopped at onoe. He advised General Chiang Kai-shek to 
retire«

The following is a sunmary of Dr. Chu Min-*nyi’s 
tele gran i-

Chinese and Japanese troops fought in Shanghai, 
General Chiang Kai-shek's party sought the co-operation 
of the Communist Party, thereby permitting military and 
political control to slip into the hands of the Communist 
Party, Now affairs seem to have reached such a state 
that host and guest are changing positions. This is 
much regretted.

Peace is absolutely essential for the 
existence of the nation. If our right of independence 
is to be respected and upheld, all organs of the nation 
should at once adopt measures for peace. Two years have 
passed since the outbreak of the incident. How much has 
the nation lost and suffered during this period) Why 
is General Chiang Kai-shek still shouting to-day for a 
protracted war of resistance? Under present circumstances, 
General Chiang is probably uncertain of winning final 
victory, Furthermore, Prince Konoye has clearly 
stated that Japan has no territorial ambitions, will 
make no demand for concessions of land, nor will she 
request compensation for war esqtenses. It is clearly 
explained that the right of self-determination and 
independence of China will be unharmed. So we request 
the Chiang Kai-shek clique to retire,

Wang Chlng-wei, in support of Prince Konoye* s 
manifesto, introduced 1he idea of saving the nation by 
peace and fled from Chungking, but his fellow-members 
of the Kuomintang are still in Chungking under the 
surveillance of the Communist Party and the Chiang Kai-shek 
clique and cannot give voice to their proposals.

We should think of the nation fipst and 
not of ourselves. How war has broken out between Great 
Britain and France on the one aide and the Germany on 
the other, hut China and Japan should maintain peace in 
East Asia and be determined to establish a new order 
in Bast Asia. The Chiang clique should take advantage 
of the present opportunity to retire so that Chairman Wang 
may freely exercise his authority. The comrades at 
Chungking are advised to come to Shanghai to discuss 
national affairs.



September 7, 1939 Afternoon Translation

Sin Shun Rao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper)»-

ADVICE TO CHIANG KAI-SHEK TO RETIRE 
(Edito rial comment)

The revival movement started by the Kuomintang 
this year is the first movement of the kind to be promoted 
by the Kuomintang since its reorganization in the 13th Year 
(1924) of the Chinese Republic» This movement has great 
significance because it advocates peace, not war» This 
policy is entirely opposite to that of the war of resistance 
as adopted by the Kuomintang Government under the 
compulsion of "die Communist Party,

In the telegram recently addressed by Wang 
Ching-wei to the Secretary of the Central Executive 
Committee of the Kuomintang at Chungking, Wang urged the 
members of the Central Executive Committee and the Central 
Supervisory Cosmittee of the Kuomintang at Chungking to 
leave for Shanghai to take part in a discussion of national 
affairs*

Yesterday another telegram was despatched to 
the Kuomintang at Chungking by Dr» Chu liin-nyi, the newly 
appointed Secretary-General of the Central Executive 
Committee of the Kuomintang, pointing out that existing 
conditions are not favourable for war and urging Chungking 
to cease fighting immediately and to detail delegates to 
Shanghai to make arrangements* The telegram also points 
out that Chiang's dictatorship and anti-Japanese policy 
are harmful to the nation and Chiang Kai-shek should make 
way for the wise and create no more obstructions to peace* 

The telegrams of Wang Ching-wei and Chu liin- 
nyi contain the very expressions that the people wish 
to say but are unable to say. What pleases the people 
the most is the advice to Chiang Kai-ahek to retire* 

After the northern expedition, Chiang became 
ambitious* He seems to have forgotten the people and 
the revolution as if both the Kuomintang and the country 
are his private property* His followers foxmed the Blue- 
Shirts Society and the C»C» Corps for his protection* 
Now in the hope of being conferred the vague title of 
national hero, he has tolerated communism and adopted an 
anti-Japanese policy, thereby plunging China into 
unprecedented suffering* Even if his flesh be cut for 
food and his skin be used as blanket, it would not be 
sufficient to atone his offence*

Chiang Kai-shek is not a person of up-to-date 
qualifications. He is neither a politician nor an expert 
in Kuomintang affairs or of military tactics* If 
Chiang is really sincere in his desire to work for the 
Kuomintang and the people, he should retire and make way 
for the wise; if he still considers that he is the only 
person who can bring good to both the Kuomintang and the 
country, then he will not be able to escape the final 
judgment of the people* If Chiang is a hero, he should 
retire and stay at home at this time when all the people 
are against him*

It may be argued that if peace fails to 
materialize after Chiang retires, it would be a loss of 
opportunity for the war of resistance* This is not true*



September 7*^ 1939. Afternoon Translation*

We can guarantee that peace will materialize if Chiang 
retires* Even should peace be not effected* there will 
be no loss of territory as during the peace negotiations 
a truce will be in force and it will do no harm to our war 
of resistance* For this reason* we advise Chiang Kai-shek 
to retire*

We hope that Messrs Wang and Chu will compel 
Chiang to retire because this is a matter that concerns 
the salvation of the nation by means of peace*.



August 13, 39.

Dr. Tsu Min Yee,

Institute Technique Franco-Chinois, 

No. 1195 Rue Lafayette.

Sir,

In reply to you; letter dated August 10, 

1939, the Chinese American Daily News and othe 

papers published a refutation signed by your

self on August 12, 1939.

I am,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Sd. K. M. Bourne. 
Commissioner of Police.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

S.5, 
REPORT

Spe.cial„. fcanch-.
Date...... AügJia.t...1^,-19 39.

Subject............. Dr*„.Tjau-Min-ye-e...=...l.et.ter....t.o...Llead.flixar.t.erg...relat.iye.„tQ..ne.ws...i..teia..
......... in-.tha-Augua.t„l.O„th„i.ame-„0.f„„ths„."Chi.nes.e-Amjarican„Daily .News.*;
Made yy......................-and. Forwarded by.............. _________ Qo.lder

On August 10th, 1939, the "Chinese-Amer lean

Daily News" among other items in the

political field, carried a short report (a Reuters 

telegram) relating that Dr. Tsu Min-yee of the

institute Technique Franco-Chinois, 1195 Rue Lafayette

had been in receipt of large sums from the Wang Ching-

wei clique.

Most foreign and foremost Chinese papers

carried the same news item, whilst they to-day have

printed - the "Chinese-American Daily News" included

letters of refutation signed by Dr. Tsu Min-yee

D. S. I.

D. C. (Special Branch)



TRANSLATION from french

Institut Frsnco-Chinois, 
1195 Rue Lafayette. August 10, 1939.

I enclose herewith a cutting from the '"Chinese 

American Daily News,“ in-which my name-has again been 

brought up.

Remaining entirely apart from any political

* movements, I have no desire that I be spoken of in the

press.

As the “Chinese American Daily News" is located 

in the Settlement, I would be greatly obliged if you 

would info rm this newspaper that it should pay more 

attention to these stories the object of which is solely 

to sully my reputation.

7ith thanks in anticipation, I have the honour, 

etc., etc.,

DR. TSU MIN YSE



TRA18UTI0X FROM TREBCH

Institut Tranoo-Chlnols, 
1195 Rue Lafayette. August 10, 1939.

Dear Sir,
I enclose herewith a cutting from the '“Chinese 

American Daily lews,* in which my name has again been 

brought up.
Remaining entirely apart from any political 

movements, I have no desire that X be spoken of in the 

press*
As the * Chinese American Dally Rews* Is located 

In the Settlement, I would be greatly obliged 11* you 

would Inform this newspaper that it should pay more 

attention to these stories the object of which Is solely 

to sully my reputation.

With thanks In anticipation, I have the honour, 
ote.t ate.,

DR. TSU MIX TEX



TRAMSLATIOM FROM FREHCH

Institut Franco-Chinois»
1195 Rue Lafayette« August 10» 1939«

Dear Sir»

I enclose herewith a cutting from the '"Chinese 

American Daily Mews»" in which my name has again been 

brought up«

Remaining entirely apart from any political 

movements» I have no desire that I be spoken of in the 

press«

As the "Chinese American Daily News" is located 

in the Settlement» I would be greatly obliged if you 

would inform this newspaper that it should pay more 

attention to these stories the object of which is solely 

to sully ay reputation«

With thanks in anticipation» I have the honour» 

etc«» etc«»

DR. TSU MIR YEE



10 août 9.

du "Chinese American Daily News” dans la

quelle mon nom a été de nouveau soulevé.

Restant à l’écart de tout mouvement 

politique, je ne veux pas qu’on parle de 

moi dans les journaux.

Comme le ’’Chinese American Daily

News” se trouve dans la Concession Inter

nationale, je vous serais très obligé de 

vouloir bien faire dire à ce journal 

qu’il devra désormais faire attention à 

ces racontars dont le seul but est de 

nuire à ma réputation.

Avec mes remerciements, veuillez
I 

agréer, cher Monsieur, l'expression de



. « n»llv Nevis Chinese Mexican Daily

du 10 août 19®9



mes sentiments les plus distingués#



April 28» 1939« Afternoon Translation «

Hwa "Zei Chen Pao publishes the following article written 
I by one Tu Chun »- 11

DR. CHU VIN-NYI'S NOTICE

China has been invaded. It is the
natural duty of all Chinese, including Dr. Chu lin-nyi, 
to defend their country. As a member of the Central 
Executive Committee of the Kuomintang, Dr. Chu should 
sacrifice his life for the country.

Whilst the Chinese people are very 
indignant over Wang Ching-wei's rebellious activities, 
Dr. Chu, who is closely connected with Wang Ching-wei, 
has given no indication of his position despite the fact 
that proof of Wang’s traitorous activities against the 
country has been produced. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that the Chinese people should misunderstand 
Dr. Chu and are entertaining doubts about Dr. Chu 
and even to believe that Dr. Chu is in league with 
Wang Ching-wei. •

With greet indignation, the Chinese 
. i 1P* people have petitioned the National Government to punish 
x*'** Dr. Chu, while the students and teachers of the Institut 

Technique Franco-Chinois have requested Dr. Chu to 
clarify his attitude. As a result, Dr, Chu has published 
a notice.

In this notice, Dr. Chu points out that
he is rot concerned about monetary profit or official 
life. In reality, he wants fame end profit because 
he is also the proprietor of a pharmacy. That Dr. Chu 
is keenly interested in music and drama as well as in 
the promotion of sports and health is a fact. We, 
as a third party, respect the attitude of Dr. Chu’s 
loyalty to * music and drama* Maybe after China has 
been annihilated, Dr. Chu will be able to enjoy music 
and pleye of an international character.

Any person who is willing to he a slave 
is detested by the people and shoultF^killed without 
leniency. This remark applies to any traitor to the 
nation.

It is to be hoped that Dr. Chu will 
reflect because there would be no chance for any traitor 
to the nation to hide his traitorous activities.

Ta Wtei lao publishes the following article

Dr, Chu Min-Nyi Interviewed

As this paper had published articles 
about the affairs of the Institut Technique Franco- 
Chinois, Dr. Chu Mn-nyl yesterday morning detsiled 

representative to call on the editor of this paper 
;£2bo ask him to have a talk with Dr. Chu. At first, the 

writer rejected the request for fear that the csll might 
give rise to misunderstanding. However, upon being 
encouraged by a friend, I agreed to make the call on

< Dr. Chu.



April 28, 1939 Afternoon Translation

Consequently I went to Dr. Chu's home et 
40C avenue du Roi Albert at about 4 p.m. yesterday and 
Was rdiritted into his library.

In the course of the interview, Dr. Chu 
denied that any trouble had taken place in the Institut 
Technique Franco-Chinois and expressed his regret t^iat 
this paper should have published a contributed article 
dealing with the affairs of the institute

When questioned about current political 
affairs, Dr. Chu made the following statement;- "Recently, 
the 'lornlng Leader* and the 'News Digest' published 
articles in which I was requested to make an explanation 
of my attitude. At first I regarded this as not worth 
paying attention to because I do not like to strike a 
aerson who is already down. I have now given up political 
and Party affairs and am devoting my entire attention 
to educational work. I am certain that Mrs. </ang Ching-wei 
had never made the statement that her husband was et 
rla^i end that I was his representative in Shanghai in 
alT/sTfairs. I regard such rumours not worth refuting 
but on the advice of relatives a» friends I published 
a notice in the local papers for^hich I spent 
hundreds of dollars•"

The following conversation then passed 
between the writer of this article and Dr. Chu ;- 

Question: Is Mr. Wang Ching-wei really in 
Shanghai? It is said that he is staying on Seyirour Road. 
Is this true?

Answer: I have no information.
Q.: If Wang's departure from Chungking was 

due to politioel dissension, he should have brought up 
certain proposals before leaving. It is now too late 
for hitt to establish his innocence. Are you elso of 
this opinion?

A.: Too many sacrifices.
Q.: In the written statement issued by 

.«ir, woo bhlh-huei CpMp*? )> a veteran Kuomixitang member, 
Chen lei-chun (1,), wife of Wang Ching-wei, was 
said to have given secret orders to her husband. Is 
this true?

A.: I can say definitely that she did not 
state that I am the representative of Wang Ching-wei 
in Shanghai. As I have not been in touch with them 
for a long time, I cannot say whether or not she had 
given any secret instructions.

Q.t As the whole nation is now indignant 
over Viang's acts, why does not Mr. Wang go abroad?

A»< The publication of Mr. Woo's statement 
had exposed Wang to capital punishment; therefore if 
Zang should go abroad, he would find it very difficult 
to protect himself at every stop or landing place.

Q,: But it is not safe for him to stay
‘ in Hanoi. Was not Tseng Chung-min ( ^^1^7 ) fatally 
attacked in Hanoi?

A«: This was due to carelessness on the 
part of Wang Ching-wei, but now stricter precautions 
are being maintained by the authorities at Hanoi.



April 26, 1939« Afternoon Translation.

Throughout the conversation, Dr. Chu gave 
every sign of avoiding being involved in Wang Ching-wei’s 
affairs. For thia reason, he maintained an attitude 
of absolute ignorance about Viang’s movements. He stated 
tnat he took up the post of Director of the Institut 
Technique Franco-Chinois at the request of General Chiang 
Kai-shek.

"When I was at Hankow,* Dr. Chu said, "the 
Government intended to appoint me to look after the 
affairs of the Kuomintang in Shanghai, but I refused on 
the ground that I am too well known locally both to 
foreign and Chinese residents. I am now 57 years of 
age. In the daytime I go to the institut to attend to 
the school’s affairs, while at night, I practice 
califTephy and take physical exercises. I have never 
been to Hongkew or to the International Settlement. It 
is ridiculous that so many rumours should have been 
started against me.”

Dr. Chu also said that death may be fortune 
or a misfortune. Take, for instance, the cases of 
General Han Fu-chu ) and General Liu Hsiang

) • One was fortunate and the other was not. 
It all depends upon circumstances.

The interview lasted about 90 minutes. Vihen 
I left I noticed a number of detectives in plain clothes 
and Russian policemen at the gate.



April 13, 1939, afternoon Translation

Chincse-'ttmcrican Daily News M-

ACTIVITIES OF FOLLOWERS OF WANG CHING*WEI. IN SHANGHAI

It has boon widely reported during the past 
few days that Wang Ching-wei is in Shanghai, but the 
reports lack donfirmatiom

It is learned that Ling Pah-sun wJX.), 
a close follower of Wang Ching-wei, who was seriously 
wounded at Hongkong when an attempt was made on his life 
by patriotic elements, has already arrived in Shanghai 
and is residing in a certain apartment on Rue Lafayette 
in the French Concession, Chow Vai-hai (jfl '$:>><!!})» 
another follower of Wang, is alsib in Shanghai and is 
residing in the Park Hotel, Wang's other followers 
such as Li Sung-wu are also in Shanghai,
All have close relations with the Japanese and puppet 
authorities*

It is reported that they are planning to 
induce local newspapermen to spread absurd propaganda 
on their behalf ond will utilize them to secure 
information from the National Government to be passed on 
to the Japanese, Local newspapermen are refusing to 
work for them*

Wang's followers in Shanghai will form a 
news agency and will issue news sheets within a few days* 
In addition, they will also publish a daily newspaper*



Kuo Chi Jih Pao publishes the following artiole

Chu Min-nyi Asked to Issue a Formal Statement of 
His Attitude

Dr. Chu Min-nyi’s name is being mentioned 
in many telegraphic reports sent out by Reuter's and the 
United Press from Chungking; it also appears in the list 
of Zang Ching-wei's adherents as published by the "Sin Hwa 
Jih Paoi: <3 &)♦ A telegram of the United Press even
said: 11 According to a statement made by Mrs. Zang Ching- 
wei, her husband has not left Hanoi for Shanghai, but Chow 
Vai-hai, Chu Min-nyi and others are now very active in 
Shanghai and are making preparations for her husband."

Dr. Chu’s relationship with Wang Ching-wei 
is known to all. As he is now suspected of taking part 
in Jang's activities, it will be advisable for him to issue 
a formal statement clarifying his stand.

According to information given out by ” er sons 
closely associated with Dr. Chu, he has even accused the 
newspapers, which had published reports about him, of being 
communist papers and has requested the Settlement 
authorities to suppress, them. While we are unable to 
confirm this information, we hope that it is not true*

We again suggest that Dr* Chu will issue a 
formal statement informing the public of his stand.
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CHINA PRESS.
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‘Wang's Former 
Aide Denies;
Joining Move

Reports that he was vitally inter
ested in the new political activities 
of Mr. Wang Ching-wei, ousted 
Kuomintang official, were denied 
yesterday by Dr. Chu Min-yin. 
prominent local educationist and 
for many years Wang’s associate in 
Government service.

Dr. Chu was alleged to be playing 
a leading part in the reported est
ablishment of Wang’s headquarters 
in Shanghai, affiliating himself ' 
with Chou Fu-hai and other ex- I 
pelled Kuomintang officials who are 
now here.

In a statement published yester
day in all leading Chinese papers, 
Dr, Chu asserted that since th* 
withdrawal of the Chinese forces 
westward, he had completely oc
cupied himself in educational 
activities.

Dr. Chu has been the head of the 
Sino-French Engineering College in 
Shanghai, a joint enterprise of the 
Chinese and French Governments.
At present, he is also playing an 
active part in the refugee relief 
work here.

In the statement, Dr. Chu de
clared that the first report of 
Wang’s desertion reached him 
through the press. He also 

; ridiculed the telegram sent to 
Generalissimo- Chiang Kai-shek by 
a certain unnamed civic group in 
Shanghai, charging him with being 
$ “traitor.”



Special Branch

April 26, 1939

Commissioner.

Sir,

I have had a talk with Dr. P.T. Chow 

of the Great China Dispensary, a relative of 

Dr. Chu Min-nyi. He tells me that Dr. Chu has 

intimated to journalists and students on more 

than one occasion that he takes no part in politics 

and is not concerned with or in any way responsible 

for the actions of Wang Ching-wei. Not content with 

this demands have been made, principally by student 

elements, that he prove his words by coming into 

the open as a leader of a campaign against Wang Ching 

wei. Comment on more or less similar lines appears 

in today*s Chinese press and I do not see that the 

police can do very much unless and until the papers 

go further and actually denounce him as a traitor. 

To approach the editorial staffs just at the moment 

might bring results we do not want.

D. C. (Special Branch)



April 85, 1939.
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DR« CHU MPHNYI’S NOTICE S ..... -....
j \

Dr. Chu Min-nyi publishes the following 
notice in the “Ta Mei ?ao* and other local newspapers 
to-day»-

“I have been the Director of the Institut 
Technique Frsnoo-Chinois for the past twelve years. 
Since the withdrawal of our forces from Shanghai, I 
have remained in Shanghai, devoting my whole time to 
the affairs of the institut« As this institut was
established jointly by China and France for an exchange 
of culture between the two countries and to train 
industrial experts« its existence has close connection 
with the diplomatic relations between the two nations«
I have, therefore, forsaken my political life and 
devoted my attention to the institut«

“Personally, I am not concerned in monetary 
profit or in official life, but I find profound interest 
in music, plays, athletics and physical culture« These 
are my favourite pastimes and it is known to all.

•I knew nothing of Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s 
departure from Chungking last year. I learnt about it 
only on the following day when I read the newspapers.
I have no advance information of his departure nor have
I ever made any statement on his departure. Much 
speculation about me has existed owing to a misunderstanding.

•I have been very careful and apart from 
attending to the affairs of the institut and offering 
my writings for sale for relief purposes, I have always 
remained indoors and taken no part in any activities« 
Yet despite all this, my name was mentioned in the 
telegram sent to General Chiang Kai-shek by local public 
bodies. The allegations contained in that telegram
were based entirely on lies, to say nothing of the fact 
that the names of the so-called public bodies were not 
published in the telegram.

*1 was informed of the rumours by my 
friends but I did not take them seriously. However, 
I now deem it necessary to make an explanation in view 
of the fact that the allegations directed against me 
have become more and more outrageous.

“in short, I will continue my present 
mode of life and will attend to the affairs of the 
Institut Technique Franeo»Chinois• I will take no part 
in any political activities.

“I publish this notice for the information
of the general public.*

doming leader (Comment) »-

Advjce to Dr. Chu Min-Kyi

To-day, Dr. Chu Min-nyi publishes a notice 
in various local Chinese newspapers stating that he is 
not interested in political affairs and that he is 
attending only to the affairs of the Institut Technique 
Franco-Chinois. At this time when rumours am prevalent

• T^it is interesting to note that Dr. Chu denies that he is 
V-^ engaged in any political activities. However we are of the 

opinion that Dr.Chu’s notice is not sufficient to dispel 
the rumours. Dr. Chu is a close relative of Wang Ching-wei. 
Now he states that he is not following Vang but he says 
nothing about Wang’s rebellious acts. Being a member of the
C.E.C.  of the ?arty. Dr. Chu cannot remain silent towards 
Wang’s revolt. If he desires to refute these rumours, it 
would be better for Dr. Chu to issue a more detailed report.
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Starting Newspaper, | 

News Agency Here

Planning to launch intensive 
publicity in Shanghai, followers of 
Mr. Wang Ching-wei, ousted Kuo
mintang official, are, organizing a 
news agency and a newspaper in 
Hbngkew, a Chinese report said 
yesterday.

The news agency will be known 
I as “Mln Kuo” while the journal 
* will be named the “Far ¿astern

Daily News,” according to the re
port.

Meanwhile it was alleged that 
Wang's headquarters had been 
established in a private dwelling on 
Dixwell Road.

Among Wang’s followers now in 
Shanghai ‘ were said to be Mrs. 
Wang, Chou Fu-kaii and Chu Min-. 
yi‘



SHANGHAI TIMES,

APR 251939

NEWSPAPER PLACED 
UNDERBOYCOTT

Chungking Officials Order 
News Agency To 

End Service
As a boycott measure taken 

against the “Hua Nan' Jih Pao,’’ 
the official mouthpiece in Hongkong 
of Mr. Wang Ching-wei, self-exiled 
Chairman of the Central Political 
Council, the Central News Agency 
in the Colony has been instructed 
by the Central Kuomintang to I 
cease supplying news dispatches to 
that newspaper, according . to a 
report received in Shanghai yester
day.

This order became ^effective as 
from April 23, the report stated. 
It will be recalled that Mr. Ling 
Pai-sheng, publisher and editor of 
the paper, was seriously wounded 
after* he was set upon by two at
tempted killers. One of the men 
was arrested by Hongkong police 
authorities, tried in court, and sub
sequently sentenced to 15 years’ 
imprisonment.

It was through the “Hua Nan Jih | 
Pao” that Mr. Wang Ching-wei had 
Issued biff series of three important 
peace statements concerning the 
Sino-Japanese hostilities.
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INSTITUT TECHNIQUE FRANCO - CHINOIS

<je vous remets ci-joint le texte crun telegrafie

publié hier dans les divers journaux de Shanghai• Ce té

légramme m’accusait d'avoir été très actif et d'avoir 

fait la propagande partout à Shanghai en faveur de la .

cause de M. Wang Ching-wei.

Cette nouvelle est tout-à-fait fausse, car toute la 

journée je suis à l'institut technique franco-chinois et 

je ne sors même pas de ches moi.

Les détectives que la Police française a bien voulu 

détacher à ma garde peuvent le constater et le prouver .

Je vous prie de vouloir bien faire prendre les me

sures nécessaires pour que ces racontars cessént, racon

tars très préjudiciables aussi bien à ma réputation qu'à 

ma sécurité personnelle.

En vous remerciant d'avance de tout ce que vous



voudrez bien faire pour moi en cette circonstance, 
vous prie d'agréer, cher Monsieur, l'expression de 
sentiments les plus distingués»

Dr. T su Liin-yee



TRANSLATION FROM FRENCH

INSTITUT TECHNIQUE FRANCO-CHINOIS

1195 Rue Lafayette

Shanghaï« April 24« 1939»

Major K. M. BOURNE,
Commissioner of Police, 

Shanghai.

Bear Sir,

I send you herewith the text of a telegram 

published yesterday in the various Shanghai newspapers. 

This telegram accuses me of having been very active 

and having spread propaganda all over Shanghai on 

behalf of Mr. Wang Ching Wei’s cause.

TJiis news is a downright fabrication for all 

day I am in, the Institut Technique Franco-Chinois 

and I never even go out from my home.

The detectives that the French Police hare been 

kind enough to detach to guard me can confirm and 

prove this statement.

I beg you to take the necessary measures in order 

that this gossip ceases since it endangers my personal 

security and sullies my reputation.

In thanking you in advance for all that you can 

do in these circumstances,

I have the honour, etc., etc

Dr. Tsu Min-yee.



APR 2 31983

Shun Pao and other local newspapers

LOCAL 1LLLIC BODIES REQUEST KUOMINTANG TO PUNISH CHOW 
VAI-HAl AND OTHER WANG CiUNG-.ffll’b ADHERENTS

Yesterday various publie bodies in Shanghai 
eent the following telegram to General Chiahg Kai-shek

'JJSince the rebellion of Wang Ching-wei, Chow 
Vai-hai (/Lj Hri* ), Ling Pah-eun ‘i- /» Chu Lin-nyikj 'ijl) end other followers of Wang Ching-wei have been 
actively working for the enemy. We request you to call a 
meeting of the Central Executive Comni ttee and of the 
Central Supervisory Committee of the Kuomintang to dismies 
Chow Vai-hai and others from the Kuomintang, to relieve 
them of their official appointments and to punish them, 
thereby upholding discipline in the Party."
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April 26, 1939.

Kuo Chi Jih Pao publishes the following article written 

by one Chang San () s-

DR. CHU UIN-NYI'S STATEMENT

On April 23 I wrote an article requesting 

Dr. Chu Min-nyi to make an official declaration of his 

attitude« Yesterday I read his notice in the local 

papers« It shows that Dr« Chu has finally come to 

the conclusion that he must publish a statement owing to 

the prevalence of so many rumours that are daily 

becoming more and more outrageous«

However, this notice fails to touch the 

right points and is not one that is expected by the 

public«
£ * Firstly, Dr« Chu is still a member of the

C«K«C«, therefore he cannot say that he has abandoned 

his political life« In his notice, Dr« Chu says that 

he is attending to the affairs of the Institut Technique 

Franco-Chi •’o is because its existence is closely 

connected with the diplomatic relations between China 

and France« Any work that is related with the diplomatic 

relations of a country has political significance* 

Therefore, Dr« Chu's statement that "he has taken 

absolutely no part in political activities'* is far from 

being correct so far as his work is concerned«

Secondly, owing to this lack of proper 

understanding, Dr« Chu regards political work as illegal 

activities and therefore states that he has no interest 

for monetary profit or official advancement« Such a 

statement is tantamount to any merchant saying that he 

is devoting his entire time to business but he takes no 

' part in political affairs* For an ordinary merchant

to make such a statement is excusable, but for a person

11 <. * • * n Br.)like Dr« Chu, who at one time had held several high 



positions and who at present is still a member of the 

C.E.C., such a statement seems rather ineffective» 

because it shows that Dr. Chu’s previous participation 

in political work was for purpose of making money and 

for official advancement. The so-called "no interest 

for monetary profit or official advancement" is not 

the real desire of Dr. Chu.

Thirdly, to prove his non-participation 

in any outside activities, Dr. Chu states that he has 

always remained indoors, but one may remain indoors 

all day long and yet it is still possible for one to 

engage in certain activities. Therefore, Dr. Chu’s 

statement in this connection has little force.

Finally, Dr. Chu states that he knew 

nothing beforehand of Mr. Vang Ching-wei*s departure 

from Chungking last year nor had he issued any statement 

afterwards and taiwt therefore he says that the various 

rumours about him are due to some misunderstanding about 

himself.

However, in my opinion, it would not have 

been anything extraordinary if Dr. Chu had advance 

information of Wang’s departure from Chungking. What 

he should have done in that event was to issue a statement 

afterwards. I presume that when he says "I have made no 

statement whatever," he means that he is not in support 

of the peace advocated by Wang Ching-wei. However, in 

view of his relations with Wang Ching-wei, his failure 

to make a statement in support of Wang Ching-wei does 

not necessarily mean that he is opposed to Wang or to 

his movement. Because the National Government is silent
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over the treasonable acts of Wang Ching-wei, it does 

not mean thnt it is not opposed to the peace movement 

that is being advocated by Wang Ching-wei* If this 

should be the case» the Japanese Special Affairs Section 

would have spread rumours to this effect*

What we now expect from Dr* Chu is a statement 

that he is opposed to the peace movement that is being 

advocated by Wang Ching-wei and nothing more* He need 

not publish any notice because the newspaper reporters 

are quite willing to publish it for him free of charge+



April 26, 1939.
I

"Hwa Lei Chen Pao" publishes the following article 

written by one Lan Ho ) »-

CHU IIIH-NYI'S 3TATWSNT

Chu Lin-nyi’s name has not only been mentioned in 

telegraphic reports from Chungking about the activities of 

rebel Wang Ching-wei’s followers in Shanghai, it also appears 

in a joint telegram sent by various local public bodies 

requesting General Chiang Kai-shek to dismiss rebel Wang’s 

followers. If Chu Min-nyi is not a follower of rebel Wang, 

he should make a statement clarifying the following two points J-

(1) His support for the war of resistance.

(2) His opposition to the treasonable activities K.

of rebel Wang Ching-wei. 1

Chu liin-nyi has at last issued a statement but in 

this statement he avoided the above two points. He states 

that he has never participated in any political activities and 

that he is devoting himself to the maintenance of the Institut 

Technique Franco-Chino is. As regards rebel Wang, he declares 

that he knew nothing about Wang’s departure from Chungking and 

had learnt about it only on che following day when he read the 

newspapers. He adds that he had no advance information of Wang’s 

departure nor had he ever made any statement on Wang’s departure.

It is ridiculous for a member of the Central Executive 

Committee of the Kuomintang, residing in Shanghai, to declare 

that he has never participated in any political activities. 

Moreover, he is not only courteously greeting Wang Ching-wei, 

who has been denounced by the Kuomintang as a traitor and rebel, 

as *kr, Wang" but he has also failed to refute the suspicion that 

he is one of rebel Wang’s followers. He says that he had never 

made any statement on Wang’s departure, but this does not clarify 

the point that he is on the side of Waig Ching-wei.



2

The statement enables us to have a clearer

understanding of Chu Min-nyi’s attitude.



April 26, 1939,

“Standard (Evening Edition)" of April 25 

published the following brief comment *-

OHU &IN-NYI»S STATEMENT

In a statement which he published in various 

newspapers, Ghu hin-nyi stated that he knew nothing of 

Wang’s departure from Chungking last year, that he had 

learnt of it only on the following day when he read the 

newspapers and that he had no advance information of Wang’s 

departure nor had he ever made any statement on his 

departure. He di d this in order to make it clear that 

he has nothing to do with Wang Ghing-wef.

It should be realized, however, that the 

suspicion aroused about Ghu Kin-nyi himself lies in the 

statonent, "I had no advance information of Wang’s departure 

nor have I ever made any statement on his departure." 

Judging by the importance of Wang’s rebellion and Chu’s 

position and connection -with the Kuomintang, he could not 

have been entirely ignorant and even if he had no advance 

knowledge of the departure, he should have issued a statement
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INSTITUT TECHNIQUE FRANCO-CHINOIS

Shanghai, April 21, 1939.

Dear Sir,,

I have to thank you very much for your friendly 

letter of the 18th. instant.

Attache^ herewith I send you a list containing 

the names of newspapers and the dates of the articles 

in which my name is mentioned.

Yours, etc•, ,,

DR. TSU MIN-YEE.

Commissioner of Police.
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INSTITUT TECHNIQUE FRANCO - CH
1195, RUE LAFAYETTE

_______

dMUMHAf«»!!ICIML Filled,
S. EL REGISTRY

No. S. B.
Date--------- -——.J ? !» Z***“*1

^ÔÀanyA<i<, /e 21 .

Cher Monsieur,

Je vous remercie bien vivement de votre aimable 
lettre du 18 courant.

Ci-joint je vous envoie une liste contenant les 
noms des journaux et les dates de leurs articles dans 
lesquels mon nom a été mentionné.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes 
sentiments les plus distingués.

Dr. Tsu Min-yee.
■ 4 .

Monsieur le commissioner of Police,
185, Foochow Rd.
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April 85» 1939. Morning Translation

DR. CHU MIE-MYX’S NOTICE

Dr. Chu Min-nyi publishes the following 
notice in the *Ta Mei Mao* and other local newspapers 
to-dayi*

*1 have been the Director of the Inatitut 
Technique Franco-Chinois for the past twelve years. 
Since the withdrawal of our forces from Shanghai, I 
have remained in Shanghai, devoting my whole time to 
the affairs of the institute As this institut was 
established Jointly by China and France for an exchange 
of culture between the two countries and to train 
industrial experts, its existence has close connection 
with the diplomatic relations between the two nations. 
I have, therefore, forsaken my political life and 
devoted my attention to the institut.

•Personally, I am not concerned in monetary 
profit or in official life, but I find profound interest 
in music, plays, athletics and physical culture. These 
are my favourite pastimes and it is known to all.

•I knew nothing of Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s 
departure from Chungking last year. I learnt about it 
only on the following day when I read the newspapers. 
I have no advance information of his departure nor have 
I ever made any statement on his departure. Much 
speculation about me has existed owing to a misunderstandtng*

•I have been very careful and apart from 
attending to the affairs of the institut and offering 
my writings for sale for relief purposes, I have always 
remained indoors and taken no part in any activities. 
Yet despite all this, my name was mentioned in the 
telegram sent to General Chiang Kai-shek by local public 
bodies. The allegations contained in that telegram 
were based entirely on lies, to say nothing of the fact 
that the names of the so-called public bodies were not 
published in the telegram.

*1 was informed of the rumours by my 
friends but I did not take them seriously. However, 
I now deem it necessary to make an explanation in view 
of the fact that the allegations directed against me 
have become more and more outrageous.

•in short, I will continue my present 
mode of life and will attend to the affairs of the 
Institut Technique Franc o-Chinois. I will take no part 
in any political activities.

•I publish this notice for the information 
of the general public.*

Morning leader (Comment) t-

Advice to Dr* Chu Min-Hyj
To-day, Dr. Chu Min-nyi publishes a notice 

in various local Chinese newspapers stating that he is 
not interested in political affairs and that he is 
attending only to the affairs of the Indtitut Technique 
Franco-Chinois. At this time when rumours arc prevalent 
it is interesting to note that Dr. Chu denies that he is 
engaged in any political activities. However we are of the 
opinion that Dr.Chu's notice is not sufficient to dispel 
the rumours. Dr. Chu is a close relative of Vang Ching-wei. 
Mow he states that he is not following Vang but he says 
nothing about Wang’s rebellious acts. Being a member of the 
C.3.C. of the Marty, Dr. Chu cannot remain silent towards 
Wang’s revolt. If he desires to refute these rumours* it 

^'*ould be better for Dr. Chu to issue a more detailed report.



April 24, 1939. Morning Translation.

Ta Mei P?.o »-

STUDENTS AND ER, CHU MIN-NYI

The following letter issued in the name 
of the students of the Institut Technique Franco"Chinois 
was received by this paper last night:-

*0n the first day of the propaganda week 
of the national spiritual mobilization, the following 
unfortunate affair took place in our instituts-

•The latest issue of our wall newspaper 
contained several articles about Wang Ching-wei. 
Our Director, Dr. Chu Min-nyi, who is a close 
relation of Vang Ching-wei, instructed the Dormiroty 
Caretaker, Mr. Chu (i-r ), at 7.30 p.m. A-ril 19 to 
remove all these newspapers from the walls.

*We, of course, could not tolerate this. 
Consequently the entire body of students of the 
institut approached Director Chu Min-nyi and 
requested an explanation of his attitude and of the 
following matters:-

(1) Why are certain persons who 
are neither students nor employees of the institut 
and who are subscribers to the *Sin Shun Poo,* ¿.n 
organ of the puppet government, living in the 
school premises?

(2) Hae the anti-W.-ng movement 
any political significance?

(3) Is the national spiritual 
mobilization a means of help to schools for the 
oppression of the students?’

*We were given the following reply»-
’Mr. Wang Ching-wei is my relation but 

this is a private matter. As regards other affairs, 
I have no interest in them. Therefore, clear 
discrimination should be made between matters that 
arc of a private and those of a public nature.

’The duty of students is to study. 
The affair of Mr. Wong Ching-wei is a political 
problem and as we are members of education circles, 
there is no need for us to take part in or express 
our views about such affairs*

’As regards the *Sin Shun Pao,* it has 
been subscribed for so that people may learn 
something about the other party? to read it can in 
no way be regarded as a traitorous act.

•You arc fortunate to have me as your 
Director. Why, of the 450,000,COO people in this 
country,should you h ve to be my pupils? Of all the 
principals of schools, I have given the most financial 
assistance to the students.*

•We have given a clear outline of the incident 
and in conclusion we sincerely hope that Director Chu will 
come to his senses and join the students in the nnti-Wang 
movement, or else we will do all in our power to bring 
about the realization of this important movement at 
whatever cost. Finally we request that you, Mr. Editor, 
will render us your strong belp.a
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers

LOCAL 1LHLIC BODIES REQUEST KUOMINTANG TO PUNISH CHOW 
VAI-HAI AND OTHER WANG CHENG-.7EI'S ADHERENTS

Yesterday various public bodies in Shanghai 
sent the following telegram to General Chiang Kai-shek :- 

,FSince th® rebellion of Wang Ching-wei, Chow 
V^i-hai )» Ling Pah-sun (0.^ it ), Chu Lin-nyi

) and other followers of Wang Ching-wei have been 
actively working for the enemy» We request you to call a 
meeting of the Central Executive Conmittee and of the 
Central Supervisory Committee of the Kuomintang to dismiss 
Chow Vai-hai and others from the Kuomintang, to relieve 
then of their official appointments and to punish them, 
thereby upholding discipline in the Party.“

Kuo Chi Jih Pao publishes the following article t-

Chu Min-nyi A®^ed tp Issue a Formal Statement of 
His Attitude

Dr. Chu Min-nyi *s name is being mentioned 
in many telegraphic reports sent out by Reuter’s and the 
United Press from Chungking; it also appears in the list 
of 7ans Chlng-wei's adherents as published by the "Sin Hwa 
Jih Pao" (fyiflfe.). A telegram of the United Press even 
said: "According to a statement made by Mrs. Vang Ching- 
wei, her husband has not left Hanoi for Shanghai, but Chow 
Vai-hai, Chu Min-nyi and others are now very active in 
Shanghai end are making preparations for her nusband."

Dr. Chu’s relationship with Wang Ching-wei 
is known to all. As he is now suspected of taking part 
in Jang’s activities, it will be advisable for him to issue 
a formal statement clarifying his stand.

According to information given out by ’■ersons 
closely associated with Dr. Chu, he has even accused the 
newspapers, which had published reports about him, of being 
co.Tiiunist papers and has requested the Settlement 
authorities to suppress them. While we are unable to 
confirm this information, we hope that it is not true»

We again suggest that Dr. Chu will issue a 
formal statement informing the public of his stand.
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April 18 39

Dr. Tsu Min-yee „ _ ä
Institut Technique Franco-Chino, 

1195. Rue Lafayette, 
FRENCH CONCESSION.

Sir:

I have the hem our to acknowledge youx* letter 

dated April 13, 1939, and will, as far as possible, 

try and persuade the PMM not to embarass you by 

misleading statements.

It might be best if you furnished all papers 

with a elear statement of fact/, to prevent the cir

culation of rumours.

I have the honour to be. 

Sir:

Your obedient Servant,

pr* Sd. K. M. Bourne.

Commissioner of Police. 
IW/.



(Special Branch) Office Notes 

Commissioner•

Sir,

Date April 18, 1939.
(çW’ÎV

. 1 ‘»h i v Uivite
&. u. RuGHTTRY

No. S. tì. D.__LL..—

Reference attached complaint by Dr. Chu Min-yee,

I do not see that we can do much as the particular articles

are more or less news items and camiot be classed as inciting. 

Waung Ching-wei is in the public eye at the moment and any 

police attempt to induce the press to leave Dr. Chu alone 

would in all probability have an effect the reverse from that 

desired. Dr. Chu’s allegation that the Chinese newspapers 

concerned are communistic is absurd.

D. C. (Special Branch)



Subject..-

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICfc.

REPORT
Date

> -

Made .?.«<................  .....Forwarded by............. SrjlfcKeOWn

With reference to the attached translation of 

a letter dated April 13 addressed to the Commissioner of 

the Shanghai Municipal Police by Dr. Tsu llin-yee (also 
known as Chu I.'in-nyi^ft/^), Director of the Inatitut 

Technique Franco-Chinois, 1195 Rue Lafayette, French 

Concession, enquiries made by C.A. Loh Sih-kya show 

that Dr. Tsu’s complaint is due to the publication by 

the *Shun Pao * ( )» t he *StandardH and 

all other local newspapers of a Chungking telegram 

(translation marked •‘A” attached) on the activities of 

Chow Vai-hai ex-Deputy Chief of the Central

Publicity Department of the Kuomintang, and of Chu Min- 

nyi in Shanghai.

It will be recalled that Dr. Tsu is not only 

a relative of Wang Ching-wei, but he is one of Wang’s 

most trusted adherents and was Chief Secretary to the 

Executive Yuan of the National Government in 1936 when 

Wang Ching-wei was Chairman of the Yuan. He resigned 

this post at the same time that Wang retired from the 

Chairmanship in favour of General Chiang Kai-ahek. He 

is still a member of the Central Executive Committee 

of the Kuomintang.

Dr. Tsu used to leave Shanghai frequently to 

pay visits to Wang, but since Wang»s flight from 

Chungking to Hanoi, Dr. Tsu has remained in Shanghai 

and kept his movements secret because he has been 

annoyed by local Chinese journalists, some of whom
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have accused him of being Wang’s Shanghai delegate. 

Despite the fact that Dr« Tgu has announced (see 

translation marked *B* attached - published by the 

'♦Pun Pao* a mosquito daily» on April 17) that

at present he has no political connection with W3ng, 

the Chinese community do not believe thia.

There is no truth in the allegation made 

by Dr. Tsu in his letter against eight local Chinese 

dailies, one weekly and one mosquito paper that they 

have communistic tendencies. The following are some 

particulars relating to each of these publications*-

1) The *Shun Pao* is the oldest Chinese newspaper and 

recognized by the public as a commercial newspaper.

2) The "News Digest* ) published by Mr. Sanders-

Bates and Mr. Bonner of the University Press. The 

Japanese owned *Sin Shun Pao* recently alleged that 

this paper has communistic tendencies but in reality

t it is being financially supported by Tu Yueh-gun

) in Hongkong. Ning Ching-ping ()» 

Manager of the paper, was recently sent to Shanghai 

from Hongkong.

3) The *Standard* is published by Mr. H.M. Cumine.

4) The *Morning Leader* is also published

by the University Press but is being financially 

supported by Yu Yu-Jen Chairman of the

Control Yuan of the National Government.

5) The *Ta Mei Wan Pao* ( is Published by
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lir. C.V. Starr. Its office is in the French

Concession. It is a Chinese edition of the 

“Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury“.

6) The *Hwa Mei Wan Pa o’“ which is

incorporated in the State of Delaware. U.S.A.» is

published by Mr. H. P. Kills but it is managed by

7)

Chu

The

Tso-dong

*Kuo Chi

) and several others.

Jih Pao* ( is published by

8)

Mr. Kelambi» a British subject.

The “Ta Ying Yeh Pao* ( is published by

the University Press.

9) The “Nevis Digest* Weekly is published by the

University Press.

10) The “Shanghai Daily News* (is a mosquito 

daily and is published by one Wong Sih-zung

i

D. S.

D» C. (Special Branch).



April 12, 1939. Morning Translation.

Standard and other local newspapers (Chungking telegram) s-

CHING»WEI BELIEVED TO BE IN HONGKONG

Well informed quarters here discredit 
the reports of the arrival of Wang Ching-wei in Cantons 
they are of the opinion that the reports of Wang's 
arrival at Hongkong are comparatively ikore reliable.

According to a report published by the 
“Shih bhih Hsin Pao" ( Chow Vai-hai (/¿!
and Chu Mn-nyi the followers of Wang Ching-wei,
have established a secret organ in Shanghai to secure 
intelligence reports on behalf of Wang Ching-wei end to 
make preparations for Wang's arrival in Shanghai.

News Digest (Comment) s-

Wang Ching-Wei's Acts Criticized

The treasonable acts of traitor Wang 
Ching-wei have been exposed. He not only deserves 
denunciation by the people, but should be given capital 
punishment. To prevent elements like Wang Ching-wei 
from engaging in traitorous activities, we should 
energetically promote the national Spiritual mobilization. 
Whoever issues a statement similar to that of traitor 
Wang Ching-wei should be denounced and whoever bas any 
close relations with elements of Wang's Clique or 
undertakes the printing of pro-Wang Ching-wei magazines 
or newspapers should be regarded as associates of traitor 
Zang Ching-wei and should be warned.

In the meantime, we should endeavour 
to intensify our confidence in the war of resistance 
and make a thorough study of the treasonable expressions 
of traitor Wang Ching-wei so as to deal a severe blow 
to all who advocate anti-Communi st slogans in support 
of the enemy. In short, we should overthrow all such 
traitors so as to prevent them from expressing more 
foolish statements.

News Digest publishes the following letter written by one 
Tseng Fu ( ■££ X» )

Wang Ching-Wei to Publish Paper in Shanghai

According to reports aopearing in 
local papers to-day, traitor Wang Ching-wei has secretly 
arrived in Shanghai and is planning to publish a 
newspaper entitled "Min Lih" ("People's Strength" 
As wc ere connected with cultural circles, we should 
urge all people in Shanghai to start a joint opposition 
against this traitor. All the 4,000,000 residents in 
Shanghai bitterly hate the enemy.

One day I happened to be taking food 
in a certain smell eating house on Honan Road. Occupying 
the ¿san e table with me was an old man of the workman 
type. He was enjoying his wine and at the same time 
reading a newspaper. Suddenly, he shouted; ’’Niang-lia-Peel 
Should \nang Ching-wei come to Shanghai, I will be the 
first to kill him.«



opril 12, 1939» Morning Translation.

He seemed to be so overwhelmed with mger 
t i?.t he began to bang the table with his fist.

When I had finished my food and left the 
saop, 1 etiil heard him shouting* "•♦•».How could he 
have svch p thick face as to come to Shanghai?"

Morning Leader and other local newspapers publish the 
following article t-

Arres t of Waqg Chi ng-Wei Urged by Students' League

The Shanghai Municipality Stud jots' League 
has sent the following telegram to Chairman Lin Sen 
of the Frtional Government and General Chiang Kri-ehek 
of the lilitary Affairs Commission, urging the arreft 
of Jang Ching-wei

Despite his expulsion from the KUomintang 
Party following his rebellious activities against the 
Kuomintang Government in conspiracy with the enemy and 
t io despatch of ridiculous telegrams, Wang Ching-wei 
is u;rcpentant| on the contrary, he has entered into 
a socret agreement with Hlranuma, the enemy Premier, to 
overthrow the Kuomintang Government and to do harm to 
the Chinese race. His orlme deserves more th n death. 
,/a therefore hope the National Government wlllt-

(1) Arrest Wang Ching-wei and deal with 
him according to law.

(2) Apprehend all persons connected with 
Wang's Clique and suppress all wavering elements.

(3) Consolidate the unification of the 
country and fight to the end in the war of resistance.

We, students of the oity of Shanghai, 
pledge our support to the Government.

The Shanghai Municipality Students* league 
has aleo issued the following man!festo addressed to 
the students of various sohoolat-

Wang Ching-wei has been expelled from the 
Kuor.intang since December lest year and nothing further 
w^s done to him in the hope that he will repent end 
re-aeeert himself. Instead of doing so, ha is advocating 
surrender and continuing his activities of selling his 
country. Furthermore, he has despatched followers to 
create disturbance at various places, thereby showing 
his servility to the enemy. In short, he is working 
for the ruin of China.

Now the "Ta Kung Fao" has openly exposed 
Wang's secret treaty with the Japanese and according 
to news from reliable sources, members of Wang's Clique, 
such fb Chow Vai-hai and others, have secretly come to 
9 langhal to undertake treasonable activities. There is 
no difference between these persons ^and Wang Keh-mln 

£¿1.) or Liang Hung-tse Or )• should 
seriously undertake the responsibility of traitor 
exterminption work.



4fcpril 12, 1939. Morning Translation.

(1) Extend the anti-Wang movement.
(2) Suppress the elements of Vang's Clioue 

in the schools.
(3) Exterminate those elements who are 

in favour of peace.
(4) Enforce the national spiritual 

mobilization and consolidate the unification between 
ts chers and students.



^pril 12, 1939. Morning Translation.

(1) Extend the anti-Wang movement.
(2) Suppress the elements of bang’s Clioue 

in the schools.
(3) Exterminate those elements who ere 

in frvour of peace.
(4) Enforce the national spiritual 

mobilization and consolidate the unification between 
tr chars and students.



April 17, 1939. Afternoon Translation.

Jun Pao a mosquito paper, published the following
article on April 16 :-

Dr. Chu Min-Nyi Takes No Part in Political Affairs
. Like Chen Kung Poh (KE Tseng 

Chung-r in ($). Ung Pah-sun ) and
Chow Vai-hai )» Dr. Chu Min-nyi (7$ )
is also a trusted follower of Wang Ching-wei. This 
is known to everybody. However, following the 
announcement of Wang Ching-wei*s proposals for peace, 
all hie followers have been very active with the 
exception of Dr« Chu who has been reticent and has 
done nothing to draw public attention to his movements.

Recently, reports have appeared in
| local newspapers to the effect that in company with 
I Chow Vai-hai, Dr. Chu has established in Shanghai a 
| secret organ!zationwhioh is undertaking the transmission 
i of intelligence reports on behalf of Wang Ching-wei 

and making preparations for Wang’s arrival in Shanghai.
No confirmation of this report is available, but several 
days ego when bur reporter was having an interview 
with him, Dr. Chu, when questioned by a friend regarding 
his political tendencies, stated that of all persons 
he was the first to ignore political affairs eltogether 
and that he is now devoting his attention to social 
problems free from political connections. He will 
talk no more of politics. these aye the true
intentions of Dr. Chu, we oannot say.
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TRANSLATION FROM FRENCH

INSTITUT TECHNIQUE FRANCO-CHINOIS

1195, Rue Lafayette.

Shanghai, April 13, 1939

Sir,

I have the honour to bring to your notice the fact 

that moequito newspapers and even the larger dailies pub

lished in the Settlement have had stories issued that 

reflect greatly to my discredit.

Despite my kinship with Mr. WANG CHING WEI, I have 

no political connection with him. Since the start 

of the war, that ie to say since August 13, 1937, I 

have remained continually in Shanghai, busying myself 

with the affairs of the Institut Technique Franco-Chinois, 

of which I am the director, as well as with matters 

relating to physical and commercial education.

I will therefore be greatly obliged if you would 

give the necessary instructions for these fantastic 

articles to be suppressed, since similar rumours may 

well sully my personal reputation as well as endanger my 

personal safety.

In the hope that you will assist me in these circum

stances, I have to •••••••••

etc., etc.,

Dr. TSU MIN-YEE.

Attched herewith is a list of these papers, which are 

all of communistic tendencies.

Commissioner of Police, 

Shanghai Municipal Councul.



TRANSLATION

Shun Pao, Shantung Hoad.

News Digest, 5th floor, No.160 Avenue Edward VII.

Z>au Pang-yung (.

Zien Nah-zue ^).

Standard, Foochow Road.
Tsu An-ping (/[^ )•

Morning Leader, 130 Ningpo.

Tsung ( )•

Ta Mei Wan Pao, 19 Avenue Edward VII•

Wong Chai-ying ¿rf >•

Hwa Mei Wan Pao, 172 Avenue Edward VII«

Wong Sung-loo (

Kuo Chi Jih Pao,

Wang Nyi-ehien ( ) •

Ta Ying Yeh Pao, 130 Ningpo Road.

Ping Tso-zung (-"f ).

News Digest Weekly, 2nd floor,117 <venue Edward VII.

Chang Zuh-ying ( ) •

uel Kai (¡$ > •
Shanghai Daily News.
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INSTITUT TECHNIQUE FRANCO - CHINpfe«• /<‘ ------- ~
1195, RUE LAFAYETTE LX'"’'*...... ................—'

TEL. 72331 
ADRESSE TELEGRAPHIQUE. 

“FRANCHICO” SHANGHAI

J * ai l’honneur de vous faire connaître que des 

journaux moustiques et meme les ¿rands quotidiens, pu

blies dans le Settlement International, ont fait courir 

depuis quelque temps des nouvelles tendancieuses sur mon 

compte.

Malgré mes relations de -parenté avec M« Wang Ching- 

wei, je n'ai avec lui aucun rapport politique. Depuis le 

coasaenoement de la guerre, c’est-à-dire depuis le, 13 

août 1937, je suis resté continuellement à Shanghai, 

m’occupant des affaires de l'institut Technique franco- 

chinois, dont je suis directeur, ainsi que des questions 

intéressant l’éducation physique et l’industrie.

Je vous serais très obligé de vouloir bien donner 

les instructions nécessaires pour que la publication de 

onsieur le Directeur

des Services de Police

de la Concession Internationale 

de Shanghai.



ces nouvelles fantaisistes soit supprimée, étant donné 

que pareils bruits pourront porter atteinte non seule

ment a ma réputation, mais encore a ma sécurité person

ne lie.

Dans l’espoir que vous voudrez bien m’aider en cet

te circonstance, je vous prie d’agréer, Monsieur le Di

recteur, l’expression de mes sentiments les plus distin-

Dr. Tsu Min-yee

Oi-joint la liste de ces journaux, tous de tendance

communiste



Bra Mei Ulan Pao of April 15 »-

ACTIVITIES OF THB WANG CHING-WEI CLIQUE

Of late, reports have been current about 
the activities and arrival of Wang Ching-wei in Shanghai. 
According to information secured by our reporter, Wang 
Ching-wei has not come to Shanghai, and even his followers 
Chow Vai-hai (JlKItt ) and Ung Pah-sun ( Wl ) have 
not, .been here. 'With the exception of Kao Chung-wu

/ ( ) an<^ ^ung-wu ( "Jifi ) who came to Shanghai
/ in March and left on March 29, the only members of the 
/ fang Ching-wei Clique at present active in Shanghai are
i on® Chu ), one Tsang ("J") and some others, and it
\ is ll^Ty- £Ka t they will fail in their intrigues because 
\ of the hatred of the local Chinese residents towards 

them*
According to other information received, 

ltrs.. Wang Ching-wei nee Chen Pih-chuin has actually 
arrived in Shanghai*



April 17, 1939. Afternoon Translation.

Shanghai Daily News ( ). a mosquito paper •-

ACTIVITIES OF FOLLOWERS OF^ANG CHING-WEI IN SHANGHAI

Recently Wang Ching-wei issued another 
telegram in favour of peace* He alsp msdeua statement 
on the assassination of Tseng Chung-ming ( )•
Both the telegram and the statement contained false 
allegations against high Kuomintang officials.

The telegram is very 1 wig and was published 
in full by the "Hwa Nun Jih Pao1* (. )» Hongkong«
No other Chinese papers in the country published the 
telegram.

There appeared in Shanghai recently copies 
of a coloured booklet containing Wang Ching-wei’s 
telegram, The will of Tseng Chung-ming is published 
on the front page. Ignorant persons have been 
engaged to distribute them stealthily among 
pedestrians* Copies have been sent by post to 
various public bodies, organizations and well-known 
residents of Shanghai,

It is reported-that this work is being 
directed by Chow V-i-hai who secretly arrived
in Shanghai a few days ago« A considerable sum of 
money was spent on this,

Wang Ching-Wei*s Preps Policy

The report to the effect that Wang Ching-wei 
has arrived in Shanghai cannot be confirmed» However^
some of his followers are very active here» They
are attempting to buy over certain newspapers and will 
engage in propaganda for pesos»

As the peace atmosphere has been very thick 
in Shanghai since the withdrawal o$<the Chinese forces 
from this city, there is no need for Wang Ching-wei 
and his tamed "dogs* to oome here to promote such a 
peace movement.

It is learned that a certain daily newspaper 
will make its first appearance before long. It is 
managed by Wang's followers. It is further said that 
a. certain evening paper has been bought over by the 
Wang Clique,

We must break down the newspaper policy 
of Wang Ching-wei,

Ta Ying Yeh Pao (16/4) »-

Ling Pah-sun is Here

According to information secured from well 
in foxmed circles, Ling Pah-sun ( ), a running dog
of Wang Ching-wei, is actually in Shanghai, He is now 
staying in Hongkew,

He intends to ask certain persons for 
permission to give an entertainment to newspapermen 
in their names with the object of testing the attitude 
of local newspapermen towards Wang Ching-wei’s



April 17, 1939 Morning Translation

Standard i-

JAPANESE PLANNING FORMATION OF A “REBIRTH SOCIETY0

According to information secured from certain 
sources, the Japanese are again making use of certain 
unscrupulous elements to fonn a so-called “Rebirth Society* 
(*l£ with the special object of causing destruction
to important structures^ The authorities of the Inter
national Settlement sometime ago arrested an offender who 
made a statement from which many olues were obtained.

On the early molding of April 15, the Police 
of the International Settlement and the Pfenoh Concession 
made 20 arrests at certain places, Upon being questioned, 
the prisoners stated that their headquarters are located 
in Hongkew and that they are ignorant people receiving a 
certain sum ts allowance every month to undertake certain 
propaganda work* The authorities of the two Settlements 
are paying close attention to the matter.

Fun Pao ), a mosquito paper of April 16 •-

Mln Kuo News Agency Being Established

The followers of Wang Ching-wei in Shanghai 
have become more active since the arrival of Chow Vai-hai 

ling Pah-sun Li Sun-wu ( JL)
end others.

It is reported that the “New China Bebirth 
Society* a seoret organization fozmed by
them in Shanghai, has held meetings at a certain apartment 
during the past few days to discuss certain matters. It 
was decided at these meetings that work be carried out on 
a large scale in accordance with the plans of Wang Chlng- 
wei for the betrayal of China, They will first try to buy 
over newspapers, printing offices and shameless people 
connected with culture, . .

The Mln Kuo News Agency (&j which
is being formed by Wang's followers is being directed 
behind the scenes by Tsang ), Ying (ti,) and others, . 
It has an office on Szechuan Bead and will issue news 
sheets in a few days, A newspaper, a sister paper to 
the “Sin Shun Pao* (Japanese owned Chinese language news
paper) will make its first appearance next month. Besides 
this, they are attempting to mix in cultural, educational 
and commercial circles with the object of obstructing 
China's war of resistance.

It is learned that Chinese residents here 
are very indignant over the traitorous acts of Wang Ching- 
wei and hia followers and intend to send a telegram to the 
Chungking Government asking for the issue of a circular 
order for their arrest.



April 17, 1939 Morning Translation

Shanghai Daily News, a mosquito paper, dated April 16 i-

Activities of Wang Ching-Wei*s Followers in Shanghai

It is learned that Ling Pah-sun 
the principal follower of Wang Ching-wei, has arrived 
in Shanghai secretly and is very active. Apart from 
buying over a certain printing plant to expand propaganda 
work, Ling has made arrangements to take over two evening 
newspapers at a price of several tens of thousand dollars 
each. The arrangements for the purchase of one of these 
two papers h°ve been settled. It is said that the policy 
of the paper will be changed.

Hwa Mei Chen Pao published the following article on April 16

The activities of the followers of Wang Ching- 
wei in Shanghai are gradually becoming more apparent. 
A certain printing plant on Avenue Road has been bought 
over and renamed the Hsin Printing Press ( in 
Preparations are being made for the publication of a ' 
paper to be known ns ----Daily Netts*



H ’a Mei Chen Pao and other local newspapers

'■tejng Ching-Wei to Start New Paper in Shanghai

Wang Ching-wei is now clearly e traitor 
and betrayer of the Xuoteintang and the nation. He 
conspired with Prinoe Ko noye, the former Japanese 
Premier« for the conclusion of a secret treaty. He 
is advocating peace. Wang is being denounced by the 
whole nation and the National Government has been 
requested by the people to arrest him. Despite this 
nation-wide denunciation« traitor Wang Ching-wei is 
still continuing with his activities* _

It is said that Chow Vai-hai 
one of Vang’s followers« has actually arrived in Shanghai 
aid has been very active during the past few days. He 
is planning to publish in Shanghai a reactionary paper 
like the "Sin Shun Pro,“ a Japanese owned Chinese 
language newspaper« in the hope of demoralizing the 
people. The paper will be called "The Par ¿astern Daily, 
News.’» (iB <jb (3 4g) and i ts of fl ce will be" located on jjUiTcLll R cl N



Chinese-Amer lean Daily New st V'X

WJB. BUY^g 0V^ 4..L0CAIi„P^

Wang Ching-wei is paying no attention to 
the public condemnation of his peace movement and is 
continuing to make use of his paper in Hongkong, the 
HSouth China Daily News* (/f6), to publish absurd 
statements«

It is learned that Wang recently detailed 
one of his favourite followers, named Kao ), to 
Shanghai, with a large sum of money, to buy over a certain 
morning paper. Owing to financial difficulties, 
the paper may accept the offer, but no decision has been 
made.
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During the afternoon of May 1, 1939, 

Mr. CHEST CHE-CHEN, committee member of the S.M»C. 

and principal of the Private Shanghai Middle School, 

460 Chengtu Road, and Mr. WOO TSE-CHING, principal 

of the Shanghai Girls* University, 451 Taku Road, 

were interviewed by the undersigned at Headquarters 

and warned against participation in activities 

relating to the promotion of the People’s Spiritual 

General Mobilization Movement. Both gentlemen denied 

having taken any part in the movement but admitted 

having received from unknown source propaganda 

literature which they claimed to have ignored. 

They were then warned to forward to the Police any 

such literature received by them in future. It was 

also pointed out to them that the discovery of 

undesirable literature on their school premises 

would result in the withdrawal of S.M. C. grant-in-aid 

and the closure of the schools, and further that they,

being the principals of the schools, would be held 

responsible by the Police who may take whatever 

deemed necessary action against them. Messrs. CHEN 

and WOO promised to comply with the instructions of

the Police.

D.C. (Special Branch).
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propaganda - Release of Mr. Yui Yao-chiu i -
-------------------------------------------------- ------ rv------
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Mr. Yui Yao-chiu Chief of the Relief

Section of the Taichong, Paoshan and Kading Fellow Country

men's Association, 12 Rue du Consulat, and former secretary 

of the local Tangpu, who was taken to the French Police 

Headquarters on April 26 on suspicion of being concerned 

with the dissemination of People's Spiritual General 

Mobilization propaganda to the local schools (Vide Special 

Branch report dated 26-4-39), was released during the 

evening of April 28 as the result of efforts made by 

certain prominent Chinese residents in the French 

Concession.
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Subject. Dissemination of People’s Spiritual General Mobilization 
propaganda - àctivïtïes of"Doong "Ylng'-pah, committee

.. me mb er of.. the Ip ç al Ku o m i n tan g

Made by. U.I,_. Pan Lien-pih.......... Forwarded by.

With reference to the telephone number 86480

found amongst the propaganda literature delivered to 

the Nleh Chih Kuei School for Chinese, 15 The Bund

on April 25, I have to report that under the 

), 
( -4 % ).

fictitious name of Mr. Yin Chin Long

Attorney-at-Law, Mr. Doong Ying-pah 

a committee member of the Shanghai Branch of the

Kuomintang, obtained during January, 1939, the lease 

of Room No.305, 3rd floor, No.12, Rue du Consulat, 

which premises he had acquired for the purpose of 

conducting subterranean activities connected with the 

local Tangpu. A telephone No.86480 was also installed 

there as a means of communication. Following the 

announcement of the People’s Spiritual General 

Mobilization by General Chiang Kaiehek in the middle 

of March, 1939, Mr. Doong Ying-pah utilised this place 

as a communication address between the local Tangpu 

and the authorities of the various local schools. 

The lease of this room, however, was terminated in 

the middle of April, 1939, and the place is vacant 

at present.

Of the local educational circles, Messrs. Chen 

Chi-zung ) and Woo Tse-ching ),

respectively principals of the Private Shanghai Middle 

School, 460 Chengtu Road, and the Shanghai Girls’ 

University, 451 Taku Road, are reported to be in close 

contact with Mr. Doong Ying-pah.

J
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The 1st floor of the premises No.12, Rue du 

Consulat, is at present occupied by the office of 

Taichong, Paoshan and Kading Fellow Countrymen's 

Association. The Relief Section of this association 

is in charge of one Yui Yao-chiu ), who

was a reporter of the now defunct Dah Kung News Agency 

and served as secretary of the local Tangpu and 

concurrently a reserve committee member of the former 

General Labour Union. It is suspected that Yui Yao

Chiu has intimate knowledge of the dissemination of

the People's Spiritual General Mobilization propaganda,

which the majority of the local schools have received

in the past few days, notwithstanding his claim of

ignorance.

Yui Yao-chiu was taken to the French Police
Headquarters this morning for interrogation.
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Further to the attached file, C.D.C. 230 Chang 

Yeh of this Section seized 10 copies of a booklet 

containing Principles of the National Spiritual General 

Mobilization and Measures Governing Their Enforcement 
froin^China Book Company ¡MJ * No. 380

Foochow Bead, on the morning of April 24«

Boom No. 216, Times Building, 160 Avenue Edward 

VII, at which the booklet is sold at 2 cents per copy, 

is a sub-office of the Hwa Mei Publishing Company, 172 

Avenue Edward VII. On April 25 a clerk of this 

Section bought a copy of the booklet from this address 

at 2 cents which is the cost of the booklet*

FILE D. S.

D. C. (Special Branch)
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In accordance with instructions contained in a

memo, from D.C. (Special Branch) in connection with the 

dissemination of pamphlets warning the local Chinese 

populace against hoisting the national flags, the follow

ing information has been obtained from quarters close to 

the Great People’s Society & % ), an organization formed 

by local Chinese pro-Japanese elements.

Following the announcement made by the Headquarters 

of the Shanghai Various Circles* Association for the

Promotion of the People’s Spiritual General Mobilization 

which appeared in the local Chinese press on April 18, 

1939, to the effect that the 19th of April was the day 

designated as the Propaganda Day for Peasants, Labourers

Commercial Circles in the People’s Spiritual General

Mobilization propaganda week and that National flags

As the result of a careful

should be flown by all local citizens in observance of

day, the Great People’s Society on the morning of

April 18 had some 100 copies of the attached handbill

printed and distributed through the post to

prosperous commercial establishments in the

Settlement with a view to intimidating them

them from displaying the National flags the

with the idea of minimizing the

People’s Spiritual Mobilization

those

International

and preventing

following day

effectiveness of the

propaganda,

study and comparison

of the handbills with those received on April 17, 1939

>y the local foreign-owned Chinese newspapers, assisted

Mr. May Yoeh of the Threatening Letter Section, it has 

een definitely established that both originated from the
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers $-

TIB IRQPAGANDA WENK FOR NATIONAL SPIRITUAL MOBILIZATION

The propaganda week for national 
spiritual mobilization will be observed throughout 
the country from to-day up to April 23. The Keedquarters 
of the« local Varioua Circles * National Spiritual 
Ilobilization Association has drawn up a programme of 
arrangements and dates of propaganda for observance 
hy the various circles in Shanghai•

As to-day is general propaganda day, the 
Headquarters has issued a manifesto and sent out a 
circular telegram addressed to the people throughout 
the country.

The following are the arrangements relating 
to propaganda:»

(1) The propaganda Week for the national 
spiritual mobilization in the second stage of the war 
of resistance will be held from April 17 to April 23.

(2) The arrangements for this propaganda 
week are as follows:-

(a) April 17: General propaganda Day.
(b) April 18: Propaganda Day for the

residents.
(c) April 19$ Propaganda Day for peasants,

workers and commercial 
oiroles.

(d) April 20$ Propaganda Day for
educational circles.

(e) April 21$ Propaganda Day for cultural
circles.

(f) April 22« Propaganda Day for
professional circles.

(g) April 23: Propaganda Day for wanen's
circles*

(3) Throughout this propaganda week, the 
Parties responsible should energetically undertake the 
following work:-

(a) To persuade the people connected with 
the parties concerned to take part in the formation 
of branches of the National Spiritual Mobilization 
Association.

(b) To urge all residents in Shanghai
to take an oath to observe the general principles 
governing citizens of the Republic of Chine*

(c) To call a meeting of members of 
respective branches and the National Spirittai 
Mobilization Associations of the various cirloes 
concerned.

(d) To detail members to deliver speeches 
on the general principles of the national spiritual 
mobilization emongst their respective branch 
associations mo as to bring the enforcement of 
these principles jointly, while all educational 
institutions, including universities, middle end 
primary schools, etc. should promote among the 
students a general education about the national 
spiritual mobilization*
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(e) The headmen of villages, the directors 
of factories, the managers of commercial concerns, 
the principals of schools, the heads of families* 
etc, should urge their people to observe the 
principles of the national spiritual mobilization*

(4) All jDublic bodies should print as many 
copies as possibld’vthe principles of the national 
spiritual mobilization and the measures governing their 
enforcement so as to bring about a wide circulation among 
the people* The copies should be in book forms*

(5) All newspapers should publish special 
editions on national spiritual mobilization*

(6) The following are the slogans of this 
propaganda weeks«

(a) The nation should come first before 
everything else*

(b) Military affairs and victory should 
come first in all matters*

(c) Concentrate our thoughts and strength*

Open fetter Addressed to Chineae Residents of Shanghai

The Shangha i Vari ou s Ci rd es ’ Na ti o - pl 
Spiritual Mobilization Association has issu'd the following 
open letter addressed to Chinese residents in Shanghai «• 

"At the present time when the Chinese forces 
have * punched a general offensive, there is much 
significance in our holding a propaganda week for 
natioral spiritual mobilization* We bring the following 
three points to the notice of Chinese residents in the 
hope that they will observe them
(1) The regulations f oveming the national spiritual 
mobilization cover everything* They are applicable
to the present stage of China's war.of resistance* They 
may Oso be regarded as a standard for the reconstruction 
of the country* Local residents should study these 
regulations) they should place the interests of the 
nation above everything else* We should concentrate 
our mind and our strength* It we can unify the mind 
and the strength of our 450*000*000 brethren, we will 
surely overcome our atrocious enemy and become a powerful 
factor in the peace of the world*
(2) The regulations governing the national spiritual 
mobilization give directions for the conduct of the 
people* We must correct our improper ways of living 
and abandon selfishness*

After Shanghai became isolated, a small 
section of the people have behaved as if they had 
boon deprived of protection* The spirit of the people 
will become depressed if this he allowed to continue 
and it will be harmful to the war of resistance of China* 
Hereafter we must give up all acts of corruption and 
work for the reconstruction of the country*
(3) In view of the failure of its military invasion* 
the enemy is planning political intrigues and is 
utilizing undesirables to obstruct our war of r-. si stance* 
Rebel Wang Ching-wei, who had acquired spacial knowledge 
from the late Dr* Sun Yat-sen, should be doing his 
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utmost for the country, yet he is now conspiring with 
ths enemy and has surrendered. He must be disowned 
by the people throughout the country. Instead of 
repenting, he has secretly sent his followers to Shanghai 
to undertake certain activities. The Chinese residents 
in Shanghai should impose the/severe punishment on 
such evil-de er s, wipe out their activities and their 
plots, so that traitors will not be in a position to 
exist in Chinese territory.

•The above three points should be observed 
by our brethren in Shanghai."

Life Daily News and other local newspapers *-

ThL bAN-MIN-gHU-I YOUTHS GROUP

The Kiangnan Branch of the San-Min-Chu-I 
Youths Group is making preparations for the cornu eaioret ion 
of Youths Day.

On April 15 and 16, members of the various 
corps of the Branch held meetings at whichffiattera 
relating to the commemoration of the day ¿rare discussed. 
The Brcnoh will draw up a set of measures to govern 
the comrejnoretion.y

A telegram expressing thjdr respects will 
be sent to General Chiang Kai-shek./the commander of 
the Youths Group, to comfort the officers and men fighting 
at the front and the comrades working at the front. 
An open letter will be addressed to youths cirlces. 
The Bren on will hold a furthers discussion of matters 
relating' to the national spiritual mobilisation among 
youths circles, the youths* service to the oonmunity 
and the thrift and gold offer movements.



*
Translation of a 
letter addressed 
Optical Company, 
through the poet

handbill, contained in, a 
to the Kwang Hwa (-<¿1 )
795 Nanking Road, delivered 
at 10.30 a.m. April 19, 1939.

To 3,000,000 citizens of Shanghai.
"The National Flag is a symbol of a nation 

which should be dignified and brilliant in order to 
represent the sovereignty of the nation in the eyes 
of the whole world. Since the incident, we, 
patriotic youths, have repeatedly sent letters to 
our fellow-countrymen in the special districts 
(Settlement and French Concession) who had lied down 
waiting for death, not to hoist the Blue-Sky-White-Sun 
flags. But you have ignored us.

It is entirely wrong on your part to 
disobey our instructions. To-day, we give you 
this final warning to awaken you. If you fail to 
reform yourself, we will present you with bullets. 
If there should be any danger to your life, don’t 
blame us for not warning you in advance.*

Chinese Patriotic Youths
National Salvation Group.
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they had read in the

Radio on 18-4-30 the

ompany, 79b Nanking

chat they received a

Shek re the “Cenerai

Forwarded b

Durin^ t;.e 19-4-39, the Nationalist Chinese flag

many premises in Louza District

ïnqulriei war® made by I. Chan~ lueu Ching and

at a number of th» » premises which were flyln^

th« flags r ardlng the reason

o-day, 19-4-39

The majority of the shops

following/ the example of other

why th® flag « «era being

st ited

shops

newspapers, also

that they wero

others stating that

broa donated by

speech of Cenerai!salmo Chiang Kai

Spiritual Mobilization" which was

take effect from Kay 1st, «nd the flying of the

Nationalist flag was to stow their loyalty to this onus»

of this was received

It was rumoured tint a number of these shops

received telephone calls instructing them to fly the

Nationalist flag on 19-4-39, but the only confirmation 
from the Kwang Hwa ('¿/^-) Optical

Road, the management of which state

telephone call at 9.a.m. 19-4-39

instructing them to fly the flag to-day, 19-4-39

Call unknown, only speaking Shanghai dialect

At 11.20 a.m. 19-4-39, the manager of this shop

brought to the Station a letter, addressed to the shop»

vhloh letter was received by post at 10.30a.m. 19-4-39

this letter conti inln^ a pamphlet, chopped by Chinese

Patriotic Youths National Salvation Croup, warning them

iOt to fly ti» Nationalist flag (copy attached)
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To the 3,000,000 citizens of Shanghai«

The National .Flag represents all citizens.

It displays a sense of seriousness and grandeur in front 

of the world. Since the incident come need, we, the 

patriotic youths, seeing that the people of this Municipality 

appear to be asleep and waiting to die, have repeatedly 

issued them with .'orittsn warnings against the flying of 

the Blue Sky and White Sun flag, hut you have ignored 

these warnings and failed to comply with our directions.

This is not right. We to-day make our last attempt to 

wake you up by this final warning. If you still ho^d your 

old ideas, we must present to you the gun bullets. There 

may be danger of life, but do not blrune ub for carrying 

it out without warning.

Dated 18-4-39.

Printed and distributed by the M0hineae jmtriotlo Souths 
National Salvation Group".



SHANGHAI EVENING POST A KERCURT.

191989 04085
Terrorists Hit

China National
Flag Displaying

“Final Warning” Sent
Promising “Threat”

With Bullets

PROHIBIT
EMB1EM HOISTING

Officers, Chinese Bank
Employees (Tash

On Joffre
Several Chinese shops in French 

Concer’on, particularly on Rue 
du Con^dat and Avenue Joffre 
closed their doors in protest 
o«ratn«44, fh«* action i»ken by 
French police prohibiting the 
di*nlav of national flags early 
this afternoon..

Fresh clashes were reported in 
which the police officers are said 
tn have seized the national em
blems. In some cases* the offi
cers" are aliened to have dragged 
the flags on the ground.

One of the reasons advanced 
for the seizure of flags is that 

^nce the" police had taken away 
theold ones* new. ones were bought 
and hoisted it is said.

Closely * following their I 
threats to six American and I 
British-owned Chinese langu- j 
age newspapers yesterday, the * 
“Chinese Youths’ < National 
Salvation Association* came, 
;nto the limelight again today 
with a “final warning to the 
3.000,000 citizens of Shanghai” 
that they would “treat'* them 
with bullets unless they stop 
hoisting the Chinese tricolor na
tional flag.

The “final warning,” a copy of 
which was sent to the' Mercury 
Press, operated by the Post-Mer
cury Company, Fed Inc. U.S.A., 
at 17 Avenue Edward VII, says:

Entirely Wrong
“The National Flag is the 

representative of a nation 
which should be dignified and 
brilliant to symbolize the so
vereign of the nation in the 
eyes of the whole world. Since 
the incident, we, patriotic 
youths, have repeatedly sent 
letters to our fellow-country
men in the special districts 
(settlement and concession) 

who had lied down waiting for 
death not to hoist the Blne- 
Sky-White-Sun flags. But 
ypu have ignored us.

It is entirely wrong on your 
part to disobey our instruc
tions. Today, we give you a 
final warning to awaken you. 
If you fail to reform yourself, 
we will treat you with bullets. 
If there should be anger danger 
to your life, don’t blame us 
for not warning you in ad
vance.**

a»



A Mystery
It is a mystery why a copy of 

the “final warning” should be sent 
to the Mercury Press, which never 
owned and hoists no Chinese 
national flags.

Meanwhile, Chinese inside the 
French concession and S.M.C. 
controlled sections of the Inter- j 
national Settlement displayed al 
large number of Chinese flags ini 
response to “hopes” expressed by| 
the Shanghai Committee of the 
Spiritual Mobilization Movement 
in celebration of the launching of 
the new campaign by General 
Chiang Kai-shek and reported 
successes in the counter-attacks 
on various fronts.

Tact Shown
In view of the police inter

ference with the display of 
national flags on March 29 on the 
ground that the demonstration 
was ordered by the allegedly non
existent City Kuomintang Head
quarters, the Shanghai Committee 
of the Spiritual Mobilization 
Movement tactfully avoided giving 
orders or instructions for the flagi 
display today.

' It merely sent identic hand-outs ■ 
to various Chinese newspapers in 
which it expressed the “hope” that 
Chinese in Shanghai would dis
play the flag. Many Chinese, after 
reading the news item, promptly 
fulfilled the “hopes.”

French Act
While the S.M.P. were not 

taking action, officers of the 
French Concession visited Chinese 
shops and houses in various parts 
of the district asking for the re
moval of the flags. It was officially 
explained that the display was 
discouraged because it is pure 
political propaganda.

On Avenue. Joffre, according to 
Chinese reports, a party of officers, 
accompanied by an armored car, 
not only ordered the lowering of 
the flags but also took the em
blems away. Officers at head
quarters denied knowledge of the 
seizure but added that if such 
action were taken, it must havei 
been done by over-zealous mem
bers of the police. 4

CLASH
In course of the patrol

ling to ’request the lower
ing of the flags, a party of 
officers clashed with the 
officials at the Land Bank 
of China. Avenue Joffre 
branch. It is alleged that 
four bank employees were 
injured during thef fray and 
some property damage 
caused- The bank is pre
paring to report the inci
dent to the Chinese Bank
ers’ Association for re
dress.

Twp Russians and two 
Chinese officers of the 
police first visited the bank 
at n to ask for the re
moval of the flag. The 
bank accordingly lowered 
the tridolor. Shortly after
wards, a French officer 
came to the bank with the 
announced intention of 
seizing the flag. When re
fused admittance, he is 
said to have broken a win
dow to gain entrance. He 
went to the second floor 
of the building, seized the 
the flag- and, according to 
the bahk officials, torn it 
to pieces,

When the bank em
ployees protested, he is al- i 

. leged to have charged with 
his baton, causing head 
injuries to four of the em
ployees. The officer finally 
left, taking the police 
watchman with him to the 
station, it is said.
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REPORT Ijrll 19, „ S9_,
Headquarters of the Shanghai Various Circles’ Association for 

Subject..— promotion of the People’s Spiritual General Mobilization
......subterranean..act.lv itiea..of...the...promo-te-ra-in holding- -a-pro-- 

paganda week for National Spiritual Mobilization 
Made by. -I,.. P».n Lien Plh   For warded by  .... - -

Reference the attached newspaper translation 

from the Chinese press on the above subject and the 

remarks of the Commissioner of Police and the 

D.C. (Special Branch) appended thereon, I have to 

state that the Headquarters of the Shanghai Various 

Circles’ Associations for the Promotion of the 

People’s Spiritual General Mobilization was formed 

by local supporters of the Shanghai Branch of the 

Kuomintang sometime following the promulgation by 

the National Government in the middle of March 1939, 

of the Principles of the National Spiritual General 

Mobilization and Measures Governing Their Enforcement 

drawn up by General Chiang Kai-shek»

With the exception of those who are in the 

circle, the address of the Headquarters and that of 

the promoters are unknown and their movements are 

something of a closely guarded secret. Two 

communication addresses, however, are reported as 

being maintained in the Hwa Tung Middle School for 

Girls ( Passage 264, House 2, Avenue

Joffre and the Tse Ching Primary School ( ),

Rue Lafayette off Rue Massenet respectively. In 

this connection diligent enquiries have so far failed 

to secure any useful information that would throw 

more light on this organization and its headquarters.

With a view to awakening the local Chinese 

citizens to their responsibilities towards the war of
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resistance, a propaganda week has been initiated 

beginning from April 17, during which period local 
k • residents, «through the medium of the vernacular 

press, will be exhorted to refrain from continuing 

to indulge in their life of dissipation

The Principles of the National Spiritual

General Mobilization and Measures Governing Their

Enforcement as enunciated by the Generalissimo 

have been printed in book form by the òffice of 

the Hwa Mei Wan Pao, 172 Avenue Edward VII and 

some 100,000 copies have been prepared for sale 

at 2 cents each among various circles in general 

and for students in particular

a copy of the booklet is attached herewith

D I.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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Shun Pso end other local newspapers

TMS PROPAGANDA v/eek for national SPIRITUAL MOBILIZATION

The propaganda week for national 
spiritual mobilization will be observed throughout 
the country from to-day up to April 23. The Headquarters 
of the local Various Circles • National Spiritual 
Mobilization Association has drawn up a programme of 
arrangements and dates of propaganda for observance 
by the various circles in Shanghai.

As to-day is general propaganda day, the 
Headquarters has issued a manifesto and sent out a 
circular telegram addressed to the people throughout 
the country.

The following are the arrangements relating 
to propaganda

(1) The propaganda week for the national 
spiritual mobilization in the second stage of the war 
of resistance will be held from April 17 to April 23.

(2) The arrangements for this propaganda t
week are as follows;- (

(a) April 17s General Propaganda Day. ) /
(b) April 18: Propaganda Day for the / a

residents. / ...\A
(c) April 19$ Propaganda Day for peasants,

workers and commercial 
circles.

(d) April 20$ Propaganda Day for
educational circles.

(e) April 21s Propaganda Day for cultural
ciroles.

(f) April 22s Propaganda Day for
professional circles. ■

(g) April 23: Propaganda Day for wanen’s
circles.

(3) Throughout this propaganda week, the 
Parties responsible should energetically undertake the 
following work:-

(a) To persuade the people connected with 
the parties concerned to take part in the formation 
of branches of the National Spiritual Mobilization 
Association.

(b) To urge all residents in Shanghai 
to take an oath to observe the general principles 
governing citizens of the Republic of China.

(c) To call a meeting of members of 
respective branches and the National Spirittai 
Mobilization Associations of the various cirloes 
concerned.

(d) To detail members to deliver speeches 
on the general principles of the national spiritual 
mobilization anongst their respective branch 
associations to as to bring the enforcement of 
these principles jointly, while all educational 
institutions, including universities, middle and 
primary schools* etc. should promote among the 
students a general education about the national 
spiritual mobilization.

i
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(e) The headmen of villages, the directors 
of factories, the managers of commercial concerns, 
the principals of schools, the heads of families, 
etc, should urge their people to observe the 
principles of the nations! spiritual mobilization,

(4) All public bodies should print as many 
copies as possible .the principles of the national 
spiritual mobilization and the measures governing their 
enforcement so as to bring about a wide circulation among 
the people. The copies should be in book forms,

(5) All newspapers should publish special 
editions on national spiritual mobilization,

(6) The following are the slogans of this 
propaganda weeks-

(a) The nation should come first before 
everything else,

(b) Military affairs and victory should 
come first in all matters,

(o) Concentrate our thoughts and strength.

Open fetter Addressed to Chinese Residents of Sban^ai

The Shanghai Various Circles‘Natioral 
Spiritual Mobilization Association has issu d the following 
open letter addressed to Chinese residents in Shanghai *•* 

"At the present time when the Chinese forces 
have 3 punched a general offensive, there is much 
significance in our holding a propaganda week for 
natiorel spiritual mobilization. We bring the following 

* three points to the notice of Chinese residents in the 
hope that they will observe them i-
(1) The regulations governing the national spiritual 
mobilization cover everything. They are applicable
to the present stage of China's war of resistance. They 
may Oso be regarded as a standard for the reconstruction 
of the country. Local residents should study these 
régulé tionsi they should place the interests of the 
nation above everything else. We should concentrate 
our mind and our strength* It we can unify the mind 
and the strength of our 450,0 00,000 brethren, we will 
surely overcome our atrocious enemy and become a powerful 
factor in the peace of the world,
(2) The regulations governing the national spiritual 
mobilization give directions for the conduct of the 
people. We must correct our improper ways of living 
and abandon selfishness.

After Shanghai became isolated, a smell 
auction of the people have behaved as if they had 
boon deprived of protection. The spirit of the people 
will become depressed if this be allowed to continue 
and it will be harmful to the war of resistance of China, 
Hereafter we must give up all acts of corruption "nd 
work for thé reconstruction of the country,
(3) In view of the failure of its military invasion, 
the enemy is planning political intrigues and is 
utilizing undesirables to obstruct our war of r-. distance. 
Rebel ^ang Ching-wei, who had acquired special knowledge 
from the late Dr, Sun Yat-sen, should be doing his
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utmost for the country, yet he is now conspiring with 
th© enemy and has surrendered. He must be disowned 
by the people throughout the country. Instead of 
renenting, he has secretly sent his followers to Shanghai 
to undertake certain activities. The Chinese residents 
in Shanghai should impose tue/severe punishment on 
such evil-doers, wipe out their activities and their 
plots, so that traitors will not be in a position to 
exist in Chinese territory.

*The above three points should be observed 
by our brethren in Shanghai.*

Life Daily News and other local newspapers <-

ThL &AH-MIN-chu-i youths group

The Kiangnan Branch of the San-liin-Chu-I 
Youths Group is making preparations for the oom. emorrtion 
of Youths Day,

On April 15 and 16, members of th© various 
corps of the Branch held meetings at which matters 
relating to the commemoration of the day were discussed. 
The Brtnoh will draw up a set of measures to ¿ov<.rn 
the commemoration.

A telegram expressing their respects will 
b. sent to General Chiang Kai-shek, the oommrnd&r of 
the Youths Group, to comfort the officers and men fighting 
at the front and the comrades working at the front. 
An open letter will be addressed to youths cirlces. 
Th© Branch will hold a further discussion of matters 
relating to the national spiritual mobilisation among 
youths circles, the youths* service to the community 
and the thrift and gold offer movements.



Morning Leader (editorial)

PRINCIPAL OBJECT OP PEOPLE'S SPIRITUAL MOBILIZATION 
MOVE1LNT IS TO FRUSTRATE ACTIVITIES OP TRAITORS

The principles and measures governing the 
People's Spiritual Mobilization Movement, drawn up by the 
Fifth Plenary Session of the Kuomintang and promulgated by 
the National Govermnent, will be enforced througtout China 
prior to May 1« Commencing from May 1 all official L 
organs, public bodies, schools, shops, factories and \£}/ 
families must hold monthly meetings to study whether the/ 
individuals concerned have observed or violated the 
General Principles governing Citizens of Chinese Republic, 

The four million Chinese citizens in . 
Shanghai will, as from to-day, conduct a propaganda week I j 
of the People's Spiritual Mobilization Movement, As I I 
friends of China and sympathizing with her war of 
resistance and earnestly wishing her final victory, we 
sincerely offer seme views to the upright and gallant 
Chinese citizens, * i

Whet is the principal duty of the Chinese 
people in the present movement? It is a duty directed 
against traitors, particularly against the intrigues 0^®=®=^ 
traitors to bring about peace,

(g( 'sWr-w
t ♦ X___________ _

General Chiang Kai-shek has said that anong 
the plots to ruin China, the first thing the Japanese 
militarists desire is the destruction of the national 
spirit of the Chinese people» The principal object of 
the People's Spiritual Mobilization Movement is to frustrate 
the plots of the Japanese imperialists to enslave China, 
To conquer China by force of arms is costing Japan heavily 
and so far it has met with little success, whilst Japan 
now fully realizes that the attempt is beconing hopeless. 
On this account, the Japanese militarists are utilizing 
Chinese to ruin China in the hope of breaking up China's 
unity md to cause the war of resistance to come to end 
through internal strife. Traitors such as Wang Ching-wel 
and others are faithfully working to bring this cruel dot 
to successful conclusion.

In Shanghai, the Central China Liaison Office 
of the Japanese Asia Rehabilitation Department is working 
in close co-operation with Wang Ching-wel's followers in 
buying over publications, news agencies and vacillating 
elements to be found in labour, business and cultural 
circles. We must not overlook such activities.

To-day Shanghai has beca&e a centre of plotting 
by Japanese imperialists and traitors; their activities are 
very noticeable in political, economic and cultural circles. 
Upright Chinese citizens in Shanghai should endeavour to 
frustrate these intrigues by traitors, Wang Ching-wel and 
pacifists.



Morning Leader (editorial) s*

PRINCIPAL OBJECT OF PEOPLE *S SPIRITUAL MOBILIZATION J 
MOVE1ENTIS TO FRUSTRATE ACTIVITIES OF TRAITORS «

The principles end measures governing the 
People’s Spiritual Mobilization Movement» drawn up by the 
Fifth Plenary Session of the Kuomintang and promulgated by 
the Netional Government, will be enforced throughout China 
prior to May !• Commencing from May 1 all official 
organs, public bodies, schools, shops, factories and 
families must hold monthly meetings to study whether the 
individuals concerned have observed or violated the 
General Principles governing Citizens of Chinese Republic.

The four million Chinese citizens in 
Shanghai will, as from to-day, conduct a propaganda week 
of the People’s Spiritual Mobilization Movement. As 
friends of China and sympathizing fol th her war of 
resistance and earnestly wishing her final victory,, we 
sincerely offer some views to the upright and gallant 
Chinese citizens*

Whet is the principal duty of the Chinese 
psople in the present movement? It is a duty directed 
against traitors, particularly against the intrigues of 
traitors to bring about peace.

General Chiang Kai-shek has said that among 
the plots to ruin China, the first thing the Japanese 
militarists desire is the destruction of the national 
spirit of the Chinese people. The principal object of 
the People's Spiritual Mobilization Movement is to frustrate 
the olots of the Japanese imperialists to enslave China. 
To conquer China by force of arms is costing Ji pen heavily 
and so far it has met with little success, whilst Japan 
now fully realizes that the attempt is becoming hopelessi 
On this account, the Japanese militarists are utilizing 
Chinese to ruin China in the hope of breaking up China's 
unity and to cause the war of resistance to come to end 
through internal strife. Traitors such as Wang Ching-wei 
and others are faithfully working to bring this cruel plot 
to successful conclusion*

In Shanghai, the Central China Liaison Office 
of the Japanese Asia Rehabilitation Department is working 
in close co-operation with Wang Ching-wei’s followers in 
buying over publications, news agencies and vacillating 
elements to be found in labour, business and cultural 
circles. We must not overlook such activities.

To-day Shanghai has became a centre of plotting 
by Japanese imperialists and traitors; their activities are 
very noticeable in political, economic and cultural circles. 
Upright Chinese citizens in Shanghai should endeavour to 
frustrate these intrigues by traitors, Wang Ching-wei and 
pacifists*



I

April 19, 1939. Morning Translation

Standard and other local newspapers ?-

PEOPLE'S SPIRITUAL MOBILIZATION PROPAGANDA^ EEK

To-day is the propaganda day for peasants, 
labourers and merchants of the People's Spiritual Mobiliza
tion Propaganda Week. All official organs, public bodies, 
shops, schools, factories and residences in this locality 
will hoist the national flags to-day as a sign of their 
faithful observance of the People's Spiritual Mobilization. 
Apart from accelerating the work for the formation of branch 
associations, the People's Spiritual Mobilization 
Associations of Peasants, Labourers and Merchants will 
to-day send a joint telegram to General Chiang Kai-shek 
and the officers and men at the front offering them their 
respects and celebrating the new victories scored in the
general offensive, A circular telegram will also be 
addressed to the people throughout the country urging them 
to concentrate their strength, both financially and 
materially, in order to prepare for the reconstruction 
of the country.

The Telegram to General Chiang Kei-phek

"The people greatly rejoice over the repeated 
victories scored by our soldiers in the general offensive. 
The Chinese people in Shanghai are gratified and encouraged 
by the speech delivered by you through the radio on April 17 
and pledge to place at your disposal their entire strength 
for the reconstruction of the country.

The Shanghai Various Ciroles Spiritual 
Mobilization Association,
The Shanghai Peasants Spiritual 
Mobilisation Association,
The Shanghai labourers spiritual

* Mobilization Association,
The Shanghai Merchants Spiritual
Mobilization Association."

Circular Telegram Addressed to People Throughout 
the Country

"The war of resistance has entered its last 
stage and final victory is in sight. However, as the 
date of final victory approaches, our task becomes harder 
while the enemy will increase his intrigues. We all must 
be determined to make every sacrifice in order to overthrow
the brutal enemy and to recover our lost territory.

"Our supreme leader, General Chiang Kai-shek, 
recently promulgated a set of principles governing the 
People's Spiritual Mobilization. The people have 
warmly supported the movemeni/Mre ready to struggle against 
the enemy to the bitter end. The peasants, labourers and 
merchants irt Shanghai have organized their respective 
Spiritual Mobilization Associations and pledge to place



their entire strength at the disposai of our leader and 
government. It is hoped that the people will rise in 
support of the movement and will regard selfishness as a 
humiliation and sacrifice as an honour.

The Shanghai Various Circles Spiritual 
Mobilization Association. 
The Shanghai Peasants Spiritual 
Mobilization Association* 
The Shanghai Labourers Spiritual 
Mobilization Association* 
The Shanghai Merchants Spiritual 
Mobilization Association.

Peasants Spiritual Mobilization Association Formed

The other day various peasant bodies in Shanghai 
held a meeting at a certain place* Several tens of 
leaders of local peasant bodies were present. The 
following resolutions were passed s-

(1) That a Peasants Spiritual Mobilization 
Association be formed.

(2) That a comnittee of 27 members be appointed.
(3) That a manifesto on the inauguration of the 

association be issued.
(4) That a circular telegram addressed to 

peasants throughout the country be Issued urging them 
to make a concentrated effort.

(5) That promoters for the organization of 
branch associations be appointed.
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and begs bo forward herewith the following documents relative to the

subject referred to above

1. Copy of a Pollo« ratport«
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3.
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CONTOSngXAL Special Branch.

April 1®, 1939

Articles Concerning Mattonai Spiritual Mobilization

Propaganda Week Appearing in the foreign Omed Chinese Press

Mr« wa of H.BJU. Consolate-General was interviewed

on April 16 whan it tms pointed oat to him that the Japanese 

authorities jaigixt take grave exception to ar tic lea oono earning 

a propaganda week appearing in the local foreign owned Chinese 

Press« Mr. Stord stated that he would bring the natter to 

the notice of the C nsul-General with the suggestion that the 

British cwners of papers be rogues ted by Consulate-

General to «dit propaganda of thia kind« Mr« ford added that 

he would also suggest that the fir it! ah owners be also forbidden 

to use the words ’«nawy”, puppet, XX, ®te«

Mr« Tenney of the Anar lean Consulate-General 

was interviewed, on the same day and stallar 

representations nafte to hia« Mr. Tenney stated* that 

he would bring the alter to the notise of the Consul-General«

Certified true 0^*

CHY/
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REPORT

fSHA^mWIPALffiUCE
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S. a REG4MTRY
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Jfc.ti.cles ..c.Qnc.e.r.nina.jfeppaganda Veek appearing: ini the....... .........

f. or. e i gn ..owned.. Chiu e.a e. ?r e s a ...................................................................

Made//...................and..... Forwarded by.

Regarding the query of the Coranissioner of 

Police on the attached report» Mr. Ford of H.B.M. 

Consulate-General was interviewed on April 16 when 

it was pointed out to him that the Japanese authorities 

might take grave exception to articles concerning a 

propaganda week appearing in the local foreign owned 

Chinese Press* Mr. Ford stated that he would bring 

the matter to the notice of the Consul-General with 

the suggestion that the British owners of papers be 

requested by H.B.M. Consulate-General to omit propaganda 

of this kind. Mr. Ford added that he would also 

suggest that the British owners be also forbidden to 

use the words "enemy,* puppet, XX, etc.

Mr. Tenney of the American Consulate-General 

was interviewed on the same day and similar 

representations made to him. Mr. Tenney stated that 

he would bring the matter to the notice of the Consul- 

General.

D. C. (Special Branch)



April 17, 1939. Morning Translation. H

Shun Pao and other local newspapers •'

TSB PROPAGANDA VffiEK NOR NATIONAL SPIRITUAL KOBILIZA^Q^- 

The propaganda week for national ff-S’/''' p* 
spiritual mobilization will be observed throughow^/ p,?^ 
the country from to-day up to April 23» The Heal quarters 
of the local Various Circles’ National Spiritua 1 
Mobilization Association has drawn up a programme nr B 
arrangements and dates of propaganda for observance 
by the various circles in Shanghai.

As to-day is general propaganda day, the 
Headquarters has issued a manifesto and sent out a 
circular telegram addressed to the people throughout 
the country*

The following are the arrangements relating 
to propaganda

(1) The propaganda week for the national 
spiritual mobilization in the second stage of the war 
of resistance will be held from April 17 to April 23.

(2) The arrangements for this propaganda 
week are as follows:-

(a) April 17: General Propaganda Day.
(b) April 18: Propaganda Day for the

residents.
(c) April 19» Propaganda Day for peasants,

workers and commercial 
circles.

(d) April 20» Propaganda Day for
educational circles.

(e) April 21: Propaganda Day for cultural
circles.

(f) April 22: Propaganda Day for
professional circles*

(g) April 23: Propaganda Day for wanen’e
circles.

(3) Throughout this propaganda week, the 
parties responsible should energetically undertake the 
following works-

la) To persuade the people connected with 
the parties concerned to take part in the formation 
of branches of the National Spiritual Mobilization 
Association.

(b) To urge all residents in Shanghai
to take an oath to observe the general principles 
governing citizens of the Republic of Chins;.

(c) To call a meeting of members of 
respective branches and the National Spiritual 
Mobilization Associations of the various cirlces 
concerned.

(d) To detail members to deliver speeches 
on the general principles of the national spiritual 
mobilization amongst their respective trench 
associations ao as to bring the enforcement of 
these principles jointly, while all educational 
institutions, including universities, middle end

1 w v primary schools, etc. should promote among the 
students a general education about the national 
spiritual mobilization.



April 17, 1939 Morning Translation

(e) The headmen of villages, the directors 
of factories, the managers of commercial concerns, 
the principals of schools, the heads of families, 
etc. should urge their people to observe the 
principles of the national spiritual mobilization.

(4) All jpublic bodies should print as many 
copies as possible?-the principles of the national 
spiritual mobilization and the measures governing their 
enforcement so as to bring about a wide circulation among 
the people. The copies should be in book forms.

(5) All newspapers should publish special 
editions on national spiritual mobilization.

(6) The following are the slogans of this 
propaganda week»-

(a) The nation should come first before 
everything else.

(b) Military affairs and victory should 
come first in all matters.

(o) Concentrate our thoughts and strength.

Open Letter Addressed to Chinese Residents of She n&el

The Shanghai Various Circles'Ratio*'aL 
Spiritual Mobilization Association has issu'd the following 
open letter addressed to Chinese residents in Shanghai 

"At the present time when the Chinese forces 
have launched a general offensive, there is much 
significance in our holding a propaganda week for 
natioral spiritual mobilization. We bring the following 
three points to the notice of Chinese residents in the 
hope that they will observe them
(1) The regulations governing the national spiritual 
mobilization cover everything. They are applicable
to the present stage of China's war of resistance. They 
may also be regarded as a standard for the reconstruction 
of the country. Local residents should study these 
regulations} they should place the interests of the 
nation above everything else. We should concentrate 
our mind and our strength. It we can unify the mind 
and the strength of our 450,000,000 brethren, we will 
surely overcome our atrocious enemy and become a powerful 
factor in the peace of the world.
(2) The regulations governing the national spiritual 
mobilization give directions for the conduct of the 
people. We must correct our improper ways of living 
and abandon selfishness.

After Shanghai became isolated, a small 
Suction of the people have behaved as if they had 
boon deprived of protection. The spirit of the people 
will become depressed if this be allowed to continue 
and it will be harmful to the war of resistance of China. 
Hereafter we must give up all sots of corruption and 
work for the reconstruction of the country.
(3) In view of the failure of its military invasion, 
the enemy is planning political intrigues and is 
utilizing undesirables to obstruct our war of rtsi stance. 
Rebel Vang Ching-Wei, who had acquired spacial knowledge 
from the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen, should ba doing his



utmost for the country, yet he is now conspiring with 
th a enemy and has surrendered* He must be disowned 
by the people throughout the country* Insteed of 
repenting, he has secretly sent his followers to Shanghai 
to undertake certain activities, The Chinese residents 
in Shenghai should impose the/severe punishment on 
such evil-deer a, wipe out their activities and their 
plots, so that traitors will not be in a position to 
exist in Chinese territory*

"The above three points should be observed 
by our brethren in Shanghai•"
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The contents of the attached, newspaper !® 
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General Chiang: Kai-shek Broadcast on Labour Day.
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and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject» referred to above

1. Copy of Police report<

2.

3.

4.

5.



Special Branch

Kay 5, 1939.

General Chians Kai-shek Broadcast cm Labour Day

With reference to the articles appearing in the 

foreign registered Chinese Press on the subject of 

General Chiang Kai-shek’s broadcast, MT. Ford of the 

H.B.M. Consulate-General was interviewed on the morn

ing of May 3« Mr. Ford stated that he had taken up 

the matter with the editors concerned and that further 

notion night be taken.

Mr. Tenney of the American Consulate-General 

stated that he would bring the articles to the notice 

of ths Consul-General.

csrtifisd wj copy.

CHY/.
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General Chiang Kai-shek Broadcast on Lao our Bay—

Made !/■/. and .Forwarded by. Da 3. McKeown

With reference to the articles appearing in the 

foreign registered Chinese Press on the subject of 

General Chiang Kai-shek’s broadcast» Mra Mord of HaBaMa 

Consulate-General was interviewed on the morning of 

May 3a to* Mord stated that he had taken up the matter 

with the editors concerned and that further action 

might be takena

Mr. Tenney of the American Consulate-General 

stated that he would bring the articles to the notice 

of the Consul-Generala



SHANGHAI EVENING POST A MERCURI 05G

MAY 4 1989

BRITISH OWNED JOURNALS
PRINT CHIANG’S MESSAGE

The Morning Leader and the 
Yih Pao resumed publication today 
after their one-day voluntary sus
pension for protest . . . and they 
both carried Chiang Kai-shek’s 

rMay Day speech.
The two British-owned Chinese 

I language journals had been re
quested by the British CbftsuiaXe» 
General not to publish the speech 
So the management suspended 
publication for one day as a pro-

Yesterday the American-owned 
vernacular papers carried the 
speech. In the afternoon the 
management of the two British 
papers informed the British Con
sulate-General that the papers 
would reappear the next day, and 
would run the speech.

The management pointed out 
that the American-owned dailies 
had appeared with the text, and 
that if the two British papers did 
not publish it. or if they published 
just a part of it, they would suffer 
both in the esteem of the com- 
rnunity and also financially,
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CHINA PRESS.

MAY 2 1939 0^58

oen. Chiang Appeals 
To Masses To Start
Spiritual Mobilization

Night-Lifers Here And 
In Hongkong Severely 

Criticized

CHINESE URGED TO 
QUIT GAY LIFE

This article under the

Asks All To Take Oath 
To Carry Out “Ten 

Commandments”
heading "General Chiang Kai- 
shek's Broadcast on Labour 
Day” appears in the following 
Chinese language newspapers 
today, May 2 :•

1. Sin Wan Pao
2» Ta Mei Pao
3» Chinese-American Daily News 
4» News Digest
5» Morning Leader
6. Kuo Chi Jih Pao

(United Press)
CHUNGKING, May 1.—General

issimo Chiang Kai-shek tonight 
appealed to all Chinese in Japanese 
occupied areas in China to re
double their efforts to serve their 

I country. k
The military leader of the nation 

made a nation-wide radio broadcast 
on the occasion of the first Monthly 
Meeting of the National Spiritual 
Mobilization movement which he 
►recently launched when he mapped 
out pointe for Chinese to follow in 
this program.

He said that today is Labor Day 
and at the same time it marked the 
first day for the enforcement of 
spiritual mobilization.

Because of this coincidence in 
dates, he said, he desired to utilize 
the opportunity to call on the Chin
ese people in Japanese occupied 
areas and urge them to make a new 
start from today.

To Eradicate Defects
He asked them to examine their 

own spiritual defects and try to 
eradicate them«

What they^have done in the past 
could not be undone, he said, but 
he urged them, from today, to take 
a pledge that they would make 

i every effort to become new men 
spiritually.

He also appealed to them to en
force the rul^s recently outlined in 
the National Spiritual Mobilization, 
program such as to halt aiding the 
iJapanese, and to contribute to the 
war chest.

.-S3.--.”, & • . ■
The Generalissimo severely 

criticized the Chinese in Hong
kong and Shanghai who indulg
ed in gay night life and con
tinually visited cabarets and 
amusement places.

He pointed out that the Chin
ese who visited the dance halls 
or amusement spots in.Shang
hai and Hongkong and enjoyed 
life and spent money are neg
lecting their duty to their 
country.

He appealed to such Chinese 
to put an immediate halt to 
such practices and hereafter pay 
more attention to mobilizing 
themselves spiritually and help
ing their country during a cri
tical time.

He asked them to take an 
oath today to follow the na
tional spiritual mobilization pro- 
gram<



>

Should Take O'ath
Generalissimo Chiang said that 

all Chinese should take the 
oath to carry out the ten command
ments of the national spiritual mo
bilization which prohibit Chinese 
from breaking the three Principles, 
being traitors, breaking any Gov
ernment orders, hurting .the inter
ests of the Chinese people, taking 
orders from Japanese or “puppet” 
groups, joining the Japanese army 
or the forces of dhe new Chinese 
regimes, supplying information to 
the Japanese, working for the Jap
anese or accepting Japanese con
trolled tender.

New Life Fund Presented

A fund of $2,465,006 collected by 
the New Life Movement during a 
recent campaign commemorating 
¡the movement’s fifth anniversary 
was presented to the Government 
to aid the war of resistance against 
Japan. Colonel j. L. Huang, head 

j of the New Life Movement, pre- 
| sented the money to Dr. H. H. Kung. 
; Generalissimo Chiang before his 
radio address lighted a torch mount
ed on a huge pagoda which then 
was carried at the head of a mon
ster torchlight parade through the 
streets of the capital. As many as 
10,000 persons participated In the 
parade.



Special Branch, May 2, 1939.

Commiesloner»

Sir,

Chiang Kaj-ehek'a Broadcast on Labour Day

While I hold the Opinion that this article in the 

Chinese press is propaganda and undesirable, it can 

hardly bo termed inciting or likely to react to the 

detriment of peace and order in the Settlement«

I do not think the publication of this broadoast 

calls for action beyond a warning that the Council 

considers it most undesirable in these rather trying 

times« One of the papers concerned, the “5in Van Pae”, 

a good old conservative daily, has at all times given 

the Police every cooperation and I am sure that it would 

fall in with any Council requirements or suggestions«



Sin Wnn Pao and other local newspapers (Chungking telegram)» >...\
* Xc '

W3f(HM) QXWfr SHIM KAI-SHEK*3 BROADCAST ON LAB CUR DAY t (->?

At 0 p.m. May 1* General Chiang Kai-shek J*’"*” 
broadcasted the following address»- LP^4

•To-day is the day on whioh we are starting*”* 
the national spiritual mobilization» It is Labour Day» y 
I would like to take thia opportunity to arouse the efforts 
of our brethren living in the areas under the control of 
the enemy. 5)

"China is face to face with a most dangerous 
crisis* and the war of resistance has reached its most 
serious stage» The war has been going on for 22 months) | 
the path of China*s road to final victory is clearly 
indicated. The atrocious enemy is intensifying its

efforts to conquer China) therefore» we must not relax 
our vigilance.

•The month of May contains many anniversaries 
of national humiliation due to the invasion of China by 
the enemy» Every Chinese citizen must make up his mind 
to-day to wipe out all these humiliations* I am 
seriously concerned With the fate of our brethren living 
in the occupied areas» Whenever I hear a report that j
our brethren in occupied areas have killed an enemy or 
burned enemy goods* I am very.glad because the effect of I I 
the killing of one enemy soldier in the rear is greater I | 
than the killing of one hundred enemy soldiers at the 1
front» Our brethren in these areas should therefore i ’
resist the enemy and refrain from co-operating with the I 
enemy»

•I hope that all Chinese living in the 
foreign Concessions in Tientsin* Shanghai* Hankow* etc. 
and in Hongkong and abroad will bear in mind the humiliations 
of China» It pains me to hear reports by Chinese and 
foreigners coming from Shanghai* Tientsin and Hankow 
that Chinese youths living in the foreign Concessions are 
indulging in dancing and other suchlike amusements»

•In order to raise the status of China*
our brethren must observe the regulations governing the 
national spiritual mobilization. We must refrein 
from»»
1) violating the Three Principles of the People*
2) violating the Government's orders*
3) acting contrary to the interests of China and the 

people*
4) becoming traitors or obedient to the enemy*
5) participating in any traitorous organizations*
6) becoming officers or soldiers for the enemy or traitors
7) acting as guides for the enemy or traitors*
8) gathering information for the enemy or traitors* 
9J working for the enemy or traitors*

10) using banknotes of puppet banks established by the 
enemy or traitors*

11) buying enemy goods*
12) selling provisions etc. to the enemy or traitors»

"At this time when the war of resistance has 
reached a critical stage* all Chinese* whether at the 
front er in the real*: or living in occupied areas* must 
observe the national spiritual mobilization.*



DAILY REPORT OF

8.40 am. From R.U.(W). Search parties will move off at 8.45 am. 
(Returned at 11.20 an)

11.32 an. From OR. Armed robbery reported in progress in Lo Ah 
Taung, off Connaught Rd. A party of Police attending. 
(Circulated)
(Cancelled by GR at 11.57 am - False Alarm)

2.22 pm. From C. Between 1.35 pm and 2.05 pm today 4 mon 1 armed 
entered *4 Canton Rd and stole cash amount at present ?
No shots. No arrests. Shanghai dialect. (Circulated)

5.30 pm. From C.P. to D.C.(Sp.Br.). Please let me have your views 
on press cutting of today's Sin Wan Pao and papers in 
regard to General Chiang Kai Shek's speech. Secretary of 
S.M.C., Mr.Phillips inclined to regard this as propaganda 
and not news. He fools action should bo taken against 
these pepere. (Mr.T.Robertson informed)

*•45 pm. From R.U.(W)■ Search parties will move off new. 
(Returned at 8.05 pm)

7.52 pm. Frau PR. At about 7.3o pm today * men 4 armed entered 
4731 Robison Rd and stole cash amount at present 7 No 
shots. No arrests. Kempe dialect. (Circulated)

8.15 pm. From L. At ®.35 pm today 3 mon all armed entered No.7 
Pakhoi Rd and stole property total value about $300.00. 
No shots. No arrests. Shanghai * Northern dialects. 
(Circulated)

8.35 pm. From a male Chinese at Te.No.31384. Asking for the service 
of Police at No.8^'194 Cordon Rd whore a serious fighting 
is going on. (B'Woll informed)

9.50 ps. From or. At *.00 pm t oday 3 mon 2 armed held up a male 
Chinese on Chingwa Rd near Haiphong Rd and robbed him of 
$17.00, a Police whistle and Police Tel.Key. No shots. 
No arrests. Shantung dialect.

At 8.45 pm today 6 men 1 armed hold up a male 
Chinese on Ferry Rd near Nepal Rd and robbed him of $24.00. 
No shots. NO arroato. Shanghai dialect. (Circulated)

9.58 pm. From YR. At 9.00 am today 3 Btt 2 armed entered 440 Dalny 
Rd and etolo cash $12.00. No ehota. No arrests.
Shanghai dialect. (Circulated)

11.45 pm. From Gr. At about 10.10 pm today 5 mon 1 armed entered 
No.*3 Singapore Rd O.O.L. and stole money $120.00. No 
shots. No arrests. Kompo dialect. (Circulated)

For information t** 
Messages received ro Japanese 
movements on Soocthow Creek t~ NIL

X < 22 Ambulance Calls.
, J v, 9 Fire Oalls.
I *k
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MARSHAL CHIANG»S BROADCAST

LABOUR DAY, MAY 1st

With reference to your telephone query

I attach opinion of D.C. (Spoetai Branch)

The undesirable portions are those referring 

to "Spiritual Mobilisation", "atrocious enemy", "Killing 

of enemy soldiers", etc.

Personally, I think this difficult question 

can only be decided by ordering the Chinose language 

papers to refrain from publishing any speeches, or 

manifestos emanating from the National Government and 

having reference to the hostilities or to Political 

caapaigns.

This speech is an excellent Illustration of 

the merging of Neva and Propaganda*



SHANGHAI MUNI'IFAL RBfcIC:’

REPORT

The Commissioner.

Sir»

Chiang Kai-shek’s Broadcast on Labour Day.

While I hold the opinion that this article 

in the Chinese press is propaganda and undesirable, 

it can hardly be termed inciting or likely to react 

to the detriment of peace and order in the Settlement.

I do not think the publication of this broadcast 

calls for action beyond a warning that the Council con

siders it most undesirable in these rather trying times. 

One of the papers concerned, the "Sin Wan Pao", a good 

old conservative daily, has at all times given the Police 

every cooperation and I am sure that it would fall in 

with any Connell requirements or suggestions.

(SGD.) TEOS. ROBERTSON,
yv

f(Special Branch'



Special Branch, May 2, 1939.

Commissioner.

Sir,

Chiang Kai-shek*s Broadcast on Labour Day

While I hold the dpinion that this article in the 

Chinese press is propaganda and undesirable, it can 

hardly be termed inciting or likely to react to the 

detriment of peace and order in the Settlement.

I do not think the publication of this broadcast 

calls for action beyond a warning that the Council 

considers it most undesirable in these rather trying 

times. One of the papers concerned, the "Sin Wan Pao*, 

a good old conservative daily, has at all times given 

the Police every cooperation and I am sure that it would 

fall in with any Council requirements or suggestions.

D. C. (Special Branch)



May 2» 1939 Morning Translation

Sin Shun Pao (Japanese owned Chinese language newspaper)*

"INSINCERITY OF THE 8*M*C* »JAPANESE SHOULD AWT 
" V ygw MBA3UBB3*

Mr.yiura* the Japanese Consul-Gen erm* has on 
several occasions made strong requests of tbm Settlement 
authorities to suppress the anti»Japanese^newspapers In 
the Settlement arid the national spirituajrmobilization 
movement) to take Adequate steps to dess wit.'* the hoisting 
of national flags and to effect the a/ppression of anti
Japanese elements whdkare planning ira carry out certain 
activities in the montltof May* yr

On May 1» the anniversary of the International 
Labour Day* Chinese flagKwere/displayed all over the 
Settlement* Chinese larigua^e newspapers such as the 
"Morning Leader" and the "Sj^indard" criticised the request 
of the Japanese Consul-General,while handbills of a strong 
anti-Japanese nature werafclis\eminated in the main part 
of Nanking Road* TheJsction\?f \the S.M*C* in appointing
Chinese and foreign policemen, ahd xot Japanese members 
of the Police Force,yror patrol dbAjr on the streets on 
May 1 constitutes sufficient proof^f the Council's 
insincerity and disregard of the demands made by the 
Japanese authorities* \\

According to information friptn other quarters» 
certain prisoners are reported to have oàrçmitted suicide 
as a result cdr non-coopérât ion between theWkpanese police 
officers on /She one hand and the ant 1 - Jap aneeà elements 
among the Chinese and foreign policemen on tn^ other. 
The non-cflpperatIon with the Japanese has expoaed to the 
public the Council’s lack of sincerity* \\

// The anniversary of International LabWx Day 
passed/off with comparative quiet when compared with'former 
occasions. No anti-Japanese activities occurred because 
theyoapanese Gendarmerie has effected the arrest of 
imoortant anti-Japanese bandits who were hiding in the 
Foreign Settlements* Should anti-Japanese elements 

^become active* the Japanese authorities will find it 
necessary to take new measures*

Sin Wqn Pao and other local newspapers (Chungking telegram)»
R4L CHIANG KAI-SHBK'S BROADCAST ON 1.ABOUR PAX

At 0 p*m« May 1* General Chiang Kai-shek 
broadcasted the following address*-

To-day is the day on which we are starting 
the national spiritual mobilization* It is Labour Day* 
I would like to take this opportunity to arouse the efforts 
of our brethren living in the areas under the control of 
the enemy*

"China is face to face with a most dangerous 
crisis* and the war of resistance has reached its most 
serious stage. The war has been going on for 22 months) 
the path of China's road to final victory is clearly 
indicated* The atrocious enemy is intensifying its 



May 2, 1939 Morning Translation.

efforts to conquer Chinaj therefore» we must not relax 
our vigilance.

•»The month of May contains many anniversaries 
of national humiliation due to the invasion of China by 
the enemy. Every Chinese citizen must make up his mind 
to-day to wipe out all these humiliations. I am 
seriously concerned with the fate of our brethren living 
in the occupied areas. Whenever I hear a report that 
our brethren in occupied areas have killed an enemy or 
burned enemy goods, I am very glad because the effect of 
the killing of^one enemy soldier in the rear is greater 
than the killing of one hundred enemy soldiers at the 
front. Our brethren in these areas should therefore 
resist the enemy and refrain from co-operating with the 
enemy*

•l hope that all Chinese living in the 
foreign Concessions in Tientsin, Shanghai, Hankow, etc* 
and in Hongkong and abroad will bear in mind the humiliations 
of China* It pains me to hear reports by Chinese and 
foreigners coming from Shanghai, Tientsin and Hankow 
that Chinese youths living in the foreign Concessions are 
indulging in dancing and other suchlike amusements*

"In order to raise the status of China, 
our brethren must observe the regulations governing the 
national spiritual mobilization. We must refrrin 

.frcms-
1) violating the Three frinoiples of the People,
2) violating the Government's orders,
3) acting contrary to the interests of China and the 

people,
4) becoming traitors or obedient to the enemy,
5) participating in any traitorous organizations,
6) becoming officers or soldiers for the enemy or traitors,
7) acting as guides for the enemy or traitors,
8) gathering information for the enemy or traitors,
9) working for the enemy or traitors,

10) using banknotes of puppet banks established by the 
enemy or traitors,

11) buying enemy goods,
12) selling provisions etc. to the enemy or traitors.

"At/this time when the war of resistance has 
reoehed a critical stage* all Chinese, whether at the 
front or in the rear,, or living in occupied areas, must 
observe the national spiritual mobilization.*

Sun Pao ), a mosquito paper, dated April 30,
published the following conment i-

»VBERSONS WHO SPIT*

The Settlement authorities have posted up 
many notices advising people not to spit. However, the 
spitting still goes on freely. Thj^r is the same as in 
the case of the prohibitioin£o urinate in alleyways. 
The Chinese have a habit of sWA^ing or urinating 
everywhere and it seems diffJAflSiZ for them to correct 
these bad habits at once.

If a polioe^n happenKto be at the 
entrance of a little aUreyway, nobodyStill dare to urinate. 
As for spitting, one mill spit in the presence of a 
sergeant as if the of spitting is appfb^d by the 
Sa Ms Vo jfr

We hope^the authorities will punish persons who 
spit.



8 am 2/5/39 to 8 am 3/5/39.

□ ' r- j
DAILY REPORT OF IMPORTANT MESSAGES PASSING THROUGH C.C.R.

8.40 am. From R.U.(w). ¡Search parties will move off at 8.45 am. 
(Returned at 11.20 am)

11.32 am. From OR. Armed robbery reported in progress in Lo Ah 
Taung, off Connaught Rd. A party of Police attending. 
(Circulated)
( Cancelled by GR at 11.57 am - False Alam)

2.22 pm. From C. Between 1.35 pm and 2.05 pm today 4 mon 1 armed 
entered 64 Canton Rd and stole cash amount at present ?
No shots. No arrests. Shanghai dialect. (Circulated)

From C.P. to D.C.(Sp«Br.). please let mo have your views 
jon press cutting of today's Sin Wn Pae and papers in 
Iregard to General Chiang Kai Shek’s speech. Secretary of 
(S.tf.C., Mr.Phillips inclined to regard this as propaganda 

■land not news, 
these papers.

Ro fools action should be taken against 
(Mr.T.Robertson informed)

From R.U.(W)- 
(Returned at 8.05 pm)

Search parties vili mows off now.

7.52 pm. From PR. At about 7.30 pm today 6 mon 4 armed entered 
4731 Robison Rd and stole cash amount at present T Mo 
shots. No arrests. Kompo dialect. (Circulated)

8.15 pm. From L. At 6.35 pm today 3 men all armed entered No.7 
Pakhoi Rd and stole property total value about $300.00. 
Mo shots. No arrests. Shanghai * Northern dialects. 
(Circulated)

8.35 pa. Fran a male Chinese at Te.No.31384. Asking for the service 
Of Peli co at No.82/194 Gordon Rd where a serious fighting 
io going on. (Well inform*)

9.50 pm.

Br.) 9.58 pa.

From GR. At *.00 pm t oday 3 non * armed hold up a male 
Chinese on Chingwa Rd near Hniptmg Rd and robbed him of 
*17.00t a Police whistle and police Tol.ROy. No shots. 
Me arrests, shantung dialect.

At 8.45 pm today * men 1 armed held up a male 
Chinese on Ferry Rd near Maps* Rd and robbed him of *24.00. 
Mo shots. Mo arrests. Shanghai dialect. (Circulated)

From YR. At 9.00 pm today 3 non 2 armed entered 440 Dalny 
Rd and stole cash *12.00. Wo chete. Mo arresto.
Shanghai dialect. (Circulated)

11.45 pa. fren Or. At about 10.10 pn today 5 non 1 armed entered 
No.63 Singapore Rd 0.0. L. and stelo money *120.00. No 
shots. No arrests. KCmpo dialect. (Circulated)

For infomation i»
Messages rosei rod re Japanese 
mowenonts on Foochow Creek »- MIL 
23 imbuíanse Calls.
• Fire Calls.



May 2, 1939 Morning Translation.

Sin Shun Pao (Japanese owned Chinese language newspaper)» 

"INSINCERITY OP THE S*M*C* > JAPANESE SHOULD ADOPT
NEW MEASURES"

Mr. Miura» the Japanese Consul-General» has on 
several occasions made strong requests jst the Settlement 
authorities to suppress the anti-Japanese newspapers in 
the Settlement and the national spiritual mobilization 
movement» to take adequate steps to ¿Seal with the hoisting 
of national flags and to effect tha/suppression of anti
Japanese elements who are planning/to carry out certain 
activities in the month of May* /

On May 1» the anniversary of the International 
labour Day» Chinese flags were displayed all over the 
Settlement* Chinese language newspapers such as the 
"Morning Leader" and the "Standard* criticised the request 
of the Japanese Cdnaul-QenterXn while hahdbills of a strong 
anti-Japanese nature were disseminated in the main part 
of Nanking Road* The ac/ion of the S*M*C* in appointing 
Chinese and foreign policemen» and not Japanese members 
of the Police Force» for/patrol duty on the streets on 
May 1 constitutes sufficient proof of the Council's 
insincerity and disregard of the demands made by the 
Japanese authorities*/

According to information from other quarters» 
certain prisoners are reported to have committed suicide 
as a result of non Cooperation between the Japanese police 
officers on the one hand and the anti-Japanese elements 
among the Ohinese/and foreign policemen on the other* 
The non-cooperat/on with the Japanese has exposed to the 
public the Coun/il's lack of sincerity*

The anniversary of International Labour Day 
passed off wit/n comparative quiet when compared with former 
occasions* /No anti-Japanese activities occurred because 
the Japanese' Gendarmerie has effected the arrest of 
important enti-Japanese bandits who were hiding in the 
Foreign Settlements* Should anti-Japanese elements 
become adtive» the Japanese authorities will find it 
necessary to take new measures*

Sin Wnn Rao and other local newspapers (Chungking telegram)»

GENERAL CHTANG KAI-3HWS BROADCAST ON LABOUR DAY

At 8 p*m. May 1» General Chiang Kai-shek 
broadcasted the following addresss-

•»To-day is the day on which we are starting 
the national spiritual mobilization. It is labour Day* 
I would like to take this opportunity to arouse the efforts 
of our brethren living in the areas under the control of 
the enemy*

"China is face to face with a most dangerous 
crisis« and the war of resistance has reached its most 
serious stage* The war has been going on for 22 months* 
the path of China's road to final victory is clearly 
indicated* The atrocious enemy is intensifying its



May 2, 1939 Morning Translation

efforts to conquer Chinn; therefore» we must not relax 
our vigilance.

"The month of May contains many anniversaries 
of national humiliation due to the invasion of Chinn by 
the enemy. Every Chinese citizen muet make up his mind 
to-day to wipe out nil these humiliations. I am 
seriously concerned with the fate of our brethren living 
in the occupied areas. Whenever I hear a report that 
our brethren in occupied areas have killed an enemy or 
burned enemy goods, I am very glad because the effect of 
the killing of one enemy soldier in the rear is greater 
than the killing of one hundred enemy soldiers at the 
front. Our brethren in these areas should therefore 
resist the enemy and refrain from co-operating with the 
enemy.

*1 hope that all Chinese living in the 
foreign Concessions in Tientsin, Shanghai» Hankow, etc* 
and in Hongkong and abroad will bear in mind the humiliations 
of China. It pains me to hear reports by Chinese and 
foreigners coming from Shanghai* Tientsin and Hankow 
that Chinese youths living in the foreign Concessions are 
indulging in dancing and other suchlike amusements.

"In order to raise the status of China, 
our brethren must observe the regulations governing the 
national spiritual mobilization. We must refrrin 
from»-
1) violating the Three Principles of the People, 
2} violating the Government’s orders,
3) acting contrary to the interests of China and the 

people,
4) becoming traitors or obedient to the enemy,
5) participating in any traitorous organizations,
6) beearning officers or soldiers for the enemy or traitors,
7) acting as guides for the enemy or traitors,
81 gathering information for the enemy or traitors,
9) working for the enemy or traitors,

10) using banknotes of puppet banks established by the 
enemy or traitors,

11) buying enemy goods,
12) selling provisions etc. to the enemy or traitors.

"At this time when the war of resistance has 
renwhed a critical stage, all Chinese, whether at the 
front or in the rear., or living in occupied areas, must 
observe the nations! spiritual mobilization.*

Sun Pao • a mosquito paper, dated April 30,
published the following comment I-

"PERSONS WHO SPIT*
•

The Settl^dient authorities have posted up 
many notices advising people not to spit. However, the 
spitting still goes ori freely. This is the same as in 
the case of the prohibition to urinate in alleyways. 
The Chinese have a/habit of spitting or urinating 
everywhere and it seems difficult for them to correct 
these bad habita/at once.

If a policeman happens to be at the 
entrance of a/little alleyway, nobody will dare to urinate. 
As for spitting, one will spit in the presence of a 
sergeant as/if the act of spitting is approved by the
3.M.C.  /

^we hope the authorities will punish persons who 
spit.
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FILE NO....P.9133/3

SUBJECT:

Educational Circles’ National Spiritual
General Mobilization Association
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t

OFFICE FILE NO.

Zung Chow Vocational Evening School - suspecte« 
member of.

I D9166/6

INSTRUCTIONS SEE OVER
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Dati.
tubipri Sh^n^iai Municipality Educational Circle's National Spiritual 

General Hob i’l izatibn’AssbcTat'ibn’ -'Eight' students "Of’tile Nieh 
^ihjtoei J^blic School ..for pinene interviewed. .

Made by.......5 ................Forwarded by___ _______ ______________________
----------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- —---------------------------

* ¿.¿A»»;”-1
V>” «»

In continuation of Special Branch report dated 

May 10, 1939, I have to state that the eight students 

of the Nieh Chih Kuei Public School for Chinese, No. 15 

The Bund, who were absent from classes on May 5, 1939, 

the anniversary of the Assumption of Office by the late 

Dr. Sun Yat-sen, were interviewed during the afternoons 

of May 15 and 16, 1939 regarding their movements and 

activities in relation to the organisation. All denied 

being connected with the Shanghai Municipality Educational 

Circle's National Spiritual General Mobilisation 

Association, but, admitted that they knew of its 

existence, and that the movement became known to them 

through the medium of Chinese newspapers. When questioned 

regarding the formation of a Group in the school, they 

stated that they had no knowledge of it as the establish

ment of such a body was contrary to school regulations, 

consequently any attempts to inaugurate a political unit, 

would be immediately suppressed by the faculty and the 

organisers punished.

The students were warned that if in future their 

names came to the notice of the Municipal Police in 

connection with the propogation of political doctrines 

likely to undermine the authority of the Municipal 

Council, drastic measures would be adopted to counteract 

their activities.

D. 8.

D.C. (Special Branch)



P.

F 20/5

18th May, 39.

Superintendent of Education:

May I draw your attention to Notification 

No. 5092, which appears in the Municipal Gasetto of 

May 12, 1939, and relates to the intention of the Council 

to prohibit the conduct of political campaigns in the 

Settlement•

X enclose for your information copies of two 

Police reports dealing with political activities in 

Chinese schools. Would you be good enough to draw the 

attention of those concerned to the fact that the 

Council cannot tolerate the carrying on of political 

propaganda at the present time in schools In the Inter

national Settlement. Should there be further cause 

of complaint, it will become necessary to take the 

drastic action recommended by the Conmisaioner of Police.

Secretary.



s. * D***** .* I0!>. •

J*ay 17, 39.

The Secretary,

S. M. f!»

Ch.Ub!Gc School - Political Activity

I attach a report by Special Branch on the Hwa 

Hwa Middle School vrith cos&ent by Deputy Commissioner 

(Special Branch) on action token.

I suggest S.H.C. Skluci"tional Officers be instruct* 

cd to warn all schools accordingly and if such political 

activity is again revealed in any school or educational 

establishment, the school or establishment be closed.

S<!. K. M. Bourne.

Coamiseicner of Police.
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S«l> Special Branch

May 13» 1939.

National Salvation Propaganda in Hwa. Hwe, Middle School,

.Souza District.

Posters bearing on the "people’s 

spiritual general mobilization* and national salvation 

propaganda are found exhibited in the Hwa Hwa Middle 

School, Lane 384, 4 Foochow Road.

Cnc of the posters has been obtained 

and is translated as follows

"Good Citizenship Rules"

1. Do not violate the "Three people’s Principles".

2. Do not disobey the laws and orders of the Government.

3* Do not act to the detriment of the privileges of the 

nation and trie people.

4. Do not be traitors and "obedient citizens* of the 

enemy.

5. Refrain from Joining the traitorous organizations.

5. Never be officials and soldiers of the enemy and 

traitors.

7. Never be guides of the enemy and traitors.

8. Do not collect information for the ener$ and traitors.

9. Never work for the energy and traitors.

10. Do not circulate the banknotes of the enemy and traitors.

11» Stop buying enemy goods.

12. Stop selling provisions and other necessities to the 
enemy and traitors.

This school is not in receipt of a grant«

in-aid from the SUI.C.



my 1«» 1939

Commissioner.

Sir»

I have had the Principal up and he has given an 

assurance againct his students interesting themselves 

in politics. He was warned that a further offence 

would most likely result in hie sohool being closed. 

The activities of the students will be watched by S.B.

(SD.) T. Robertson
D.C. Special Branch

Certified true copy

JHS/



¿2ay 5 * 193§7ir’SB^ Afternoon Translation*

News Digest :* 

TROUBLE IN A MIDDLE SCHOOL

Owing to the fact that their repeated 
requests for guidance in the observance of the national 
spiritual mobilization movement have been ignored by
the management of the school* the entire body of students 
of the middle school attached to Utopia University have 
held meetings to devise ways and means to accelerate 
this movement*

Considering this * act as a violation 
of the school's rules* the management on April 29 
dismissed four students* while many others were given 
serious demerits in their records*

Dissatisfied with this action, the 
students held a general meeting the same night at which 
it was resolved to request the school management to 
cancel the dismissal and other prohibitions*

A verbal promise was given by the , 
school authorities that no students would be dismissed 
but that other matters would be reserved for further 
discussion*

On Monday last when the four dismissed 
students attended school* they were refused admittance 
by the watchnan* Later the parents of these students 
called at the school to ask for (heir reinstatement* 
but they were refused an interview*

In view of this; the students of the 
school held a second meeting on Tuesday last; As the 
students were assembling for the meeting, police arrived 
at the request of the sohpol mahegemerit and the meeting 
was dissolved* It is said that some Ofy the students 
were arrested* The school has since suspended operations 
end the dispute is still unsettled*



/¿•¿"J?

D.C. Special Branch.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. • 3/,

s • i. v
REPORT 4fcSL>/

Subject National Salvation Propaganda in Hwa Hwa Middle School, 

Louza Di striet.........

Made by B.l«X • .. K.a o Ye n-k e n Forwarded by.

Posters bearing on the ’’people’s 

spiritual general mobilization” and national salvation 

propaganda are found exhibited in the Hwa Hwa 

Middle School, JLane 384, 4 Foochow Hoad.

One of the posters has been obtained

and is translated as follow

«Good Citizenship Rules”

1. .mo not violate the «Three People’s Principles”.

2. Bo not disobey the laws and orders of the
Government•

3. Do not act to the detriment of the privileges
of the nation and the people.

4. Do not be traitors and «obedient citizens”
of the enemy.

5. Refrain from joining the traitorous organizations

6. never be officials and soldiers of the enemy
and traitors.

7. iiever be guides of the enemy and traitors. ,

8. Do not collect information for the enemy and
traitors.

9. never work for the enemy and traitors.

10. Do not circulate the banknotes of the enemy 
and traitors.

11. Stop buying enemy goods.

12. Stop selling provisions and other necessities
to the enemy and traitors.

This school is not in receipt of a

C. (special Branch).
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. s. 9. HEG*. > 

7/3 3/3

REPORT

Subject.. .Shanghai Kun.'cipality Educational Circle*s¡ National.

General Mobilization Association.

Forwarded by.Made by. p.S. Lockwood

With reference to the Special Branch report

dated May 8, 1939, no students of the Nieh Chih Kuei

Public School for Chinese were absent from school 

during May 9, 1939.

Mr. L.A. Kershaw, Headmaster, was interviewed 

regarding the activity of the eight students of the 

school, who absented themselves, from classes on May 5. 

He stated that he was unable to give any information 

regarding their movements as he had suspended them 

for one week for contravening school regulations.

The names and addresses of the students punished

D.C. (Special Branch).

are. given below

Ä1 /f 
iingfZuh

Woo Kai Koh
ft O.

Tsoong Wei.u Jr s.
-ShingSun,

ong

Sung Kwei; Ching

Sung Bai 'Sung
# t fji

Song King- Loon^

Liu Tai Foh

1455 Avenue Road.

430 Chekiang Road, 4th Eloor Room 403.| 

27 Jessfield Road.

31 Avenue Koch.

Lane 1 House 8, North Shanse Road.

Lane 1 House 8, North Shanse Road.

Lane 23 House 1, Route des Soeurs. 

466 Avenue Edward VII.

D. S.
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REPORT

Subject....

Date... ....... /p 39.
Shanghai Municipality Educational Circle’s National Spiritual 
ôêne râl MobÏTIzat i o n Asso'ciat’Ibni” -■'Hèadmaster" OT Nïëh Chih Kuei........
Public School for Chinese, receives an anonymous telephone message

Made by. Lockwood Forwarded by.......

At 11.30 a.m. May 8, 1939 Mr. L.A. KERSHAW, 

Headmaster of the Nieh Chih Kuei Public School for 

Chinese, No.15 The Bund came to this office and 

reported that at 10.35 a.m. this morning he had 

received a telephone message - the caller representing 

himself to be speaking from Police Headquarters - in 

which certain particulars regarding his former address 

at No.1112 Yu Yuen Road (telephone No.20657) and 

whether he now resided at the Foreign Y.M.C.A., 

Bubbling Well Road were required. On receiving a 

reply in the affirmative the caller rang off. 

Mr. KERSHAW is of the opinion that the speaker is of 

Russian nationality owing to his peculiar enunciation 

of certain words.

The anonymous telephone message appears to be 

the outcome of certain events involving eight senior 

students of the school. On May 5, 1939, the anniversary 

of the Assumption of Office by the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen 

in 1921 in the Canton Government, the eight students 

absented themselves from classes without first 

obtaining permission from the Headmaster. As a 

precautionary measure the Headmaster confirmed that 

the students had left home to attend classes by making 

enquiries at the respective residences. On the 

morning of May 8, 1939 each of the students concerned 

brought a letter signed and chopped by the respective 

parents giving the anniversary day as the reason for



G, &0M-l-3^
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No..

REPORT
Date.

Subject.

Made by F or warded by.

non-attendance at classes. Mr. KERSHAW has punished 

the students for not first obtaining permission to 

be absent from school in accordance with regulations 

agreed to between the parents and school authorities.

D.C. (special Branch).
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G 40M:38 shanghai municipal police. w 2 _

3 •1» ;
REPORT | Q XQ

Dat».-^ W-- 9f------.ryafl~~--

Subject (in full)__ student strife in the Middle school Department of the...;..

________________ Utopia University, 572 Rue Amiral Bayle - further report........p. 
................................................................... ^:....< .

Further to the Special Branch report of Kay 3, 

1939 on the above subject regarding the temporary 

suspension of classes beginning from l&y 3, 1939, it 

has been ascertained that classes of the junior middle 

school department were resumed on May 8, 1939 and those 

of the senior middle school department are to be resumed 

on May 10. in the meantime, the guardians of the 

students of the senior middle school department who are 

directly responsible for the incident, have been required 

to furnish a guarantee bond to vouch for their future



THH

G. 90M-l-3t|

• itr.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICED pf Ì ’Ö. \J. J* ' mi 11 >!«»■ I «*

S. 1, Speliai Branch■   J  
REPORT n„,„>y 3>______ „ 39 •

Subject. Student strife in the Middle School Department of the

Utopia University, 572 Rue Amiral Bayle

Made by. D. I... Pan Lien Pih .Forwarded by.

For the purpose of initiating the people’s

Spiritual General Mobilization Movement among the 

student body, some of the 700 students of the 

Middle School Department of the Utopia University 

made preparations to hold a meeting on May 1, 1939 

on the school premises at No. 572 Rue Aiiral Bayle. 

The attempt was, however, nipped in the bud and 

the meeting failed to take place on that date, and 

as a result the four students responsible for the 

arrangements were dismissed by Mr. Hu Tung-foo ( 

the p rinclpal.

On the afternoon of May 2, 1939, another 

attempt to hold a meeting to request the Principal 

to restore the four dismissed students was frustrated 

by the school authorities who requested the assistance 

of the French Police to have the students dispersed» 

On the advice of the French Police, a temporary 

suspension of classes was carried out beginning 

from May 3, 1939, by the school pending further 

developments.

file

D.C. (Special Branch)

D. I.
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On April 27, Mr. M«B. Lobb, Headmaster of the Public 

School for Chinese, 1059 Gordon Road, received,by chit book, 

a letter and copies of four different pamphlets issued by 

the Shanghai Municipality Educational Circle's National 

Spiritual General Mobilization Association, which are

similar to those received by the headmaster of the Nieh 

Chih Kuei School for* Chinese, 15 The Bund (Vide Special 

Branch report dated 26/4/39).

Mr. Lobb has been appointed officer in charge of the 

63rd Branch of the Association, but he has no intention to 

conform with the instructions issued by the Association, and 

attempts by students to form subsidiary units would be

instantly suppressed.
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Nieh Chih Kuei Public School for Chinese - Headmaster receives 
propaganda matter published by the ^Shanghai Municipality 
Educatipnal. .Circle_.»s ..National. Spiritual J^.ne^^ 
Association

Made by. D, S._ Lockwood

Subject.

___Forwarded by.

During the morning of April 25, 1939 a telephone

?n>>pBage was received by the D.C. (Special Branch) from

the Headmaster of the Nieh Chih Kuei Public School for

Chinese, No. 15 The Bund to the effect that a number of 

tracts issued by the Shanghai Municipality Educational 

Circle’s National Spiritual General Mobilization 

Association M )

had been received by him.

When interviewed Mr. I>. A. KERSHAW, the Head

master, stated that an envelope, containing a number 

of leaflets addressed to him had been delivered by a

chit-book coolie that morning. He further stated that

the body responsible for distributing the tracts, 

commenced to function on April 24 and it is intended 

to include all Chinese schools - Municipal or Private - 

in the Settlement as units in this patriotic movement.

In connection with this Association, Mr. KERSHAW 

continued, he had been appointed a group or branch 

leader and that as eoon as circumstances warrant he had 

been instructed to hold an inauguration meeting to 

incorporate all students as members of the group. 

Mr. KERSHAW emphasised that he had no intention to 

conform with the instructions and that any attempt by 

his students to agitate for the formation of a group 

would be immediately suppressed and the leaders punished.

Translations of the leaflets are attached.

D. S. 
D»C. (Special Branch).

J



TRANSLATION OF A SRI TOD LETTER

ye have the honour to state that since the 

clarion call was sounded by our Supreme Leader for the 

entire nation to promote and participate in the Movement 

for the National Spiritual General Mobilization, the 

people every where have unanimously responded with 

unprecedented enthusiasm. This should suffice to serve 

as a strong guarantee for the final victory in the war 

of resistance and the ultimate success of national 

reconstruction. In order to ensure the effectiveness 

of this movement, apart from conducting an extensive 

propaganda, it is imperative that a thorough-going 

organization should be brought into being as the nerve- 

centre directing all efforts towards its realization« 

As the Shanghai Educational Circle’s National Spiritual 

General Mobilization Association has been inaugurated 

during the current month in accordance with the provisions 

laid down in the General Principles Governing the 

Organization of National Spiritual Mobilization 

Associations, arrangements should therefore be commenced 

forthwith to inaugurate branch offices in the various 

schools. In view of the fact that you have held the 

reepect of all and are known for your leadership in 

society, and your loyalty to the Party and the State, 

it has been proposed to invite you to serve as the 

responsible person for the formation of the 64th Branch 

Office in accordance with Article 1 of the Handbook for 

the Establishment of Branch Offices. It is hoped that 

you will extend your support and assistance in thia 

regard for the completion of the arrangements.

(Chopped) Shanghai Municipality Educational 
Circle’s National Spiritual 
General Mobilization Association.

Dated April 19, the 28th year of the 
Republic of China.
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Enclosed herewith please find:

One copy of a Set of Principles of the National 
Spiritual General Mobilization and Measures 
Governing their Enforcement;

One copy of the Regulations of the Branch Office;

One copy of the Handbook for the Establishment of 
Branch Offices;

Three copies of a pledge form for organizations.

. For
IP.S. /Further information or communication please

call Tel. No.86480.

Three copies of the pledge form are forwarded to 

each school but should they be found insufficient, 

duplicates may be prepared by the schools concerned in 

accordance with the size and quality of paper of the 

original.

The number of the Branch Office should be filled 

in the pledge form by the Branch Office concerned and 

these forms should be marked with the characters 

*For the Faculty,* "For the Students* or *For the 

School servants* etc. For purpose of easy reference, 

serial numbers should be added to the completed forme.



TRANSLATION

Booklet entitled Principles of the National Spiritual 
Mobilization and Mfeaeures Governing its Enforcement

The booklet ie divided into eight chapters 
which emphasise the importance of the National 
Spiritual Mobilization Movement in the present war 
of resistance. The salient points are briefly ae 
follows t*
(1) INTRODUCTION - During the first stage of the war 

of resistance, Military requirements and Spiritual 
Guidance are essential; in the second stage the 
latter is more important than the former. For this 
reason, the Chinese Race should rebuild the Nation 
and strive to bring the country safely out of the 
present crisis.

(2) COMMON OBJECT - (a) The Nation and People are
paramount;

(b) Military requirements and 
victory come first;

(c) Concentration of will and 
strength.

(3) MORAL PRINCIPLES FOR NATIONAL SALVATION - The reason 
why China is weak is due to the loss of our old 
morality. Every Chinese must now fulfil his sacred 
duty to fight the enemy in order to secure national 
independence. To attain success, the people must 
fully realize that a return to the stand of our old 
morality ie essential. Only by bearing these 
principles in mind can we resist the eneny.

(4) CONFIDENCE TO REJUVENATE CHINA - The Three Principles 
outlined by our late Party Leader should be the 
common guidance o< our people fighting for national 
exi a te nc e.



(5) SPIRITUAL REGENERATION - All Chinese must break 

themselves of bad habits cultivated in the past.

(6) PERSONS TO DIRECT THE MOVEMENT -

(a) Party members and government officials;

(b) Members of the services;

(c) Leaders of various circles throughout the country;

(d) Young men of the nation.

(7) PROCEDURE GOVERNING THE ENFORCEMENT OF MOBILIZATION -

(a) Party members, Government Officials, Servicemen, 

Social Bodies, Families, etc. should take part 

in the spiritual mobilization movement.

(b) Plane must be formulated by the parties concerned 

for the enforcement of spiritual mobilization. 

Senior officials of government offices must 

supervise their subordinates in the execution of 

this duly; contact must be established between 

public bodies to enforce spiritual mobilization.

(c) The work for spiritual mobilization can be 

classified as follows :

(I) Propaganda (II) Training

(III) Persuasion, and (IV) Re gear chi.

(d) To enforce spiritual mobilization, we should 

first abandon all bad habits and correct our 

selfish thoughts.

(8) CONCLUSION.



translation

Rules and Regulations of a branch 
Municipality Educational Circle’s 
General Mobilization Association

of the Shanghai 
National Spiritual

1. This branch ie known as the Branch of the Shanghai 
Municipality Educational Circle’s National Spiritual 
General Mobilization Association and is organized in 
accordance with Article 7 of the Rules and Regulations 
issued by the Headquarters of the Shanghai Municipality 
Educational Circle’s National Spiritual General 
Mobilization Association,

2» This Branch shall be subject to the direct control of 
the Headquarters of the Shanghai Municipality 
Educational Circle’s National Spiritual General 
Mobilization Association and is not to be in direct 
contact with the public.

3. This Branch shall consider each school as one unit.

4. Upon the inauguration of this Branch, a report shall 
be submitted to the Headquarters of the Shanghai 
Municipality Educational Circle’s National Spiritual 
General Mobilization Association for registration.

5. An Executive Board shall be formed and monthly 
meetings are to be held. Principals and heade 
of faculties shall be appointed chairmen of each 
Board. When the number of executives exceeds 
fifteen, a standing committee may be formed to 
assume control of Branch affairs.

6« An Executive Board may be divided into sections.

7. A Branch shall be subdivided into Sections formed by 
classes or grades jtfxa each in charge of a sectional 
chief. Sectional Chiefs must be elected by Branch 
members.

8. A monthly report must be prepared by the Branch and 
submitted to the Headquarters of the Shanghai 
Municipality Educational Circle’s National Spiritual 
General Mobilization Association.

9. Branch Executive Boards are held responsible for 
expenditure incurred by the Branch.

10. These regulations have been approved by the Headquarters 
of the Shanghai Municipality Educational Circle’s 
National Spiritual General Mobilization Association and 
endorsed by the higher organ for enforcement.



TRANSLATION OF A PLEDGE FORM

We, as conscience dictates, pledge to 

observe the "rules of citizenship," support the 

National Government, obey the orders of 

Generalissima Chiang and work for the country 

to the best of our ability. If we break our 

words, we are willing to be punished by the 

Government.

Hedgers of the No............Branch of the Shanghai

Municipality Educational Circle’s National

Spiritual General Mobilization Association :

(Space for names of the pledgers)

Date t 28th year of the 
Republic of China.

(Each page must be chopped by the Branch).



TRANSLATION

Rules governing the establishment of branch offices 
of the Shanghai Municipality Educational Circle’s 
National Spiritual General Mobilization Association

1. The responsible officer for Branch Offices of the 
Shanghai Municipality Educational Circle’s 
National Salvation Spiritual General Mobilization 
Association shall be appointed by the headquarters 
of the Shanghai Municipality Educational Circle’s 
National Spiritual General Mobilization Association 
(hereafter known as ’’Headquarters”).

Î2. Branches should hold inauguration meetings prior to 
April 30, 1939 and Branch officers in charge will 
represent *Headquarters* in the oath-taking ceremony.

3» The following points are to be observed when holding 
the inauguration ceremony >-
a) Chairman to report on the preparations for the 

establishment of the office (Officer in charge 
Branch to be chairman).

b) The *good-citizen" oath to be taken.
(Text of the pledge is contained in the A
Principles of the National Spiritual 
Mobilization Movement and Measures 
Governing their enforcement) :
(1) all parti cipant «hold their right hands upward.
(2) Chairman first reads the pledge to be repeated 

by branch members.
(3) To sign the pledge form which is to be 

forwarded to "Headquarters• by the chairman.
c) Discussion.

d) Meeting concludes.

I 4. When the inauguration meeting has been convened the 
booklet entitled "Principles of the National 
Spiritual Mobilization Movement and Measures 
Governing their enforcement,” shall be distributed 
to all members for their information. This booklet 
can be obtained from the Hwa Mei Riblie hi ng Co., 
Room 216, 160 Avenue Edward VII.

5. The reports of the inaugural meeting are to be forwarded
to headquarters by the officer i/c/Of each branch office, 
which will be filed by the Association.

6. Communication between branch offices and Headquarters
must be by correspondence only.

7. Chops for use of branch offices are to be prepared
in accordance with the designated design.

Note



1) Pledge Form are to be eealed within three 
days of the oath-taking.

2) Pledge Forme will be collected against 
receipts given in the name of Ting 
Kung Sung.

8) The design of the chop to be used is 
shown below.

|3) Your school will be known as No.64 Branch
* Office.

4) Pledge forma : one for headmaster and faculty; 
the second for the student body and the third 
for servants etc., are to be signed by each 
person taking the oath.
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On April 13th 1939, Mr. Boris Eleasarovich 

PETREJTCO, residing at Apartment 61, House 3, Lane 15, 

Carter Road (Tel. 39185) called at Police Headquarters 

and requested information regarding the formalities, 

if any, attendant upon the establishment of a District 
X
Messenger Service based on lines similar to those 

existing in other large cities.

The following details regarding the proposed 

concern, which will take the form of a private company 

with an initial capital of $25,000.00, were furnished 

by the applicant.

Four Service Stations will be established, one 

in each of the Eastern, Central and Western Districts 

and one in the French Concession. Each Station will 

be in charge of a foreign female operator and ten 

bicycle messenger boys will be attached thereto. 

Should the project prove successful the number of 

stations will be increased from time to time.

The business of the concern will consist of the 

transmission of messages, the purchase and delivery 

of orders for flowers, chocolates and goods in 

general, the purchase and reservation of theatre 

tickets, the settlement of client’s accounts and any 

other services of a similar nature.

The applicant states he is desirous of 

securing an official monopoly of this particular 

line of business for a period of two years.
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The applicant was born of Russian parents in 

Vladivostok on January 26th 1898. He arrived in 

Shanghai in 1923 and was subsequently employed in 

the building and motor trade. From April 15th 1937 

until December 31st 1938 he was employed by the 

Shanghai Power Company and is in possession of an 

excellent letter of recommendation regarding his 

character and ability. He is also in possession of 

a letter of recommendation signed by Mr. C. METZLER, 

Chaiman of the Russian Emigrants' Committee.

The files of the Shanghai and French Municipal 

Police contain nothing to the detriment of the 

applicant.

D. S.

D.C. (Special Branch).



June 14* 1939.

TAIRIKU 8HIMP0

■»PRENgH AUTHORITIES^STRICT LT PROHIBIT MELTINGS

In compliance with our request» 
the Trench authorities have decided to suppress political 
activities in the Trench Concession. Consequently no 
students may hold meetings in their schools. The Trench 
authorities are said to have notified the public that 
thia measure is aimed to maintain peace and order. Since 
the trouble over flag hoisting Chinese students circles 
in the Trench Concession are reported to have begun to 
adopt an attitude of opposition towards the Trench Municipal 
Council.
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During the morning of April 24, Mr. Koh Soh-liang 

( jz ) of the French Concession Chinese Ratepayers’ 

Association called at the Political Section of the French 

Police in an endeavour to recover the National flags taken 

away by the police on the occasion of the propaganda day 

of the People’s Spiritual Mobilization Movement. He was 

told that the flags would be handed over to the association 

after instructions have been received from the French

Consular Authorities.

Visits were subsequently made by another 

representative of the Association to the French Consulate,

when he was informed that the procedure for the return of 

the fl age haflf not yet been completed.

D.C. (Special Branch).
. O.G a.v»w• * A
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At 10 a»m., April 25, Mr. Koh Soh Liang ( 

of the Trench Concession Chinese Ratepayers' Association 

called at the Loukawei, Rue du Consulat and Avenue 

Joffre Police Stations and received a total of 226 

national flags that had been taken away by the French 

Police on the occasion of the propaganda day of the 

People's Spiritual Mobilization Movement.

The French Concession Chinese Ratepayers' 

Association have therefore notified the shops who had 

their flags removed by the French Police, to apply to 

the Association for the return of those flags.

D.C (Special Branch)

e K.toO’C
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Concession “Flag Incident” 
Is Considered Closed

Understanding Reached Between French Police And 
Chinese Ratepayers Body; Some Of Arrested 

Men Released, Only Agitators Held
The “flag incident” in the French 

Concession which was caused by 
the French Municipal Police pro
hibiting the hoisting of the Chinese 
national emblem on Wednesday 
when the Chinese were observing 
the “national spiritual mobilisation” 
week, is now considered a closed 
issue following an amicable settle
ment of the matter between the 
F. M. P. and the Chinese Rate
payers’ Assosiation of the French 
Concession, it was learnt yesterday.

All Chinese shops re-opened their 
doors for usual business beginning 
yt Jeidav, after being urged to do 
so by the City Chamber of Com
merce, which instructed all the local 
Chinese merchants to resume their 
normal business activities while the 
matter is to be taken up by the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 
Chungking with the French authori
ties through Me normal diplomatic 
Channels, it was stated yesterday.

It was reported in Chinese circles 
yesterday that following represen
tations ihade by the Chinese 
merchant delegation to the French 
Police authorities on Wednesday, 
the latter had come out to meet 
their demands half-way. That is, 
almost all the__ Chinese .shop 
assistantsand* others involved in 
brawls with units of French 
Municipal Police on Wednesday 
have now been released, excepting 
those whom the French Municipal 
Police authorities. consider as 
“agitators,” who are still being held 
in custody.

According to the arrangements 
made with the French Police on 
Wednesday following negotiations, 
the Chinese Ratepayers* Association 
of the French Concession yesterday 
addressed a written request to the 
French Consul-General* M. Baudez, 
urging that the flags that have been 
seized by th French Police be re
stored to their rightful Chinese 
owners at an early date.

43 Chinese Arrested
According to a Chinese report, 

a total of 43 Chinese had been 
arrested by the French Municipal 
Police on Wednesday, and that a 
few of them had received injuries 
during the scuffles with the police 
units, and 'are now receiving 
médical treatment in various 
hospitals.

On Thursday night, the various! 

local Chinese trade guilds were re
ported to have held an emergency 
meeting, following which it was de
cided to wire the Chungking Chinese 
Government to make representations 
to M. Henri Cosme, the French 
Ambassador to Chin$.

A separate fleeting was reported 
to have been held by the, Chinese 
shop owners in the French' Conces
sion the same evening, after 
which it was also decided to wire | 
the Chinese fentral Government an-, 
thorities, and to urge that negotia-I 
tions be started with the competent; 
French authorities in order that the; 
freedom of the* Concession Chinese 
to hoist their national emblems on 
appropriate occasions may be safe
guarded.

Theatre Closed
The matinees and night perform

ances of the Crystal Theatre, locat
ed at the corner of Rue du Consuiat 
and Boulevard de Montigny werp 
still (being temporarily suspended 
yesterday as the French municipal 
permit has not been returned to 
the management since it was taken 
away last Wednesday. «

A fight between some Chinese and 
a unit of French police took place 
outside the theatre premises on 
the day in question. The Chinese 
flag hoisted in front of the theatre 
was ordered to be taken done. This 
was complied with by the manage
ment, but no sooner had the em
blem been lowered* than several 
telephone calls frofri unkown Chin
ese threatened the manager of the 
theatre with reprisals of one kind 
or another, and charged him with a 
lack of patriotism. Fearing the con
sequences, the management again 
caused the flag to be hoisted up 
in position. This resulted in the 
performance permit being with
drawn by the French authorities.

In spite of a general relaxation of: 
the tension in the French Conces
sion yesterday, following the re
sumption of usual business by all’ 
Chinese shops, units of the French 
police remained posted along the 
principal streets and interesections 
of busy thoroughfares as a precau
tionary measure, but fortunately, no 
untoward incident occurred.

The Settlement police authorities 
also took similar precautionary mea- ’ 
sures throughout the day, but no ‘ 
unpleasant incident was reported to1 
have occurred.



CHINA PRESS.
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Flag Incident
Editor, The China Pfess

Sir.—May I use your column to 
express my personal opinion over 
the trouble arising out of prohibit
ing to display Chinese flags in the 
French town yesterday.

It was the second time that the 
French Concession barred Chinese 
residents to hoist Blue-white ban
ners on memorial days of their 
country. The object of the French 
authorities in taking this measure 

[is supposedly at suppressing undue 
| or untoward accident that may 
occur . in consequence of different 

i political conception.
However, the local French au

thorities and their home govern-; 
ment are invited to note that flags j 
represent country. As long as the I 
Chinese National Government con- I 
tinues to exist, there is no reason ’\ 
whereby any nation might rely 
upon to interfere into the Chinese 
anywhere observing the memorial - 
days of their country.

Furthermore, suppression on one 
side would often result in doubled 
reaction on the ether. Whereas the 
local French authorities might have 
gained some measure of success in 
the suppression, we could hardly 
believe that they are not adding to 
the displeased feeling among 
Chinese. And things do speak 

; themselves when we find many 
; Chinese shops there cease opera- 
| tion. Though this strike is too 
¡minor and short-lived to constitute 
i any significance, yet it speaks loudly 
¡for the Chinese reaction against 
the French suppression.

Un the endeavor to maintain 
international law and justice, China 
is now, as a boldest country, fight
ing with one cf the world’s three 
aggressors. She should be praised 
for her courage and intelligence 
and likewise, should be given every 
possible assistance toy those who 
love true peace. Under the circum- 

, stance, let us hope that, While the 
French government has done a 
good part in the recent world 
crisis, the local French authorities ■ 
would turn attitude and always 
have in their minds, the interest of 
Chinese.

I am,
Yours truly,

Z. P. OUN.
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French Police
Rele ase Last
Six Chinese

j Chinese Ratepayers Said 
Making 3 Requests

To Council
French Municipal Police late yes-i 

terday evening released the last six 
Chinese residents Whom they were 
holding for allegedly provdking 
theflag incidents on Wednesday, it 
was learned from a reliable‘ source 
yesterday,

Forty-three men in all were 
taken by the police on the j in
auguration day of the National 
Spiritual Mobilization drive here 
when they clashed with police 
parties visiting Chinese shops to 
urge the removal of the Chinese 
national colors from the flag poles.

Informed Chinese circles indicated! 
that although French authorities 
denied the immediate release of 
the six men, they had consented 
to give “special treatment“ to the 
detained men. They were expected 
to be “expelled” from the Conces
sion within the next few days.

Although the tension which exist
ed Thursday had relaxed, an un
usually large number of Frenchtown 
police continued to patrol the streets ? 
bounded by the Bund, Rue du Con
sult, Boulevard de Montigny and 
Avenue Edward VII.

Details of the negotiation be- 
| tween the F.M.P. and the Chinese I
• Ratepayers Were released yesterday 
i by the latter to the Chinese 
I newspapers.

Three requests were submitted to
• the police by the Association:

1. Release of the arrested men;
2. Return of the Chinese flags 

seized by the police to their 
owners;

3> Non-interference with the 
hoisting of the Chinese flag in 
Frenchtown on any festival or 
memorial days.

While consenting to the first 
two . requests, with the exception of 
refusing to release the six men 
above mentioned, the police in
formed the Chinese that the third 
request is beyond the jurisdiction 
of the F.M.P. to grant.

St was suggested, however, that 
the Association refer the matter to 
the French consular authorities, 
which alone, it was said, can make | 
a final ruling on the request.

Meanwhile, it was reported that 
a joint appeal had been sent to 
the French Ambassador, M. Henri, 
Cosme, by Chinese business estab-J 
lishments in the Concession in 
connection with the flag incident. I

Chinese circles he$e, a press re
port stated, consider the incident 
especially regrettable in view of 
the fact that the new envoy had 
on many occasions endeavored to 
strengthen the bond of friendship 
between China and France.

Meanwhile, the Japanese press 
started an agitation for a blanket 
ban on the hoisting of the Chinese' 
flag in the Settlement and Conces
sion.

One Japanese paper asserted that 
Kuomintang agencies in Shanghai 
should be held responsible for the 
continued flying of the Chinese 
National Flag here.

04200
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Nationalist Flags Not 
Approved

Japanese Press Demand 
Immediate Removal

Peace and order can be established 
in the foreign-controlled areas in 
Shanghai only after Nationalist flags 
have disappeared from the Interna
tional Settlement and French conces
sion, the “Shanghai Mainichi” de
clared editorially yesterday.

The paper blamed the existence of 
Kuomintang agencies in Shanghai 
“for the continued raising of Kuo
mintang flags in the International 
Settlement and French Concession.”

“Anti-Japanese Chinese groups 
here have reported the suppression of 
Kuomintang flags by French authori
ties last Wednesday to the Chungking 
Government, and are threatening to 
seek redress through diplomatic 
channels,” the daily stated. “Having 
receded ( from the Shanghai area, 
however, the Kuomintang Govern
ment has been bereft of a voice in 
Concession affairs, and is unable to 
negotiate with the French diplomats 
with regard to the activities of Con
cession authorities.”
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During the morning of April 22, anti-XjAttfe- Icaflbts, ✓ 

translation of which follows, were posted upon wails and 

electric standards in Rue Lafayette and Pere Proci

1) Down with Chinese traitots! Kill ail Chinese traitors! 
Down with the French who oppress the Chinese.
Long live the Chinese Republic!
He who removes the flag is a traitor!

- Clan of Braves.

2) Down with the running dogs of the French (Annamite 
policemen)!
Down with the French who oppressthe Chinese!
Long live the Chinese Republic.
He who removes the flog is a traitor!

3) Down with th» traitor#! Kill all Chinese traitors! 
Support Generalissimo CHIANB KAI SHBK!
Down with WANG CHING WE 11
He who removes the flag is a traitor!

4) Down with imperialism!
Support CHINAG KAI SHEKi
Long live the Chinese Republic!
He who removes the flag is a traitor!

At 6 a.m. this morning, pro-Chinese handwritten 

leaflets were found posted up on the walls of Rue Pere 

Froc and Avenue Dubail, The following is translation of 

same:

1) To love the country is the duty of the people.

2) Do not be afraid of b^ns, whatever sacrifices are made.

In addition, Chinese national flags made from paper on 

the bottom of which were inscribed “Geheral Sjfritual 

Mobilization* were found stuck to the side of the above 

mentioned pamphlets.

At 9 a.m, A dozen small paper national flags were 

found posted on the electric light poles on Route St,
I LcaE’alier between Avenue Dubail and Route Pere Robert, 

jS Several other similar flags were stuck up on a wall In Rue
' Post

Massenet opposite the XsXlnaocSttKktaaE office.

Bt )
V.o tSP
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*pril 21, 1939. Korning Translation.

Tn Mei Wnn Pao dated April 20 and other local newspapers i-

Reaumotion of Business Urged bv Chamber of Commerce

The Shanghai Chinese Chamber of Commerce 
issued the following urgent notice yesterday morning 
advising shops in the French Concession to resume 
operations»»

"The diplomatic relations between China 
and France h*ve alw»ys7$?rd ial. The present incident 

2>ver the hoisting of tne national flag was brought about 
excessive execution of their duty on the part of the 

Russian policemen. The affair is indeed most deplorable* 
The Government has been requested to open negotiations, 
therefore all shops should resume business and wait 
patiently nnd calmly for a proper solution of the affair.“



1« Mei Bao and other local newspapers i- ¿1 • H--5-*) (AM)

MiXIMBSTO ISSUED BY CULTURAL CIRCIE9

To-day being the propaganda day for 
cultural circles in connection with the propaganda 
week for the national spiritual mobilization» local 
cultural bodies have issued the following manifestos- 

"As we are all citizens of the Republic» 
we should energetically take part in the national 
spiritual mobilization movement and do everything in 
our power to carry out the general principles governing 
the national spiritual mobilization» Our duty is to 
accelerate the movement» We should swear to abide by 
the principles governing citizenship» especially at 
this time when the national spiritual mobilization is 
being observed» At the same time we should observe 
the general principles of the movement and the measures 
governing its enforcement»*



April 25. 1939. Forning Translation»

Hwa Fei Chen Fao and other local newspapers 9-

THE FLAG HOiayffg J^WHCQKS^PBOMTSES
TO BEIW

in connection with the interference by the 
French Concession authorities with the hoisting of the 
Chinese national flag* the arrested persons have been 
released but the seized flags have not yet been returned 
despite the arrangement reached following the negotiations 
between the Chinese Ratepayers* Association in the 
French Concession and the Commissioner of the French 
police* The public is closely watching developments 
in the affair. The shops have made repeated enquiries 
of the Chinese Ratepayers9 Association regarding the 
return of their flags seized by the French Felice.

Mr. Koh Su-liang h Secretary of
the Chinese Batepayers * Association, called at the 
Xukawei Police Station at 9 a.m. yesterday and requested 
the return of the confiscated flags» but was told that 
no instructions had been issued by the French Consul- 
GeneraVto this effect. Consequently Chui Teeng-hwa 

committeeman of the Association, called at 
the French Consulate-General at 10.30 a.m. yesterday 
and was received by M. Blot, the French Vice-Consul• 

In the course of the interview. Fr. Ghui.
after reiterating the arrangement reached with the 
Commissioner of the French Police which provided for 
the release of the arrested persons and the return of 
the seized flags on presentation of a letter from the 
Association, requested that the Consul-General issue 
instructions to the Police for the return of the flags» 

In reply. M. Blot said that the French 
authorities would return the flags according to the 
original arrangement as noon as certain procedure had 
been completed) he promised to hand back the flags to 
the Association this morning. April 25.

Sin Wan Bao m

8.M.C. Asked to Prohibit Hoisting of Chinese Flags

On April 21* the Japanese Consul-General 
called on Ifr. Franklin. Chairman of the S.M.C». and 
requested that the display of the Chinese national 
flag in the International Settlement be prohibited.

A reporter of this paper yesterday enquired 
P** of a certain officer of the S.F.C. about the Couneil^e 

attitude towards this demand and was informed that the 
Council has not yet considered the question nor has 
it been referred to the Council meeting for dieouesion 
for this question is a most difficult one.
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Frenchtown Flag
Return Problem ■ 

Causing Worries

'I 'HE Chinese *. Ratepayers’ 
J Association ip the French 

Concession is today faced with 
the didicult probl Wl of return
ing the 200 Chinese national 
flags to the different shops from 
which they were seized by 
French police last ‘ 
Wednesday. Being’ /X» rk 
of the same pat-* 4|?x^sB 
tern, although in- 
several sizes, the ,
task of identity- 
ing the lawful ■** <*2/ *° 
owners of the 
flags would prove almost im
possible.

The flags, totalling more 
than 200» were returned to the 
association at 10 q’Clos^ this I 
morning by the French police 
after prolonged negotiations.

Xt is understood that the 
Chinese demand for non-inter- 
ference in flag hoisting in the 
future has hern referred to 
Chungking where We Foreign 
Ministry and the French Em
bassy Will discuss the matter, j

........... »S
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SHANGHAI TIMES,

APR 2 61939

SEIZED FLASS TO BE 
HANDED BACK

Chinese Ratepayers Given 
Promise By French 

Official
Representatives of the Chinese 

Ratepayers* Association of the 
French, Concession yesterday morn
ing called upon the French Munici
pal Police authorities to obtain 
the xeturn of the Chinese national • 
flags which had been’ seized by 
the French police in different parts 
of the Concession last Wednesday.

A promise that all the flags now 
in the custody of the French 
Municipal Police would be restored 
to their rightful owners by yester
day, was promised by M. Blot, 4 
French Vice-Consul, when the rate-, 
payers* representatives interviewed 
him last Monday morning.

Over 100 flags had been seized, ? 
and as these had been placed Inj 
different police stations, it might 
take a day or two before all of 
them arc restored to the Chinese.



FORM NO. S FUt No,...--a-——
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REPORT _ I ° ¿"^7
ZX.'■.... ApX.l 1.2 6,. 19 39. /

Subject (in full)  ......Arxftfi.t...0.f an ant i- Japanese and. coimunisi slogan ...... ...

Made by

in the French Concession on April 19, 1939« z

.........Forwarded by...... .................................................................

In regard to the endorsement of the Commissioner 

of Police appearing on the attached translation of 

an article appearing in the Sin Shun Pao of April 

22, 1939, I forward herewith a copy of the French 

Police report relating to this affair together with 

t ranslation.



translation of French Police Report x<o. 
4276/R dated April 21, 1939

Subj ect » Arrest of one SHEN I* Writer of
anti-Japanese and communist slogans at the 
entrance of Lane 514 Rue Amiral Bayle.

About 7.30 p.m. April 19, 1939, our C.D.C. 338 

arrested in front of Lane 514 Rue Amiral Bayle, a young 

Chinese who had just written in chalk on the pavement the 

following inscriptions

1. Glorious soldiers,you will soon be victorious I

2. The cooperation of the Kuomintang with Communism

demonstrates the union of force to resist to the 

finish.

3. Resist until death I

4. Long live Bolshevism !

5. Secure the final victory by the blood of martyrs !

6. Resistance to the finish, final victory I

7. Rise-up, traitors and running dogs I

8. To struggle for existence is to struggle for justice !

9. May the National flag drape the glorious dead I

10. Restore our territory t

Taken to the Political Branch, the person arrested 

declared his name to be SHEN KI ( ) alias SHEN KOO JEN
( /'t £ ) and made a statement, which is attached.

From enquiries made by us, it appears that this individual 

can be categorised as a stray sheep, whose parents have 

had to separate from him on account of his manner of 

living and the numerous debts he has contracted.

At the age of 14 years, he was known to the Political 

Branch for having participated in a student’s movement 

directed against the head of the King Ping ( 4- )
H 

Secondary School, corner of Rues Pere Froc and Chaps 
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which, however, is now closed.

In 1937, he joined the “National Salvation Anti

Japanese Committee,” an organ which, according to his 

statement, was dissolved upon the occupation of Nantao by 

Japanese troops.

In September 1938, he was a member of a group of 

Chinese guerillas in the Chinkiang neighbourhood, but 

later separated from them.

He returned to Shanghai in March 1939 where he 

found himself with neither work nor home. He draws 

several meagre amounts from one of his former school-mates 

named YANG V/EI MING( ) v/ho is now studying at the

Chung Hwa School ( / )» Buntangloong, Honan Road.

These facts and the state of mind in which SHEN KI 

was found to be, brought us to the conclusion that we were 

in the presence of a political disturber of the peace.

Consular Ordinance No. 251 of September 2, 1937 

which allows for the deportation of any individual 

indulging in political manifestations in the French 

Concession will, therefore, be applied.



Shanghai, April 21, 1939.

STATEMENT

Ifede on April 21, 1939 in Shanghai by SHEN Kl(/[-.

Qs What are your names, age, place of birth, occupation 

and domicile ?

As My name is SHEN KI, alias SHEN KOO JEN, 18 ygars of age4 

a native of Shanghai. At present I am unemployed 

and of no fixed abode. Sometimes I live in the 

Tung Shing ( 7< 7- ) Lodging House, 170 Rue Lafayette

and sometimes at 298/280 Rue Chapsal, the home of

my friend, YANG WEI MING, who is a student in the

Chung Hwa School, Buntangloong, Honan Road.

I was born in Shanghai in 192J; my father SHEN 

KVEI LONG( ) was Chief of a Chapei Police

Station; he died in 1925.

From seven to twelve years, I was educated in 

the "Chuan Ghiad ( ) Primary School," Shanghai

sub-prefecture. Prom 12 to 14 I continued my 

studies in the "Nan Tung" Secondary School, in 

northern Kiangsu. In 1934 I returned to Shanghai 

and for a further year studied at the "King Ping 

( T -f j Secondary School at the comer of Rues 

Pere Froc and Chapsal. It is now closed. While 

attending the last mentioned school, I participated 

in a movement directed against the head of the 

institution, in consequence of which I was called to 

the Political Branch for purposes of interrogation. 

From September 1936 to January 1937, I worked as an

apprentice in the Farmers1 Bank of China at Hsiang 

Tan( ), Hunan. Falling seriously ill, I

returned to Shanghai in early 1937. From February

to July 1937, I remained at home unemployed. From
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the start of the Sino-Japanese hostilities, I have been a 

member of the •Anti-Japanese National Salvation Committee»” 

Following the retreat of the Nationalist troops, I took 

refuge in the village of Hai An Cheng, Tai An, Northern 

Kiangsu, in my aunt’s home, at the request of my mother 

who loved me still. In April 1938 I returned to Shanghai 
and resided with my mother SHEN GNI SZE( / ) at No.

18 Kang Yi Li ), Route Conty.

As I was without work and my mother was unable 

to support me she announced in the press (Sin Wan Pao) 

on September 16, 1938 that she was separating from me 

and that she would take no responsiblity for my future 

activities. Lawyer WANG DAH TSONG, whose office is in 

San Chiang Fang, Rue du Harehe, witnessed this aeaouncement. 

After having secured $100 I also signed a bond separating 

me from my family.

On September 21, 1938 I proceeded to Chinkiang 

where I worked with a group of Chinese guerillas. Not 

being in agreement with the leaders of this band who 

were just bandits, I returned to Shanghai on March 12, 1939.

I am now living on the help given me by my friend 

YANG WEI MING( ), mentioned higher.

Qi Are you a member of the Chinese Communist Party?

A» I have not yet joined the Party, but I believe in its 

doctrines. If it is possible, I intend to enrol in 

the Communist 4th Army now operating in Kiangsu and 

Anhwe i•

Qt How were you directed to inscribe the communist and anti

Japanese slogans on the pavement opposite 514 Rue 

Amiral Bayle and from whom did you receive such 

instructions ?

A» I believe in the principles of the Communist Party and 

it was on my own initiative that I wrote these slogans



to advise the populace and to maintain their patriotic 

spirit•

Your activities are covered hy Consular Ordinance No. 251 

of September 2, 1937 which provides for the deportation 

from the French Concession, of any individual 

indulging in activities endangering peace and safety. 

Have you anything Ato say in your defence ?

A* I have acted from patriotic motives and I do not regret 

what I have done•



April 22, 1939. Morning Translation.

Shun Pan and other local newspapers »- /

THE FLAG INCIDENT IN THE FRENCH CONCESSION

Bef erring to the measure^ concluded between 
the representatives of the Chinese Batfepayers* Association 
in the French Concession and the Commissioner of the 
French Police, the Association sent/the following letter 
to the French Consul-General at 1 i/,m. yesterday <-

•In connection with/the flag incident,., 
Messrs Jui Chung-hwa Qhuin Zing-ngan ("if )
and Tai Tsung-foong (<(>&&)» members of this Association, 
have discussed with the Commissioner of the French Police 
and concluded certain measures?to settle the incident. 
The Commissioner has suggested that the Association 
write a letter asking for the return of the flags 
detained by the Police. /

*We hereby send this letter to request 
the Consul-General to lo sqf no time in instructing 
French Police Headquarter.^ to return the detained flags,* 

/

The flags /seized by the French Police had 
not yet been returned up to the time when this report 
went to press.

According to information from reliable 
sources, this delay is probably due to routine procedure 
and^^^jecause of ahy change in the arrangements.

sin Shun Pao (Japanese owned Chinese language newspaper) i-

According ?o information secured from a 
reliable source^ the flag incident in the French

I y. Concession was instigated by Communists, some of whom
a iin foreign dress were seas making false announcements 

along Bue du Consulat to the effect that the counterp 
offensive of the Kuomintang Army has proved a great 
success. Ignorant merchants were deceived and hoisted 

| ftX flags. The French Police made a search for the rumour
mongers, but they had already disappeared.

Shun Pao and other local newspapers i-

Id

_ Ministry of Foreign Affairs Bequestpd to Open Negotiations

' \ flag represents a Ration and any people
k nt"6 right to hoist their national flag» The cases 

LfcVcAo^/interference with the hoisting/of the Chinpse flag 
French Concession will prove harmful to the good 

^^s^^^\^*/^lations between China and France, Local Chinese 
^^*i*=siS*public bodies have sent a Joint telegram to the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs of the National Government requesting
l that negotiations be opened/with the French Ambassador
• to China over the incident/

z » The licence of the Crystal Palace Theatre
/ was returned on the afternoon of April 21.

It will resume operations as usual to-day.



April 22» 1939. Morning Translation.

Ta Lei \«an Pao (Comment) dated April 21

Mo Right to Interfere ffith Flag Hoistin';

A serious dispute took place in the 
French Concession on April 19, the propaganda day for 
peasants* workers and connercial circles, over the 
hoisting of national flags, it is indeed a matter for 
profound regret that such an important incident should 
have taken place. It has intensified the unification 
and determination of the residents.

A third party has absolutely no right to 
trespass upon the administrative rights of the French 
Concession* nor have the Concession authorities the 
right to interfere with the hoisting of the national 
flag. The flag of Albania* a conquered country, is 
still being displayed in New Yorx, then all the much 
more should the flag of China be allowed to be hoisted 
for China is an independent nation and the French 
Concession is not a colony of a third nation but is 
part and parcel of China's territory.

It is the right of any people to hoist 
their national flag. So long as their country exists 
as an independent nation* suah a right and freedom 
is to be enjoyed by the people free from any unreasonable 
interference by the authorities.

So far we are still ignorant of the 
camse of the French Police action in prohibiting the 
display of the Chinese national flag. We hope that 
this incident arose through 9 misunderstanding and that 
the French authorities will voluntarily do something 
to remove this misunderstanding.

As regards the Chinese people, they 
should curb their inpuxsiveness and wait calmly for 
a proper solution of the affair lest traitorous elements* 
who are eagerly waiting for an aggravation of the 
incident, should take advantage of the opportunity to 
instigate trouble. We should remain calm and patient 
and be careful not to fall into the trap of a "third 
party.*

There is absolutely no doubt that te 
must resist unreasonable oppression, but such resistance 
must be carried out in a peaceful manner. We must 
bear in mind that the ’'spirit of resistance," as that 
adopted by Mr. Gandhi, is well worth adopting. So long 
as the residents are unanimous in their determination 
and adopt a resolute but calm attitude to deal with 
the present affair* we may expect justice and rightteous- 
neas to prevail.

Shun Pao (Editorial) dated April 21 »-

The flag incident in the French Concession 
hns been temporarily settled «nd the question will be 
left to the high authorities for final settlement.

Many rumours were prevalent after the 
flag incident. Some regarded the incident as having 
been instigated by the Kuomintang and the Communist 
Party* while others say that the incident had revealed 
that the French people are flattering the strong and 
oppressing the weak. All such sayings are without 
foundation.



-April 22» 1939. Morning Translation*

At present the Kuomintang and the Communist 
Party are engaged in a war of resistance and in the 
reconstruction of the nation* therefore they have no 
desire to create any trouble* trance ie working together 
with Greet Britain for an anti-aggress ion understanding 
in order to help the weak and she will never flatter 
the strong or oppress the weak*

During the war of resistance» the Chinese 
Government has» on many occasions» distinguished friend 
from foe. China is doing her best to win friends and 
would not like to have «ny trouble with foreign nations. 
China wants assistance from friendly nations for her 
reconstruction work after the termination of the war 
of resistance.

A false allegation is being made that 
a victory for China in her war of resistance will prove 
harmful to the interests of the foreign Powers in 
China. The flag incident in the Prench Concession will 
give such people a chance to make such allegations and 
the authorities concerned should be very careful.
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Chungking Still Discussing 
Frenchtown “Flag” Dispute

A wire from the Ministry of For
eign Affairs stating that negotia
tions have been carried on with the 
French Embassy in Chungking over 
the “flag incident” in the French 
Concession in Shanghai, has been 
received by the local Chinese public 
bodies, it was reliably reported; yes
terday.

The local Chinese public bodies 
had previously petitioned the Min
istry of Foreign Affairs, following 
the unpleasant “flag incident,” urg
ing that a strong protest be lodged 
with the French Embassy authori
ties, and requesting that steps be 
taken to safeguard the freedom of 

| Chinese citizens to hoist their 
national flags on appropriate ovea- 

isions. The French authorities yzere 
also requested to guarantee that no 
similar “flag incident” should occur 
again in the Concession.

According to Chinese reports, the 
Chinese national flags seized by the 
French municipal police last Wed
nesday had not yet been returned 
to their rightful owners last week
end as was earlier expected. A 
spokesman of the F.M.C., when ask
ed by the “Shanghai Times” yester
day afternoon, declared that the 
flags were to be returned to their 
owners yesterday.

The Chinese Ratepayers* Associa
tion in the French Concession, 
Chinese reports stated had ap
proached the F.M.P, to request tint 
thèse flags be restored to the Chin* 
esc shops at an early date. This, 
tlie Chinese claim, was cnc of the 
conditions in the Sino-Frehch com
promise measure which amicably 
settled the “flag incident,” towards 
the end of last week.



from Chinese,

»

Ifrom Chinese, 5*iCI?AL W-
Translati on^of a proclamation issjjeij. RECWSTWY 
by the French Authorities cn^Ap^i^ 19<ffi ~

Proclamation of the French 'AuworTties.

April 19, 1939

Notice is hereby given that in the French 

Concession political demonstrations of any kind 

are strictly forbidden because such demonstrations 

are evidently instigated by agitators who are 

interested in creating disturbances and menacing 

peace and good order. While respecting the sentiments 

of all, the authorities also have to take the 

necessary steps to discharge the responsibility of 

maintaining the absolute neutrality of the Concession 

and safeguarding the tranquility of the residents. 

When necessary, agitators will be expelled. With 

the exception of the l&itional Day, any collective 

display of flags which has the meaning of a political 

demonstration, is prohibited. This notice is 

again issued for the information of all residents.



April 20, 1939 Morning Translation

French Police Issue Proclamation

On April 19 the French authorities issued 
the following proclamâtion»-

•Notice is hereby given that in the French 
Concession political demonstrations are strictly 
forbidden on the ground that such demonstrations will 
lead to disturbances and menace peace and good order and 
mighi have been instigated by bad elements« Apart from 
taking the necessary steps» the authorities will maintain 
the neutrality of the Concession and will undertake full 
responsibility for the protection Of the residents« If 
necessary, the authorities will expel bad elements« 
As regards the collective display Of the hational 
flag, such display has the meaning of a political 
demonstration and is prohibited, except in the case of 
national celebrations« This notice is ag*in issued 
for the information of all residents«*

Shun Pao

theYesterday being the propaganda day for the
peasants, workers and commercial cirau.es of the propaganda 
week of the national spiritual mobilization, the Chinese 
national flag was hoisted by All tin shops in the Foreign 
Settlements/ffiey.rare however rjgnoved by the Police of 
the Fe etvl emenve- and taken? to police stations«
This action was taken by the authorities at the request 
of the Shanghai Cfty Government/.

Ta Mei Pao and other local newspapers I-

Final Warning Issued by ghjfla Youths’ Patriotic salvation 
Assertiation

On April 18/identical letters issued by the
so-called "China Youths/ Patriotic Salvation Association” 
were received by aU Chinese language newspapers of 
British, American any other foreign ownership.

Yesterda/ the following final warning addressed
to the 3,000,000 Chinese residents in Shanghai was issued 
by the Association/-

"Unle/s the residents discontinue the hoisting 
of the blue sky /nd white sun flag, bullets and bombs
will be used ag/inst those who disregard this warning«”

A Written copy of this warning was received 
by the "Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury* yesterday, it
reads as follows»-

/"The national flag is a symbol of a nation. 
Following /he outbreak of the 8ino-Japanese hostilities, 
this Association has on several occasions issued warnings 
to the residents of the two Foreign Settlements against the 
hoisting of the blue sky and white sun flag, but the warnings 
were ignored. Therefore * final warning was issued 
yesterday urging the residents to come to their senses. 
Unless they modify their present attitude, bullets and bombs 
wilt be used «gainst them. The public are hereby warned 
nog to complain of not having being informed beforehand 
i/ their lives are endangered for hoisting such flags.”

cirau.es


AVIS DES AUTORITES FRANÇAISES DISTRIBUE LE 
19 AVRIL 1939, A L'OCCASION DE LA REACTION FAISANT 

SUITE A L’INTERDICTION D'UN PAVOISEMENT AYANT 
UN CARACTERE DE MANIFESTATION POLITIQUE.

"Les Autorités Françaises rappellent à la popula

tion que les manifestations politiques, quelles qu'elles 

"soient restent rigoureusement interdites sur la conces- 

"sion. Ces manifestations sont évidemment provoquées par 

"des agitateurs ayant intérêt à créer des troubles de na- 

"ture à nuire a l'ordre public et à la sécurité. Les Auto

rités Françaises, tout en respectant les sentiments de 

"chacun, ont le devoir de prendre les’ mesures qui s 'impo- 

"sent pour assurer l'absolue neutralité de la concession 

"et la tranquilité des résidents. Elles expulseront au 

"besoin les agitateurs.

"En particulier les pavoisements massifs, revêtant 

"un caractère de manifestation politique sont interdits, 

"sauf à l'occasion de la Fête Nationale".
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Subject (in full)____ Peopled Spiritual Mobilization Movement"^ Chinese
arrested in French Concession released

Made ^............................... ..Forwarded by.....

The remaining Chinese resident of the French 

Concession who was arrested by the French Police on the 

occasion of the propaganda day of the People*e Spiritual 

Mobilization Movement, April 19> was removed from cells 

on April 22 and escorted to Avenue Bdward VÎI where he 

was told not to return to the Concession.

Arrangementa are being made by the French Concession 

Chinese Ratepayers* Association to open negotiations with the 

French Police to return the national fl age*
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Chungking Lodges
Flag Protest

Dissatisfaction at French
Concession Action

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs at 
Chungking has formally lodged a 
protest with the French Ambassador 
to China against the removal of Chi
nese national flags in the French Con
cession in Shanghai last week when 
the flags were hoisted to celebrate 
the opening of the general spiritual 
mobilization campaign.

Although the incident has been set
tled locally, the Ministry is reported 
by a message from Chungking to be 
still dissatisfied (and wishes the'French 
authorities to guarantee against its 
repetition. It is revealed that prior 
to the latest incident the Ministry has 

‘ twice made representations against 
‘ similar incidents.

Local Chinese reports indicate that 
the incident has not yet been com
pletely settled as some persons ar

rested in connection with the incident 
are still being detained arid that flags 
t(aken down by the French police have 
not yet been returned. It is expect
ed, however, that these flags will be 
returned to-morrow to the Chinese 
Ratepayers Association in. the French 
Concession.

Chinese residents! in the Concession 
wish that the incident will be settled 
completely, for next month tehre will 
be many occasions when flag display 
is necessary. They are reported to 
have urged the ratepayers association 
to conduct further negotiations in 
order to reach a “rational” settlement. 
It was previously reported that wish- 

, ing to maintain strict Neutrality auth
orities of the French Concession here 
would not allow the flying of Chi
nese flags on/any occasions excepting 
the Chinese national holiday.



CHINA PRESS.
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Chinese Distribute 
Leaflets Against

Concession Action

Hundreds of leaflets were 
showered on the streets in the 
vicinity of the Great World 
amusement resort late last 

night, protesting the “unsatis- i 
factory manner the flag incident 
was settled.”

In strong language, the leaflets 
denounced the allegedly high 
handed. method.^ used hy the 
French Municipal Police to sup-

z press the hoisting of the Chinese 
national colors in the Conces

sion last Wednesday.
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Chinese shops in the Trench Concession which closed 

on April 19 as a protest against the prohibition oy the 

French Municipal Authorities of hoisting hational flags on 

that day in observance of the People's Spiritual Mobilization

Movement, have resumed business, and the situation in the

fi French Concession is practically normal this morning, April 21.

The Chinese residents arrested for being involved in 

the trouble have been released in the afternoon of April 20 

with the exception of some three or four persons who are 

re^rted to be responsible for posting and shouting slogans. 

It is said that they will be either released on shop security, 

or expelled from the Concession, or disposed off by the Court.
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With the exception of one, all the Chinese 

residents of the French Concession arrested on April 19 

and 20 for being concerned in the flag incident have 

been released.

The National flags taken away by the French Police 

on the occasion of the propaganda day of the People’s 

Spiritual Mobilization Movement will be handed over to the 

French Concession Chinese Ratepayers’ Association.

o. C. (Special Branch).
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Headquarters,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

...........................gu....... 193. ••

taA V ' V*

SUBJECT
People*s spiritual General Mobilization Movement - 

Dispute between French Municipal Antborltleo & Chinese 
__________ _ZZZ"  . *   

The Commissioner presents his compliments to...TAt..Secretary, S.M. C. 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1. Copies of Police reports.

2.

3.

4.

5 .
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Under the auspices of the Shanghai Various

Circles* National Spiritual General Mobilization

Association, local Chinese industrial and commercial

circles marked the observance of this Movement by 

hoisting the national flags on April 19. The day 

passed off ouietly in the International Settlement, 

but minor incidents took place in the French 

Concession.

During the morning of April 19, ‘.ihe French

Municipal Authorities despatched a party of police 

COWTOENTV1' to patrol the French Concession for the purpose of 

prohibiting the hoisting of National flags within its 

Jurisdiction. Disputes over the taking down of the 

flags arose between the French Police and a number of 

Chinese shops which include the following

(1) Dah Kwang Ming ) Underwear Company,
414 Rue de Consulat.

(2) Land Bank of China, 543 Avenue Joffre.

(3) Yar Mei Kwei Confectionery Shop,
12 Route Voyron.

(4) Chung Hwa Vocational Educational Institute,
80 Route Voyron.

(5) Tien Ziang () Cigarette & Exchange Shop,
521 Avenue Jofffre.

(6) Crystal Palace Theatre, 1 Rue Kraetzer.
(Licence permit was taken away by the police).

In addition, approximately forty Chinese residents 

of the French Concession were arrested and are still 

being detained by the French Police this morning, 

April 20th. Several of the arrested persons are
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reported to have received slight injuries during the 

clash with the police.

As the result of this incident, Chinese shops 

on Rue de Consulat between Rue Hue and Rue Palikao 

closed their doors at 1.30 p.m. April 19, and at 

present, approximately 50% of the Chinese shops in 

the French Concession are operating behind closed 

doors as a protest against the attitude of the French 

Municipal Authorities. Certain Chinese shops in the 

French Concession are reported to have received 

anonymous telephone calls this morning advising them 

to close or if they have already closed their premises 

to remain closed.

At 9.30 p.m. April 19, two members of the 

Political Section of the French Police called upon 

Mr. Eying Ding-sung ), Chairman of the

Chinese Ratepayers’ Association in the French 

Concession and requested him to advise the shops 

to resume business.

During the same evening, some twenty members 

of the French Concession Chinese Ratepayers’ Association 

held a conference on the premises of the Crystal Palace 

Theatre, No.l Rue Kraetzer, and diseussed the situation. 

The following resolutions were passed t-

1. That the French Consular Authorities be requested 
to effect the release of the Chinese arrested on 
April 19.
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2. That the Chinese Councillors of the French 
Municipal Council be urged to negotiate with 
the French Authorities over the matter.

3. That details of the incident be reported to 
the National Government at Chungking.

The French Municipal Authorities have decided 

to publish a notice to the effect that any movement 

in the form of political demonstrations will be 

immediately prohibited in order to preserve peace 

and order in the French Concession and that the 

hoisting of National flags will be permitted only 

on the occasion of the National Holiday (October 10).

This notice is expected to be issued to-day, April 20.
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In connection with newspaper articles regarding

' the National Spiritual Mobilization Movement to the 

effect that •National Flags will be appreciately 

hoisted throughout the city on April 19, 1939*, the 

French Police this morning sent 50 Chinese policemen 

under the leadership of 2 foreign constables to patrol 

in the French Concession to prohibit the hoisting of
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Chinese-Amerloan Daily News and other local newspapers i-

NA TICK AL SPIRITUAL MOBILIZATION PROPAGANDA WBM

To-day being the citizens propaganda day 
of the national spiritual mobilization propaganda week, 
the Shanghai Citizens’ National Spiritual Mobilization 
Association has Issued the following manifesto I* 

"The war of resistance has entered the 
second stage* During this period we should adopt 
the offensive instead of the defensive so as to recover 
the lost territory and establish a New China. In 
order to achieve this» the national spiritual mobilization 
is necessary so that people throughout the country may 
struggle for the salvation of the nation under the 
direction of a united organization.

"In the past» certain persons thought that 
China» being a weak country* will not be able to withstand 
the enemy« Some became very happy upon hearing of 
victories from the front» while others became disappointed 
upon learning of the loss of a large city« Many paid 
no attention to the war« Such behaviour will certainly 
affect the wer of real stance«

"China is now face to face with a most 
dangerous crisis« The strength of the 450*000,000 
people should be employed in the defence of the country 
and to drive away the enemy. Thus» final victory may 
be as&ured« The object of the national spiritual 
mobilization is to unify and strengthen the people’s 
organization and to correct all improper habits and 
thoughts« This Association hopes that local Chinese 
citizens will join.*

Tomorrow will be the propaganda day for 
farmers» labourers and merchants. The responsible 
persons of the National Spiritual Mobilization Association 
of these circles the other day held a meeting» at which 
it was resolved to issue an open letter addressed to 

I farmers* labourers end merchants and to advise shops, 
I factories end residents to hoist the national flag on 
j April 19« Therefore, the national flag will be flown 
f tomorrow to mark the spirit of the national spiritual 
I mobilization.

PIG HOKG OWqpa« GUILD PUBLI3Hg8 aXOTICB
The following notice appears in the advertise

ment columns of the "Shun Pao" aara other local newspapers»- 
To ............... /

The letters and articles sent by you to 
this Association and membejr hongs have been received. 
Both this Association andKmember hongs have always 
adopted an attitude of hon-co-operation with illegal 
organizations. Prior to receipt of your letter* we 
had already directa« fell?w merchants to express our 
Stand nd issued/g joint manifesto«

We hereby publish this notice as a reply to 
your letter«y

/ The Shangial Pig Hong Owners’ Guild.
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During the morning of April 20, Mr. Tsang Chi- 

sien ), Councillor of the French Municipal

Council, acting in the capacity of a representative of 

the Chinese Ratepayers’ Association in French 

Concession, interviewed the Deputy Commissioner of 

French Police and it was agreed that the Chinese

Ratepayers’ Association notify all shops to resume 

business, and that the forty persons arrested on

April 19 be released and flags returned.

At 2 p.m., written instructions in the form of

of

It

<s<>

a circular notice were issued by the

Chinese Ratepayers' Association. It

"In connection with the flag

French Concession

reads as follows :

inciden t, this

association detailed representatives to discuss the

settlement of the dispute with the French Authorities.

For the sake of maintaining friendly relations

between China and France, the various shops are

hereby requested to resume business in order to

avoid a further aggravation of the incident."

Following the receipt of this notice, a number

shops are reported to have re-opened at about 3.15 p.m.

is expected that other Chinese shops in the French

oncession will follow the lead of the others and

resume business later.

D.C. (Special Branch).
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Concession Brought To End

Chinese Shops Re-open, As Police Reportedly 
Release1 Detained Men, Return Flags

Chinese shops in Frenchtown, 
¡closed sin^e Wednesday, reopened: 
for business at 5 p.m. yesterday | 
following an amicable settlement of; -—
the incidents, caused by the official 
ban bn the hoisting of the Chinese 
national flag.

The settlement was reached be
tween officials of the French Muni
cipal Council and representatives of 
the Chinese shop owners.

An unconfirmed report indicated 
that the French 'Police had released 
all the Chinese who were detained 
on Wednesday and had returned all 

' flags seized by the police during 
(several affrays.

Acting in behalf of the Chinese 
(shop owners was the Chinese Rate
payers Association, which earlier 
yesterday circularized a statement 
urging the reopening of the shops.

Statement issued

The statement indicated that 
negotiations with the French au
thorities were in progress and de
clared that resumption of business 
was necessary to preserve Sino- 
French friendship.

Meanwhile it was learned that 
despite thé slight tension which 
continued to exist yesterday, there 
were no organized disturbances in 
the Concession. *

The French ¡Police in the even
ing summarized tlie situation in an 
abbreviated press release:

«'Calm continued to reign in the 
i French Concession during the day. 
! , “Those persons who had been ar
rested yesterday (Wednesday) have 
been released except for two or 
three agitators.

“A certain number of shops which 
(dosed their doors during the morn
ing have reopened.”

Volunteers Said Attacked
No mention was made of reports 

that two Russian volunteers of the 
French Police were set upon by a 
crowd of Chinese on Rite du Con- 
sulat yesterday morning. Neither 
was the arrest of four or five Chin
ese by French Police yesterday noon, 
announced. These men, The C»ina | 
Press learned last night, were taken [ 
into custody for chalking patriotic 
slogans on walls and pavements.

Although a number of Chinese 
shops and offices in Frenchtown 
remained closed yesterday morning, 
it was confirmed yesterday that th 3 
Chinese Chamber of Commerce in 
the afternoon issued an order re
questing the resumption of business. 
Most of the business houses reopen
ed.

While some stores took the pre
caution to cover their shopwindows 
with , wooden boards or iron grilles, 
their doors remained opened.



Theater Suspended
The Crystal Palace, Peiping opera 

house located at the Rue du Con- 
sulat-Boulevard de Muntigny inter
section, remained closed yesterday. 
It was learned that Frenchtown 
authorities suspended the theater’s 
permit following a clash outside the 
amusement center Wednesday morn
ing, when police squads were order
ing down all flags. Later reports 
stated that the operating license 
would be reinstated within a day or 
two.

The suspension of the permit fol
lowed a mob scene outside the thea
ter at 11 a.m. Wednesday. Shortly 
before this hour the theater com
plied with the police order and low
ered its flag. Almost immediately it 
received a mysterious telephone 
message from a man claiming to 
represent “patriotic citizens” de
manding that the flag be flown 
again.

Hoist Flag Again
Fearing trouble the theater again 

hoisted the White-Sun-Blue-Sky 
banner. This was hauled down and 
confiscated shortly after by a police 
party which arrived on the scene.! 
A large crowd gathered to shout | 
slogans and boo at the police. I 
Several men were arrested.

Shortly after the noon hour yes
terday French police posted pro
clamations on walls and telephone 
poles, on main thoroughfares reiter
ating' the ban on political manifes
tations of any kind.

Details of the assault upon two 
Russian volunteers of the French 
Police were $ot available last night, 
but an eye-witness reported that he 
saw the men set upon by an angry 
crowd on . Rue du Copsulat. Police 
made no mention of the incident in' 
their press release.

French Police armored cars and 
increased point-duty squads conti- i 
nued to patrol the congested shop-1 
ping district of the Concession yes- 

[ terday. v
S.M.C. Attacked

Once more the Tairiku Shimpo, 
local s Japanese daily, took this ad
vantage to attack the S.M.C. yes
terday. The paper charged that the 
raising of Kuomintang flags in the 
International Settlement, in con
trast to their forced removal 4n the 

¡French Concession on Wednesday,, 
¡the second day,of the Spiritual Mo
bilization, was “obviously intended 
to fan the anti-Japanese war spi
rit.”

The Tairiku Shimpo also charged 
' that the Settlement had “discarded 
'its neutrality,’* and in general re
peated the things it said of the 

: Settlement after the previous and 
! identical situation which occurred 
on the anniversary of Sun Yat-sen’s 
birthday on March 12.
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[Chinese Merchants Lodge A
Protest With M. Fabre

Chinese Shops In Concession Remain Closed As 
Demonstration Against Lowering Of National |

Flags On Wednesday By The French Police
The principal thoroughfares of 

the French Concession looked 
strange yesterday when most of the 
big Chinese shops remained open 
only partially in protest against the 
seizure cf several Chinese national 
flags the day before, the “National 
Spiritual Mobilization Day” order
ed by the Chinese Government.

A delegation of Chinese mer
chants called on Major L. Fabre. 
Commissioner of the French Muni
cipal Police, in the morning, and 
had a lengthy discussion with him' 
The Chinese1 merchants requested 
Major Fabre to effect the release 
of all the Chinese arrested on 

I Wednesday following scuffles with 
I the French Municipal Police during 
I the “flag incidents.”

Major Fabre, it was reported, 
; promised to consider the request, 
and later called upon the French 

! Consul-General, M. Baudez, foT fur
ther conversations on the matter.

When asked by “The Shanghai 
Times” for a statement, Major 
Fabre yesterday afternoon declined 
to reveal the exact nature of the 
verbal promise he was reported to 
have made to the Chinese merchant

“Shun Pao,” an influential local1 
newspaper in Chinese business and 
commercial circles, declared, “Ever 
since the outbreak of the current 
Sino-Japanese hostilities, the Chi
nese people and the French Con
cession authorities have maintain
ed very close friendly relations.”

The “flag incident” on Wednesday | 
and some time ago, the journal * 
maintained, had been caused by 
“misunderstanding, which showed 
the gravity of the situation/*

The French municipal authorities, 
the “Shun Pao”v declared, should 
have given previous notice to the 
Chinese people and stated why the 
hcisting of Chinese flags would be 
prohibited. Flag-hoisting, unless 
previously prohibited, would not be 
in contravention of the French; 
municipal police regulations, and 
and was a legitimate expression of 
duty cf the Chinese people. The 

rjcurnal 
[methods employed by the French 
[municipal police which, it main- 
[ tained, had /greatly incensed the 
| Chinese populace.
| It' warned against any precipitate 
faction ch the part of the French

strongly criticized the

delegation, but stated that “all the ¡municipal police authorities result- 
Chinese arrested the day before | mg 
have now been released, excepting 
a few agitators.”

Shops Said Reopening
“Everything is now fluid and 

normal, and all the shops are 
opening,’* Major Fabre declared.
/T can’t tell a newspaper every

thing about our talks to-day/* he 
concluded, and left the matter at 
that.

The French Police Commissioner 
was also understood to have pre
vailed upon the Chinese delegation 
to use its influence to effect the re
opening of all the Chinese shops 
in the Concession areas. Up 
till late yesterday afternoon, how
ever, most of these shops had 
remained partially closed.

Throughout the whole morning 
¿and during the greater part of the 
afternoon, squads of French police 
constables, Annamite and Russian 
police contingents were posted at

re-

Ibe “unthinkable.” It is admirable, 
[the “Shun Pao” stated, that no
thing more than small conflicts had 
1 occurred on Wednesday.
J In conclusion, the local 
community was urged to 

¡calm and not to conduct
any way that would deteriorate the 
present situation.

Official Statement
The following official statement 

was issued by the French Police 
yesterday evening:—

I “Calpi ccntinued to reign
i French
whole of the day.

“Those who had been, arrested 
[during the course of the previous! 
pay were released, with the ex- ' 
jeeption of two or three agitators.
I “A certain number of shops which ^0 | 1

: [had shut their doors in the morn- ptEÍ > I***’* 
J ng re-opened.” I

Chinese 
remain 

itself in

Concession during
in the

the

police contingents were posted at j
the intersections of the principal*! . / ‘ |
streets as a precautionary measure. house at n2 Route'Pt>rte

French municipal circulars, print- j L’Q^st who were arrested on ed in Chinese, were being distribut- |j We(J morning after a brawl 
ed from house to house yesterday ^itK^.rench p-oiice. who
morning by the police. The circu-| 
làrs reaffirmed the order issued on 
the previous day, that political de-J 
monstrations, in whatever form 
they might assume, would be ab
solutely forbidden in the Ccnces- 
sion. / National flags could, only be 
hoisted on the Chinese/ National < 
Day, and not otherwise.

Meanwhile, keen attention was 
being displayed by local Chinese 
circles yesterday, following the. 
wire‘ sent jointly by local Chinese ; 
public bodies to the Chungking 
Chinese Government requesting 
that representations be made 
the French authorities over 
“flag incident.”

Chinese Press Comment 
Discussing the incident,

to 
the

attempted to seize the Chinese 
national flag from the shop front, 
were reported to have been releas
ed after being fined $12.

Forty other Chinese were report
ed to have been arrested on 
Wednesday, and, according to 
Chinese reports, they had not been 
released up till yesterday, although 
jiajcr Fabre revealed yesterday 
Sfterpoon that “all except a few” 
have been released-

/Last night, practically all the 
Chinese shop houses re-op^nvd their 
doors for business as usual, and 
crowds, too, returned to the streets, 
indicating that the situation gener
ally had returned to norma?1.
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- /z Moderation Needed

’T'HE unfortunate incident in the 
1 Frehch Concession arising out of 

the controversy over the hoisting of the 
¡Chinese national flags can only be liqui
dated by a display of moderation by 
both the Chinese and the Frenchtown 
officials^

Incidents connected with national 
flags require, by their very nature, ex
tremely delicate handling. This journal 
believes that a sane realization on the 
part of the Chinese of the difficult 
situation which the Frenchtown officials 
are now forced to face and a similar 
realization on the part of the Conces
sion authorities of the sentiments of 
the Chinese people will help greatly to
ward eliminating the friction which 
exists at the present time.

There is one thing which deserves 
the attention of the Frenchtown officials 
Who are undoubtedly anxious to avoid the 
recurrence of a similar unpleasant inci
dent in the future. Oh Wednesday when 
the Chinese residents and shopkeepers 
were asked to display their flags by 
thear respective organizations, there 
was no general notice issued by the 
French Municipal Council prohibiting a 
flag display. Had such a notice been

issued, we are sure, there would have 
been considerably less friction and mis
understanding. In order to avoid any 
similar incident in the future, the 
French Municipal Council should imme
diately make its position clear to 
Frenchtown’s Chinese residents on the 
question of flag display. The Chinese 
people have always been known for 
their reasonableness, and they can be 
best appealed to by reason instead of 
by force. The French Concession auth-1 
critics should constantly keep this in 
mind in the future when dealing with 
delicate questions of a similar nature.

From whatever point of view both 
the Chinese people and the French offi
cials should realize that their traditional 
friendship must not be marred by hos
tile feelings arising out of an isolated in
cident. For the Chinese they must ap
preciate the fact that this is the time 
for them to conserve their goodwill. 
For the French, they must look beyond 
the present extraordinary situation to
ward a time when friendship with the 
Chinese will be a valuable asset for 
their Far Eastern interests. That is 
why we counsel moderation and depre
cate any development which tends to 
aggravate the situation.
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Baetern Times and other local newspapers :-

THE FLAG HOISTING INCIDENT

Holding the view that the flag hoisting 
oa April 19 had the dharaoter of a demonstration* the 
authorities of the French Con oe sei on despatched a large 
number of detectives and policemen to oall at various 
shops end to compel them to lower the flags* Some 
misunderstanding arose in the course of which about 30 
to 40 shop assistants were arrested and a number of 
Chinese national flags taken away to the police stations. 
This angered the shop keepers who then closed their 
business*

Yesterday morning the suspension of 
business was nearly general throughout the French 
Concession when it became known that the negotiations 
had no result as yet*

A survey made by our reporter revealed 
that with the exception of foreign-owned shops, 
restaurants and teashops* most of the large stores on 
Rue du Consul at* Avenue Joff re, Avenue Dubai 1» Avenue 
Foch, Rue Brenier Montaorand, Rue Pers Robert, Route des 
Soeurs* Rue Porte de l*Ouest* Rue du Marche, Rue Lafayette 
etc«, were on strike* but order was maintained* Strict 
precautionary measures were adopted by the French Polioe 
and parties of additional detectives and policemen were 
patrolling the streets*

, . On the night of April 19, Mr. Ching Ding-
sung )* Acting Chairman of the Chinese Rate»
Payers* Association of the French Concession, Invited 
the Chinese councillors and consol tteemen of the French 
imniclpal Council, including Messrs. Chang Yih-chu 
C$1» ) and Jul Chung-hwa ( ). to a meeting
to discuss measures to deal with the affair, The 
meeting expressed regret over the interference with the 
flag hoisting and appointed Messrs. Jul Chung-hwa. Tai 
Tsung-foong vj&V#'-) and Chuin Zlng-ngan V®/ )
to call on the French Police to deal with th e**c on fl scat! on 
of flags and the arrest of shop assistants*

At 10 a«m* yesterday the three represen
tatives called at French Police Headquarters to request 
an interview with the Comal colon er. They were received 
by Mr, Jobes, Deputy Commissioner. After expressing 
the views of the merchants* the three representatives 
presented the following three requests

(1) The lamed! ate release of all arrested 
persons*

(2) The return by the French Police of 
the confi seated flags*

(3) Freedom to hoist flags on anniversary 
days end the hope that the French Polioe will not inter
fere again*

Mr. Jobes declared that he would transmit 
the requests to the Commissioner and that a reply would 
be given at 3 p.m, the same day*
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At 3 p*m. ths three representatives called 
again and after a discussion with Commissioner Fabre the 
following measures were agreed upon i-

(1) All the arrested parsons win be 
released*

(2) The Chinese Hatepayers' Association 
will send a letter asking for the return of the flags 
detained by the Police*

(3) As the request for non-interference 
with the freedom of the residents to hoist flags does 
not lie within the jurisdiction of the Police, the 
request should be made to the French Consul-General*

As the arrested men had been released 
and as they had received notices fron the Chamber of 
Commerce and the Chinese Hatepayers' Association advising 
them to resume business, the shops on Hue du Consulat and 
Avenue Jbffre at 4 p*m* yesterday re-opened their doors* 
A number of o cmni tteemen of the Chinese Hatepayers* 
Association called personally at various shops to advise 
them to resume business* As the hour was already late, 
some stores remained closed* It is expected that all 
shops will resume business this morning*

According to investigations made by a 
reporter of the Sing Sung News Agenoy (jfr in
all 36 persons including shop proprietors, assistants 
and residents were arrested by the Police during the 
incident on April 19* The number of persons injured 
cannot be ascertained* According to information given 
out by the French Police, an Ann ami te policeman and a 
Chinese policeman were injured in the face*

The arrested men were released at about 
4 pun. yesterday* It is understood that during their 
detention at the Police Station moot of the men had 
refused to eat* However, the Police at first refused 
to release two of the"~3rresjted'mei‘ibecau0ethey'had' 
shouted Mid oMIKdd SlbgHHar'but after strenuous”” 
n sgcrtrreim’^W''Wf< *

As the Land Bank of China and some other 
banks in the French Concession were also involved in the 
flag incident on April 19, the Shanghai Bankers Association 
yesterday held a meeting at which it was resolved to 
console the banks concerned and to advise them to resume 
business pending negotiations by the Ministry of Foreign 
Affeirs of the National Go ver ran ent and other public 
bodies concerned to secure a settlement* The various 
banks accepted the sincere advice of their Association 
and resumed business*

It is learned that the licence of the 
Crystal Palace Theatre ("f CApllRi), which has been 
withdrawn, has been returned and that the theatre will 
resume business to-day*

I



April 21»1939 Morning Translation

Ta Mei Pao and other local newspapers l-

XM-lsration Issued fry Lone Battalion Cow_ander

In connection with the interference with 
the hoisting of the national flag by the French 
Concession authorities, Colonel Zia Tsing-yuan, Commander 
of the Lone Battalion, issued the following declaration 
yesterday I-

“With all sincerity I :*fiake a further
, appeal to my fellow countrymen in Shanghai» The 

^.sufferings we are undeijoing to-day are only temporary»
All such unpleasantness will be removed after our glorious 
victory. I therefore sincerely hope that my fellow 
countrymen in Shanghai will assume a share of the 
responsibility for the salvation of our country and 
contribute as much as possible either in money or by 
means of labour and to work strenuously and painstakingly.*

Morning Leader and other local newspapers l-

Shop Owners in French Concession to Submit Statement 
To French Ambassador

From 6.30 to 7.30 p.m. April 22, a banquet 
.will be given by the French Club, French Concession, 

to M» Henr4 Cosme, the French Ambassador to China» During 
* the function the position of the French citizens in 

China will be made clear to the Ambassador»
M. Henri Cosme arrived at Chungking on 

March 5 and presented his credentials to Chairman Lin 
Sen of the National Government and visited General Chiang 
Kai-shek and Wang Chung-wei, Minister of Foreign Affairs» 

^^*This is the second tine that M» Henri Cosme has visited 
China. He has done much to promote friendly relations 
with the Chinese Government and has expressed an assurance 
that "a bright day will surely come to China." 

Unfortunately, however, a regrettable 
incident has taken place not long after M. Cosme’s arrival 
in Shanghai» The authorities of the French Concession 
despatched police officers to interfere with the hoisting 
of the national flag within the Concession and this gave 
rise to a temporary suspension of business by all the 
shops in the Concession» Such an incident is certainly 
not desired by the French Ambassador and it is hoped that 
it will not be repeated in future.

It is learned that the shops in the 
French Concession are submitting a Joint petition to 
the French Ambassador to the above effect»

Ta Mei Wan Pao dated April 20 (Chungking telegram) *-

Chungking to Open Negotiations

Public circles in Chungking are paying 
particular attention to the interference with the 
hoisting of the national flag by the French Concession 
authorities in Shanghai and have expressed profound 
regret over the action of the French authorities. The 
Government will soon take the matter up with the French 
authorities through diplomatic channels so as to bring 
about a reasonable settlement of this affair. It is 
hoped that the people in Shanghai will wait calmly for 
the result of the negotiations to be conducted by the 
Government.
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Chinese Stores

Shut To Protest
FMP Flag Action

Delegates Visit Fabre 
Rtfhuesting Release 

Of Prisoners

POUCE SUSPEND 
THEATRE PERMIT

Main Streets Deserted 
As Shops Declare

Virtual Strike
jTh*nec-o Chamber of Com- 

irp’W th»s pP‘prr»non issued 
order •*p,»ues*»no- pH shoos in the 
French Concession to resume busi
ness im*nMiafetv and «vMt for ♦he 
outcome of fhe amicable negotia
tions to se**le the di«uute. The 
.three de’ecates vrere to visit the 
police headquarters a «rain this 
afternoon to continue their nego
tiations.

Practically all larger Chinese s 
shops on the main thoroughfares, 
in the French Concession are 

i closed todav in a virtual general 
strike to protest the seizure of 
Chinese national flags and arrest 
of scores of Chinese shopkeepers 
bv French Municipal Police yes
terday.

Three delegates of Chinese 
business circles in Frenchtown, 
Messrs. Wï YThing-feng.Ju 
hm and Chung Ghing-an, thia 
morning called on Major L. Fabre,

FIVE MORE ARRESTED
Five Chinese were taken into 

custody by French police at noon 
today on charges of visiting 
various Chinese shops in the 
French Concession and asking 
them to close their doors.

Mah; handbills, requesting all 
b usine? establishments to take 
“concerted action” in the fight to1 
regain the dignity of the national 

flag”, were also found on the
■ streets.

commissioner of the F.M.P., at his 
Rue Stanislas Chevalier head
quarters and appealed for the re
lease of Chinese, declared to 
number 30 to 40, who are still 
detained by police as result of the 
clashes yesterday.

No Decision
According to official informa

tion from the police headquarters, 
no decision was reached in the 
Conference. It is stated at Chin
ese circles, however, that Major 
Fabre asked the Chinese business 
leaders to use their influence in; 
securing the reopening of the! 
shops before he would consider 
the release Of the arrested men. 
Major Fabre subsequently visited 
the French Consulate-General.

While many shops are closed to
day in what is termed a spon
taneous demonstration against the 
seizure of national flags, tat 

^Crystal palace, Frenchtown's 
largest Peiping opera theatre at 
the corner of Ru du Consulat aiio 
Boulevard de Montigny, had io 
suspend performances as from 
yesterday afternoon when the; 
police . authorities indefinitely 
suspended its permit following a 
clash outside the amusement 
center. Up to noon today, the 
permit has not. been reinstated.



Shutters Up
Both Avenue Jotfre and Rue du 

Consulat snowed a conspicuous 
absence of their usual bristling 
acuviues this morning,- with most j 
oi the Chinese shop fronts covered. 
oy shutters. Only smaller 
establishments dealing in daily 
necessities remained half-open 
wniie the banks closed their iront 
entrances and requested their 
customers to use the rear entrance. 
At several of the Chinese jewel 
stores, the show-windows, covered 
by iron grills, were emptied for 
fear of possible disturbances. Extra 

I police pâmes are patrolling the 
I streets.
• The Avenue Joffre branch . of 
[ the Land Bank of China, scene 

of one of the clashes yesterday,| 
was guarded by three constables* 
this morning. It is .alleged jiatl 
the police refused to allow the 
bank to reopen although they did 
not stop customers entering by 
the rear door.

Early this afternoon, French 
nolice posted proclamations on 
the telephone poles on the main 
thoroughfares reiterating the ban 

, against political demonstrations. 
“National flags may only be dis
played on the national days,” the 
police ordered. All agitators are 
warned.

During the numerous clashes 
yesterday, none of which was 
fortunately very serious, one 
Chinese policeman and an Anna-} 
mite constable of the F.M.P. are] 
understood to have been set upon 
by mobs and injured. The num
ber of Chinese civilians injured 
could not be ascertained although 
it is understood more than 10 
complained of injuries.

Fine Said Paid
According to Chinese reports, 

around 100 arrests were made yes
terday and many Chinese flags 
seized by the French police. One 
of the arrested man, who paid 
a fine of $10 for his own freedom, 
reported seised flags piled high 
in the police station on Rue 
Stanislas Chevalier.

The suspension of the Crystal 
Palace permit followed a mob 
scene outside of the theatre at 
11 o’clock yesterday morning. 
The theatre was ordered to re- 

, move the national flag. As soon 
as the order was complied with, 
telephone complaints were receiv
ed from unknown sources describ
ing themselves as “patriotic 
citizens.” Fearing trouble, the 
theatre again hoisted the flag.

Officers Booed
Police arrived and seized thé 

emblem. A crowd gathered out
side the theatre and booed the 
officers. Among the demonstra
tors, police allege, were employees 
of the theatre. The allegation, 
however, was denied by thé? 
theatre management who con
tends that there were only three 
booking office officials inside the; 
theatre at the time. All of them 
were subsequently taken to the* 
station. . „ ;. |

The theatre was allowed to pro
ceed with the first matinee cinema 
performance but not allowed to 
give the second performance which 
was to start at 4 and the night 
performance of Peiping opera at 
¡¿0 p,m.

Meanwhile, the local observance 
of the launching of the Spiritual 
Mobilization Movement, for which 
the Chinese national flags were 
displayed yesterday, was con
tinued today. The Shanghai com
mittee of the movement today is
sued circulars to students asking 
them tb join the mobilization 
ordered by General Chiang Kai- 
shek.
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The Readers’
Forum

Seizure Of Flags
The Editor, 
SHANGHAI EVENING POST, 
Dear Editor,

One thing striking me seriously 
this morning is the raising of the 
national flag in the Concession. 
Today, you may know, we Chinese 
are celebrating the occasion of 
Spiritual Movement which was 
advocated by Chiang Kai-shek by 
raising the national. flag. But 
unfortunately, the French Police 
intervened and insisted on hauling 
down our national flag. Despite 
mild interpretation and protest, 
the Frepch Police forcibly seized 
all the flags flying from the top 
of every business house. I hope 
your third party nation comes out 
as arbiter of justice for the wel-l 
fare of China.

Yours truly,
P. H. W.

April 19, 1939.
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DAILY CHARGES S.M.C.WITH
ANT I«JAPANESE INTENTIONS

Charges that the raising of Kuomintang flags in 

the International Settlement in contrast to their forced 

removal in the French Concession on Wednesday., the second 

day of the Kuomintang , Spiritual Mobilization 9 was 

” obviously intended to fan THE ANT I-JAPANESE WAR SP|R|T "j 

were made by the Tairiku Shimpo, local Japanese daily, 

YESTERDAY (THUR)o

’’Undeniable proof ” that ant I-Japanese elements

had been making a round of Chinese shops and households in 

the Settlement compelling them to hoist Nationalist flags y I 
had been secured, the newspaper alleged® X 1

While some flags were in evidence in the French

Concession on Wednesday morning, they were removed after 

warnings by the French Mwnici pal Police, the jounral said* 

In the Settlement, however, Shanghai Municipal Police

authorities permitted the flags to remain ” IN SPITE of

THE FACT THAT UNDERGROUND ACTIVITIES OF ANTI-JapANESE

elements, which are being continued UNDER COVER’ OF THE
it the

Spiritual Mobilization Week should never be tolerate0 '
( MORc)

FILE
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No.ll~2

DAILY CHARGES S.M.C.WITH-2

Japanese daily commented*

The S.M.C. was further charged with being

” INSINCERE ” IN IGNORING THE " WARNINGS ” MADE BY THE 

Japanese and Greater Shanghai Municipality authorities* 

" This attitude proves that the Settlement has discarded 

ITS NEUTRALITY ”, THE TaIRIKU ShJMPO DECLARED* 

hls/m
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Hoisting 0 f 
Chinese Flags
Many Shops Closed In 

Fear Of Trouble In 
Concession

OFFICERS CLASH 
WITH SHOPKEEPERS

Several Men Detained ) 
For Questioning

On Affrays
Chinese shops on Rue du Con

sulat and other main Frenchtown 
thoroughfares boarded up their 
premises and partially ceased busi
ness transactions yesterday after
noon following a series of incidents 
in which Concession police asked 
the shopkeepers to remove the 
Chinese national flag.

The tri-color Chinese national 
emblem was being displayed 
throughout the city yesterday to 
commemorate the inauguration of 
the spiritual Mobilization 'Move
ment here.

Up to a late hour last night, the 
situation remained at a deadlock. 
It was stated, however, that no new 
development was expected today 
and that the Frenchtown shops 
may resume business this morning.

Men Detained
On several occasions, throughout 

the day, employees in the Chinese 
establishments were reported to 
have openly resisted the police, re
sulting in the detention of a num
ber of men for questioning.

In an official statement to the 
press iast night French Folice au
thorities indicated that they con
sidered the hoisting of the Chinese 
flags on this particular day as be
ing a political manifestation which, 
in order to preserve the Concession’s 
absolute neutrality, is not being 
allowed by the authorities.

The first incident occurred at 
Avenue Joffre branch of the Land 
Bank of China where four bank 
employees were injured and some 
property damaged during an affray 
between the - employees and the 
police. fc

Another fist fight with the officers 
who had come to tèli thè shopowner 
not to hoist the Chinese flag was re
ported at a Chinese diy goods store 
on Rue du Consulat.

According to eye-witness reports, 
thè flag attached to a bamboo pole 
was in the hands Of an employee. 
A Russian officer rushed to the* 
door; and after grabbing the flag’ 
from thè Chinese, broke the bamboo 
pole into two. He tore the flag in the 
same process.

Reports of these incidents spread 
quickly throughout the business 
sections of Frenchtown, resulting in 
the closure of the shops.
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Police Remove Flags
On several occasions, when shop 

employees refused to take down 
the flags as ordered by the police, 
the officers were said to have re
moved them themselves. Some of 
the flags thus removed were given 
back to the owners while others 
were taken by the police to the 
station.

This occurred at the shop of the 
Tai Hong Company on Rue du 
Consulat at 1:30 in -the afternoon. 
The officers walked away with the 
flag after removing it from the 
pole.

The same incident occurred at a 
Chinese store on Avenue Edward 
VII when an Annamite constable 
walked away with the Chinese flag 
tucked under his arm.

On Sun Yat-sen’s birthday on' 
March 12, the same order was is
sued by the French police barring) 
the flying of any Chinese national ¡ 
flag in the Concession. The reason; 
given for the measure on that oc
casion was identical with that is
sued yesterday.

The ban in Frenchtown not
withstanding, Chinese national flags 
were hoisted in the Settlement 
yesterday to mark the inauguration 
of the National Spiritual Mobiliza
tion drive in the city.

Message Sent
The observance of the day was 

begun with the sending, of a tele
gram to Generalissimo Chiang Kai- 
shek by the National Spiritual 
Mobilization League here .con
gratulating him on the .reported 
successes of the general military 
counter-oflensive.

Reiterating their loyalty members 
of the League again pledged to 
the Chinese Leader that “Chinese I 
in Shanghai have placed all their 
manpower and material resources 
□ehind the national war of re
sistance.”

Meanwhile, a circular wire to the 
Chinese people by the same group! 
was released to the Chinese press; 
yesterday. The message urged the - 
people to stand behind the Gen
eralissimo in the prosecution of the I 
war and emphasized the importance 
of national unity in the struggle.

While expressing their convic
tion that China will achieve final 
victory, the League stated that “we 
must prepare for greater suffering 
as the day of triumph draws closer.”

Both telegrams were "signed by 
the agricultural, commercial and 
industrial branches of the League 
in this city.

According to Chinese sources, the 
organization of the League was 
effected in accordance with the 
order issued by the Generalissimo. ' 
The last branch of the League to 
compíete its organisation was thft; 
Agricultural branch which was 
inaugurated on Monday.
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French Police
Action Over
Flag Raising

Display Of National 
Bunting By Chinese 
Is Frowned Upon JU

ORDERS TO REMOVE
EMBLEMS ENFORCED

An atmosphere full of tension 
prevailed in the French Con
cession yesterday morning and 
afternoon as squads of police 

■moveci all over the Concession 
¡requesting shopkeepers, office I 
managers and house owners to ! 
lower the Chinese National I 
flags which had been hoisted 
outside their buildings.

Although most of those approach
ed took down the flags as requested, 
several scuffles along Rue du Con
sular and along Avenue Joffre were 
reported to have taken place 
between the police and Chinese who 
refused to obey the instructions;

Armoured cars and large squads 
cf police operated along Avenue 
Joffre and other thoroughfares 
early yesterday afternoon, although 
officials of the French Police claimed 
that everything was normal and! 
that no clashes had occurred.

Several Chinese shops in the 
Concession were reported to have 
closed their doors as a protest 
against the action taken by the 
French Police in prohibiting the 
flying of national flags.

Settlement Normal •
While this was going on, in the 

French Concession, everything was 
reported to be normal in the Inter-

Reason For Display 
Of Flags

In compliance with instructions 
from the Chinese National Gov
ernment in Chungking, there was 
inaugurated by some members of 
the local Chinese community yes
terday what is known as the 
“national spiritual mobilization 
week,” commemorating- the occa
sion with the hoisting of Kuomin
tang hags.

national Settlement No action 
against' the display of flags was 
taken by the Shanghai Municipal 
Police. I

The seizure of flags by officers of 
the French Police, after they had 
allegedly forcibly pulled them down, 
was emphatically denied by the 
French Police authorities.

Clash Reported
A rather serious clash between 

police officers and officials of the 
Land Bank of China, on Avenue 
Joffre, was reported to have 
occurred just before noon. It was 
alleged that officers had gained , 
entrance into the building by force

I and had pulled down the national 
: flag and taken it away with them 
I after allegedly having used a baton 
| on the bank employees. .This re
port was also denied by an official

I of the French Polce.



On the other hand, usually reliable 
Chinese reports stated that execu
tives of the Land Bank of Chi n t 
held an emergency conference < 
the Bankers Association, 59. Hong- 

l kong Road, shortly -after the incid
ents, which was said to have in- 

‘ volved four staff members of the 
bank who were injured in a clash

• with French police.
• It was decided at the irneeting to 
wire the Chungking Government ! 
for instructions, it was learnt last 
night.

Uniforms Found
A squad of Japanese gendarmerie, 

accompanied by Settlement police, 
visited the godown premises of the 

j Land Bank of China on North 
Socchow Road at about 11.30 o’clock 
yesterday morning.

No one was reported to have been 
arrested. Instead the party found 
stored up in the godown between 
2,000 to 3,000 brand new Chinese 
uniforms, which had been morgtag- 
ed to the bank, according to re
ports yesterday afternoon,

A Cantonese shop bn Route Voyron 
stoutly opposed French police, at- 

’ tempts to bring the flag down, Chin
ese reports stated yesterday. Spec- 

I tators came docking to the scene 
of disputé, and shouted at the French 
police. Finally, a French sergeant 
came to the scene and mediated.

Flags were taken down from the 
Wei Hsin Universal Goods Store in 
Route Porte de I’Ouest and from 
other shop-houses in Rue Brenier 
de Montmorand. The shop-keepers 
resisted attempts to take the flags 
down. An assistant of the Wei Hsin 
Universal Goods stores was arrested 
and taken to the police station.

All the shops closed their doors 
as a protest against the “interfer
ence.” All shops on Avenue Edward 
VII, Rue Eqgene Bard, Rue 
Lafayette, Avenue Joff re and Rue du 
Consulat, also followed" suit in pro
test by closing their doors,

Shortly after the series of inci
dents on Rue du Consulat, slogans 
written on the walls and pavements 
appeared, written in chalk, deciar- . 
ing "We light for justice,” etc.

The French police threw a cordon 
around the side streets on both sides 
of Rue du Consulat cs a precaution 
against, any untoward incident The 
police patrols were later reinforced, 
and armoured cars were also in 
evidence.

Official Statement
According to the French Police 

last night, "no serious incidents” oc
curred in the Concession during the 
day. As the general raising of flags 
assumed the appearance of a 
political manifestation, "residents 
were invited to lower the flags and 
this decision did not provoke one 
demonstration.”

In this connection, the French 
Concession authorities have issued 
the following notice:—

“The French authorities remind 
the population that political demons
trations, no matter of what sort, 
continue to be absolutely forbidden 
in the Concession. These demons
trations are evidently provoked by 

’ agitators with the object of creating 
troubles prejudicial to public order 
and safety. The French authorities, 
while respecting the sentiments of] 
all, have had to take the measures 

. which they are imposing in order 
to assure the absolute neutrality of 
the Concession and the tranquillity 

'of is residents. They will expel if 
necessary the agitators.

“In particular, the mass , raising of 
. flogs, assuming the character of a 
■ political demonstration, is. forbidden, 
except on the occasion of the Na-

| tional Holiday.”



j Telegram of Protest
A telegram was sent to the 

Chungking' M-nistry of Foreign I 
Affairs by local- Chinese public! 
bodies following the series of in
cidents in the French Concession.

The telegram petitioned the For-1 
. ehn Ministiy to take up with the 
French authorities this ^imfriendly*’ 
action. It was also decided to dis
patch a delegation to call on M. ( 
Henri Cosme, the French Ambas
sador tn China, following a joint 
conference of the various guilds, 

^according to Chinese reports.
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Chinese Resist
French Police

Hoisting of Chinese Flags 
Forbidden in Concession; 
Shops Close in Protest

General excitement prevailed in 
the French Concession yesterday as 
Chinese shopkeepers insisted in dis
playing Chinese national flags to 
celebrate the launching of the 
“spiritual mobilization movement'* 
which was started by General 
Chiang Kai-shek early in the week. 
When shops opened this morning 
flags were put outside most of the 
buildings on Rue du Consulat and 
Ave. Joffre. Concession police were 
faced with the task of removing 
hundreds of flags which in many 
cases were only replaced with new 
ones.

Tempers ran exceptionally high 
along Rue du Consulat and in 
many cases patriotic Chinese showed 
signs of resistance. It is reported 
that a number of Chinese were 
taken into custody and that at least 
one Chinese policeman was injured 
in a street clash. The report had 
not been confirmed by police au
thorities up to a late hour last 
night.

The Ave. Joffre branch of the 
China Land Bank was the focus of 
considerable activity about 11.30 • 
a.m. when employees of the bank, | 
after refusing to lower the .flags I 
which were displayed from the : 
second floor locked the doors of the 
building so that police could not 
enter. Police succeeded, however, in 
breaking the glass in a -back door 
and thus gained entrance, only to 
meet with resistance from the 
occupants,;, According to the.: story 
of one employee, police used their 
clubs freely and three “patriots” 
received .a number of blows on the* 
head and shoulders. In the words 
of a clerk who is employed by the 
firm, “China and France ape friends 
and we could see no reason why 
we should take down pur national 
flag when we were living in friendly 
territory. If France recognizes our 
government, she must recognize our 
flag."

Shops Remain Closed
The trouble is reported to have 

started at about 11 yesterday morn
ing, and, although police had suc
ceeded in removing all flags by 
noon, tension continued to run high 
throughout the afternoon. The 
majority of the shops along Rue du . 
Consulat remained closed during 
the day and ir(ate shopkeepers were 
{refusing to open their doors until 
they were allowed to display flags. 
It would appear that trouble occurred 
only in oases where police, in their 
efforts to facilitate removal of 
national emblems, accidentally tore 
or dropped the flags, and onlookers 
too quickly drew the conclusion that 
police were undertaking willful 
damage.

French Concession streets were 
fairly quiet late yesterday after
noon, and although numerous police 
were still to be seen -patrolling Rue 
du Consulat and Ave. Joffre, the 
crowds of interested spectators had 
largely dispersed. Occasional small 
groups of Chinese standing about 
the doorways of closed shops gave 
the only sign that any untoward 
incidents had occurred.
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Population Organized
It is reported that Shanghai’s 

Chinese population is being organized 
into groups ail of which are . re
quired to take a special oath of 
loyalty to the Chinese government 
in Chungking, although the general 
flag hoisting which took place yes
terday Is not supposed to have the 
result of any order from the local 
•branch of the Koum intang which, 
according to some sources, is secretly 
functioning in ..
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April 30» 1939 Morning Translation

Ohinese-Amerlean Daily News» Stanadard» Shun Dao* * Sin Wan Tao 
and other local newspapers»-

yesterday being the propaganda day for peasants» 
labourers and merchants of the People's Spiritual Mobilization 
Propaganda Week» the industrial and cbtaneroial bodies in 
this locality hoisted the national flag as a sign of their 
observance of the movement and in celebration of the 
victories won in the general offensive. Early yesterday 
morning the Chinese national flag/aisplayed in every pari 
of the city.

In the International Settlement not a single untoward 
incident occurred, in the French Concession» however» the 
egtire French Police Force was mobilized and took extra 
jJEecautionary measures. Policemen were detailed to interfere 
with flag hoisting and this gave rise to unfortunate disputes 
and several tens of persons were injured and arrested.
All the shops in busy thoroughfares» such as Rue du Consulat» 
Boulevard de Montigny» Rue Eugene Bard» etc. closed their 
doors.

Following the incident» various public bodies 
despatched officials to console those shops which had been 
interfered with} they also sent a joint telegram to the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs Uf the Rational Government 
with a request that negotirtions be opened with the French 
authorities. At the same time» M. Henri Cosme» the French 
Ambassador to China» was approached so that thfe matter 
might be solved amicably.

Rue du Consulat

At 10 a.m* yesterday the French Polioe despatched
• large party of detectives and policemen to stop the shops 
from hoisting the Chinese national flag« The shops refused 
to comply with the order on the ground that the flag hoisting 
did not constitute a violation of the Police regulations. As 
a result disputes took plaoe« -

The first shqp visited was the Bah Kwang Ming Under
wear Company (I )» No.414 Rue du Consulat« A 
party of policemen instructed the employees of the company 
to lower the flag« When the company subsequently hoisted 
it again» the Police again intervened.

By this time a crowd of pedestrians had collected 
and' some shouted* *Don’t lower the flag.* An Ann am it e 
policeman then went to the upper part of the house and 
lowered the flag» while Loh Mei-kiang ( )» the
proprietor of the company» was taken away by the Police« 
A young Chinese attempted to hoist the flag again and this 
gave rise to a conflict with the Annamite policemen on duty 
near the place« When the officers tried to take the Chinese 
to the Police Station» members of the crowd declared that 
they would go to the station together« Owing to language 
difficulties» a fight took place« Upon receipt of a report» 
the Fyenoh Polioe despatched additional policemen and an
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armoured car to the place to disperse the crowd, ¡several 
persons were injured in the course of the fight including 
Chow Kwei-yuan Tai Keng-sun two employees
of the Deh Kwang Ming Underwear Company, and some Chinese and 
Annamite policemen, but they were not taken to hospital owing 
to the slight nature of their injuries. .

Misunderstanding also arose over language difficulties 
between the Police and several other shops in the,vicinity 
such as the Kwan Sun Yuen Branch Restaurant the
Tai Kong Biscuit and Candy Company ) and others,
resulting in the arrest of several shopassiatants.

At 1.30 p.m. the shops in the vicinity closed their 
doors and their example was followed by other shops in the 
western section of Rue du Consulat and on Boulevard de Montigiy.

Avenue Joffre

ofThe second incident occurred at the Land Bank 
China, No.543 Avenue Joffre. At about H a.m. officers of 
the Trench Police posted on Avenue Joffre notified the shops 
to lower the flag . The Land Bank of China refused to do so. 
Subsequently an Inspector riding on a motor cycle arrived, 
entered the bank and through a slip of the aand broke a pane 
in the window leading to the staircase. The officer then went 
to the upper part of the premises and removed the flag. Four 

a i hank employees who argued with him were injured. Their
\\_Vnanes are Ho Sz-niau Ho Yung-yee Ho Chih-

yoong (^sj >$») and Wong Hung-tsen A watchman
employed by the bank was also taken away.

In the meantime several other disputes were occurring 
at the following places*

(1) The Ya Mei Kwei Candy Shop at the
corner of Avenue Joffre and Route Voyron. Here a fight took 
place following an order from an Annamite policeman to lower 
the flag» One person was arrested.

(2) A Chinese youth was put under arrest for writing 
in white chalk the expression "Running dog* on an armoured car 
stationed at the corner of Avenue Joffre and Route Voyron.

(3) A girl student was arrested for^hoisting a flag
at the Wireless Supplementary School on the 4th
floor of.the,Chung Hwa Vocational Educational instituteWuKlW on Route Voyron.

T (4) At the Kiangsu Farmers Bank (at 
the oorner of Route Voyron and Avenue Joffre.

(5) One of the assistants of the Tien Ziang Cigarette 
Shop 521 Avenue Joffre, was arrested.

'(5) A coolie of the Joint Savings Soci etyfa^pJWj  ̂
on Avenue Joffre was prevented by a Russian policeman from 
hoisting the flag.

Boulevard de Montigny
The Crystal Palace Theatre at the comer

of Rue Kraetzer and Boulevard de Montigny was interfered with 
by the Preach Police for hoisting a flag» At noon when other 
shops in the vicinity again hoisted the flag» the theatre did 
likewise. At 2 p.m. Russian and Annamite policeman inter« 
vened and removed the flag. Two members of the staff were 
taken away. The management lodged a protest with the Police 
butflgithout result. At that time a motion picture was being 
■s-hswrW'the theatre but the show was stopped and the theatre 
suspended its performance last night. The theatre will 
suspend business to«day pending a settlement of the affair.
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Rue Porte do V.Ouçst

Disputes also occurred at 1 p*m* on Rue 
Porte de I’Ouest near Rue du Marche when several shops 
were ordered by the police to lower their.flags. An 
employee of the Vee Sing General Store )
was arrested. As a consequence* other shops in the 
vicinity suspended business.

The incident attracted large crowds. As 
a prdcaution against Untoward incidents* the French 
Police despatched additional policemen to patrol the 
various streets and to search pedestrians* All Chinese* 
European and Annamite policemen* who had gone off duty* 
were ordered to stand by.

the 
and 
to

Upon learning of the above occurrences, 
French Police detailed a large number of detectives 

C^policemen to maintain peace and sent out armed cars gg \V-'patrol the streets. At the same time, the Police 
persuaded the shopkeepers to resume business as usual* 
but the latter ignored the request.

Yesterday afternoon the Chinese Ratepayers* 
Association in the French Concession held an urgent 
meeting at which it was resolved that the Chinese 
councillors should open negotiations with the French 
Consul-General on April 20 and demand the immediate 
release of all the persons arrested by the French Police 
and the return of all the flags seized. The councillors 
should also demand that such police action should not 
be repeated in future*

The "Shun Pao* reports that the French 
authorities have promised to release all the persons 
arrested and to return all the flags.

People Asked to Wait Calmlv for Settlement

The Headquarters of the Shanghai Various 
Circles’ Rational Spiritual Mobilization Association 
has issued the following manifestoI- 
To local resident si

Yesterday (April 19) being the propaganda 
day for peasants, workers and comnercial circles, the 
people in this locality hoisted the national flag as 
a sign of their enthusiasism. Unexpectedly, the French 
authorities interfered with the hoisting of flags and 
arrested several persons and seized many flags. We 
regret this unfriendly action. The brave demonstration 
held by our brethren is an expression of enthusiasm for the 
spiritual mobilization. The various public bodies have 
already sent a joint telegram to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs with a request that negotiations be opened with 
the French Ambassador to China. As it is believed that 
this incident will be amicably settled, it is earnestly 
hoped that the residents will wait calmly and observe 
peace and order.*
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Fyench Police Isque Proclamation

On April 19 the French authorities issued 
the following proclamation«-

“Notice is hereby given that in the French 
Concession political demonstrations are strictly 
forbidden on the ground that such demonstrations will 
lead to disturbances and menace peace and good order and 
might have been instigated by bad elements. Apart from 
taking the necessary steps, the authorities will maintain 

Uhe neutrality of the Concession and will undertake full 
U*responsibility for the protection of the residents. If 

necessary, the authorities will expel bad elements. 
As regards the collective display of the national 
flag, such display has the meaning of a political 
demonstration and- is prohibited, except in the case of 
national celebrations. This notice is agMn issued 
for the information of all residents."

Sin Shun Pao (Japanese owned Chinese language newspaper) 1-.

Police Aotjon Taken at Request of Shanghai Cjty Government

Yesterday being the propaganda day for the 
peasants, workers and conraeroial circles of the propaganda 
week of the national spiritual mobilization, the Chinese 
national flag was hoisted by All the shops in the Foreign 
Bettlem^tSy ¿J^hey w,qre however removed by the Police of 
the ForeYgna and taken to police stations.
This action was taken by the authorities at the request 
of the Shanghai Cfty Government.

Ta Mei Rao and other local newspapers »-

Final Warning Issued by Çhjna Youths* patriotic Salvation 
Association

On April 18 identical letters issued by the 
so-called “China Youths* Patriotic Salvation Association” 
were received by all Chinese language newspapers of 
British, American and other foreign ownership.

Yesterday the following final warning addressed 
to the 3,000,000 Chinese residents in Shanghai was issued 
by the Associationi-

“Unless the residents discontinue the hoisting 
of the blue sky and white sun flag, bullets and bombs 
will be used against those who disregard this warning.” 

A written copy of this warning was received 
by the “Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury” yesterday. It 
3£eads as follows l-

“The national flag is a symbol of a nation. 
Following the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese hostilities, 
this Association has on several occasions issued warnings 
to the residents of the two Foreign Settlements against the 
hoisting of the blue sky and white sun flag, but the warnings 
were ignored. Therefore a final warning was issued 
yesterday urging the residents to come to their senses. 
Unless they modify their present attitude, bullets and bombs 
will be used «»gainst them. The public are hereby warned 
not to complain of not having being informed beforehand 
if their lives are endangered for hoisting such flags.”
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Hwa Mei Chen Pao (comment) ,i*-

The Action of the, French Police in Interfering with .the 
Hoieting of the National Flag is very unwise.

On March 12, the authorities of the French 
Concession interfered with the hoisting of the Chinese 
national flag in commemoration of the death of Dr. Sun 
fat-sen. After the inci deh t, negotiations were opened 
with the Concession authorities by various public bodies 
and in addition the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
National Government was requested io lodge a protest with 
the French authorities. At that time, the authorities 
of the French Concession stated that this action was taken 
because the flags were hoisted at the instigation of the 
Tangpu. This is far from being a satisfactory ground 
to justify the adoption of such a step by the French 
authorities. On March 29, the anniversary of the 
death of 72 martyrs in the Canton Uprising, the national 
flag was again displayed by the Chinese people, but this 
time the French Concession authorities did not interfere.

Yesterday, flags were again hoisted by 
the Chinese people in commemoration of the anniversary 
of the establishment of the National Government at Nanking, 
but they were, however, interfered with by the French 
Concession authorities who removed the flags.

Whatever may be the reason for the 
French Police action, we are of the opinion that its 

V- action is unwise because
(1) A flag is a symbol representing

a nation and those who respect their country should also 
show respect to the national flag of a friendly nation.

(2) The flag of a blue sky and white 
sun is the flag of the National Government, the only 
legitimate government in China recognized by the French 
Government which has always been on friendly relations 
with the Chinese Government.

(3) In order to preserve peace and 
order, the residents should have a proper medium to 
demonstrate their feelings.

It is to be feared that the action 
of the French Concession authorities in depriving the 
residents of the freedom to hoist their national flag 
Will not conduce towards the maintenance of peace and 
order.

M. Henri Cosme, the French Ambassador 
to China, has only recently returned from Chungking 
after having presented his credentials to the National 
Government. We would like to know what he feels in 
this controversy.
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Shun Pao (Editorial) It

?r cttbi Tian du r yrn ^feTsTaTmrg

Yesterday being the propaganda day of fanners, 
labourers end merchants of the propaganda week for the 
national spiritual mobilization, Chinese residents in the 
two foreign Settlements hoisted the national flag to 
display their spirit* Unexpectedly, clashes took place 
in the french Concession between policemen and the 
residents over the hoisting of the national flag* 
fearing that the affair may spread, the french authorities 
returned the flags to the Chinese residents and released 
the arrested persons« Chinese residents in the french 
Concession are highly Indignant and many shops closed 
their doors«

The authorities of the french Concession and 
the residents have always been on friendly terms* 
On the outbreak of the Si no-Japanese hostilities, the 
french authorities observed strict neutrality in maintaining 
peace and good order in the frenoh Concession« The 
Chinese residents were very pleased with the attitude 
of the french authorities« Minor disputes arose sometime 
ago in the frenoh Concession wherein the hoisting of the 
Chinese national flag was interfered with* A similar 
case has now arisen« We are of the opinion that all 
this must have been due to some misunderstanding*

A flag represents a nation and the people 
have the freedom of hoisting their national flag*, 
friendly nations should not interfere with the hoisting 
of the national flag« Although the foreign Settlements 
of Shanghai are special areas, they are still part of 
China's territory, and the people of China have the 
right to hoist their national flag as foreign nationals 
have* The Intelligent french authorities should 
realize this« It is possible that because of the 
existence of "special oiroumstanoas", the frenoh 
authorities have adopted their present policy in order 
to maintain peace and order in the Concession, but we 
do not believe this is the case«.

As special friendly relations exist between 
China and franco, it is only natural for the french 
authorities to recognize the national Government of China 
as the only legal government of China« The french 
authorities should not interfere with the hoisting of 
the national flag* thereby harming the diplomatic 
relations between China and franco. If the frenoh 
authorities hesitate because of the Influence of a special 
party, then the hereditary spirit of chivalry and freedom 
of the french people will be lost* Why do not the 
authorities of the french Concession observe the policy 
of their Government and treat the residents in the 
french Concession according to this policy?

It is probable that on aooount of/prevalence 
of terroristic acts, the frenoh authorities interfered 
with the hoisting of the Chinese flag to avoid untoward 
Incidents« The Chinese national flag was flora in the 
International Settlement yesterday, but nothing occurred
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to disturb the peace. The French authorities should 
have issued a notice beforehand explaining the reasons 
why the national flag should not be hoisted« In that 
way» no misunderstanding would have occurred» but the 
French authorities had failed to notify residents of 
the prohibition« The Chinese residents hoisted the 
national flag on the propaganda day of the national 
spiritual mobilization to express their enthusiasm« 
The hoisting of the flag does not violate the Police 
regulations of the Concessions Yet the French Police 
forcibly ordered the taking down of the national flag 
and rough handling could not be avoided« The residents 
cannot help being indignant over the affair«

a serious incident took place last year 
when the authorities of the International Settlement 
stopped the *Lone Battalion* from displaying the national 
flag« The Chinese people living in this isolated island 
are imbued with the spirit of the *!Lone Battalion*) they 
are prepared to shed their blood for the sake of their 
flag« It is lucky that the residents in the French 
Concession were able to subdue their indignation yesterday 
and only small trouble took place« We hope that the 
intelligent authorities of the French Concession will 
give careful consideration to the flag affair«

On the other hand» we have to advise Chinese 
residents in the Foreign Settlements that they should 
be patient« We must refrain from creating serious 
incidents through misunderstanding« Legal bodies in 
Shanghai should lodge a protest with the authorities of 
the French Concession and should immediately request the 
National Government to lodge a protest with the French 
Government through diplomatic channels and to demand 
that similar incidents will not occur again«

Unnecessary strife and rumoured strikes 
should be avoided« We should wait calmly for a settlement
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On June 7th., the two suspects Wong Ts Ming 
( _£ ) and Ts Ching Daung ( ) were

placed on board the China Navigation Company’s 

s.s. "Soochow* which sailed for bwatow at 2 p.m.

same day

file D C (Special Branch)
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With reference to the attached memo of the

work in connection

Rue Chaps al in

Observation was kept from Mai’ 2nd until May 7th

CONFIDENTIAL
“pmmissioner of Police, Chief Inspector Valentin of

¡Ed to poet a Chinese detective of the French Police

November 1938

by the French Police

SO

TkiQfrfrench Police was interviewed on May 2nd and

the entrance to Koo Ka Zah Park carrying a newspaper 

and books ae a signal in an endeavour to attract ’Chiang’, 

the superior of Wong Ts Ming at present in custody who 

admits having carried out observation 

with an attempted political murder on 

at the hour specified but no person came forward to 

contact the detective. The watch has now been withdrawn

D.C. (Special branch

1939 ) *))
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The 2nd accused Wong Ts Ming ) was

handed over to the French Police on April 25th by 

Bubbling Well Station and was returned to the latter 

on April 27th» According to the French Police

insufficient evidence was available to prefer any

charge against the prisoner in connection with the

Hanyang Hospital Attempted Murder» Wong Ts Ming 

is now being detained at Bubbling Well Station 

while Ts Ching Daung ), the 1st accused,

remains at Chengtu Road Station, pending disposal«

D. S» I.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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Special Branch,

April 21, 1939.

D. C. (Crime)

Reference attached report, there is nothing

much we can do with Ts Ching-daung, first named prisoner,

who is evidently in Japanese pay, his only offence being 

the attempted illegal arrest of the second named, Vong Ta

ming. I think we might keep him for a few days on the 

ground that investigation is as yet incomplete»

Regarding Wong Ts-ming, however, it will be seen 

that he was used to observe the movements of the President

to the attempted assassination

be handed over to the Frenchof the he

Police together with copy of

was ignorant of the plans of his employers when henot he

conducted this observation is a matter to be gone into

event of his being returnedby the French Police In the

to our custody, I think X would meet the case

were interrogated independentlyBoth prisoners

Ts Ching-daung,and now occupy separate cells, otherwise

a repo rt that theon release, might convey to the Japanese

the Imperial Forces

his statement» Whether or

latter» I suggest

S»M»P. had n custody a guerilla who tad operated against

of Nanyang Hospital prior

«Z/

D» C. (Special Branch)
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S abject. Arrest of two political suspects on Edinburgh Road on April 11

Made by. Mac Adie .F orwarded by

At 11.50 a.m., April 11, S.I. Wong Yoong-chi 

on patrol duty observed two men described below 

engaged in an altercation on Edinburgh Road near Yu 

Yuen Road, the first described attempting to draw 

the second described along by his clothes while the 

latter called out for assistance:*

1. Ts Ching Daung age 38, native of

Soochow, m/unemployed, residing at 726/8 Foochow Rd

2. Wong Ts Ming age 25, native of ishing,

m/unemployed residing at 37 Gee Nyi Li ? ), Route 

Frelupt.

The two men were brought to Bubbling Well 

Station and while on the way the first named, attempted 

to discard the following papers:»

One note book containing addresses.

One application for a gambling den permit for 
premises at lane 987, No.101 Yu Yuen Road.

Two papers bearing addresses in the French 
Concession.

As the note book contained the names of two 

Special Branch detectives, i.e. Li Bah Zung (C.B.S.89) 

and Yao Kyi Chong (C.D.C. 361) and the case appeared 

to have a political significance, Special Branch were 

called and B.S.I. MacAdie, D.S.I. Liao Chung-chien and 

C.B.S. 94 attended.

Interrogated both prisoners admitted that 

prior to the hostilities they had been employed in 

the Special Political Section attached to the Bureau 

of Public Safety, Shanghai City Government. The
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first described at first claimed to be engaged on Anti

Communist and Anti-Japanese work on behalf of the 

Chungking Government and working under the direction 
of one Li Sz Juin (A- ) who however is known to

be a pro-Japanese element. He further stated 

that observing the second described in the vicinity 

of Li Sz Juinrs home at Lane 95, Ho. 10 Edinburgh 

Road, he suspected the second man of spying and 

endeavoured to induce him to come to a teashop in 

Chinese territory to discuss the matter. The 

second described at first stated that he was attempting 

to locate a fellow countryman in an unknown barber 

shop near Yu Yuen and Edinburgh Roads corner when he 

met the first man who offered him employment and 

endeavoured to persuade him to come to a teashop to 

talk matters over. On his demurring the first man 

attempted to pull him by force but he was rescued by

S.I. Wong Yoong Chi.

In company with U.S. Till, Special Branch 

detectives visited the addresses of both men between 

5 p.m. and 6.30 p.m. April 11, but nothing incriminating 

was found.

further interrogated by Special Branch the first 

described Ts Ching Daung admitted that he was engaged 

in an Anti-Comintern, Pro-Peace and national Salvation I
I Movement, his principal duties being engaged to seek
|
■’ out Communists and also to recruit other members for 

the movement. Regarding the names of Special Branch 

detectives in his note book, it has been ascertained
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that Ta Ching Daung was acquainted with G.D.G. 361 

Yao Kyi Chong while the former was employed with 

the Public Safety Bureau* G.D.G. 361 resides close 

to the Dah I’oh Steamship Agency, 998 North Sooohow 

Road where Ts Ching Daung worked and the two again 

met. C.D.S. 89 was with G.D.C. 361 on another 

occasion and they met Ta Ching Daung. The latter 

evidently noted both their names for possible future

use •
The second described Wong Ts liing(X^-^ )after 

further questioning admitted that he had been a 

member of a guerilla unit and was at present engaged 

in intelligence work on behalf of the nationalist 

Government. He admitted that at the time of his 

arrest he was engaged on observation on Edinburgh 

Road in an endeavour to detect a Chinese dressed in 

foreign style clothes, of whose identity however he 

was unaware. He also admits complicity in the 

attempted murder of the President of hanyang Hospital 

on Rue Chapsal in November, 1938.

Statements have been taken from the two men 

concerned and are attached to this report.

The men are being detained at Chengtu Road 

Station by arrangement of D.C. (Crime) with 

D.C* (Special Branch).
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1
My frame is Tsu Ching Dong, alias Tsu King Hu.

I am aged 38, a native of Soochow, residing with my wife, two 

daughters and one son at No. 8/726 Foochow Road.

I began to study under a private tutor in Soochow 
at the age of 12. Two years later, I was brought to Shanghai 
by my brother-in-law, Tsang Woo Zong( $ ), and through 

him, obtained employment with the "New World Amusement 

Resort,* Nanking Road, as a coolie. I remained in this 

job for approximately one and half years when the amusement 

resort suspended business. Thereafter I served as a tea-boy 

in the "Snail World Amusement Resort,* City; the •Fairy 

paradise Amusement Resort,* Foochow Road; and Foh Chong 

Cigarette Factory, N/Chekiang Road; until I was 31 years . --..... - ■ - - • •......... ......... . . . -.... -........ . .......  
of age (1932) when I became an agent of Hwang Yung Hwa 

( i ) (now deceased), a Central Kuomintang representative | 

in Shanghai with the special mission of combating communism. 

In August 1933 Hwang was assassinated by communists in the 

Sun Sun Hotel, I and six other; persona who were employed 

by Hwang as agents subsequently promoted detectives of the 

Special Political Section of the Public Safety Bureau. 

In November, 1937, the Public Safety Bureau was 

dissolved following the general withdrawal of Chinese 

troops from Shanghai. After the dissolution of the 

organ I became unemployed and stayed in Shanghai until the
I /i -j 

beginning of May, 1938, when one Wong Bei Wen( ),

one of my office-mates in the Public Safety Bureau, obtained 

me a job with the Dah Foh Steamship Co.( ), 998
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N. Soochow Road, which had three steamboats sailing between 
A 

Shanghai and Wuste-h. This concern was operated by Li 
Dz-chung( 4. $1 ) and registered with the Inland 

  T /
Navigation Company (Japanese) which controls the navigation 

in the inland rivers, Li Dz Chung was formerly an employee 

of the Bureau of Social Affairs and concurrently was assigned 

by the Central Kuomintang to assist the Public Safety 

Bureau in the suppression of communist activities in 

Shanghai. In the latter capacity, he used to call at 

the Special Political Section of the Public Safety Bureau 

and thus became acquainted with me*

At the beginning of November, 1938.» the Japanese 
authorities introduced certain new restrictive measures 

under which the Bah Foh Steamship Co. found itself unable 

to continue business and the company therefore closed down 

towards the end of the month.

In December, 1938, a friend of mine named Soong 

K»ei Pong( dk If )« an employee of a refugee, camp in 

Nantao, intended to operate a *how-wei" lottery den in 
that district and approached me for assistance in obtaining 

a permit from the Japanese authorities. As I myself 

was not acquainted with any Japanese, I introduced him 

to Li Dz Chung who was then residing at 67 Great Western 
Road. Though Li promised his assistance in securing the 
permit for ny friend he appeared to be reluctant to consult 

the ratter with his Japanese friends, I visited him at
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his home three times but seeing no result forthcoming, I 

ceased to call on him after that.

On each occasion, I visited Li, I observed him 

interview a number of Japanese at hOme and from some of 

his servants and family members with whom I was acquainted, 

I learned that Li was conducting intelligence service on 

behalf of the Japanese and his most intimate Japanese friends 

include the following >-
1. Soong Vee ( '^4 )> Manager of the Inland Navigation

Co., North Soochow Road.
J m

2. Tse Lien ( ■* ), an officer of the Western Section

of the Japanese Military Police.

3. A Japanese official of the local Japanese Consulate 

(name unknown), tall and has mustache.
On or about March 8, 1939, one named Tsang ( )

a watchman employed by Li Dz Chung called at my home at 

8/726 Poochow Road and informed me that Li would like 

to see me. In compliance with his request I interviewed 

Li the same day at his home and was told that he would 

secure* me a job whereby I could earn a living, the nature 

of the job being not mentioned by him.

The following day I called on him again and was 

informed that Li together with another two persons one named 

Tang Wei Ming( and the other Mao were contemplating

the organisation of an Anti-Comintern, Peace and National 

Salvation Movement and I would be paid some $50 per mensem
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if I would agree to join the organisation. I consented 

to his proposal and was insturcted to thumbprint a pledge 

form pledging my undaunted support to the project which, 

according to Li was the formal procedure before a new 

member was accepted into the organisation.

During this visit I obtained a loan of $200.00 

from 11, Of this sum, approximately $100.00 was used 

to defray house rent and the purchase of new clothing while 

the remaining $100.00 was still kept at home at time of my 

arrest.
other

Since then, I visited Li*s home almost every/day, 

but beyond being instructed to canvass new members on his 

behalf I was not assigned any particular work.

On Mhrch 27, 1939, Li removed his home from 67 

Great Western Road to 10/95 Edinburgh Road where I noticed ....... j-- —iM-|Slllllir H |j | l.._. ... 1

that Li had increased the number of his watchmen from one 

to six to guard his house possibly against attack by 

patriotic elements.

At 10 a.m. April 11, 1939, I called on Li and was 

detailed to conduct discreet enquiries as to the exact 

identity of the occupants of House 17, Heng Li Feng( 

Rue Henri, and Room 5, 263 Avenue du Roi Albert, the two 

addresses being written on two separate piece of paper 

(seized on the person of the arrested man.) According 

to Li, the occupants were communist suspects.

At about 11 a.m. April 11, 1939, I left the premises
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and on coming out of the alleyway saw Wong Tse Mng( jf. ) 

alias Siao Hal Tse( )> an/agent of the Public ¡safety

Bureau, loitering in the vicinity. Suspecting that he 

was spying the movements of the people entering and leaving 

Li*s house, I approached him and invited him to go to a 

teashop nearby or to come into the house to have a talk as 

we had been acquaintances for years. Despite my repeated 

persuasion, he steadfastedly declined to come with me, thus 

further intensifying my suspicion of him. As a consequence 

I exerted some force on him by holding his sleeve and 

clothes with a view to pulling him into Li’s house. At 

this juncture an old man who was a friend of Li but whose 

naxoe was unknown to me, passed by and I requested him to 

send for another man from Li’s house to ssist me in taking 

Hsiao Hai Tse into the premises. before ary person 

from Li’s house could come to my assistance, a police van 

came along and a Chinese police sub-inspector, see an 

altercation between the two of us took both into bubbling 

Well Station.

(Sd.) Tsu Ching Dong.
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ay name is Wong Tse Ming (_i -J- 0^ ), alias Vong Vei 

Zien (i ), alias Siao Mai Tse ( 3" )• I am a

native of ishing, aged 25, residing at 37 Chien Nyih Li, Rue 

krelupt. ay parents* who are farmers by profession, are at 

present in ishing«

X began to study under a private tutor at the age 

of eight« On reaching the age of 15 (1929) my parents 

secured me a job as an apprentice in the Van Chung Rice Shop 

Kaochongmiao, Mantao (now closed) which was 

owned by mt, chu ( ), a friend of my father.

In June or July, 1934, I joined the Special Political 

Section of the Public Safety Bureau, Mantao, as a junior 

detective under Tsoh Pao Sung £ ), a detective sub

inspector of the Bureau. X secured this employment with 

the assistance of one Mr. Vong who is a mutual friend of Tsoh 

Pao Sung and my father.

At the outbreak of the sino-Japanese Hostilities in 

August, 1937 in Shanghai, the Special Political Section of 

the Public Safety Bureau was abolished and X left Shanghai 

for my native home, Ishing.

At the beginning of June, 1938, X together with my 

wife and son came to Shanghai by a small native junk. Ve 

were not in possession of any “pass“ but travelled as "refugees.* 

On arriving in Shanghai we stayed at Mo.2 Zung Tuh Li, 
Rue Capitaine Rabiar, the home of my father-in-law, and X 

soon afterwards became a hawker of vegetable. One day towards 
the end of September, 1938, while 1 was hawking on Rue Lafayette
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near Rue du Marche I happened to meet Tsoh Pao Sung, W 

former immediate senior officer in the Public Safety Bureau« 
On being acquainted with my condition, he promised to secure 

me a job and instructed me to meet him against the same 

place the following day. 1 mat Tsoh again the following day

| when he told me to see one named Chiang in the Koo Ka Zah 
Park at 5 p.m. the next day (date'forgotten) • As we

(Chiang and l) had never met each other before, Tsoh instructed 

me to take a roll of newspaper in one hand and carry some

! books in the other as a signal by which Chiang could recognize

I me and approach me in the Park. He also told me that Chiang 

would wear a felt hat and that he would first ask my name

F to start conversation.

In accordance with the above arrangements, I went

I to Koo Ka Zah Park at 5 p.m. that day (date forgotten) and 
male 

after waiting there for "about a quarter of an hour, «/Chinese 

of medium build, aged about 35, approached me and asked me 

if my name was Wong. On my answering in the affirmative, 

he told me his name was Chiang and then questioned me as to 

my antecedents and my home address. Before we left the 

Park he instructed me to meet him at the same place at about 

5 p.m. three days after.

At the next meeting, 1 was instructed by Chiang to 
proceed to Mantung to join the Political Training Corps

i of the guerilla units operating there. He game me *5.00 
as travelling expenses and told me to see the commander of

! the guerilla units one named Tsu. 1 went to that port at
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the beginning of October» 193d and worked, with the guerillas 

until the middle of the month when we were disbanded for having 

engaged the hsien government troops in a fight as a result 

of a dispute over the disbursement of revenue in that city.

1 subsequently returned to Shanghai by s.s. *Hyi Wo“ of the 

Jardine Matheson & Go. and went to live with my father-in-law 

at house 2, Sung 1'uh i>i, hue captains habier. While in 

Hantung my job was to acquaint the people with the present 

political situation of the country and exhort them to support 

if not participate in the present hostilities against Japan.

A few days after my return, Chiang came to call on 

me at my father-in-law’s house. he gave me *20.00 and 

instructed me to remove to a new address. In accordance 

with his instructions X removed to my present address at the 

end of January, 1939. by this time 1 used to meet Chiang 

in the Koo Ka Zah Park at 5 p.m. every Tuesday, Thursday and 

Saturday, and became aware that Chiang was a secret intelligence 

officer working on behalf of the National Government and 

that I was employed by him as his agent.

The first task assigned to me was to ascertain the 

movements of a Chinese named Zung residing at house No.13 

in an alleyway (name forgo Ven) off Moulmein Road near Wei- 

haiwei hoad, but no such person could be located there.
On or about November 6, 1938, 1 was instructed to 

observe the movements of a male Chinese who would arrive at 

the Hanyang Hospital »hue Chap sal, between 7 a.m. and 8 a.m. 

daily in a small private motor oar. 1 went to the vicinity
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of the hospital in the morning for about five days and on 

three of these days x saw a fat male Chinese wearing foreign 

olothea arrive at the hospital by a small motor car driven 

by a chauffeur» the result of my observation being reported 

to Chiang during our meetings in Koo Ka Zah Park.

Approximately one week afterwards 1 read from the 

newspaper that an unsuccessful attempt was made on the life 

of the president of the Hanyang Hospital and 1 then realised 

that the person on whose movements 1 was instructed to 

observe was the victim of the attempted assassination.

Later 1 was also ordered by Chiang to detect the 

movement of the following two persons but without result i-

1. One named Li, residing at Ho.44, Sinza Road near Changsha 

Road.

2. A male Chinese of stout build, wearing Chinese clothes, 

residing in Yu Yuen Road near Edinburgh Hoad.

Apart from the above assignments I was sometime 

detailed to carry out general observations in the extra* 

Settlement road area in the Western District and investigate 

the business of the gambling dens in that area. On March 

8, and March 29, 1939, respectively the “Women's Day* and 

the Anniversary of the execution of the 72 Martyrs in 
Kwangtung, I was despatched to Jessfield Area as well as 

Hanking Hoad to sea if any national salvation pamphlets were 

distributed by elements of the patriotic organizations.

At 5 p.m. April 8, 1939, 1 mat Chiang in Koc Ka 
ms

Zah Park when he ins true ted/to carry out observation in
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I
j Edinburgh Road between Great Western Road and Yu Yuen Road 

on the morning of April 11 to see if any Chinese answering 

to the following description appear on the thoroughfare i- 
Male Chinese, aged about 35, tall, slim build, hair 

parted and combed back, wearing foreign style clothes 

and a paid of brown shows*

At about 7.30 a.m, April 11, 1939, 1 left my home 

and proceeded to Edinburgh Road on foot arriving there at 

about 8.30 a.m. 1 walked up and down the thoroughfare for 

about two hours but without seeing any Chinese corresponding 

i with the above description turn up. Just at the time when 

1 was about to leave the place for home 1 met Tsu Ching Dong 

), formerly a detective of the Special Doll tied.

Section of the Public Safety Bureau.. he first inquired me 

| if 1 had any employment and on my answering in the negative 

he told me he could secure me a job which would help me to 

earn a living and would, by no means make me a traitor. Prom 
what he said 1 deduced that he himself was working with the 

Japanese and would secure a similar post for me. I therefore 

rejected his offer and attempted to go but was stopped by 

him as he held my sleeve and insisted that 1 accompany him 

to a tea~shop in Edinburgh Road to the north of Yu Yuen Road. 

On my refusing to go north of Yu Yuen Road, where a puppet 

polite sub-station was functioning, he began to argue with 
me as 1 continued walking southward on Edinburgh Road. Vhen 

we arrived at the corner of Edinburgh and Great Western Roads, 
I made an attempt to attract attention by calling out •‘Police”

1
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but Tsu told me that the Municipal Police would not interfere 

with our business« At this time a male Chinese wearing

I foreign clothes who was acquainted with l‘su passed by when 

i'su told him to send some other person to the scene, 

Nevertheless before the man, sent for by Ssu, arrived, a 

police van came along and a Chinese sub-inspector who saw 

an altercation going on between us took both of us to 

Bubbling Well Station*



MUc. Jo. 183/.8.

2.

.1 B •

8» Well
25th. April, 39.

Sir, ^‘wo male Chinese Suspects arrecled.

With reference to the attached, in accordance 

with the 1nstruetioue of Mr. Gilbert D.C. (Grime), X 

beg to report that at 10.45a.m. April 25, 9.8. Till 

accompanied by C.L'.C. 147, removed prisoner long To
Ming ( ,7>^ ) frou Chengta Bead Police Station fX

Cells and handed him over to Inspector 8. Iceliaocff, of 

Political Section, french Police, a*; Loh Ka IFei 

Station.



1.

Two male Chinese uspecte ayrected.
(1) Tsu Kyung Daung ( i), 3 8, Soooho*,

M/unemployed, 726/8 Ibocho* Ito ad.

(2) *aung To Ming ( 88, Seeshiog,
M/Unemployed, 440/37, Route Irelupt, f.C.

At about 11.40a.m. 11/4/3* StHa*|. Wong Yobng X 

Kyi, i/o -iawk er squad, «*• proceeding South along

Edinburgh Road near Yu Yuen Road. When passing lane 

98 Edinburgh Road, he observed the let. named attempt

ing to pull the 2nd. named into the aforementioned lane.

Knquiries revealed that the lot. named was ondea«

vouriog to arrest the 2nd. named with the object of 

taking him to House 10, Lane 96 id ioburgh Road, oocopi

ed by one named Lee 8 Ch'un ( Owing to the

contradictor? explanation given by the lot. named, both 

were brought to the station for questioning.

Preliminary investigation conducted by U.S. fin 

and C.D.C. 207, ascertained that both men were engaged 

in political activities.

Chief Inspector Roes special Branch was informed 

theou^i D.I. Tabrum, and assistance was requested.

Subsequently, D.S.I. MeMio, ».».I. Uao Chung 

Chien and C.D.8. 94 attended this station.



l/sheet 2.

The hoaie of the let. named «*• visited, also, the 

2nd. named with the assistance of the French Police, 

but, nothing of an inorlainetlng nature was found.

On the instructions of ar. G.". Gilbert, JD.C. 

(Crimel, both suspeots have been detained at Chengtu 

Bo ad station, to enable detectives to investigate 

the! r political activities.

inquiries proceeding.
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Rehabilitation and Public Welfare Society
Kung Yih wei ( &

A /V fir ■>*General Principles of Organization of the China 

(Fob Shing 

).

Article 1. This Society shall be named "Chun Kuo Foh Shing 

Kung Yih Wei*' (china Rehabilitation and Public welfare 

Socle ty).

Article 2. The objects of this Society shall be the 

following

a« Acceleration of the movement to restore peace between 

China and Japan.

b. Promotion of friendly relations between China and 

Japan.

c. Establishment of a new order in the Orient, and

•»-3

conducting of rehabilitation and public welfare work 

in China.

3. This Society shall have one Chairman, one Vice- 

Chairman, one Chief Secretary and three Secretaries 

to handle all affairs of the Society.

This Society shall have the following depart
ments :

1. The General Affairs Department which shall consist 

of three sections to deal with Correspondence, 

Accounts and Miscellaneous matters, respectively.

This Department shall have a departmental Chief 

md each of its sections shall have a section Chief 

with a staff. £

2. The Social Affairs Department which shall consist 

of five sections to deal id th matters relating to 

education, medicines, trade, entertainment and 



propaganda respectively. This department shall have 

a section chief with a staff.

3. The Economic Rehabilitation Department which shall 

consist of four sections to deal with matters relating 

to investigation, management, business and relief 

wo lie respectively. This department shall have a 

departmental chief and each of its sections shall 
have a section chief with a staff.

Article 4. Prominent personages being able to assist in 

the development of this Society shall be invited to 

serve as Senior Advisors to this Society.

Article 5. The expenses of this Society shall be met pro tem 

by a subsidiary from the '’Chun Boo”, (referring to 

the Japanese Military Headquarters).

Article 6. These general principles of organisation shall 

be revised when necessary.

A chart showing the organization 

of the China Rehabilitation and Public Welfare 

Society* Chaiman, through the Chief Secretary, 
controls the following five departments »-

1. Secretariat.

2. special Service Department which consists of two 

secret organs, vis., the intelligence Section and 

the Special Service Party.

3. General Affairs Department which consists of four 

sections, namely, clerical, accounts, miscellaneous 

affairs and personnel sections.

4. Social Affairs Department which consists of «i-r 

sections, namely, educational, medical, trade, 

entertaiament, propaganda, and labour movement
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section».

5. Economie Rehabilitation Department which consists 

of four sections, namely, investigation, management, 

business, and relief work sections-

Estimates

Salarie s

Senior Advisor 
and Director

Grand total $23.040 per month.

Chaiman 1 $500

Vies Chairman

Chief Secretary
1

1

$500 JX

$360

Secretaries 3 $720 (at $240 each)

Departmental 
Chiefs

4 $1440 (at $360 each)

Section Chiefs 12 $2880 (at $240 each)

Members of 
Sections

40 $5600 (1st class: $180
2nd " $160
3rd. •» $140
4th * $120

Clerks 10 $600 (at $60 each)

Servants 30

Eanses

Stationery
Ren t( Including tax, 

light & water)
Postage d telegrams 
Miscellaneous expenses 
Gasoline
Social expenses

Special Expenses

$900 (at $30 each)

$500
$1000

200 $4,900
600
600

2000

5,000



Il Wame Watlrity 
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4.Peng Chien Hwa
< it M )

•¿•/l ■■■

Tungchen 
(
Anhwei.
Age»38

fill

5.Woo Tse Ching
( 4. ■} *fp )

Kiangtu 
( M 
Kiangtu. 
Age»39

ft.Zung Chien

( )

Hangchow.
Agei 35
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Present Petition 
in the Society.

Chief* Social 
Affairs Department.

Chitf»Economic 
Réhabilitât ion 
Department.

Chief* Special 
Service Dept.



Antecedents Remarks.

Graduated from the Shanghai 
Kwang Hwa Pnlverelty.
Commissary wajor,1st Regiment, 
2nd Brigade of the Guards of 
the Shantung Military Governor's 
YemeniChief»Shanghai office of 
3rd Division» 33rd Army;Chief» 
3rd Sect ion,Shanghai Bureau of 
Social Affaire{Teacher of Zao 
■Voo ( ^e* ie ) Middle School» 
Shanghai.

Graduated from the Great China 
University.
Chief» cashier's Sect ion,Shang
hai City Sank;chief»3rd Section» 
Shanghai Bureau of finance{In
spector» finance Bureau of the 
Kiangsu Provincial Government.

Graduated from the Chekiang 
Military Academy $ 3 *11 )•
Battalion Commander,3rd Division, 
Chekiang Army{chief»Fenghsien 
Public Safety Bureau{Colonel,Staff 
Officer, 41st Armytchief»Intelli
gence Section, Kiangs! Safety 
Preservation Readquarters.

Shing Loong Cc
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Present Position 
in the Society.

7.Wang Chun Tsou Huh V««
Anhwo 1.
Aget38

Chief» Accounts 
Section.

8.Deu Wei King Heuchow 
Siangan 
AgeI40

Chief* Miscellaneous 
Affairs Section.

9.Woo Kuh Zeu Yienoheng,
Klangsu 
Age«34

Chief* Personnel 
Sect ion.

10.Ehen Chi King

( w
Talheien 
Klangsu.
Ago« 37

Chief* Clerical 
Section.
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Graduated from the Klangeu 
Police Officers High School, 
'"'hlef of Public Safety 
Bureaux at Klangtu, Ghltung 
and Juikao in Klangsu Province; 
Chief Accountant, Shanghai Civic 
Training Headquarters;Chief 
Accounts Sect ion,Shanghai Educa
tion Bureau.

Captain, Salt 
Administ rat ion.

Graduated from the Peking High 
School for Police officers.
Supt., Public Safety Bureau, 

Hupeh; Chief, General Affairs 
Section, Paoting Constabulary; 
Chief, General Affairs Section, 
Nyi Teung Helen Government.

Manager of Tien 
Co.

il-

Ziang

Graduated from tne Shanghai Tseng 
poong College.
Chief Executive of the Shanghai 
Boyscouts Administration Board; 
teacher of Shanghai Tseng S 
Middle Schoolimember of staff, 
Shanghai Education Bureau.

Rice merchant.

Graduated from the Great China 
University. Chief, Clerical 
Sub-Beet ion, 1st fleet ion,Shanghai 
Bureau of Pinance;rhief, Second 
Section of 4th District Political 
Commissioner’s offics.

Teacher of Jao Kwang 
Middle School.
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ll.Kyang Zao Ching

(-jk )

WatIrlty
* &<*

Ylencheng
Kiangsu.
Age»41.

12.Dong Kao Moh Pai Helen, 
Kiangsu.
Age I 48

Prêtant Position 
in the society.

thief, Wduoa*ion 
Sect ion.

Chief, Trade 
Section.

13.Loh Ching Pao
( $ 4 *i *

Hingpo 
Age145

Chief, Bn tex
ts lament Section.

14.Zee Zlang Sun

< if Ï )
15.7an Shao Bah

< 76 >

Tungahan 
( «Jo ), 
Kiangeu.
Age> 42

Shanghai 
Age» 39

Chief,Propagonda 
Section.

Chief, labour 
Movement Section.
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Graduated from the Ranking 
High formal School. 
Ghlef, 2nd sect ion,Ranking 
Education Bureau -Professor, 
Kinling University for Girls? 
Deputy, Shanghai Education 
Bureau.

Teacher.

Graduated from the Shanghai 
Commercial College. Deputy, 
.Ministry of Induet ry; Commit tee 
member of Shanghai Cereal Dealers 
Cui^d? J Manager of Yah Zuug 
( 'i Trading Co«

Cereal dealer

Graduated from Shanghai Zung 
fsooug Jidule school. Director, 
Shanghai Cneng Chi Benevolent 
Association? Hanager of Central 
Hotel.
Graduated from the Utopia Univer- 
sitv. Committee member of Central 
Culturel Associât Ion? Editor of 
Commercial Journal;Special Corres
pondent, Shun Pao.

Vriter of news articles 
and novels.

Graduated from Chi Phi University, 
Standing Committee Member, Shang
hai Carpent era and Hasons 'Tnlon? 
itxeoutlve of Shanghai General 
Labour Union; Executive of Shang
hai Kuomintang Hdqre.tBxecutive 
Committee member of Labourers* 
Federation in Pootung.

Labour Movement.



16.Tong Dm Chiù

Watlvity 
& agt«

Pal Hsien,

Kiangsu.
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Precent Position 
in tha society.

Chief* Investigation 
Section.

17. Lee Siao ching
li ? )

18. Lee Siu Pocng

<i î V

Taiyuan* 
Shansi«

Tu ng b nan, 
Kiangsu. 
Ago t 36.

Chief» Management 
Sect ion.

Chief, Business 
section.

19,Kying Sing Ngoh

<i -I )
Linghal, 
ChBklang.
AgO» PR

Chief* Relief 
Sect ion.

SO.Zao Voong Hing Psi-Halen 
( ), 
Kiangsu. 
Ag»i 40

Chief»Intelligence 
Sect ion.
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Graduated from the Institute Yoong Dah ( i
for Training Bank Employees, Bank.
Peiping. Chief of Investiga
tion Section, Yoong Dab Bank, 
Shanghai.

Graduated from the Shansi Central Bank«
No.l Middle School. Member 
of Compilation Committee of 
Central Bank.

Graduated from the Econimics 
Department of the Kinling 
University. Chief of Business 
Section of the Trust Depart
ment of the Shanghai City Bank? 
Manager of Hsuchow Brarch of 
the Klangeu Farmers Bank.

Graduated from the Kwang Hwa 
University. Inspector of the 
P.S.R. of Fokien?Chief, let 
Section, Lungchi Heten Gov’t.? 
Section Chief of Amoy Finance 
Bureau.

Graduated from the Kiangeu Public 
College of Law and Political Science. 
Chief, Intelligence Sect ion,Shanghai 
Safety Preservation Headquarters;
Special Service agent, Wooeung-Shanghai 
Garrison Commander's Headquarters;
Liaison officer of Shanghai Tuparite 
Headquarters.
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Warne Sativity

* *ge •__
Prêtent Petition 

In the society.

21.Shih Tseng Tung 
( 's < i )

Huh Vet, 
Anhwei •
Age>32

Chief, Special
Service Croup.

22.Wong Chien Shun

( 1 )

Llnghai( l$") 
Chekiang. 
Aget 27

Deputy Chief, 
Special Service 
Group.

23.Chu Tenu 
v 
♦t

Shanghai
Age: 29

Memoer of Accounts
Section.

24.Chow Sung Shanghai
Age» 30

Member of Accounte
Sect ion.

Graduated from the Wuhan Shanghai Municipal Council.
Branch of the Central Military 
Academy. Director,Polit leal 
Dept.,33rd Army;Inspector, 
Shanghai P.S.B.; Detective of 
Shanghai Trench Police.

Graduated from the School of Manager of Tung Slng( T- 
Military Bngineering of Che- Lodging House. /
kiang. Coporal and Company 
Commander of Peace Preservation 
Corps, Chekiang; Major,Chekiang 
Peace Preservation Commander’s 
Headquarters; Inspector of 
Chekiang P.S.B.; Captain of 
Civic Training at Pinghu.

Graduated from the Hwa Tung 
Book-keeping School. Accountant, 
Shanghai Citizens Military Training 
Committee; Accountant,Shanghai Civia 
Training Headquarters.

\T7 Æ
Graduated from the High Commercial Sz Hai ( )
School, Shanghai. Accountant, Book Store.
Shanghai Public Safety Bureau.

25.Chen Sne Ten Hainan, 
Chekiang. 
Aget27

Member of Accounte 
Sect ion.

26.Woo Tueh
( >, lì]

Tainan.
Aget 32

Member, Miscellaneous 
Affairs Section.

Graduated from Shanghai Hanyang 
Model Middle School. Accountant 
of Shanghai Municipality Defence 
Committee.

Graduated from Shanghai Ming Lih 
Middle School. General Duty, 
Shanghai Civic Training Headquarters.
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Nam« WatIrity Present Poeit ion 
in th« society

H 27.Woo T«lng Zun

( £ Jl >A' )
Chinkiang.
Age i31

Member«Miscellaneous 
Affairs Section.

28.0hu Kung Zung Chitung.
Age« 28

( £ “I i >
29.Chen Tao Sung Shanghai

, , , ., Age» 34( rfc Yr t )

Member, Miscellaneous 
Affairs Section.

Member, Personnel 
Section.

30. Lu
I '7I «r

Ming Ghangeha
< & I*' )
Age» 29

Member, Personnel 
Section.

Sl.Yih Hoong Chun

( -f )
Kiukiang.
Age» 31

Member, Clerical 
Sect ion.

32.Woo Vong Chi

< Hr ^5 >
Soochow.
Age» 28

Member, Clerical 
Sect ton.



Antecedente Remarks

Graduated from the Shanghai 
Dah Kung Vocational School. 
General duty, Shanghai 
Education Bureau.

Graduated from the Dah Kung 
Vocational School, Shanghai. 
General Duty, Shanghai 
Health Bureau.

Graduated from the College of 
Pine Arts, Shanghai. Section 
Member of Shanghai Public 
Utility Bureau; staff officer, 
Shanghai Municipality Defence 
Committee.

Manager of Dah Doong

Graduated from 
Middle School. 
Shanghai Peace 
Headquarters.

the 2au Woo 
Staff officer, 
Preservation

Graduated from the Tseng 
Poong College. Clerk, Shanghai 
Civic Training Headquarters.

Dah Zung Rice Shop 
< r 0Ì $ /£ )•

Graduated from Putan Middle 
School. Clerk, Shanghai 
Municipality Defence Committee,
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Warn« Wat ivlty 
___

Present Position 
In the eoclety

33.Woo Kun Dab
z) 

( £ M Vj )

Shangha1
Agar 32

Member, Education 
Sect ion.

34.Chow Bae Chun
(fl

)

Shanghai 
Ager 35 « do -

35.Ting Sing Fu Pai Hsian* 
Kiangsu.
Aget 39

Member* Trade 
Sect ion.

36*Lea Liang Rua Shangha i.
Agar 32

Member, Trade 
Section.

37. Chu Tea Yea
<£ >

38. Hsu Taong Fu

Linghai, 
Chekiang. 
Aga* 3«

Shanghai 
Ager 40

Member, Enter
tainment Section.

- do -



Antecedents Remarks

Graduated from Shanghai Middle 
School. Section member* 
Shanghai EducstIon Bureau.

Graduated from Shanghai Teung S 
Middle School. Section member 
of Education Bureau*Shanghai; 
Teacher* Ling Ying Primary 
School.

Graduated from High Commercial 
School* Shanghai. ExscutIvs of 
Shanghai Cereal Lealere Guild; 
Employee of Yah Zung () 
Trading Co. 'z/i /Jv

Graduated from the Shanghai 
Commercial College. Purchasing 
Clerk* Shanghai Wing On Co.; 
Employee of the Shanghai Stock 
Exchange.

Graduated from Zung Tsoong Middle 
School. Director, Zung Chi 
Benevolent Association, Shanghai.

Graduated from Rwa Hwa Middle 
School, Shanghai. Manager of 
Moong Vou Leu Teashop.



Warne Watirity 
& age.
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Präsant Position 
in tha sociaty.

39.Chan Tsang Ming Hangchow.
Aga» 37

Mambar, Propaganda 
Saetion.

40.Daung Cho Sian Kiihwt S

Aga» 35 1
- do -

41»Wong Hai Pu Ningpo.
Aga» 38

Mambar, Labour 
Movamant Saetion.

42.Dian Ching San

( 4? & )
Shanghai 
Aga» 32

- do -

43.£ao Yoong Sung
/ ¿4 2> )

'S 1 ’

Shanghai
Aga» 29.

Mambar, Investigation 
Section.

44.Cho« Tao Ping W ingpo 
Aga» 31.

Member, Management 
Section.



Antecedents Remarks

Graduated from Utopia 
University. Reporter, 
Sin Van Pao, Shanghai; 
Reporter, Hwa Tung Rews 
Agency.

Braduated from Shanghai 
Sing Hwa Arts College. 
Editor, 'Crystal" and 
"China Magazine Press".

Graduated from Shanghai 
Merchant Ships Navigation 
School.
Pilot, s.s."Kiangtien"; 
Employee of Seamen’s Union.

Graduated from Shanghai 
Sz Poh Middle School. 
Executive of Shanghai 
General Labour Union.

nah Sung ( X & )
News agency. '

Shanghai Kuomintang 
Headquarters•

Apprentice and later clerk 
of the Kuo Hwa Bank, 
Shanghai.

Graduated from Klnling 
Middle School, Ranking. 
Teller, Commercial Bank 
of China.

Chinese Medicin* *hop



Nam» Watirity

45.Sih Tea ling

I
46.Chow Shaa Ping

I

47.Sung Kwai

I ‘ WJ ’

48. Dong Pao Loo

‘A tk 1
49. Kwai Zisn Ling

< H I ’
50.Sung Ssa Taa

' 4 lit i »
51.Wong Zung Ww

(J 1

Wingpo
Age136

Zangzoh

Agat 32

Shanghai

Aga» 32

Wai Can, 
Anhwai.

Agat 28.

Pal Hsian ( ¿¿fX) 
Kiangsu. /T^*’
Aga» 42
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Present Po»it Ion 
in th» »oclety

Member* Bu»inese 
Sect ion.

Antecedents Remarks• 
_________  «e

Member* Relief
Sect ion*

Intelligence
Agent•

Intelligence agent*

Intelligence agent.

Intelligence agent.

Intelligence agent.

Graduated from Kin ling 
Univer»tty, Wanking. 
Chief, Business Dept«, 
Shanghai City Wank.

Studied in the Kwang 
Hwa University.
Section member, Shanghai 
Public Works Bureau.

Graduated from Shanghai 
Kwang Hwa Middle School. 
Intelligence agent* 
Special Service Squad, 
Shanghai Public Safety 
Bureau.

Chung Hwa Book, Co.

Graduated from Kwang Hwa 
Middle School.
Intelligence agent of 
Special Service Squad* 
Shanghai Public Safety Bureau.

Detective Inepector, French 
Municipal Council.

Detective, Wrench Municipal 
Council.

Graduated from Heuchow Middle 
School.
Detective Sergeant, Central

Wren ch Mun ic i pa 1 
Council.

Wrench Municipal 
Council* ce.

International Settle
ment Police.
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Van« Mativity 
* SBS.

Preeent Poeit ion 
in the aooiaty

52. Lee Taing Mou
(4 >

53. Yu.Mei Kong

(T Ô )

54»Zao Kiu Ming

( ÿ Aj <>$ )

Tungahan (UJ ) 
Kiangau. r 
Aga» 35

Siu Sui» 
Kiangai. 
Agat 35.

Pei Baien» 
Kiangau. 
Age» 30

Tnitlligtnca agent.

Intelligence agent.

Special Sarrica 
agent.

5 5.Woo Dee Van Teen Halen» 
Shantung.
Age» 32

Special Service 
agent.

56.See Tat Ching

Lit
Shanna!
Age» 28

Special Service
agent.



Antecedents Remarks

Police Station, Inter
national Settlement,

Graduated from Klangsu 
Provincial Wo.10 Middle 
School• 
Detective Sergeant.S.M.C., 
International Settlement.

Graduated from the Shanghai 
College of Law & Political 
Science.
Judge of 2nd Special District 
Court.

Graduated from Tsung Kyi 
Middle School, Hanking. 
Special Service agent, Shang
hai Garrison Commander’s 
Headquarters.

S.M.C., International 
Settlement.

Judge of Court.

Graduated from Shanghai 
Policemen Training Institute. 
Special Service agent of 
Shanghai Public Safety "Sureeu.

Having undergone Civic Train
ing.
Member of Shanghai Merchant 
Volunteer Corps.



.0

Kam«
Katirlty
* jg9

57.Yang Ling Peking

(4 ’ Aget 24

» I;
58.L«e Sun gu

Dati Shing

g w ■ i ' Hopei.
Age» 30

-
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Present Position 
in the society

Antecedents Remarks.

Special Service agent. Graduated from the Officers* 
Course, Shanghai Civic Train
ing Headquarters.
Captain, Shanghai Civic 
Training Headquarters.

Special Service agent. Graduated from the Shanghai 
Policemen’s Training Institute. 
Special Service agent of 
Shanghai.



CTH 
File No.............

IShF shanghai municipal police.
Section I, Special

REPORT February 26., 40, ' .
Date.............. -■■■■■*¿¿9 . s/p

Voo Shing Zoe - theatrical performances staged in 
Subject (in jull)........... .... .... .................

Ningpo Fellow Countrymen’s Association on 24-2-40.

Made ¿yP.?..?.?.i?...^l?o..P^«F?gj.chlen. Forwarded by............ ?.!. ................................

Between 1.00 p.m. and 6.00 p.m. February 25, 

1940, Peiping style dramas were staged in the auditorium 

of the Ningpo Fellow Countrymen’s Association, 480 Yu 

Ya Ching Road, under the auspices of the Voo Shing Zoe, 

a social organization situated at No.24, Lane 77, Hart 

Road. Observation was kept during the proceedings 

but nothing of an objectionable nature was noticed.

A. C. ( Special Branch ).
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D.C. Special Branch.



POLIC® FORO?

4 APR 1939

Translation of letter to Council 
from the Chinese National Rejuvenation

a mien 4gDated 18th April, 192 9 rr.
S. a. RKOMBTRY 

th 9. B.
/ «W.MW» WWW«»» UM »»■'»' H ■*****»«*<«■

National Rejuvenation Society,

Of late our members who carried on certain 

activities in the Settlement have often been regarded as 

disturbers of peace and order and have been arrested without 

good cause. Such acts on the part of the Council are 

deeply deplored. I have engaged in the racial rejuvenation 

and national salvation work for more than ten years. The 

Chinese National Rejuvenation Society founded by me is an 

organization based on the principles of the people's 

revolution, and it aims only at saving our country from 

the present crisis and realizing a certain fixed political 

policy, it is neither a terrorist group, nor an organization 

of traitors. In the interest of friendly international 

relations, will the Council please understand our object 

and afford protection to our members when they move about 

in the Settlement, instead of arresting them without 

justification.

(Signed and chopped)
Tsang Ming ( J^j

President, The Chinese National 

Rejuvenation Society. 

No address.

(Note: Received for translation, late p.m. 21st April, 1939.)

APR 81 1939
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL WstW CUCE) 
s. b. RU&ITRY

Forwarded by.

POLIC

REPORT

Reference Special Branch report dated 19.4.39

Subject (injull)...... of Voe. Shing 2oe (Rehabilitation -»ciebyfr
arrested (Central Mi sc.309/39)

Made by....D»S_..I_j__Logan

on the above, the suspects detained in connection with 

this case (Central Mise.309/39) were released on 

April 22, 1939 on the instructions of D.C. (Special 

Branch). Those arrested in the French Concession 

were returned to French Police Headquarters prior to 

being released.

The various documents seized in the French 

Concession have been detained in the Special Branch 

(See Special Branch Report dated 19.4.39).

D.C. (Special Branch)
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CONFIDENTIAL

SHANGHAI Al FullGt 
s. B. Re<Sj»TRY

No.S. B. D.^1^



Date...APTÀ-L 19,>1939 *

(Special Branch) Office Notes 

Commissi oner.

Sir,

Attached report refers to the arrest of twenty two 

persons following receipt of a report of a plot to carry 

out mass incendiarism in the Settlement and French Concession» 

The two leading lights are undoubtedly Li Mei-ts and 

Chien An-lan arrested in French Concession and handed over 

to S.M.P. temporarily. The remainder including Dien Ah-keng 

of the Refugee Camp are of the coolie class and in themselves 

of little account. Li and Chien will be returned to the 

French Police otherwise I might suggest X. The remainder 

I think might be released after a severe warning.

D.C.(Special Branch)



[“ WAXGHAi HUKICIi AL POE .
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LW/ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 5 .5 J)___ ______ J

S.l, Special..B-r.®n5.hi...i^0?«zs - --- , ■
REPORT . .. ,o

Subject Members of Voe Shing Zoe (Rehabilitation Society)

...... ......... / ...................................................................................................................

Made by. Logan ....  Forwarded by....... .......................................................... .*.................... '

With reference to Central Misc. 309/39 

”Alleged formation of association for terroristic 

activities in Settlement and French Concession* 

enquiries have been conducted by the Special Branch 

concerning the activities of the members of the Voe 

Shing Zoe (Rehabilitation Society) arrested by 

detectives attached to Central Station on 15-4-39 

as a result of which it may be concluded that there 

is no truth in that part of the information supplied 
to the Police by the informer Ts Hyi Tseu $)

which was to the effect that a total of 1,000 men were 

being recruited by certain pro-Japanese elements for 

the purpose of mass incendiarism in the Settlement 

and French Concession.

The various members of the gang were questioned 

at length on 15-4-39, 16-4-39 and 17-4-39, in the 

Special Branch. Statements made by Li Mei Ts 
( & ); djjiien^Ai^Lan (4^^* ^4 )>lias Chien

Chong Foh (^«<4 ); Huh Siao Too (-^ •+•<)) alias 

Huh Chao Yu (4^ ); Ts Kyi Tseu ( jjL h )

and Dien Ah Keng ( $7 ) are submitted herewith.

The documents, etc. seized by the Police on April 15, 

when the initial arrests were effected, have been 

examined and listed. Lists are attached hereto 

as follows s-

List *A* - Documents seized in the home of 
Chien An Lan, 5/53 Rue Porte de 
I'Ouest.



Subject...

F M ■ 2' y *
G, bQM-1-39 File No..........

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..................................Station*
REPORT

Date.................................. i g

Made by .............Forwarded by_____________ __ _______

List *B* - Documents seized in the home of 
Yao So Tsun, 7 Rue Buissonnet. 

List *CM - Documents seized in the home of 
Li Mei Ts, Room 41, 431 Rue
Brenier de Montmorand.

The Voe Shing Zoe (Rehabilitation Society) 

according to Special Branch records has been in 

existence for some time, having been formed by 

certain Chinese under the sponsorship of the 

Japanese. The ostensible object of the Society is 

apparently to oppose communism, adopt the fascist 

doctrine, and to train its members along the lines 

indicated so that they may be sent to work in 

"Reformed Government* public organizations, industrial 

concerns, etc. There is also evidence to show that 

the Voe Shing Zoe has been engaging in the practice 

of distributing anti-Kuomintang pamphlets in the 

Settlement (Two members of the Society, namely, 

Chang Chi Ming (^^z4" ) and Ching Hao (■£ )

were arrested by Chengtu Road Station on 11-3-39, 

for throwing anti-Kuomintang propaganda matter from 

the New World Hotel, see Special Branch report dated 

March 16, 1939).

It would appear that the Voe Shing Zoe has 

branches in various parts of the Japanese occupied 

areas but the organization is still in its formative 

stage and does not appear to be flourishing.

The Shanghai Headquarters of the Society is 

stated to be located at an unknown address on North 

Szechuen Road, while the chief of the Society is



Made by.............. ............................ ..Forwarded by__ .......................... __ ___

F M , Z.ff '
G, bOM-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No........

Subject..........................

REPORT

- 3 -
Date.........

.............. Station,

........................I9

reported to be one Chang Ming ), a native

of ]?okien, but very little is known of this individual. 

There are four departments, namely, General Affairs, 

Propaganda, Organization and Finance, A Cantonese 

named Dong Chow ("^ ) age about 36, 5’8* in

height, medium build, dressed in foreign style clothing, 

is chief of the Organization Department. The names of 

the other Departmental chiefs are unknown.

It would appear that Li Mei Tse was instructed 

by Dong Chow to recruit candidates for membership of 

the Society and was at the same time appointed a 

Section chief. Li Mei Ts deputed Chien An Lan to 

solicit members and the latter asked Dien Ah Kung, 

an inmate of the Ming Kyi Refugee Camp, 190 Kingpo 

Road, to assist him in recruiting new members. Dien 

Ah Kung proceeded to recruit members in the refugee 

camp and succeeded in persuading Huh Siao Too and the 

informer Ts Kyi Tseu to become members and also to 

act as recruiting agents with the result that the 

former recruited eight and the latter twelve new 

members. Kew members were required to supply their 

photograph and were promised payment of $12.00 upon 

acceptance as members on or about April 15, 1939. 

Some of the recruits became suspicious and demanded 

the return of their photographs Thereupon they left 

the Society. Ts Kyi Tseu, either through fear of the 

consequences of being a member of a pro-Japanese 

Society or from motives of revenge for the failure of



File No...

..................................Station^
REPORT

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

- 4 - Dale..................................I g
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Made by. Forwarded by................................. ..............

Dien Ah. Kung to pay to him the $12.00 promised, 

informed C.D.C.163 (C.l.) on April 13, 1939 of the 

fact that Dien Ah Kung was recruiting members of a 

secret Society whose object was mass incendiarism and 

the disturbance of peace and order in the Settlement 

and French Concession. At 12.05 a.m,, April 15, 1939, 

he entered Central Station and made a similar report 

with the result that a total of 22 persons, including 

himself, were arrested by the Police and a quantity 

of documents seized. Lot one person arrested would 

admit having heard any mention of planned incendiarism 

but they all freely admitted their having joined the 

Toe Shing Zoe. It is most unlikely that if plans were 

being made for mass incendiarism, that same would be

revealed at such an early stage to a person of such 

mentality as that of the informer Ts Kyi Tseu.

It would therefore seem safe to assume that 

while there is the possibility that the Voe Shing Zoe 

might use its msnbers to create disturbances, distribute 

propaganda, etc., the incendiarism idea was an invention

of Ts Kyi Tseu’s imagination.

The 22 persons arrested have been finger

printed and are at present detained in Central Station.

engaged in enquiries in

D. S.I» Logan
D.S.I. Kac Adie
D. S. Hide
D.S.I. Kao Yen-ken

D.C.(Special Branch).

The following members of the Special Branch were

connection with this case

D.S.I» Liao Chung-chien
C.D.S. 89
C.D.S. 24 
C.D.C.359

!



List of. documents seized at the home of CHIEN AN 
LAN (' 41 i h at ü/5? ?aS* d® ’ 
French Concession on April lot iyoy.

1. 8 paper-folders containing names of the members of
the different ’•Corps**# (Translation of details 
attached)as appendix "A")«

2. Photographs of 50 different persons whose names
appeared in the paper-folders of Item 1, as 
members of the ••Corps“»

3. One official despatch No» 6, dated October 18, 1938,
of the Pacification office of the Talhu Lake Region 
of the Military Affairs Commissionrof the National 
Government to Mao Zing h-wei ( if %>), Commander 
of the 5th Unit authorizing him to use the official 
seal.

4. 8 copies of filled-in pledge forms formembers to
pledge their loyalty to X X Society* (Translation 
attachedjas appendix “B“).

5» Two note books containing names and addresses of 
different persons and shops* and also their telephone 
numbers»

*
6» Two paper slips containing names of persons, details 

of which are translated and attached as appendix “C”.

7 • A bundle of private letters»

8» A quantity of name cards of different persons»

9. Kive photographs pf unknown persons*

10. One stone seal of Chien An Lan.

11. Two seals of Tseu Yuin Yah ( X) $ ft ).



APPENDIX "A*

Translation of the contents in paper-folder A-l

1) Chien Chong-foh ), native of Anhwei, 44 years of

age, a member of the Infantry Section at the 9th Village, 
Hanyang ). In the first year of the Chinese

Republic, he was sectional chief of the Students* A&ny, 
Captain of the Reserve Unit in Kiangs! and Chief of the 

Bodyguards to the Tao Ying Yamen ) at Hsu-H&l ).
2) Wong Han-chow )f] ), native of Honan, 48 years of age.

During the Tsing Dynasty, he was Chief of the Revenue Bureau 
in Rwai Pei (^JL it ) and of the Salt Gabelle. He was also 

a committee member of the Conservancy Board, Chief of the 
Accountants* Section of the Magistracy and censor* 
Residing at 32 Yueh Tuh Li ( f ), tm t nr tw sBsjrtiu Rue 
Amiral Bayle*

3) Chiang Tuh-pan )» native of Shanghai, Kiangs»,
age 26. He was a student of Chi Chi College (). 
He is at present residing at the Dong Tuh Medicine Shop

LOh’Ka
( la) ), opposite the/Kwan Ying Dong (^4"^ )» Avenue 
5*och. He has a sister who has gone to Sungkiang with
her husband. Present condition unknown*

4) Dien Chang-kan ( ), commander of the First Section*
is a native of Li Sz Village ( ), Hantung* He was

at one time foreman of the Fu Tung Cotton Mill ),
Hongkew. He is at present a coolie at the King Ho Wharf
( 'A 33» Residing at 8 2ung Ho Li ),
Pingliang Road.

5) Hu Yu-kwei ( X )> a staff member, is a native of Anhwei, 
33 years of age. Graduate of the Quinsan Helen Primary 
School. In 1927, he was liaison officer kw of the Nationalist 
Army Commander’s Headquarters. Later, he became a merchant. 
Residing temporarily at the Zung Yu Hsin Tea Shop (4a. fK ) 
at Tung Hsin Jac (Hoopeh Road) corner of Pakhoi Road.
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6) Loh Sao-ching commander of the Second Section,

is a native of Shanghai, Kiangsu. Used to be a metal merchant«

In 1931, he joined the Merchants Volunteer Corps at Zau Woo 

Kyung which waa dissolved Ixxkft* following the
outbreak of hostilities in 1937. Age 34. At present, 

he is px residing at 383 Tsao Ha Wei (Loh Ka Bang 

( Hantao.
7) Loh Chi eh ( ), a staff member, is a native of ¡Shanghai,

age 31. 1926, he was graduated from the Liu Yuin
School 1927, he joined the Officer Training

Corps of the Chekiang Garrison Force, but in 1930 he became

a merchant and wwxrwnt also served 

Corps at Zau Woo Kyung, which was 

outbreak of hostilities in 1937.

with the Merchants Volunteer 

dissolved following the

Residing at 383 Tsao Ha
Wei, Loh Ka Pang, Bantao.

8) Chow 7qh**hwa (|)» a sub-sectional chief, is a native 

of Shanghai, age 22. He was a student of the Architectural

Section of the Liu Yuin School«

9) Tsing Han-Bhi ng ), age 50, native of Chinkiang.

During the Tsing Itynasty, he was Deputy Uhief of the Woo sung

Fort Defence Force. In the second year of the Chinese 

Republic, he was Chief of the third Section of the Second 

Battalion of the JUdtfcx Smuggled Salt Prevention Force. In 

19*6, he was transferred to the post of Chief of the Second 

Section and in 1922 to the post of Chief of the Fourth Section.
Residing at 28 Kong Uhih Li T )» Hue Hrenier de

Montmorand.

10) Sung Chung-lih )» a staff member, is a native of

Mingpo, age 49. Used to be a metal merchant. In 1919, he

was a staff employee of the Shanghai Arsenal, but in 1926

he became Chief of the Accountants' Section of the Tao Ying

Yamen at Hsuchow and xdbdtkK £smi: Commisaiy General of the

Smuggled Salt Prevention Battalion. Residing at 32

Yueh Tuh Li, Rue Amirai Bayle*
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Hgoh Sih-san ( ), commander of the fourth Section,

is a native of Mou Ping Hsien (), Shantung, age

40« He was commander of the militia of Mou Ping Heien«

He is at present a worker in Route lux de Sieyes«

12) Vai King-fu )> a 3'taff member, is a native of

Woo sung, age 25«

School (

Graduate of the Tsing Nyien Middle 

at present unemployed« Residing

at 3 Ayenue Poch.

13) Shang Ting-yong ( commander of the Sifth Section,

is a native of Shanshing, age 30. Graduate of the

14)

Ta Knng (^41 ) Vocational School. He was x river 
polleeynan on Customs cruiser “Hai Sing" (^4? ), and his 

service was dispensed with on the outbreak of hostilities

Shang Ting-liang ( a staff member, is a native

of Shaoshing, age 20« He was a student of the Ta Kung

Vocational School in Shanghai



APPENDIX "AM

PIRST CORPS
Chief of 1st Corps : Dien Chang Ke ng (, 30.

Clerk • Hu Yoeh Kwei ( i- ) t 33.
Members : Hwa Ah Keu ( M #4 ), 20 merchant, native 

of Shanghai, Ming Nyi Camp, 190 Ningpo Road«
Chiang Hou Chong ( ), 25 worker, native of
Ningpo, 190 Ningpo Road.
Tai Sao Ching ), *25, native of Kiangsu,
coolie, 190 Ningpo Road«
Chu Oo Zang ( ■£**''f^7), 24, native of Zangzoh,
coolie, 190 JNingpo Road.
Sung lee Ziang (27, native of Zang- 
chow, shop-assistant« '
Sung Ling Sung (ji24, native of Yang
chow, wharf coolie, 190 "ingpo Road«

Sung Chao-tung (rf i ), 37, native of Shantung, 
coolie, 190 N ingpo Road«

Wong Wei Taung ( 'k ), 30, Zaushing, coolie,
190 wingpo Road«

Yui Tuh Sui ( ), 36» native of Nanking,
coolie, 190 Ningpo Road«

Chu Sai ( 3- ), 27, native of Haichow#
coolie, residing at Zung Tai Lodging House, 
Canton Road«

Zung Yuung Sung ( ^4 ), 33, Hainhow, coolie,
190 Ningpo Road«

Huang Wen Kwei (’^> ), 25, native of Ningpo,
coolie, 190 -Ningpo Road«

Zung Th Yee ( ), 25, Shanghai, blacksmith,
190 Ningpo Road«

Huh Slao Tu ), 24, native of Kompo,
boatman, 190 N'lngpo Road*

Tsai Ah Pao ( 30» Riugpo» boatman,
190 "ingpo Road«

Zii Siao Pah ( ), 34, native of Tsingkou,
Kompo, blacksmith, 190 Nlngpo Road«

Tong Lan Sung (7^ ), gl, Factory worker,
native of Ningpo, 190 Ningpo Road«

Nyi Chung Pao ( ), 35, unemployed tax
bureau employee, native of Zangzoh, 190 Nlngpo Rd*



(2)

Members Yao Wei Sung 28, Ntngpo, merchant,
190 Ningpo Road*

Chwang Tuh Sung ( 28, giangsu,
coolie, residing at Zung 1<1 Lodging House, 
Canton Road» m

Ying Chung Zung ( 30» Kiangsu,
coolie, residing at ZungTai Lodging House, 
Canton Road*

Zung Tung Chi ( ® t ), 22, Haichow, coolie,
residing at Zung i'ai Lodging House, Canton Rd.

Zung Tsu Zung ( Vtft/), 30, Anhwei, coolie, 
190 •wingpo Road* ’

Zung Tseu Ming ( 30» Kiangst, coolie,
Zung Tai Lodging House, Canton Road»

Wei Chia Zung ( 1 i )» 34» native of Kung
Yui District, Kiangsu? coolie, residing at the 
Zung rai Lodging House, Canton Road»

Zi Chia Yui ( ), 25, native cf Kung Yui
District, Kiangsu, coolie, residing at the Zung 
Tai Lodging House, Canton Road»

Li 8iao Sai ( 4/ 2_- ), 26, native of Kung Y„i,
Kiangsu, cool«, residing at the Zung Tai Lodging 
House, Canton Road*

LI Tuh Biao ( 30, native of Kung
Yui District, Kiangsu, coolie, residing at the 
Zung Tai Lodging House, Canton Road»

Ting Wai Yui ( T ), 35, native cf Kung Yui ,
Kiangsu, coolie, residing at the Zung xai Lodging
House, Canton Road»

Ka© Yui Tgung ( )» Halchow, Kiangsu,
residing at the Zung Lodging House, Canton 
Road»

Zi Kwong Sung ( X ), 31 , Anhwei, coolie, 
residing at the Zung ’¿'ai Hotel, Canton Road»

Chief of 1st Group s Huh Siao Tu (

w 2fld w » Chu Sai ( )•
ti 3rd e I Nyi Chung Chih (iX )•

a w 4th N s Zung Tsu Zung 1 ij! | 1 ’
w 5th • t Tai Sao Ching ( !•



I-

( )
(M^ 1 )

(Appendix “A" ■* 3)

First Section : Chief - Dien Zang-keng ( 

Clerk - Ho Yueh-kwei ( V .

(Appendix "A11 - 4) 

2nd Section : Chief - Loh Sao-ching ( )

Clerk - Loh Jih ( ).

Chief of 1st group - Tseu Foh-hwa
)•

(Appendix “A* - 5)

3rd Section : Chief - Zing Han-ching

Clerk - Sung Chung-lih

(Appendix "A* - 6) 

4th Section » Chief - Yoh Sih-san

Clerk -

(Appendix *A* * 7)

5th Section) t Chief - Shang Ding-yun ( )

Clerk - Shang Di ng-Hang .

(Appendix "A* -8)

Names of thirty-six members of tne 5th Section.



APPENDIX "B"

Translation of Item 4 - Sight copies of
filled-in pledge forms for members to 
pledge their loyalty to the X X Society

Pledge Form

I hereby pledge myself to obey the orders and 

instructions of the Leader, to strictly abide by 

the Rules and Regulations of the Society for the 

realization of the rehabilitation of the Han Race, 

and to be loyal in the discharge of my duties in 

preserving the peace of East Asia* For violation 

of this pledge, I am willing to commit myself to 

the severest punishment*

P (£hot ograph )

1) Sung Tse Ziang ( ; £ ■'ft )» age 27, native of
Zangchow, unemployed merchant.

Introducer : Dien Chang Keng.( * 4 ?
2) Tseu Fob Hwa ( $ )» age 22, native of Shanghai,

having studied in the Architectural Faculty of the 
Lieu Yu in School*

Introducer : Loh Sao Ching( ft > «f )
3) Huang Wei Tsai ( t $4 ), age 37, native Shanghai,

a worker of cotton mill, 15, Loh Kia *ang, Nantao* 
Introducer : Loh Sao Ching

4) Hsiung Lien Fah I age 19, Shanghai, having
studied in the Nanchang vocational School, Klangse.

Introducer t Loh Sao Ching*

5) Wong Kuh Chong ( i X ® )» age 40, Zaushing, merchant,
having been in Military service, as Special Service 
Chief of the 2nd Field Hospital of the Ministry of 
War,, Introducer t Chien Chong Foh

('fi s a )
6) Loh Sao Ching, age 34, Shanghai, merchant, having been

a staff officer of the Militia in Tsao Hu Ching, 
' ' * )• Introducer t Chien Chong Fob.

7) Chiang Tuh Peng ( JL ÌXbZf), 26, Shanghai, having studied
in the Ch ih Ch ih College.

Introducer :

8) Plh Dab Ching ( 19, Zangchow, coolle.
Introducer « Hsiang Ting Yoong*

. th < $ If
The 4,610/year of the Huang T1 (Emporor)*



APPENDIX 11C*

Translation of Item 6

Chief of District Corps : Zung Zang-Sffedg )

Section Chief : Eying Hao ()» native of Paoshan, 
Kiangsu, age 35, graduate of the Hanyang 
Middle School, formerly Chief of the 
Secret Investigation Group of the Shanghai 
Municipality Peace Preservation Corps, and 
counsellor to the Tax Police Corps at 
Kwangtung.

Section Chiefs! Hsu Pah-ying ( / )
Yao Sao-chun )
Loh Shih ( A
Shu Pang ( )

Loh Shih, age 46, native of Chuenska, 
Kiangsu, graduate of the Pootung Middle 
School, and Nanking Technical College, 
formerly staff member of the 3rd 
Department of the Chuensha Hsien 
Government.

Shu Pang, age 42, native of Tientsin, 
Hupeh, graduate of St. X'avier College, 
formerly clerk of the Shanghai Post Office, 
clerk of British Municipal Council, and 
interpreter of American lawyer Hardinken (?).

Chief of District Corps : Li Soong-ding ).

Hing Keng-ziang ), section chief
of Li Soong-ding’s corps, being unable to 
assume the post, is replaced by Shih Siao- 
san ).

Tseu Kwei-loong ($] ft and Yu Sing () ■ 
reported that assistance has been extended to Wong Tsoong 
Ling (X 41 ), Loh Kwang (), etc., members of
guerilla unit. . . .

Chu Kying-sung ( V X J mentioned i
Ah Mao Jfeu ( » Yao Yoong-Toong Shop

), proprietor Yao Lee-keng .
Ah Mao Deu ( )» native of Tsiu Jao

( ft )» Shanghai.



uiat of documenta »sized, at the home of 
YaoSo i, Mo. 7^ae

Buiaaonnat.

X* One letter of appointment issued by the Weihaiwei Office 
of the Hopei and Shantung District *aea and ocean Pishing 
trade Control Office of the Ministry of finance,dated 
December 17, 1938 appointing XAO IS TSUN( ££ ), to 
the post of Officer in charge of the 1st Branch Office»

2» one letter of appointment issued by the 10th District 
Collection Office of the Hopei tobacco and Vine Stamp 
tax Bureau dated August 3, 1934, appointing YAO SO TSUN 
( ^^4 ) to the post of "extra staff member* of the 
above collection Office»

, X K3, one account book of the PU IH ( y ) trading Company»

4, 6 prescriptions.
5, one chopbearing the name "So Tsun*( 4 )•

6, One ohit bearing the inscriptions! Mr. Zung Wu Ju( /£ )
Mo» 5 Yen ih Li, Chungking Hoad«

elder
7, One photo with following notes on its To/br other *Zao Tsun*

( 4 from brother Yoong Zao Mong( )•

8» One photographic reproduction of a rent receipt issued 
by the Teh Mee Co» to Mr. ZKE LISN PANG( O t > in 
respect of promisee Bo. 7 Hue Buiasonnet» - 6

9» 5 photoes of unknown persons»

10» A bundle of empty envelopes and blank invitation cards.

11» A box of name cards bearing the name of YAO SO TSUN, alias 
YAO CHUN( Manager of the KJ IN Trading Co.,
13« Shanhaikwan "oad| Tel» 36645.



List of documents found in the home of Lu Mien Ts

or Lu Nung Ming, Room 41, 431 Rue Brenier de Montmorand 

on April 15, 1939.

1. List of names and addresses of members of the 2nd 
Section of the Shanghai Branch of the Voe Shing Zoe 
(Translation attached)»

2. A draft estimate of the expenses of the various 
corps of the 2nd Section of the Shanghai Special 
District Branch of the Voe Shing Soe (Translation 
attached).

3. Three booklets entitled *Frogrammes of the Voe Shing 
Zoe*, including the following t-

(a) To overthrow the corrupt government, exterminate 
communism, rehabilitate the Han Race and establish 
a perfect political rule.

(b) Abandons the hypocritical democracy and adopt the 
Fascist rule«

(c) Suppression of communism and maintenance of World 
Peace.

4. Two note books containing names, addresses and telephone
numbers • i

5. Six blank membership pledge forms of the Society 
(Voe Shing Zoe ?).

6« A purse containing a pawn ticket and a receipt acknowledging 
the receipt of #100 from Lu Nung Mien ( ^ 4^^ ) by Chen 
Zang Ying )> dated March 16, 1939.

7. Draft of a petition addressed to the Japanese authorities 
by Tung Ah Jing (dr )» dated March 21, requesting 
permission to transport a quantity of Joss paper ash 
from Nantao.

8. Draft of a petition addressed to the Japanese authorities 
at Hangchow by the Yah Yuan (■$?£) Shipping Company, 
requesting permission to run launches between Shanghai 
and Hangchow.

9. A note addressed to Lu Mien Ts (&&,■*-') by Wu Ching
(WC ) requesting that the dispatch of a document, 
the text of which has to be revised, be withheld and 
returned.

10. A curfew pass issued to Lu Bung Ming (& ) by the
French Concession authorities, dated 5/2/32.

11. A pass issued to Lu Nung Ming by the Shanghai Woo sung 
Garrison Commander’s Headquarters, dated 22/2/32.

12. Two passes issued by the Nantao Bus Company dated 
Jrly 1, 1931 and October 1, 1931 authorising Lu Nung 
Ming to travel free.

13. Piece of paper bearing notes requesting the recipient
to distribute secretly ten invitation cards signed by 
one *Jing* ( ) inviting the following persons to
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14

15

16

present at a dinner party to be held in Room 11, Zu 
Joong Yuan Restaurant, Kwangse Road, at 6 pun. April 
16:-

Chiang Chi (jfy )

Huang Choh-minf^?'^^ )

Oong Vung-zao )

( +£>? )
(#4| )

Li Soong Nien

Zung Tuh-yuan

Zung Yoh-1oh (Ä I- )

Two

One

Two

Tsu Yoh-chu Lu Nung-mien

'.7u Tsao

Chinese Military Collar Badges

chop hearing the name Lu Nung-mien 

photographs of Wu Tsao ( £ £<l ).



Translation of Item No*l

lAat of qf members of

X9M A&S. fativi ty address

FKtt T1 
Chief of 4th 
Division«

— so 0» —

Yih PingC ty )
Staff-member.

25 Shaoshing - Graduate of 
S*hai Middle 
School.

Diu Jih ( *1 $ }
Staff-member.

26 Soochow as Graduate of 
«in Lih Middle 
School«

Tao Yung Kong 
( ). 
16th Sectional 
Commander

48 8* hai 7 Hue
Buiasonnet

Chief of Hopei 
Shantung fishery 
Bureau; Chief 
of Tongshan 
Tobacco & Wine 
Branch Bureau.

c *£•
St af f-member

27 aanwei 58 Hue du 
Hoi Albert

Graduate of 
Pootung Middle 
School«

Zee Ying( jt -*? ) 
17th Sectional 
Commander«

43 Chinkiang 8 San Shing 
rang, Hue 
A. Beyle

Councillor to 
the Chinkiang 
district govt« 
and Chairman 
of the S’hai 
Mu. Shoe Trade 
Association.

Zee Tai Toot )
Staff-member.

40 chinklang 17 Dao Teh 
Di, due A« 
Bayle

Satire Bank 
trade.

Doh Zah ( /I £ ) 
18th Sectional 
Commander

40 Chuensha Kung Ching 
Bldg«, Hankow 
Md«

Graduate of 
Pootung Middle 
School and of 
Making 
Industrial 
College; clerk 
to the 3rd dept, 
of the Chuensha 
Hsien Administra 
tive Office and 
assistant clerk 
to the 1st 
Divisional Office

Zung Dih San 
(TRA ). 
Staff member

25 aanwei forth Gate 
Manvel

Graduate of 
Manwei Middle 
School; faculty 
member of the 
Banwei Primary 
School*
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Marne nativity

Shu Bangi /¿Ì )t
19th Sectional 
Commander

42 Tientsin

Address

147 Avenue
Ko ad«

Antecedents

Graduate of St»
Prancis X’avier
Coll«ge> clerk 
of General Poet 
Officej interprets 
of the S«M»P»

Zi Liang

Staff-* member

Kyung Shing( 4. 
20th Sectional 
Commander •

) 35 Paoshan 15 Siking 
Kd.

Zung Ling •‘■sang 
i /Vxf >> 
Staff-member

29 Wutsin

Chief of Secret 
Investigation 
Section of the 
S’hai Mu. Peace 
Preservation Corpsj 
Staff-Officer of 
the Canton Salt 
Gabelle; graduate 
of Manyang Senior 
Commercial School.

Student of Wutsin 
Middle School.

Li .Soong Ping ( fwl Î. 
Chief of 5th 
Division
Wong Bangi X b 
Staff-member

49 Manahong

Ming Yung Hou 
i£O h 
Staff-* member

45 Chekiang

Pan.Xih Lien 
( /fi >• 
21st sectional 
Commandar

48 hanking

Zee Peel ft $ b 
Staff-member

35 Xu-yao

56 Kiangtu

22nd Sectional
Commander

36 1‘ien Ziang Graduate of
Li, Hue Pore 
Dugout

Kiangsi Cons
tabulary; clerk 
of the former 
S’hai City Govt« 
Police Bureau.

Perry Hd. Graduate of 
Chekiang Cons
tabulary) Inspector 
of the Mingpo 
Police force•

1331 Since 
Hoad»

Associate editor

and *San^Tso(~$ 
newspapers in 
Hankow; Chief of 
the regulapfeorps 
of Tung Sn Hsian, 
Pokien«

461 Avenue 
Hoad»

Inspectors of 
S»C»G.P»B, and 
Yu-yao Police 
force.

451 8 Tung 
Li, Tatung 
Kd.

Clerks of the 
Xangchow Police 
force and of the 
Xangohow Chamber 
of Commerce;
•tax collecting 
SfS11 °f ,Jfun«shan
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h îî*Staff-member

Mâ MftUxUX
34 Tai Haien

Address Antecedents

2 Yuen Clerk attached
Vong Li, to the 4th squad
Hue de of Jiangsu Hirer
Peres. Police? clerk

of the General 
Post Office, S’hai

S Siao San 
( $80 ), 23rd 
Sec tionalCommander

42 ¿angchow 512 corner 
of Tientsin
& Kwangs!
Hds*

Graduate of
Kwang-tsung Middle 
School; merchant

Hsu, Ying Taung ( i )» 
staff-member

31 Hsuohow

Vong Hwa-ta 
( XOl h 24th 
Sectfonai Commander

32 Banking

378 Hue du Graduate of Hwa
Marche Tung Law College;

merchant.

5 2nd alley- Clerk of the Jih 
way, Zao Yang Hsien 
Chin Li, Mth Administrative 
Chengtu Bd. Office; Inspector 

of the S'hai 
Hsien Police 
Bureau.

rçrn 

staff-member

30 Mwenming 1331 Sinza Chief of Special
Hoad* Service Company

of the independent 
Squad of the Vei 
Mn Hsien Peace 
Preservation Cospa 
Pokien.

Sung Zeu Ling 
( 7Î4W», 
25th Sectional
Commander

staff-member

Men, Chang Poh 
( )»
Chief of 6th 
Division

44 Anhwei
Zung Kn li

5/nue Porte Graduate of the 
de 1'Cuest infantry Course

of the Manyang 
Mo. 9 "Tsung*

Ling Yung Zang 
( )• 
staff-member 
Vong Man Taeu 
(>• 
staff-member

Dien Zang Meng 

26th Sectional 
Commander

48 Hunan 32 Tseng Teh 
li, Hua A.
Mayle

Chief of Tax 
Collection Office 
at Hwei Peh.

33 Mantung 8 lung Vu 
Pingliang

Li Poreman of the 
Hd.Pou-foong Cotton

Mill; at present 
coolie on the 
S'hai H’kew 
Vharf.

Vu Myoeh Taung 
( m 4 >• 
27th Sectional 
Commander

32 Anhwei
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Haan
Loh.Sau,Ching 
( 
28th sectional
Conunandor

29thSebtional 
Commander

faoifi*eV'?en 
( 4s 9 Ar, h 30tn Sectional
Commander

Age jRitjYjty

34 Shanghai

30 Chekiang

36 Kiang su 22 Ziang Sung 
Li, Hue du 
Marche

Antecedents

Ceng Kan( 4/ •£■ 
staff-member /

h 3®

Kiangau

Kiangsu

-do-

Llen You Co«> 
employeesof 
Piao Zung Kee 
Coal Shop,and 
the Chung Hwa 
distilled water 
Co«

employee of 
China distilled 
water Co*

employees of
Hwa Sing Co« and \ 
San J^an ¿reding 
Co«, having one 
wife, one son and 
one brother*



Translat ion of Item Ho>2

Expenses of 
Branch, Voe

the various corps of the 2nd Section, 
Shing Zoe - Estimate for ....(month)

Special District

15/K sub-corps.

Total >1,125.00

Instalment 
numbe r

Kind No.of Man Amount 
(each)

Total Amount Remarks

1st. Funds for $420.
the Branch.

Item 1 Salaries

(a) Gene ral 1 $80 $80
Secretary

(b) Secretary 3 $60 $180

Co) Staff member 4 $2# $100

(d) Employees 2 $20 $40

Item 2 Office $20
expenses.

(e)
Stationery $10

(f) Mi s ce11aneou s $10

Second Fund of District $180
corps.

Item 3 Salarie s $150

(g) Chief 3 No pay - posts
taken up by
staff members.

(h) Staff members 6 $25 $150

Item 4 Office expenses 3 corps $10 $30

Thi£d Sub-corps $524
fund.

Item 5 Salaries $450

(i) Chief 15 $20 $300

(j) Staff members 15 $10 $150

Item 6 Office expenses, $5 $70.00



TT IAj I F SHANGHAI MUtiCli'AL FCLICE 
1 CONrlBEKTiAbj 3pec^u BraScJB> ReGlSTRY

Summary of report entitled Apri1^1®« .
".Members of Voe 8hing'~Zoe (Rehabilitation"-_ 3
Society) arrested.* /

■'■i i —'■ ■■■ - ■ ■«'■—

As a result of information received on 14-4-39, to 

the effect that certain Chinese had recruited about 1,000 

coolies ostensibly for labour purposes but really to commit 

acts of incendiarism, 22 persons were arrested and various 

documents seized by the S.ii.P. at various addresses in the 

Settlement and French Concession on 15-4-39.

inquiries revealed that these persons, with one 

exception, are members of a secret society formed by pro

Japanese elements under the sponsorship of the Japanese. 

The ostensible aims of the society are to oppose communism, 

adopt the Fascist doctrine and to train its members along 

the lines indicated so that they may be sent to work in 

“Reformed Government" public organizations, industrial 

concerns, etc., but the Police have evidence that on previous

occasions, members of the Society have engaged in the 

practice of distributing anti-Kuomintang pamphlets with a 

view to disturbing peace and order in the Settlement. The 
Society, which is known as Voe Shing Zoe (/£*/£), 

(Rehabilitation Society), has been in existence since January, 

1939, and is stated to have branches in the various parts of 

the Japanese occupied territory. The Shanghai Branch 

consists of two Sections, the 2nd section being headed by 

the leader of the gang arrested, namely Li j£ei Ts )

alias Li Nun-mei The Headquarters arc located in

an alleyway off North Szcchuen Road. The Society, up to date, 

has not been properly organized and as far as can be learned, 

is not succeeding in attracting reputable persons to its 

ranks.

The matter will continue to be watched by Special Branch. 
Distribution
D.C.(Divs.) Br."Consulate t T. Robertson
D.C.(Crime) Amer. •' D.C.(Special Branch)
D.O.s French Police
D.D.O.s Br.. Military
Fire Brigade U.S.Marino Corps 
Se c re ta ry(C o nf i de n t ia1) —----------------------- -

Mr.mtoh.11 (B.4 s.H | CONFIDENTIAL 
Mr>Keswick (JJU) J | ..............



April
No. 3. B. U»jii.....

^members of Voe Shing Zoe (Redab 1JLitation<&~
^ümmary of report entitled

. ~-y: . .VW w*. —.__________

Society) arrested.**

As a result of information received on Ì4-4-39, to 

the effect that certain Chinese had recruited about 1,000 

coolies ostensibly for labour purposes but really to cnum11 

acts of incendiarism, 22 persons were arrested and various

¿aments seized by the S.M.P. at various addresses in the

,ent and French Concession on 15-4-39.

«U «
W^ìmO

■faiquiries

iption, are

revealed that these persons, with one

members of a secret society formed by pro

Japanese elements under the sponsorship of the Japanese.

The ostensible aims of the society are to oppose communism, 

adopt the Fascist doctrine and to train' its members along 

the lines indicated so that they may be sent to work in 

"Reformed Government" public organizations, industrial 

concerns, etc., but the Police have evidence that on previous 

occasions, members of the Society have engaged in the 

practice of distributing anti-Kuomintang pamphlets with a 

view to disturbing peace send order in the Settlement. The 

Society, which is known as Voe Shing Zoe OH), 

(Rehabilitation Society), has been in existence since January, 

1939, and is stated to have branches in the various parts of 

the Japanese occupied territory. The Shanghai Branch

consists of two Sections, the 2nd section being headed by 

the leader of the gang arrested, namely Xi Mei Ts ( )

alias li Nun-mei («afe). The Headquarters are located in 

an alleyway off North Szcchuen Road. Tho Society, up to date, 

has not been properly organized and as far as can be learned, 

is not succeeding in attracting reputable persons to its

ranks.

Br. Consulate
Amer. *
French Police
Br.. Military 
U.S.Iiarino Corps

The matter will continue to 
Distribution 
D.C.(Divs.) 
D.C.(Crime) 
D.O.s 
D • D • 0< s 
Fire Brigade ------------ -
Secretary (Conf idential) 

be watched by Special Branch.

T. Robertson
D.C.(Special Branch)

1



CONFIDENTIAL COMMISSIGWäÄ-t

Summary of report entitled 
'’Members of Voe Shing Zoe 
Society; arrested.*

iprli a.,SiWW«TRY

ggtZJ
As a result of information received on i4-4"-jy, to"".. ..

the effect that certain Chinese had recruited about 1,000 

coolies ostensibly for labour purposes but really td commit 

acts of incendiarism, 22 persons were arrested and various 

documents seized by the S.M.P. at various addresses in the

Settlement and French Concession on 15-4-39.

inquiries revealed that these persons, with one 

exception, are members of a secret society formed by pro

Japanese elements under the sponsorship of the Japanese. 

The ostensible aims of the society are to oppose communism, 

adopt the Fascist doctrine and to train its members along 

the lines indicated so that they may be sent to work in 

"Reformed Government* public organisations, industrial 

concerns, etc., but the Police have evidence that on previous 

occasions, members of the Society have engaged in the 

practice of distributing anti-Kuomintang pamphlets with a 

view to disturbing peace send order in the Settlement. The 

Society, which is known as Voe Shing Zoe 

(Rehabilitation society), has been in existence since January, 

1939, and is stated to have branches in the various parts of

the Japanese occupied territory. The Shanghai Branch

consists of two Sections, the 2nd Section being headed by 

leader of the gang arrested, namely Xi lie! Ts )

s Xi Nun-mei (Stefa. ). The Headquarters arc located in

alleyway off North Szcchuen Road. The Society, up to date 

and as far as can be learned,not been properly organized

is not succeeding in attracting reputable persons to its

ranks.

The matter will continue to be watched by Special Branch.
Distribution
D.C.(Divs.) 
D.C.(Crime) 
D.O.s 
D.D.O.s 
Fire Brigade ------------„
Secretary(Confidentia1) 
Mr. Mitchell ( 
Mr. Keswick I

Br. Consulate 
Amer, " 
French Police 
Br., Military 
U.S.Marine Corps

fidential) -----------
CONFIDENTIAL]

T. Robertson 
D.C.(Special Branch)



Special Branch, 

April 14, 1939.

An unconfirmed report, now being investigated 

by the Special Branch, is to the effect that certain 

Chinese have recruited about 1,000 coolies ostensibly 

for labour purposes but really to commit acts of 

incendiarism. According to the plans, these men will 

be formed into squads of 30 each which will again be 

divided into groups of 5 each and their work is to set 

fires simultaneously in various parts of the International 

Settlement and French Concession. The coolies, it is 

said, will be paid $12 each for this work and if 

successful in carrying out the plan they will receive 
a reward of $300*

T. Robertson

D.C. (Special Branch)

Distribution

D.C. (Divisions)
D.C. (Crime)
D.O.s
D.D.O.s
Fire Brigade
Secretary (Confidential) 
British Consulate. 
American Consulate. 
French Police. 
British Military.
U.S. Marine Corps.
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According to a report received at 7 a.m. today 

from a coolie named Tsu, a Chinese traitor named Dien 
Ah Kung ( r>'1j ^<), native of Hupeh, age not known,

recruited some 1000 coolies a week ago ostensibly for 

the Industrial Union. Every coolie will be first 

distributed $12 on the 15th. The coolies will then 

be formed into squads of 30 each, which will be sub

divided into minor groups of 5 each. Dien will be the 

head of the squads and will assign work to the coolies, *

e.g., to set simultaneous fires in the International 

Settlement and the French Concession, so that the Fire 

Brigades will be incapable to cope with the situation. 

In case should their attempt be successful a reward of 

$300 will be paid with a further promise of employment 

in the Hongkew District.

Quite a number of coolies went with Dien to the 

Nyui Hai Studio on Honan Road and have their photographs 

taken. Others were told to meet in front of the Refugee 

Camp by the side of the Chuen Kong Mei Fong Bank on Ningpo 
Road and arrange with Yue Teh Sui ( '^ 14.- ^)» the watchman 

employed by the Refugee Camp, and then to be taken in 

groups of 5 or 6 by Dien to the studio to be photographed»
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My name is Li Mei-ts alias Li Nun-mei ($:$£. ,£&)•

I am 39.years old, a native of Kiangse and married. J reside 

in Room 51, Hwa Peh Lodging House, Rue Brenier de Montmorand 

near Rue de la Porte de 1*Quest. Between 1931 and 1935, I 

served in the Woosung-Shanghai Garrison Commander’s 
Headquarters, Lunghwa, as a clerk. Since 1935, I have been 

unemployed.

In the middle of March, 1939, I joined the Voe Shing Zoe 

(Rehabilitation Society) through the introduction of a 

friend of mine named Koo Li-sung ( alias Koo Ts-

zung ( ik.) (at present sent by the Voe Shing Zoe to 

Canton) to the Chief of the Organization Department named 

Dong Chow ( ), 9 Dong Foh Lij Range Road.

The object of the Voe Shing is to overthrow communism, 

to adopt the Fascist form of rule and maintenance of peace. 

Its work is to train members according to the above-mentioned 

policy and send them to work in the ’’Reformed Government”,
11 

public organizations, industrial concerns, etc.» on behalf of 

the society, and to carry out propaganda in favojp? of the

I society principally in the fom of distribution of handbills» . 

The chief of the society is one Chang Ming ( ),a

native of Foiien, previously connected with the National 

Government, who has the support of the Japanese authorities, 

but particulars in this connection are unknown to me. It 

has been the intention of the society to establish offices 
and recruit members throughout the areas now occupied by 
the Japanese Military, but up to the present, only a

i .............; •: ;i
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Head Office has been established on North Szechuen Hoad off 
Range Road, the exact address and date of formation of 
which I do not know. The Shanghai Branch is located at the 

same address as the Head office and consists of two sections 

of members, numbering some 80 in all. These two sections 

are still in the course of formation, the 1st section 

consisting of some 50 members and the 2nd section of 30 

members. I am in charge of the 2nd Section. The society 

has also detailed members to proceed to Canton with a view 

to establishing a branch there, but as far as I am aware

■ nothing has been achieved so far by these members.

The society, controlled solely by a chief, is sub

divided into four departments, namely, General Affairs, 

Propaganda, Organization and Finance. At present the 

sectional chiefs are temporarily under the control of the 
Chief of the Organization Department named Dong Chow.

Our present main work is to canvass members from the 

intelligensia, but little success has attended our efforts 
so far. The 30 members in my section really do not belong

I to the intelligensia class and appear to be working with a 

view to the benefit they may personally derive. ’ No work 
!is being done, with the exception of the distribution of 

handbills in support of the Voe Shing Zoe doctrine on 
Nanking Road and vicinity which was carried out about a 

month ago. I was not concerned in that business, which 
is within the category of work of the Propaganda Department. 
Dong Chow told me that he had maue efforts to establish a
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I " 4training class for recruited. members somewhere in. the 

vicinity of Carter and. Avenue Road but failed, to secure a 

_ ..room owing to chief tenants refusing to let out. premises 

_ for., such a. purpose*...
I have neither received, any instruction from my 

superior Dong Chow nor issued any order to members of the 

Voe Shing Zoe, telling them to commit arson or disturb the 

peace of the Settlement and the French Concession. The Voe 

Shing Zoe is a political organization for the intelligensia 

and jiot an association of terrorists •

In my. .section», there are two district chiefs, namely 
Zung Zang-ying ( and Li Soong-ding ( fa J .

Meanwhile I have the. intention of employing Zien An-lan

' ( 4^, -*25 ), (arrested) a friend of mine, to serve as a

district chief but I have not referred the matter to Dong 

Chow. Zien, however, has. been assisting.me in canvassing 

..members, since the end of March, when I paid him $15 as 

locomotion expenses and $20 as expenses to take photos of 
candidates for membership. The organization of the Voe 

iShingZoe is as follows 

. Head. Office....

. Branch Office in a town - each consists of 2 sections. 

Section - eacb._consiats,jpf g Diatricts« 
Distriet - each consists of 5 groups.

_ Group -.each consists of 25 to 30 members.

.the .ordinary.members, no pay or allowance la issued* but 
sectional and district chiefs receive a monthly pay of $50
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I 
i each together with a locomotion allowance of $10 each, and 

I a group chief gets $20 as pay and $5 as an allowance for 
expenses.

At the end of March, Zien An-lan told me.that a worker 
named Dien Ah-keng ( had been instructed to

organize a number of labourers and was promised the position 

of a group chief should he be able to do so. About 10 days 

ago, Zien again told me that Dien who resided in a certain 
refugee camp had a quarrel with the camp manager, following 

the latter calling Dien a "traitor”, and that Zien had 

succeeded in arranging a compromise between the two parties.. 

I do not know how Dien recruited members and what he told 

them... I cannot explain why a number of the recruited 

members should report to the Police that the society... had a 

plan to commit arson throughout the Settlement and the 

French Concession, but I have to. mention that supposing the 

society had such a plan, it would undoubtedly keep strict 

secrecy, and would not be foolish enough to release it to 
ordinary members., especially those who have not been properly 

trained and trusted by the society*

.Dien Ah-keng recruited about to .30 candidates, who 

have submitted their photos for approval as members, but so .
I far they have not been enlisted as members. 

.11... Dong Chow and I usually, meet in the Great...gastern Tea 

I Room and. the Sun Sun Tea Room/ We made appointment in 
I advance for the next ...meeting or arranged.the meeting., by

I letter. Dong Chow is a native of prangtung and aged about 36*
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He is 5’ 8H tall, medium size, weak builds short hair, 

wearing no spectacles and dressed in foreign style 

clothing.
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My name is Chien An Lan, alias Chien Chong Foh. I 

am aged 49, married, native of Anhwei, residing at No. 5, 
Zung An Li, ( ’ll-S-'g.) Rue Porte de I'Ouest, and a tea 

merchant by profession.

After having completed my primary school course in 

my native home at Kweichow, Anhwei, at age 17, (1907) I 

was brought to Shanghai by my father (now deceased) and 

joined the Tsung Kee Tea Hong ( at, ), Kantao, as. an

apprentice. Five years later, I left the tea hong and 

worked as a broker in the tea trade up to the time of my 

arrest.

On or about April 2, 1939, a friend of mine named Li 
Mai Tse ( $2 ), called at my home and told me that a

Cantonese with whom he was acquainted, had formed a 

'•Rehabilitation Society" with the object of promoting peace 

between China and J>pan and that if I would care to join 

the organization he would appoint me as a section chief with 

a monthly salary of $50.00, the principal task for a section 

chief being to canvass new members. As I was unemployed 

at the time I agreed to Undertake the job. He further 

told me that according to the regulations of the Society, 

members would be divided into groups of 30 persons each. 

They would be given jobs in various business and.industrial 

concerns. in this city and others and would be required to 
participate in the promotion of the peqce movement.

In compliance with the instructions of Li, I enlisted 

! the services of :
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1. Dien Zang Keng ( formerly a coolie in a

tea hong operated by me in Yunnan Road*

2. Loh Sao Ching ( J* ), a wharf coolie in Nantao Bund,

formerly an apprentice in a metal shop in Nanteo and a 
neighbour of mine.

3. Shang Ding Yung ( (t) ), ex-river policeman, formerly

owning a hot-water shop in Nantao,

in canvassing members chiefly from the labouring classes. 

Through Loh (No.2) and Shang (No.3) I came to know Tsing 
Han Ching ( 4g« ), and Ngoh Sih San ( % Vo ).

I The above five persons were later appointed chiefs of groups 

with the stipulation that they would each canvass 30 men

I to form a group*

On or about April 5, 1939, Li Mai Tse called on me 

j again bringing with him a number of paper folders and 

numerous copies of a pledge form of the Rehabilitation 
■ 

Society, According to him, members would be required 
to fill in the pledge forms and their names and photographs 

would be entered and pasted in the folders for reference. 

During this call Li also paid me $20.00 to defray expenses 

incurred in the enlistment of new members.

Of the five contemplated groups, only the first one 

under the charge of Dien Chang Keng ( ^ ) which

succeeded in enlisting some 30 members, was formally 

inaugurated on April 13, while the remaining four were 
still in course of formation up to the time of my arrest* 

For good work performed, Dien was given $9.00 by me on or
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about April 7, 1939, to cover his locomotion expenses.

In the evening of April 13, 1939, Dien called at my 

home and requested the return of the photographs of eight 

members under him, on the grounds that they were irres

ponsible elements and wished to withdraw from the member

ship of the Society. These photographs were handed to 

Dien accordingly but I cannot remember the names of the 

eight persons whom I had never once seen before.

Sometime prior to the return of the above mentioned 

photographs Li told me that he would have office established 

in Carter Road near Avenue Road and members would be

required to attend to receive instructional lectures 

regarding the aims and principles of the Rehabilitation 

Society.

Regarding the official despatch issued by the 

Pacification Office of the Taiku Lake Region of the Military 
Affairs Commission of the National Government to one Han Zing 

Kwei, Commander of the 5th unit, this despatch was handed to 

me sometime in October 1938 by Mr. Ling Ziang Sung ( 

who is a friend of mine and was formerly the Superintendent 

of the Tientsin Customs, with the request that I delivered 

same to Han Zing Kwei, the addressee on his behalf. He 

He gave me Han’s address as **12 Tai Wo Li, Reu Eugene Bard”, 

but on my calling there, I found that Han had left for the 

interior. Ling, however, never came to my home since 

and I had therefore kept the despatch at home.
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name is Huh Siao-too, alias Huh Chap—yu

I am 24 years of age* a native of Tsingkur, North Kiangae* 

and married» I reside in the Ming Nyi Refugee. Camp, 1.90 

Ningpo Road. I am a wharf coolie on the Shanghai & Hongkew 

yharf, Broadway East.

On April 8 or 9* Dien Ah-keng (13? residing in

the Ming Ityi Camp and also a wharf coolie* advised me to 

join a Voe Shing Zoe (Rehabilitation Society). In the 

society* he stated that I would be trained and educated and 

thereafter sent to work in the Customs, Poet Office* Railway 

Administration, etc. He also said that during the training 

period, I would be paid $12 a month as ^living" allowance 

and would be paid $6 in advance on April 15 to purchase some 

new old thing. At 11 a.m. April 13* I together with 7 others 

asked Dien whether we could etart work on April 15* whereupon 

Itien Ah-keng mentioned that most probably no pay would be 

issued on ^>ril 15 nor would a training class be operated in 

Shanghai, but stated that we would be sent to- inland places 

and the nature of the work which might be assigned to us 

would not be certain. In view of this I* together with 

seven other candidates in the refugee camp, refused to remain 

in the society any longer and demanded the return of the 

jjhotos supplied by us. On the same evening* the photos were 

returned to us.

Dien Ah—keng has never told me that the Voe Shing Zoe 

planned to send out members to commit arson throughout the 

Settlement and the French Concession.
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On the evening of April 16, I, together with tire other 

refugees, intended, to detain him and send him to the police 

because on April 14 Police detectives had called at the camp 

twice and made enquiries concerning Dien Ah—keng and we 

therefore thought that Dien Ah-keng must have done something 

wrong* As soon as "ien returned to the camp on the evening af 

April 17, 1939, we surrounded him and reported the matter to 

the camp Manager, who enquired into the matter and kept him . 

in a small room with a view to reporting the matter to the 

Federation of Charity Organizations on the morning of April 

15 and thereafter sending him to the Police for necessary 

/t/y action*
p/*
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My name la Tsu Nyien Tseu( ), aged 40, a native

of Tsingkow, Kiangsu Province, residing on the 2nd floor, 

Sung Tai Lodging House, Si Song Ling Ka, off Canton Road, and 

at present working as a casual wharf coolie on The Bund.

About a fortnight ago, a fellow-worker of mine named
Chen San( '4^ ~L. ) told me that one Mr. Dien ( %) ) had formed 

an organization entitled "Unemployed Workers Union" and would 

be able to secure for me a job at a pay of $12.00 per mensem 

if I agreed to join the union. I consented to his proposal 

and he immediately brought me to a refugee camp on Ningpo Road 

where I was introduced to a male Chinese named Dien. After 

having some brief conversation Dien and Chen brought me to 

a studio in North Honan Road to take a photograph which 

procedure, according to Dien, was necessary before a new 

member could be admitted into the Union. On leaving the

i studio Dien told me that the Union was administered by Chinese 
| but had the support of the Japanese and requested me to enlist 

recruits on his behalf to which I agreed.

Two or three days later I succeeded in enlisting the 

services of four wharf coolies for Dien, they are x- 
<> i $ 4 -sung j

1. Zi Shien( /'A -£ ); 2. Ying^Cfaong; 3. Siao/( JJ< /. 
4 >

and 4. Kao ban \ ^ " /• The four were brought by me 

to the refugee camp on ningpo Hoad where after an interview 
I with Dien, they were led by the latter to a studioi on North 

Honan Road to have their phbtographs taken.

The following day I brought another eight coolies to 

Dien and they also had their photographs taken at the same

I studio. These eight coolies were enlisted through one
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Tsu Hung Fu ( >)» and I do not remember their names. 

On leaving the studio that day, Dien told me to submit him 

names, addresses and other particulars of the 12 persons who 

had been introduced to him and instructed me that they be 

severely warned to keep secret any work which would be 

assigned to them. On or about April 11, Dien called at my 

lodging house and informed me that his union contemplating 

the canvassing of a total of 1,000 members who would be 

assigned to set fires to houses situated in the Settlement and 

French Concession in order to disturb peace and order in the 

two areas. He further told me that I had been appointed 

a section chief with five members under me and if we 

succeeded in our work, we would be given employment with 

good pay in the Customs House or Post Office in addition 

to a reward ranging from $200.00 to $300.00 each. Finally 

he instructed me to bring the twelve persons to his refugee 
■

camp on Ningpo Road at 1 p.m. April 15, 1939, because a 

meeting was to be convened for that afternoon in the main 

office of the Union situated somewhere in Hart Road and 

all members were required to attend to receive instructions. 

Dien also said that after the conclusion of the meeting the 

members would be paid $12.00 each as wages. 
- 

After having been informed by Dien that our wojrig would 

be to set fire to buildings in the Settlement and French 

Concession I was very much frightened and on April 13, 1939, 

I made an attempt to obtain my photographs back from Dien but
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was without result as Dien had already submitted them to his 

senior officer.

On the-morning of April 14, 1939, I met Hsia Poh Dong 

( ), a detective of the S.M.P.. who is a fellow

countrjonan of mine and informed him of what the Unison formed 

■fey Dien intended to do but he appeared not to give the matter 

serious consideration. The same evening I called at the 

Central Police Station and reported the activities proposed 

Ijy Dien. Later I led a party of Police to the refugee camp 

on Ningpo Road and effected the arrest of Dien.

4^ ^izzzzzrzzzzzzzzzzipiSg
(Signed ) Tsu Nyien Tseu
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My name is Dien Ah Heng. I am 32 years old, a native 

of Tungchcw, and married. I reside In the Ming Nyi 

Refugee Camp, 190 Ningpo Road, together with my wife and 

a 9-years old daughter. At the age of 9, I received 

3 months* education in a private tutor’s home on Hashing 

Road. I am illiterate.

Between the ages of 11 and 16, I served as an 

apprentice in a cake shop on i’oh Yeu Road, City. Wen 

I was 19 years old, I worked under Chien An Lan ( 

in the Great World Amusement Resort in looking after the 

business of showing fancy pictures in a stand. When I 

was 24 years, I engaged myself in purchasing brass and 

copper from residents in Yangtszepoo District and selling 

same to dealers. In April, 1937, I established a brass 

and copper store at 403 Chemulpo Road, which was closed 

following the outbreak of hostilities, when I fled to 

Soochow. In November 1937, I returned to Shanghai and 

stayed in a straw hut At the corner of Robison and Klaochcw 

Road. In May, 1938, I entered the Ming Nyi Refuged Camp 

190 Nlngpo Road, through the introduction of Chien An Lan, 

who knows a, herbalist of the camp named Chao Ching Nlen 

), There I lived up to the day of my
I arrest. In August, 1938, I was introduced by a refugee 

nick-named Siao Tee Teu ( /J' ) (Small Barber) to

work on the Shanghai & Hongkew Wfxarf as a coolie, which 

.position I have held up. to the time of.my arrest.

About 20 days ago, I paid a...friendly visit to Chien
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An Lan (4% ), 5 Zung An Li, Rue de la Porte de

1’Ouest when Chien asked me to recruit some 20 to 30 men 

to join a Voe Shing Zoe ( #£ ) • He told me that

that Society which is anti-communist and advocating ’•peace" 

in East Asia, would operate a class to train unemployed 

workers and thereafter send them to work in the Customs, 

Post Office, Railway Administration, etc., according to 

their ability. He also said that during the training 

period each member would be given $10 to $12 as ••Living* 

allowance. He further instructed me that each candidate 

for membership was required to present 4 copies of his 

photo, on the back of which should be noted the name, age, 

nativity, married or single, conditions of parents, educa

tion, profession and place of residence. Chien also 

promised that should I succeed in obtaining recrdits, I 

would be appointed a Group Chief and would receive $20 a 

month as pay and $5 as locomotion allowance. I agreed 

to his request.

Up to the present, I have recruited 18 men from among 

the refugees of the Ming ^yi Refugee Camp and 12 men from 

among wharf coolies on The Bund, and have duly sent their 

photos to Chien. I informed the 30 candidates according 

to what Chien told me and stated that should the organiza

tion be completed before April 15, they would reeeive their 

money on that date.

1 learned from Chien that the Voe Shing Zoe intended 
to establish a training class in the vicinity of Carter and
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Avenue Roads but failed to do so. Towards April 10, 

it seemed to me that nothing could be accomplished before 

April 15«

At about 11 0* • m* p 3^ i 1 1 , e i gitt o f t he 1 8 c a»ncL id*ate s 

from the refugee camp asked me whether I could give them 

pay and work on April 15. I Informed them that I was 

not certain about it and, as an evasive measure, stated 

that most probably they would be required to be given 

employment in inland places whereupon they became agitated 

and wanted their photos back.

At noon, April 13, I'went to see Chien at his house 

on Rue de la Porte de 1’Ouest and asked whether the 

candidates eould get theipfooney• He replied in the 

negative and explained that the organization had not been 

completed. Thereupon I told Chien the attitude of the 

8 candidates and suggested that the photos be returned 

them. At about 5 p.m. April 13, I duly returned the 

photos to the eight men mentioned who were headed by Huh 

Siao-too (
With regard to the 12 men recruited from among the 

Bund coolies including Tsu San ( ) (the informer),
they were Introduced to me by Zung Yung-sung ( '/<>')»

a refugee In the Ming Nyi Refugee Camp. These twelve 

people reside in the Shun Tai ( ) Lodging House,

Canton Read. On April 7 or 8, Zung took me to. that 

lodging house, where four including Tsu San were introduced 
to me on April 10 or ll^the other ei^t were made known
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native ot............................................. taken by me..... ................................... ........................

at..................................on the....................................and interpreted by...... .......................................

to me. I told, them the same story that once they 

joined, they would be trained and educated for two or three 

months, during which a "living* allowance of $10 to $12 

would be issued to each, and thereafter introduced to 

work in the Customs etc. These people are natives of 

Tsingkur and Haichow and are good friends of Huh Siao-too 

etc. (also natives of Tsingkur and Haichow) whose photos 

were withdrawn on April 13.

At 5 p.m. April 14, a Police detective made enquiries k 
An the ^fng "yi Refugee Camp regarding my identity. At 

that time I was sleeping in an upstairs room, but as the 

management was not aware of my presence in the Camp - I 

left early in the ttorning but returned to the camp noon —
April 14 and the camp management did not know about it - 

they replied that t v/as/hot in* At that juncture, a 

camp ^atchman named Yu Teh-sui ( 'gti ) came to me

and told me that a detective was making enquiries of me* -     —        ——  
I came downstairs and looked at the detective, but as I 

did not know the caller, I returned &nd had myself dressed 

up. Shortly afterwards, I went to see Chien and reported 

to him that the Police were making enquiries regarding me 

and asked for instructions* Chien told me that as the 

Voe Shing Zoe was destined for the training and relief of 

the unemployed, there would be no harm in my going back to 

the camp and staying there* At 10 p.m., April 14, I 

arrivedat ...the ..camp* _fin .learning ...that my wife, had been........

.driven, -out. j>£ . the._cainp,...L. went. .to the., camp, management and
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< SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

(5)
The following >s the statement of.........................................................................................................

native of--......................................................... taken bY me.................................................................
....................on the....................................and interpreted by....'..........................................

asked for the reason* While in the management’s office, 

I was approached by Huh Siao-too ( -J' Kj ) and a number

of other refugees, who demanded that the photos of the 

12 coolies living in the Shun T&i Lodging House be returned« 

I suggested that they should follow me to Chien’s residence 

and get back the photos, but Huh insisted that I should 

wait for the presence of the 12 men concerned* During 
that time, the Camp manager named Wong Tseng-Ian ( J_ ) I

came and questioned me in the office* He instructed me 

to stay in a small room and told me that he would refer the 

matter to the federation of Charity Organizations, 35 Yunnan

I Road, which controls the camp and send me to the Police for 
~~~ .. I

investigation on the morning of April 15* At 1*30 a*m* 

April 15, a party of Police officers arrived and arrested me«

I deny the accusation that I told the 30 candidates that 

the Voe Shing See planned to send out members fo commit arson1...  ----------- -- ,  .■— ..—-—— ■ ■——————■ -—       - —-       ——--f ■
throughout the Settlement and the french Concession, a,nd I 

have never received such instructions from Chien«

I have, however, to mention that on April 13, dn the 

refugee camp, when I returned the photos to Huh Siao-too, 

he remarked that I must have shown them to the Japanese and 

obtained money for same and kept 4t for myself« I also 

heard another candidate, a native of Ningpo, whose name I 

eannot recollect, state that they should leave the matter for 

the .time being and something could be ddne later* I am 

5>f . the .aplnion- that those 2.0 .people., mentioned above who 

-wished—to- withdraw--their- photos were very mueh dissatiefied
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REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

(g)
The following is the statement of......... ........ ..........................................................................................

native of............................... ...............................taken by me....................................................................

at.... ..........  on the...........................  and interpreted by............ ...................................

with me for falling to pay them on April 15 as I told 

them previously.

I myself have not received any pay from the Voe Shing 

Zoe. On April 6 or 7, Chien gave me |5 to defray 

expenses in getting photos for the candidates. The 

photos of some 20 of the candidates were taken in the 

Nyi Hal Photo Studio, ■“orth Honan Road, near Purdon Road 

Market«
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I have received from the Department of Investigations and'

Hl .Stat 1st l$s of th^ Mlttary tos Commission of the Ma|Manal

Govcrnmni order’Ho• 276 .W-** ’£$tat iiti 4fbllo:•f'‘> ' . r IB . ■
"The Deputy Chief of this Department Is hereby *

appointed concurrent ly Chief of the Sh-a? ghai

V ' Office."
teO fC'i MW Ok IS ^sL! -•►•• I have on thia' clay arrived at my post and assumed th© duties^-'

Apart from reporting the matter to my superiors and notifying
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Report on the situation in the Weacern District.f 
O.O.L., for the month of November, 1941.

<1 I

J

Shanghai Office 
of the Investiga
tion and Statistical 
Department

The Shanghai Office of the Investigation

and Statistical Department of the Military Affairs

Commission of the banking Government*

Road, is now in charge of Too Yah Wen

76 Jessfield

previously the Confidential Secretary. his

predecessor Yo Kwang Lih has been

nominally transferred t o hanking but continues

to hold the post of Chief of the Liaison Section.

The strength and distribution of the 

armed units under the control of this office, 

as given in the report for October, remained

practically unchanged during the month under

review.

On November 29, the Japanese Military

Police searched the residence of WOO SZE PAO

), ex-Chief of the Special Service 

Group, (76 Jessfield Road) at Lane 749, House 

67 Yu Yuen Road, and the homes of several of

his close followers

buse a 
OandarmeHa J8P»neae

A number of persons were

reported t o have been t aken into custody at

the Western Headquarters of the

Police, 94 Jessfield Road

At about 9 a.m. November

of the birthday of the late Dr

Japanese Military

12, anniversary

Sun Yat-sen

eleven Route Do.10 buses of the China General

Omnibus Company were stopped by Japanese 

Gendarmes at the corner of Jessfield and 

Connaught Roads, because, in addition to pro» 

Wang Ching Wei handbills, handbills of an anti

Wang nature were posted on the busts« The buses
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were taken to 94 Jessfield Road and released at 

about 10 a.nu after the management of the bus 

company promised to remove all handbills from the

vehicles.

Tax Office on November 4, 6 male Chinese, claiming to

be members of the 1st Special Dis trie t Branch of 

the Shanghai Special District Stamp Tax Office of 

the Kiangsu-Chekiang-Anhwei Revenue Bureau, Lane 

259/3 Yu Yuen Road, called at the Tongshan Theatre, 

42 Avenue Road, and informed the theatre management 

to affix to all tickets, tax stamps equivalent to 

4% of the admission fees.

Prior to their visit, on October 26, a 

printed letter was received from the bureau by 

the theatre, urging the latter to pay stamp tax 

for the month of October, 1941.

Gambling Dens Two gambling stalls operated in the Western

District, O.O.L., throughout November. One was 

located in the vicinity of the Chung Hwa Theatre, 

Brenan Piece, and the other was situated outside 

the Tsih Teh Li, corner of Brenan-Jesafield Roads.



December 1,UW-..

Shanghai Office of the Investigation and 
Statistical Department - partial reorganization

further to a report dated October 31»

1941, the Shanghai Office of the Investigation

and Statistical Department, 76 Jessfield Road,

has

WEN

been partially reorganized.

confidential

Mr. POO YAH 

secretary, is

now in charge of the Office in place of Mr.

YO KWANG LIH who has been nominally

transferred to Nanking but continues to hold the

4 post of chief of the Liaison Section. The

Shanghai Office of the Investigation a nd Statistical

Department maintains four departments which^are

in charge of the following :

(a) 1st Department : In-charge, of Van Li Long 
responsible 

for General Affairs and 
also deqls with execution 
of orders occasionally.

(b) 2nd Department : In^cly^rgg^of Woo Chun Ngoh 
alias Zung Ping

Woo (/eT/ciQ 4^) » ex~
Communist dealing w 1th matte
concerning the activities 
of Conmunists and pro-Chung-

3rd Department»

4th Department:

king Government elements 
locally.

Not active forthettime 
being.

Not active; nominally in 
charge of Mr. Pah Dah,
Commissioner of the Western 
Shanghai Area Special Police 
Force.

Apart from the four departments, the re are

twelve special deputies attached to the Office in

he Special

question

There are two "Defence Corps" also known as 

Service Groups. The 1st Corps is in



charge of one Z UN G PAO

is responsible for the

™G ) Who

protection of 76 Jessfield

Road, while the 2nd Corps is in charge of TSANG

LOO who ■is responsible for the protection

of Mr. ’SANG OKING .VEI’s Headquarters, Lane 1136,

Yu Yuen Road, O.O.L. The two corps consist of 

about 200 uniform men, half of whom are armed with

Mauser pistols and

In addition,

its direct control

a few rifles.

the Shanghai Office has under 

three *Movement Corps" with 

addresses at 62 Kong Ka Jao, Jessfield Road (housing 

two corps), and 864 Yu Yuen Road (housing one corps).

They are in charge of ®1A ZOONG MING 

personal secretary of LI SHIH CHUN it^^r) 

and concurrently chief of the Sulphur ft Saltpetre

Administration, 1331 Sinza Road.
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November 4, 1941.

Report on the situation in the Western 
District, O.O.L., for the month of 
October, 1941«

. 4/
Shanghai Office The Shanghai Office of the Investigation anà
of tljfe Investi
gation and Statistical Department of the Military Affairs
Statistical
Department. Commission of the Nanking Government (previously

known as the Shanghai Office of the Ministry of 

Police), at 76 Jessfield Road, ie reported to have 

decided on a reorganization to be carried out in 

the near future.

The training depot located at 918 Xu Xuen Road 

was closed during October and most of the men under 

training were transferred to the interior.

The present total strength of this office is 

in the neighbourhood of 410 who are distributed as 

follows:«

Address Strength

76 Jeesfield Road 100

55 Jessfield Road 24

1 Zung Xoeh Li, Kong
Ka Jao, off Jessfield Road 6

21 Mei Hwa Li, Ting Ka
So, Edinburgh Road 4

Lane 1136, 4 Xu Xuen Road 100

62 Kong Ka Jao, 
Jessfield Road 120

864 Xu Xuen Road 60

About half of these are armed with Mauser

and other types of pistols and they are also known 

to be in possession of a few rifles and machine guns 

and a quantity of handgrenades.

Tax office On October 20, the Income Tax office at

House 121, Lane 668, Xu Xuen Road, sent letters to

residents in the Sinza district instructing them to 
pay the income tax for 1940 and promising severe 
punishment for defaulters.



The Bureau of Finance of the Shanghai Special

Municipal Government established a land tax collection

office () at 9"A Tifeng Road 

with one Chen sung ( A in charge. The tax is

to be known as the “permanent land lease tax“ and will

be collected in the Chinese territory and the extra

Settlement roads area adjacent to the International 

Settlement and. French Concession. The rate is $1*40 

per mow in the Shanghai areaand $2.00 per mow in 

the Paoshan area- This office, however, had not

formally started functioning by the end of October.

Activities of The Japanese Military Police continued
Japanese Military
Police. searching pedestrians intermittently in the Western 

District, 0-0.L« They also seized pro-Chungking 

newspapaers from newspaper vendors.

Gambling Dens. Only a few gambling stalls (in matsheds)

operated intermittently during October. They were 

invariably suppressed by the Shanghai Western Area 
Special Police Force.



November 4, 1941

Report on the situation in the Western District, 
O.O.L., for the month of October, 1941.

Shanghai Office 
of the Investiga
tion and 
Statistical 
Department.

Tax Offices

The Shanghai Office of the Investigation and 

Statistical Department of the Military Affairs 

Commission of the Nanking Government (previously 

known as the Shanghai Office of the Ministry of 

Police)« at 76 Jessfield Road, is reported to have 

decided on a reorganization to be carried out in 

the near future.

The training depot located at 818 YU YUen Road 

was closed during October and most of the men under 

training were transferred to the interior.

The present total strength of this office is 

in the neighbourhood of 410 who are distributed as 

follows:*

Address Strength

76 Je a afield Road 100

55 Jessfield Road 24

1 Zung Yoeh Li, Kong 6
Ka Jao, off Jessfield Road

21 Mei Hwa Li, Ting Ka 4
So, Edinburgh Road

Lane 1136, 4 YU Yuen Road 100

62 Kong Ka Jao, 120
Jessfield Road

864 YU Yuen Road 60

About half of these are armed with Mauser 

and other types of pistols and they are also known 

to be in possession of a few rifles and machine guns 

and a quantity of handgrenades.

On October 20, the Income Tax Office at 

House 121, Lane 668, YU YUen Road, sent letters to 

residents in the Sinza district instructing them to 

pay the income tax for 1940 and promising severe

puta.ishænt for defaulters.
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The Bureau of Finance of the Shanghai Special 

Municipal Government established a land tax collection 

office at life ng Road

with one Chen Sung ( ) in ctlar8e* The tax is

to be known as the "permanent land lease tax" and will 

be collected in the Chinese territory and the extra

Settlement roads area adjacent to the International 

Settlement and French Concession* The rate is $1.40 

per mow in the Shanghai area and $2*00 per mow in 

the Paoshan area. This office* however* had not 

formally started functioning by the end of October.

Activities of 
Japanese Military 
Police.

gambling Dens

The Japanese Military Police continued 

searching pedestrians intermittently in the Western 

District* O.O.L. They also seized pro»Chungking 

newspapers from newspaper vendors.

Only a few gambling stalls ( in matsheds)

operated intermittently during October. They were

invariably suppressed by the Shanghai Western Area

Special Police Force.
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COHPIDENTIAI.. October 7, 1941.
Oq^

Report ofl the situation in the Western Bisti^ct,
O.O.L., for the month of September, 1941» ^A/fy I

Activities of Following the merging of the Ministry of
Organizations of 
the Hanking Police with the Ministry of interior during August,
Government,etc.

the "Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police",

76 Jessfield Road, assumed the new title "Shanghai

Office of the Investigation and Statistical 

Department ” • The so-called

Investigation and Statistical Department is in 

charge of Lee Shih Chun ( -£■ , former Minister

of Police, and is attached to the Military Affairs 

Commission of the Nanking Government.

Xo Kwang Lih (¡^- ) remains in charge

of the Shanghai Office at 76 Jessfield Road. Woo 

Sze Pao ()> Chief of the Special Services 

Group, has relinquished his post, but a successor 

has not yet been nominated. The former duties of 

Woo are being unofficially carried out by one Tang 

Wen Ziang (5^ in conjunction with another

named Zung Pao Yung , both of whom

are close followers of Woo Sze Pao.
Ban on pro
Chungking 
Mewspapers.

The ban placed on the pro-Chungking newspapers 

was more strictly enforced during September by the 

Shanghai Western Area Special Polio® Force. On 

September 19, a small party of constables were 

observed taking away copies of such newspapers from 

the news-vendors in the vicinity of Branan Piece, 
0.0.L.

Illegal functioning. On September 11, members of the Revenue

Administration, 652 Avenue Haig, seized a truckload 

of cigarettes (property of the Foh Kong Cigarette 

Shop, 473 North Honan Road) on Hardoon Road near
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Avenue Foch. Following investigation by the S.M. 

^Police, the seized property was found in the offices 

of the Revenue Administration and later removed by 

the Shanghai Western Area Special Police Force to 

their headquarters pending decision regarding final 

disposal.

Gambling Dens. The gambling dens, numbering no less than 9,

in the Western District, 0.0.L,, ceased operations 

on September 1 in accordance with instructions from 

the Shanghai Special Municipal Government.

On September 10, the Shanghai Western Area 

Special Police Force issued a circular notice 

reiterating the order concerning the suppression of 

gambling dens and opium establishments in the area 

under its juridiction.
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XL—October 7, 1941

Report on the situation in the Western District, 
0.0.L., for the month of September, 1941. 

Activities of 
Organizations 
the Nanking 
Government, etc.

of
following the merging of the Ministry of

Police with the Ministry of Interior during August,

the "Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police",

76 Jessfield Road, assumed the new title ‘'Shanghai

Office of the Investigation and Statistical

De 'artment The so-called

Investigation and Statistical Department is in

charge of Lee Shih Chun ( former Minister

of Police, and is attached to the Military Affairs

Commission of the Nanking Government

Sze Pao

2J*en

sXV

Yo Kwang Lih ( o ) remains in charge

of the Shanghai Office at 76 Jessfield Road. Woo

of the Special Services

Group, has relinquished his post, but a successor

has not yet been nominated. The former duties of

'Woo are being unofficially carried out by one Tang

in conjunction with 

named Zung Pao Yung ( 2 )> both of

close followers of Woo Sze Pao

The ban placed on the pro-Chungking

was

another

whom

newspapersBan 
Chungk 
Newspapers

the news-vendors in

0.0.L

more strictly enforced during September by the

Shanghai Western Area Special Police Force. On

September 19, a small party of constables were

observed taking away copies of such newspapers from

the vicinity of arenan Piece,

Illegal functioning On September 11, members of the Revenue

Administration, 652 Avenue Haig, seized a truckload

of cigarettes (property of the Foh Kong Cigarette

Shop, 4731 North Honan Road) on Hardoon Road near
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Avenue Foch. Following investigation by the S»M. 

Police, the seized property was found in the offices 

of the Revenue Adminsitration and later removed by 

the Shanghai Western Area Special Police Force to 

their headquarters pending decision regarding final 

disposal.

Gambling Dens The gambling dens, numbering no less than 9, 

in the Western District, O*.O»L., ceased operations 

on September 1 in accordance with instructions from 

the Shanghai Special Municipal Government.

On September 10, the Shanghai Western Area 

Special Police Force issued a circular notice 

reiterating the order concerning the suppression of 

gambling dens and opium establishments in the area 

under its jurisdiction.
Ç f Z s ;
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September 20, 1941,

Pro-Chungking Government Papers 
- Ban in Western Distrlot.

Vide S.B. 
Report - 
4/8/41.

The ban placed on the pro-Chungking 

Government Chinese papers is still being enforced in 

the extra-Settlement roads area of the Western 

District. Those affected are the following :

Sin Wan Pao

Shun Pao

Chineee-American 
Daily News.

National Herald

Cheng Yien Pao

On September 19,

- 274 Hankow Road,

- 309 Hankow Road,

- 160 Avenue Edward VII

- 130 Ningpo Road,

- 289 Kiukiang Road.

a small party of

Western Shanghai Area Special Police was observed 

taking away copies of the above papers from the 

newsvendors in the vicinity of Brenan Piece, 0.0,1.



SECRET
September

Report on the situation in the Western District;
O.O.L., for the month of Augufet, 1941.

Activities of 
Japanese Military 
Authorities.

Anniversaries

The Japanese military authorities were erecting 

barbed wire barricades on Settlement and French

Concession boundaries. Starting from Lunghwa, the

barricades set up in sections, would, it was reported, 

be extended to Woosung. This action was said to 

have been taken in connection with the recent guerilla 

suppression work in Japanese occupied areas near 

Shanghai.

In celebration of the recognition of the Nanking

Government by Germany, Italy and six other nations

^’7; ' 0 ir^Y. organizations affiliated with the Nanking Government 

’distributed and posted a large quantity of pro- 

z Japanese, pro-Nazi and anti-Chungking handbills and 

held a lantern procession of several thousand persons 

in the Extra-Settlement Roads Area in the Western

District on August 1. A handgrenade exploded near

Jessfield Park at 5 p.m., that day, which resulted 

in the wounding of two persons, one fatally

On August 13, anniversary of the outbreak of 

the local Sino-Japanese hostilities in 1937, a bomb 

exploded in an office of the Second Division of the

Shanghai Western Area Special Police Force, 13

Jessfield Road, O.O.L., resulting in the wounding 

slightly of a Japanese Police officer

Ban on pro-Chungking
Newspapers

Commencing August 2, five Chinese language 

newspapers of pro-Chungking tendency, namely, Sin

Wan Pao, Shun Pao, Chinese American Daily News,, 

National Herald and Cheng Yien Pao, were placed under 

ban in the Extra-Settlement Roads Area in the Western 

District.
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Activities of 
Organizations of 
the Nanking 
Government, etc.

Despite the abolition of the Ministry of Police 

after August 16, the Shanghai Office of that Ministry 

at 76 Jessfield Road continued functioning under its 

present title during the latter part of August. A 

reorganization of the Shanghai Office is expected to 

take place during September.

On August 21, three male Chinese, armed with 1 

pistols and believed to be members of the Shanghai 

Office of the Ministry of Police, called at the Han 

Tung ( ) Native Bank, House 13, Lane 120,

Ningpo Road, and asked to see the manager. On being

told that the latter was absent, they left in motor 

Car No. 767 which is registered in the name of the 

Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police, 76 

Jessfield Road. No further developments were 

reported.

It came to the notice of the Municipal Police 

during August that the "Shanghai Special District 

Amusement Stamp Tax Office of the Kiangsu-Chekiang- 

Anhwei Revenue Bureau", 55 Jessfield Road, 0.0.L,,
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addressed a circular letter through the mail to local 

cinemas and theatres during the early part of July, 

1941, announcing that collection of an •Amusement 

Stamp Tax" from local cinemas and theatres including 

those in the Settlement would commence on July 1. 

Towards the latter part of July, copies of a letter 

of warning purporting to emanate from a "Warm Blood 

Youths’ Loyal Group" were received by the same 

cinemas and theatres, warning them not to pay the 

tax on pain of drastic action.

Gambling dens Nine gambling dens operated in the Extra

Settlement Roads Area in the Western District during 

August. They ceased operations on September 1 in 

accordance with instructions from the Shanghai Special 

Municipal Government.

A list of these dens is given hereunder»-

(1) Yung An ( )
(previously known 
as Yung Kee Tea 
Room)

- An unnumbered house in 
Lane 71, nubbling Well 
Road, 0.0.L.

(2) Yung Yuan Tea Room - 3 Yung Yuan Pang, off 
Bubbling Well Road, 
O.O.L.

(3) Unnamed - 65 Edinburgh Road O.O.L.

(4) Unnamed - 51 Lieu Tseng Terrace, 
Lane 532, Yu Yuen Road, 
O.O.L.

(5) Unnamed - 75 Tifeng Road, O.O.L.



(6) Dah Sing
Cold Drink Shop

- Lane 259, House 7, Yu 
Yuen Road, 0.0.L.

(7) San Foh Company

( M* }

- Rooms 39 and 44, Yue Tuck 
Apartment, 7 Tifeng Road, 
0.0.L.

(8) Inside St. George 
Cabaret

- 1505 Yu Yuen Road, 0.0.L.

(9) Yung Lee ( zM', ) - Woo Ping Road, off
Bubbling Well Road, 0.0.L.



August 8, 1941. ¿7
»

Report on the situation in the Western District—* — >
P.O.L. for the month of July» 1941.

Activities of 
Organizations 
of the Nanking 
Government, etc.

Rollowing the incorporation of some 100 members 

into the Nanking Army for the suppression of guerilla 

units in the interior, the strength of the Special

Service Group or Defence Corps of the Shanghai Office 

of the Ministry of Police, 76 Jessfield Road, is now 

in the neighbourhood of 450. The distribution of 

these men is as follows t-

Address Strength

76 Jessfield Road 200

818 Yu Yuen Road. 38

21-2, Mei Hwa Li, Zao Ka 18
Ylen, Edinburgh Road. .. -ex.
Lane 1136, 4 Yu Yuen Road 
(Mr. Wang Ching Wei’s 
Headquarters).

100

62 Kong Ka Jao off 
Jessfield Road. (Known 
as the " Movement Corps")

100

The Shanghai Office of the Special Police 

Bureau of the Executive Yuan of the Nanking Government 

was established at No. 35 Edinburgh Road at the 

beginning of July. These premises were formerly 

occupied by members of a section of the Special 

Service Group of the Shanghai Office of the Ministry 

of Police, most of whom were transferred to the 

Special Police Bureau at Nanking.

On July 1st, 1941, two members of the Special

Service Group of the Shanghai Office of the Ministry 

of Police, 7g Jessfield Road, committed armed intimidation
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©t No. 954 Sinza Road in connection with a civil 

dispute. They made good their escape before the 

arrival of the Municipal Police, but the chief tenant 

of the house, who was the instigator, was later 

arrested by the Municipal Police and convicted by 

the Shanghai First Special District Court.

i

Assassination

The Shanghai Collection Office of the Itlcome 

Tax Bureau of the Ministry of Finance of the Nanking 

Government, Lane 668, House 121 Yu Yuen Road, commenced 

functioning on July 1, 1941. Under this office are 

the '’Western District Section” which is located at the 

same address, and the "Hongkew District Section”, situated 

at House 22 North Szechuen Li, North Szechuen Road. X...

The various Chinese business firms and industrial 

concerns in the Western District, O.O.L., and French 

Concession have been notified by the collection office 

to pay income tax on the profits accrued during 1940, 

before the end of September.

The Pig Business Tax Collection Office (Shanghai 

Special Municipal Government), House 8, Ching Shu LI, 

Miller Road, has established a Western District Branch 

at No. 22, Shing Kong Li, Connaught Road, 0.0.L. 

Thia branch levies a tax of $1.00 for each pig passing 

through the area under its jurisdiction.

Hwa Kong ( 7^]'J ), chief intelligence officer

of a section of the Special Service Group of the 

Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police, 76 Jessfleld 

Road, was fatally shot in Tsih Tuh Li Alleyway, Branan
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Road, O.O.L., on July 8. Motive unknown.

Zing Zung Chih ), Chairman of the

Board of Directors of the Ho Chee Marine and Land 

Shipping, Handling and Protecting Service, who was 

connected with the Special Service Group of the

Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police, 76 Jessfield 
>Road, was shot and serious »vzounded on Brenan Road

4s
near Edinburgh Road on July 17. The motive is 

reported to be a personal grudge over gambling affairs.

Illegal 
Enterprises

Eight gambling establishments were operating

intermittently in the Western District, O.O.L., 

during July.

A list of these dens is given hereunder t~

'lame

Yung An

Yung Yuan ( z^' )

Unnamed

Unnamed

Dah Sing ( X )

San Boh ( )

Kwang Man cA it) >

Address

An unnumbered house in Lane 71 
Bubbling Well Road, O.O.L.

3 Yung Yuan Pang, off Bubbling 
Well Road, O.O.L.

65 Yu Then Road, O.O.L.

51 Lieu Tseng Terrace, Lane 532, 
Ya YUen Road, O.O.L.

Lone 259, House 7, Yu YUen Road. 
O.O.L.

Room 39 and 44, Yu Tuck Apartment, 
7 Tifeng Road, O.O.L.

An unnumbered Chinese house in 
Yhh Sze Loong, off Berry Road, 
O.O.L.

Inside the former 
Winter Garden

1505 Yu Yuen Road.



August 4, 1941.
f $ f"

Pro-Chungking Government Papers
- Ban in Western District.

Commencing from August 2t 1941, the following

Chinese newspapers were placed under ban in the extra

Settlement roads area of the Western District $

(1) Sin Wan Pao - 274 Hankow Road.

(2) Shun Pao - 309 Hankow Road.

(3) Chinese-American - 160 Avenue Edward VII.
Daily News

(4) National Herald — 130 Ningpo Road.

(5) Cheng Yien Pao - 289 Kiukiang Road.

These papers are of pro-Chungking Government nature.

According to information received, only pro-Nanking Government 

and pro-Japanese vernaculars are permitted circulation in 

the Western District, 0.0.1».
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Report en the situation in the western À?—-~l
District O.O.L, for the month of June, 1941.

Formation of the 
“Shanghai Collection 
Office of the Tax 
Bureau of the 
Ministry Qf Fiaanae.!!

Activities of
Japanese and pro
Japanese organ i- 
zatlons »

■ ,HJ|
■■L.sr_ /

A wShanghai collection office of the income 
Tax Bureau of the Ministry of Finance of the 
Nanking Government“ was established at Lane 668, 
House 121, Yu Yuen Road about the end of June. 
It will commence functioning on July 1.

At the beginning of June, the Special 
Service Group of the Shanghai Office of the 
Ministry of Police established a sub-section at 
Ching Ka Fong ), West Gate, Chinese
City, with the object of collecting information 
concerning anti-Wang Ching Wei and Anti-Japanese 
elements in Nantao. This sub-section has a staff 
of about 30 persons who are under the control of 
one Zang Ka Chiu ( Ç ).

It is reported that a certain number of the 
members of the Special Service Group of the 
Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police, 76 
jessfield Road, will be incorporated in the army 
of the Nanking Government for the suppression of 
guerilla units along the Nanking-Shanghai Railway 
line. About 100 members are undergoing a 
refresher course at Kiangwan and will be transferred 
to the interior In the near future.

On June 4, M«G. Zviagintzeff, Russian 
Inspector of the China General omnibus Company, 

was assaulted and his uniform cap snatched by about 
eight male Chinese at the st. George bus station. 
The attackers, who made good their escape, were 
recognised by the victim as members of a section 

of the special Service Group of the Ministry of
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Illegal 
functioning.

Illegal
Enterprises in

Police at 818 Yu Yuen Road, 0.0.L.

On June 15, two members of a section of the 

Special Service Group of the Shanghai Office of 

the Ministry of Police, 62 jessfield Road, were 

arrested by the Municipal police for having assisted 

a Japanese in taking way an account book of a 

Chinese salesman of pig bristles living in the 
Dah Shing ( ) Lodging House, 108 Hoopeh
Road, the Japanese having left before the arrival 
of the Police. They were cautioned and released 

on 19/6/41.

On June 16, an agent of the special Service 

Group of the Shanghai Office of the Ministry of 
Police was arrested by the Municipal Police on 

Yu Yuen Road whilst escorting a prisoner whom he 

had arrested at the Shanghai New Hotel, Hoopeh Road, 
on suspicion of being a member of a terrorist gang* 

Both of them were detained.

On June 20, two members of a section of the 

Special Service Group of the Shanghai Office of the 
Ministry of Police at 818 YU YUen Road were arrested 

by the Municipal Police for armed intimidation at 

a girl escorts service in Kwangse Road. They were 

charged and sentenced to 40 days* detention or a 

fine of $2 per day.

The Even tail Night Club, 1234 YU Yuen Road, 
and the Farren^s Ltd., 325 Great western Road, 

remained open during June. They refrained, however, 
from conducting gambling.

About the middle of June, the “East Asia Club*

( ’ a ■Mdl gambling den situated
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at House 79 Yah Sze Loong, off Ferry Road came into 
existence.

On June 17, 1941, Mr» C» Akagi, special Deputy 
Commissioner, S.M. Police, was assassinated near 
the entrance of Lane 25, Tifeng Road, near Yu Yuen 

Road by a male Chinese. The assailant was arrested 

on Yu Yuen Road near Jessfield Road»



Comm

SECRET
- June 7, 1941. fc

Report on the situation in the Western 
District, O.O.L», for the month of May 1941.

Apparently the situation in the extra-

Settlement Roads Area in the Western District has

improved following the inauguration of the western 

Shanghai Area Special Police Force in March, 1941. 

The Nanking authorities have commenced suppressing 

the gambling and opium evils in that area but they

have taken no steps to curtail the activities of their

armed units who have been causing considerable

embarrassment to the Settlement Authorities.

On May 13, one ), a bodyguard

Mfmployod by Woo Sze Pao, Chief of the Special Service 

bf the Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police

(76 Jessfield Road) fired upon the Municipal Police at

the Bubbling Well Road and Avenue Haig Barrier following

nis pistol

umber with

an argument arising out of his refusal to hand over

in order to enable the Police to check the

that gixen on his firearms permit. The

Police returned the fire and fatally wounded the 
bodyguard and the chauffeur of th^motor car which had been 

stopped by the Police and in which they and their employer’s

wife were sitting. The female, however, was not injured.

One European and one Chinese member of the Municipal police 

and two passers-by were wounded.

Upon learning of the incident, Woo Sze pao 

(mentioned above) and a party of his men rushed to the 

scene and drew their pistols in an attempt to usurp 

Police functions, but were disarmed by the U.S. Marines 

and brought to the Bubbling Well police Station.
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They were released later tne same day.

A funeral procession tor tne two deceased 

employees of Woo Sze Pao was neld in the Western 

District, O.O.L., on May 22, The participants 

consisted of about 1,000 men, mostly Shanghai City 

Government Police, members of tne Special Service 

Group (76 Jessfield Road), and gambling den guards. 

After tne conclusion of tne procession at trie Paradise 

Funeral home (181 Kong Ka jao, oft Jessfield Hoad), 

the participants attempted to enter tne Settlement 

by crossing tne boundary at Connaugnt-Yenping Hoads 

corner out tney dispersed wnen tne Reserve Unit of 

tne Municipal Police attended tne scene.

Illegal Functioning

On May 5, Tsoong Mon Ching ( 

connected with tne Shangnai Office of the Ministry of 

Police, 76 Jessfield Road, nis bodyguard Wong Moh Yih 

( i- ), two Chinese employees of tne Japanese

Gendarmerie at Wusih, and a Chinese female witness, 

proceeded to tne Standard Products Co., 320 Szecnuen 

Road, in an attempt to locate a certain person who was 

wanted by tne Wusih authorities on a cnarge of smuggling. 

Having failed to find the wanted man, tney proceeded 

to tne Western Area in a hire car out were stopped by 

the Municipal Police at tne Bubbling Well Police Station. 

Tsoong Moh Ching and nis bodyguard were released tne same 

day wnilst tne remaining tnree persons were detained.

Japanese Military Police - 
distribution of handbills.

During tne morning of May 30, a party of 

twelve Japanese Military Police proceeded in a motor 

truck along roads in tne Western District, O.O.L. and 
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occasionally conducted searcnes of pedestrians. They 

also distributed copies of a handbill to tne effect tnat 

tne Japanese Gendarmerie will conduct searcnes from 

time to time for tne purpose of eliminating unruly 

elements and tnat tne residents snould render tnem 

assistance in maintaining peace and good order.

Western Shanghai Area Special
Police yorce - City Government 
appointees granted nign cost of 
1iv ing alIowan ce.

With effect from April 1, 1941, tne # 

Shanghai City Government appointees in tne Western 

Shanghai Area Special Police Jforce were granted a high 

cost of living allowance in tne sum of $60 eacn per 

montn. However, tne clerical staff and members of tne 

detective squad are not entitled to tnis privilege.

Gambling Bens

The tnree leading gambling dens in tne 

Western District were closed on nay 30 and 31, 1941, 

by order of Mayor Chen Kung Poh.



May 4, 194K f" "/fi

Report on the situation in the Western District

O.O.L* for the month of April, 1941«

Change of personnel 
in Shanghai Office 
of Ministry of Police

The Shanghai Office of the

Ministry of Police, 76 jessfield Road, 

is now in charge of Ngoh Kwang Lih 
(-& ) • He succeeded Ma Siao

Tien -A-) who is now Chief of

the Bureau of Political Police at Nanking

Ngoh Kwang Lih is assisted by 
Tang An Ming (TH ¡fa) and Foo Yan Wen 

(4^* a!^>ZC), the latter serving as 

confidential secretary.

Formation of 
provisional office 
of Kiangsu Peace 
Preservation Corps

A provisional office of the 

“Kiangsu Peace preservation Corps 

Headquarters“

is located at 55 jessfield Road, O*O*L*, 

but has not yet formally commenced 

functioning. The headquarters are 

said to be at Taishing )> North

Kiangsu, and the so-called peace 

preservation corps is still in the 

course of organization at inland places*

The commander is one Tsang Kuo 
Tseng (JL) alias Lee Yih Fee 

, formerly a section chief 

of the Special Service Group attached 

to the Shanghai Office of the Minis try 

of Police, 76 jessfield Bond, 0*0*1.«
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Sale of badges 
in the Western 
District______

Activities of 
Japanese and 
pro-Japanese 
organizations

On April 5, three male Chinese, 

claiming to be members of the »Chinea«> 

National Support Group of the Shanghai East 

Asia Society” Ct) 

(address not given), visited various shops 

in the vicinity of Brenan Pie ce and coerced 

proprietors to purchase badges bearing the 

photograph of Mr. Wang Ching Wei, President 

of the Nanking Government. Every ten such 

badges were sold at $2.50, and each shop was 

required to purchase at least ten badges«

During the sale of the badges, copies 

of a handbill, which states that the badges 

are sold as a means to support the Peace 

Policy of Mr. Wang Ching Wei, were distributed.

On April 4, 1941, Sze Pao-zai 

a foreman in the employ of the Cheng Yien Pao 

a local daily located at 289 

Kiukiang Road, was abducted allegedly by the 

Spe cial Service Group attached to the Shanghai 

Office of the Ministry of Police, 76 jessfield 

Road, 0.0.L* Subsequently six more employees 

of the said paper were reported to have been 

abducted«

Between April 5 and 10, five employees 

of the Shun Pao, a local daily at 309 Hankow 

Road, were abducted by persons repcr ted to be 

members of the Special Service Group, the 

Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police, 

76 jessfield Road, 0.0«L« Hcwever, they

have since been released#
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Release of arrested 
employees of Bank 
of China

Of the 102 employees of the 

Bank of China and 26 members of their 

families arrested by the Special Service 

Group attached to the Shanghai Office 

of the Ministry of Police, 76 jessfield 

Road, one was released on April 7 and 

the remainder on April 8, 1941, on 

furnishing shop security*

These persons, it vi 11 be 

remembered, were arrested during a 

surprise raid conducted by the Special 

Service Group at the employees’ quarters 

of the Bank of China at 96 Jessfield 

Road, 0«0*L>, during the night of 

March 21/22 and were afterwards detained 

in the Shanghai office of the Ministry of 

Police.

The local offices of the central 

Bank of China, the Bank of China, the 

Bank of Communications and the Farmers 

Bank of China, which suspended operations 

on April 17 following the murder of two 

employees and the wounding of another of 

the Bank of China on the night of April 16 

at the employees’ quarters of the Bank of 

China at 96 Je ssfield Road, 0*0*L», 

resumed business on the morning of 

April 28*
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Assassination

Bombing Incident

On the night of April 16, 1941, 

three employees of the Bank of China, 

namely, Tsang Siao Heng ( ),

assistant cashier of the Sinza Road Branch, 

Zau Zoen Ching ( f ), head of the

Sinza Road Branch, and Tsang Lih Wei 

( , deputy in charge o f the

Accounting Department of the bank sitiated 

at the comer of Chengtu and Bubbling Well 

Roads, were shot at the entrance of the 

employees* quarters of the bank, 96 

Jessfield Road, O«O*L* The first two 

named employees were killed, whilst the

third was wounded.

Following the assassination, the 

300 occupants evacuated the quarters of 

the Bank of China at 96 Jessfield Road* 

The evacuation was effected with the consent 

of the Shanghai Office of the Ministry of 

Police, 76 Jessfield Road. The houses so far 

remain closed and no information is available 

as to whether the Shanghai Office of the 

Ministry of Police or any other organs will 

occupy the premises*

On April 3, 1941, a canister bomb 

was found on the premises of the China 
Club (-^ a gambling den located

at 29 Tift ng Road, 0.0.L* Whilst being 

removed by a guard, the bomb exploded 

causing injury to the guard*
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Lawless enter*» 
prises

At the end of April, 3 leading 

gambling dens were functioning in the 

Western District, 0«0«L» They aie:

1» Loh Kuo Hotel

2« China Club

3» Union Club

346 Avenue Haig

29 Tifeng Road

6 Tifteng Road

The 42 opium hongs in the Western 

District, OaO»L«, closed down in the 

early part of April in accordance with 

instructions from the Opium Monopoly 

Bureau at Broadway Mansions»
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Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

April 9,19 41

To

The Secretary & Comtr-iBsloner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- D.9114(C).

Subject Report on the situation in the Western
District, O.O.L. for the month of March,1941.

Enclosures

Copy of Police Report.

For informti on.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

No. S. B.

S. B. REGISTRY I

...1941.

Report on the situation in the Western District,

P.O.L. for the month of March, 1941,

Inauguration of 
the western 
Shanghai Area 
Special Police 
Force.

On March 15, 1941, the "Western Shanghai 

Area Special Police Force* ( ’Aj •Lee?’)

with headquarters at 57A Great Western Road,

0.0.I. was formally inaugurated. The new Police 

Force consists of the following five divisions 

and has a total strength of 1478 men including 

officers I-

1st Division 453 Robison Road

2nd Division

3rd Division

4th Diviaion

5th Division

13 Jeesfield Road

1081 Jessfield Road

45 Yau Kai Kar

43 Hungjao Road.

Activities of 
Japanese and 
pro»Japanese 
organisations.

On the night of March 21 and 22, 102 

employees of the Bank of China and 26 members 

of their families were arrested by the Special 

Service Group at the employees' quarters of 

the bank at 623 Jessfield Road, (Settlement 

No ,96). They are still under detention at the 

Special Service Group Headquarters attached to 

the Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police, 

76 Jessfield Road, O.O.L.

During the middle of March, 1941, the 

"Youth Group*, which was affiliated with the 

Ministry of Social Affairs of the Nanking 

Government, with offices at Lane 37, House 119, 

Branan Road, ceased to function and the majority
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of its members were transferred to Nanking.

Assassination At about 10 a.m. March 14, Zang Ming 

( 4t ), Chief of the "Shanghai Special 

District Revenue Stamp Tax Office* of the 

"Kiangsu-Cheklang-Anhwei Revenue Bureau", Lane

611, House 8, Yu Yuen Road, 0.0.L. while riding 

in his motor oar Lio. No.721, in Lane 611, 

Yu Yuen Road, was fatally shot by three male 

Chinese. The assassins made good their escape.

Kidnapping At about 4 a.m. on March 7, 1941, Wu 

Yuan Hao ( 7u , non of Vu Ting Chang 

( ), Chairman of the Kweichow Provincial

Government, was kidnapped outside the Eventail 

Night Club, 1238 Yu Yuen Road, 0.0.L. by several 

armed male Chinese, who carried him off in a 

dilapidated hire car. Motive unknown.

Lawless enter-
MSSts____ —

On March 29, 1941, the Hwa Loh Hotel, 

( ) s a gambling don located at

792 Yu Yuen Road, O.O.L. closed down owing to

lack of patronage.

The "Hwo-Wei* Lottery in the Western 

District with headquarters at 15 Jessfield 

Road, O.O.L., closed down in the middle of 

March, 1941.
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346 Avenue Haig

29 Tifeng Hoad

6 Tifeng Road

At the end of March, 3 leading gambling 

dens were functioning In"the Western District, 

0.0.L, They are :

1. Loh Kuo Hotel

2« China Club

3« Union Club

42 opium hongs continued operations 

throughout the month of March, in the Western 

District, 0.0.L.



Situation in the '.Testern District

'SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POUCÈÌ
S. B. REGISTRY

According to information obtained, the 

Chinese members nominated by the Shanghai City 

Cover rment for the Western shanghai Area Special 

Police Force are jealous of those appointed by the 

Shanghai Municipal Police, rhe former adopt an 

attitude towards the latter apparently designed to 

obviate the possibility of them extending their 

influence in the extra-Settlement roads area.

A number of Chinese employees appointed 

by the S.M.P. are disappointed with their positions 

in the Western Shanghai Area Special Police Force. 

They are greatly dissatisfied with the inferior 

quality of uniforms supplied to them.

Further information to hand indicates that 

distension exists between two cliques who are serving

in 

one

the Western Shanghai Area Special Police Force, 

clique is/pro-CH&N KUnG POH (Mayor of Shanghai\)

■And the other is pro-C.C. PAN, both struggling 

against the other for supremacy in the administration 

of the Western Shanghai Area Special Police Force.

Junior employees appointed by the Shanghai 

City Government for the Western Shanghai Area Special 

Police Force are dissatisfied with their treatment as 

compared with that of S.M.P. appointees. They intend 

to apply for better treatment, but nothing concrete 

has yet been reported.

Being dissatisfied with their positions in 

the Western Shanghai Area Special Police Force, a 

number of Chinese employees appointed either by the 



City Government or nominated by the S.M.P. are 
reported to be adopting a non-aggression policy 
towards the gangsters in that district so as to 
safeguard themselves against possible danger.

It is also reported that certain Chinese 
members attached to the Western Shanghai Area 
Special Police Forde are disappointed because of 
failure to establish relations with the gambling 
dens now existing in the Western District, O.O.L.
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To

The Secretary à Commissioner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : - n 114(C)•

j G - Western District Situation.

Enclosures

Copy of Police Bep01’’"'*

Por information. action required.
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IBroh 18, 1941.cjfc *

Western District Situation

In celebration of the inauguration of the 

Wtestern Shanghai Area Special Police Force, residents 

and shops in the Jessfield area hoisted MBlue-Sky and 

lhite-8unM National Flags on March 17.

The "Youth Group* with offices at Lane 37, 

House 119 Brenan Road, has ceased to function and the 

majority of its members have been transferred to 

Nanking. The permises are now undergoing alterations 

and when completed will be used-as a residence by 

LEB 3hIH CHUN ( dr ^4), Minister of Police of the 

Nanking Government. This group was connected with 

Ministry of Social affairs and later cooperated 

with the Shanghai Office of the Ministry of police, 

Vk Jsssfield Road. It will be recalled that this group

r®sponsible for the|labour agitation in the 

Shwnghai Electric Construction Company and the French 

Tramway Company and that during 1939 and 1940 they 

••re connected with several cases of terrorist



March ]p, 1941.

Western Dietriot Situation.

In celebration ot‘ the inauguration of the

Western Shanghai area Special Police Force, residents 

and shops in the Jet>sfield area hoisted. "Blue-Sky and 

White-Sun" National Flags on March 17.

The "Youth Group'" with offices at Lane 37,

House Ilf’ Bronan Road , ha a c3eased to function and the

majority of ita oionbov 3 ha v <a been transferred to

Wanking• The proni.3 oo are no w uifid o x•going alterations

and when c o np let °'i w 1 11 be xisM as a residence by

LEE SHIH CHUN ( ) ’ w 4 n4, 1« 1 *. 0 U <** X • of Police of the

Wanking G Qy »yvrpvjpfl t # Thle ;rrcup was connected with

the Ministry of Sec is 1 Affairs and latex- cooperated 

with the Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police, 

76 Jessfield Road. It will be recalled that this group 

was responsible for the labour agitation in the 

Shanghai Electric Construction Company and the French 

Tramway Company and that during 1939 arid 1940 they 

were connected with several casee of terrorist activity.
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The Secretary & Commiseioner General.

Mo: D-9114(C) .

Report on situation In tne Wentern District 
0.0.L. for the month of February, 1941*

Enolosurea

Copy of Police Report.

For information. Ho action required.



'SECRET^
WSHAI '.WiWl POLICE"

S. ö. RûajSJ^Y 
£ÄSA0l__

//__

Repoxt on ai.tusti.on in the Western District

0.0.1. for the month of February, 1941.

Activities of 
Japanese and 
pro-J apane se 
organizations

Commr. of Police,
Sir:

Information.

_________ 4*^ C- (S?. Sr.)

Un February 10, fifty members of the

2ao Ka Doo Branch of the uestern District Citizens*

Association, held a meeting in their office, 10

Ting Nyih liÿ.Brenan Road, 0.0.1. and discussed 

matters appertaining to the circulation of new 

Central Reserve Bank notes in the western District 
r1' 
0.0.1. It was decided to request the western 

District Citizens* Association to negotiate with

the City Government authorities for the establishment

of exchange centres in the western District in 

p order to facilitate the exchange of Central Reserve
/» Bank notes for the current legal tender. une 

T"1^ exchange office was established at 581 Yu Yuen 

f Road ^nesI Chuf16 811111 81 “S Taung ( B
"flj >Sy at the end of February, 1941.

Shooting Affray At midnight, February 15, 1941, some 10
BfflVlhrowing

men armed with Mauser pistols and eannister bombs, 

entered the Farren's Night Club, 325 Great Western 

Road, and wildly fired several ahots, fatally 

wounding Weser Lunzar, Foreign employee of the Club, 

and Miss Daisy Simmons, a British girl. Before 

leaving, they threw two eannister bombs into the 

premises which failed to explode.

The outrage, it is reported, was

perpetrated by members of the Special Service Group

with the connivance of certain officiala of the

Western District Balice Bureau and the Fast Asia



Charity Association, Lane 1032, 25 Xu Yuen Bead, 

owing to a demand for payment of a protection fe 

"being refused by the management of the dub.

At 10«10 p.m. February 23, a cannleter 

bomb exploded et the entrance of the union Club, 

a gambling den at 6 Tifeng Bo ad, O.O.L, No 

persons were injured. Several days prior to the 

bomb explosion, an annonymous letter purporting to 

emanate from the “Kwangtung Woo Hu Teng

) demanding a monthly “allowance* of $5,000

was received by the management of the club.

Kidngq&ping

Attempted 
Assassination

At about 8.50 a.m., February 8, 1941, 

while leaving hia home at Lane 532, House 50, Yu 

Yuen Road, lung Yoong Sung ( Vice-
Chairman of the Stock and Bond Exchange, Xiukiang 

Road, was kidnapped inside the lane by 4 men, 

3 armed. He is reported to have been released 

but no details regarding hie release are available.

At about 8.30 *.m., February 25, Wong

Yung ), a member of the section of the

Special Service Group under the command of Tsang
Kuo Tseng 55 Jeaefield Road,
O.O.L., wae ehot and eeriouely wounded in front
of House No.8 Zung Zoen Id <441 ), Jeaefield

Road, O.O.L. by a number of would-be assassins.

one of whom wae reported to have been subsequently 

arrested by the Chinese Fol ice in the Jeaafield 

Village.



Latrie ee
Enterprises

on February 3, the “Golden Teg Room“

and the “King Fah Tea Room*, two small gambling

dens located at 135 Jesefield Road, and Yee Foong

Li, Jeaafield Road, 0.0.L. respectively, closed

down voluntarily owing to lack of patronage.

On February 18, 1941, all the gambling

dens in the Western District, O.O.L., closed down 

by order of the East Asia Charity Association,

Lane 1032, 25 Yu Yuen Road, with the exception of 

the four large gambling dens, namely,

1. Loh Kiio Hotel 346 Avenue Haig

2. the China Club 29 Tifeng Road

3. wwa Loh Betel 792 xu Yuen Road

4. the Union Club 6 tifeng Road.

A total of 21 gambling dene were closed.

At the end of February, the four large 

gambling dens were still operating.

42 opium hongs continued operations 

throughout the month of February 1941, in the 

Western District, 0.0.L.

The •Hwo Wei" Lottery with headquarters 

at 15 Jessfield Road, U.O.L. also continued to 

operate.
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February 26, 1941. .
^S^ting. affray in Zu- ,g Zoen Li, Jessfi eld Ro ad., 0.0. L.

I.—.11 I „ .......... ... I,.........., Jill I 1» I I III II

At about 8.30 p.m. February 25, one ’Mong Yung

of House 8,

was shot and seriously wounded in front

Zung Zoen Li ( ), Jessfield Road,

O.C.L. Of the assasins one is reported to have been

arrested by the City Government police shortly after the

shooting in Jessfield Village.

■discreet enquiries elicited that the victim, is

a native of Kompo, aged 28, living at 17 phen Zoen Li
k

He *« a member of), Robison Road, 0.0.L.

a section of the Special Sexy ice Group under the command 

of Tsang Kuo Tseng ( ) with sectional offices

at 55 Jessfield Road, 0.0.L. At about 8 p.m. the victim 

entered the Yoh Sung Dzu ( Bathhouse, Robison

Road Branch, 0.0.L. with a friend named Zee 'Siao Loong 

( mi ffV, 5« ^wo unknown persons followed' him in 

and informed him that some of his friends were waiting 

at Zung Zoen Li, Jessfield Road. 'Mong Yung immediately

left the bathhouse and as he entered an alleyway he

was fired upon by a gunman and received four bullet wounds.

The case is under the investigation of the Chinese police 

and it is believed that the motive for the crime is a



Headquartjîhfe, 
Shanghai Municipal'Police.

.. February....5, .... ..19 41 .

To.

The Secretary & Commissioner General-

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No: - D-9114(C)

bnb j ect Report on situation in the Western District,

O.O.L., for the month of January, 1941.

Enclosures

Copy of Police Report.

for information. Bo action required.

A-
S..U



February 3, 1941-

Report on situation in the Western Dieltrict

for the month of January, 1941

Activities of 
Japanese and 
pro-Japanese 
organizations..

In the beginning of January,

0.0. L

1941, Hyien

was appointed Chief of the

section of the Special Service Group attached to the

Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police, 76 Jess-

field Road, O.O.L. The section is located at

35 Jessfield Road and has some 30 men transferred

from the Dzu Chuen Training Depot, 818 Tu Tuen Road.

During January, 1941, the two branches of

the Dzu Chuen Training Depot located at 86 Moo Loo

Jao, off Jessfield Road and 121 Brenan Road

respectively, were closed

In January, 1941, a section of the Special 

Service Group under the command of Tsang. Tuan Kiu 

with offices at 5 Tuin Teung, Lane 1423, 

Tu Tuen Road, O.O.L. was amalgamated with that in 

charge of Tang Chieh ( ) at 35 Edinburgh

Road, O.O.L.

The Special Service Group attached to the 

Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police, 76 

jessfield Road, has, at. the end of the month under 

review, a total strength of approximately 250 members 

distributed in the following different sections

Address Person in charge
1. 55-Jessfield Road lyien Lao Tar ()
2. 35 Edinburgh Road Tang Chlh ( )

3. 17 Mei Hwa Li, Ting Ka Toeh Teu Toong( ft, )
So, Edinburgh Road ,J’ 4 * * * *

4- 818 Tu Tuen Road, and Koh Tsoong Ngo ( f f )
1 Zung Toh Li, Kong 9I 'V'

Ka Jao, off Jessfield Rd.

In addition, there are some 200 members attached
to the Dzu Chuen Training Depot, 818 Tu Tuen Road, O.O.L.
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On January 1, 1941, the "Shanghai Special 

District Revenue) Stamps Office of the Klangsu- 
Cheklang-Anhwei Revenue Bureau" (J?7 £)

was established with offices

at Lane 811, House 9, Yu Yuen Road, and. commenced 

functioning on January 10, 1941. Zung Ming 

() is in charhe of this office at which 

new revenue stamps consisting of 1 cent, 2 cents 

and 10 cents are being sold. This office intends 

extending its activities in connection with the 

sale of these revenue stamps in the Settlement and 

the French Concession.

On January 5, 1941, Wu Kuh Tsoong 

( ZE XE ) was appointed Chief of the Western 

District Police Station (formerly known as the 

Western District Police Bureau),11-15 Jessfield 
Road, O.O.L. vice Wong Teh Ling ( JE /jk J$v) 

transferred to take charge of the City polio® 

Station, City.

On January 9, 1941, as a result of 

Negotiations between th® Zaoka doo Branch of the 

Western District Citizens’ Association and the 

Japanese Military Polio®, the barbed wire entangle

ments erected by the Shanghai City Government Police 

on December 18, 1940, in th® Brenan Piece and vicinity 

were removed and the roads opened to traffic without 

any barricades.

The area was again barricaded on January 25, 

but no interference with traffic was attempted by the 

City Government Police-



On January 10, 1941, the Western District 

Branch Office of the Finance Bureau of the Shanghai 

City Government, 92 Jessfield Road, O.O.L., commenced 

collecting municipal rates for the Winter quarter, 

1940 and the business tax for the second half of 

1940. The municipal rate is equivalent to 11% 

of the house rental, whilst the business tax ranges 

from 0.3% to 0-5% of the profits realized.

The Western District Branch of the Bureau 

of Finance of the Shanghai City Government commenced 

collection of taxes from stall-keepers in the 

vicinity of Brenan Piece on January 14« The 

taxes are divided into the following grades

(1) "A" Class : §1-50 per month (for stalls selling

pork and fish etc.)

(2) "B" Class ; fl.00 per

vegetable

month (for

stalls)

large

(3) "C" Class : $0.50 per 

vegetable

month (for

stalls)

small

The S.M.C. had been, collecting licence fees of 

$2.40 per month from each stall.

During January, the Shanghai General 

Labour Union, Lane 95, House io, Edinburgh Road, 

0.0.L. was renamed the •Western Section of the 

Shanghai Branch of the Social Movement Direction 

Committee. Wang Ti'eh Zung (-^ A-) is now 

in charge of the section.
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Attempted 
Assassination.

At about 7.45 a.to. , January 18, 1941, a 

Japanese fihief Electrician in the employ of the 

Japan-China Cotton Mill, 98 Robison Road, whilst 

walking along Penang Road near Robison Road, 0.0.L4., 

was shot at by a male Chinese. The intended 

victim escaped uninjured. The would-be assassin 

was arrested and detained at the headquarters of 

the Japanese Gendarmerie, 94 Jessfield Road.

Motive unknown.

Lawless
Enterprise8;

During the month of January, 1941, a total 

of 17 small gambling dens opened for business in 

the enclaves along Jessfield and Connaught Roads, 

0.0.L.

In the beginning of January, 1941, the 

headquarters of the "Hwo-Wei" Lottery was removed 

from 94 Yung Yuen Pang, off Bubbling Well Road, 

to 15 Jessfield Road, the former site of the Chow 

Yuan Gambling Den.

Th« "Hwo-Wei" Lottery with headquarters 

at 15 Jesefield Road, O.O.L., continued operating 

in January 1941, in the Western District, 0.0.L.

At the end of January, a total of 4 

leading and 23 small gambling dens were 

functioning in the Western District, O.O.L.

42 opium hongs continued functioning 

throughout January 1941, in the Western District, 

0.0.1,



I SECRET J February 3, 1941.

Report on situation in tjie We stern Dis

for the month of January, 1941.'
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Activities of 
J apane se and 
pro-J apane se 
organizations

Lao Yar

In the beginning of January, 1941, Nyien

was appointed chief of the

section of the Special Service croup attached to the

field Road, O.O.L.

I Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police, 76 jess-

The section is located at

55 jessfield Road and has some 30 men transferred 

from the Dzu Chuen Training Depot, 818 Yu Yuen ito ad.

During January, 1941, the two branches of

the Dzu Chuen Training Depot located at 86 Moo Loo 

Jao, off Jessfield Road and 121 Bren an Road, 

respectively, were closed.

In January, 1941, a section of the Special 

Service Group under the command .of Tsang Tuan Kiu 
( jfjL with offices at 5 YUin Tsang, Lane 1423,

Yu Yuen Road, O.O.L. was amalgamated with that in 

charge of Yang Chieh ( ) at 35 Edinburgh

Road, O.O.L.

The Special Service croup attached to the

Shanghai Office of the Ministry of Police, 76

Jessfield Road, has, at the end of the month under 

review, a total strength of approximately 250 members 

distributed in the following different sections

Address Person in charge
1.

2.

3.

4.

55 Jessfield Road

35 Edinburgh Road

17 Mei Hwa Li, Ting Ka 
So, Edinburgh Road

ÎTyien Lao Yar (

Yang Chih ( 

Yoeh yeu Yoong(

818 Yu Yuen Road, and 
1 Sung Yoh Li, Kong 
Ka Jao. off jessfield Rd.

Koh Tsoong Ngo
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In addition, there are some 200 members

attached to the Dzu Chuen Training Depot, 818 Yu

Yuen Road, O.O.L.

On January 1, 1941, the '»Shanghai Special

District Revenue stamps Office of the Kiangsu-

Chekiang-Anhwei Revenue Bureau”

was established with offices

at Lane 611, House 8, YU Yuen Road, and commenced

functioning on January 10, 1941. Sung Ming 
(A ^2 ) is in charge of this office at which 

new revenue stamps consisting of 1 cent, 2 cents

and 10 cents are being sold. This office intends

extending its activities in connection with the 

sale of these revenue stamps in the Settlement and

the French Concession.

On January 5, 1941, Wu Kuh Tsoong

( ) was appointed Chief of the Western

District Police Station (formerly known as the 

Western District Police Bureau), 11 - 13 jessfield 

Road, O.O.L. vice Yong Teh Ling 

transferred to take charge of the City police 

Station, City.

On January 9, 1941, as a result of 

negotiations between the Saokadoo Branch of the 

Western District Citizens' Association and the 

Japanese Military Police, the barbed wire 

entanglements erected by the Shanghai City Government 

Police on December 18, 1940, in the Brenan Piece 

and vicinity were removed and the roads opened to 

traffic without any barricades.
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l*he area was again barricaded on 

January 23, but no interference with traffic was 

attempted by the city (government Police.

On January 16, 1941, the Western District 

Branch Office of the Finance Bureau of the Shanghai 

City Government, 92 jessfield Hoad, O.O.L., commenced 

collecting municipal rates for the Winter quarter, 

194C and the business tax for the second half of 

1940. rhe municipal rate is equivalent to 11% 

of the house rental, whilst the business tax ranges 

from 0.3% to 0.5% of the profits realized.

The Western District Branch of the Bureau 

of Finance of the Shanghai City Government commenced 

collection of taxes from stall-keepers in the 

vicinity of Brenan Piece on January 14. ‘rhe 

taxes are divided into the following grades a-

(1) *’A" Class : $1.50 per month (for stalls selling

pork and fish etc)

(2) ttB" Class : $1.00 per month (for large

vegetable stalls)

(3) ”C” Class : $0.50 per month (for small

vegetable stalls)

The 3.M.C. had been collecting licence fees of 

$2.40 per month from each stall.

During January, the Shanghai General 

Labour Union, Lane 95, House 10, Edinburgh Road, 

O.O.L. was renamed the '»Western Section of the 

Shanghai Branch of the Social Movement Direction 

Committee". Wang Ti’eh Zung ( XyJ is now

in charge of the section.
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Attempted 
Assassination

At about 7.45* a.m., January 18, 1941, a 

Japanese Chief Electrician in the employ of the 

Japan-China Cotton Mill, 98 Robison Road, whilst 

walking along Penang Road near Robison Road, O.O.L., 

was shot at by a male Chinese. The intended 

victim escaped uninjured. The would-be assassin 

was arrested and detained at the headquarters of 

the Japanese Gendarmerie, 94 jessfield Road.

Moti ve unkno wn.

Lawle ss 
Enterprises During the month of January, 1941, a total

of 17 small gambling dens opened for business in 

the enclaves along jessfield and Connaught Roadx, 

0.0.L.

In the beginning of January, 1941, the 

headquarters of the "Hwo-tfei” Lottery was removed 

from 94 Yung Yuen Fang, off Bubbling Well Road, 

to 15-fiessfield Road, the former site of the Chow 

Yuan Gambling Den.

The "Hwo-Wei" Lottery with headquarters 

at 15 jessfield Road, O.O.L., continued operating 

in January 1941, in the Western District, 0.0.L.

At the end of January, a total of 4 

leading and 23 small gambling dens were 

functioning in the Western District, 0.0.L.

42 opium hongs continued functioning 

throughout January 1941, in the Western District, 

0.0.L.



Headquarters’,’" 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

__ January.....23,.... 19 41 .

To.

The secretary & Commissioner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- D. 9114(c).

Sub j ect Situation in Western District.

Enclosures

Copy of Police Report.

For information. No action required.



January 23, 1941» 

Situation in .Yestern District

Barbed wire barricades were placed by the Shanghai 

City Government Police this morning, January 23, on 

the roads at the following points*

(1) Brenan Piece and Robison Road comer;

(2) Brenan Piece and Brenan Road corner;

(3) Comer of Brenan Piece and Jessfield Road Extension;

(4) Brenan Piece and Jessfield Road comer;

(6) Jessfield - Brenan Roads comer;

(6) Outside Shing Kong Li, off Jessfield Road;

(7) Outside Shing Kong Li, off Connaught Road;

The barricades at each point are guarded by two members 

of the City Government Police but they are opening 

to allow traffic through. It is said that they were 

erected as a precautionary measure during the winter. 

These places, it will be remembered, were barricaded 

on December 18, 1940, but were removed on January 9, 

1941.

Barbed wire barricades were also placed ty the 

Shanghai City Government Police at the following points:

(1) Outside Ying Hwa Li alleyway, Robison Rd.;

(2) Corner of Connaught and Yenping Roads;

(3) Comer of Jessfield and Avenue Roads;

(4) Comer of Yu Yuen and Woo Ping Hoads;

(5) Corner of B’Well and Woo Ping Roads;

(6) Comer of Edinburgh and Great Western Roads.
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Situation in Western District

barbed wire barricades were placed by the Shanghai

City Government Police this morning, January 25, on 

the roads at the following points s

(1) Brenan Piece and Robison Road corner}

(2) Brenan Piece and brenan Road corner;

(3) Corner of Brenan Piece and Jessfield Road Extension;

(4) Brenan Piece and Jessfield Road corner;

(5) Jessfield -Brenan Roads corner;

(6) Outside Shing Kong off Jessfield Road;

(7) Outside Shing Kong I»i off Connaught Road;

The barricades at each point are guarded by two members 

of the City Government Police but they are opening 

to allow traffic through. It is said that they were 

erected as a precautionary measure during the winter.

1941

nghai City Government

Outside Xing Hwa Li

These places, it will be remembered, were

on December 18, 1940, but were removed

Barbed wire barricades were also

Police at the

on

barricaded

January 9,

placed by the

following points s

alleyway, Robison Rd

ConnaughtÎ2) Corner of

(3) Corner -of

(4) Corner of
(5) Corner of

(6) Corner of

Jessfield

and Yenping Roads;

and Avenue Roads;

Yu Yuen and Woo Ping Roads;

B’well and Woo Ping Roads;

Edinburgh and Great Western Roads
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5. a .
Usurious pawnshoggQln Bant»o/ and Western Di^^rlct / ,//’•

.w..*«»«***1’—*■***«« »*''»»< l»> ? /.•’ -jX*'' ■; n-f. ■.Wl«.‘..r—  

I —

With reference to the attached article from the 

January 13th issue of the Evening Echo on the subject 

¿y -jy y frrr "Usurious pawnshops ordered closed by local Government 

Bureau*, enquiries have been made with the following result:- 
On January 17, twenty-three of some 80 pawnshops 

located in the Old West Qrto area in Nantao received a 

circular notice from the Bureau of Social Affairs, through 

the Nantao Administrative Office( 50 Ih Soh Ka, Boon Lai 

Road, Kantao), instructing them to close thoir businesses 

by the end of the current month because of the usurious 

interest charged and limiting the term of loans to one month. 

The order further recuires the pawnshops to allow the pledgers 

to redeem their property within six months from the date of f 

closure at a monthly interest of 3%.

The Bureau of Social Affairs, however, has not yet 

taken any action against the many "open air pawnshops* 

(stalls) operating on open spaces near the gambling dens in 

Hantao and the 7/estern District, 0.0.L. These *'pawnshops* 

charge an interest of 30% for ten days, and confiscate the 

articles pledged if they are not redeemed within that period. 

The pawn receipts can also be pawned at the same rate of 

interest. The owners of such "pawnshops", which are 

patronized by gamblers only, are loafers mostly having 

connections with the Japanese Gendarmerie stationed in the 

distticts concerned « It will be difficult for the Shanghai 

City Government to suppress them in view 6f the fact that 

the gambling dens in Nantao ere still operating despite 

Mayor Chen Kung Po*s order for their suppression.
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Il e a d q u a r teT'S',""' 

Shanghai Municipal Police.

January 15, 19^*January 15

The Secretary & Commissioner General:

S. M. C.

The Commissioner of Policefpresents his Oppliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documenfflBB

Reference No:- D 9114 (C) - 1940.

Subject Situation in the Western District.

Enclosures Copy of a Police Report for Information

JI
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Ref. No: D 9114 (C) - 1940»

C 0 P.Y

CONFIDENTIAL

January 14, 1941.

SITUATION IN THE WESTERN DISTRICT.

The situation In the Western District remained 

unchanged this morning, January 14. During the morning, 

it was observed that a Revenue-collector from the Western 

District Branch of the Bureau of Finance, Shanghai City 

Government, House I, 92 Jessfield Road, accompanied by a 

S.C.G.P.B. policeman was collecting taxes from th© stall

keepers la the vicinity of 3ronan Piece, who number approx

imately 800. The taxes are divided into the following 

grades

1. "a" Class: $1:50 per month (fm? stalls selling pork
& fish etc,)

2* "Bn Class: 11:00 per month (for big vegetable stalls*)

3* nCn Class: |0:50 per month (for small vegetable stalls*)

While collecting the tares, the Revenue-collector 

is said to have informed the payers that the S.M.C. Auth

orities will no longer collect licence fees and that the 

people concerned should refuse to make such a payment if 

called upon to do so by the said Authorities.

It will be noted that before the removal of the 

bared wire entanglements In that area, th® S.M.C* were 

collecting licence fees of #2:40 per month from each stall.

-~~o0o-»-

IW/.



Situation in the western District

The situation in the Western District 

remained unchanged this morning, January 14. 

During the morning, it was observed that a Revenue

collector from the Western District Branch of the 

Bureau of Finance, Shanghai City Government, House 1, 

92 Jessfield Road, accompanied by a S.C.G.P.B. 

policeman was collecting taxes from the stall

keepers in the vicinity of Brenan Piece, who number 

approximately 800. The taxes are divided into 

the following grades

1) "A" Class: $1.50 per month (for stalls 
selling pork and fish etc.)

_ £ 2) *BH Class: $1.00 per month (for bigC vegetable stalls).

-...--- 3« "C" Class: $0.50 per month (for small
vegetable stalls).

A Ml while collecting the taxes, the Rewenue-collector, 

is said to have informed the payers that the S.M.C. 

authorities will no longer collect licence fees and 

that the people concerned should refuse to make such 

a payment if called upon to do so by the said 

authorities.

It will be noted that before the removal of 

the bared wire entanglements in that area, the S.M.C. 

were collecting licence fees of $2.40 per month from
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Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

January 11,......1911 •

To. Secretary & Commissioner General,

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : - D9114(C)

Subject, : - Situation in Western District

Enclosures Copy of Police Report for information
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SECRET

January 10, 1941

Situation in tester?. District

The barbed wire entanglements erected by the 

Shanghai City Government Police on December 18, 1940 at 

the following points were partially removed on January 

9, 1941

(1) Brenan Piece and Robison Road corner;

(2) Brenan Piece and Brenan Road corner;

(3) Corner of Brenan Piece and Jessfield Rd. 
Extension;

(4) Brenan Piece and Jessfield Road corner;

(5) Jessfield Road and Brenan Road corner;

(6) Outside Shing Kong Li, off Jessfield Road;

(7) Outside Shing Kong Li, off Connaught Road.

The roads were open to traffic without any barricades, 

but barbed wire entanglements are still being placed on the 

pavements. Vegetable hawkers who have been hitherto 

permitted to do business only outside the barricades, are 

now allowed to function between 6 a.m. and 12 noon. The 

removal of the entanglements is the result of negotiations 

between the Zao Ka Doo Branch of the Western District 

Citizend A sociation, 10 Ting Nyieh Li, Brenan Road, O.O.L., 

and the Japanese Military Police. The latter is said to 

have received a sum of §20,000.00 in exchange for the 

removal of the barricades.



Situation in Gestern District.

The barbed wire entanglements erected by the

S.B.Reports 
19/12/40 & 
30/12/40.

Shanghai City Government Police on December 18, 1940 at

the following points were partially removed on January

9, 1941

(1) Brenan Piece and Robison Road corner;

(2) Brenan Piece and Brenan Road corner;

(3) Corner of Brenan Piece and Jessfield Rd. Extention;

(4) Brenan Piece and Jessfield Road corner;

(5) Jessfield-Brenan Roads corner;

(6) Outside Shing Kong Li, off Jessfield Road;

(7) Outside Shing Kong Li, off Connaught Road.

The roads were open to traffic without any barricades, 

but baroed wire entanglements are still being placed on the 

pavements. Vegetable hawkers who have been hitherto 

permitted to do business only outside the barricades, are 

now allowed to function between 6 a.m. and 12 noon. The 

removal of the entanglements is the result of negotiations

between the Zao Ka Doo Branch of the Western District

Citizens’ Association, 10 Ting Nyieh Li, Brenan, Road, 0.0.L.

and the Japanese Military Police. The latter is said to 

have received a sum of $20,000.00 in exchange for the

Com nt r. of Police.
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CONFIDENTIAL.

I.

L Dote •. -”#>

April 24, 39,

Gentlemen, 

Mr,A,R, Ro bin 8 on,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter* 

dated April 20, 1939, and in reply to Inform you that 

enquiries have failed to reveal the whereabouts of the 

above mentioned person,

Mr, Alexander Roe Robinson, Norwegian, left 

Shanghai for the United States of America on June 6,1936.

Mr. Robinson has a brother, Mr, A,T, Robinson, 

an employee of the American President Lines, and a sister 

Miss A, Robinson, an employee of the Tee Tsoong Tobacco 

Company, resident in this city, and residing at 23 Temple 

Lane and House 30, Lane 1522 Bubbling Well Road respectively.

Neither of the above mentioned persons are able 

t° furnish any information regarding the whereabouts of 

their brother, but believe he is living in London together 

with hla wife.
X am. Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,
(S«l) G. W. GILBERT

Deputy Commissioner
(Crime Branch)

Messy« ■» -s’ N.z. Perpetual Forests Ltd.,
Shanghai•

w|y
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REPORT D^jAft£XXT..22,....i9 39

Subject ROBINSON, A.R. Mr. - Letter dated April 20, 1939 from the

managemen t of ..NewZealand..Perpetual

.Forwarded by......Made by. P.tS«.... LO.CkWQ.Qd

With reference to the letter dated April 20, 

1939 from New Zealand Perpetual Forests, Ltd. addressed 

to the Deputy Commissioner (Crime Branch) requesting 

for information regarding the whereabouts of Mr. A.R. 

Robinson, I have to report that this person is not 

resident in Shanghai.

mt. Alexander Roe Robinson, Norwegian(Eurasian^ 

born on December 26, 1889 left Shanghai for the 

United States of America on June 6, 1936 on board the 

s.s. “President Taft“, He was in possession of 

Passport No.27/1934 issued by the local Norwegian 

Consulate-General. He entered the United states on 

the authority of a visa obtained from the American 

Consulate-General, Shanghai and on his application 

form supplied the name of the “Biltmore Hotel“ Los 

Angeles, as a reference. Mr. Robinson also

visited America during the years 1933, 1934 and 1935, 

when the following references were given on the 

respective visa application forms (1) Mrs. Grunder, 

310 Linda Vista Avenue, Passadena, (2) Messrs. Henry 

Peabody & Co., Ltd., 15 States Street, New York and

(3) Biltmore Hotel, Los Angelas.

Mr. Robinson has (a) a brother, Mr. A.T. Robin-1 

son, an employee of the American President Lines, and (b)■ 

a sister, Miss A. Robinson, an employee of the Yee Tsoong' 

Tobacco Company, resident in this city, living at No«23 

Temple Lane and 30/1522 Bubbling Well Road respectively• 

Neither of these two persons are able to give any
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information regarding the whereabouts of their brother. 

The last message was a notification of his marriage in 

San Francisco, received by cablegram which was 

despatched from that city in December, 1936. Mr.

Robinson^ relatives have reason to believe that he is 

living together with his wife in London.



PERPETUAL FORESTS. LIMITED
INCORPORATED IN W. Z. 1023

telegraphic address 
“ENZEDTIMBA’»

SOUTH BRITISH 
INSURANCE BUILDING 

AUCKLAND, M. Z.

201 & 3, WAYFOONG HOUSE, 220. 8ZECHUEN ROAD TELEPHONE

10071

SHANGHAI

April 20th 1939

Deputy Commissioner,
C. I. D.
SHANGHAI.

Dear Sir,

res A. R. ROBINSON late P.O.Box 1451.Shanghai.

The above has paid a substantial amount on his 
Forest Products Limited Shares, which will be forfeited 
if we are unable to trace him, consequently we would be 
glad if you know of his whereabouts. We believe he was 
at one time representing Messrs Courtaids Limited (England) 
silk manufacturers, but the local agents cannot give any 
information regarding Mr Robinson.

We also wrote to the Chartered Bank, London, 
where we understood he had an account, but our letter 
has today been returned.

Thanking you in anticipation.

Yours faithfully,
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Lieut .-Colonel SfeHOLL, German Assistant .111 cai'.y “R'L l''l"fte 

to Tokyo.

Lieut .-Colonel SCHOLL, German Assistant Military Attache 

to Tokyo, arrive-t^"fftli'JSnanghai in mid-February 1939, since 

when he has been attached to the German Embassy, sixth floor, 

Glen Line Building, Peking Road. He resides in the
&

\ V* Broadway Mansions.
\V

X It is rather difficult to define exactly his duties,

but it is believed that the primary reason for his being 
* seconded to Shanghai was the fact that he has an excellent 

knowledge of the Japanese language, and since the German 

Embassy and Consulate-General have previously had no 

special department to deal with Japanese affairs, he has, 

since his arrival, been entrusted with the task of co-oper

ating with the Japanese naval, military and civil authorities 

on all matters affecting German interests that need successful 

settlement.

German interests in areas under Japanese influence in

C* China proper, for instance, are all conducted through the 

\ ' medium of SCHOLL who nr’intf’ins close contact with the

aA Japanese authorities.

He has made occasional short trips to Nanking with thw
* , < / gft)
t0D.cARpbject of settling certain matters that appear to have been 

of commercial importance, during the course of which he 

secured information of a military nature concerning' the 

activities of Japanese troops for transmission to Colonel 

MATZKT (?), German Military Attache in Tokyo.

Colonel MATZKI was in Shanghai and Nanking in the latter 

part of 1938 and according to details to hand, this Journey 

was made for the purpose of watching military developments 



2

in China as affecting German trade (?) angles» Following 

his return to Tokyo, Lieut.-Colonel SCHOLL was despatched to 

Shanghai.

SCHOLL makes periodical visits to high ranking local 

Japanese naval and military officers, with whom he is on t he 

best of terms, but in view of the limited facilities available 

for keeping observation on anybody’s movements in the Hongkew 

area, it has been found impossible to secure accurate data 

as to SCHOLL’S activities in this respect.
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FORM |»O«A.
G. 6 5 1-3 9 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

iAXßHAI MCIFAI POLICE
ftle #°S. REÄiETRY

?'td-tf-No. S. B. D
s. 5, Special 4

REPORT S '■"*■ "■
D«w.Jìpfci

Subject (in full).........Applicntion..foj2..j?egintrntnan.of J’Flash .New-S".....................................

Made ÄX.................. and............................. Forwarded by D.._..S.....McK_eQMnt.

With reference to the attached application, I

Mr. M. D. Shikis has been informed that no certificate 

will be granted to him and the reasons for refusal

contained in the attached report were explained to 

him.

D. C. (Special Branch).

I
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D.C. Special Branch.
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HM, V
<i. 9omJ AalT SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PO

REPORT

Subject. A?.?Aj.?a i °n f °F reg is t rat ion of ash ^s****”

Made //.. anP.. . . ... . .. ........ ...Forwarded by,_________ •„McKeown .

Attached is an application for the registration 

of ’’Flash News* * submitted by one M.D. Shikes, Greek» 

*Flash News” is a scheme to show slides, giving the 

latest news »te1 eg rams, concurrently with advertisements 

in local cinemas. It appears that this scheme would 

be a breach of condition No» 8 of the Licence 

Conditions which reads J-

*No film, slide, or matter in any 
other form which has not been certified I
within the preceding six months by the 
Board of Film Censors for public exhibition 
shall be shown without the written permission 
of the Council.*

Mr* Butler, General Manager of the Asia 

Theatres Company, was asked his views on this project 

and stated that all slide space in the larger theatres 

was already allocated to the China Conmercial Agency 

and that as slides containing news items would 

necessarily be submitted to censorship, the scheme 

did not appear to be a practical one*

B. S*

D. C* (Special Branch).



Registration No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Registration Form for Newspaper, Magazine or News Agency.

Municipal Notification No. 4878 of October 21, 1937.

Name of Publication
(In Chinese and English)

Nationality

"FLASH NEWS’*

Greek

Address: Editorial Office 160 Av. Edward VII, Room 401. Tel. 19175

Printing Office ditto Tel. do

Name and address of proprietor D. Shikis, 305 Av. Petain, Apt. 22

Name and address of publisher ditto

Name and address of Chief Editor ditto

Cinema Screen Service, thrice daily 
in English and Chinese.

Object of publication News service for theatre patrons.

Character and language of publication
(State whether daily weekly, monthly, etc.)

Date of first issue Not yet determined definitely

Circulation

Capital and source of income.......Inaependent •
(State whether paper has independent source of income or receives regular subsidies and from whom)

Where registered...................
(Give date and place of registration and certificate number)

Date 6th April, 1939
Chief Editor.

(Signature)

M

Report attached.

Endorsed.....
Officer i/c S. 5.

Approved

Passed to Commissioner of Police for refusal 
(Reasons attached)'

D.C. (Special Branch),

Recommendation of Special Branch.

Refusal recommended.
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SbA-UHA: JTMCIfAL FOLICE
SFÄ2REGJBTRY

i 7/^7nghXJ^jAunicipal policj^ B &

S. 1, Specia^ ftffijjich.....7
REPORT

Subject....

Made by.

Room 127, 233 Nanking Road (Hardoon Building) occupied by 
"■yiHriäüraB-araöT-tFärdW^^

Chinese name similar^to Burroughs Welcome & Co. (Pao Wei Dah 
.....Yah Hong C Tf'T)".’.............LÄ-/’...............

P.S.I.».....Logan............. ..........Forwarded by........

With reference to D.C. (special Branch’s) memo, 

dated April 20, 1939 referring to the above, Room. 127 

of 233 Nanking Road (Hardoon Building) was visited on 

the afternoon of April 20, 1939, when it was observed 

that the following two name plates were hanging on the 

door, i.e. (1) F.R. MURER & CO. and (2) j'j-

(Pao Wei Yang Hong). Some five male persons occupied 

the room, all dressed in Chinese clothing, one of whom, 

a Cantonese, gave his name as ling Ih-sing )

and stated that he was in charge. This person claimed 

that a Norwegian, namely, Mr. F.R. Murer, is the 

occupant and that the office is being used as a sales 

office for a brand of Danish tinned milk for which

Mr. Murer holds the China agency and that no other

commodity is being sold from the office. According 

to Mr. Ling, Mr. Murer is at present in Swatow and is 

not expected to return to Shanghai for an indefinite 

period.

Enquiries at the rent office of the Hardoon 

Building ascertained that Room 127 was rented three 

months previously by one Yu Dah Tung ( w^°

has occupied Room 542 during the last two years. Room 

542 has the following two signboards nailed to the

door s-

(1) Tien Yuen Matrimonial Bureau ( )

(2) Dah Doong Trading Company ( j\. I? ?z' )

Enquiries revealed that Yu Dah Tung has



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..................................Station,
REPORT

Date................................... 19

Subject.............................

Made by .Forwarded by

-2-

close connections with the various Japanese who occupy 

offices in the Hardoon Building and that he claims 

to be a partner in the business concern which occupies 

Room 127. As far as coulu be observed by the 

detectives who visited Room 127 there was no evidence 

of any medicines or goods other than a few samples of 

tinned milk on view in the room. It was noticed 

that one of the occupants though dressed in Chinese 

clothing appeared to be s Japanese,

The foregoing information was communicated 

to Mr. Nord, H.B.L1. Vice-Consul, at 4 p.m. April 20, 

1939.
Mr. i’ord stated that he had no objection to 

enquiries being made at the Norwegian Consulate 

regarding Mr. Murer. The Norwegian Consulate was 

therefore visited and the information obtained that 

Mr. Murer is considered a highly respectable member 

of the Norwegian community. At present he is honorary 

Norwegian Consul at swatow where he carries on the 

business of agent representing various Scandinavian 

exporting concerns. During his last visit to Shanghai, | 

some three months ago, Mr. Murer informed the 

Norwegian Vice-Consul that he proposed to open a 

branch office for the sale of Danish tinned milk in 

Shanghai but up to date has not registered same with 

the Norwegian Consulate. As there is a possibility 

that the name Pao Wei Yang Hong ( ) is
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G- Pile No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

.Station,
REPORT 

Date.--19
Subject..........

Made by. Forwarded by........

- 3 -
being used without Mr. Murer's knowledge, the Norwegian 

Vice-Consul has declared his intention to write to him 

unofficially and acquaint him with the foregoing 

inf ormati on.

Further enquiries revealed that one Zung 

Dao Sung acts as assistant to Ling Ih-sing

but details concerning the antecedents of these two 

persona are lacking. The suspicion is held by certain 

persons connected with the Hardoon Building that the 

real business which ling and Zung are engaged in is 

traffic in narcotics and that the tinned milk business 

is inerely a cloak to hide their real activities but no 

evidence has been obtained to substantiate this 

information. Enquiries are however being continued 

in this connection.

It hag been learned that the man Yu Dah Tung,

referred to above is ençloyed as a school teacher in

the S.M.C. Primary School 199 Cunningham Road, where

he works under the name Yu Wei Zung Yu

Wei Zung, age 35, native of Zaoshing, is stated to be 

a relative of Mr. H.C. Chen, Education Officer, S.M.C.

He was formerly employed in the Sinza Road Primary

School but was transferred to the Northern District

School due to some dispute he became concerned in at the

former school. The Norwegian Vice-Consul has promised 

to acquaint the S.M.P. with the explanation, if ary, 

which Mr. Murer may gave him in reply to his letter.
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File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................. Station,
REPORT 

Date.................................. I g

Subject................. .........................................................................................................................................................................

Made by....................   ... ........... ......... ...Forwarded by........ .......................... ...................

-4-

The foregoing information has been passed to

officer-in-charge of C.7 (E&rcotic/ Section)«

D. 5. !•

ar.)

(Special Branch)

I
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\File No....
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, i

. C.S.6 .Special ¡Branch?_ 
. ........ î'jVo V /?. L________

REPORT 3
—-**—------- ---

n ,. ,. . ... Japanese Officials Dinner Held at Zoh Yu Restaurant................. )
bttbject (injuU)..........."¿^"a7C.... i"3ï"/'-7j?.................. .................. ...................

.L..?.^^/2..Kwangse Road

, D.S. MischenkoMade by....—-- •............................. ...Fomarded by I.nspeÇ.t 0 r.

In compliance with instructions contained 

in the attached memo., the undersigned accompanied by 
Waung Pei Yuen

C.D.C.107^was  on observation duty between 6.30 p.m. 

and 9 >.m. April 21, 1939, at the Zoh Yu Restaurant
1 ’) ) 235/7 Kwangse Road, where a party

of about 10 Japanese Consular Officials had a dinner 

party between the aforementioned hours. At the same 

time another Japanese party of about eight persons 

reported to consist of members of the Japanese Banking 

Association also had a dinner there.

No untoward incident took place.

^ 0.0
D.C.(Special Branch).

I». 3.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S»2 Special-Branch-.^ocwcç
REPORT

Anti-Bri.t ish.. Ac.ti.v.i.t.i ea..in...China. to..j,.« ÀnsM*?:.».rKO^iec
Na. S. b. UMÏ4-&JL.

and Forwarded by....Su pt
/ -ate..

a....

According to information from pro-Japanese 

elements, Tokio Government under the new Cabinet haa 

wired instructions to the authorities in North China 

and Japanese controlled districts in Shanghai to renew 

their energetic efforts in carrying out the anti

British agitations in order to force Britain to come 

to terms in the future negotiations»

It is also reported that the Reformed 

Government officials are compiling a list of estates 

owned by Chungking Government officials or ex-officials 

in the Settlement and i’rench Concession as a preparatory 

measure for their confiscation when the Chinese Courts 

are restored to their control»

Superintendent»

A» C. (Special Branch)
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Ref' No.
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S. B. RÊ.GJS TRY 

»°- S. a.
¡.a.-, .f r >>

1 . ~ -’7-
FftHUhlUUllLlJ; -.J

Shanghai Municipal Police,

......... -May.......3-,..........1939....

SUBJECT

Ant 1<-Fcir.a i fzi ■ CaicpaX^an.. ».. Suspended.

The Commissioner presents his compliments to.SfiDr.e.tary.,3.*M.«C« 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1- Copy °f* a- Polic® Report.

2 .



00‘ ‘ May 2, 1939. '■
ANTI-FOREIGN CAMPAIGN - SUSPENDED.

The well planned out program for the Chinese 

Peoples Arlti-British Campaign under the auspices of Japanese 

Army’s Special Service Department as outlined in previous 

reports has not been carried out because of the opinions 

among the Japanese authorities on this subject are very 

much divided. It 1» claimed that the Japanese Emperor 

himself is very much against the proposed anti-British 

campaign. The Emperor strongly believes that it would be

C
er

 tii
ie

d

best for Japan at present to obtain the friendship of Great 

Britain. He favours a new Anglo-Japanese alliance for it 

was such an alliance which helped Japan to become a first 

class world power. The elder statemen and financiersbehind 

the Emperor strongly support this idea and unanimously 

stand for closer relationship with Great Britain and America. \ X 
SBI 

They believe that only through the mediation of Great 

Britain and America» Japan can find peace with China>> for
■ • 4mB£I

this reason it is not advisable to antagonize these two
, JHfc ■ way 

nations. But the Army leaders still believe in the plan Vk., 

of forming a military alliance with the totalitarian powers, 

Italy and Germany. They want to get rid of British / 

interests in the Far East, but at the same time to maintain 

good relationship with America. They believe the most 

effective way out of ths present difficulties would bo to 

frustrate the scheme of cooperation among the democratic 

powers such as Great Britain, U.S.A, and Prance. As long 

as these powers do not cooperate in their stand in the Far 

East, Japan will be able to do whatever she wishes in China. 

The Japanese Army authorities are maintaining satisfactory 

relationship with the French in Shanghai, who are desirous 

ej <5:\\ of winning the good understanding of the Japanese. Th® Ars^y 
S S: V.

leaders now realize that if they want to secure peace they 

would rather deal directly with General Chiang Kai-shek. Th® 

diversed, opinions among the Japanese authorities ar® responsible 

for the inactivity of the Japanese anti-British campaign in 

Shanghai lately.



D.C. Special Branch.
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The well planned out program for the Chinese 

Peoples Anti-British Campaign, under the auspices of Japanese 

Army’s Special Service Department as outlined in previous 

reports has not been carried out because of the opinions 

among the Japanese authorities on this subject are very- 

much divided. It is claimed that the Japanese Bmperor 

himself is very much against the proposed anti-British 

campaign, '"he -Emperor strongly believes that it would be 

best for Japan at present to obtain the friendship of Great 

Britain. Me favours a new Anglo-Japane se alliance for it 

was such an alliance which helped Japan to become a first 

class world power. The elder statesmen and financiers behind 

the Bmperor strongly support this idea and unanimously 

stand for closer relationship with Great Britain and America. 

They believe that only through the mediation of Great

Britain and America, Japan can find peace with China, for 

this reason it is not advisable to antagonize these two 

nations. But the Array leaders still believe in the plan 

of forming a military alliance with the totalitarian powers, 

Italy and Germany. They want to get rid of British 

interests in the Bar Bast, but at the same time to maintain 

good relationship with America. ’’’hey believe the most 

effective way out of the present difficulties would be to 

frustrate the scheme of cooperation among the democratic 

powers such as Great Britain, U.S.A, and ’’rance. As long 

as *hese powers do not cooperate in their stand in the Tar 

Bast, Japan will be able to do whatever she wishes in China. 

The Japanese Array authorities are maintaining satisfactory 

relationship with the Trench in Shanghai, who are desirous 

of winning the good understanding of the Japanese. The Army

leaders now realize that if they want to secure peace they 

would rather deal directly with Gen.Chiang Kai-shek* The 

diversed opinions among the Japanese authorities are responsibl
.Be.)

for the inactivity of the Japanese anti-British campaign-in 

•Shanghai lately.
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Ref. No..............................

Form A

SHANSMI ài'; jr<FZ[ PCLP't 
s- 0. regiS j '

Shanghai Municipal Pô
September lx193.0-

SUBJECT

Ant 1-Pr.ltiiaJx.AjO.tiyXt.iea..in..China...to..be renewed.

The Commissioner presents his compliments to.. S.wxiift»ry...anil..
Commissioner General 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1. Copy of a Polios Report.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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File No............
MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 2 Special Branch.
REPORT _ .__ - „ ,Date September 1, l9^

i-British Activities in China to be renewed.Sub ject (in full)

Made by.............................................................. Forwarded by.............

According to information from X pro-Japanese 

elements, Tckio Government under the new Cabinet has 

wired Instructions to the authorities in North China 

and Japanese controlled districts in Shanghai to renew 

their energetic efforts in carrying out the anti-British 

agitations in order to force Britain to come to terms 

in the future negotiations.
It is also reported that the Reformed 

Government officials are compiling a list of estates 

owned by Chungking Government officials or ex-officials 

in the Settlement and French Concession as a preparatory 

measure for their confiscation when the Chinese Courts 

are restored to their control.

Certified true copy.
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^ORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

45 Î9M

British Reserve Rights 
Over Lillie Death

Reparts of Inquest Being 
Studied in London

London, July 4.
Lord Halifax, the Foreign Secre

tary, had just received a report of 
the inquest proceedings in connec
tion with thé death of Mr. Bertram 
Lillie, who was killed in a car 
collision in Hongkew, Shanghai, on 
April 24, but he was unable to say 
what action would be appropriate 
pending full consideration, declared 
Mr. R. A. Butler, Under-Secretary 
of State for Foreign Affairs, in the 
House of Commons yesterday.

The British Consul-General in 
Shanghai, he added, had addressed 
a note to his Japanese colleague 
reserving all rights regarding the 
events which led up to the tragedy.

Mr. F. J. Bellenger, Labour mem
ber for the Bassetlaw division of: 
Notts, asked if the British had any | 
money rights in the matter, and 
might it not be possible to make 
some claim for • damages on behalf 
of the widow of Mr. Lillie?

That was an important aspect of 
the question which would certainly 
be borne in mind, replied Mr. 
Butler.—Reuter.

I
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Sergeant Wimsett Concludes 
Lillie Inquest Evidence

Steering Wheel Grabbed by Japanese Sentry with 
Both Hands; Verdict to Be Given Today*

TV TALKING with the aid of crutches following serious injuries 
VV sustained in an accident on Broadway near Mir t*hong Road 

on April 24 when Mr. Bertram Lillie, principal of the Lester 
School and Henry Lester Institute, and a Japanese sailor sentry, 
were killed, Sergeant Ronald John Wimsett, of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police, yesterday gave his version of the accident be
fore Mr. C. IL Haines, H. M. Coroner. His was the last testimony 
to be taken at the enquiry, which commenced on April 25, and a 
verdict will be delivered at 10 a.m. today. Substantiating the 
evidence of Mrs. Lillie, who was sitting beside Sergeant Wimsett 
in her husband’s car when it was struck by a Japanese bus, he 
described the actions of the dead sentry in jumping on the running 
board and seizing the steering wheel with both hands.

j to the intersection of Boone Road ■ 
t and Broadway. Here Mrs, Lillie re- j 
' cognized Broadway Bridge and in- t 
i dicated that this was the place. They j 
i turned left and pulled up at a barrier ( 
almost on the crown of the bridge.

Very Agitated

| Mrs. Lillie and he alighted; and he 
j walked towards a Japanese sentry 

on the south side of the bridge. “I 
: pointed to the damage on the car and i 
i to the barrier,” Sergeant Wimsett 
I continued, “and the sentry beckoned, 
I to another sentry standing on the 
| opposite side of the bridge. This I 
J sentry came across and directed the• 
j car to be parked on Dixwell Road ‘ 

and this was done.”
He added that the vehicle was 

parked facing Broadway and during 
the operation Mrs. Lillie -exclaimed 
several times to the sentry “There are 
no lights on these barriers.” He be
lieved that the sentry did not under
stand what she was saying. “I 
looked at the barriers and I did not 
see any lights,” he stated.

Mr. Lillie then alighted from the 
car and he appeared to be very 
agitated, Sergeant Wimsett continued. 
He appeared to be deeply concerned ( 
oyer the damage to his car, saying io 
the sentry “What are you going to • 
do about the damage to my car?”

Broken English

Witness then went to a Japanese 
sentry and another Japanese sentry, 
in broken English and with a motion 
of his hand, indicated that he would 
telephone for, witness believed, an 
interpreter. Approaching Mr. Lillie 
witness informed him that they would 
have to wait until such time as an 
interpreter arrived. “Although Mr- 
Lillie appeared more normal at this 
time—hie was not shouting but using 
a normal tone—he stated ‘I’m not 
going to wait around here’,” witness 
stated.

After being informed that if he did 
not wish to wait they had. better go 

I to Hongkew Police station, Mr. Lillie 
I got back into the car' and witness 
| intimated to the Japanese that they 
were going to Hongkew Police station. 
The sentry then said something; which 
he did not understand and made a 
motion with his hand. During all 

i this Mrs. Lillie had already entered 
j the car and had invited witness to 
' get in also. He got in and sat beside 
I SeXt::

Present at the enquiry were Mir. H.| 
(H. Thomas, Consul for Japanese! 
Affairs, and Mr. R. F. C. Master, who 
represented .the Henry Lester Trus
tees and Mas. Lillie. First witness to 
give evidence was Sub-Inspector John 
James Gavan, who described the 
measurements from Broadway Bridge, 
west side, to the scene of the accid
ent. The distance, he said, was 794 
feet. The Japanese sentry’s post was 
in the centre of the bridge.

Seated throughout his testimony, 
Sergeant Wimsett told the Coroner 
that on April 24 he was on duty at 
Garden Bridge. Between 8.30 and
8.40 p.m. he noticed a large dark 
saloon car crossing the bridge from 
north to south. "Witness was standing 
on the footpath at the south end of 
the bridge and, as the car came 
opposite to him, it pulled over to 
where he was standing.

The occupants of the car—a foreign 
woman and man, whom he now knew 
as Mr. and Mrs. Lillie—alighted from 
the vehicle and Mrs. Lillie reported 
to him that just previously the car 
had been involved in an accident on 
the other side of the bridge. She 
stated that the car had collided with 
a barrier but did not know thé exact 
locality. Both Mr. and Mirs. Lillie 

1 then went to the front of thé car, 
where the former pointed out the 
damage which had been-doné to the 
vehicle. ¿

Did Not Stop

Sergeant Wimsett continued that 
after Mr. Lillie had doné this, he 

. went on to- say that, after colliding 
i with the barrier, the car did not stop. 
Witness then Suggested that they 
should return to the scene of the 
accident. T had in my mind at the

I time,” he said, “that someone might 
have been injured.” It was his duty 
to go to the scene to get all informa-

Ì tion.
Both Mir. and Mrs. Lillie had agreed ! 

to do this with no show of reluctance 
and Mrs. Lillie and witness then en
tered' the rear of the car with. Mr. 
Lillie occupying the driver’s seat. The : 
car was turned around and it pro
ceeded back over Garden Bridgé from 
south to north along Seward Road. 
It had almost reached the intersection 

i of Seward and Boone Roads when
Mrs. Lillie toldher husband that this j 
was not the place.

Witness then suggested turning to !
" right which would bring them j



The Coroner—Was an interpreter . 
produced by the Japanese?

sergeant Wimsett—I did not see* 
one tout there may have been one. I 
saw no civilian there at all.

Mr. Lillie, he stated, drove the car 
towards the crown of the bridge very 
slowly and witness opened the door 
so that he could speak to the Japan
ese sentry on the crown of the bridge. 
When they arrived there he indicated 
that they were going, to Hongfcew 
Police station and he pointed in that 
direction.

At this time the car was going down 
the incline at a faster speed and he 
closed the door. The two Japanese 
sentries then jumped on the running 
board near the driver’s door, one on 
the left side and one on the right side.

“The sentry on the right side of 
the car grabbed hold of the steering 
wheel with both hands,” Sergeant 
Wimsett continued, “and at the same 
time I saw the sentry on the left 
bend his body through the window 
and reach towards the driving wheel. 
Mr. Lillie then took his left arm off 
the wheel and warded off the Japan
ese sentry’s reach. This sentry then 

xtook up the position he was in be
fore—an upright position on the run
ning board.

Zig-Zagging
Mr- Lillie by this time had put the 

car in second gear and the vehicle 
was travelling in a zig-zag fashion 
down Broadway, going from one side” 
of the road to the other. The sentry 
on the right was pulling the wheel, 
first to the left and then to the right, 
and Mr. Lillie was working against 
him. Mrs. Lillie and myself shouted 
‘Stop’, “Sergeant Wimsett went on,” 
but Mr. Lillie did not reply. We had 
almost reached the intersection of 
Tsingpoo Road and at that time the 
front left wheel and the rear left 
wheel mounted the left footpath.

“The car then swung back on to 
the roadway and the sudden jolting 
threw me forward. I struck my nose 
on the back of the seat where Mr. 
Lillie was sitting and I don’t remem
ber what happened until I awoke and 
found myself in hospital.” In answer 
to Mr. Haines, he stated that that car 
at the time would be travelling at 
about 15 m.p.h., the road being “al
most quite dry.”

He did not see Mr. Lillie make any 
attempt to stop the car although he 
imagined there was plenty of opport
unity for him to have done so. He 
could have put his foot on the brake, 
witness added. Mr. Lillie, he said, 
was absolutely* sober at the time and 
he was not in an angry mood.

¡In adjourning the enquiry until 
today Mr. Haines stated “I have taken 
all the evidence we have been able 
to obtain in this enquiry and I do not 
propose to give my decision today. 
I will give this tomorrow before pro
ceeding with fhe other (R. M. Tinkler) 
inquest.”
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Death Of Briton Aided' 
By Own Rash

Actions

JAPANESE SENTRY
ACT CONTRIBUTED

Verdict In HBM Court 
Inquest Rendered 
By C. II. Haines

Mr. Bertram Lillie contributed! 
to his death by his rash act. andi 
should have stopped the car when 
the Japanese sentry struggled j 
with the steering wheel, while 
the sentry also contributed to Mr. 
Lillie’s death by his rash act in 
pulling at the wheel. So stated 
Mr. C. H. Haines, Registrar of 
HBM Court,- in giving his verdict 
this morning at the inquest on 
Mr. Lillie, principal of the Lester 
Technical Institute.

Mr. Haines, reviewed the 
evidence before giving his verdict 
this morning. He pointed out 
that both Mrs. Lillie and Police 
Sergeant R. J. Wimsett had asked 
Tillie to halt the car. He also 
told the court that he had asked 
the Japanese Consulate-General 
for one of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party to give evidence 
but that unfortunately he did not 
appear.

Bus Driver Exonerated
The Coroner exonerated the bus 

driypr, in his finding that Mr. 
Bertram Lillie died as a result of 
injuries received between his- 
motor car and a bus on Broad - 
way near Minghong Road al 9 
p.m. on April 24.

I Sergeant ROnald J. Wimsett of 
the SMP, who was injured dur-. 
ing the crash, and who has been 
in the hospital since the night of 
the tragedy, testified that a 
Japanese sentry was pulling at 
the steering wheel of the Lillie 
car, just before it crashed into the 
omnibus.

Report Made
The police’ officer said that he 

had been on duty on the Garden 
Bridge on the night of the ac
cident, between 8.3b and 8.40 pun. 
when the Lillie car drove up. Mr. 
and Mrs. Lillie alighted and said 
that their car had ran into a 
barrier but that they did not* 
know the exact location.

Sergeant Wimsett got into the 
car with the Lillies and went 
down Broadway until they reach 
ed the barrier. There were no 
lights oh -thé barrier. Mr. Lillie 
appeared to be, greatly concerned 
over the damage done to his car 
and asked the Japanese sentry 
at the barrier what he was going 
to do about it.

Sentries Pull Wheel
The party then got back in the 

car to proceed to Hongkew police 
station’ to wait for a Japanese 
interpreter. At the same time 
two Japanese sentries jumped on 
the running board of the car, just 
as it got underway. One of the 
sentries kept pushing and pulling 
at the. steering 1.

Mrs. Lillie and the police officer 
shouted at 'Mr.Lillie to stop the 
car, but he paid no attention, 
keeping his mind on his driving 
and trying to ward off the Japan
ese sentry, said sergeant Wimsett. 
Then the crash came an<L Wim
sett was knocked unconscious.
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T-TU^g INQUEST IS ADJOURNED

Sergt. Wimsett’s Evidence 
Needed Before The 

Decision
] The inquest on the death of Mr. 

1 Bertram Lillie, late principal of fhe 
■ Henry Lester Institute who was 
killed in a motor accident on 
Broadway, on the night of April 
24, was continued in the British 

. Police Court yesterday afternoon.
However, no evidence was given, 
and the case was adjourned until 
Thursday June 15, when Sergeant 
Wimsett, who was in the car in

volved in the collision, will be out 
of hospital.

His evidence is very important 
Ito the coroner, for he is one of the 
two witnesses who can tell the 
court what happened before the 

j accident. The only other person 
:who was in the accident and can 
|tell of the events leading up to it, 
is Mrs. Lillie, who gave evidence 

j last week. It will be remembered 
that she told H. M. Coroner C. H. 
Haines about the Japanese sentry 
jumping on the running board of 

; Mr. Lillie’s car and pulling the 
i steering wheel just before the| 
I crash.

In the collision with the Japan- | 
ese motor bus, Mr. Lillie and the 
Japanese sentry were killed, and 
Mrs. Lillie and Sergt. Wimsett were 
injured. Mrs. Lillie left hospital 
last week, shortly before she ap
peared in court, but Sergt. Wimsett 
will have to remain in hospital for 
another fortnight Besides Sergt. 
Wimsett, the Police officer, who 
measured the distance between 
Broadway bridge? and the scene of 
the accident, will appear in court! 

non June 15.
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Mrs. Lillie Relates Story of
Fatal Crash on Broadway

Japanese Sentry Said to Have Jumped on Car and 
Pulled Steering Wheel in Path of Bus

CHIVING her account of the accident which caused the death of 
y her husband, Mr. Bertram Lillie, Principal of the Lester 

School and Henry Lester Technical Institute, on Broadway near 
Minghong Road on the night of April 24, Mrs. Marjorie Lillie 
yesterday told Mr. C. H. Haines, H. M. Coroner, that the fatal 
collision between Mr. Lillie’s car and a Japanese-owned bus was 
caused by the action of a Japanese sentry, who jumped on the 
running board of the car and pulled the steering whjeel so that 
the vehicle shot across the road in the path of the 
bus. It will be recalled that the sentry was killed in 
sion while Sergeant R. J. Wimsett of the Shanghai 
police, who was a passenger in

Mirs. Lillie, who was allowed to 
sit down While giving her evidence, 
stated that at about 6 30 or 6,45 p.m. 
on April 24 Mr. H. F Prythèrch (his 
evidence was taken at a former sit
ting) called at her husband’s home 
at 401 Great Western Road and 
offered to give them a lift in his 
ear to East Seward Road as they had 
been unable to get a taxi. After 
driving there without any incident 
Mr- Lillie found his car awaiting him 
and he drove it to the Shanghai and 
Hongkew Wharf with witness sitting 
in Mr. Prytherch’s car, which was 
following.

At the 
hoard the 
two pipes
he had left on the ship. They were 
unable to find the pipes and they 
stayed on the ship for .15 or 20 
niinutes. during which time they had 
two cocktails each. When they left 
the boat it would be getting on for 
eight o’clock, Mrs. Lillie added.

■Mr. Prytherch drove away first in 
his car but witness and her husband 
did not follow as their car had to 
be turned around before it was able, 
to leave the wharf With her hus
band driving, the car then came out 
of the wharf and 
Broadway.

“When we got 
Bridge,” Mrs. Lillie 
did not see anything
a crash. Evidently there were two 
barriers across the road and we hit. ,
c-ne of these which was jutting out ¡d«wn the .meline the sentry jumped 
mòre than the othdr. u--..,
that thè barriers were not of the i _*hout^ a 
barbed Wire type but 
wire mesh on a frame, 
the right headlamp was broken 
a result of the accident.

wharf all three went on 
ss. Gneisenau to .look for 

which, her husband stated,

turnd left up

to Broadway 
continued, “we 
until we heard

the car, was seriously

oncoming 
the colli- 
Municipal 
injured.

Station. Asked if he was coming 
with them he said that he would and 
withess got into the back seat with 
him, a thing she had never done 
before.

On arrival at the bridge the Japan
ese sentries made them cross over 
the bridge and park the car alongside 
the creek with the bonnet facing the 
Whangpoo River, Mrs. Lillie stated. 
After taking out a notebook a sentry 
took the number of the car and 
Sergeant Wimsett tried to talk to 
them but they did not understand. 
Witness heard the word “interpreter” 
and a Japanese in civilian clothes 
came on the scene very quickly. As 
this man did not seem to understand, 
Sergeant Wimsett stated that they 
would go to Hongkew Police Station 
and pointed in that direction.

Jumped on Car
“As soon as Hongkew Police Station 

was mentioned,*’ she said, “one of 
them tried to take the ignition key 
out of the car but lie could not reach 
it and so 'he did not bother any 
more.” .Sergeant Wimsett then stat
ed that he would take the interpreter 
to Hongkew Police Station but the 
interpreter did not get into the car 
although they left the door open.

“As soon as Sergeant Wimsett 
shut the door Mr. Lillie started to 
drive off. We had to drive put of 
¡the creek and turn right the barrier 
¡to come into- Broadway again,” she 
¡continued. “When we were going

She added ion the Hght hand side of the car. 
,'”riAU~“x “i word of warning he 

‘¿J ’ caught hold of the steering wheel 
and the car shot right across the 

as broad to the right hand side. Mr. 
Lillie tried to get the car back on 

i the left hand side but the wheel was 
^pulled again and the car again went 
ftp the right handside of the road.”

Continuing Mrs. Lillie stated “It I
• was then that the sentry shouted 
■ ‘Stop’ in English but no sooner had 
| he spoken than he pulled the wheel 
| again and Mr. Lillie could not control 

; the car. When the Japanese sentry f 
| shouted ‘Stop* I turned round and [ 
| told him to stop but he did not If I 
‘ he had done so ¡Mr. Lillie would have j 
; been able to right the car. It was ■ 
I while he was pulling the wheel and 
| we had shot across the road that a 
| bus appeared. Mr. Lillie must have 
| seen the bus coming because he 

; quickly pulled the car round so that 
| it could not hit my side and it hit 
0 his side. We did not see it until ;

it was right on top of us.’’

consisted 
The glass

Barrier Knocked Down
“No-one attempted to stop us, 

we went a little slower and drove 
mi,” she added,“and I looked back 
and saw two men picking the barrier 
up. They were dressed in dark 
uniforms and I thought they were 
Japanese.** After driving down Broad
way and over Garden Bridge her 
husband turned around at the traffic 
lights near the British Consulate and 
reported the accident to a policeman 
whom she knew now to have been 
Sergeant Wimsett,

After informing 
the accident and 
broken lamp, he 
and her husband
better to go to the scene of the ac
cident and then to Hbngkew Police

so

the policeman of 
showing him the 
informed witness 
that it would be



Bad Lighting
Witness stated that the bus had 1 

blue discs on the headlights which 
were not bright. The street lighting 
in the vicinity was very bad The 

(»bus, she added, hit them with a 
terrible crash and she was injured ;

i on the head. Their car at the time j 
of the impact had been almost at a 

; standstill on the wrong’ side of the 
| road« When the sentry jumped on to 
their car they were not travelling at 
a fast speed nor did she tell her hus
band to stop as he was concentrating 
on driving.

The first witness to be called at • 
yesterday’s sitting, Jacob J. Pavloff, 
stated that he was a watchman 
employed by the Asia Realty Co. at 
Lane 179 Broadway. Just after 9 
p.m. on April 24 he was on duty at 
his post inside the alley when he 
-saw a car passing at about 25 to 30
m.p.h. As soon as it had passed he 
heard a crash and he saw that the 
vehicle had collied with a bus. the 
number of which was A14.

Witness then heard a woman crying 
in the car and with the help of two 
Italian marines they placed her on 
the pavement. Also inside the car, 
sitting next to the lady, was a for
eigner in dark clothes, while in the 
front, lying on the seat, was another 
foreigner who appeared to be dead.

After going to call an ambulance 
witness returned to the scene about 
five or six minutes afterwards and 
he saw the foreign lady on the 
pavement with a police sergeant and 
a civilian.

Doctor’s Evidence
In order to remove a man Who 

had been squeezed between the car 
and the bus and who was' found to 
be a Japanese marihe, thenar had t 

I to be moved. This man was placed 
| on the pavement and then taken 
away-

Foreign Sergeant R. J. N. MacKay 
of the Vehicle Inspection Office, 
Shanghai Municipal Police gave evid
ence of examining Mr. Lillie’s car. 
The steering wheel, he stated, was 
twisted and cracked while the steer
ing column was bent just above the 
steering box. There was nothing to 
show that there had been any defect 
in the steering mechanism. All the 
brakes were intact except the left 
rear brake. This was disconnected, 
the rod 'being badly bent but the 
connection joint was not damaged. He 
had. come to the conclusion that it 
had been disconnected after the ac
cident to release the brakes, which ! 
were in working order.

Dr. I. G. Anderson, who conducted . 
a post mortem examination on the 
body of Mr. Lillie, stated that death I 
had been caused by a rupture ofj 
the aorta, which had been penetrated< 
by a broken rib. »All the fixed ribs ’ 
on the right side of the body had been [ 
broken and death was instantaneous, I

The enquiry was then adjourned | 
until Wednesday at 2,15 p m.
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Lillie Auto Stated 
In Good Condition

Prior To Accident
Little was revealed at the re

sumption of the inquest into the 
death of Mr. Bertram Lillie, 
Lester Institute head who met his! 
death when a Japanese bus col
lided with the car he was driving 
on Broadway on April 24, by the 
two witnesses who testified before 
the Coroner, Mr. C. H. Haines, in 
HBM court this morning.

First to rush to the scene of 
the wreck, Jacob Pavloff, Russian 
watchman, heard the crash from 
his post at Lane 179, Broadway. 
He did not see the accident, how
ever, as it occurred around the 
comer and out of his vision. With 
the aid of two Italian marines who 
arrived on the scene, Mr. Pavloff 
removed Mrs. Lillie from the rear 
of the car and extricated the 
Japanese marine from between the 
bus and the motor car, where he 
had been pinned.

Sergeant Roderick McKay of the 
Vehicle Inspection Office of the 
SMP testified that he had ex
amined the Lillie car on May 2, 
about eight days after the wreck, 
and that in his opinion there had 
been nothing wrong with either the 
steering gear of the brakes prior 
to the accident.

The inquest was adjourned until
2.15 this afternoon, when evidence 
was to be given by Dr. Anderson 
and Mrs. Dillie.
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Inquest on Mr. Bertram Lillie!
Continues in H.M. Court

>

Witness States Speed of Japanese Bus Excessive;
Japanese Sentry Holding Steering Wheel

TESTIFYING at the resumed inquest held on the late Mr. Bertram
Lillie, Principal of the Lester School and Henry Lester 

Institute, before Mr. C. H. Haines, H. M. Coroner, yesterday, an 
Iranian passenger in the Japanese-owned bus which collided with 
Mr. Lillie’s car on April 24 on Broadway, near Minghong Road, 
stated that this vehicle was travelling at an excessive speed which 
he estimated to be between 45 and 50 miles an hour. After con
cluding his evidence, he added that the Japanese marine, who had 
been crushed between the bus and Mr. Lillie’s car and had been 
killed by the impact, was seen by him to be gripping the steering 
wheel of the car with his left hand.

Mix's-. Lillie, who was injured during 
the collision, did not appear in court 
and at the conclusion cf the evidence

1 it was pointed out that Sergeant 
j R. J. Wimsett of the Shanghai Muni- 
J cipal Police, also a passenger in ■ the 
car, would not be able to leave , hos
pital for three weeks. Mr. H. H.

i Thomas, H. M. Consul for Japanese 
Affairs, attended the enquiry, while j 
Mr. R. F. C. Master appeared on 
behalf of the Henry Lester Trustees 
and Mrs. Lillie. Also present were 
several Japanese, two of whom took i 
notes of the evidence.

The first Witness, Mr. Henry Frede- ] 
rick Prytherch, of the Shanghai ! ■ 
Waterworks Co., 484 Kiangse Road,, { 
told the Coroner that at 6.45 p.m. ;i 
on April 24 he went to Mr. Lillie’s _ 
home on Great Western Road to greet 
hirp after his return from England. 
During a conversation Mr. Lillie told 
witness that he would have to return 
to the ss. Gneisfenau (the ship which 
had brought him to Shanghai on the 
same day) to find two pipes which • 
he had left on the vessel.

After failing to get a taxi witness 
drove Mr. and Mrs. Lillie across the ( 
Soochow Greek in his own car to the 
Lester School in Seward Road, where 
Mr. Lillie obtained his own car. With 
Mrs. Lillie remaining in his car wit
ness then drove after Mr. Lillie to 
the Shanghai and Hongkew Wharf

I where they went on board the 
Gneisenau. 1

Barrier Not Lighted
trying to open a cabin door, 
continued, Mr. Lillie told a 
steward that he had left two

After 
witness 

. passing 
t pipes in the cabin and asked the man 
’ to recover them. All three then went 
to the smoke room where Mr. Lillie 
ordered cocktails before they sat 
down. After the steward had report
ed that he could not find the pipes 
they stayed for about 15 to 20 minutes, 
during which tame Mr. Lillie had two 

i cocktails.
After leaving the ship witness 

. drove away first in his own car but 
did not _ see Mir. Lillie follow him. 

| Approaching Broadway Bridge wit- 
i ness pulled up his car as he knew 
; that there had been a barrier there 
for some time. This, he noticed, had 
been pulled! into the left of the road 
and there did not seem to be much 
room to pass. After the sentry had 
nodded him on he passed.

At this point Mr. Prytherch said 
lie was struck by the fact that the 
barrier was not lighted and the only 
notification *of its presence was a 
small notice board with Japanese or 
Chinese characters written on it. 
Questioned about the street lighting 
Mr. Prytherch stated that it was

by Mr.

accident 
in Æront 

‘1 was

rather dark and that there was no 
light shining on the barrier.

- Witness, after driving over Garden 
Bridge, parked! his car „outside the 
Cathay Hotel. As he crossed thé road 
a car passed him and, thinking that 
it was Mr. Lillie’s car, he waved. 
Answering the Coroner he stated that 
Mr. Lillie had not had too much alco- J 
hoi and he was in a normal state. He 
added that Mr. Lillie was always 
bright -and cheerful and during the 
eighteen months that he had known 
him he had never known him. to be 
hasty. Questioned by Mr. Master, 
witness stated that if Mr. Lillie had4' 
not known that there was t barrier 
on Broadway Bridge he Would have 
had great difficulty in avoiding it.

Mikhail J. Oghol, an Iranian mK. 
ject, whose evidence was -given in 
Russian, stated that he was a merch
ant living at 220 Kungping Road. At 
about 9.15 p.m. he boarded a Japanese 
bus near Broadway Mansions to pro
ceed to his home. There were about 
seven or eight passengers in the bus 
ahd shortly after leaving Broadway 
Mansions there was a collision be
tween the bus and a car, which later 

i he discovered was o-wnjedi 
' Lilh’e.

*T did not see the actual 
but I saw something dark 
of the bus,” he continued, 
sitting m the rear and I was thrown 
forward to the driver’s seat in front, 
the driver already being on the floor. 
I noticed a strong smell of petrol and1 
•my first thought was to get of! the 1 
bus in case it caught fire. After trjE i 
inig to get through the door I saw 1 
Chinese jump out of the window and 
I followed.” The Chinese conductress, 
he said, was standing by the driver.

After leaving the bus witness added ! 
that he did not pay any attention to t 
the damaged vehicles as both the car ’ 
and the bus' were together and it was 
impossible to see the damage owing 
to the darkness. Shown a photograph 
of the car and the bus, witness stated 
that they were not in that position 
at the time of the collision, as the two 
vehicles were moved later to extricate 

| the Japanese marine- who was caught 
| between them.
‘ On the footpath on the left side of 
thé road, he added, there were three

i persons, two of whom—a police officer 
I and Mr. Lillie—were lying down 
L while a third person, Mrs. Lillie, was 

sitting on the edge of the pavement 
and crying “My handbag. My hand-

. bag.” Witness went to the car to 
I search for the handbag and after 

noticing it in the vehicle saw that 
someone was squeezed between the 
car and the bus. After the man had 
been released he noticed that he was 
a Japanese marine.



Holding* Steering* Wheel

Witness added that when he saw 
the handbag in the car he did not 
touch it, deciding to wait until the 
police arrived. An Italian marine, 
however, picked it up and conveyed 
it to Mrs. Lillie. After the Japanese 
marine had (been released he foil to 
the ground and was removed by a 
group of Chinese, witness stated.

»Answering the Coroner, he stated 
that when he got into the bus it had 
started to rain and the roadway was 
wet* The bus proceeded at a very 
fast speed swaying from one side to | 
the other. He estimated the speed to 

be between 45 and 50 miles an hour, 
the minimum being 45. This, he 
stated, was an exceptional speed and 
was much faster than the usual speed 
of these buses. He then added that 
when he saw the Japanese marine 
between the car and the bus his left

i hand was holding the steering wheel 
i of the car. i

Leopold Briefer, restaurant pro- 
. prietor of 1006 Avenue Joffre, said 
| that on April 24 he was travelling in 

■ a bus going towards Garden Bridge 
when it was stopped. Looking he saw 
two men and a lady on the road, and 
he saw the lady stand up bleeding 
from the face. The car and the bus 
were in the position shown on photo
graph exhibit 1.

The enquiry was then adjourned 
until Thursday at 10 am.
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Inquest on Mr. Bertram Lillie
Resumed j 3

Chinese Bus Conductress Gives Evidence; Police 
Officers Relate Their Stories

¿9296

THE inquest on the body of the late Mr. Bertram Lillie, B.Sc.
Eng. (Lond), A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E., Principal of the Lester 

School and Henry Lester Institute of Technical Education, who 
was killed shortly after 9 p.m. on April 24 as the result of a i 
collision between his car and a Japanese-owned bus on Broadway, 
near Minghong Road, was resumed yesterday by Mr. C. H. Haines, 

! H. M. Corner in.H.M. Police Court. After five witnesses, includ
ing the Chinese conductress of the bus involved in the accident, 

. had given their evidence, the enquiry was adjourned until Monday 
i afternoon at 2.15 p.m. when it is expected that Mrs. Lillie will 
I give endence.

Present at the inquest Were j 
several Japanese officials representing- 

i the Japanese Naval Landing Party 
' and others, while two Japanese re
corded the evidence. Mr. R. R. C. 
Master appeared on behalf of Mrs. 
Lillie and the Henry Lester Trustees 
while also present was Mr. H. H. 
Thomas, H.M. Consul for Japanese
Affairs,

The first witness, Defective-Sergeant 
| Stanley Shaw Knowles, Crime Branch, 
I police Headquarters, testified that 
| seven photographs (produced) were 
! taken in his presence and under his 
I supervision on April 24 at 10 p.m. 
on Broadway, near Minghong Road. 

| An eighth photograph was taken 
under his/ supervision at Hongkong 
Police Station,

Foreign;1 Probationary Sergeant Al
fred Raymond Turner, Traffic Branch, 
Police Headquarters, identified a plan 
which had been drawn by himself 
from measurements made by him
self on the night of April 24 nil 
Broadway, east of Minghong Road. 
This plan, he stated, represented the 
position of a motor omnibus and a 
motor car which had been» involved * 
in a collision. He identified'* the twd-s> 
vehicles from the photograph ex
hibits.

Stopped by Marines
The .next witness, Foreign Sergeant

E. V. Yablonsky, attached to Hong- 
kew Police Station, told the Coroner 
that at about 9.12 p.m. on April 24, 
he went to Broadway, hear Minghong 
Road, in company with Chinese De- 1 
tective-Sergeant 33, . where he saw 
two foreign males lying on stretchers 
on the pavement, near a Fire Brigade 
ambulance, and a foreign lady, who 
was bleeding from the face. Also 
present at the scene were a motor ; 
car, licence number 5593, and a 
Japanese bus, licence number 814. 
These two vehicles, he continued, j 
were about 300 yards from the Ming
hong Road corner, the bus facing 
east and the car facing west.

He added that he began to collect 
information at the scene and had 
made' some notes, when he was pre
vented from doing. so. by. Japanese 
marines. Witness then instructed, the 
Chinese sergeant to inform Hongkew 
Police station and he instructed the 
ambulance driver to take the injured 
people to hospital. He added that1 
the Chinese conductress of the bus | 
approached him and he saw that her I 
face was bleeding so he placed her 
in the ambulance with the other 
three persons. At the General Hos
pital the two males were seen by Dr. I 
Patrick, the lady being taken up- ; 
stairs while the Chinese girl was i 
removed to the Lester Chinese 
Hospital.

At this point the Coroner stated 
that he would not ask .about a con
versation between witness, and Mrs. 
Lillie as evidence of that would be 
given later. Sergeant Yablonsky 
added that the road was wet and 
rather slippery and he recognized the 
i wo vehicles involved in the accident 
from, the photographs.



Car Damaged

After questioning by Mr. Master, 
he stated that the foreign lady had 
rushed in his direction from one 
of the stretchers shouting “See, my 
husband is dead.” She informed wit- . 
ness that her name was Lillie. One J 
of the foreigners on the stretchers he I 

I noticed was a member of the S.M.P. 

and on looking at him he found that j 
he was Sergeant R. J. Wimsett. The ! 
other foreigner in civilian clothes he [ 
did not know.

¡Sergeant John MacDonald, of the ; 
I Seaforth Highlanders, stated that he j 
, was on duty at Garden Bridge at 8.40 
j p.m. on April 24. At about this time 
! a Ford sedan, travelling North, drew 
I up outside the plplice hut on the 
bridge and he noticed that the right 

! headlamp and the mascot on the 
i bonnet were damaged. An English 
woman and a man alighted from the 

' car and reported to the Foreign 
; S.M.P. Sergeant there that they had 
been involved in an accident. The 
lady pointed out the damage to the 
car and requested the Foreign police 
officer to accompany her so that she 
could point out to him where the 
accident had happened.

The police officer, witness stated, 
got in the rear of the car, with the 
man driving, and drove over the 
bridge into the Japanese-occupied 
area. About half an hour later, he 
continued, a foreigner living at 1006 
Avenue Joffre reported to him, that 
there had been a motor car accident 
involving four or five American 
citizens. Witness thereupon informed 
a Japanese S.M.P. officer on duty at 
the bridge and the latter told the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party of the 
accident. With the assistance of two 
C.P.C.s witness then telephoned to 
Central Police Station and informed 
them of the accident.

“Knocked Unconscious”
The Chinese conductress of the | 

j bus, who resides at Kwangsing Road, 
I opposite the Shanghai Cotton Mill, 
i said that the vehicle was owned by 
j the Wah Tsun Company which was 
i a Japanese and Chinese firm. “Did 

anything happen to your bus last 
month?” the Coroner asked the wit
ness, who had been seated with the j 
Japanese officials attending the in- i 
quest, “No,” she replied.

Mr. Haines—Nothing at all?
Witness—I don’t know.
The Coroner then asked her if she 

had been hurt last month and how 
she had come by her .injury. “Owing

I to the collision of two cars,” she 
j replied. One foreigner’s car, she 
j said, had been involved in an accid
ent with her bus about a month ago

| on Broadway, near Minghong Road, 
A Chinese was driving the bus and ■ 
of the Vehicle when she was hui t. ■ 

; she was selling tickets in the rear ;
Asked what had happened, she re- ; 
plied that she did not see anything.

The Coroner—I did not ask you , 
what you saw I asked you what

| happened.
Witness—I don’t know.
The Coroner—How do you know 

i you were hurt?
Replying to the latter question the' 

conductress stated that she was un-; 
conscious after the collision. “Tell [ 
this witness,” Mr. Haines told the j 
interpreter, “that sometime ago, oh j 
the same night, she was able to tell j 
the police in great detail what hap- j 

j pened to her. Now she seems to 
have forgotten. Would you remind i 
her?’’ Replying to this statement, j 
witness stated that she did not know 
what she had told the police. She ; 
added that she regained consciousness 
after being taken to the hospital.

She added that she did not see the j 
bus collide with the car. The bus, , 
which had come from Garden Bridge, 
was going along Broadway at a little 
ever 25 miles an hour. Asked how 
she could estimate the speed of the 
bus she replied that this was the 
maximum speed allowed by the 
company. It appeared to be going 
slowly, she added. The enquiry was 

j then adjourned.
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Japanese Prevented . S M P --- -------- —--- —------ -
Inquiry At Lillie Crash

Story Told\ 
At Inquest

Bus Conductress Says 
Little; Claimed

Unconscious
Japanese marines prevented 

him from obtaining informa
tion ïrom the driver of the bus 
which smashed into Mr. Ben
tram Lillie’s car on April 24. 
revealed Sergeant Yablonsky 
of the SMP, attached to Hong- 
keW station, at the' inquest 
into the death of Mr. Lillie, 
resumed this monifrlg at HBM 
court, with Mr. C. H. Haines 
acting as Coroner.

Yablonsky testified that he had 
been ordered to . the, scene of die 
accident about 9.12 p.m. on April 
24, and that when Tie arrived 
there her saw a motor bus, num
ber 814, and a motor car, number 
$593, which had been involved 
in a collision, on Broadway, about 
SOO yards from Minghong Road.

Two Foreigners
“I saw twc foreigners lying on 

stretchers on the pavement”’ said 
the police sergeant “and a for
eign ladÿ, bleeding from thè face, 
who rushed towards me crying 
‘See, my husband is dead’”. Ser
geant Yablonsky took charge of 
the injured’ foreigners and 
placed them in an ambulance, 
conveying them to the General 
Hospital. The Chinese conduct2 
ress of the bus, who also appear
ed* to be injured: about the, face, 
was taken in the ambulance io 
the Lester hospital.

In all; five witnesses testified 
in court this morning, the only 
one whip; had been actually pre
sent when the accident occurred 
being the Chinese bus conductress.. 
Watching the case on ’behalf off 
the Lester Institute Trustees and 
Mrs. Lillie, was Mr. R. F. C. 
Master. . ___

Remembers LttUe
The bus conductress; a young 

¡Chinese girl named Wu Fa-mung, 
revealed very little of the facts 
surrounding the wreck in her 
rather halting and shy testi
mony. She said that she had' 
been injured in the accident and 
that she became unconscious, 
stressing this point several times.. 
When questioned as to the speed 
of thé bus at the time of the 
accident, she said that it was go
ing a “little over 25 miles an 
hour”.

Asked how she knew that the 
speed was 25 miles per hour, she 
replied that that' " was the; 
maximum speed at which thei 
company regulations permitted 
their vehicles to travel. She 
could remember nothing mòre 
concerning the accident, save 
that she had been in the rear of 
the bus sèllîng tickets when the) 
crash came and she Was rendered | 
unconscious.I



Other Witnesses
Sergeant Yablonsky had pre

viously testified that while he 
wis at the scene of the wreck 
preparing to remove the »J“*?’ 
the bus conductress had ap
proached him, her face Weeding 
and informed him that she was) 
hurt, getting into the ambulanp,. 
and proceeding to the hospital.. 
Said the conductress: “I don t re- 

I member what I tpld the police- 
I man; I was unconscious .

The other witnesses who ap-| 
peared this morning were De tec- 
tive Sergeant Knowles of Grime) 
Branch Headquarters, who super-1, 
vised the photographing of vne 
accident; Probationary Sergean « 
Turner of Traffic Headquarters, 
who drew the plan of the scene 
of the mishap; and Sergeant 
McDonald of the Seaforth High
landers, who had been on duty at 
Garden Bridge at the time of the 
accident.

The inquest was adjourned un
til 2.15 next Monday afternoon, 
when five more witnesses are due 
to testify. It is doubtful that

I Mrs. Lillie will be able to testify • 
next Monday.
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High Tribute Paid To Late 
Mr. Bertram Lillie

Man Of Outstanding Educational Achievement 
And Ability; Shanghai Has Lost Figure Of 

Importance In Engineering Activities
(Contributed)

The terrible tragedy which occur- | 
red on Monday night has deprived ! 
the youth of Shanghai of the ser
vices of a man of outstanding per
sonality in the engineering and 
educational world. During the brief 
period that he has been resident in 
this city he has placed to his credit 
an achievement that many might 
consider a fitting monument to the 
wdrk of a life time.

Prior to the arrival of Mr. Ber
tram Lillie in 1933 there had been 
a wide-spread realization of the 
unsuitability of much of the educa
tion that had been made available | 
for Chinese students since the ; 
beginning of the century, The I 
influence of .western education had 
resulted in the creation and* de
velopment of schools and colleges 
which failed to meet the needs of 
this present age and numbers of 
students were being graduated year-. 
ly for whom there was a lack of 
suitable work and little opportunity 
of any satisfactory career. Voca
tional education had been neglected 
and there were few, if any, institu
tions to supply training necessary 
Io meet the demands Of industrial 
and engineering development. This 
was especially evident in the large 
centres of population where scien
tific and industrial development had 
created an urgent demand for tech
nically trained people. It had be
come obvious that education must, 
without delay, be brought into 
closer relationship to the industrial 
and commercial occupations of the 
people jh order to bridge thè gulf 
between the masses, on the one hand 
and the more highly educated on 
the 'Other hand.

Abundant Energy
Thé generous bequests of Mr. 

Henry Lester provided Mr. Lillie 
with a task fcr which he was em
inently well fitted. His abundant 
energy, vitality and vigorous per
sonality were such as enabled him 
to overcome all difficulties. In an 
amazingly short time after his 
arrival in Shanghai the local situa
tion had been thoroughly surveyed, 
the advice and opinions of experi
enced engineers; and educationists 
obtained, the needs estimated and; 
the plans for the necessary building 
well under way. Mr. Lillie then 
returned to England where he made 
a tour of inspection, visiting all the 
important technical colleges in the 
country.

With that thoroughness which 
was so characteristic of him hé in* 
vestigated down to the smallest de
tail the methods and equipment in 
use and obtained all possible in-

formatidri as to the latest ideas and I 
improvements in technical educa
tion. Fcflowing this he got into 
touch with the manufacturers of 
engineering and educational, equip
ment and placed all the necessary 
orders for the Institute in Shang
hai. At the same time he engaged 
the nucleus of a staff for the col
lege.

Upon his return to Shanghai, at 
first from an office in the Medical 
Institute and later from the one 
room then available in the new 
building—-Mr. Lillie began his work 
of supervising the erection of the 
building and the arrangement of 
courses of study for the day and 
evening classes. His energy, enthus
iasm and driving power, ably sup
ported by the newly arrived mem
bers of his staff, contributed greatly 
to the rapid completion of the 
plans.

Most Modern Lines
The classes commenced work on 

♦he most' modern lines in the new 
i building, the lay out and equip-
■ ment of which, evoked general ad- 
1 miration, .seven months after the 
Haying of the foundation stone. The
■ first technical evening classes to be
j held in China began work the ( 
' month following.
j’ In 1936 the new extension was 
I completed and officially opened, by 
i Sir Hughe Kuatchbull-Huggessen in 
| June 1937.

Mr. Lillie’s efforts had resulted in. I 
an achievement of the highest order < 
and his wonderful power of or-• 
ganization and efficient methods re-, 
ceived praise from all quarters.

Numbers who enter the engineer
ing world find that they are merely 
additions to a vast group who all 
havro similar knowledge and experi
ence and the most they can expect 
to earn is a living wage; Mr. Lillie, 
knowing how essential it is to hold 
a .recognized engineering qualifica
tion or some similar proof of a 
thorough technical training, at once 
began the task of raising the status 
of the institute and gaining recog-

■ nition for its graduates. He main
tained close touch with government 
educational circles, making many; 
visits to Nanking, and finally ob
tained the approval of thp Board 
of Education for the diplomas issued 
by the Lesters Institute. Not con
tent with this ha opened negotia-. 
tioni-Avith the University of London 
in an endeavour to obtain recog-I 
nition of the Lester Institute as a ’ 
University College. His last visit to * 
England was in connection withJ 
these proposals and there was every I 
prospect that his untiring efforts, 
were about to be crowned with suc
cess. ' . . ■



Outside Activity
In spite of his arduous duties in 

connection ”with the School and 
Institute Mr. Lillie found time for 
a considerable measure of outside

* activity. He was convinced that en
gineering should rank high among 
■the professions. No one realized 
| more, clearly than Mr. Lillie that 
the engineer of the future must be 
itràined to deal with men as well 
‘as with machines, that he must cul- 
itivate human interests and associa
tions, that he must take every oppor
tunity to further personal and busi-

J ness relations, and should be pre
pared to shoulder the burdens of 
public affairs.

i From the time of his arrival he 
'closely associated himself with the 
[work of the Engineering Society of 
China of which he became Vice- 
Presidént. He was Chairman of the 
Apprenticeship Committee and also 
of the Technical Education Com
mittee of that Society. By placing 
the College Hall and Library at the 
disposal of the Society and by 
foundihg a Students’ Engineering 
Society he enlisted the support and 
interest of the members of the par
ent body.

Mr. Lillie was also Secretary of 
the Shanghai Association of the In
stitution of Civil Engineers, a Mem
ber of the Scholarship Committee of 
the Federation of British Indus
tries and a Member of the Com
mittee of the * Cathedral School, 

i Henry Lester Endowment. He dis- 
i played great interest in the work of 
the Foundations Research Commit
tee and also in Commercial Testing, 
maintaining close relations w*ith

• many industrial concerns.
In this untimely manner has end

ed the life of a man of high educa
tional attainment whose excellent 
work, especially during the last six 
years, gave promise of even greater 
things to come. His loss will be 

-deplored by all who came into con
tact with him and above all by the 
students, on whose behalf he had 
exerted himself to the fullest ex
tent.
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Lillie’s Death
Said Loss To 
ShanghaiYouth
Difficulties Overcome 
By Educationalist In 

Carrying Out Plans

MODERN TECHNIQUE 
GIVEN TO SCHOOL

Institute Supervized 
From Earliest Stage 

Of Construction
By the death of Mr. Bertram 

Lillie, late principal cf the Lester 
School and Henry Lester Institute 
of Technical Education, in a tragic 
traffic crash Monday night, the youth 
of Shanghai has been deprived of 
the services'cf a man of outstand
ing personality in the engineering 
and educational world, a colleague 
of Mr. Lillie’s told The China Press 
yesterday.

During his brief period as a 
resident cf Shanghai, Mr. Lillie was 
said to have placed to his credit an 
achievement that many might con
sider a fitting monument to the 
work of a life time.

“Prior to the arrival of Mr. 
Bertram Lillie in 1933 there had 
been a wide-spread realization of 
the Unsuitability of much of the 
education that had been made 
available for Chinese students since 
the beginning of the century.” The 
China Press was told.

“The influence of western educa
tion had resulted in the creation 
and developm ent of schools and 
colleges which failed tc meet the 
needs of this present age and 
bombers of students were being 
graduated yearly for whom there 
Was a lack of suitable work and 
little opportunity of any satisfactory 
career.

“Vocational education had been 
neglected and there were few, if 
any, institutions to supply train
ing necessary to meet the demands 
of industrial and engineering 
development.

Wide Gulf Faced

“This was especially evident in 
the large centers of population 
where scientific and industrial 
development had created an urgent 
demand for technically trained peo
ple. It had become obvious that 
education must without delay . b2 
brpught into closer relationship tc 
the industrial and commercial oc- 
qupations a’ the people in order to 
bridge the gulf between the masses ( 
oh the one hand and the more ! 
highly educated oh the other hand.

^The_generu(us bequests cf Mr. 
Hghry Lester provided Mr. Lillie 
with a task for u'nich h$ was 
eminently well fitted. His abund
ant energy, vitality and vigorous 
personality were such as enabled 
hipi to overcome all difficulties, in 
arC amazingly short time after his 
arrival in Shanghai the local situa
tion had been thoroughly survey
ed; the advice and opinions of ex
perienced engineers and education
ists obtained, the needs estimated 
and the plans for the necessary 
balding! well under way.
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‘’Mr. Lillie then returned, to Eng
land where he made a tour of 
inspection, visiting z all the im
portant technical colleges in the 
ctrtmtry. With that thoroughness 
which was so characteristic of him 
he investigated down to the small
est ' detail the methods and equip
ment in use and obtained all pos
sible information as to the latest 
Hiehs and improvements in technical 
éducation.
''following this he got into touch 
with the manufacturers of engineer
ing and educational equipment 
and placed all the necessary orders 
fbr the Institute in Shanghai. At 
the same time he engaged the 
riucleus of a staff for the college.

Building Supervized

i “Upon his return to Shanghai, at 
first from an office in the Medical 
Institute and later from the one 
room then available in the new 
building—Mr. Lillie began his work 
of supervising the erection of the 
building and the arrangement of 
courses of study for the day and 
evening classes. His energy, 
enthusiasm and driving power» ably 
supported by the newly arrived 
members of his staff, contributed 
greatly to the rapid completion of 
the plans.

“The classes began work on the 
most modern lines in the new 
building, the lay-out and equipment ' 
of which evoked general admira- J 
tion, seven months after the laying 
of> the foundation stone. The first 
technical evening classes to be held | 
ih * China began work the month 
following.

'*Tn 1936 the new extension was! 
completed and officially opened by i 
Sir Hughe Knatchbull-Hugessen In ! 
June 1937.

f *‘Mr. Lillie’s efforts had resulted; 
in an achievement of the highest 
order and his wonderful power cf 
organization and efficient methods 
received praise from all quarters.

Status Raised

“Mr. Lillie, knowing how essential 
it * - was to hold a recognized 
engineering qualification or some 
similar proof of a thorough technical 
training, at once began the task of 
raising the status of the institute 
and’ gaining recognition for itr 
graduates. He maintained close 
touch with government educationa 
circles, making many visits to Nan
king, and finally obtained the ap
proval of the Hoard of Education 
for : the diplomas issued by the 
Lester Institute.

“Net content with this Mr. Lillie 
opened negotiations with Uni- I 
versity of London in an endeavo 
to obtain recognition of the Leste* 
Institute as a University College 
His last visit to England was ir 
connection with these proposals 
and there was every prospect that 
his untiring efforts were about to 
be crowned with success.

Many Other Activities
“In spite of his arduous duties in 

; connection with the school and 
institute Mr/ Lillie found time for 
a considerable measure of outside 
activity.

“From the time of his arrival he 
closely associated himself with the 
work of the Engineering Society of 
China of which he became vice- 
president. He was Chairman of 
the Apprenticeship Committee and 
also cf the Technical Education 
Committee of that society. By plac
ing the College Hall and library at 
the disposal of the society and by 
ounding a Students’ Engineering 

Society he enlisted the support and 
interest of the members of the 
parent body.



“Mi*. Lillie was also ’Secretary of 
the Shanghai Association of the 
Institution of Civil Engineers, a 
Member of the Scholarship Com
mittee of the Federation of British 
Industries and a Member cf. the 
Committee of the Cathedral Schcol, 
Henry Lester Endowment. He dis
played great interest in the work 
of the Foundation’s Research Com
mittee and also in Commercial 
Testing, maintaining close relations 
vVith many industrial concerns.

“His untimely death ended the 
iife of a man cf high educational 
attainment whose excellent work, 
especially during the last six years, 
?ave premise of even greater 
things to come. His loss will be 
deplored hy all who came into con
tact with him and above all by the 
students, on whose behalf he had 
exerted himself to the fullest ex
tent/’ Mr. Lillie’s colleague conclud
ed.
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IV imsett Does Not Remember 

A nything Of Accident
Police Sergeant Suffering From After Effects 

Of Concussion; Had Been Called At Garden 
Bridge; Mrs. Lillie Not Questioned Yet

WitlrUSergeant R. J. Wimsett suf-
< ft ring from the after effects of 
concession as the result of injuries 

J sustained in the motor craish on
■ Monday night on Broadway, and 
not remembering anything of the 
accident, officers of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police were not able to 
proceed much further with their 
Inquiries into the circumstances 
leading up to the fatal crash.

' • The doctor attending Wimsett.
■ who had tried to question the in

jured sergeant, stated that it was
? not unusual in cases of this na- [ 
1 ture for the patients to forget everything immediately preceding 

the accident. Sergeant Wimsett not 
only does not remember anything j 
of the crash, according to reports, | 
but doesn’t even remember getting

into the late Mr. Bertram Lillie’s 
car. The doctor is hopeful that 
Sergeant Wimsett will get over 
this condition in a short while and 
will then be able to make a state
ment.

Mrs. Lillie was still not sufficient- j 
ly in a fit condition yesterday toi 
make any statement to the police.

It was definitely ascertained yes-1 
terday that Sergeant Wimsett was 
called by a foreign couple, appar
ently Mr. and Mrs. Lillie, from the 
Garden Bridge where he had been 
on duty. He was standing near the 
sentry box of the Seaforth High
landers when he was called, ac
cording to reports of witnesses, to 
assist settling a traffic accident.

It was denied by a Japanese 
Naval spokesman on Tuesday that 
either Mr. or Mrs. Lillie had reach
ed the Garden Bridge after having j 
allegedly dragged the barbed wire 
barrier off the Hongkew Bridge.

Statements necessary for the 
lodging of the protest with the | 

. Japanese authorities for the alleg- ■ 
ed assault on Mr. A. H. Sampson, J 
Assistant Commissioner of the 
S.M.P., were being prepared by 
the S.M.P. yesterday. The state- 

’ ments will be forwarded to the 
| Council, who will file the protest.

"No Reason For Protest"
At the press conference yester

day afternoon, both the Embassy 
spokesman and the Navy spokesman 
said that no"protest had- yet been 
received from either the Shanghai 
Municipal Council or the Shang
hai Municipal Police over the as
sault on Mr. A. H. Samson, Assist-1 
ant Commissioner of Police, "C” . 
Division, by a Japanese naval 
officer at the General Hospital.

"The naval spokesman does not; 
see any reason for a protest,” said I 
the interpreter.

Funeral Arrangements
Funeral arrangements for Mr. 

Lillie were announced yesterday. 
Mr. Lillie will be buried at the 
Bubbling Well Cemetery at 4 
o’clock to-morrow afternoon. At 

; present the body is lying at the 
International Funeral Directors.
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S. M. C. to Study
Hospital Incident l\

Accident Victims Slowly 
improving; Protest to
Japanese Likely

A detailed report on the incident | 
which occurred in the reception hall 
of the General Hospital on the 
evening of April 24, when Mr. A. H. 
Samson, Assistant 'Commissioner of 
the Shanghai Municipal Police, was 
hit by a lieutenant of the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party, was expected 
to be in the hands of the Secretary 
General of the Shanghai Municipal 
Council some time this morning, it 
was understood yesterday afternoon, 
although no official confirmation 
could be obtained.

The report, together with the 
statements of witnesses will be 
studied by the members of the 
Council, with a view to ascertain 
the actual circumstances of the 
incident and. according to the find
ings of the Council, a protest may 
be lodged with the Japanese Con
sulate-General, It was learned.

The incident, it will be recalled, 
Occurred after Mrs, B. Lillie and 
Sergt. R. J. Wimsett had been ad
mitted to tile hospital for treat
ment of serious injuries sustained 
during a motor car accident on 
Broadway in which Mr. Bertram 
Lillie, Principal of the Lester School 
and Henry Lester Institulte of 
Technical Research, was killed,

Meanwhile, Mrs. Lillie was slight
ly better yesterday, although doctors 
attending her did not permit her 
being questioned by the authorities 
regarding the accident. Mr, Wimsett, 
who was operated upon for the 
second time in two days yesterday 
afternoon, was stated to be resting 
comfortably last night and attending 
physicians said that he was doing 
as weU gs could be expected. Whilst 
his condition is still serious, it was 
understood that the doctors expected 
to save his life, although Mr, Wim- I 
sett would be detained in hospital for 
quite some time. He regained con
sciousness late yesterday morning, 
for the 'first time since the accident 
and his condition does not permit 
his being questioned as yet,
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Jap^nese Assault
Upon A.H. Samson 

Reported To SMC

With all details c°n.e=^’. 
rpnort cf the assault on Mr. A. H.. S Oom-iss=of|

cwt" an officer of the Japanese ! 
Naval Landing Party at the Gen- 
eral Hospital two nights ago, v.a 

■ forwarded to the Shanghai un - 
I cioal Council this morning. • 
I expected that a strong protest will 

he made No apology has as yet 
Sen made by the naval officer nor 

Sergeant R. J- Wimsett, and Mrs. 
Bertram Lillie are still m no con
dition to be interviewed, and no 
statements can be taken 1ro5®., 
vet. Sergeant Wimsett is ^v^ 
to have lost his memcry as the¡re 
suit of the concussion suffered m 
the accident in which Mr. Bertram 
Lillie was killed.

It is now t?lleve(i. UlUeWimsett accompanied Mr. Lime 
from the Garden Bridge, where he 
was on duty, to help Mr. Lillie get 
past sentries on Broadway bridge 

I who had previously turned him 
back, tut it may be several days' 
before a complete story _<£ the

I tragedy
hit Mr.
bled.

in which a Japanese bus 
Lillie's car can be assem-

—
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wimsett Injury
Remains Serious

Details Of Fatal Auto 
Smash Awaited

By Council
With -the two witnesses tetJ.1T 

unable to talk, the complete de
tails of the auto smash which last 
night killed Mr. Bertram Lillie, 
BSc FNG (London), AMIOE, 
AMTME. nrincipal of the Lester 
School and Hen*v Letter Institute 
of Technical Education, cannot 
vet be ascertained by thA Shang
hai Municipal Police. The two

INQUEST OPENS
H.B.M. Registrar, sitting as 

Coroner, opened the inquest on 
the death of Mr. Bertram Lillie 
today at 2.30 p.m.. at the premises 
of the International Puneral 
Directors, where formal evidence 
of identification was given.

are Mrs. Lillie, who this morning 
showed some improvement, and 

i Sergeant R. J. Wimsett of the 
SMP, whose condition is still 
serious.

The three were in Mr. Lillie’s 
car at 9 o’clock last night, when a 
Japanese sentry jumped onto the 
running board on Broadway, and 
the car struck, near Boone Road, 
one of the pirate buses run by 
the Japanese without SMC license, 
in violation of the China General 
Omnibus Co. franchise, and with 
only tiny blue running lights 
which are difficult to see at night. 
Mr. Lillie, at the wheel, was killed 
instantly, and the other two, to* 
gether with the sentry, injured.

A. H. Samson Assaulted
At the General Hospital an of

ficer of the Japanese Naval Land
ing Paity accompanied hy two 
guards attempted to butt into the 
affair, tried to get into the operat
ing theatre and, when he found 
that Mr. A. H. Samson, Assistant 
Commissioner of Police did not 
know enough Japanese to under-, 
stand him, hit Mr. Samson below 
the right ear with his fist and 
ordered him out of the building.

No apology for the unwarranted 
! assault has as yet been made to 
j the SMP, a high official stated 
this morning. He added that the 
police were busy collecting all de- 

I tails of the affair, which may 
I take a little time owing to the 
condition of Mrs. Lillie and Sgt. 
Wimsett, and will forward a 
complété report to the council. 
Inquiries at the Secretariat as\ to 
whether a protest has been made 
to the Japanese eUoited the reply 

s that the Council were still await
ing details!, Which are obviously 
not available yet.



House Robbed
Mr. Lillie, a brilliant education

alist who was the organizer of the 
Lester Institute, nad only just re
turned two days ago from a trip 
to England, which he made in 
order to engage a professor of 
mathematics. Mrs. Lillie did not 
accompany him. but remained in 
Shanghai with her three-year old 
daughter.

The SMP had been awaiting 
the return of Mr. Lillie, as during 
his absence his home at 401 Great 
Western Road hod been burgled, 
and thousands of dollars worth of 
property taken including a radio- 
gramaphone valued at 400. Mrs. 
Lillie could not state the exact 
value of the goods taken, and the 
detectives were waiting to question 
Mr. Lillie on this subject. The 
robbery was one of many recent 
ones in this district, where houses 
have their fronts on municipal I 
roads and their backs in badlands I 
territory unpatrolled bjr the SMP. |
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Inquest on Mr. Bertram Lillie
Opened by H.M. Coroner

Condition of Sergeant Wimsett, Mrs. Lillie Still 
Serious; Questions Over Hospital Incident

rFHE inquest on the body of Mr. Bertram Lillie, B, Sc. Eng. 
A (Lond), A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E., Principal of the Lester School and 

Henry Lester Institute of Technical Education, who was killed 
shortly after 9 p.m. on Monday evening as the result of a collision 
between his car and a Japanese-operated bus on Broadway, near 
Boone Road, was opened yesterday by Mr. I. T. Morris, Acting 
H. M. Coroner, at the Parlours of the International Funeral Direc
tors on Kiaochow Road, where the body had been conveyed from 
the General Hospital. The condition of Mrs. Lillie and of Sergeant
R. J. Wimsett, of the Shanghai Municipal Police, both of whom 
were passengers in the car at the time of the accident, was stated 
to be still serious yesterday. Sergeant Wimsett was still uncon
scious following his multiple injuries, which included a fractured 
left leg (broken in two places), a broken clavicle, gashes on the 
forehead and a broken nose, while Mrs. Lillie was stated to be 
suffering from severe nervous shock. Both. the injured people 
would not be able to answer questions for two or three days, it 
was asserted. ' The S.M.P. member in question then boarded the car, which returned to the bridge, he went on. At the time there was a Briton driving the r car and a lady sat beside him. ; Continuing with his statement, the :i spokesman said that the car proceed- : ed past the remaining barricade and I turned round. The sentry, through a Japanese civilian who ha# a knowledge of English, then tried to ascertain the reason why the car had not stopped previously.“At that time the ¡S.M.P. sergeant was in the car, and the driver, paying no heed to the questions, started thé vehicle and went towards thé west, the sentry oxi the north side of the bridge jumping on the running board in an effort to stop the ear,” the spokesman continued.

“Zig-Zag Fashion”“The lady in the car shouted ’.Stop,’ but the driver continued west at a high rate of speed, driving in a zig-zag fashion across the road as if he was attempting to shake the sentry off the running board,” the spokesman alleged. Near the corner of Nanzing Road and ¡Broadway this car ran into a bus that was proceeding eastwards on the north side of the street and on the right hand side, of the car, he further stated.I As a result of the collision the driver of the car was killed,, andI the sentry oh the running board was | severely injured, being jammed be- ! tween the two vehicles. As a result I of his injuries he had died the fol- ? lowing morning, while thé* lady and ' the S.M.P. member were wounded, ! thé spokesman coil eluded. Invfestiga- I tiens, he added, were still being 1 continued by the Japanese Military Police and thé Japanese Special Naval Landing Party.

The incident is at present under investigation by the British authorities in co-operation with the Municipal Police. Until after the inquest has been closed and all the evidence j becomes available, including the; statements of Mrs. Lillie and Sergt. f Wimsett, the passengers in the car, j who stated that he had known Mr. Lillie for the past six- years. He had last seen him alive at 5 p.m. on Monday at the Institute, 505 East Seward ¡Road. The enquiry was adjourned sine die.
A Japanese sailor named Igarashi, who was severely injured during the impact between the bus and the car as he was standing on the running board of the latter vehicle, died in hospital yesterday morning. The bus, the Japanese authorities revealed yesterday, was owned by the Kachu Bus Company and was driven by an employee named Wu Mao- fung.At the Japanese press conference last night a Navy spokesman stated that he had visited the scene of the accident on Monday night. At about 9.20 p.m., he went on, a ear was pro-: ceeding from "East to West, crossing Broadway Bridge over Hongkew Creek. In so doing, he stated, it hit a barbed wire barricade oil the bridge. It did not stop and continued westwards, he alleged.

Dragging Barricade“The sentry cn duty there,” continued the spokesman, “shouted 'Stop’ to the, driver in English, but the car did not take any heed and continued for about 100 metres, when ah S.M.P. member oh duty there signalled the vehicle to stop. The dar stopped,” he continued, “at a point on the intersection of Boone Road and Broadway, still dragging the barricade/’
PIL.E



À pressman then asked if it was 
not correct that Mr. Lillie had pro- » 
ceeded as far as Garden Bridge and 
had been turned back. “He returned 
apparently from a little further than 
Boone Road,” the spokesman replied. 
“Did the bus run into the car?” asked 
another pressman, the spokesman 
stating “There was a collision.”

Pressing his point the questioner 
asked if it was pot a fact that the 
(bus hit the car in the rear. In reply 
the -spokesman stated that the car 

i was running in a zig-zag fashion, the 
angle of collision being about 20 
degrees. He added that the skull of 
the Japanese sentry had 'been crush
ed in and he had not been in à con
dition to answer any questions.

Replying to a questioner, who en
quired if witnesses at thé scene of 
the accident wiould be allowed to 
give evidence at the inquest on Mr.

Operation Performed on 
Sergeant Wimsett

Upon enquiry late last night 
the condition of Sergeant Wim
sett was stated to be about the 
same, an operation having been 
performed upon him during the 
evening. Mrs. Lillie, it was 
stated, was still suffering from 
severe nervous strain and 
shock.

Lillie at the British Court, the 
spokesman stated that investigations 
were conducted also by thé Shanghai 
Municipal Police and he presumed 
that the Japanese evidence and the 
police evidence would be given. He i 
did not think that there would be I 
any objection to witnesses testifying 
in the British Court.

He added that at the General Hos
pital Mrs. Lillie said she had told 
her husband to stop the car, this state
ment being made shortly after she 
had been admitted. When pressed to 

I state the time she had made the 
I statement and to whom, the inter
preter replied, “The spokesman is not 
a witness at a trial and refuses to 
answer a question put in such a tone.”

Police Enquiries
Asked if the police were permitted 

free access to the wreckage of the 
two vehicles, as they were not at 
Hongkew Police Station, the spokes- ! 
man said that the Municipal Police > 
had already ended their investigations * 
when Comm dr. Mitsonobu arrived on 
the scene at midnight. Asked if he 
was aware of the fact that finger 
prints had been taken on the steering 
wheel of thé car, either by the Japan
ese authorities or the policé, hé re
plied that he did not know of this.

In reply to a questioner, who asked 
: if any suggestion had been made that i 

Mrs. Lillie and her husband, should 
proceed io the Japanese Naval Land- ! 
ing Party barracks, the spokesman i 
stated that there was ho question of 
that because they did not speak to 
the sentry.

.Stating that there were no such 
regulations, the spokesman answered 
a pressman, who enquired if thé bar
ricades were illuminated with red 
lights according to Traffic Regulations. : 
“There was ample light to show these 
barricades,” he added. ' *

Hospital Incident

Referring to events later at the 
General Hospital when a Japanese 
naval officer was stated by eye
witnesses to have arrived there, ac
companied by two sailors with fixed 
bayonets, and to have strode up and 
down thé Reception Hall giving 
orders in Japanese, insisting: to be 
shown to the patients’ room and the 
doctors in charge, a correspondent 
asked if any information had been 
received in connection with the visit: 
of Japanese marines to the Hospital 
where ¿omething of a “rumpus” had 
been created.



“The Japanese officer asked to see 
the injured parties,’’ the spokesman 
replied, “and a member of the S.MP. 
refused this request on his own 
initiative and took an extremely un
friendly attitude. In view of this, 
such incidents will occur,” he added

“Might I contradict this,” stated an
other pressman, “I happened to be 
there. The question was not raised 
by the police.” Continuing, he stated 
that the officer walked into the i 
Accident Ward where he attempted 
to question Sergeant Wimsett, who 
was three-quarters unconscious. The 
only person approached by the offiter 

! was the telephone operator there, who 
! stated that he was only the telephone 
operator and not a doctor. This man, 
he continued, asked the police for 
help. “Without a word being ex
changed the Japanese officer indicated 
the number of patients he wanted to 
sèe with his fingers,” he concluded.

SUuck With Fist
In reply the spokesman said that ‘ 

! he was not aware of this occurrence 
and he enquired why a person such 
as the questioner should have been 
admitted to the Emergency Ward of j 

. the hospital when a Japanese naval i 
i officer* was not permitted to enter. 
I At this point the pressman stated that 

he had not been in the Emergency 
Ward but in the Reception Hall.

“it is obvious to anyone that a car 
dragging a barricade is a weight on 
thè steering wheel and the driver 
should have known that he was 
dragging something. If he had not | 
done this in the first place this un- | 
fortunate accident would not have j 
Occurred,” said the spokesman, who - 
âddëd that this was not an excusé 
for the reported behaviour of the 
Japanese officer.

Referring to the incident at the 
Hospital when the Japanese officer 
was seen by witnesses to strike Mr. 
A. H. Samson, Assistant Commissioner 
of the a blow with his fist
below the left ear, a questioner asked 
if any action would be taken against 
this officer. Replying, thè spokesman 
said he was not in a position at the 
present time to make any statement. 
Enquiries were still being conducted, 
and hé had not been informed of 
these minor details;

Asked if the bus was licensed by 
the Shanghai Municipal Council, 
thè spokesman said that he did

Ì not know. Asked if he would ! 
; make further enquiries as it appeared j 
that a high officer of the S.M.P. had j 
been struck by a Japanese naval ì 
officer and this did not appear to be : 
a minor point, the spokesman said 

j that the case would probably have 
further developments and he was not 
in a position at the present tithe to 
go into details,

The cause Of the accident was nót 
known yesterday as Mr. Wimsett and 
Mrs. Lillie will have to be questioned 
before it is definitely established. The 
toad, it was stated, was in a very 
slippery condition at the time of the 
accident. Both vehicles, the S.M.P. 
have ascertained, were travelling in 
opposite directions at the time of the

I impact.
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Nippon Sentry
Succumbs To
Crash Injury
Correspondent Refutes 
Japanese Version Of

Hospital Incident
. Rushed to hospital with a ?™sked 
skull the Japanese sentry who roae 
the running board of Dr ^rtram 
Lillie’s car on Monday night when 
the vehicle entered a death skid 
Suiting in the tragic end of one 
o?Chtoa’s most famous education
alists, died yesterday 
the Japanese military h<^P^al. 
Caught between the two vehicles, 
the Japanese bluejacket died before 
he was able to make a statement to; 
his superiors. 1

Completely refuting Japanese re-, 
ports regarding the incident which 
took place in the General Hospital 
on Monday night, when Assistant 
Police Commissioner A. H. Samson 
was alleged to have been struck on 
the head by a Japanese Naval 
Landing Party officer, a newspaper 
reporter gave a vivid eye-witness 
description of the occurrence before 
correspondents at the Japanese 
press conference last night.

A strained atmosphere prevailed 
at the conference after the subject 

iof the incident had been raised by 
another correspondent, who asked 
whether the Japanese Naval spokes
man wished to make any comment 

i on reports which had appeared m 
all the local newspapers, in connec
tion with the death of Dr. Lillie, 
principal of the Lester School and 
Lester Institute of Technical'Educa
tion in an automobile crash.

“The Japanese officer asked to see 
the injured parties, according to the' 
information in the ^JJPds of fche 
spokesman,” said the? interpreter at 
thenconference, Mand a ‘ memher o 
the Shanghai Municipal Police re
fused to give him permission and Xted an unfriendly attitude- 
that is why such incidents occur.

Pushed Doctor Aside
“Mav I contradict that?”-*-asked 

a reporter. ‘I was at the General 
Hospital when the incident ojxuned. 
The officer in questton pushed the 
doctor «side from the. ^tr^ce to 
the emergency ward, walked in, ana 
attempted to question Police Ser- 
geant Wimsett, who was only semi
conscious,! at that time. ;

“The police officer was struck 
without any word» being exchanged. 
The only person who said, anything 
was the ^ hospital tel^PW^- 
•tor who appealed to the police offi
cial, ‘I am not a doctor. Will you 
please help hie,’ when the Japanese 
officer was trying. to question him.

“The police officer • walked up to [ 
the Japanese officer, and by raising! 
his fingers, indicated that four peo
ple were injured in the accident. 
The Japanese officer then struck the 
police official.” -

< ♦‘Not An Excuse”
•. oftWM state“ 
ment made by the reporter, the 
naval spokesman stated that nt was 
impossible for the driver of the 
«ar not to have felt the drag pf 
a barricade attached to the rear of 
the vehicle.”



“Is that an excuse for the be
havior of the officer in the General 
Hospital?’’—asked a correspondent.

“No. That is potman excuse/’ re- 
| plied the spokesman.

“Will any steps be taken to inves
tigate the officer’s behavior?’’—it, 
was asked.

“Minor Points”
“The Spokesman has been too pre

occupied with other matters to at
tend to minor pbints such as that,’’ 
the interpreter replied.

“A high official of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police is alleged to have 
been attacked by a Japanese officer, 
and two foreign doctors haye been | 
interfered with while attending toj 
their patients. Would the naval i 
spokesman make enquiries into 
these reports, which can hardly be 
considered ‘minor points’?”—asked: 
a reporter.

The spokesman said that such an 
investigation would be made.

Japanese Version
At the outset, the Japanese Navy 

spokesman said that he was called 
to the scene of the accident late 
last night. The accident,, he said, 
occurred at about 9.20 p.m., when 
a motor car proceeding from the 
east towards the west crossed 
Broadway Bridge over the Hongkew 
Creek and hit a barbed wire bar
ricade.

The car, which was driven by a 
Briton, continued to proceed west
wards, declared the spokesman, al
though a sentry ordered it to stop. 
The car continued for about 100 
meters, and was then stopped by a 
constable of the Shanghai Munici
pal Police, near the intersection of 
Boone Road and Broadway, still 
dragging the barbed-wire barricade 
which it had struck.

The constable, continued the 
spokesman, boarded the car,, which £ 
then returned to Broadway Bridge,* 
proceeded past the remaining barri-’ 
cade on the bridge, and turned 
around.

On Running Board
The Japanese sentry, through al 

Japanese civilian who could speak j 
English, .asked the driver why he 
had not stopped the car when 
called on, the spokesman said, add
ing that at the time there was 
already a member of the Shanghai 
Municipal police in the car.

Paying no heed to the sentry, the 
spokesman alleged, the driver again 
started off over the bridge, but the 
Japanese sentry on the other side 
of the road jumped on to the run
ning board and called on the driver 
to stop.

It was further alleged by the 
'spokesman that the driver then 
; drove his car zig-zag along the road 
j in an apparent effort to dislodge 
the sentry from the running board, 
and ran into a bus being driven 
along Broadway. “The rest,” the 
spokesman said, “you know. Dr. 
Lillie was killed, his wife and Ser
geant Wimsett were injured and 
the Japanese sentry 
morning from his injuries?’ .

Skull Crushed
In reply to a ques tion, the spokes

man said that the sentry was caught 
between the cwq vehicles when they 
crashed. He was never in a state 
to make a statement before he died, 
as his skull had been crushed.

Asked what witnesses had-made 
statements to the Japanese atitMori- 
ties in charge of the inquiries, the I 
spokesman said that the information : 
released by him was the result oil 
these inquiries.

In reply to another question, the I 
spokesman could see no objection to 
any of the witnesses being called by 
the British Coroner s Court to give * 
evidence.



Mrs. Lillie's Statement
Pressed as to whether Mrs. Lillie 

had given a statement to the Jap
anese authorities, 'the spokesman re
plied that she had done so after her 
admission to the hospital. Asked 
when the statement had been made 
the interpreter replied, “The spokes
man is not on trial and does resent 
the tone in which these questions 
are being asked.” Again question
ed, the interpreter said that the 
question was closed.

Asked whether the Shanghai 
Municipal Police had been permit
ted access to the wreckage of the 
accident, the spokesman said he 
believed that the S.M.P. had com
pleted their in vestiga ¿ions on the 
spot before the wreckage had been 
removed. He did not know whether 
the police had been able to take 
finger prints from the wheel of the 
wrecked car.

Asked whether the barricades on 
the bridge over Hongkew Creek were 
illuminated with the usual red lamps 
placed on road obstructions, the 
spokesman replied that there were 
no such regulations applied in 
Hongkew.

Inquest Adjourned
Following evidence of identifica

tion, the inquest opened by the Re
gistrar. Mr. Morris, on Dr. Lillie in 
H. M. Coroner’s Court yesterday, was 
adjourned sine die.

Evidence of identification was 
given by Mr. Albert Edward Thorpe, 
a colleague of the late principal of 
the Lester School and Institute of 
Technical Education, at the parlors 
of the international Funeral Direc
tors.

It was ascertained yesterday that 
while Mrs. Lillie had showed satis
factory improvement, the condition 
of Sergeant Wimsett, who sustained 
a broken left leg and fractured ribs, 
was still critical,
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Japanese Sentry Dies
As Result Of Motor Car

Accident In Broadway
Japanese Naval Spokesman Gives Account Of Crash 

Which Led To Death Of Mr. Bertram Lillie;
Police Version Is Slightly Different

BARRAGE OF QUESTIONS AT CONFERENCE; 
PROTEST PENDING *’OR ASSAULT

The second death as the result of the motor car—omnibus 
crash which took place on Broadway on Monday night, when ; 
Mr. Bertram Lillie, Principal of the Lester School and Henry 
Lester Institute was killed, occurred yesterday morning, as the i 
Japanese Marine, who was on the running board of the car at j 
the time, succumbed to his injuries. He had received a fracture | 
of the skull and made no statement before he died.

With Sergeant R. J. Wimsett, of the S.M.P., and Mrs. Lillie 
being too ill to be questioned, full investigation into the circum
stances leading to the fatal crash could not be completed 
yesterday. But at the Japanese press conference yesterday 
afternoon, the Naval spokesman outlined what had been 
gathered from Japanese witnesses, while a somewhat different 
version was given in S.M.P. quarters last night.

From Police Sources
According to information gather

ed from &M.P. sources last night, 
that atffihe barricade on Hongkew Bridge

In outlining .his findings of the 
circumstances leading to the fatal 
accident, the Japanese Nava$ 
Spokesman said yesterday 
about 9.20 p.m. a car proceeding East 
to West crossed the Hongkew Bridge 
and in so doing hit a barbed wire 
barricade. The car did not stop and 
proceeded westward. The Japan
ese sentry on "the bridge ordered the 
car to stop, by shouting “Stop” in 
English.

Did Not Pay Heed
The car did not pay any heed, the 

spokesman continued, and continued | 
about 100 metres down Broadway* i 
until an S.M.P. officer signalled; ltd 
t o st op. The car stopped at the; in- j 
tersection of Boone Road and Broad
way, still dragging the barricade. 
The S.M.P. officer (who happened 
to be Sergeant Wimsett) boarded

I the car and returned with the 
bridge. A Briton was driving the 
car with a lady being beside him.

The car proceeded past the re
maining barricade on the bridge and 
again turned around and stopped. 
The Japanese sentry and a- Japan
ese < civilian, who spoke English, 
tried to ascertain why the car did 
not stop previously^ At the time 
the SMP. officer was already in 
the car. The driver, not paying any 
heed to the questions asked, start-1 

;ed towards the west again.
At that moment, another sentry on 

the other (north) side of the bridge,[ 
jumped on the running board of the! 
car, shouting, “Stop.” The lady! 
also shouted, “Stop,” the spokes
man continued. The driver, how-: 
ever, gathered high speed and pro
ceeded in a zigzag manner as if try-’ 
ing to shake the sentry off the car. 
Near the intersection of Nanzing 
Road and Broadway the car ran into 
an omnibus, the spokesman con- j 
eluded, as a result of which the for- j 
eigner was killed outright, the Jap
anese sentry died from Mhjuries, 
yesterday morning, and two* other 
foreigners were seriously injured. ;

was struck by the car, the driver 
not stopping. But the car proceed
ed without being intercepted down 
Broadway and over the Garden 
Bridge. When on the south side of 
Garden Bridge, Mr. Lillie stopped 
the car and made a report to Ser
geant Wimsett whom he saw on 
duty, and it was decided to go back 
to Hongkew Bridge to report and 
explain. It is not quite clear what 
happened after this, but it does ^eem 
well established that Mr. Lillie 
drove to the south side of Garden 
Bridge before he took on board 
Sergeant Wimsett.

Questions At Conference
Following the statement by the 

Naval spokesman at the Japanese 
press conference last evening, he 
was asked from what sources his 
information was obtained, and he 
replied that it came from Japanese 
witnesses. He denied the report 
made on Monday night that Mr. 
Lillie had proceeded as far as Gar- 
'den Bridge and was turned back 
from there. ,

Upon being asked whether the 
Japanese witnesses would be per
mitted to appear at the British I 
Coroner’s Court if so desired, the 
spokesman stated that an investiga-* 
tion into the accident was also 
being conducted by the S.M.P., and j 
that the evidence would be! 
combined. He pointed out that he . 
was not in a position to state 
whether or not the Japanese 
witnesses would be permitted to 
appear at the Coroner’s Court, but 
did not think there was any 
objection.

Mrs. Lillie Said “Stop”
The spokesman pointed out that 

Mrs. Lillie had admitted at the 
hospital that she had told hex 
husband to “Stop”. The spokesman 
could not state when she had mad 
that statement. >



When the question of finger
prints on the steering wheel of 
the car was raised, the spokesman 
denied being aware that any had 
been taken and could not state 
where the damaged car had been 
taken. When it was pointed out to 
him that the damaged car was not. 
in the custody of the he >
relied that the S.M.P. had con
cluded their inquiries at the scene 
of the accident.

The spokesman denied that the 
Japanese traffic regulations stated! 
that all barricades had to be illu- j 
minated. When asked whether the 
barricade, which Mr. Lillie had hit' 
and dragged along the road, was 
illuminated, he replied that there 
was ample light on the bridge.

“Unfriendly Attitude”
In referring to the subsequent 

developments at the General Hospi
tal, the spokesman said that the 
Japanese officers asked to see the 
injured parties. They were refus
ed «by a member of the S.M.P., on 
his own initiative and in an un
friendly attitude. “This attitude,” 
the spokesman stressed, “accounts 
for the incidents.”

When this statement was con
tradicted and it was pointed out 
that the Japanese officer had not 
asked the S. M. P. officer, but push
ed past him into the X-Ray room 
and attempted himself to question 
Sergeant Wimsett, who was on the 
operating table at the time, semi
conscious, the spokesman replied 
that he was not aware of that.

The spokeman further pointed 
out that if Mr. Lillie had not driven 
off, nothing of this nature would 
have occurred.

“Is this an excuse for the re
ported behaviour of the Japanese 
officer at the hospital?” he was 
asked. “It is not,” came back the 
prompt reply.

When asked whether steps would 
be taken against the officer who 
had allegedly slapped the S. M. P. 
officer and broken into the X-Ray 
room, the spokesman replied that ’ 
he was not personally in charge I 
of the investigation and had not' 
been informed on all points.

Among the last questions asked 
| was whether the buses, one of 
which was involved in the accid
ent, carry S. M. C. licences. The 
spokesman said he did not know.

Before the matter was dropped 
the spokesman was asked whether 
he would obtain further informa
tion on the matter of the alleged 
assault of the S. M. P. officer.

Inquest Opened
An inquest on Mir. Lillie’s body 

was opened in the parlour of the 
In^w^Honal Funeral pirecto^s? 
Kiaochow Road, by Mr; I. T. Morris, 
actjng Coroner, yesterday afternoon.

Mr. A. E. Thornton, Registrar of 
the Henry Lester Institute of Tech
nical Education, formally identified 
the body as being that of Bertram * 
Lillie; He had known Mr. Lilixe for 
nearly six years, no said, and last 
saw him alive at about! 5 o’clock On 
Monday afternoon at the Institute 
in Seward Road.

The acting Coroner then adjourn
ed the inquest sine die» neither Mrs. 
Lillie nor Sergeant R. J. Wimsett 
being in a condition to give evid
ence.



Protest Pending
It w$s learnt from' Shanghai 

Municipal Police quarters that a 
strong protest would be lodged with 
the Japanese authorities, through 
the proper channels, in connection 
with the alleged assault on Assistant 
Commissioner A. H. Sampson at the 
General Hospital by an officer of 
the Japanese Naval Landing Party, 
after the accident.

Sergeant Wimsett, who it is 
understood sustained fractures of 
both legs and a broken rib, was 
operated upon yesterday morning. 
He had not regained consciousness 
until late yesterday afternoon and 
the police had not been able to 
question him. Mrs. Lillie, although 
not in a very serious condition, was 
not in a condition to be questioned.

An Improvement
Late inquiries made just before 

going to press this morning elicited 
that the condition of both Mrs. Lillie 
and Sergeant Wimsett had improved 
somewhat. Mrs. Lillie was still suf
fering from shock, but it was hoped 
that Wimsett’s leg might now be 
set; whether this had been done or 
not could not be ascertained.
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A REGRETTABLE AFFAIR
As the question of how Mr. Bertram Lillie 

met his death on Monday night in Hongkew 
must of necessity be the subject of a judicial 
inquiry it is not intended at this juncture to 
discuss the various versions of the matter 
which were current on the night of the ac
cident, and Yesterday. There are, quite 
obviously, points which can only be cleared 
up when those who were unfortunate to have 
been injured will be in a condition to give 
their evidence. It is impossible, however, 
to overlook what happened that night at the 
General Hospital, or to ignore the general 
indignation which has thereby been aroused. 
After the accident, in which Mr. Lillie was 
killed, had occurred, the other occupants of 
the car who were injured, Mrs. Lillie and 
Police Sergeant J. R. Wimsett were conveyed 
with all the speed possible to the General 
Hospital for attention. It appears that a 
Japanese sentry had also been hurt, he has 

i since died, and it „ is to be assumed 
i that the Japanese authorities commenced 
I their investigations in an atmosphere 
dominated by indignation that one Of their 
men had received harm. That and that 
alone can explain the truculence, and viol
ence whicn was demonstrated by certain of 
the Japanese officials who sought to pursue 
their inquiries of those of the injured who 
had been taken to the General Hospital, It i 
appears that a number of Japanese went to ' 
the Hospital, with a display of military force, j 
including, it is reported, two machine guns ; 
on motor, cycles to dominate the entrance. [ 
A number of officers and men entered the ; 
building and demanded to see the patients. ;

: That was of course entirely out of the ques- 
I tion. Both Mrs. Lillie and Sergeant Wimsett I 
had had to go on the operating table, and 
neither of them were in a condition to be 
questioned. The doctors who refused to I 
permit the Japanese to see them were acting. 
iff the only way it was possible for them to j 
do. The Condition of both of the patients j 
was such that to have subjected them to 
questioning under such conditions might have ! 
had a serious effect upon them, particularly 
in the case of Mrs. Lillie who, added to the 
natural shock of such an occurrence, had the? 
further distressing knowledge that her 
husband had died at her side.

In the case of Sergeant Wimsett he was on r 
the table in the accident ward, only three | 

i parts conscious, and under morphia, when a j 
Japanese entered the room and sought to in- ( 

i terrogate him. The doctor in charge of the | 
j case had naturally to decline to allow this! 
! to go on, and eventually had to remove the 
I injured man to the operating room at the 
top of the hospital where his treatment was

! continued behind locked doors. There is ; 
I also the assault on Assistant Commissioner ' 
Samson, which appears to have arisen Out , 
of;,the old familiar language difficulty, which : 
that officer endured with commendable re
straint and dignity. The general impression 
conveyed to the fair number of observers of 
the whole matter was that the Japanese were 
behaving with an utter disregard to the 
sufferings of the injured, which, save for the 
firmness of the doctors, might actually have 
impeded the assistance which Was being 
given them. It was not until the arrival of 
Commander Hayashi, of the Naval Landing- 
Party that a situation which can be described 
as nothing less than tense, was relieved, and

| that officer appears to have acted with a 
consideration, which up to that moment had 
been entirely missing. It is readily admitted 
that Japanese methods of prosecuting en
quiries in such cases as these are entirely 
different from those of other people. It is
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TRAGIC ACCIDENT
A great amount of sincere public 

sympathy has been aroused by reason of 
the tragic death of Mr. Bertram Lillie, 
Principal of the Lester School and Henry 
Lester Institute of Technical Education, 
which took place on Monday night in 
consequence of a collision between the 
motor car he was driving and an omnibus 
on Broadway. The deceased, who had 
occupied his appointment for the past six 

.years, was an extremely well-known and 
¡popular member of the British community 
j and had earned for himself the high 
opinion of all those connected with the 
young but important educational institu
tion of which he was the head. Mr. Lillie 
had been in charge of the Institute from 
the time when the work of erecting the 
suitable buildings was first put in hand 
and it was largely upon the advice which 
he tendered that the block in East Seward 
Road took shape and eventually opened’ 
with pupils in 1934. The breaking out 
of hostilities in August 1937 put the 
closure upon the Institute for some time, 
though work was carried on in premises 
in Edinburgh Road, and it was largely 
through the zeal and energies of Mr. Lillie 
that resumption of classes in Seward Road 
were made possible, under special arrange
ment, at the end of last summer. It was 
tragic indeed that almost immediately 
upon his return to Shanghai after a quick 
trip to England for the purpose of 
engaging an Assistant Master he should 
have lost his life at the prime age of 37 
years. He was proud of what the Institute 
stood for and saw its great possibilities 
in a city of this size and importance where 
technical education has been sadly lacking. 
His many friends here deplore his untimely 
death and extend to Mrs. Lillie and her 
young daughter Ann their heartfelt 
condolences.
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Horrible Hongkew Accident 
As Bus Runs Into Car

Mr. Bertram Lillie Killed, Mrs. Lillie Injured ;
Sergt. R. J. Wimsett Seriously Hurt

MR. Bertram lillie, B.Sc. ENG. (Lond.), A.M.I.C.E., A.M. 
I.M.E., principal of the Lester School and Henry Lester

Institute of Technical Education was killed, Mrs. Lillie and Sergt.
R. J. Wimsett of the Shanghai Municipal Police, were seriously 
injured in a collision between their car and a Japanese bus on 
Broadway near Boone Road, shortly after 9 p.m. last nignt.

An emergency ambulance arrived on the scene a few minutes 
later and all the passengers of the car were rushed to the General 
Hospital, where Mr. Lillie was certified dead on arrival, whilst 
Mr. Wimsett, it was understood, underwent an emergency operation, 
suffering from a fractured left leg and flesh gashes, a cut forehead 
and nose and serious other injuries in the face. Mrs. Lillie, is 
suffering from serious wounds in the face and from nervous shock 
but fortunately, her conditions was not understood to give cause 
for anxiety.

At the scene of the mishap, desola
tion ensued ¡as the bus, which had 
been coming along Broadway from 
the Garden Bridge, hit the green 

I Ford sedan which Mr. Lillie was 
I driving, in the exact middle of the 
> right side of the body, both doors 
’ being smashed and the welded roof 
being forced apart. The rear com
partment of the car was a pool of 
blood, both the seat and the floor 

(. telling a sad tale. It was Mr. Wimsett 
’ who had been sitting in the rear and 
who must have lost a considerable 
amount of blood before he was re
moved from the vehicle.

A “North-China Daily News” re
porter who arrived on the scene only : 
a few minutes later was prevented 
from approaching the car by a num- 
oer of Japanese sentries with fixed 
bayonets who surrounded the two 
vehicles, whilst from the scene of the 
accident, as far back as Nanking Road 
queue of • tramcars were lined up, 
which were prevented from moving 
into the Baikal Road depot for the S'/
night. , I f 3

The impact was so terrific, that the \ / t
windshield of the -bus was smashed, 
whilst the radiator and the right \
fender were also badly damaged.

Police Officer Assaulted

At the Generai! Hospital, the re- 
| porter saw a curious sight. Amidst 
a number of plain-clothes and uni
formed members of the Settlement 
police, a Japanese officer, presumably 
a member of the Naval Landing 
Party, accompanied by two guards 
with rifles in their hands strode up 

I and down the reception hall, giving 
orders in Japanese and insisting to 

| be shown to the patients’ rooms and 
to be taken to the doctors in charge. 
He Jlnally approached Mr. A, _H. 
Sjftnyinrk Commissioner of
the & M. P.. ~Tum aque^-
tlnm jn Japanese. ""Mr. Samson's 
kngwledgg_of the" language "vvas^Tn- 
sufficient to understand"' thè officer 
whereupjQir the Jatter struck^Mr. 
Samson-justbelow the ¡fight ear 
with his fist and ordered him out of 
the buildfing.

Mr. Samson, with great presence 
of mind, stepped back a few paces 
and when the officer approached him 
once more in a threatening manner, 
he left for Hogkew Police Station 
although before leaving, he said that 
he would come ‘back with the Japan
ese Superintendent attached to the 
station who had -been summoned by 
telephone but who at 10.15 pjn. had 
not arrived at the hospital.



Attempted Forcible Entry

Later in the evening, it was under
stood, the same Japanese officer, to
gether with a few others who had 
arrived meanwhile, attempted to 
force his way into the patients’rooms 
once again but was prevented from 
doing so by Dr. L. MoGolrick and I. 
G. Anderson, who were attending the 
patients, When they saw their efforts 
m this connection fail, they attempted 
to prevent anyone 'from leaving the 

! hospital, trying to herd all those pre
sent in the hall, into a room for Pur
poses of questioning them.

Another slight incident, just after 
Mr. Samson was attacked, occurred 
when the same Japanese officer saw 
a uniformed sub-inspector of police, 
carrying the shoes and serv tee-cap 
belonging to Mr. Wimsett and which 
had been handed to the sub-inspector j 
by the doctor. The officer suddenly i 
spoke English aiuTliskeU “the police . 
offTceF where he was taking these 
things and why. When the officer j 
of thé law replied that the doctor j 
had handed them to him, the Japan- | 
esc desisted.

An hour after the accident about ! 
25 Japanese officers and soldiers were . 
busy on the Scene, measuring the 
width of the road and taking notes, 
whilst Japanese photographers flashed, 
away and a detective from Hongkew 
station was making his notes.

Causes Not Yet Known

The causes erf the accident are not 
yet known mid both Mrs. Lillie and 
Mr. Wimsett will have to be question“ 
cd before 
•established. — 
party were riding at the time, was, 
as far as could be ascertained, coming 
down-Broadway whilst the bus which 
was on the right side of the road, was 
coming in the opposite direction. 
Another factor which will have to be 
taken into consideration when 
establishing the causes of the accident, 
will be the slippery slate of the road 
md Whether or not any obstacles were | 
in the way of either of the vehicles, j

At a last hour last night, Mrs. Lillie j 
| was reported to be resting comfort- j 
| ably and it was presumed that. . < , 
I would return to her home in Welhat- 
‘ wei Road this morning* Mr, Wimsett s 
l condition was also stated at being 
| satisfactory, although ho lost a con
siderable amount of blood and will 
definitely be detained for some 
Mr, Wimsett is married and is the 
father of one child.

these
The c

are definitely
in which the

Victim Arrives Yesterday
Particularly tragic is the fact, that 

Mr. Lillie arrived from England yes-1 
terday aboard the N.D.L. liner | 
Gnelsennu after having been away tor I 
only two months to engage a pro* 
lessor of mathematics for the Lester , 
School. He Is the father of a three- 
year-old child. The sad news of her 
husband’s death was mH communicated 
to Mrs. Lillte early last night..

Mr Lillie, one of the outstanding 
educators in the Far East, first arrived 
In Shanghai in 1933 after having spent 
a number of years in India. He was • 
very popular in educational and social 
circles locally and his loss will bo 
keenly felt in the various circles m | 
which his work was so much ap
preciated. ‘

liner i
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Lester Institute Head
Killed, Wife Injured 
In Collision With Bus

Bertram Lillie Meets Tragic End On Return 
From England; Police Sergeant Whnsett 

Seriously Hurt In Hongkew Accident

DEATH SKID ENTERED WITH JAPANESE 
SENTRY RIDING ON RUNNING BOARD

Earely six hours after he had returned to Shanghai from, leave* in 
England to take up anew his office as Principal of the Lester School 
and Henry Lester Institute of Technical Education, Dr. Bertram Lillie 
skidded to death shortly after 9 o’clock last night, at the wheel of a 
car he was driving along Hongkew’s oil-filmed roads.

Mrs. Lillie, his wife, and Sergeant it. J. Wimsett, of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police, we:e in the car as* it skidded brogd&ide.-uiii__to_^_ 
Japanese bus, halted too swiftly at tfie^command.^^a_ Jupanes^sggtry* 
and"froth oflfaeih weie seriously injured. Mrs. Lillie sustained cuts 
to the face and forehead, while Sergeaht Wimsett suffered a broken 
left leg and fracture of the ribs.

Although no detailed accounts' 
the tragedy could be ascertain©v 
last night, it" was learned by The 
China Press that the. crash occurred 
at about 9.05 p.m., as Dr. Lillie, Mrs. 
Lillie and -Sergeant Wimsett were 
returning along Minghong Road 
from a visit to the Lester Instimte 
building.

Challenged By Sentry
As the car was abbut to swing into» 

Broadway to cross Garden Bridge, » 
it was reported, a Japanese sentry! 
challenged the car, and when it I 
did not stop immediately, jumped on l 
the running board and shouted to 
Dr. Lillie to stop.

The well-known educationalist 
immediately stepped heavily on the 
brakes and his car went into a skid 
across the comer of Minghong Road 
and Broadway, on a road-surface 
made more treacherous by the per
sistent rain which set in earlier in 
the evening;

Swerving wildly across the corner, 
[-the car shot into the path of a 
Japanese omnibus proceeding north 

ifrobx the Garden Bridge- and in a| 
I flash had crashed into it.

Car Wrecked
i Crumpled beyond recognition, the 
car was completely wrecked, and the 
front of the bus also badly damaged. 
An alarm was turned into the Fire 
Brigade for an ambulance, but by 
the time the vehicle arrived Dr. 
Lillie was dying. Mrs. Lillie and 
Sergeant, Wimsett, with Dir. Lillie’s/ 
[body, were taken to the General 
[Hospital for treatment, and were 
still being detained late last night, 
when it was learned that the con
dition of the injured police officer 
.was serious.

Japanese naval authorities remov
ed the sentry who had attempted 

[to stop the car, and who was flung 
headlong from its running board 
when the vehicles came in collision. 
While no complete report of his in
juries could be obtained* it was 
stated' that he also was in a serious 
condition. Also slightly injured 
were the Japanese driver of the bus, 
and a Chinese girl bus conductress, 
who received a cut above the right 
eye, and suffered shock.



Marines Enter Hospital
Shortly after the accident had oc

curred, it was stated by authorita
tive sources last night, a party of 
Japanese Marines arrived at the 
General Hospital and demanded to 
see and interview the victims of the 
crash.

After refusing to permit the Ma
rines to see Mrs. Lillie and Sergeant 
Wimsett, it is said, the Hospital 
authorities eventually permitted 
them to view Mr. Lillie’s body. The 
Marines are then reported to have 
threatened to use force unless they 
were allowed to see Mrs. Lillie’s 
face. At this juncture, a Japanese 
officer is reported to have arrived 
on the scene, and after ordering his 
men back, was permitted to see Mrs. 
Lillie.

Dr. Lillie, who was bom in 
Durham in 1901, and was educated 
in the Sunderland Technical Col
lege, came to Shanghai in 1933 to 
open the Lester School and Henry 
Lester Institute oFTechnical Educa
tion, situated at 505 East Seward 
Road.

Returned From Leave
Dr. Lillie returned yesterday 

afternoon to Shanghai by the Ger
man steamer Gneisenau after a ten 
weeks’ business visit to England, and 
was expected to resume his duties 
with. the Institute immediately.

Sergeant Wimsett, whose wife 
and one child are in Shanghai, was 
to have left next month on his 
first long leave. A Yorkshireman, 
he was an ardent lawn bowls player, 
and one of the leading darts players 
in the Forcé.

It had not been ascertained last 
night how Sergeant Wimsett came 
to be in the Lillie’s car, but it was 
assumed that he was returning to 
the Settlement south of the Creek 
and asked Dr. Lillie for a lif^.,

¿upanese Report
The Domei new agency reports 

that Dr. Lillie was “trying to 
escape” from the sentry when the
collision occurred. The injured 
sentry, according to same source, 
was First Class Seaman Yoshimori 
Igarashi, while the driver of the 
Japanese bus was stated to be 
Chinese, and not Japanese.

Domei states that the car brushed 
against a barricade at a Japanese 
naval sentry post on Broadway 
Bridge.

Japanese naval authorities started 
an immediate investigation, but de
clined to issue an official statement 
laist night.

Traffic was held up on Broadway 
for some time after the collision. 
Tramcars proceeding to bams for 
the night were not permitted to 
cross Garden Bridge and were lined 
along the Bund from the bridge to 
Nanking Road after the accident.
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Bertram LiUie, Head Of )
Lester School, Killed In
Broadway Motor Accident

MRS. LILLIE AND R. J. WIMSETT OF S.M.P. 
INJURED WHEN CAR COLLIDES WITH

JAPANESE OPERATED OMNIBUS

JAPANESE MARINE, WHO RODE ON CAR’S 
RUNNING BOARD, SERIOUSLY HURT

Twenty Marines Turn-up At General Hospital As 
Officers Demand To See Foreign Victims;

Situation Settled By Commander
Only a few hours after he had returned to Shanghai from 

a special trip abroad Mr. Bertram Lillie, b.sc.eng. (Lond.), 
A.M.i.c.E., a.m.i.m.e., Principal of the Lester School and Henry 
Lester Institute of Technical Education, was killed in an 
accident while driving his car on Broadway a few minutes after 
nine o’clock last night.

Mrs. Lillie, who was riding with her husband, was badly 
injured, as was Mr. R. J. Wimsett, Sergeant of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police, who was also in the motor car at the time of 
the accident. A Japanese marine, who was allegedly standing 
on the running-board of Mr. Lillie’s car, when the latter collided 
with one of the Japanese operated omnibuses, between Ming- 
hong and Boone Roads, was reported to be in a very critical 
condition late last night and little hope was held for his recovery. 
It was alleged in Japanese quarters that, the driver of the car 
\v^^ttemptin'g^toescape. ~

]*~Despite the fact that the' omnibus 
was filled with passengers at the 
time of the accident, the larger 
vehicle withstood the shock much 
better than the car, resulting in 
slight injuries. The driver of the 
bus sustained slight injuries “when 
the Windshield glass was shatter
ed in front of him; the Chinese con
ductor also sustained some hurt.

’ The collision last night was one 
| of the worst recorded in Shanghai 
for a long time. Mr. Lillie's V8- 
Fcrd, licence 5593, was bent beyond 
recognition. The right side of the 
car. which bore the brunt of the 
collision with the omnibus, was 
pushed in in one place to the extent 
of about 15 inches. The shock broke 
the steering wheel, shattered the 
window glass and; pushed the frame
work of the car through the roof.

Picked. Up Dead
Mr. Lillie is belieVed to have died 

immediately the crash; He 
was prcncuncc'd dead upon be in g 
admitted to the hospital, while Mrs 
Lillie and Sergeant Wimsett were 
.given first aid immediately. Mrs. 
I Lillie was injured less seriously 
J than the others,* sustaining a frac
ture of one leg. while Sergeant 
Wimsett, it is understood, is suf
fering from fractured legs, a frac
tured rib and cut face. The injuries 
ci the Japanese marine are not 
known, but are stated to be very 
serious. Standing as be was on 
the right running board of the car, 
he must have taken the brunt of 
the impact.

Up to an early hour this morn
ing it was not definitely established 
how the accident had occurred. No 

j eye-witnesses could be found, while 
the Japanese driver of the bus. had 

/not been questioned by the Shang
hai Municipal Police. No oppor
tunity has as yet been found to ques
tion either Mrs, Lillie or Sergeant;

j Wimsett,



Immediately after Mrs. Lillie was 
¡taken off the operating table after 
¡splints had been put on her leg, she 
[asked ..io* be taken home to her little 
son, who is down with whoopinr- 
cough. This was, of course, out of 
the question and Dr. H. Couper Pat
rick, who attended, had her* placed 
in a ward.

Trouble ArLse^
Another incident was narrowly 

avoided at the General Hospital last
* night, when about an hour after the 
1 accident, several officers of the Jap
anese Naval Landing Party, accom
panied by about 20 fully armed

• marines, arrived and demanded to 
see the foreign victims of the ac-.

i ci dent .
While the officers went inside the 

; hospital, accompanied by a couple 
; of marines with fixed bayonets, the 
remainder stood in double file out
side the entrance to the hospital.

: and other marines were placed near 
j the approaches to the hospital. Heat
ed discussion—participated in by 
both foreign and Japanese officers 
of the Shanghai Municipal Police, 
the Japanese naval officers and Dr, 
Patrick—arose when a demand was 

| made to see the \ ictims.
Dr. Patrick declined to allow this 

; demand, stating that the patie its 
, were in a serious condition and 
| could not be disturbed. The Jao- 
; anese officers insisted and finally 
j were allowed to see Mr. Lillie's 
body. They still persisted in seeing 
the other two injured foreigners, 
but did not get any satisfaction. 
Finally they asked to know in which 
rooms they were placed, contem
plating to place guards outside and 

1 went on to ask to, be informed be
fore either Mrs. Lillie or Sergeant 
Wimsett be allowed to leave the hos
pital.

The whole matter was still un
decided, with about ten officers and 
marines standing about on the 
ground floor of the hospital, when 
Commander Hayashi of the Japan
ese Naval Landing Party arrived 
at the hospital, The matter was ex
plained to him and he personally 
asked Dr, Patrick to be allowed to 
see Mrs. Lillie. He was led to the 
room, where she was lying and up* 
on returning 10 minutes later, order
ed all the Naval Landing Party 
officers arid men to leave the hos
pital.

He then informed the police offi
cers present and Dr Patrick^^at 
the matter was closed, He him* 
self remained with Dr PatilckTor 
afew ~more minutes.

ArrivedOn Gneisenau
Mr, Lillie had just returned yes

terday afternoon aboard the Nord- 
deutscher Lloyd Bremen, liner 
Gneisenau from a special mission, 
which kept him away for ten weeks 
from Shanghai. It is understood 
that he was driving from the Lester 
Institute, with his wife, when the 
fatal collision occurred. It was not 
known last night how Sergeant 

¡Wimsett happened to be with the 
; Lillies, ^ergeant Wimsett is attach
ed to the Central Police Station.

Investigation into the accident 
was commenced on the spot im
mediately by officers of the Shang
hai Municipal Police, the Japanese 
Consular Police, the Japanese! 
Naval Landing Party and. the . Jap
anese Military Police. Measure
ments were taken on the road as 
well as photographs of the scene 
of the collision.

Domei’s Report
According to the Version of the 

accident obtained by Domei, a motor 
car driven by Dr. Lillie, with his 

¡Wife and Sgt* Wimsett riding as pas
sengers, brushed against a barricade 
at a Japanese naval sentry post on 
Broadway Bridge about 9.20 o’clock 
last night while-travelling west. Dr, 
Lillie had picked up Sgt. Wimsett to 
give him a “lift” to the Garden 
Bridge.



Failing to heed the Japanese sen
try’s request to stop, the car went 

i on toward the west. The sentry 
phoned to the Garden Bridge and 
reported the incident. When the car 
arrived there it did not cross but 
went back io the Broadway Bridge 
to straighten out the matter with 
the first sentry.

There the driver talked with the 
Japanese sentry but before the con
versation ended to the satisfaction 
cf the latter the car started off 
again. The sentry jumped on the 
running board in an effort to stop 
the car, but it continued along 
Broadway and was reported to have 
teen driven in a zigzag manner.

The car continued at fast speed 
for a considerable distance and the 
Japanese sentry fell off.

About 30 yards from the intersec
tion, of Minghong Road thb tear 
veered to the wrong side of the 
street and crashed into the bus of 
the Central China Urban Motor 
Transport Company. The scene of 
the crash is more than two blocks 
from the Broadway Bridge.

The car and bus were badly 
damaged, indicating that the car 
had been travelling at a high speed 

Sentry’s Injuries
The Japanese sentry was taken 

to the naval hospital, where he was 
found to be suffering from a mul
tiple head fracture, three fractured 
ribs, injuries to his right thigh and 
broken bones in his left leg.

Japanese naval authorities start
ed an immediate investigation. 
They declined to issue an official 
statement last night pending a com
plete investigation.

Traffic was. held up on Broad- 
! way for some time after the col- 
| lision. Tramcars proceeding to the 
I barns for the night were not per- 
| mitted to cross Garden Bridge and 
were lined along the Bund from 
the bridge to Nanking Road after 
the accident.
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TAIRIKU SHIMPO

"SAILOR IGARASHI KIIIED IN ACTION*

The "Tairiku Shimpo* publishes 
the following leading article under the above headline *« 

The entire Japanese community 
in Shanghai highly appreciates the work of the Japanese 
Gendarmerie and the Japanese Naval Landing Party in the 
maintenance of peace and order in Shanghai and in the 
military zones, despite the existence of the Noreign 
Settlements* It is a matter of great regret that Mr* 
Igarashi, first class sailer of the Special Naval Landing 
Party, should have lost his life* The Japanese Gendarmerie 
has became celebrated through the arrest of a terrorist 
leader who had been disturbing the peace in the vicinity 
of Shanghai* The entire Japanese community offers its 
deep condolence at the death of Mr. Igarashi.

Hie death was due to an accident 
caused by an Englishman. Mr. Igarashi was posted on sentry 
duty, therefore, he has died in action.

The question of the maintenance 
of peace and order of Shanghai is a very complicated problem 
as the responsible bodies »re the Japanese, the British, the 
American, the French, the German, the Italian and other 
authorities« besides the S»MiP* and the E.M.P. The

_ residents in Hongkew, whether they are Japanese or foreigners, 
Y* \\ Y* are peacefully going about their business in safety under 
i iu. the protection of the Japanese military authorities,

Effective and suitable measures to suppress anti-Japanese 
terrorist groups and anti-Japanese publications which are 
disturbing peace and order cannot be adopted because they 
are hiding under the shelter of the foreign military and 
police authorities. In spite of such obstructions, our 
landing party is properly carrying out the important duty 
of maintaining peace and order in Shanghai.

Persons who deliberately pass 
•ur sentry line deserve to be shot dead, but our sentry 
restrained from taking direct action in order to respect 
third Power nationals as much ns he could. Abusing the 
generous attitude of our sentry, British nnd other nationals 
who pass our sentry line are ignoring the challenge of the 
sentry and are transporting Chinese unprovided with passes.

the night of April 24 an 
Englishman named Lillie and his wife twice passed our sentry 
line ignoring the sentry’s challenge* It was the worst 
incident of its kind. The Englishman committed an offence 
and met death; furthermore his act became unpardonable when 
the accident caused by him caused the death of one of our 
imperial soldiers; his wife and a police officer of the
3.M.P.  were injured.

Generally speaking, the British 
people misunderstand Japan’s motives. Japan is now engaged 
in a hard struggle nnd nt heavy sacrifices to rebuild Chinn 
and to develop a new Asin, yet the British are adopting an 
attitude of obstruction to Japan in every matter. The
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British people are deliberately ignoring the *jRefornied 
Government* which was formed by the Chinese people who 
have deserted the Chiang Kai-shek regime. This latest 
incident involving n sentry constitutes an insult to our 
imperial army,

As we have c mmenced with a 
firm determination, our notion must be continued until 
Chinn comes to her right senses. We must t«ke effective 
"nd suitable measures against any Power or individual 
who obstructs our national plans. The attitude adopted 
by Mr. Ig.nrashi, first class sailor, is correct from 
every angle; he had acted according to our national plane.

This is not a mere traffic 
accident} it is a collision between the national plans 
of J pan and those of Great Britain. Are Japan and 
China engaged in a war or is it Japan and Britain who 
are engaged in a war? We regret the death of Mr* 
Ignrashi "nd renew our determination to deal with the 
international political situation which is growing graver.
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TAIRIKU SigMPO

"VIOLENT DRIVING OP BRITISH MOTOR CAR » IT PASSES

SENTRY LINE : JAPANESE MARINE INJURED"

At about 9«30 p.m. April 24,

when a drizzle was falling, a motor oar occupied by a 

couple of British subjects twice passed our sentry line 

at high speed. Upon being chased by our marine sentry, 

the car attempted to run eway at an extraordinarily high 

speed and came into collision with a bus of the Kachu Bus 

Company, the car being struck on the side. In the accident 

our marine sentry was seriously injured, the foreigner who 

was driving the car was killed, his wife was slightly 

injured end a foreign policeman of the Shanghai Municipal 

Police, who was in the car, was seriously injured. The 

two foreigners and the foreign policeman were admitted to 

the General Hospital on North Soochow Road. An officer 

rge oi *C" Division insulted our Landing Party. A 

;y of the Landing Party was sent to the hospital«

It seems that at 9.20 p.m*

r occupied by an Englishman and an English woman, which was

travelling along Broadway from Yangtszepoo toward Hongkew, 

passed the sentry line on the Broadway Bridge, ignoring the 

sentry’s challenge* When the car reached Hansing Road, it 

was stopped by Sergeant No.310 R.J. Wimsett of the S.M.P* 

who was on patrol duty, because the headlights of the car 

were not on. The officer took a back seat and returned 

to the sentry post and questioned the Englishman in charge 

of the oar* As there was seme language difficulty, an 

employee of the local Mitsubishi Company who happened to
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be there rendered assistance«

As an investigation was going 

on through the Mitsubishi employee, the oar again attempted 

to run away from the sentry, thereupon Mr. Igarashi, 27« 

First Class sailor, jumped on the right footboard of the 

car. The man in charge of the car put on speed and began 

to drive in a zig-zag way in an attempt to shake off the 

marine« The oar reached the middle of Nanzing Road and 

Minghong Road in an erratic manner and collided with a bus 

of the Kachu Bus Company which was driven by Wu Mao Fung, 

age 33, coming from the direction of the Garden Bridge« 

The right side of the car was crushed. The sentry» 

Igarashi, received serious injuries to the skull, the left 

hip bone, the brain, the lungs and other parte of the body« 

The sailor was immediately removed to the Naval Hospital*

"Insolent British Divisional Officer*

The occupants of the motor car 

were Mr. Bertram Lillie, Principal of the Lester School 

and Henry Lester Institute of Technical Bducation, Mi's» 

Bertram Lillie and Shanghai Municipal Police officer No«310 

Mr. Wimsett« Mr. Bertram Lillie died on the spot while 

his wife received injuries to the right eye. The Municipal 

Police officer sustained a fracture of the left foot and 

cerebral haemorrhage« The three persons were immediately 

removed to the General Hospital on North Soochow Hoad by 

an emergency ambulance«

The Japanese Naval Landing 

Party received a report that foreigners, who had broken 

through the sentry cordon end had become involved in a 

traffic accident, had been removed to the General Hospital. 

Lieutenant Mizuno, attached to the Headquarters of the
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Settlement Guarding Unit, visited the hospital to conduct 

an investigation*

On arrival at the hospital, the 

lieutenant requested to be taken to the room where the 

British lady was lying* Mr* Samson, Divisional Officer 

*C» Division of the Shanghai Municipal Police, who had 

arrived at the hospital before the lieutenant, appeared 

from an inner part of the hospital end refused in a 

disrespectful manner to allow the lieutenant to proceed 

to the lady’s room, saying that no interview with the lady 

was permitted by the doctor in charge of the hospital* He 

was asked the location of the lady’s room but he gave a 

negative reply* Later he deceived the lieutenant by first 

stating that the room was on the second floor and then that 

it was on the third floor« Eventually he placed his hand 

on the face of the lieutenant who became very indignant at 

his action and was about to retaliate but desisted*

Later the lieutenant interviewed 

Dr* Patrick who was in charge of the hospital, with Detective 

Suga of Hongkew Police Station as an interpreter*

The doctor said: *1 have not 

refused to show you the ward in which the injured British 

lady is lying. If it is desired by the Landing Party, we 

will agree to inform in advance the Landing Party when the 

lady is leaving the hospital* We will also agree to the 

Landing Party placing a guard at the ward*”

Thus the doctor in charge of 

the hospital demonstrated his friendly attitude towards 

the Landing Party, contrary to what was said by Mr* Samson*

The incident at the hospital 

was settled with the explanation given by the doctor to



Lieutenant Mizuno«

The grossly impolite attitude 

of Mr. Samson, the officer in charge of *CM Division of 

the S.JioP», and the action of the British subject who 

passed our sentry line ignoring the sentry’s challenge, 

constituted a serious international affair*
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Georgy Uyitch CHISTIAKOPF , 21 , Russian t 

came to notice of the Municipal Police in August

I 1938 in connection with a case of illegal functioning

I of the notorious a.II. Tretiakoff , chairman of the 

so-called * Anti-Uommunis Committee * in Wayside 

District.

Brief summary of the case is as followst- 

On August 2 , 1938 two male Russians were 

arrested in Wayside District by a Japanese wearing 

civilian clothes • When questioned at the Wayside 

Police Station , the Japanese stated that he was 

acting on information recieved from m.N. Tretiakoff 

who alleged that the two Russians were communists. 

Being summoned to the Station , Tretiakoff arrived 

in company with G.I. Chistiakoff. Questioned as 

to what he had to do with the case * the latter 

individual stated that he was working for the Japanese 

Secret Service. He also asked not to mention his 

name in the police report.

In connection with Chistiakoff*s statement that 

he was working for the Japanese Sedret Service it 

would be of interest to note that soon after the 

incident referred to above » he suaceded in securing 

a position with the Chinese Army Arsenal in Swatow, 

together with two other Russians named l.Innokentlev 

and V.Prokofieff » respectively. They served in 

Swatow until February 1939 when they were offered 

a similar position in Chungking.
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However » only V.Prokofieff , who la believed 

to be a Soviet citizen > agreed to proceed to 

Chungking > and the other two , including the 

applicant , returned to Shanghai*

It would seem from the above * that in trying 

to obtain a position with the Shanghai Dockyards 

Co. Ltd. » Chistiakoff may be inspired by some 

ulterior motive.

»? D. G. ( Special Branch }
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TRANSLATION OF FRENCH POLICE REPORT NO. 5494/S DATED 22.1.41.
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* * 70 7'yog
SUBJECT: Inform?tion regarding one YECHIVI alias ASHBY At?

One YECHIVI, Zaki Y0US3QUF, alias I. J.

ASHBY, alias Isaac ACHLI, alias Captain Jacques BERTRAND, etc., 

an Algerian, French subject, born at Jaffa on October 6, 1904, 

arrived in shanghai from Colombo on January 9, 1939 in the ss. 

Rajputana.

He travelled under the name of Captain Jacques 

Y. YECHIVI, M.B.E., Deputy-Commandant (sic), Surete-Generale, 

Paris, France.

After a short trip to Japan he returned to 

Shanghai and opened, under the name of ASHBY, the British 

Finance and Insurance Agency, 9 ¿.uai de France. As a result 

of interference from the local British Consular authorities 

this name had to be changed and in April 1939 it was known, 

first, as Cathay Finance Co., and later as the Finance, Insurance 

& Mercantile Co.

The concern of ASHBY-YECHIVI occupied itself 

with all sorts of doubtful matters verging on fraud but always 

conducted in such a manner that it avoided prosecution.

The victims were invariably compromised with 

the result that they were unable to lay a charge against him.

YECHIVI was on several occasions called to the 

French Consulate-General for debts, unmet cheques, etc., etc.....

In July 1939 the S.M.P. were informed by the 

Colombo Police that ASHBY, under the name of Captain Jacques 

BERTRAND, had committed fraud against members of this British 

Colony during the time he passed through in 1938.

In September 1939 the French Consulate-General 

received a request from the French Consulate-General in Jerusalem 

for information regarding YECHIVI emanating from his wife whom 

he had abandoned with two children.



Towards the end of 1939» through the medium 

of l'r. OI3GERBBR, secretary of the french Commercial Attache 

in china, YECHIVA attempted to register his firm with the 

French Consulate-General» which led to the resignation of 

yr, ^GjSRBJSR and his departure to France*

In order to facilitate his financial machinations 

nd to att»act clients easier YECHIVI spread rumours through 

.'■'panghai that he was organising a loan of several million 

-lol la1'*3 fox’ the Shanghai Municipal Council. On December 

09, 1939 Mr. Godfrey PHILLIPS, Secretary of the '..M.C. wrote 

t0 the Chief of the ¿\.;ncL. Police requesting that YECHIVI 

Bo longer utilise the narae of the t.IA.C. in his transactions» 

Although the necessary steps were taken F7I continued 

to employ cxiis trXcxc as evidenced by a letter taat he

In March 1940 the Mensageries Maritimes having

refused - for obvious reasons - to renew hia lease, YHCHIVI 

transferred his agency to the .3?-oad.ray Mansions» Some time 

later he changed the name of his enterprise to *The Amal~ 

rarated Finance Corpoyation, Ltd.” •

forced by a Consular

Order to 3 eave the premises he was occupying in the Broadway 

Mansions as a result of non-psyment of rent» It is 

uf interest to note that the complainant in thie case w as 

1 lly .IPl.MR, well known Swiss adventurer who, at this period, 

sub-let the 3 7th and 13th flooi*s of this building»

In Mey tember-October 1940 YECJilVI no longer 

had an office to his name and he wae working with the firm 

of American Exporters, 51 Canton Road. It is to be recalled 

that the director of this firm is oneAmerican Jew, 

known for his relations with ECKlILliiAN alias Carl XU1IP» etc»», 

German, well known crook.

In October 1940 YECHIVI presented himself at

the French Consulate-General in order to renew or prolong 

hie passport. His request was met with a refusal
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In November 1940 YECHIVI installed himself 

in Room 702 Liza Building* 346 Szechuen Road under the 

name of Ashgould Co* He had as an associate one ftpuip, 

an American. The latter* realizing his partner was 

shady* left him soon afterwards. YECHIVI then changed the 

name of his company to YECHIVI & CO. A board carrying 

this name still appears on Office No. 702* Liza Building. 

The enterprise was really managed by an unrecognised Nether

lander named CANTA who was in YECHIVI’S confidence. It was 

thus that YECHIVI lived with CANTA’S wife in recent times 

at Apartment 701, 137 Seymour Road.

Mme CANTA* who often called herself by her 

maiden name - Mlle LOTZ or .LOTS - left for Batavia on January

13.

On January 15, 1941 YECHIVI left Shanghai 

saying that he was going to join up with the forces of 

General de GAULLE. On January 12 a reception in his 

honour was held in the Cercle Sportif Franc ¿.is by followers 

of General de Gaulle in Shanghai. He is said to have left 

with a passport or similar document issued by the British 

authorities.

On January 18* Mr. BEMLttiJii’F, Russian, working 

with the International Import & Export Co.,40 Ningpo Road 

and residing at 188/10 Avenue du Roi Albert* brought a charge 

of fraud against YECHIVI before the french Consular Court. 

It concerned a cheque for $10*000.00 drawn on the Chartered 

Bank by YECHIVI when he had not a current account at this 

bank. The cheque in question was drawn from a cheque book 

of Mr. DEMICHEFF who possesses an account at this bank.

The case is still not yet very clear but it seems that this 

cheque was handed to DEMICHEFF as a guarantee of payment of 

sums owed to him by YECHIVI.

The latter left in Shanghai various debts 

which amount to several thousands of dollars:

Among his victims may be mentioned:
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Mr. KAZKROCKI, director of the Iran & China Trading

Corporation* 24 The Bund.

Messrs. RCDGER & WIENER, Lawyers, 181 Kiangse Road.

Broadway Mansions

• H. I. HAJEK, architect, 169 Yuen Ming Yuen Road

• RUBIO, manager of the Tiny Mansions, 749/11 Yu Yuen

Road

Mr. MENASCE, address unknown.

Dr. NEWMANN, Central Arcade, Room 5a.

Mr. HOVOLESKY, Polish Legation

Foreign and Japanese radio and cablegram companies, etc..

This list is certainly not complete.
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SUBJECT: Information regarding one YECHIVI alias ASHBY

One YECHIVI, Zaki YOUSSOUF, alias I. J. 

ASHBY, alias Isaac ACHLI, alias Captain Jacques BERTRAND, etc., 

an Algerian, French subject, born at Jaffa on October 6, 1904, 

arrived in Shanghai from Colombo on January 9, 1939 in the ss. 

Rajputana.

He travelled under the name of Captain Jacques 

Y. YECHIVI, M.B.E., Deputy-Commandant (sic), Surete-Generale, 

raris, France.

After a short trip to Japan he returned to 

Shanghai and opened, under the name of ASHBY, the British 

Finance and Insurance Agency, 9 -uai de France. As a result 

of interference from the local British Consular authorities 

this name had to be changed and in April 1939 it was known, 

first, as Cathay Finance Co., and later as the Finance, Insurance 

& Mercantile Co.

The concern of ASHBY-YECHIVI occupied itself 

with all sorts of doubtful matters verging on fraud but always 

conducted in such a manner that it avoided prosecution.

The victims were invariably compromised with 

the result that they were unable to lay a charge against him.

YECHIVI was on several occasions called to the 

French Consulate-General for debts, unmet cheques, etc., etc.....

In July 1939 the S.M.P. were informed by the 

Colombo Police that ASHBY, under the name of Captain Jacques 

BERTRAND, had committed fraud against members of this British 

Colony during the time he passed through in 1938.

In September 1939 the French Consulate-General 

received a request from the French Consulate-General in Jerusalem 

for information regarding YECHIVI emanating from his wife whom 

he had abandoned with two children



Towards the end of 1’939, through the medium

of Mr. '7E IS GERBER, secretary of the French Commercial Attache 

in China, YECHIVA attempted to register his firm with the 

French Consulate-General., which led to the resignation of 

Mr. WEISGERBER and his departure to France.

In order to facilitate his financial machinations 

and to attnact clients easier YECHIVI spread rumours through 

Shanghai that he was organizing a loan of several million 

dollars for the «Shanghai Municipal Council. On December 

29, 1939 Er. Godfrey PHILLIPS, Secretary of the 3.M.C. wrote 

to the Chief of the French Police requesting that YECHIVI 

no longer utilize the name of the S.M.C. in his transactions. 

Although the necessary steps were taken YECHIVI continued 

to employ this trick as evidenced by a letter that he 

addressed on May 17, 1940 to Mr. DEMICHEFF (see copy attached).

In March 1940 the Kessageries Maritimes having 

refused - for obvious reasons - to renew his lease, YECHIVI 

transferred his agency to the Broadway Mansions. Some time 

later he changed the name of his enterprise to "The Amal

gamated Finance Corporation, Ltd.”

In July 1940 YECHIVI was forced by a Consular 

Order to leave the premises he was occupying in the Broadway 

Mansions as a result of non-payment of rent. It is 

of interest to note that the complainant in this case was 

Elly v/IDLER, well known Swiss adventurer who, at this period, 

sub-let the 17th and 18th floors of this building.

In September-October 1940 YECHIVI no longer 

had an office to his name and he was working with the firm 

of American Exporters, 51 Canton Road. It is to be recalled 

that the director of this firm is one RAISIN, American Jew, 

known for his relations with ECKELMAN alias Carl LUND, etc... 

German, well known crook.

In October 1940 YECHIVI presented himself at 

the French Consulate-General in order to renew or prolong 

his passport. His request was met with a refusal.



In November 1940 YECHIVI installed himself 

,-i.n Room 702 Liza Building, 346 Szechuen Road under the 

name of Ashgould Co. He had as an associate one GOULD, 

an American. The latter, realizing his partner was 

shady, left him soon afterwards. YECHIVI then changed the 

name of his company to YECHIVI & CO. A board carrying 

this name still appears on Office No. 702, Liza Building» 

The enterprise was really managed by an unrecognised Nether

lander named CANTA who was in YECHIVI*8 confidence* It was 

thus that YECHIVI lived with GANTA’S wife in recent times 

at Apartment 701, 137 Seymour Road.

Arne CANTA, who often called herself by her 

maiden name - Mlle LOTZ or LOTS - left for Betavia on January 

13 •

On January 15, 1941 YECHIVI left Shanghai 

saying that he was going to join upi' with the forces of 

General de GAULLE. . On January 12 a reception in his 

honour was held in the Cercle Sportif Francais by followers 

of General de Gaulle in Shanghai. He is said to have left 

with a passport or'similar document issued by the British 

authorities.

On January 18, Mr. I)E1«IICHEFF, Russian, working 

with the International Import & Export Co.,40 Ningpo Road 

and residing at 188/10 Avenue du Roi Albert, brought a charge 

of fraud against YECHIVI before the French Consular Court. 

It concerned a cheque for $10,000*00 drawn on the Chartered 

Bank by YECHIVI when he had not a current account at this 

bank. The cheque in question was drawn from a cheque book 

of Mr. DEMICHEFF who possesses an account at this bank. 

The case is still not yet very clear but it seems that this 

cheque was handed to DEMICHEFF as a guarantee of payment of 

sums owed to him by YECHIVI.

The latter left in Shanghai various debts 

which amount to several thousands of dollars:

Among his victims may be mentioned:
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Mr. KAEEROCINI, director of the Iran & China Trading

Corporation, 24 The Bund

Messrs. RODGER & WIENER, Lawyers, 181 Kiangse Road.
Broadway Mansions

Mr. H. I. HAJÏÏK, architect, 169 Yuen -Yuen Road

Mr. RUBIO, manager of the Tiny Mansions, 749/11 Yu Yuen

Road

Mr. MENASCE, address unknown.

Dr. KEWMANN, Central Arcads, Room 5a.

Mr. NOVOLESKY, Polish Legation

Foreign and Japanese radio and cablegram companies, etc

This list is certainly not complete
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RAPPORT

fet Renseignements sur le noœaé YKCHIVI allas ASHBÏ.

Rétér :
Algériens à Shanghai.

SEKYICB POLîTIQÜB 

Baretbiré 1«__ 10 FEE
S#-« No.__

Le nommé YECHIVI, Eàki YOUSSUUy,alias I.J.ASHBY, 

alias aCHLI Isaac, alias Capitaine BERTRAND Jacques, 

• etc... Algérien, sujet Français, né à Jaffa le 6 Octo

bre 1904, arriva de Colombo à Shanghai le 9 Janvier 

1939 à bord du *Rajputana"•

Il voyageait sous le nom de Capitaine JacquesX.f/fcC. 0.
I.P/G.E. Y.JECHIVI M.B.E., sous-Commandant (sic), Sûreté Géné

rale, Paris, France.

Après un court voyage au Japon, il revint à 

Shanghai et ouvrit, sous le nom d*A3HBY, la "British 

Finance and Insurance Agency" au Ho.9 Quai de France. 

A la suite de l'intervention des Autorités Consulaires 

Britanniques cette raison sociale fut changée, en Avril 

1939» d'abord en "Cathay Finance C** et ensuite en 

"Finance, Insurance and Mercantile C0”.

La firme d'ASHBY-YECHIVI s'occupait de toutes 

sortes d'affaires louches, frôlant l'escroquerie, maûa 

toujours tournées d'une façon si adroite qu'il échap- 
1941 pait aux poursuites.

(1) Member of British Empire»
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Il s’arrangeait d’ailleurs pour compromettre 

ses victimes qui par la suite ne pouvaient plus porter 

plainte•

YECHIVI fut plusieurs fois convoqué au Consulat 

Général de France pour dettes, chèques sans provision, 

etc...

En Juillet 1939, la Police Internationale fut 

informée par la Police de Colombo que ASHBY, sous le 

nom de Capitaine Jacques BERTRAND, avait commis des 

escroqueries au préjudice de résidents de cette colo

nie anglaise, lors de son passage en 1938«

En Septembre 1939» le Consulat Général de Fran

ce fut saisi d’une demande de renseignements du Consu

lat Général de France à Jérusalem sur YECHIVI émanant 

de sa femme sans ressources et abandonnée avec ses 

deux enfants»

Fin 1939» par l’intermédiaire de P’r»WEISGERBER, 

secrétaire de l’Attaché Commercial de France en Chine, 

YECHIVI tenta de faire enregistrer sa firme au Consu

lat Général de France, ce qui amena la démission de Kr. 

WEISGERBER et son départ pour la France»

Afin de faciliter ses combinaisons financières 

et d’attirer plus facilement les ’’clients’’ YECHIVI ré

pandait à Shanghai le bruit qu’il organisait un emprunt 

de plusieurs millions de dollars pour le S.M.C. Le 

29 Décembre 1939» Mr.PHILLIPS, secrétaire du S.M.C. 

écrivit au Directeur des Services de Police pour le
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prier d’inviter YKCHIVI à ne plus se servir du nom du

S.M.C. dans ses tractations« Bien que xe nécessaire 

ait été fait, YECHIVI n’en continua pas moins son stra

tagème, ainsi que le prouve une lettre qu’il adressa le 

17 Mal 1940 à Mr.BEMOHBF? (voir en annexe copie de ce 

document ) •

En Mars 1940, les Messageries Maritimes ayant 

refusé «- pour des raisons évidentes — de lui renouveler 

son bail, YECHIVI transféra son agence au "Broadway 

Mansions”. Quelque temps après il changea le nom de 

son entreprise on "The Amalgamâted Finance Corporation, 

Ltd".

En Juillet I94P, YECHIVI fut contraint, par or

dre du Tribunal Consulaire, de quitter les locaux qu’il 

occupait au "Broadway Mansions* pour non paiement du 

loyer« Il est intéressant de noter que le plaignant 

dans cstte affaire était le nommé Elly W IP 1ER, aventu

rier suisse bien connu, qui sous—louait à cette époque 

les 17 è et I8è étages de cet immeuble.

En Septembre—Octobre 1940 YECHIVI n’avait plus 

de bureau à son non et travaillait avec la maison "Ame

rican Exportera" No.51 Canton road. Rappelons que le 

directeur de cette maison est un nommé SAISIS, Israéli

te américain, connu pour ses relations avec le nommé 

ECKELMAH alias Cari LUMP etc... Allemand, escroc notoi

re.
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En Octobre 1940, TECHIVI se présenta au Consulat 

Général de France pour prolonger ou renouveler son pas

seport. Sa demande fut refusée.

Au mois de Novembre 1940, YECHIVI s’installa au 

No.546 Széchuen road (Liza Building), chambre 702, sous 

la raison sociale de ” ;shgould Co.". Il avait comme 

associé un nommé GOULU, Américain. Ce dernier s’étant 

aperçu que son associé était un escroc, il le quitta peu 

après. YECHIVI changea encore une fois de plus le nom 

de sa maison qu’il appela "Ycohlvi à Co.".

Cette enseigne est toujours à la porte de la cham

bre 702, Liza Building. L’entreprise serait gérée actuel 

lement par un nommé CANTa, hollandais non reconnu qui se

rait L’homme de confiance de YECHIVI. C’est d’ailleurs 

avec la femme de CANTA que YECHIVI vivait maritalement 

ces derniers temps au No.157 Seymour road, Apt.7ûl.

Mme GANTA, qui se faisait appeler par son nom de 

jeune fille - Mlle L0T2 ou LOTS, partit le 15 Janvier 

1941 pour’ Batavia.

Le 15 Janvier 1941, YECHIVI quitta notre ville 

soi-disant pour rejoindre Iss troupes du Général de GAUL

LE. Le 12, une réception en son honneur avait été orga

nisée au ’’Cercle Sportif Français* par les partisans du 

Général de GAULLE à Shanghai. Il dut partir avec un pas

seport périmé ou avec un document quelconque, délivré 

par les Autorités Britanniques.
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Le 18 Janvier, W. DEMI OBEIT, Busse travaillant à 

1*"International Import et Export C°", No.40 Ningpo road, 

et domicilié au No.188/10 Avenue du Boi Albert, porta 

plainte pour escroquerie au Tribunal Consulaire de France 
contre YECHIVI. Il s'agit d'un chèque de $ 10.000, émis 
par l'intéressé sur la "Chartered Bank of India, Austra
lie and China" alors qu'il n'avait pas de compte courant 
à cette banque. Un détail est à retenirf le chèque en 
question fut tiré du carnet de Mr.DEMICHEFE qui, lui, 
possède un compte à la banque en question. I*affaire 
n'est pas encore très claire mais il parait que ce chè
que fut remis è Mr.DEMICHEFF én garantie du paiement des 
sommes que lui doit YFCHIVI. T

Ce dernier laisse à Shanghai de nombreuses dettes 

qui s'élèveraient à plusieurs dizaines de milliers de 

dollars.

Parmi ses victimes, on cite entre autres les per

sonnes suivantes*

Mr .KAZEROONI, directeur de la "Iran & China Tra

ding Corporation", Ko.24 The Bund.

Mes.RODGER & WIENER, avocats, 181 Xiangse road.

Broadway Mansions*

Mr.B.I.HAJEK, architecte, 169 Tuen Ming Yuan road.

Mr.RUBIO, gérant de "Tiny Mansions", 749/11 IU 

yuen read
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Mr .MENASCE^), adresse inconnue.

Dr .NEWMAO, Central Arcade, Chambre 5 A.

Mr.SrOVOLESKT, de la Légation Polonaise,

Les compagnies de cables étrangères et la Com

pagnie de radiogrammes japonaise, etc...etc...

Cette liste n’est certainement pas complète.

(1) Rappelons que c’est par l’intermédiaire de Mr. 
MENaSCE que TECHIVI entra en contact avec Mr.WlISGERBEE 
du Bureau de 1*Attaché Commercial.



COPIE
THE AMALGAMATED FINANCE COHPCfiATION LTD

Broad way Mansions

Shanghai May I7th 1940.

Mr.A.G.DEMISHEEP
346 Szechuan road»
Liza Building, 
Shanghai»

Dear Mr.Demisheff,

I am sending you herewith, privately, the last two 

copies of documents sent to the Shanghai Municipal Council 

with regards to the loan.

I hereby inform you that out of the two per cent 

(2%) forthcoming to us in this business half per cent(i%) 

will be paid to Mr.Percy Tilley, and yourself, being the pro«* 

mised remuneration for your services in this affair,

Assurring you of my co-operation, I remain,

Tours sincerely,

(signed) I.J.YICHIVI.



COPIE Shanghai* I6th of May 1940

GEH/40/684

G.G.PHILLIPS,Eeq.
Secretary of Commissioner General 
Shanghai Municipal Council* 
SHANGHAI

Dear Sir*

Having not heard from you yesterday* I have to confirm 
the interview end conversation exchanged between us at your 
office on the 14th instand with regard the loan to the Shang
hai Municipal Council through the Paget Guarantee Corporation 
Limited* London, whom we represent at Shanghai* China.

I am enclosing hereto copy of cable despatched to our 
London firm with view to ascertain the question of eommissior 
and I shall get in touch with you upon receipt of reply to 
my above quoted cablegram.

I like to emphasize the fact that the verbal arrange
ments for the payment of this commission which* should have 
been has been now diminished to 5$ which our London 
collaborators have already deducted - according to your 
information - and I do hereby accept the reduction made in 
the commission as long the full amount has been paid by eithc 
the Council or the London Underwriters through our Principals

Assuring you of my discreet co-opération and expecting 
to be favoured with your invaluable assistance and collabora- 
tien in the future as in the past and whilst thanking you for 
all the troubles caused you herein* I remain*

Tours respectfully*

(signed) I.J.YICHIVI.



COPIE
B A D I O O A M

WORLD WIDE WIRELESS

SHANGHAI INTERNATIONAL RaDIO OPPICE

15/5/40

DLT PAGET GUARaNTE CORPORATION LONDON, 
’nJNICIPAL COUNCIL ADVISED TWOPERCENT BEING OUR 
COMMISSION FOR LOAN WERE DEDUCTED YOUR END IF SO KIND# 
LX CABLE SAME URGJsNTIX TO REMUNERATE LBGALADVxSERS 
OTHERS PRESSING STOP NO EXTRACTS RECEIVED SO FAR 
WEIMING DELAOS URGENT TRANSFER CREDITS TO ENABLE 
SHIPMENT 21 STOP STATE WHAT LABELS TO USE THIS SHIPMENT 
STOP BULBS 2.5. INCERASING DAILY IRREVOCABLE PURCHASE 
OFFER MUST BE MADE YOUR BUYERS TO ENABLE CONTRACT LO# 
CALLY QUANTITY REQUIRED.

AMALGAMATED FINANCE

(signed) I.J.YECHIVI

5702 The Atnalgamtsd Finance Corp .Ltd 
17 th Floor Broadway Mansions.

15/5/40



C(&IE

Telephones»
Regent 5040, 5623

Regent 2309

Reg. Office«»
T.ing House, Dominion Street,

Moorgate K.C.2.

Codes»
A.B.C. 5th edition 

Lie her
Western Union

Telegramsl 
Handle, Piccy, London

Mi PAGE!! GUARANTEE CORPCRalIvli LTD.
Directorst David & Phillips Lannon formerly Davidoff

& Pincus Gershgorn. (Ruse

Finance arranged 
Underwit!ng irv Capital 
Debentures, Mortgages
Bills of Lading 

Re. 3rsione and Annuities

18 Savile Row, 
London W.I.

New-York - 170
Broadway.

2?th December 1939.

Messers British Finance St Insurance Agency Ltd.
9, Qu.«! de Franoe (French Bund) 
Shanghai.

Dear Sirs,

We acknowledge receipt of your telegram which reads 
as follows»

••SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL REQUEST YOUR BANQUERS REF£- 
"BhNCa BE GIVES HONGKONG SHANGHAI BANK LONDON TO ENABLE 
"NEGOTIATIONS STOP SIMILAR INSTRUCTIONS ALREADY GIVEN 
"TO LOCAL BRANCHN8T0P ACT ACCORDINGLY NOTIFY US RESULTS"

Our aol/ieitor, Sir Alfred Laker, of Messrs Kenneth
Brown, Baker and Baker, Essex Bouse, Essex Street, Strand Londoi 
W.C.2 one of ths Most eminent firms of solicitor® in England, 
has been in touch with the Manager of the Hongkong Shanghai Ban] 
in London and informed him that we believe that it is only the 
natter of few day:, when this matter will proceed, subject to 
certain permissions,

on hearing from our solicitors who act for on® of the 
largest financial groups, that they are able to proceed, we 
will, cable you immediately.

YOURS PAITBFULLY,

The Paget Guarantee Corporation Ltd.

D.Lannon,  Director.



I'iwc * io. 892/40*

1.

12/9/40 and 13/9/40.

Central
September 13th., 40.

General enquiries.

Corr.pl.aiQt ¿¿ainst 1.J» Aahby alias Yechivi Zaki Yausif.

At 3-10pm. on 12/9/40 the complainant A.S.Chebia, 

French Syrian, c/o Jo.668 Szechuen Road, came to the 

Station with Mr. D.P.Mayor, British Indian, also of 

Jb.668 Szechuen Road.

The complainant states that he arrived in Shanghai 

on or about 1/8/40 and engaged rooms at the Jew Asia 

Hotel. A few days later he met another resident who 

introduced himself as 1.J.Ashby, a French Algerian, 

and they became friendly because of their mutual 

knowledge of the French Language.

. He then confided to Ashby that he was in 

possession of 140 Egyptian Pounds which he was unabl' 

to exchange at local Banks and Exchange Shops, and 

Ashby agreed to help him dispose of this money.

A few days later the complainant met AsH^ 

appointment at Room 702 Liza Building, Sze4Uen ^°®d» 

and handed over the 140 pounds without a

receipt. He was promised payment in c>neae dollars in 

a few days time.
The complainant made unsuccz^^u^ 

obtain this money and at the e °f Au«“at he lnfoi™d 

Mr. D.P. Mayor, whom he knew
Mayor then met Ashby a’ked hlm for the money>



lilac. 892/40.

1/sheet 2.

but was told that 100 pounds had been seat to Nbw 

York as they could not be changed locally.

This did not satisfy Mayor and on 2/9/40 Ashby 

took Mayor and the c amp la inant nt o Mr. Louis Raisin, 

American, manager of the "American E^orters", Rooms 

513 a .id 514, 10.51 Canton Road.

Raisin and Ashby seemed close friends and Ashby 

asked Raisin to hold a cheque for 55650.00 on the 

Chartered Bank of India <* Australia *<o. 225872, 

post-dated to September 12th., 1940 and signed by 

” Danish off" • He asked Raisin to hand the cheque over 

to the complainant on September 12th., 1940 if the 

100 pounds were not returned by that date. Ashby 

then handed 40 Egyptian pounds back to the complainant.

Raisin then made out a receipt to the complainant, 

which reads as followst- 

"D.P. Mayor Esq. Shanghai, 2/9/40.

Dear Sir,

This is to confirm that 1 have received cheque 
Ho, 225872 dated 12-9-40 for the sum of $5650.00 With 
instructions to hand same over to you if one hundred 
Egyptian pounds are not paid in to you or me by that date 

yours faithfully, 
American Exporters,

Louis Raisin."

This satisfied the cosplainant and no further
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l/uhe«t

ttCtlOn WHi» ttili.Cn **“ tiW w n/llBQ«

At 2pm« oa 12/9/40 the complainant and Mayor 

called at Raisin'c office for the cheque and were 

informed that Ashby had called earlier and had stated 

that "Denishoff’’ who had signed the cheque had 

insufficient funds to meet it. Ashby had left a 

second cheque also .signed by "De lichoff ” post-dated 

to beptember 2‘ith.j 1940 with the suggestion that the 

coe^lainent accept this cheque instead«

This second cheque was numbered ”225872” which 

is one number higher than the first cheque.

The complainant refused to accept the second 

cheque and was given the first one by Mr. Raisin^ who 

also showed him a letter he had Just received from 

the "British Finance & Insurance Company” so.9 Qua! 

de Franee,and signed by Ashby as Manager« Ashby wrote 

that advice had now been received from Jew York that 

the Egyptian pounds could not be exchanged into another 

currency and that they were being returned to Shanghai«

The complainant and Mayor then proceeded to the 

Chartered Bank of India & Australia and presented the 

cheque« Same was returned and marked "Refer to drawer**

At 4-30pm. on 12/9/40 the undersigned interviewed 

Mr« Kais in and was shown the second cheque which he

ttili.Cn
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1/sheet 4.

wished to retain* Mr* «a lain said that he had mislaid 

the letter from Ashy regarding the pound« being 

returned from Sew York*

He showed the undersigned other communication« 

from Ashby on note paper of the "Amalgamated Finance 

Corporation, Broadway Ksa ns ions'” The latter address 

had been blotted out*

He stated that he had no interest in the matter 

of the 100 pounds, merely doing Ashby and the 

complainant a favour in holding the cheque until it 

was due for payment* r-e handed over the cheque on 

12/9/40 as agreed by Ashby and the conplainant*

He first met Ashby about one month ago when he 

introduced some business which he is now negotiating 

and which is the subject of a Confidential Report•

Enquiries at the Special Branch on 13/9/40 show 

that Ashby is known to the Police and is the subject 

of File B. 9160/C. A.G JJenishoff is also mentioned on 

that file.

Enquiries at the Chartered Bank on 13/9/40 show 

that Denishoff *e account has been dormant with $5*00 

since April 1937*

The "Amalgamated Finance Corporation" and the 

"British Finance & Insurance Company" are now defunct*
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1/sheet 5

3ooBi 702 Liza Building is an Office opened by 

Mr. Percy 1‘illey, Architect, and A.G.Denishoff is 

employed there.

Thr- undersigned called at this office at 2-30pm. 

on 13/9/40 and was informed by the Chinese clerk that 

Mr. Tilley was not in office a id that Denishoff had 

not attended work that morning because of illness. His 

address is not known.

There is not any evidence at present that Ashby 

has misappropriated the complainant’s money and efforts 

are being made to locate renishoff for questioning 

regarding the useless cheques.

Copy to D.C. C'peci&l Branch).

D.S.I

D.D.O. "A”



MEMO.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

Office of Deputy Commissioner 
(Crime Branch)

Date
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¡summarized translation of an article which ppp*nr°d > iff/jpcfln,' 
nese-sponsored ■Russian newspaper "The Far Eastern,Timea" on. } 
2-8-40. Editor and publisher - Mr. K. Kuroki, 409 Aaaft SeWaw 
Road._________________________________________L ________________

A BRILLIANT BUT MYSTERIOUS PERSONAGE
IN SHANGHAI BUSINESS LIFE

Thousands of criminals, bo th Chinese and foreigners, are 

arrested in Shanghai every month and spend some time in gaol, 

\ after which they are released for reasons of economy and re-

sume their formér. activities.

Still greater is the number of Shanghailanders who never

get acquainted with methods of a Police investigation and ne

ver see the inside of a prison cell. Being engaged in various 

shady activities on a large scale they continue to enjoy life 

generally and night life in particular.

Having at our disposal statements of several persons and 

certain documental data,we are in a position to describe the ac

tivities of certain individuals who wear well tailored clothes 

and snow-white collars,but whose conscience is not so irreproach

able.

At present an individual of an obscure origin and with a 

name that is difficult to remember is well known in local busi

ness circles. His “genealogical table“ may be described as fol

lows: an Arabian Jew»native of Syria,French citizen and a Colo

nel of British service.

He appeared in Shanghai about a year ago. Having put up 

his residence at one of the most stately local hotels,he pro

ceeded with the business^ Of making acquaintances. Always ■imna- 

culately dressed,lavishly entertaining everyone,giving diniex 

parties etc. he very soon formed a large number of friends and 

useful connections.

The next phase of his activities was the opening of an 

office in a nine-storied building on the Bund,the construction« 

of which had just been completed, Stylish steel furniture, * j
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staff of employees,a majestic study -all gives the same impres

sion of solidity as the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank.

■according to a crass plate on the entrance ddor,the 

firm is engaged in various insurance»financial and commercial 

transactions *

It soon became known in Shanghai that loans of any 

amount and in any currency could be obtained through the medium 

of the new firm against real estate security,the interest being 

only 6%. The most suprising feature was that loans could be ob

tained for periods from 3 to 20 years.

Visitors were received by the head of the firm in a ve

ry charming manner, and all applications were met with a favour

able reply, O,yes, it will be very easy to arrange for the loan. 

unly certain formalities must be carried out. a reply will be 

given on the following day, after a special form had been filled 

by the applicant.

However, the applicants were soon disappointed. They 

were informed with the same charming smile that before their ap

plications could be forwarded to the head office at London,it 

was necessary to cover certain technical expenses in this con

nection, amounting to about 4/« of the sum involved. Upon com

pleting these formalities,the applicants were told to call again 

in a month’s time, after which they were informed that their ap

plications had been refused by the head office or that the mat

ter was delayed owing to certain unforeseen circumstances. In 

the former case.the firm does not take any responsibility,as 

in accordance with an agreement all applicants had signed, the 

amount of the technical expenses incurred must be split between 

the parties concerned. In other words the firm gets its 2,j for 

nothing, As an alternative »the matter can be dragged indefini

tely.

We know a Russian who paid the neeessary "expenses” six 

months ago,but up to the present has received neither money ,nor
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final refusal, another Russian »whom we know personally, paid, 

about $3,000 as technical expenses and has now lost any hope of 

recovering his money. It is said that there are about 20 vic

tims of this “financier” in the Russian community and that there 

are considerably more amongst the Chinese population, and a few 

amongst foreigners. anyhow the firm must be getting nice pro

fit from these transactions»because the “head" of the firm lives 

in a luxurious apartment and maintains an expensive office.

His activities have already attracted the attention of 

the Police, but for obvious reasons it is difficult to gather 

information regarding his tricks.

Local large insurance companies whose interest was 

aroused by the activities of this firm,have been unable to find 

out what are the insurance companies he is supposed to repre

sent.

D.S.I.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— E. g160/Ci
H eadLqua r.t ers..... Division.

CTÏ1Ml..^X^âtl.....Police Station.
............ July. ...25.,...... j 9 40

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

At the request of Det. Sergt. Pierre of

the French Police assistance was rendered by D.S.I»

Pryde and D.S. Sugimoto of C.B.H.Q. (C.l) and

J. Ashby alias Yechivi was arrested in Room 328 

the New Asia Hotel at 4.20 p.m. on 24-7-40.

Det. Sergt. Pierre conveyed Ashby direct 

the French Consular Court where his activities 

being investigated by the French Magistrate.



Sp. Br. REGISTRY

F. 9160/0

Headquarter*
Crime Branch

JUly 25, 40

At the request of Det. Sergt. Pierre of 

the French Police assistance was rendered by D.S.I. 

Pry de and D.S. Sugimoto of C.B«H.Q. (0.1) and

I. J. Ashby alias Yechivi was arrested in Room 328 

of the Hew Asia Hotel at 4»20 p.m. on 24-7-40.

Det. Sergt. Pierre conveyed Ashby direct 

to the French Consular Court whore his activities 

are being investigated by the French Magistrate.



I ' [SECRET ...
---------------------------------------------File No........... ....

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S. 1. Special.Branch 

REPORT e AFX
Date.*S*.Q..... 8..........19 40

Subject.....  1» J« Ashby • manager of tae Britisn Finance and. Insurance............
Agency.

Made by J?.XHA.^e._•..................Forwarded by.............. ........................................................... ...... ........

On April 4, 1940, following a dispute

over rent,I.J. Ashby, manager of the British Finance 

and Insurance Agency, vacated his office at Room 50 of 

the Messageries Maritimes Building, 9 Quai de France, and 

moved to the 17th floor of the Broadway Mansion, 

telephone No. 46717.

French Police notified.

B. S. T.

D.C. (Special Branch) v
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' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE) s g ^¿¿¿¿¿¿^

,vx \ ‘ s. i, spegiaL^afl! yWitá ■*
\ \ REPORT ¿ . . r
\ -— Date...■March..lj tfr—»>*

o A S' * *_
r,g<"T^.by - manager of the British Finance_..^d Insur^ce

D. S .1 m.d®.^ad

V. ?

Forwarded by. _ Crawford

On the afternoon of March 1st, 194C, Mr.

P. Tilley, civil engineer and architect, of

346 Szechuen Road, was interviewed regarding

a recent wireless broadcast concerning the

proposed loan to the Municipal Council.

Mr. Tilley stated that apart from the

fact that he introduced Mr. Ashby, a

director of the Paget Guarantee Corporation of

London

of the

in the

at present in Shanghai, to Mr. Morcher

Municipal Council, he has taken no part

loan negotiations.

He also stated that he had heard a

broadcast by Mr. Carrol Alcott on February 28th

touching on the subject of the loan, in which

Mr. Alcott stated that the Hongkong and Shanghai

Bank is willing to

million dollars to

providing that the

rates and taxes is

underwrite a loan of ten

the Shanghai Municipal Council

proposed increase of 50% in

approved at the forthcoming

atepayers’ meeting. He denied that

broadcast contained

the Paget Guarantee

In reply to a

the

any reference to

Corporation.

direct question,

himself or to

Mr. Tilley

COMNttS^

terated that Ashby is a director of this

oration*

D. S. I.

I D. C. (Special Branch).
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
J«».... . , it ..'■'■-.T* 1 > . Mite ....¿¿r___ •*" .

CRIME DIARY. -—-r-

.J Headt^tersJ___Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—Ç,l, Mise. 12/40 Cr£?® ,-Br.anC.i1....Police Station.

Spl. Br. D.9160 ....... 1SU—zÿ 40
Diary Number:_  1 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The undersigned is in receipt of authentic 

information that one named S.A.R. Kazarooni, an 

Iranian Subject, the manager of The Iran & China 

Trading Corp., 24 Bund, is the latest victim of Ashby 

who has induced Kazarooni to form a Finance Company 

in Shanghai.

The scheme in brief is that Kazarooni put up 

£10,000. 0. 0. Sterling and that Ashby’s company will 

loan £40,000. 0. 0. which will be raised by selling 

shares on the London market. Kazarooni has already 

paid over to Ashby #7,500.00 as organising expenses 

and has been shown a cable from London elated January 

12th, 1940 and received in Shanghai January 15th, 1940 

to the effect that the London House agrees to this 

scheme«

The agreement is to tie effect that the 

£40,000. 0. 0. has to be raised in London within two 

months and when confirmation of this is received in 

Shanghai, Kazarooni has to pay over £10,000. 0. 0. and 

he will become a director of the company.

Kazarooni has implicit faith in Ashby at the

/f7 >

present time.

This information has been received from a 

third party, so full information regarding the 

transactions are not available, but as the amount
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
............................... Division.
............................... Police Station.

..............................................z9
Diary Number:— 1/2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

concerned is so large it seems probable that Ashby 

will disappear from Shanghai if he is successful 

in obtaining the £10,000. 0. 0. from Kazarooni.

D. S. I
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I drawer _ !
CONFIDENTIAL

rSMISMIlilBItffALmiCf]
s. b. registry; 1

No. s. b.
I ft- g" / —

Shanghai’Municipal Police .

... ....January...4*. .. . . ......1940.

To. ecrctnry & (Wauls si oner general,

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- 3 •> I ®

Sub j ect : - British inance and Insurance Agency*

Enclosures Copies of :olice reports*



CRIME DIARY

Headquarters,

Crime Branch,

Crime Register No:- S.r.D.9160. December 29, 1939.

on the Instructions of the D.C. (Crime}, 

D,S»I* "ryde interviewed Mr* R.J. Readft General 

Manager of Read Cooper fr. Co«, 850 Szechuan Road, 

on the ’naming of 29,12.39«

Mr* Read was previously P*S, 122 of the

3.M*P* and resignod In 1931. He stated he is now 

the owner of a coal mine situated In Preach Indo

China near the Fwangsl border and about 150 kilometres 

up river from Haiphong. He purchased this coal mine 

with money he received as a legacy fhom some relations 

In England* /«cording to history, he has the Jardine 

Matheson contract for coal at Haiphong also an 

Admiralty contract for Hongkong , About Kay 1939 

he returned to Shanghai from Tndo-China with the 

object of raising money to farther develop this 

coal mine and through a Russian broker named 

DEMISHC”? (?) he was Introduced to ASSEST*

Road supplied A.RHBY with photographic copies of 

all documents in eesmectlon with this mine and ARHBT agreed 

to arrange with ths PAGE? Guarantee Corp* of London ft»» 

a loan of rio,ooo,oo repayable at Interest* It was 

at first arranged that ASHBY should value, the property 

but later he agreed to only look over the plans, 

documents etc*, and if Read would sign over to him a 

number of shares in this mine he would immediately 

arrange about the loan* This caused Read to be suspi

cious and all negotiations have now fallen through*
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According to Read, Ashby is on friendly 

terms with one named WEISBURGERf?) who Is employed 

in the french Conjmerclal Attache’s office,

Read states that when he visited Ashby’s office 

he was shown a group photograph of the Heads of 

Scotland Yard in which Ashby is very prominent and 

also another document granting Ashby admission to sucking

ham Palace and bearing the Royal Crest« These documents 

were shown in a casual manner', evidently with the idea 

of instilling confidence«

Read appears quite willing to supply any further 

Information 1» can obtain about Ashby«

Regarding Read, judging by his office accommoda

tion, he does not appear to be the owner of a coal 

mine, but this can be checked on by enquiring at 

Jardines as to whether he has the contract to coal 

their ships at Haiphong.

Enquiries are being made to locate DUflSHOPF 

in an endeavour to get further information re Ashby«
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Subject..' British................. e

I cor^ al]U—---- — --- File No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Spec.ia.1..Branch
REPORT D«/<s..Januar.y...4,.. i9 40.

pad .Insurance..Agency,

.......................... ......Forwarded by............?.*„l?..„Çrn^ord

During the past few weeks I.J. Ashby has been 

negotiating with a group of Chinese regarding the 

formation of a concern to be known as "The Queens 

Hotel Company”' which proposes to construct a hotel 

of that name at the corner of Hankow and Yu Ya Ching 

Ronds. In the course of these negotiations Ashby 

produced for their inspection a. cablegram which reads 

as follows t—

DAJ3/B LONDON 30 1701

DLT BRITISH FINANCE SHANGHAI

Sp. Br.)

among

PURCHASE IMMEDIATELY 200 BALES COTTONYARN

TRANSHIP TRIESTE NOTIFYING YUGOSLAVIAN

EXPRESS AGENCY STOP CREDIT OPENED CHASE BANK

SHANGHAI STOP LOAN QUEENS HOTEL COMPANY FOR

SEVENHUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ACCEPTED

SUBKIT

The Paget

reputable

CONTRACTS

PAGET GUARANTEE CORPORATION =

Guarantee Corporation is unknown

business circles and is not mentioned

in the London Directory or the London Business

Directory for 1939. It has been established that no

credit has been opened at the local office of the

INDEXED DY 
(S.B.) REGISTRY

DATE %/ /

Chase Bank. Enquiries at the various cable companies 

prove that *Such a cable has been received* although 

of course» this does not prove the authenticity of the 

document as Ashby may have a confederate working in



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
G. 9ÜM-1-39

File No,

.Station,
REPORT

Date.

Subject.

Made by. Forwarded by.

London

It is understood that the Chinese have already 

withdrawn from the deal without loss,apart from certain 

cable expenses, despite which it will be of interest 

to obtain full details of Ashby’s proposition. However, 

owing to the fact that the Chinese insist on remaining 

anonymous and information can be obtained only through 

a third party, it will be several days before further 

details are available.

With reference to <D.S,I. Pryde’s report of 

December 29th, 1939, it appears likely that the 

photograph shown to Mr. R.J. Read is identical with 

that presented for the inspection of Ashby’s fellow 

passengers aboard the s.s. Rajputana as detailed in 

Special Branch report of April 27th, 1939, and forms 

a part of his stock in trade to create confidence 

among his prospective associates.

D. S. I
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On tlie instructions of the D.C. (Crime), 

D.S.I. Pryde interviewed Mr. R.J.Read, General 

Manager of Read Cooper & Co», 650 Szechuen Road, 

on the morning of 29.12.39.

Mr. Read was previously P.S. 122 of the 

S.M.P. and resigned in 1931. He stated he is now 

the owner of a coal mine situated in French Indo

China near the Kwangsi border and about 150 kilometres 

up river from Haiphong. He purchased this coal mine 

with money he received as a legacy from some relations 

in England. According to his story, he has the Jardine 

Matheson contract for coal at Haiphong and also an 

Admiralty contract for Hongkong. About May 1939 

he returned to Shanghai from Indo-China with the 

object of raising money to further develop this 

coal mine and through a Russian broker named 

DEMI SHOE? (?) he was introduced to ASHBY.

Read supplied ASHBY with photographic 

copies of all dnouments in connection with this 

mine and ASHBY agreed to arrange with the PAGET 

Guarantee Corp, of London for a loan of «ELO,000.00 
repayable at interest. It was at first arranged 

that ASHBY should value the property but later he 

agreed to only look over the plans, documents etc.,
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and if Read would sign over to dim a number of 

shares in this mine he would immediately arrange 

about the loan. This caused Read to be suspicious 

and all negotiations have now fallen through.

According to Read, Ashby is on friendly 

terms with one named V/EISBIJRGER(?) who is employed 

in the French Commercial Attache’s office.

Read states that when he visited Ashby’s 

office he was shown a group photograph of the 

Heads of Scotland Yard in which Ashby is very 

prominent and also another document granting 

Ashby admission to Buckingham Palace and bearing 

the Royal Crest. These documents were shown in 

a casual manner, evidently with, the idea of instilling 

confidence.

Read appears quite willing to supply any 

further information he can obtain about Ashby.

Regarding Read, judging by his office

accommodation, he does not appear to be the owner 

of a coal mine, but this can be checked on by 

enquiring at Jardines as to whether he has the 

contract to coal their ships at Haiphong.



GENERAL MANAGER
READ. COOPER Ä CO. 

680 SZECHUEN ROAD 
SHANGHAI TEL. 13834
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D.C. (Crine). CONFIDENTIAL

The latest developments with regard to Ashby 

include negotiations commencing about ten dgiys1 ago with 

the Treasurer, with a view to offering,- tiagnugh the Council, 

a loan of several million dollars backed by the Paget Cor

poration in London. The Council, in consultation with 

their Bankers, have moved very cautiously in the matter, 

but informed Ashby at the time that he could telegraph 

his principles in London to make touch with the Hongkong 

Bank in London, who would communicate Bankers’ references 

thpiowgh the Hongkong Bank in Shanghai. In the meantime, 

the Hongkong Bank in Shanghai have wired their Head Office 

in the matter.

This situation is now pending further developments 

but today one Walter Nyi, who wishes to keep his name confi- 

dential, called on the Secretary General, and Informed him 

that he was representative of a group of Chinese with about 

.f-a-million dollars at their disposal, and that they 

men approached by Ashby, who tendered as reference to 

./¿extent, copies of cables sent to London on behalf of

:he Council Loan referred to above. The Secretary General 

naturally looks upon this with some anxiety, in case members 

of the Public may be led to trust large sums of money on 

the strength of these documents. It has been decided that 

the Secretary General will write to Mr. Rodgers, Ashby’s 

lawyer, and protest strongly against any reference to the 

Council at this stage, and any use being made of the fact 

of negotiations with the Council to create confidence.

A copy of this letter will also be sent to the 

COtanjandant, French Police, with a request that he bring 

pressure on Ashby, who is an Algerian French protege, to 

prevent misuse of the Council’s name.



2

That is the position at the moment.

One Mr. ^illey, who is an architect of long 

residence in Shanghai, appears to be connected in some 

way with Ashby, and it was actually through him that 

Ashby made touch with the Treasurer of the Council. 

The Treasurer thinks Tilley may be a potential victim 

of fraud, but it is not impossible, on the other hand, 

that Tilley has full knowledge of Ashby’s activities. 

The second time Ashby called on the Treasurer, he pro

duced Mr. H.D. Rodger as his lawyer. It is not known 

how much Mr. Rodger knows about Ashby. On this occasion 

also he produced a card giving the name, I.T. Yechivi, 

instead of the card which he produced on the first 

occasion, giving the name of Ashby.

Please instruct Detectives to keep a close eye 

on this case, and add information to this file as it is 

obtained, until some definite action may become possible.

Commissioner of Police.
iw/.
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I. J. Ashby is now residing at Apartment 1501, 

Broadway Mansions (Tel. 46260, extension 216) under 

the name of I. J. Yechivi of the Finance Insurance 

& Mercantile Co., 9 Qua! de France.

i (S.B.) RE'

D. CT. (Special Branch)

D* S. I.
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Examination of the recent issue of the telephone 

directory reveals that the business conducted by I. 

J. Ashby is still listed under the title of the 

British Finance and Insurance Agency. Enquiries at 

the Shanghai Telephone Company reveal that the entry 

is not due to an error as no amended instructions have 

been received from the subscriber.

through C.D.T. Emelianoff, the French Police 

have requested that the Municipal Police file an 

official complaint .regarding the above in order to 

establish grounds for action against Ashby.
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In accordance with the instructions of the
D.C. (Crime), D.S.I. Pryde interviewed Mr. Wright of

French
Ashby

bright

Wright

; * , (X-

1 1DEC.TOJ

Hausons at 9.30 a.m. on 9.12.39 in connection with

information he had to supply to the

Algi erian

This man

through a

to verify

named Ye ch ivi Zaki

had come under the

Police regarding a

Youssif alias

notice of Mr

client of his having requested Mr

the bona-fides of Youssif alias Ashby
as this man had offerred to this client mortgage loans

of an unlimited amount to be advanced against freehold

property as security

Youssif alias Ashby operates the Finance

insurance of Mercantile Co., 9 French Bund and a full

report on the activities of the man form the subject of

Special Branch File Kb. 9160 and a close watch is being

kept upon him by the Special Branch and the French Police

ut the following further information is of interest

He claims to be the China Representative of a

London Financial House named "PAGET Guarantee Company

of London". A representative of the Finance Insurance

and Mercantile Co., called on Mr. Wright and showed him

a typewritten sheet giving the names of the Directors
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| of the former concern. This list included the names 

I of many titled persons. Mr. Wright has made enquiries 

I through the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank and as far as 

can be ascertained there is no such firm as the"PAGET

' Guarantee Company of London”.

It would appear that the only way that Youssif 

! alias Ashby is making money out of this scheme at the 

1 present time, is by charging an extortionate amount 

for the valuation of the property and then informing the 

: owners of same that this valuation could not be accepted 

i by London.

As Youssif alias Ashby is already being kept 

under observation by the S.M.P. and French Police and 

his activities are known, it would appear that nothing 

further can be done until there is evidence that he has 

committed a criminal offence, and I would respectfully 

suggest that Mr. Wright be informed accordingly and then 

he can advise his client to have no dealings with Youssif 

alias Ashby. Mr. Wright does not wish to reveal the 

name of his client and also requests that his own name 

be kept confidential in connection with same.
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In accordance with D.C.’s (Special Branch)

Instructions the attached file on I.J. ASHBY was 
shown to C.D.T. EMELIANOFF of the French Police 
who requested permission to take copies of the 
photo—static documents appertaining to an alleged 
fraud in Colombo and to be supplied with a copy of 
the Police report^ Both requests were granted and 

it is the intention of the French Police to put the 
matter before the French Consul-General for disposal.

D. I.
D.C. (Special Branch).
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CONFIDENTIAL v._  File No....
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S.l, Specialz
REPORT

Subject Br it ish

The attached photostatic copies of correspon
dence between the London, Colombo and Shanghai 
offices of the Chartered Bank which deals with 
a confidence trick perpetrated in Colombo apparently 
by the person known in Shanghai as I. J. Ashby, 
were obtained from the local office of the Bank 
on the understanding that the contents thereof be 
kept strictly confidential although there is no 
objection to further copies being passed to the 
French Police. A brief summary follows »-

Towards the end of 1938, a Miss Ida M. Paulusz 
of 8, Inner Flower Road, Colombo, signed a contract 
with "The United Kingdom Merchantile and Finance 
Corporation Ltd.," of 55/56 Chancery, London, W.C.2, 

represented by a person known to her as "Captain 
Doctor Jacques Bertrand* of Saigon, Indo-China, 
to negotiate a loan of Rs 18,000/- from Martins 
Bank Ltd. of 88, Leadenhall street, London, W.C. 
allegedly represented by a person styling himself 
as "J. Wimbourne, General Agent for India.*

Miss Paulusz later received from Bertrand 
coupons No.s 5, 7, 8 and 9, each for S.S. $150.00 
cut from a whole bond of the Straits Settlement 
Government Loan 1962-72, as security for Rs 540/- 
paid to him to cover expenses arising in connection 
with the loan.

Miss Paulusz later handed coupon No. 5 to the 
Chartered Bank in Colombo for collection. it was
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subsequently forwarded to the Bank’s branch in 

Singapore where it was discovered to be spurious. 

It was also ascertained that "J. Wimbourne“ had no 

authority to sigh on behalf of Martins Bank.

In a letter to the Head Office dated May 25th 

1939, the Colombo Branch of the Chartered Bank 

reported that a person calling himself Captain Dr* 

Jacques Bertrand had disappeared after duping 

several Colombo residents by means of a confidence 

trick.

Miss Paulusz declined to report the case to 

the Colombo Police fearing that she might be exposed 

to ridicule.

The bonds issue in question was printed by 

Messrs. Waterlow & Sons and the coupons received 

by ^iss Paulusz were cut from a specimen $10,000.00 

bond sent to Dann Decker Co., 22, Second Line Beach, 

Madras, in June 1937. This specimen bond was 

unnumbered and had been mutilated by holing in the 

usual manner. The fact that the four coupons 

received by Miss Paulusz were thus mutilated and 

unnumbered appears to have escaped her notice.

Messrs. Waterlow & Sons also informed the 

London Office of the Chartered ^ank that they had 

received an application (copy attached) from 

The British finance & Insurance Agency, 

9, Qua! de Prance, 

French Bund, 

Shanghai
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for quotations and specimen bonds for the 

contemplated issue of First Mortgage Debenture

Bonds in the sum of <£880,000-0-0 The manager

of this firm was Interviewed by Messrs. Waterlow 

& Sons' Agent for the Far East and he expressly 

referred to a bond issue printed for the city of 

Nicheroy, a specimen of which was sent to Dann 
"ecker Co., at the same time as the Stilts 

Settlement Bonds subsequently passed to Miss Paulusz. 

He also informed Messrs. Waterlow’s agent that the 

firm’s head office was located in Chancery Lane, 
and although a representative made enquiries he 
could not trace a firm of this name but was informed 
that there had previously been a firm known as "The 
United Kingdom Finance and Insurance Co." which had 
ceased to function owing to the fact that the 
manager or proprietor was serving a term of imprison
ment.

It will be noted that the address of the now 

defunct "United Kingdom Finance & Insurance Co." is 

the same as that of the United Kingdom Merchantile 

and Finance Corporation Ltd., whilst the head office 
of the local "British Finance & Ineurance Agency" 
is given as 65/66 Chancery Lane.

In view of the foregoing, it is reasonable to 

suppose that the person known to Miss Paulusz as 

Captain Doctor Jacques Bertrand is identical with 
the person known locally as I.J. Ashby or Captain
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Jacques Jechivi, and that he is planning to get 

possession of specimen bonds in order to repeat 

the fraud perpetrated on the residents of Columbo.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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/
Attached herewith for purpose of record, is a

photograph of I.J. Ashoy, alias jecnivi, manager of 

the .British finance & insurance Agency.

D. 8.

(Special branch)

*
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It has' now been ascertained that on December 25, 

1938, the individual known in Shanghai as I. J. Ashby, 

boarded the s.e. Rajputana at Columbo en route to 

Hongkong. He was in possession of a second class 

ticket and travelled as Captain Jacques Y. Jechivi,

M. B.E., Sous Commandant of the Surete General e Paris.

During the course of conversation with his fellow 

passengers, Ashby claimed to have many personal friends 

among the high officials of New Scotland Yard and 

produced a photograph alleged to have been taken at 

the Dorchester Hotel in London on the occasion of a 

Metropolit/an Police Dinner at which he was a guest. 

He also claimed to be a captain of the Reserve of 

Officers of the French Air Force and that he had had 

flying experience in the Great War and subsequently in 

Morocco. He also announced that he had been seconded 

from the Paris Police for duty as liaison officer with 

the Hongkong Police and that he had completed many 

similar commissions throughout British, India and 

Afghanistan.

Following the ship’s arrival in Hongkong, Ashby was 

not seen among the passengers who proceeded ashore after 

the pasgport examination and was still aboard when the 

vessel departed for Shanghai. In the light of 

subsequent events it is presumed that the Hongkong 

Authorities refused him permission to land although 

his own explanation was to the effect that he had
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received cabled instructions to proceed to Japan.

During the voyage from Hongkong to Shanghai, 

Ashby is believed to have borrowed money from Indian 

passengers on security of a gold watch and chain and 

a gold ring which were not seen in his possession on 

the vessel’s arrival in Shanghai on January 9, 1939. 

Although it was understood that Ashby was proceeding 

to Japan on the same vessel, he was seen in Shanghai 

on the day subsequent to its departure. That he did 

eventually proceed to Japan appears fairly definite but 

presumably did so under a third name as neither of the 

first two are recorded on the lists of arrivals and 

departures. 
zOn March 13, 193^, Ashby obtained steel office 

furniture to the value of $860.00 from the Charles 

Chang Steel Furniture Company of 537, Peking Road. 

Four days later he paid a deposit of $386.00 in the 

form of $100.00 cash and a cheque for £10-0-0 drawn 

on the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation. 

Efforts to obtain payment of the balance have proved 

abortive and Ashby has promised to settle the account 

on May 13, 1939.

Ta

of 149 Szechuen Road with a request that he should act 

as legs! adviser to the British Finance and Insurance 

Agency. Mr. Cheng was doubtful as to the bona fide, of
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During March 1939, Ashby approached a Mr.

1 ouan, (U,. B. 1L.M. New York Univer
Cheng 

ity) a lawyer
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the concern and wrote to the British Consulate 

requesting information.

For purposes of verification, The British Finance 

and Insurance Agency has since forward^ to Mr. Cheng 

details of four lots of property in respect of 

proposed mortgages and in this connection it has been 

ascertained that Mr. Zau Chin Tsah ( -M "a ) of 

the Ningpo Zaushing Steam Navigation Company of 86, 

,Ningpo Road, has paid Ashby $1,400.00 valuation fee 

on property offered as security for a loan of 

$230,000.00.
It is understood that Ashby has informed his 

prospective clients that all business propositions are 

subject to the approval of his London office which will 

require eight weeks to obtain.

On April 20, 1939, Mr. S.G. Bears, Consul and deputy 

restistrA of companies (of the British Consulate, wrote 

to Ashby requesting him to call and explain the British 

status of the British Finance and Insurance Agency. 

Ashby interviewed the Consul on April 23, when he 

declared himself to be a French subject and gave no 

satisfactory explanation of his right to associate the 

word "British” with the title of his agency in view of 

which the British Consul will approach the French 

Authorities with a request for an appropriate 

correction to be made.
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Mr. Beare has since stated that so fax ae the 

British Consulate is concerned, investigations may 

now be closed.

D. S

60
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The concern known as the British Finance and 

Insurance Agency is located in Room 50 of the 

Messageries Maritimes Building, 9 Qua! de France, 

telephone number 87676, with two extensions, was 

installed therein on March 10th 1939, which was the 

approximate date of the establishment of the firm in 

Shanghai.

On his visiting card the manager describes himself 

as I. J. Ashby, B. Sc-(Econ.) A.C.I.I. (Associate of 

the Chartered Insurance Institute)- He resides at 

1019 Park Hotel although'this address is not mentioned 

on his card. During his conversation with the 

representative of Messageries Maritimes he is said to 

have described himself as an Assyrian from Beirut.

His physical appearance suggests that he is a European 

with some oriental blood. It is said that he was 

formerly known as Captain Jaques and held the position 

of "Sous Generale" in Paris. Enquiries have not yet 

elicited anything further regarding this point.

The glass panel of the door of the concern bears 

the following particulars:-

“The British Finance and Insurance Agency" 

Collaborators.

Erlangers Ltd

Lazard Bros & Co. Ltd.

The Paget guarantee Corporation Ltd.

London.
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Correspondents

Paris, New York, Egypt. Palestine, India, 

Singapore and Japan.

Enquiries reveal that the first two of the 

above mentioned "Collaborators are prominent private 

London bankers who enjoy an excellent reputation, 

whilst the third is a money lending concern but 

little is known regarding its activities and [X

reputation.

The local correspondents of Lazard Bros & Co.

Ltd. are the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and 

China but neither this nor six other large foreign 

banks at which enquiries have been made known anything 

regarding the concern in question.

Among other items, the stationery of the 

British Finance & Insurance Agency bears the following 

particulars :

Address - P.O. Box 724 Shanghai

Registered Office - 65-66 Chancery Lane', London,

W.C.2.

Branch Offices - 170 Broadway, New York.

1 Rue de Courcellejj, Paris.

The 1939 London Directory contains no mention 

of the British Finance and Insurance Agency whilst 

the majority of the tenants of 65-66, Chancery Lane 

are described as turf accountants and none of the 

firms located therein appear to be connected with 

finance or insurance.

JE _ _ . ..... ..... ... .... ..j®
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At the request of the Municipal Police, the 

French Police detailed, an agent to conduct enquiries 

at the offices of the British Finance & Insurance 

Agency in the guise of an insurance broker. He was 

informed that the firm does not transact any form of 

insurance business but is prepared to negotiate 

mortages and advance loans on security for amounts 

not less than £500 or $15,000.00.

In March 1939, acting through a salesman 

named James Francis Browning, Ashby hired two 

typewriters from the Office Appliance Co., 150 
Hanking Road at $30 per month, and at the same time 

offered Mrs. Berry, wife of Mr. C. Berry, the acting 

manager., a position as stenographer, which she 

accepted on a'-week's trial.

A few days later Browning was dismissed for 

misappropriation and immediately afterwards obtained 

a position with the British Finance & Insurance Agency 
which he still holds.

At the expiry of her week's trial, Mrs. Berry 
resigned owing to a dispute regarding her salary, 

following which Mr. Berry became apprehensive over 

the safety of the two typewriters and repossessed them 

on March 18th 1939. Thereupon Ashby wrote to the 

Office Appliance Co. threatening to take legal action 
claiming $100.00 damages for each day he was deprived 

of the use of the machines.
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Mrs* Berry described the business transacted 

during the period of her employ as negligible * no 

letters were written, none received and no clients 

entered the office.

The Chinese manager of the British Finance 
and Insurance Co. is one B.H.S. Ching ( 1^14 ) who

resigned his previous position as salesman to 

Dodwell & Co., 100 Jinkee Road in order to take up I" 

his present employment. He is said to have tendered 

a bad cheque in payment for goods recently obtained 

from the Office Appliance Co. on behalf of a fictitious’ 

client. The sum involved was refunded under pressure 

a few days later and no further action taken.

Neither the British Finance & Insurance Co. 

nor I.J. Ashby are registered with the British or 

French Authorities and the records of the Municipal 

Police and French Police contain no reference to them.

Several lines of investigation have been 

opened as a result of the above enouiries and it is 

expected that further information will be gained 

in the near future.

D. S.

D.C.(Special Branch)
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D. C. Special Branch.



London

No. 6l|2a 15th June, 1959•

Private & Confidential«

The Agent, 

Colombo.

Dear Sir,

Straits Settlements Government 9% Loan 1962/72«

We have read with very great interest your letter No. l|.12a 

of 15th ultimo regarding the above, and return the enclosures as 

requested.

We immediately got into touch with Messrs. Waterlow & Sons 

Ltd. the printers of the Bonds, and enclose a copy of their reply. 

We have pointed out to them that although it was their normal 

practice to send out specimen bonds, perforated only, we think that 

in addition they should overprint each bond and coupon with the 

word "specimen". They themselves admit that they perforated some 

of the coupons with certain words ending with "Limited", and the 

base of these perforations can be seen on the top of coupon No« 9*

We would mention that there is no such firm at the address 

given in the document, and also that "Rs «18,000 divided into 800 bonds 

of over Rs.2000 each" - Rs.1,600,000 at least which should have placed 

anyone on their guard, quite apart from the absence of a number on 

the coupon and the perforations.

It is obvious that a gang of rogues is operating together 

and Messrs. Water low inform us that they were told the Manager 

and/or Proprietor of the United Kingdom Finance and Insurance



-2-

Company was serving a term of imprisonment.

We are, therefore, sending a copy of the correspondence

to Madras and Shanghai to see if they oan find out anything 

concerning the firms in question. I might also be advisable 

to send Capt. Jacques Bertrand's letter to Saigon.

Yours faithfully,

Secretary.





Ko.773e 15th June, 1939.
1 f.- | '*1. ’

. ■ *

The Manager, ’’ ’

Shanghai. . ,

Dear Sir, k.W J? , ••?.

St ro i1 n Settleme n t f Government 3$ Loan 1962/72 9
We enclose ço\y of ah advice to Colombo regarding thé 

above, together .vlth copies of the c'orre^pondence referred to#' 
’I.' ' wp * . 'i;h' .

Is it possible fci y^u.tc aheert: in any thing concern, ng the 

fir^i meritionec v.ith an address at, your port? -E^ease advise 

Colombo -as well as •ourselves tne recuit oi your cnquiiiés<'i •. . •

Yours faithfully,

I'f ;F’.^"v
‘';’'uAÊecr'èt:.i'yz|/ » : /'

»



No.773a

___ The Chartered Rnnlf nf lndi—.Australia & Cl 
i •

nANASCT.. ....—_ i Rishoptga e,

sui wvuffi« 1a'e--

The Manager*
. .4

P'-f’/
W«- :»• '

i>ear

ACCOUNTANT

Shanghai
lac’d 2 7 JUNE 1939

Afls’d

Straits Settlements Government 3j£ Loan 1962/^2.
^E, • i?- WW1 ’ > ' *
We enclose copy of an advice to Colombo regarding th*e 

above* together with copies of the correspondence referred to. 

Is it possible for you to ascertain anything concerning the ’ 
firm mentioned with a dress at your port? Please advise

Colombo as well as olir Ives the result of your enquiries

o/tb faithfully*

Secretary.

■1



1

■»•ma 15th Jun«, 193«

1The Manager,

Shanghai

k

1

8tyait? Settle*«nts government 3% Loan 19dg/?2.

Wo enclose copy of ah advice to Colombo regarding

1
the 

above, tog«ther with copies of the correspondence referred to.
Jet ¿t?* '*•? - * /’ t • v %%taaIs lt possible for you to’»ecertaln anything concerning the

to' • 'IB
fir* mentioned with an address at your port? Please advise

Colombo as well as ourielyeg^the result of your enquiries. 
' . Tour* faiihinlly, Blhl

fc

/



....'rf---| ''^•/’ 15th JUne X<$| 

f:C ,'Tai CHAR TEREt) BANK OF INDIAN AW^.AtlA &*«HINA^ -Jy zV 1

■K^..\.a.^-' :• -;fWw ------—-----
A further strange point le that the Manager of the 

British Finance K Insurance Agency in Shanghai, when die- « 
cuaaing the matttr Kith our Agent expressly referred to a 
Bond we prlAed for the City of liicheroy, a specimen of 
which we eeM to the Dann Decker Co. of Xadrae at the same 
time as we sent thorn a specimen of the Straits .Settlement 
Bond wo produced for you. ’

> 1 ‘ k •'■ .■■■: ’ z^r|

If v;o receive any further information' on this matters 
we will immediately ndvise you and meantime reiterate our 
sincerest regrets for the trouble and concern this unfqr- . j 
tunata matter has paused, you.

Ne are, dear firs, 
Ymir*«i fnithru*! 1 v? ■ 7. •' . ‘‘ :



15 th June -? 59
hh/fD

CHAKTDÎIKD HANK 0? INDIA, AUSTRALIA A CHINA 
58 MSHOPSGAini, F,.C,2. '

Dear Sirs, K? ;”' v s^-

STWT3 '£&k £ at W i2iS^27S
~~ ■’ r ■ J '¿A i'

With reference, to oUS recent conversation* regarding the 
four unnumbered and rait lift ted coupons of $150 each No*. 5» 7m

I 8 and 9 of the above lotyi which have he»n returned by your 
Colombo Office and to the writer** etatenants to you yesterday* 
we confirm that we feel confident that these11.particular coupon* 
have been taken fro.; a rpociiaen ¿10000 Bond sent by us to the:-

Dunn Docker Co.
22 Second Line Beach,

Madras

in June 1957 in response to their request to ua regarding 
the production of such 3qnds, «nd It «mild appear that the 
specimen has by some ne^zis unknown to us got into the hand* 
of the unscrupulous p&reon referred to in your Branch1 • 
report. . MO

This unnumbered specimen Bond, with Coupons, was eent 
to the above mentioned firn $.n the normal manner in response 
tp their application, and was as is our usual custom cancelled 

each of the Coupon* prior to

1 ',4

by holing both in the Bond and 
! being *ent «

p- lellatlon
£



GHARTLRdD BAKE OP I

specimens by holing has always been

and which we were told 
owing to certain circumstancM

on the printed Agreement attached 
report 

has now ceased to function 
which we mentioned.

which name was mentioned 
to your Colombo Branch’s

British Finance " Insurance Agency, 
9 Qua! de Franco, 

French Bund, 
Shanghai

'Lnaiice A Insurance Company

Cancellation of _ , „
considered by us to be the best protection against the 
possibility of their illegal^use, and it is extremely 
difficult's (to replace mutilated parts of such securities 
and we have never previously-wecn advised of a similar 
attempt to pass such mutilated specimen Coupons as 
genuine, particularly as they are also unnumbered.

We’st’e ertrembly sorry that thia specimen should 
have boon used in ah illegal way, and in view of the,' 
difficulty an; trouble that thia matter has caused you, 
we are-making<arrangements that all specimens of slhilar 
negotiable documents -which w® have produced for you are, 
in future, overprinted with the word "SPECIMEN* as well 
as mutilated by holing in order that even the most gullible 
person would bp further protected by thia additional prey 
caution and refuse to’ accept them in similar circumstances.

for a quotation and epecl-Mens ol' bonds, and wq enclose for 
your information copy of their application * particularly 
bocaufjo-they advised pur Ag&M in China that their London 
•<¿ffd.de ».'as in Chand', ry L nd, and although our representa*» 
tlve celled -it this address he could not find a firm with 
this no■ but was. iiiforiaed that there‘had previously been 
a firm there under the name <>£:•-

• 'Vie also confiin that re have recently receivod an 
application from a firm entitled

ffd.de


HR
1

I

|T- A G a 2.E m i;
——fl*----- s

i . I do hereby agree to forfeit Coupons Nos. .

I- 5. 7, 8/9 dated lp/4/39» V/4/40, 15/10/40 and 15/4/41 ' . |
*w3O • . ’'®'-'»i

r amounting to Straits Government Dollars 60O (six hundred) if tVJ
r* <Slw>O ■•■-W«

Hiss Ida clarion Paulusz will not receive the' loan of Rs^lo.OOO/« 
■ ■ i' ■■ -amJI ■ ".

" from ¡«artins Bank Ltd., London through, the United .Kingdom
■ ■ - ■ ? xlsw ’■• -SB

Mercantile & Finance Corporation of Lonoon, yrithin thirtyfivs 
dp-ys from today's date. She will be free to dispose of these 

•ry. And I shall 
against ;;er for these ppup^hs 

signature this 21/12/38 at

1

Coupons at any way^uhe may consider Pieces 

have no claim whatsoever

I subscnoe my

Colombo, Ceylon

r . ..

GJt')



\ . i ..

<£>

CTrx <y ft^xyau kr«m 
Jw$>v

COPY
J<1

DAK!? D^CKWCfr.

22 Second Line Beaohj
É.4.j Madras.

5th Juno 1957. 'S3

To: Misere Watcrlow A 
2b Gt, Winchester 

g London, <;.c.2.

LtdSona 
Strpot, ■ :w~ ■/• • v' ? ■ 4*

' 'v-'L*

WE

M ' .. « J - -X^’t *; - p » * >,v-

arc printing Debenture Bonds with 
I liave also soon you have printed

- „ ,lU* j,v' '4 ' /
’ffe understand you 

bearer coupon Intorost 
some Bonds for Mr. levy fraa Palestine.

As ■•« ar0 engaged Ln the- ssae kind of bustaess andL 
would soon require to print Bonds of ths same type or of 
the typo of Kasslm Bazaar Estate Co. Ltd. we would like 
you, to send us .per return of post see» specimen of final 
printing of the issue of above Bonds for our perusal so 
that may ponside^ to place our orders with you, per 
return AiryHai.1- please send n pete ioAn.

Biankinn you, «

Yours very tinily,

(Sisnaturb)

Ii

.V •



35 COPY uP L3TT2R' 38uL ■ fi fwj
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’IIncorporated in England by Rbya'
(Liability of >Shareholders Limited):

P.O. BOX ¡Jo.27

I

»

Colombo,..25 th Lia
ho.412a

Australia & Chin

.Dear Sir

kS

3‘truits Settlements üo^erndbnt 
<3p£oan 1962 / 72.

Sundry Advice

The Secretary, ,
The Chartered bank of Indu 

London,.
F

le/

<ie were Mndeu. for' collection*a coupon licfefr for^lSO^'#’I 
In’respect df '410.u00. of the above Loan, due bn Ifyth April 193% '3 

•'by allibs Ic^ LiXR.ulh$2, :$ir respectafbie Colombo res^eht. ? -.i
5^he■■ coupon j.’as, as usual, forwardeditp Singapore Office d 

for collection, wao referred to r.s for farther- particulars of the 
bonds ancr on wur*iaak,in* enquiries irom 'the above mentioned lady, we' 
oxe convineexhthat tae coupon is spurious and that shebas been the? 
victim of-a confidence trick...

^ccoruin. to xiiss Raulusz this coupon, together. with three otuers l.’os. 7* & and. 9» whici' — j-x--«—j *» — •• - •
bond, were handed to ntr by a cer 
of Sjrigon, Ihdo-’Ohind.’, as sdcurit 
¿a a* depos it on, Rs.Ib.GCQ/- 
Ltdil .according. to a form. of 
Who styled' hiiiself ■’*general

.ere detached from thé relatife 1 
Lri 'Câpt. Dr. Jacques Bertrand" J 
for a <sum of Rs.540/- paid by her] 

bonds to be received from Kartins Bank' 1 
-<rediient.signed by ,"J..iWimborne" ¿3 

xijent for India ,of Sartins.Bank Ltd." J 
|r d .-inspection^the.yfour coupons^ as weld 
. uimborne, abd anether agreement signed 

T. .. A copyufletter from' lisa talusz yll 
giving ae taiIs01 the transaction is also i

we. enclose, iqr y 
ajj the agreement signed by 
Ew (¿pt* Jacques Bertrand, 
dated the 17 th |nstan.t, 
attached.*-; - - '~~'■
.7:'»,-’wX- v '"■> e •>' • <• . "¿OH

We asked Lliss -PaUlusz to place the matter in the-hands
of the Criminal Investigation Department but this she was disinclined 
to do as she did not relish the idea of being Keldxup to public ridicule . .



COPY

Xo»412a.
P^?I-.. -

2

■7'1' we my mention that the parson call inc: himself "Capt.JaCque
Bertrand" was operating the confidence trick in~Cevloh a few months 
ago and disappeared suddenly q.f ter duping several residents.
On making enquiries from ^artms Bank Ltd.. Hiss Pauluss was informed 
that"no bonds were being issued t? the'm and that the person calling 
himself J* «imbo^ne has no authority to sign on-<their behalf

G..,- . As the above loan Was floated by this Bank and'the Bearer
Bonds were sent out to .Singapore by you we shall be obliged if v4u 
will inake enouiries and. advise us if the coupons are-forgeries J 
or*if any specimen copiesaof this issue were made and subsSquen/ly 

p fraudulently misapprOpiated.
In this cwrfiection vre quote from a letter received by us 

Singapore Biranch :-
Vith-refefence to'your advices we are at a complete 

to understand how the“ unnumbered coupons in question 
into circulation, us X® ua .they appeau* otherwise to 

is xn order apart from tiid "buncued holes. ..e would,-.; 
mention that^to tue .best of our recollection no specimen

- - ■,-J x- "i bv for inspection and we
rAn^nlv: su^'èt that you taup up the matter with them."

¡»closures in due course.

from our

"loss
"came

"he in
"mentis- — — - .— - , ? ."bonds were forwarued to jis

Please return

Your B'^ât obedient- Jcrvantj 
( signed )

I

Encl
• MG

Q

Wj
1



l.A house situate at Inner Flower Road consisting 
' ■ '. « #

cf el#it Bodies, 1 kitchen, 3 bathrooms and 2 toilette
yielding an arrual income of Ripeas 1080«

BORROWER,
.., *•'

As* which (to Promoter AaD esses to he rated to Rte

P A U L U 8 Z PROPERTY; CO« LTD. 
--------------------- ------- ax------------------ ,----------------------------—-----

’B;’ . ■ *
Oomsany, Uaritoi.

2. Applicant will pay Mcunial ly ths i® of Ripest
Ninety six and sixty cents to cover the capital and 

\ interest 'fprthe above mentioned loan end^wlll not have

to pay any farther expenses tfc at sover besides the peyWt

fiention»d In para 6 hereof. This payment will be for the

2* <11 expenses arising of this loan will be paid

by the Mndero,



Ctrl' A

4»

To

The -went
• yoloubo’«

. As requested i au y/r 

the Coupons.
The Coupons X Mndca

1 h'th IS/X'-i were .. ivcn to, me

DtileEnd

înnèr 1 ov/er 3phd,

Xhdja, ~ustr; nnc

Q < ou wan ted regard ih

to

O’

du' includin' one. doted Abril

Jaco 'íes .Bertrand of Saigon ■ -,fd í. ; '

ia to him for the.bank

'din?: to the OTeement with

>

¡j tatemen

I
IL

a

stamped -, ?.gre ement 

whole Bond,’and given

an my presence

.1

I

Indo*China-as securiu^ ¿or t 

expenses for the loan from t 

the Ban-: ^gent hr. J.-iinboyr 

receipt). These ■Coupons ’..-e 

to ue, together with* the \ipi

and signed by dapts Br« . ¿ertrand)-.,u ' J
"L</W-r •

f Failin .■ to ge>t tn<- loan from the Bank I was to get cash from/yotj-| 

¿giving the Coupons_on’ '.the due dates 

I-do hope that I shall
us the signed blue document st?te

ret the Cash for t^ese Coupons whether

whole Bond, or does nottrooe himdlthe Bank traces the possessor of,the 

’ ' Thanking you, 

Yours faithfully, 

raulusz



SPECIAL OOMTRACT FOR BORROWER»
AFRICA. BRITISH UDIA, BURMA.

f-1 ■ W ■■Hr

THIS AGREEMENT
is made this-- -------day of..... ..B..X...C.JI..MB..JI..X.._4.----- -...
Between . Maa. Ha. Marion..   ..................—2— 
of.. .3 S. Ir.uer Plowor ftoad.r Colombo rCeyXo»r-—— ------—
(hereinafter called the " Promoter ”) of the first part, and... The ...ttllteA..
Klr.ft-actt .McifiKkii.U»:.. an.i..F.inan.c.e.

.18» •

of. 5CZ5C. .'ÂUKiçtjy
(hereinafter called the " Corporation **) of the second part and.
.Tht.Martina..Bank. Lialtad . ...
of....2...&£. .Laalanhiìll ..Striai lûndûa.Mfi*.
(hereinafter called the " Bank "•) of the third part.

IT IS HEREBY AGREED between the said parties hereto as
I. The object of this Contract is to provide for the said Promoter finance

for a period of sixty years at interest at the rate of 4} per cent, per annum and. 
subject to the amortisement by means, of „the issue of an Awnrahoe (capital 
redemption Policy) for which the annual premium will be about MO per cent. r 22 
annum, and subject to the guarantees hereinafter appearing. It being understood 
that the Promoter shall have the faculty of redeeming the loan in whole or in part 
at anv time w ithout indemnity to the holders of the Bonds (at any date after the

»
redemption poney wui oe returned to nun puis two per cent.

2. _To give effect to this intention the Bank has 
money subject to the due. carrying out of the following un 

' of the Promoter.
. 3. The. Promoter hereby gives instructions to the Cerebration an ths 

Promoter's behalf to register a Public Company Limited by shares under ths 
Company Laws of England, with a nominal Capital of one thousand '**' _
the Memorandum and Articles of Association of such Company must be prepared and 
printed by the Corporation and all documents necessary for the registration of the 
Company must be sent by the corporation to the promoter completelor signature by 
the Promoter wit hin an extreme delay of one month of the date hereof and when Mm 
documents shall have lieen presented for signature to the Promoter forthwith these 
documents will be signed by the Promoter and returned by him to the Corporation 
for registration. Then, writhin an extreme delay of one month, after the receipt of 
such documents by the Corporation, the Corporation will cause to be registered sudi 
Company under the Company Laws of England as aforesaid. The name of such 
Company shall be Ihe Brcpertÿ...... ...........h^------ ________ _
Company, 'Limited (or such other name as the Promoter shall decide), and itt'BriS 
Contract such Company shall be spoken of as the " Company/* The number of

; ■ ------ : ‘ - '^beeteK*
ly is registered, ana m any case mum

Company to print, sign and issue Debenture Bonds to Bearer of a commenced ’

divided into alAt hundred ■••••■ BoodstoBeamte........jgiïiflr..WW)' _~x Ad. <
or at earlier dates in whole or in part at the discretion of the 
indemnity to the holders of the Bonds. The rate of interest 
per annum, payable by half-yearly coupons to boMur 
guarantee the amortisation of such Debenture Bonds 
Debenture Bonds the Promoter shall cans I, 
Capital Redemption ’’ Policy from a British Assunteto Conmany to Ute

■n**-

Debenture Bonds shau be a

I.-1 w



FMI ITOU.

Signed on behalf of the said
Promoter

Sigmed behalf of the said

AS WITNESS tly hands of the persons authorised by the respective

11. AU the Shares of the Company shall be issued to the Promoter in 
compensation for his transferring the said properties to the Company, and thus 
the Promoter shall have absolute control of the Company.

IS. The date of this Agreement shall be the date when the within 
mentioned advance costs have been received, by the Corporation.

" tion Assurance Policy and those other Assets described in the list attached headed 
*’ Assets which the Promoter shall cause to be vested in the

, IwiyuT Property........Company, Limited,” it being understood
that all such said assets shall be legally vested in the Company by the Promoter^ 
prior to the date of such issue of Debenture Bonds.

4. As soon as the issue of the said Debenture Bonds has been made by the 
Company in accordance with Clause 3 hereof such Debenture Bonds shall be 
deposited in I .on don by the Promoted with the Agents of the Promoter and handed 
over to the Bank as against payment by the Bank of their par value. The maximum 
delay in completing such deposit of such Debenture Bonds has been especially fixed 
for the convenience of .the Promoter at thirty-five days from the date of registration 
of the Company. Upon the prospectus of the issue of the Debenture Bonds the 
Promoter shall select and appoint the persons and firms who shall act as London 
Stock Exchahge Brokers, London Bankers, Auditors and Directors of the Company.

5. The Bank undertakes definitely to place the whole of such issue of
Debenture Bonds within fourteen days of the deposit of such Bonds in London 
at its disposition as described in Clause 4 hereof and if such Bonds are not all 
taken up by the public during such period of fourteen days, the Bank will then 
purchase (for its own account) the whole portion of such Bonds remaining unsold 
at the end of such fourteen days. The C orporation guarantees the whole of the 
Bank's engagements under this agreement. ' ;

, 6. As fixed remuneration for all work and expenses of the Corporation 
> for the registration of the Company and for securing the signature of the Bank 

to this Contract, the Promoter shall pay to the Corporation a fee at the rate of 
six per cent of the amount of such issue of. .tb.pu.c.«nd ....^. ..
namely the sum of... Cru tbcuaaKd. and ei^ty rupeesr. half
of which (namely) ...*ly.e hundred atid. .forty. rupee«
shall be paid on the signing hereof, and the balance when the said Bonds are

7. It is hereby agreed that the dates, times and delays specified herein, 
shall be respected strictly by all parties and that in all instances time is the 
essence of the Contract.

8. . This Agreement shall be deemed to be made in England under English. . 
, Law and shall be construed by English Law. r Should any dispute of .whatsoever

nature arise between any of the parties hereto the same shall be referred to 
Arbitration in accordance with the English Arbitration Law and a decision of such 
Arbitration shall be final.

9. The Bank hereby guarantees to the Promoter that, should the Cor
poration fail in its engagements under this Agreement within four months of the 
date of this Agreement, then the Bank will return in full to the Promoter all pay
ments made by the Promoter to the Corporation under the terms of this Agreement.

* ( 10. This Agreement is. the only ; definite Contract existing between1the
parties, and all previous correspondence, agreements and promises of whatever 
nature are hereby cancelled.
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Dear Sirs

fe

í ort¿a£e

Ybure

(Signatura)
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Expecting to -r oon
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CIRCULAR No. 6

CONDITIONS FOR THE GRANT OF MORTGAGE LOANS.

1. Mortgage loans will be granted to owners of first class freehold property in the principal 
cities only.

2. Such loans can be made upon the guarantee of first mortgages upon buildings erected or to
be erected, theatres, apartment houses, film studios, cinemas, hotels, mines, plantations etc«,
upon businesses or Industrial, Commercial, and Agricultural Companies, provided the net 
annual revenue exceeds the annual gross charges by sufficient margin.

3. The maximum advance will not exceed 60<% of the present day value of the property to be
mortgaged.

4. Interest at the rate of 4J —5| per cent, per annum will be payable half yearly in advance.

5. The loan must be secured by means of an Endowment Policy. The premium, which is 
payable half yearly or annually in advance, will liquidate the mortgage loan upon the expira
tion of the term or at previous death of the assured.

6. No loans will be granted for terms over thirty years.

7. Part payments on account of the capital will be accepted by the Company and interest thereon 
reduced accordingly. The balance of the loan could be refunded at any date after the first 
three years, subject to three months notice in advance«/

8. The property to be mortgaged must be insured against risk of fire, earth quake and civil 
commotion under the Comprehensive Scheme.

9. The Policies mentioned in paragraphs 5 and 8 must be assigned to the Company granting 
the loan who will hold same as Collateral Security until the redemption of the loan is 
entertained. (See paragraph 5 above).

10. Loans will not he granted to female owners unless the Endowment Policy is made out in 
the name of the husband who must also sign the Deed of Mortgage as guarantor.

11. The property must be surveyed and valued by the Valuer of the Company whose valuation 
is considered as final by the Company.

12. The following documents must be presented with the application:—
(1) . Valuation Report. (See para. 11).
(2) . Approved plans of the land and construction.
(3) . Two photographs of the property.

- (4). List of tenants showing rents, paid by each.
(5) . Amount of advances received from tenants.
(6) . Certificate of Title, (or copy).
(7) . Deed of Mortgage, (if property is mortgaged).

43. If, from the particulars given, the Agent considers the application acceptable, the premises 
will then be inspected and a Valuation Report submitted to the Company.

14. If, for any unforseen reason, the Company declines the application, the applicant must be 
prepared to forfeit forty per cent of the Inspection and Valuation Fee deposited.

15. The borrower is free in selling the house mortgaged subject to the previous‘consent of the 
I Company.



torch 22nd, 1939.

Mr* P. S* Widdup,
The -Bu ess Equipment Co.,Inc.,
Manila, ?. I.

Report He British Finance à Insurance Agency

Dear Mr. Widdup,

We have received a letter from The British Finance & Insurance 
Agency in this city, a copy of which is enclosed, For your information the 
circumstances are .as follows:

On the 2nd of March a. gentlemen who gave. his name as I. Ji Ashby 
and his address as 1019 Park Hotel came to the Lower Sales and made inquiries 
regarding typewriters, safe, steel desks and chair $nti stated that if he 
purchased these goods he would pay by instalments. The Lower Sales Inquiry 
slip was handed to Mr. Browning for attention since he told me that he used 
to know Mr. Ashby who was n friend of his father’s.

The sale for the safe and steel went to Charles Chang Steel 
Furniture Company whose prices were much lower than ours but Browning. told 
us that he thought he could sell two new Royals to this company. They had, 
however, to obtain permission to purchase them from London and it W's agreed 
that they would hire the machines at US$30.00 a month each until this 
permission,was received. One machine was delivered on March 13th and the. 
hire paid in. advance but when we delivered the second machine, they said they 
would like to try it for a few days before definitely'accepting it' on hire 
terms.

In the meantime, I had received your cable regarding-Mr♦ Browning 
and he being unable to furnish the necessary guarantees, had left us and 
Joined The British Finance Insurance Agency. Browning had already told 
me that when he used to know Mr. Ashby, he went under another name arid this, 
coupled with the fact of hi ^.employing a man with Browningrs record, made 
me rather doubtful of. the standing of this new company.

However, my wife had been offered a position as stenographer in 
this company on a week’s trial and since she would be there to keep an eye 
on the machines, I allowed them to remain there. At the end of the week, 
Saturday March 18th, she told me that they had decided not to keep.her on, 
■^irbiMly bee^ujgt they were unwilling to pay the salary 
she was no longer there to watch our interests, I considered it advisable 
to remove our machines, more especially•so since I had learned that this 

was also enployii^ a mar named Ching who as one of 
had been mixed up in seme shady business wherein he gave us a bad cheque in 

maohire the mono;/ for this
later).

The fact of the head of the company going under an assumed name and 
the .quality of his employees having made me very doubtful indeed'ol1 their
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Pamphlets, a specimen of which is attached 

hereto, have been received through the mails by several

police officers.

AS will be seen, they emanate from L,K, Kentwell 

editor and publisher of the "Voice of New China," a 

bi-monthly magazine in English and Chinese, published 

in Nanking.

The contents of the pamphlet are a reproduction 

in its entirety of an article which appeared on pages 

6 and 7 of the issue of the "Voice of New China* dated 

August 15, 1940,

The pamphlets are contained in envelopes 

which bear the s tamp of the "Retrocession Commissioner, 

Nanking, China," which is, presumably, the office of 

committee dealt with under Special Branch Registry

File No.S.B.D-9163 (c) dated 28.3.39.
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Memorandum.i

Shanghai,....14 Noy ambe r, T 94_ 0
To D. C, Special Branch.

lootOO Road POLICE FORCE, 
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL,

Sir,

Herewith a letter received 

by the undersigned on 14-11-40 from 
Retrocession Commissioner,Nanking, 

China, which is forwarded for 

information.
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_ SHANGHAI

Telephone 31888

L. K. KB NT WELL, B.A., (Osoa), 
LL.B.. Colembia Uni.. N.Y.

ft Editor ft Publisher

8. Drum Tower Villa,

Nanking NOV • lX, iy40

The official announcement by the British War Office of their decision to withdraw British 
troops from Shanghai, Tientsin and Peking, in accordance with the request of China and Japan was 
received with great shock by Britons of “pure” European descent in China on August 9. No 
less than a mild panic was created when the decision became known. Telegrams were 
exchanged between the British communities in the three cities. The military headquarters 
and consulates in the cities were swamped with telephone messages and personal calls.

Sudden Dismay
What was the cause for all this sudden dismay among Englishmen of “pure” European 

descent in China ? Had the endless merry-go-round of mutual hatred and suspicion come to a 
head ? Did the possibilities of a clash between Japan and Britain appear dangerously closer ? 
What was the meaning of the term, the British soldiers were being recalled “for service elsewhere T” 
Some 2,000 were not going for war service, to be sure. As it is generally considered that 
Hongkong is already lost, the addition of two regiments for the defence of Hongkong means nothing. 
Perhaps they were to be stuck in Singapore to add to the defences there ?

No, these matters did not greatly concern the minds of the businessmen. They were the 
cares of the military authorities. What now appears certain is that England’s grip on China is 
slowly losing its hold and no longer is it possible to subjugate China. What loomed more 
important was the ever-growing possibility of war between Japan and Britain.

Seeds of Hatred
That was what the average Briton in China and Japan is more deeply concerned about unless 

there are some drastic changes in Far Eastern policy. The seeds of hatred sown by England in 
the Far East are not turning out to be the boon for Britain as was thought. Their arrogance, 
their subjugation and cruelty in both business and human methods are generally responsible for the 
intolerable poorness of the Chinese people and the Far East has been challenged too long by 
England in the extension of her ambitions.

Important Issues

To be frank. Britons are now concerned about annihilation of the concessions and their 
business. While the press raves about what it calls “important issues” such as “who will take 
over the British Defence Sector, the British Concession in Tientsin, the British Legation in Peking,” 
these are only newspaper topics. That China is going to demand and re-enforce these demands, 
that all foreign concessions be returned to the sovereignty of China when the actual time comes, is 
a foregone conclusion.



While, from a military standpoint, the withdrawal of a mere 2,000 British “Tommies” 
(taught that they can lick five Japanese or Chinese with one hand behind their backs) is a 
perfectly right move and perhaps appeases China. Some Britons see in it a hardening gesture by 
England and an unmistakeable sign that England is preparing to turn more pressure on Japan, 
which might lead to war.

China and Japan Against England
A new question has arisen in the minds of the British and that is, “Will China, under the 

Wang Ching-wei Government join Japan in the event of war ?” Our answer is that since Japan 
will be fighting for the freedom of China from foreign oppression, it is almost certain that New 
China will take up arms against Britain, although Nanking has given no hints on this matter. It 
is however a known fact that China has a deep hatred against England and will go to all ends to 
attain the final goal of the people.

If war breaks out, the Britishers of “pure” European descent will in all probability be 
interned in such places as Shanghai and Tientsin, and this will include the Britishers of “pure” 
European descent of the Shanghai Municipal Police. All British business will then be taken over 
by the Chinese government, including shipping and banking and the Hongkong and Shanghai 
Banking Corporation will be no exception. The same situation, will, in all probability take place 
in Japan.

Deportation of Britishers of “Pure” European descent

Or, it might happen, as it did during the last World War when China was tricked into 
joining on the side of the Allies and when German nationals, old men, women and children were 
arrested in Shanghai by the Shanghai Municipal Police and deported to Germany. That the 
Britishers might be deported—but not, let us hope, in filthy cattle boats in which the Germans 
were forced to travel. Should it be decided to deport all Britishers of “pure” European descent 
from Chinese soil, however, it might not be unjustified to give them a taste of the shocking cruelty 
accorded the German victims during the last war when they were made to suffer incredible horrors 
mainly from the Shanghai Municipal Police and the British Municipal Police at Tientsin.

Germans llltreated
The transportation of Germans from China during the last war is one of the edifying 

spectacles and a model of inhumanity. Thrown into the cattle-boats, the Germans were not 
treated as prisoners of war, but as animals about to be slaughtered. The obnoxious smell, lack of 
sleeping accommodation, food and water, as well as being continuously threatened by guards, had 
most of the victims vomiting with sickness. Disease soon spread down in the ship's holds and 
many died. The story of the voyage was later reported in all newspapers throughout the world 
as a mistake of the Shanghai Municipal Council. Actually it was the insane work of the British 
Police, who in reply to the criticism of the Chinese people at the time, said that “anything was 
good enough for the swine.” The issue was ugly and unnecessary and was said so by the Chinese 
press at the time.

Voyage of Slaves

Since the position is now reversed and the probability of Britishers of “pure” European 
descent being deported in not too remote a date, it might be well for all of them in China to 
consider carefully this matter. There is no denying the fact that the German deportation was a 
tragedy, for the repercussions were heard for years after. We believe that even the Germans who 
were victims of the tragedy (and there are some in China today who made the trip) hope that the 
English brutes will enjoy better passage than this. It is enough, however, to again place on record 
that the Chinese were not responsible for this “voyage of slaves”
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Meeting of the Legislative Yuan of the Reformed GoTerm—nt - 
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The Commissioner presents his compliments toT^®.... •
and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1. Copy of a Police report.

2 .

3.

4.
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Information has been obtained that in the middle 

of March, 1939, some 10 members of the Legislative Yuan 

of the Reformed Government in Nanking convened a 

meeting for deliberations on the retrocession of the 

administrative authority of the Foreign Settlements at 

Shanghai. Mr. Woo Zung Yui ( , member of the

Legislative Yuan, presided over the meeting, and it 

was resolved that if and when circumstances permit, the L 

following measures for the retrocession and the boycott 

of the Foreign Settlements at Shanghai be put into 

effect:- 

Measures for the retrocession

(1) An Autonomous System for the Administration of the 

Special District Areas of the Shanghai 

Municipality shall be formulated and drafted by 

the Reformed Government, whereby a Municipal 

Assembly will be created. The Municipal Assembly 

shall be jointly organized and established by a 

number of city counsellors who shall be nominated 

by local Foreign residents and organizations of 

various Foreign nations together with the various 

local Chinese business organizations. The 

Municipal Assembly shall be the proper legislative 

authority in the Shanghai Special District Areas, 

from which Municipal Administration for the Special 

District Areas at Shanghai shall derive its 

authority.
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(2) At the first Session of the Municipal Assembly, 

the Government shall, as a matter of expediency 

and with due regard to the peculiar local 

conditions, arbitrarily select and appoint a 

certain number of Chinese city counsellors to the 

Municipal Assembly from amongst the various local 

Chinese business associations, while the local 

Consuls of the various Foreign nations shall be 

served with a notification requesting them to elect 

aid appoint within a specific period, a certain 

number of city counsellors as foreign members of 

the Municipal Assembly at its first Session. 

Failure to comply with this request shall be 

regarded as forfeiture of the right to attend the 

session of the Municipal Assembly.

(3) The Authorities of the Foreign Settlements shall 

be duly informed of this system and the procedure 

whereby they shall be duly carried out as provided 

in Items (1) and (2) and they shall be notified at 

the same time of the reasons for the proposed 

retrocession of the Administration of the Foreign 

Settlements. Should the local Foreign Consuls 

consider these measures as reasonable and concur 

with them, negotiations will then commence for

the taking over of the municipal councils.

Measures for the boycotting of the Foreign Settlements
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(4) Refusal on the part of the Foreign Consuls to give 

up the administration of the Foreign Settlements 

shall be regarded as tantamount to a deliberate 

obstruction and encroachment on the national 

territory of this country and will therefore be 

sufficient grounds for action aiming at the 

boycott of the Foreign Settlements.

(5) When these measures are put into force, the 

Foreign Settlements at Shanghai w|ll be 

excommunicated with the inland areas, and a state 

of affairs will be brought about which will be 

reminiscent of the year 1925, when Hongkong was 

suffering from the effects of similar measures 

which were carried out by Canton. It is not to 

be expected, however, that the Foreign Settlements 

at Shanghai will be able to recover from this 

siege quite as easily as Hongkong did, because,

it must be remembered that throughout the "Big 

Strike* in the year 1925, Hongkong maintained 

uninterrupted communications by sea, whereas the 

Foreign Settlements at Shanghai will be completely 

at our mercy once they are subjected to a blockade.

At the outset Woo Zung Yui, the Chairman, pro-

ceeded to elucidate the reasons and the motives for 

the retrocession of the Foreign Settlements at Shanghai, 

stating that it is indeed a matter of serious concern
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for the Reformed Government which is at present the 

ruling authority of the Central China Area of the 

Republic of China that it should be constantly 

slighted, held in scorn, and viewed with contempt by 

the Authorities of the Foreign Settlements at Shanghai. 

It should be borne in mind that the organization of 

the Reformed Government was based entirely and 

strictly on legal principles and in adhering firmly 

to its declarations with regard to the conduct of 

foreign affairs has never slighted or failed to 

respect its obligations under the Treaties now in 

force. The fact should not be lost sight of that 

the acquiescence and connivance by the Authorities 

of the Foreign Settlements always has had the effect 

of encouraging those elements who are definitely 

hostile to the Reformed Government in their ruthless 

efforts of terror and the endangering of the lives 

of our people, with the result that the Foreign 

Settlements have been turned into a place of dreadful 

horror. In the light of what has been said, there is 

sufficient legal grounds for negotiations to commence 

with the authorities concerned towards the 

retrocession of the Foreign Settlements which will 

not be Incompatible with the provisions in Treaties 

contracted under International Law.
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Mr. Woo Zung Yui continued, witn his views and 

stressed two points relative to and in support of nis 

contention:-

(1) The Reformed Government being the de facto 

Government now in power in this country, is 

naturally the logical and legitimate party to enter 

into any negotiations which take place on any 

affairs of a national or international character. 

The history of international affairs has 

produced an abundance of precedents in such 

situations, and negotiations have brought 

satisfactory conclusions. With regard to the 

Reformed Government, the Authorities in the 

Foreign Settlements have never recognised us and 

are not at all likely to follow the precedent of 

entering into negotiations with a de facto regime 

set up under International Law; therefore, it 

follows that the Authorities of the Foreign 

Settlements have thereby already lost or 

virtually given up their administrative authority 

in those areas under their jurisdiction, which 

was vested in them by virtue of the Treaties 

contracted under the provisions of International 

Law. Furthermore, since the Reformed Government 

which rules over the areas in Central China 

wherein the Foreign Settlements at Shanghai are 

situated, has not yet been accorded recognition
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by those nations having control over these 

Foreign Settlements, it is therefore obvious 

that the Foreign Settlements themselves have, 

ceased to exist legally.

(2) It should be remembered first and foremost that 

the primary reason for the establishment of 

Foreign Settlements was the safety and protection 

of the areas in which foreign nationals coming 

to this country desired to reside and conduct 

trade. In view of the disturbed and uncertain 

conditions in the interior where protection was 

considered inadequate it is now unsuitable for 

foreign residence and transaction of trade. In 

other words, the Foreign Settlements were created 

to be something in the nature of “special 

districts" wherein alien subjects could take up 

residence and trade in safety without concern for 

their personal security. It follows then that the 

maintenance of peace and order is tha fundamental 

and vital factor for the creation and continued 

existence of the Foreign Settlements. This having 

been clarified, it is plain now that there is 

no grounds on which the Foreign Settlements 

should be allowed to exist, inasmuch as during 

recent years the Authorities of the Foreign 

Settlements have clearly shown themselves 

incapable of maintaining peace and order in the
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areas over which they have jurisdiction»

Mr. Woo Zung Yui, alias Woo Ping Yat ( 

alias Woo Tsung Lur ( ) is an ex-Chinese lawyer

of this city, who was connected with the agitation 

for a general reduction of rental some time ago and 

was recently reported in the local Chinese press to 

have been assassinated in Chekiang, which story has 

been found to be incorrect.

He was struck off the list in the Bar Association 

in March 1939, by order of the Ministry of Justice 

of the National Government (Vide Special Branch 

report dated March 13, 1939.)

D. I.

X>.C. (Special Branch)
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Mr# »v • J • a# THORGECKS,i ormer Netherlands Minister

to China, was dismissed from his post and from the 

Diplomatic Service in 1935 by order of wueen Wilhelmina 

of the Netherlands in connection with a divorce case.

His second wife Mrs. Mllen Thorbeca^e is a German

□y birth. Che is an «authoress and has rec«mtly written

30 ok, enti tied * Sh imghai 11 containing vîaTiOUS aspccts

INDEXED by 
(s.b.) Re-GISTRY

DATE ^1 / ! ¿A

on Shanghai life*

Mr.& Mrs. Thorbecke at present reside at 168 Route 

Ghisi.

Mr# Thorbecke,up to 1939,was in possession of his 

Diplomatic Passport which was withdrawn later by the 

locul Netherlands Consulate-General upon the 

instructions of the Netherlands Government. He, 

nevertheless,is reported to still,when an opportunity 

arises,continues to seek privileges attendant on 

-Ci p 1 oxiiat i c r anxe •

Although he is known to have no permanent 

employment or any busxn.es s,ne 1 s repox* ted to be m 

comfortable financial circumstances and is very free 

with his money.

He travels a lot and most of his trips have been 

to North China and Munchukuo where he is reported to . 

have good connections with Manchukuo Government
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ufiicials and business circles and was ones the 
unofficial adviser to the Trade ministry of the 
Ltunchukuo Government •

He is also reported,, to be acting as a 11 go-between1' 
i o r 1 o c al Ge rm an 1 x rms ax i d i.~ui iexiux^uo an d dap unos e 
concerns in the transportation goods to Germany via 
the Siberian Railway»

bxii£'JLdL )e



Netherlands - Antecedents and activities

Made by D.S.I. Mac Adie Forwarded by.

Mr. W. J.R. THORBECKE was Minister to China 

of the Netherlands between 1932 and 1935. In the 

latter year he was dismissed from the Diplomatic 

Service owing to his being involved in a divorce case.

He is now in the Par East representing a 

number of Netherland and European business firms and 

ma.i nt at ns an apartment No. A-19 in the Cathay Mansions. 

He is actually in Singapore at present but his wife 

and children are living at the apartment in question.

The Netherlands Consulate General have 

received no official cognizance of his business m 

the Far East and it is confidentially learned that 

his activities have caused the Consular officials 

some embarrassment, due to his continuing to seek 

privileges attendant on Diplomatic rank. He has 

succeeded in obtaining a Special Licence for his 

car from the French Police in the Concession, is 

stated to be still using his Diplomatic passport 

and to be claiming rebates from shipping companies 

etc. usually granted to Diplomats.

D. S. I.

ecial Branch)
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r.:AY2 1939

Quiet Reigns 
In City On ' 
Labor‘ Dav 

•f

Chinese Workmen Here 
Send Circulars To

Unions Abroad
International Labor Day passed 

I quietly and without any untoward 
i incidents in Shanghai yesterday.
I While expecting no disorder, the 
I police of both foreign-admini- 
! stered areas took all necessary pre
cautions. Demonstrations of any 
kind were forbidden. Concession 
authorities promptly requested the 
removal of the few Chinese National 
flags which made their appearance 
in Frenchtown yesterday. »May Day, 
an hTtemational 'holiday, is not 
generally observed by Chinese.

In the International Settlement, 
however, no attempt was made to 
interfere with hoisting of Chinese 
flags yesterday.

Japanese authorities here also 
| took steps to prevent the possible 
outbreak of terrorism ’in Hongkew 
and Yangtszepco. All “suspicious 
characters” were searched while 
cressing the Bridges over Socchow 
Creek.

Commemorating the inter
national labor Day, Chinese labor 
oiganizations in Shanghai circula
rized a cablegram to labor groups in 

| foreign countries.
The cablegram was addressed to 

the International Textile Workers 
Union of Britain, the French 
International Labor Union, the 
American Federation of Labor, the 
Committee fcr Industrial Organiza
tions of the United States, the 
Netherlands Transportation Work
ers Union and the Netherlands 
international Factory workers 
Union.

“Unless Japanese aggression in 
I China, is promptly stopped,” the 
foreign unions were told, - “both 
Chinese and Japanese labor will 
not be liberated . . . On this 
occasion, we beg you to deal a 
severe blow to the aggressor 
nation in the Far East through ? 
economic channels.

“We also beg of you to assist 
, China .... in her struggle for 
liberation, for the freeing of China 
will inevitably result in the libera* 
tion of the Chinese and Japanese 

’ labor and will aid the cause of labor 
■ throughout the world.”
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May 1, 1939» Morning Translation«

Shun Bao and other local newspapers »-

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR LAY

To-day is the International Labour Lay, 
It is the glorious day when labourers throughout the 
world succeeded in securing the 3-8 system« Labourers 
in China will also celebrate tho day«

In days prior to the local hostilities« 
the General Labour Union in Shanghai used to call a 
meeting of workers in this city to celebrate the event, 
but owing to the abnormal situation to-day, the workers 
will noij, hold any ceremonies to celebrate the L&bour Lay, 

To-day» local factories will observe the 
day as a holiday» The federation of various Labour 
Bodies in Shanghai has issued the following ¿pan letter 
addressed to labourersItt Shanghai I- 
(T)”~In~ order to obtaiS" relielforTSTeir sufferings, 

Chinese workers must first Struggle for the 
independence, liberty and equality of the Chinese 
race because those who are oppressing Chinese labourers 
are not the capitalists but the atrocious aggressors* 
When China has secured the integrity of her so ver el gh 
rights and territory, the welfare of the labourers 
will also be solved»

(2) Luring the period of the war of resistance, labourers 
must realize the importance of the compromise between 
Capital and Labour and make every possible effort 
to increase production and hasten the economic 
reconstruction of China for this will be of great

(3) should do thei r 
take part in

help to the war of resistance*
Labourers throughout the country 
best to undertake war service or 
guerrilla warfare* 
Labourers in Shanghai should concentrate their s
strength and strictly observe the regulations 
governing the national spiritual mobilization» / 
They should all join the Shanghai Labour CiXflJLes* 
National Spiritual MobilizationAssoelation»

Telegram to foreign Labour federations

The federation of Various Labour Bo di 
Shanghai has sent the following telegram to the 
Spinning and Weaving Workers’ federation, the f 
Workers* federation, the General Labour Union of 
U.S.A», the American Industry Labourers’ Committee»

idh'

the Transportation General Labour Union of Holland and 
the Holland factory Workers* federation 1-

•Workers throughout China are celebrating 
International Labour Lay to-day at a time when the war 
of resistance is in progress in China* We are seriously
concerned with the interests of the workers in the world

unless these aggressorsand we hate violent aggressors;
are completely overthrown, the labouring masses of 
China and Japan will never be able to obtain their 
freedom and emancipation*

%
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•4a the representative of the 1»OOQ,SOO 
workers in Shanghai» we hope that you will deal a serious 
blow to the atrocious aggressors in the Far East» 
enforce an economic blockade against them and render 
every possible assistance to China in her war of 
resistance« When China has won the final victory» 
it will be the day for the emancipation of the Chinese 
workers» it will also be the day for the Japanese 
labouring masses to remove the yoke of their militarists 
and attain emancipation* •
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May Anniversaries - possible Happenings

Jn connection with the various anniversaries 

falling during the month of May, it is learned that there 

will be no official observance by the local Chinese 

community and that no public meetings or demonstrations 

are likely to take place. It is anticipated, however,

that the Chinese national flag will be hoisted as 

formerly on the anniversary dates. It is also learned^/^ 

that supportera of the Kuomintang may publish propaganda*^ 

articles in the vefnaohlar press or resort to the / 

surreptitious dissemination of leaflets bearing on these 

occasions. the recent flag raising incident id the 

French Concession and the suppression of propaganda in 

the Settlement connected with the National Spiritual 

General Mobilisation Movement will, it is reported, act 

as deterrents to the Chinese community in the matter of

subversive activities or acts of political significance.

It is probable that on some of the anniversary 

days, certain sections of the Chinese Q«nmnni ty wl 11 

promote charity sales or stage performances with the 

object of raising funds for refugee relief.

Distribution

D.C. (DivisIons)
D.C. (Crime)
A.C. (A. & T.H.)
All D.O.s
All St »tions 
British Military
U.S. Marine Corps
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May Anniversaries . possible Happenings

;Jn connection with the various anniversaries 

falling during the month of May, it is learned that there 

will be no official observance by the local Chinese 

community and that no public meetings or demonstrations 

are likely to take place. It is anticipated, however, 

that the Chinese national flag will be hoisted as 

formerly on the anniversary dates. It is also learned 

that supporters of the Kuomintang may publish propaganda 

articles in the vernacular press or resort to the 

surreptitious dissemination of leaflets bearing on these 

occasion^ The recent flag raising incident ih the 

Branch Concession and the suppression of propaganda in 

the Settlement connected with the National Spiritual 

General Mobilization Movement will, it is reported, act 

as deterrents to the Chinese community in the matter of 

subversive activities or acts of political significance.

It is probable that on some of the anniversary 

days, certain sections of the Chinese community wi 11 

promote charity sales or stage performances with ths 

object of raising funds for refugee relief.

Distribution

D.C. (Divisions)
D.C. (Crime) 
A.C. (A. & T.R.) 
All D.O.s 
All Stations 
British Military
U.S. Marine Corps



Divisional Memo No.258.

Divisional Officers.
D.D.Os. (for information).

May 1 - International Labor Day

There is at present no indication that any organised 

disturbance or demonstration will take place on May 1, 1939,

Divisional Officers will take such precautions as they 

consider necessary.

D. C, (Divisions).

•Distribution

C. P.
P.A.
D. O. (Crime)
D.C. (Sp.Br.) ■ 
S.D.C.
D.C. (C)
D.C, (J)
D.C. (Spls.)
A.C. (A, & T.R.) 
A.C. (Sikhs) 
A.C. (T)

Stations
Quartermaster
R.U.
Tr. Depot 
Transport Office 
Liaison Officer 

(Legal Dept.)
Jud, Police 
Pay Office 
C.C.R.
Gov: of Ga

WPY/.
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Police Anticipate 
No Trouble Today

Precautions Taken to Meet 
Disturbances

No trouble was anticipated by the 
Settlement and Concession police 
for today, on the occasion of the 
International Labour Day, although 
mild precautionary measures were 
understood to have been put into 
force since midnight last night.

As far as could be learned, no 
demonstrations have been planned 
and no meetings convened in - cele
bration of the world-wide holiday 
and with the exception of a, larger 
number of policemen in the streets, 
there will be no outward signs of 
anything unusual. In the French 
Concession, the policemen are ex
pected to wear steel-helmets, whilst 
the light armoured vans are expected 
to patrol streets, merely in a pre
cautionary capacity however, whilst 
the' Settlement’s “Red Marias” are 
expected to bey in readiness to leave 
for the scene of any possible trouble 
at a minute’s notice.
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SHANGHAI TIME1 r

APR 301989

WORKERS TO OBSERVE 
LABOUR DAY

Chinese Factory Men To 
Be Given Holiday; No 

Official Ceremonies
On the occasion of Labour Day 

to-morrow, local Chinese factory 
workers will be granted a holiday 
by their respective managements, it 
was ,reliably reported last night.

No formal observance of the day, 
however, will be made by the local 
Chinese workers. The workers, it 

i was reported, will use moral per- 
; suasion instead to urge their own 
: ranks to fully realize the importance 
I and the real significance of the cur- 
' rent Sino-Japanese hostilities.

As their contribution to the war, 
it was further stated, they will urge 
that closer co-operation be main
tained between labour and capital 
in order that they shall both show 
a singleness of responsibility in I 
facilitating and promoting greater; 
industrial production to meet lhe 
present war requirements of the 

t country.
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Chinese Display New, Larger National 
Emblems To Mark Sun Anniversary

Free from interference by police authorities, 
the Chinese community in Shanghai displayed the 
biggest number of Chinese national flags today in 
observance of the 18th anniversary of Dr. Sun Yat- 
sen’s inauguration as the extraordinary president 
of China in Canton. The day is one of 
the eight on which the Chinese tricolors may be 
displayed as stipulated in the new measures adopted 
by the police of the International Settlement and 
French Concession.

Flag stores on Avenue Edward VII reported a 
boom early this morning as many shop-keepers, 
taking advantage of the police authorization, de
cided to acquire a national emblem. Some shop
keepers bought new and bigger flags. More new 
flags were unfurled in the French Concession than 
in the International Settlement as some shop-keep
ers replaced their emblems which once were seized 
and torn during the minor clashes over flag dis
playing late last month.

The flag display was the only form of obser

vance in which Dr. Sun’s inauguration 18 years ago 
was celebrated this* morning in Shanghai. The 
traditional meetings held under the auspices of the 
City Kuomintang were conspicuous by their absence.

It was in 1921 that Dr. Sun assumed his post 
as the extraordinary president of China as a move 
against the warlords in Feiping. He held the post 
several years until dislodged from Canton during 
an uprising staged by Chen Chun-min.

Today is also the 7th anniversary of the signing 
of the Sino-Japanese truce ending the 1932 hostili
ties. It was seven years ago today that Dr. Quo 
Tai-chi and Mr. Mamoru Shigemitsu, as the chief 
delegates to the peace conference, affixed their sig
natures in hospitals, the former recovering from a 
slight head injury sustained during a mob demon
stration and the latter nursing serious wounds in
flicted during a bombing outrage in Hongkew PaUk

Both Dr. Quo and Mr. Shigemitsu are now 
ambassadors to the Court of St. James.
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Chinese Flags 
To Be Hoisted 
Again Today
Anniversary Of Sun’s 

Inauguration To 
Be Observed

Thousands of Chinese national 
flags are expected, to bedeck the 
city streets today as residents com
memorate the 18th anniversary of 
Dr. Sun Yat-sen’s assumption of I 
office in Canton as Extraordinary 
President of China.

A general notification to its 
members urging the displaying of 
the Chinese national colors was 
issued yesterday by the French
town Chinese Ratepayers’ Associa- | 
tion.

Meanwhile, Youth groups in 
Shanghai yesterday observed the 
National »Youth Day as proclaimed 
by the national Government. The 
Chinese national colors were con
spicuous by* their absence from flag 
poles on school grounds and other 
civic and public organizations.

A stirring manifesto was issued» 
by the Student Union to youth! 
groups here, enjoining them to a I 
fuller realization of the national ( 
crisis.

“The danger which is confronting I 
the nation today,” the manifesto; 
stated in part, “is many times more 
serious than that which faced our 
people in MH 5 when the ‘Twenty
cue Demands’ wens presented cr 
during the Shantung crisis.”

iLocal youth groups in a statement 
to thè nation through the press, 
re-pledged their loyalty to i 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek 
and volunteered their complete 
backing to the national armed re
sistance.

A warning was served on Mr. 
Wang Ching-wei and his “cohorts” 
in the statement when the youths 
throughout the nation were urged 
to “effect the downfall of these re
bellious elements.”
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National Flags Will Be\ 
Flown In City To-day

Anniversary Of Dr. Sun’s Assumption Of Office 
Is One Of Recognized Days; Mayor Renews 

Request For Complete Ban On Flags
After all the “flag incidents” in 

the French Concession and in the 
International Settlement during the; 
past few weeks, patriotic Chinese; 
shopkeepers and householders will 
be able to fly the National flag on; 
their flagpoles to-day, without 
running into any difficulties with 
the authorities.

To-day being the anniversary of 
the assumption of office by Dr. Sun 
Yat-sen as the extraordinary Pres
ident of China in Canton in opposi
tion to the Northern Chinese war
lords in 1912, the day is recognized 
as a day on which Chinese may 

! show their national spirit.
It was in an agreement reached 

j recently between the French Muni- 
i cipal Council and the Chinese Rate-' 
payers* Association that it was 
agreed to allow the hoisting of 
National flags on eight days during 
the year, to-day being one of the 
days. It is understood that the 
Chinese Ratepayers of the Inter
national Settlement arrived at a 
similar agreement with the Settle- 

I ment authorities and, accordingly, 
flags will be flown without any! 
molestation to-day.

About 10,000 circulars 
the Chinese Ratepayers’ 

! in connection with the 
observance of the occasion 
distributed this morning to 
Chinese

1 flags in 
will be 
various 
city.

printed by 
Association 
display of

shops over the

Yesterday 
the “flag incident”

Normal
In contrast to 

oh Yates Road on Wednesday morn- j 
and the afternoon march of Chi- j 
ne.se school girls on the Chengtu ! 
Road Police Station, where one of [ 
the school mistresses was being de- | 
tained, yesterday was normal in ; 
Shanghai, despite thé fact that it

I was the anniversary of the “May
4 Student Movement.”

The “May 4 Student Movement” 
was started by Chinese students, 
labourers and merchants, as a re

sult of China’s treatment by the 
Allied Powers at the Paris Peace 
Conference, which Was formally de- 

; clared Open on January 18, 1919, 
;to settle post-war European prob- 
! lems. China was not getting her 
just deserts and the students pro- 

(tested against the high^ Chinese 
officials not taking proper action. 
It was at that time that the Tokyo 
Government delivered a strong note 
to the Peking Government threat
ening action in the, event that the- 
“secret treaties” between the two^ 
countries should be exposed at the 
Conference. The Chinese delega-* 
tion, however, revealed everything

• despite the threats.
Mayor Fu Asks Ban

In communications addressed to: 
the French Consulate-General, the 
Shanghai Municipal Council, and the 
Consular Body yesterday, Mayor Fu 
Siao-en of the Shanghai Specials 
Municipality renewed his requestsj 
for a complete ban against thel 
hoisting of Nationalist flags in then 
foreign-controiled areas of Shanghai^*

Mayor Fü drew the attentiorFof? 
the foreign authorities to the ; 
“comparatively large number” of. 
anniversaries observed by th# 
Kuomintang and the Communist 
Party in May.

By forestalling possible breaches 
of the peace which the hoisting of 
the flags may entail, Mayor Fu said, 
the foreign authorities would “mebt 
the wishes of both the Chinese and 
foreign populations.”

Action Praised
In his note to the French authori

ties, which was delivered by Mr. 
Wang Kuei-shan, municipal official, 
he expressed his “gratification and 
respect” at the attitude displayed by 
the Concession authorities in 
prohibiting the display of Nation
alist flags on April 19 when the 
Kuomintang - sponsored National 
Spiritual Mobilization Week was 
under way.

“Unless the Concession authorities 
continue to curb the raising of the 
flags in the same spirit as that dis-, 
played by them on April 19, I fear 
that peace and order in the Con
cession may be jeopardized,” Mayor 
Fu declared. “I ,hope that even 
though recalcitrant elements should 

I make demands upon the Concession 
authorities, you will sternly reject 
such pressure without hesitancy.

“Should 
stringent 

j order Of 
disturbed, 
will run wild, to the detriment of 

¡your prestige and the authority you 
Exercise over the population.”

Not Adequate Action
I “It is a matter’ of great regret,”; 
j Mayor Fu said in his notes to the 
¡Shanghai Municipal Council and 
(tie Consular Body, “that the Shang
hai Municipal Council has failed, to 
lake adequate measures in connec
tion with my request for an absolute 
prohibition against the hoisting of 
the Nationals! flag in the Interna
tional Setlement for the maintenance 
of peace and order there.

“The month cf May has now set | 
in with a number of anniversaries 
•of a political nature. Communist 
elements, taking advantage of these 
occasions, are launching a poli
tical .campaign against the new 
Government. The hoisting of the 
Nationalist flag represents an im
portant phase of their propaganda 
activities.

“Such activities, tending to dis- ’ 
turb the well being, peace and 
order the Settlement; will lead to 
outbreaks of disturbances and other 
difficulties unless curbed, with deter
mination.

“In order to maintain the well- 
beirig, peace and order of the Set
tlement, I earnestly urge the au-1 
thorities of the Settlement, by 

; means of this communication, to 
adopt wide measures such as those 

'undertaken by the French Conces
sion authorities on April 19,” Mr. 
|Fu said in part.

you fail to effect such a 
control, the peace and 
the Concession will be 
and recalcitrant elements
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Mayor Fu Protests! 
Over Flag-Flying

Absolute Prohibition of 
National Colours Asked 
In Notes to Councils

In communications addressed to 
the French Consulate-General, the 
Shanghai Municipal Council, and the 
Consular Body yesterday, Mayor Fu 
Siao-en of the Shanghai Special 
Municipality renewed his requests 
for a complete ban against the hoist
ing of Nationalist flags in the for- 
eign-controlled areas of Shanghai.

Mayor Fu drew the attention of 
the foreign authorities to the “com
paratively large number’* of anniver
saries observed by the Kuomintang 
and the Communist Party in May.

By forestalling possible breaches of 
the peace which the hoisting of the 
flags may entail, Mayor Fu said, the 
foreign authorities would “meet the 
wishes of both the Chinese and for
eign populations?’

April 19 Methods Praised
In his note to the French authori

ties, which was delivered ¡by Mr. 
Wang Kuei-shan, a municipal official, 
expressed his “gratification and res
pect” at the attitude displayed by 
the Concession authorities in pro
hibiting the display of Nationalist 
flags on April 19 when the Kuomin
tang-sponsored National Spiritual 
Mobilization Week was under way.

“Unless the Concession authorities 
continue to curb the raising of the 
flags in the same spirit as that dis
played by them on April 19, I fear 
that peace and order in the Con
cession may be jeopardized.0 Mayor 
Fu declared. “I hope that even 
though recalcitrant elements should 
make demands upon the Concession 
authorities, you will sternly reject ! 
such pressure without hesitancy.

... “Shoulud you fail to effect such * 
a stringent control, the peace and 
order of the Concession will be dis
turbed, and recalcitrant elements will 
run wild to the detriment of your 
prestige and the authority you. exer
cise over the population/’

Absolute Prohibition Wanted
“It is a matter of great regret,” 

Mayor Fu «aid in his notes to the 
Shanghai Municipal Council and the . 
Consular Body, “that the Shanghai 
Municipal Council has failed, to take 
adequate measures in connection with 
my request for an absolute prohibi
tion against the hoisting of the Na- . 
tionalist flag in the International 
Settlement for the maintenance of 
peace and order there.

“Thé month of May has now set 
in with a number of anniversaries 
of à political nature. Communist 
elements, taking advantage of these 
occasions, are launching a political 
campaign against the new' Govern
ment. The hoisting of the Nation
alist flag represents an important 
phase of their propaganda activities.

“Such activities, tending to disturb 
the well-being, peace and order of 
(Settlement, will lead to outbreaks 
of disturbances and other difficulties 
unless curbed with determination.

“In order to maintain the well
being, peace and order of the Settle
ment, I earnestly urge the authorities 
of the Settlement by means of this 
communication to adopt wise mea
sures such as those undertaken by 
thé French Concession authorities on 
April 19,” Mir. Fu said.
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Pro-Eliungking BillsO <3

Distributed
Chinese Scatter Leaflets on 
“Youths Festival”

Leaflets, the wording of which is 
pro-Chungking, were dropped yester
day in Yu Ya Ching Road near the 
New World Amusement Resort by 
unknown persons to commemorate ; 
the May 4 Student Movement started | 
2d' years ago in Peiping which is now | 
known as the “Youths Festival.” The j 
leaflet recalled the incident which » 
occurred in Peiping (then known as ; 
Peking) 20 years ago yesterday when 
students beat several pro-Japanese 
politicians including the foreign 
minister of the defunct Peking regime 

: alleging that they had surrendered 
Shantung to Japan as a result of the 
Paris Peace Conference. Chinese 
youths were urged to continue main
taining the spirit with which the 
traitors in Peking were dealt with. 
The leaflets were issued by the 
‘Political Propaganda Section of the 
Nineth Branch of the Mobile Unit of 
the Military Affairs Council.**



April 16, 1939, Morning translation»

Sin 'fen iso and other local newspapers i-

THB MAY 4TH MOVEMENT

Ihe San-Mln-Chu-I Youths Group of the 
Chinese Kuomintang has requested the Central Kuomintang 
Headquarters to issue an order throughout the country 
that Kay 4 be observed as Youths Day«

At 3 p.m. April 15, various youth groups in 
Shanghai held a meeting at a certain place in the 
foreign Settlement to discuss measures to commemorate 
the May 4 Movement« A certain person who attended the 
meeting told our reporter that the following resolutions 
were passed at the meeting »-
1) Th&t a telegram be sent to General Chiang Kai-shek 

expressing the respect of Chinese youths in Shanghai»
2) That a telegram of consolation be sent to the officers 

and men at the front, wounded soldiers and refugees4
3$ That youths in Shanghai swear to use Chinese native 

goods»
4) That in oo-operation with newspaper bodies, youths 

who pass dissolute lives be strictly dealt with«
5) That deputise be sent to console the "Lone Battalion.*

It is learned that a certain organization 
in this locality will issue an open letter addressed 
td the youths throughout Shanghai«



standard snd other local newspapers (Chungking tel ¿gran) j-

Y0UTH3 MOVEMENT WKEK

With a view to canmemorating the anniversary 
of t e I e.v 4 th Movement and in order to call upon the 
Ciivse youtns throughout the coüntry to undertake the 
r jcor.e truction of the nation through the war of 
raçistarce, the Central Headquarters of the Sen-I in-Chu-I 
Youths Group has laid down the period from May 1 to 7 
aq fie You.hs Movement Week and has requested the 
Uatio: al Government to issue a circular ord 3r throughout 
tilj country that May 4 be observed as Youths Dey every 
v 3 3h' •

The Central Headquarters will publish 
regulations of 16 Articles governing the commemoration of 

Youths Dey and will issue a circular order to its 
auhorcirete organs to support Youths Groups. Its 
iaportsnt activities are as follows J-

(1) To participate in labour service.
(2) To increase productive work.
(3) To hold exhibitions of various sorts.
(4) To push forward the work of cultural

propaganda.
(5) To administer consolation to wounded

soldiers and the families of r en 
at the front.

1(6) To render assistance to military service.
(7) To hold canmemoration meetings and 

processions.
(8) To enforce the New Life Movement.
(9) To pranote proper amusements, such as the 

staging of dramatic plays and the 
singing of songs.

(10) To hold speech and essay writing contests.
(11) To encourage sports.
Propaganda groups will be formed to propagate 

the important meaning of the Youths Day and the youths
movement.
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FSOXGHAt f- At FuUCC".
3. B. RtttHllftY

|Afo.s. a D... J

■------t£^
• A •

Chengtu Road
W 4» 39.

2.40 to 3.M p.®, 
4/5/5».

orne«.

pwaMsia, .Xswai*
At 2.40 p.m. 4/5/39 fl.P.C. 2554 brought to the 

station 4 pamphlets of an anti Japanese nature which 

he found at 2.30 p.®. lying on Avenue Edward Vll 

outside the Pootung Guild Building, Ko. 1454 Avenue 

Edward Vll.

C.D.C. 239 made enquiries within the Pootung 

Guild Building and the surrounding vicinity without 

result.

The pamphlets are accordingly for wasted (together 

with the report to the Special Branch) for informa

tion.



4| Report sent with..
Special Branch.

7“ i rTÔÜÏBÏÏ« NO.”1454 ! Time foundWhere found Vll.
Character or piatv „^z'~--------- -—~ "

residential, respectable or doubtful

2.30p.m.i Date 4/5/39

neighbourhood).

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

Lear a number of schools 
located in Pootung Guild 

__Tfoi 4 *1 4 wy _ _____ _ ________________
How distributed ? 

(If known).

AIK •------- ---------------- ------ --------------------------------- ■

Unknown.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

Anti Japanese.

Nil.

Station.
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. ’ I SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. o o ry
| I I ]7vo. 3. 5.

FIU™ REP°RT <2) Date^^ZZa.^

Subject.. 01xit2S® . I1*?®.*..................................................................................................

Made by:...-?QJ<lOr• . Forwarded
Officer I/O»

Sir*

At fl.45 a,m* 7-5-39, acting in compliance vi th 

irstruc tie ns contained in divisional «'emo ho* £39*

J.I* Algaain Vo of a party of Police (8*1* Chang en 

Ching, ?».3. Quigley, C, 112 arid O.U.C, 19d) made 

a tour ox the district to obseres nhetner any Chinese 

Latioal Flags were being displayed in contravention of 

the ¡Council‘a regulations pei taining thereto*

The district was found to be clear, with the excep

tion of the Yoon® Zang (4^$^Curio ¿hop» 1320 Avenua 

Edward VII waich displayed a Chinese national Flag* 

Tne shop was requested to lower the flag and hand some 

over for temporary custody of the Police and this 

request was aorapliod with without protest* The shop» 

masterYang Teh - el {rfdj) 1 <e>1' ) • 60» *anking, asserted 

that he had had no intention of contravening the Coun» 

oil’s regulation, but that he had forgotten to lower 

th© flag since it was flown on th© 5-5»39 when display 

of ational Ylags was authorized*

Tlie seized flag was brought to tne station where 

it has been wrapped in paper, labelled and ©»•tercu i.. 

the Detaineu Property Book*

I am, Sir,
Yours obediently. 
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. _ n ?z/z/^
1 No. S. B. -----

yrtepg^i. Raad. ¡Station* *
REPORT UJ- ........... « T

Data. MâX------- Ä*...« / 9 g g #
£ ]. t Chinese hatjonal Plaga.

Made by. . D.I. Hill ..Forwarded by...
Officer i/o.

Sir»

I beg to report* that acting in compliance with 

instructions contained in divisional Memo l*o. 259» the 

Of*icer-in-churge detailed two Uniform parties to patrol 

the district at ä u*m* 3/5/39» and observe premises* 

shops etc. displaying Chinese National ¿'lags* in the 

event of sane being in evidence* the instructions as 

contained in the raomo previously referred to were to be 

enforced.

One of the parties consisting of Insp. Tsai Liu*

tf.a. Richards and 2 C.P.C.s* on arriving at Yates

Road near Bubbling -ell Road* observed several Chinese 

national flags displayed from various shops* the 

proprietors of the shops concerned were requested 

by the Police to remove the flags* which request was 

complied with* bat when requested to liana over the 

flogs to the Police for temporary custody* the persons 

concerned were reluctant to do so* but promised that 

they would not re-hoist same. At this stage the 

mission of the Police party became apparent to nearly 

shop-keepers* their assistants and pedestrians* 

consequently a large gathering of persons took place 

who began to voice t'-ieir disapproval at the lowering of 

the flags and called for the flags to be re-hoisted* 

this was done and immediately numerous other Chinese 

national flags made their appearance from numerous 

premises on Yates Road as a form of protest and defiance 

against intending Police Action* The Police party

P’lliE



File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

........................................Station,
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then proceeded to 1 o« 258 Yates Hoad* and. requested 

the proprietor named. Toong lyi Leng ( ) to remove

the flag displayed iron trie said premises, and nand same 

over to the Police* this request met with a refusal* the 

former statin/; that he preferred to be arrested rather 

than comply -ith tho Police request* and added that no 

official notification hud been previously announced by 

either the 8«K»C« or the local Chinese public organiza

tions prohibiting the flying of the Chinese Rational 

flag« In vie« of the attitude adopted by the proprietor 

of lot 258 Yates Road* he was escorted to th® station unc 

placed in custody« In the meantime crowds had gathered 

on Yates Road between Love Lane and ifiei Hal &ei Road* 

and numerous Chinese National i'lagf» made their appear on

ce from windows and roof-tops on each slue of Yates Road 

between the intersections mentioned« Insp* Tsai Liu 

phoned the station at 9«10 a*m« 3/b/39 to the efiect 

that his purpose was being obstructed, and explained the 

situation« In response to the information received* the 

Officer i/c communicated with the h«0« "A" who detailed 

dupt* Yao Chia Jui to attend« At approximately 9*35 a«m« 

3/5/39, the latter mentioned officer* accompanied by the 

Officer i/o* the undersigned* i)«I« Aau Kyung Van,proceed

ed to Yates Road, numerous Chinese National flags were 

in evidence, the east and west footpaths of Yates Road 

between ’»el Hal Wei and Bubbling '"ell Roods «orc crowded 

with pedestrians, several attempts were made by the 

Officer i/o and his party*which at this stage consisted
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01 oil available met.» to enduce the shop-keepers etc. to 

take dos.u their flags* these requests were met with a 

refusal on the grounds as previously explained« some 

displayed a willingness to accede to the request if 

others did 00» but they themuelveu were very reluctant to 

take the imitative in this direction» as the general 

situation did not dhow any signs of improving the Officer 

i/c communicated with the Jl.O. "a”» who attended the 

scene at approximately 10.06 a«m* 3/^39. The latter 

named ofiicer together with Supt. Yau Chia Jul and 

Officer 1/c ana the undersigned* proceeded to a silk 

shop situated at Lo. 857 Yates Rood* from which was 

displayed a large Chinese national Hag » here the 0.0. 

"A" spent some fifteen minutes in endeavouring to 

explain why the emblem should not be displayed in the 

present circjmstances, and requested that same be taken 

down» despite these endeavours» the persons responsible •i» 
became argumentative and adopted an attitude which can 

only be described ae obstinate» they however refused to 

comply with Police requests (Two arrests effected ut 

this address please see incorporated list of persons 

apprehended)•

The D.O. nAR and party» after making iurther abor

tive requests for the removal of the flags» the latter 

named officer communicated with the u.C. (divisions) as 

a result of vhich the Reserve Unit under dupt. aovell 

attended arid cleared the roadway (Yates from Bubbling 

ell to Wei Hal Wei) no baton charges were necessary to
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accomplish this* in the meantime a detaoriment of the 

Russian Hegt. stood»by at Babbling ¿ell and Yates Road 

corner» the roadway was cleared of all vehicle and 

pedestrian trail ic, excepting ho. 13 Boat® Omnibuses. 

Officers attached to the 4th Regt. :J.3»M.T. also attended

Having cleared the roadway, members of the Uniform 

Branch and Det* staff issued orders lor the removal of 

flags. This request was then compliud with by the 

various shop-keepers and the following flags handed to 

the 1’ollce lor temporary custody.

Promises

(1) 312 Yates Road 1 flag
2) 329 ft 1 fl

(3) 271 p n 1 tf

v(4)
(5)

346 ♦» ♦» 2 w
343 w f* 1 «1

(6) 339 1* «1 1
(7) 337 n t* 1 *
(8 232 H w 1 •*

M 268 n 1 u
(10) 296 it 1 *
(11) 216 It M 1 w
(12) 356 M W 1 •»
13) 244 fl it 1 w

(14) 277 et n 1 ft

(IB) 273 st • 1 N
(16) 253 a ft 1
(17) 257 n n 1
(IS) 303 ft w 1 w
(19) 298 • it 1
20) 306 M ii 1

(21) 332 II w 1 <R
(22)
(23)

94
280

f*
H

it 

w
1
1 $

(24) 125 ft 1» 1 it

(25) 96 91 n 1
(26) 129 tt e 1 m
(27) 126 w w 1
(28) 81 I* « 1 w
(29) 254 w 1

A total of thirty flags in idll were seised from

Yates Road, these were wrapped in paper bearing the
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number of the premises from where obtained* and duly 

recorded in the detained Property Book»

At 12*10 p*m* 3/0/39* the situation on Yates Road 

assumin;: a normal aspect* the Reserve Unit were with

drawn also the detachment of the Russian Regt* C*V*0* 

v/ho had nut been called upon to actively function.

The following persons were apprehended in accordance

with the instr actions contained in Div« Memo ¡io* 259» but 

as the flags which were displayed from their premises 

were later handed to the Police they were released

(1) Tsong iyi 3eng ( / ’’ ) 39» Lingpo* ’/shop
assistant, 25g Yates Road. Released 12*05 p*m*

(2) Tea Ching dze ) 21» Lingpo, o/shop
assistant* 258 Yates Road* Released 12*05 p*m*

T3) #ong Tsoong fong (£ ’ ) 28» Chekiang* i^/ahop
assistant* 257 Yates Road* Released 2*07 p*m*

(4) ¿au Sih Kwang 27, ¿au thing, JJ/shop
assistant* 257 Ydtes Road* Released 2*07 p*m*

(5) gee Yoong Tseng ) 21, Shanghai* 3/shop 
assistant, 348 Yates Road* Released 2*03 p*m*

(6) Loh Pao Yien ) 30, Shanghai, ¿/shop
assistant, 312 Yates Road* Released 2*03 p*m*

(7) ¿ee Kuo Liang C?. ) 20, Pootung, ¿/tailor,
(8) Tsang Sien Tsung 

age 28, 
¿/assistant* ho* 
339 Yates Road*

358 Yates Road* Released 2*03 p*m*

Police parties continued to function throughout the

Released 2,03p.n district and a further nineteen flags on display were

seized for temporary custody without any further untoward 

incident thus bringing the total to forty-nine flags 

seized*

At 1*55 p*m* on the 3/5/39 S*I. Chang Wen Ching 

phoned the station to the effect that the Chinese LationaA. 

flag was being displayed from the premises occupied by
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the Taung Ying Middle School lor Girls ( )»

situated at Ko. 162 Avenue Pooh, and that the request 

made by the aforementioned Police Officer, for the 

hauling down of the emblem had been refused. In response 

to the message received Insp. Tsai Liu and F.ii. Bojko 

and party attended, further endeavours made with a view 

to the removal of the flag were again refused. At 2*30 

p.m. 3/5/39 the Officer i/c accompanied by the under

signed, proceeded to the said school and again persuaded 

the teachers present to take aown the national emblem, 

at this stage a gathering of female students some two 

hundred in number collected in the compound of the school 

and demonstrated against the purpose of trie Police visit. 

Lone of the teachers present would assume responsibility 

for the display of the flag in question*they however 

attempted to address the gathering of the female stuuents 

with little effect. Questions asked as to the whereabouts 

of the principal of the school Sze Yiu Hsueh )

met with evasive replies, one #ong Ohiao Bung ( U- ) 

teacher was accordingly brought to thé station for 

further interrogation, this action on the part of the 

Police led to a iurther demonstration on the part of 

the female students, whilst dtspite all endeavours,no 

attempt was made by any of the responsible persons present,': 

to accede to the Police request to haul down th© flag from j 

the school premises.

As a form of protest, following ollce action, some 

two hundred female students came to the station in order
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to the ox the teacher

®o»g Chlao 2u»g )• Ob their arrival at the

station the "ifxicer i/c. instructed that they be 

assembled in the station eompounut ir. oruer to avoid 

d®nor:utr«tionu ana other such lise untoward incidents 

taJilng place on the public highway. this was done 

without ary objection cur attempted demonstrations on 

"t i i O i> * XX t» OX vd xe utuwonte WifcO conuucteu them^dvos in 

an orderly manner.

The circumstances pertalnin to the attention of 

the teacher were referred by uae Officer l/o to the 

>.O. •a’*» who ir. turn communicated with the S.C.

(■^ivisions) and Kr. T. .« Mo. deputy uoct a. '• *••

it »as -then arranged that the teacher ®ong Chiao -eng 

attend the former*® office» thio order was later 

countermanded as the flag on the school premioeo had 

been token down. ><ong Ohioo 4ung was released at 

4.05 p.m. 3/5/39 on the instructions of the h.O. "A*# 

after a promise had been mode not to display the 

Chinese national flag on dates other than those autho~
ö. 0. "A" rissd. Uie female ut.4aei.tu also left the station at the 

above stated hour.
WA** d hotes- The Tsunß Ying Middle Cabool for Cirle 

is in recel t ox a grant-in»Aid from the u.w.
Offlocr 1/c, 

Sp. Br.
A survey of tiie Jlutriot made at 4.30 p.a. 3/f/39 

did not reveal the presence of ai.y dlspley of Chinese 

national flags.

I am» 31r>
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Girl Students March Ori Police Station

Because one of their teachers had been detained afte r refusing to lower the Chinese national flag on the 
grounds that it belonged tc the students, 250 members of the student body of the Cheng Chih Giris’ School 
on Avenue Foch marched in a body on the Chengtu Read Police Station yesterday afternoon. Some of the 

marchers are pictured above.—-CHINA PRESS photo by Basch and Bueschel.
K--- "~--i . " ! ' „'Wm- '.>-nr ' ■ --..........  -------- .--------- mrX " ................

D. C. (Sp.Br.)

The principal of the Taung Ying Middle School fot 
Girls( ’f7) is Sz Yui-hsueh(-^>^<^.) •

school is in receipt of a grant-in-aid from the S»M.Ce■ I HI
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250 Chinese G iris March On Chengtu Rd.
Station To Protest Teacher9s Detention

Incident Follows Removal Of National Flag 
From Cheng Chih School; Yates Road Shop 

Owners Refuse To Lower Banners

Two hundred and fifty little girls; their youthful . faces twisted 
with grim determination, marched in a body to the Chengtu Read 
Police Station yesterday as a protest against the detention of their 
teacher, Mr. Wang Shen.

The children were from the I 
Cheng Shih Cirls’ School, corner of | 
Chengtu Road and Avenue Foch, 
where earlier in the afternoon police 
officers * had hauled down -the* 
Chinese national flag after au
thorities of the institution had re- 
fused to comply with the request 
of taking down the banner vol
untarily.

.After the flag was hauled down, 
Mr. Wang Shen, the teacher, was 
taken to the Chengtu Read Station 
for interrogation. Mr. Wang was 
told by the officers that the Chin
ese flag can be only displayed on 
eight Chinese national holidays 
during the year and not on any 
other occasions.

As Mr. Wang underwent question
ing and listened to the explanation 
of the officers, 250 of his little 
students started to march to the 
station. They wanted to ask the 
police officers to release their 
teacher.

Clad in blue cotton uniforms, the 
little girls stepped briskly, their 
marching feet and their long column 
attracting the attention of the I 
passers-by. At the head of the ( 
column was Mr. Jimmy Lee, another 
teacher.

Students Orderly

The marching students were 
orderly. There was little talking 
and their faces were unsmiling and 
determined. Keeping their perfect 
formation, the girls marched into 
the station compound where they 
waited.

Mr. Wang and the police officers 
did not keep the students waiting 
long. As soon as he was formally 
informed on the regulations on 
flag display, Mr. Wang was allow
ed to leave. As he emerged from 
the station’s charge room, the littlej 
girls who had come to petition for 1 
his release let out a chorus of 
cheers. To the little girls, the; 
teacher was a hero. Outside, pedes- [ 
trians stopped and looked into the I 
compound, amazed at the unusual 
sight for an austere police station. 

’ A few moments later, Mr. Wang 
was ready to leave. As he walked 
out, the students followed him. 
Their little faces were not grim any 
mo-re. As they marched through 
the street, the smaller ones behind 
started to chat about their strange 
experience, their encounter with the 
law.

Another Incident

One other major flag incident oc
curred in the International Settle
ment yesterday. Yates Road was 
the scene of the disturbance.
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Flags went up over a large num
ber of shops in the district and 
eight shopkeepers refused to remove 
them when requested to do so by 
the police. In fact, Settlement 
police officers yesterday morning 
and afternoon made the rounds of 
most shops in the Settlement 
where the Chinese national flag 
was hoisted.

The shop owners were requested 
to lower the flags and at the same 
time were informed that the Settle
ment had decided to follow the 
lead of the French Concession by 
permitting the standards to fly on 
only eight holidays out of the year.

With the exception of the eight 
merchants on Yates Road, most! 
shop owners in the city obeyed the 
request. But the Yates Road group 
was determined to keep its flags 
flying. The men informed the 
police that yesterday was the an
niversary of the Tsinan Incident of 
1928, that they had always flown 
their flags on that day and saw 
no reason to discontinue the prac
tice.

A large crowd commenced to 
gather in the area and the police 
called out the reserves as well as 
three trucks loaded with members 
of the Russian Regiment. Thus re
inforced, the police once again re
quested the shop owners to remove 
the flags. And once again the re
quest was refused.

The eight men were then arrest
ed a.nd taken to the Chengtu 

‘Station where they were informed 
that they would be released only 
after they promised to remove the 
flags. They gave their promise and 

¡were subsequently released. The 
¡flags were hauled down and peace 
’was restored to Yates Road. No 
violence occurred at any time, 
during the trouble, which started 
about 10.30 a.m. and lasted for more 
than one hour.

Japanese Object
Further objection to the display 

of Chinese national flags, even on 
eight holidays of the year, in the 
Settlement and the French Conces
sion, was registered yesterday by the 
Tairiku Shimpo, local Japanese 
daily. Said this paper:

“We ardently hope that the Jap
anese military authorities will urge 
the new Chinese governments to 
eradicate all the conditions in 
Shanghai which are making it 
appear as if the prerogatives of the 
.Chungking Government are being 

, exercised in the territory within the 
Japanese occupied zones.”
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Reserve Unit Clears 1@es~R<l.
When Flag-Hoisting Occurs

Six Shop-Owners Arrested for Disobeying 
Police Orders; No Further Incidents

jpOR the first time in many months, the Reserve Unit of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police was seen in action yesterday, when 

they cleared Yates Road of a vast Chinese populace that had filled 
the roadway, after police parties from Chengtu Road Station de
manded that shop-owners who were displaying National flags, 
remove them, in compliance with the recent decision of the S.M.C. 
not to permit the flying of Chinese flags except on eight specified 
national holidays each year.

The trouble first started shortly after 9 a.m., when police 
officers visited six shops which were displaying the flags, and re
quested that they be removed. The responsible shop-owners 
started to comply with the request, when a crowd of Chinese began 
gathering. Shortly afterwards, and presumably on a previously 
conceived plan, some 150 to 200 flags were hoisted by various 
shop-owners.

Still the police parties confined 
heir activities to politely requesting 

the removal of the flags but, when 
they saw that the crowd was becom
ing larger every minute, a call was 
put through for the Reserve Unit, 
which arrived in two “Red Marias” 
a few minutes later, where-after 
foreign, Sikh and Chinese members 
of the unit commenced to clear the 

i street, whilst some of the more timid 
shop-owners, on realizing that the
S.M.P. meant business, hastily ordered

I their employees to haul down the 
flags.

Six Temporarily Arrested

All shops were then again visited 
by the police and the owners in- 

1 formed that unless they complied 
I with orders, they would be arrested 
i and taken to the station. Although 
most of them obeyed, six were actual
ly taken to Chengtu Road police 
station where they were detained 
until the flags over their respective 
establishments had been hauled down.

At no time, it was learned, was 
there any danger of the situation 
getting out of hand and police officials 
believed that the major reason for the 
non-compliance with the request was 

’' the ignorance on the part of the shop
owners of the new regulations gov
erning the hoisting of Chinese nation
al flags, which had been recently 
issued by the Shanghai Municipal 
Council.

Meanwhile, police parties visited 
the various parts of the Settlement 
yesterday and encountered no diffi
culty in having their orders obeyed, 
only a few minor incidents occurring 
throughout the day.

Late yesterday afternoon, the Set
tlement was clear of flags and it v^as 
not anticipated that any further in
cidents would occur.

It was understood that the Chinese 
Ratepayers Association was asked by 
the Shanghai Municipal Council to 
inform all shop-owners of the recent 
order issued regarding the question 
of flags and to give them a list of 
the dates on which they might be 
flown.
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Japanese Press Criticism
Further criticism, of the Council’s 

! decision to permit the flying of the 
national flag on eight holidays during 
the year appeared in the Japanese 
press yesterday. The legal position 
of the Council in ordering or enforc
ing the removal of flags objected to 
by the Japanese was discussed, and 
objections said to have been put for
ward by Council officials were ruth
lessly overridden on the ground that 
the flags constitute an anti-Japanese 
demonstration. Said the “Tairiku 
Shimpo”:—

“We the Japanese are continuing 
the hard struggle of ‘iron and blood’ 
for the construction of a new order 
in East Asia. If there be any ob
stacles that stand in our way, no 
matter how trifling they are, we must 
break through them, notwithstanding 
the accompanying trouble and difficul
ties.

“We certainly cannot bear to see 
the Kuomintang flags raised, even on 
only eight days .throughout the year 
in Shanghai which is surrounded by 
Japanese occupied areas. To be told 
to endure it is tantamount to being 
told not to interfere with neighbours 
who, hidden in sheltered places, 
abuse us.

“¿By contending that* they do not 1 
have a legal right to entirely pro
hibit the display of the Nationalist 
flags the SJM.C. authorities apparent
ly mean that this right is vested in 
the state to which the territory of 
the Settlement belongs. Then the 
Chungking Government cannot exert 
any effective rights in the Shanghai 
areas and accordingly those preroga
tives which used to belong to the I 
Chungking Government are now! 
being exercised by the ‘Reformed 
Government* at Nanking and the 
Greater Shanghai Municipality.

“We ardently hope that the 
Japanese military authorities will 
urge the new Chinese Government 
to eradicate all the conditions, in 
Shanghai which are making it appear 
as if the prerogatives of the Chung
king Government were being exer
cised in the territory within the 
Japanese occupied zones.”
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Flying Of Chinese Flags ' 
In Settlement Leads To
Minor Brush With Police

Yates Road Is Scene Of Disturbance Following- 
Refusal Of Shopkeepers To Obey Orders Not 

To Hoist Bunting; Reserve Called Out

STREETS CLEARED OF MILLING CROWDS; 
FLAG-FLAPPERS FINALLY COMPLY

A comparatively minor brush with the police by shop
keepers and a large crowd on Yates Road, yesterday morning, 
over another “flag incident” might easily have developed into 
serious proportions but for the tactful handling of the. situation 
by members of the S.M.P. Using firm measures, detachments 
from the Reserve Unit cleared the scene of the incident of 
excited crowds, after which it was merely a matter of compelling 
the shopkeepers to remove the flags. Six persons were arrested, 
but were later released after being warned of a repetition of

• the offence.
In some quarters the whole in

cident is attributed largely to a mis
understanding on the,part of a few 
shopkeepers who failed to comply 
with the recent S.M.C. order regard
ing th0 hoisting of Chinese national 
flags on occasions with no national 
significance. Those who participat
ed in the disturbance subsequently, 
in sympathy with the flag-raisers, 
definitely did so wiih a view to em
barrassing the police and thereby 
created a threatening situation 
which, but for prompt and firm 
action, might have had serious re- f 
percussions throughout the city.

“Tsinan Incident’*
Yesterday was the anniversary of 

| the “Tsinan Incident” and is regard
ed as a national humiliation day in 
the eyes of the Chinese. But in the 

; opinion of the authorities, support- 
ed by responsible local Chinese 
officials, it was not an occasion for 
the hoisting of national emblems by' 
the Chinese.

Contrary to regulations, a number 
of Chinese shop-owners in Yates 
Road hoisted flags outside their 
establishments. Police orders for 
yesterday stated that Chinese na- 

\ tional flags were not to be flown
• and persons responsible for dis- 
I obeying this order were to be warn- 
J ed to remove them.
. Carrying out instructions, officers 
from Chengtu Road Police Station, 
accompanied by Assistant Commis
sioner H. D. M. Robertson, pro
ceeded to Yates Road at 9.30 and 
personally visited the shops display
ing flags and requested them to be 
removed. All, with the exception 
of half a dozen, complied with the! 
reqpest and stated they had not-, 
been informed that they were com-| 
mitting an offence.

Crowds Gather
In the meantime, the presence of I 

the police and their instructions qt*| 
traded the usual curious crowd, 
which commenced to jeer and hurl 
insults at the Chinese who had re
moved the flags. In quick sequence 
word travelled along Yates Road 
from shopkeeper to shopkeeper and, 
as rapidly as the news spread, so 
did more flags appear until Yates 
Road was a blaze of red, white and 
blue bunting from Bubbling Well 
Road to Weihaiwei Road. The 
crowd began to swell to alarming 
proportions and excitement ran 
high. From a minor incident, the 
situation appeared to be getting 
rapidly out of hand.



Deeming it wise to nip the 
I demonstration in the bud and pre
vent the agitation from spreading 
to ; other parts of the Settlement, 

I Assistant Commissioner Robertson 
¡summoned the Réserve Unit and a 
' detachment of 60 men from the 
• Russian Regiment. The reinforce- 
i ments arrived in quick time. The 
Russian Regiment stood by in trucks 
while the Reserve Unit, in an or
ganized movement, steadily drove 
the crowd along Yates Road from 
Bubbling Well Road to Weihaiwei 
Road. Very\ little opposition was 
raised to thexprocedure, but half a f 
dozen malcontents were arrested 
and placed in the prison van. After 
reaching Weihaiwei Road, the Unit 
men took a turnabout and, posting 
a cordon at the southern entrance 
to the road, moved in formation 
back to Bubbling Well Road, practi
cally leaving the street deserted in 
their wake. Many foreigners who 
had been shopping in the district 
took the precaution of moving to 
safer areas.

Flags Removed
Having got rid of the most poten

tial cause of disorder, the police 
again went from shop to shop and 
ordered the removal of the flags. 
This time the effect was better. By 
noon there was not a flag to be 
seen in the street and peace and 
order 4 reigned once more. Extra 
police patrols, however, remained 
in the neighbourhood for the re- 

! mainder of the day, but nothing un- 
! toward happened. The six arrested 
persons were later released and 
cautioned.

While the Reserve Unit was 
operating as far as Weihaiwei Road, 
about a score of shopkeepers some 
little distance down the road hoisted 
flags, but these were promptly with
drawn when a posse of police ap
proached.

Flags appeared in the Central and 
Louza Districts in small numbers 
during the morning, but were taken 
down when the police gave instruc
tions to their owners.

Not Informed
It is understood that although no 

official communication has yet been 
made to the Shanghai Municipal 
Council by the Settlement Chinese 
Ratepayers' Association, an agree
ment has been reached regarding 
the national days on which flags 
may be displayed. These conform 
to the days decided upon between ’ 
the French Concession authorities 
and the Chinese Ratepayers* Asso
ciation of that area.

I The understanding with the 
Shanghai Municipal Council had 
been reached prior to yesterday, 
but it is believed the Ratepayers’ 
Association had not sufficient time 
to inform the public of their deci
sion. This probably led to a mis
understanding on the part of the 
Yates Road shopkeepers who had 
been accustomed to displaying their; 
flags on all anniversaries. This isj 
held likely since quite a number of 
flag-hoisters pulled down their em

blems when informed by the police 
jof the existing regulations. Others 
would have done so, it is believed, 

.but were intimidated by the jeers 
and hostile attitude oi the crowds 
outside their shops.
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In commemoration of the eleventh anniversary

of the Tsinan Incident, Chinese residents in the 

Settlement hoisted national flags on May 3. On the 

advice of the Municipal Police, the majority of the 

shops lowered the flags, but a few shops along Yates 

Road ignored the Police instructions with the result

that several shop owners were taken into custody, 

following this incident, about ten Chinese 

claiming to be proprietors of the Modern Style 

Tailoring Shops and underwear shops in Yates Road 

held a meeting at 12.30 p.m. May 3 in the Ming Sing 

Confectionery Shop, 263 Yates Road. Among those 

present were King Hung Ziang ( ) of the Hung

Ziang Tailor Shop, 871 Bubbling Well Road and one Loh 

of the Yung Tai Company, 232 Yates Road. The 

attendance were of the opinion that the incident was 

due to a misunderstanding and that in view of the 

present situation, the residents should abide by the

instructions of the Police. It was decided that King 

Hung Ziang be detailed to request the Chinese Rate

payers’ Association to negotiate with the Municipal 

Police for the release of the arrested persons, and 

to apply to the Municipal Authorities for instructions

regarding the dates on which the national flags can 

be hoisted. The meeting terminated at 1.05 p.m.



May 3» 1939.

3. Fl ftC&STRY
No. 3. B.

l^Liatt____ £L_ :.J~—
Morning TrkriH 1U 11 Wf.'

Shun Pao and other local newspapers I
ANNIVERSARY OP THE TSINAN INCLUENT

To-day is the 11th anniversary of the Tsinan 
Incident. Various public bodies in Shanghai have issued 
the following open letter addressed to local Chinese 
residentsi-

ttThe Tsinan Incident was caused by the 
interference of the aggressors with the development of 
the Chinese revolution* The Lukouohiao Incident occurred 
on July 7t 1937» because the aggressors desired to destroy 
our revolutionary government. In commemorating the 
Tsinan Incident* we must not forget that the enemy had 
for a long time intended to invade China and unless the 
aggressors are completely overthrown* we will not be able 
to secure our independence* liberty and equality. be 
should commemorate the Tsinan Incident to-day by firmiy 
determining to resist the enemy and to support the 
government during the war of resistance.

"General Chiang Kai-shek* our supreme
’i1 commander* holding that the unification of the country

should first be effected before attempting to overthrow 
the atrocious enemy* launched a successful northern 
expedition* thereby unifying the country* That is how 
we have been able to carry on a protracted war of 
resistance* In commemorating the Tainan Incident* we 
all should support and obey our supreme commander and 

Sthus help him to obtain final victory.
v "Our brethren living in this city have been

h subjected to humiliation and insult* However* their ff ' /¿»sufferings are not so bad as those living in occupied 
c /tf^reae. In commemorating the Tsinan Incident* the people 
~ in Shanghai should do all they can to help the government
V-in the war of resistance and in the reconstruction of 

the country. *
Telegram Dispatched to General Ohiang Kai-shek

The farmers* labourers* merchants* 
educational* cultural and women's public bodies,in 
Shanghai have dispatched the following telegram to 
General Ohiang Kai-shek at Chungkingi-

"In commemorating the Tsinan Incident* our 
brethren in Shanghai are fully aware that the enemy had 
long ago intended to invade China and that unless the 
enemy be completely overthrown* we will not succeed in 
effecting the independence* liberty and equality of our 
country. We are now carrying on a protracted war of 
resistance and the atrocious enemy will be defeated. 
We highly appreciate your good work for the country and 
our confidence in the war ef resistance and in the 
reconstruction of the country has became stronger* We 
are ready to do everything in the struggle for final 
victory and to carry on the war to the bitter end."

* *



May 2» 1939*

Divisional Memo No.260.

Divisional Officers.
D.D.Os. (for information).

May 3 - Anniversary of the Tsinan Incident (1928)

There is at present no indication that any organised di 

turbance or demonstration will take place on May 3, 1939.

Divisional Officers will take such precautions as they 

consider necessary.

D. C. (Divisions),

Di stribution

C. P.
P.A.
D. C. (Crime)
D.C. (Sp.Br.)
S.D.C.
D.C. (C)
D.C. (J)
D.C. (Spls.)
A.C. (A. & TcRe 'I
A.C. (Sikhs)
A.C. (T)

Stat ions 
Quartermaster
R.U.
Tr. Depot 
Transport Office 
Liaison Officer 

(Legal Dept.)
Jud. Police
Pay Office
C.C.R.
Gov: of Gaol

WPY/.



FORM NO. 1
6. 6511-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE,

REPORT 
(5)

Subject (in full) ^ag3 ,f l°wn in L0UZ.a

d.,Ll^ Jun«, -39^
9-6-3E

Made by.... D.S.I.„>110« .Forwarded by........

Sir,
A report has been received, from the Special Branch, 

to the effect that Tung Ah Kung one of the

persons arrested by Municipal Police cn 9-5-39 in connec

tion with the hoisting of the ¡national Slag, was released

during the afternoon of 1-6-39, a guarantee bond for his

future good behaviour being supplied by Mr« Soong Yuan 
rang fcU# ), proprietor of the -ung Chow Florist Shop, 

548 Foochow ¿load.

Lawyer Van Kong ) actcu as witness.

The remaining two persons, Taeu Ching Yue

and Ho hau Jen ) ( eere released en 2—6—39, on

the instructions of the D,O.'‘A“,

(J . L&CiL&yx,.
D. S. I.

F1L®



TYH
JORM NO. 3 
6. 65M-1-39

♦

File'No........... ...
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1. Sp e c i a 1.. B ran ch
REPORT _

Date June 2,....... z9 39

Subject (in full) Arr.es ts..by..Uuxii.cipal..P.PHcfi....Qxi..May...9.»... 123.9..ln...CQnnflict.iQji....
with the hoisting of the National Flag - Eo Dau Jeh and 

............ T.aeu..Chin.g—Yeu.. released.«.........  ....... ..... /J.....................

Made by..... D, 8,....Lockwood. .Forwarded by.

Ho Dau Jeh ( ). and Tseu Ching Yeu

( (¡i ), who were arrested by the Municipal

Police on May 9, 1939 in connection with the 

hoisting of the National Flag, were released 

during the afternoon of June 2, 1939 in accordance 

with the instructions issued by the Deputy 

Commissioner (Special Branch).

D. S.

D.^.(Special Branch)



t S. Ei /
House 38 Dong Kopg ^it< Av>

31st May,.- ,1939. ? . .^.„_.i 

The Commissioner, 

Shanghai Municipal Police.

Sir,

May I bring you to your kind attention that my brother named 

Hoo Dau Chih ), age 21 years, native of Shanghai.,

residing at the above address, has been arrested by the Police 

since the 9th of May over the alleged participation with other 

people in the demonstration and disturbance during the flag 

incident on Chekiang Road. 1 have also learned that he is still 
under detention at the Louza Police Station with no charge against 
him and to my surprise he has never been arraigned before the 

Shanghai First District Court for judgement.

My brother is employed as a teacher at the Sung Chow Middle 
School ( ), Newchwang Road and on that day, whilst

on the way to his place of employment, he happened to pass 

Chekiang Road and for reasons unknown was arrested and detained

by the Police.

As an ordinary peace loving and law abiding civilian, hie 
arrest is deeply resented, and I beg that adequate enquiries 
should be made so that sufficient evidence might be obtained 
regarding the identity and movement of the person concerned and 
that his immediate freedom is requested if he is proved otherwise.



He has never belonged to any political party and Is by no 

means connected with any movement or society that works for the 

creation of terrorism and the further aggravation of the state 

of the Settlement*

On that particular day, hundreds of people were arrested and 

released and I wonder why long detention was meted out to my bro

ther who was just one of the unlucky majority and who was only 

passing the very spot of the incident*

Your determination to keep law and order during this period 

of extreme emergency is highly appreciated by the residents of 

this city, but due Justification and liberty should be given to 

people who has had no criminal offence against the law*

The attached letter, which was written by the headmaster of 

the Zung Chow Middle School will undoubtedly add strength to 

prove the character and behaviour of my brother*

Thanking you for the trouble I have given you and hope that 

steps be taken to effect the early release of my brother which is 

so earnestly expected by all members of my family*

Yours faithfully,



TYH
-ESM N0,3_ Pile .............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S. 1. Spg.aial.„5ran^h„Xj4^/// 7 

REPORT >
Date___ June...2j....../|fzp /Z9 3 /

Subject (in full)

Made

the hoisting of the National Flag - Tung Ah Kung released. 
by.... PP.9.9^SW99.^..........................Forwarded by___......_______ L
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/---------------------------  

/
Tung Ah-kung ( /<y ), one of the persons

arrested "by the Municipal Police on May 9, 1939

in connection with the hoisting of the National 

Flag (Vide Special Branch reports dated May 10 and 

23, 1939),was released during the afternoon of

June 1, 1939, a guarantee bond for his future good

behaviour being supplied by Mr. Soong Yuan-fang

), proprietor of the Zung Chow Florist 
JI 

Shop, 548 Fooichow Road. Lawyer Van Kong ( /fty] ) 

acted as witness.

•jMO
D.C.(Special Branch)



1

Dater June 1, 1939,

Tung Ah Kung, agec 39 , a native of
Ningpo, Chekiang, was arrested by the Municipal Police 
in connection with the dlstuitoanoe of flag-hoisting on 
May 9, 1939 and will now be released on a guarantee here
by given by me. I guarantee that the above mentioned,
Tung Ah Kung, will in future refrain from all national
salvation activities or anti-Japanese activities but will 
confine himself to matters entirely unconnected with any 
political movement while he stays in Shanghai. Should 
it be found that at any time I have broken this guarantee 
of good faith, I am willing to submit to any penalty 
the Commissioner of Police desires to mete out«

Signed*& Chopped: Soong Yuan Farrg 
Address« 548 Foochow Road. .
Position« Proprietor of Zung Chow Florist Shop.

Witness« Van Kong, lawyer.



WCT/
FORM NO.l
G. 65M-Ì-39

2
File No....... ......

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 
t i LI

s .1, Special Branch MM ° j
REPORT ~ „ __ fl %o,25x. ...rg 39.

Subject (in full). Creato, by Municipal Police on toy ? .Ln..connecti.pn . with the
hoisting of the National Fla" - TsangChin-chongreleased.

Made by.....P.• 3 • ..LOCkw0od Forwarded by.

Tsang Chin-chong ),one of the four
persons arrested on toy 9* 1939 in connection with 
the hoisting of the national flag (Vide Special Branch 
reports dated May 10 and 23. 1939) was released during
the afternoon of toy 25. 1939, a guarantee bond being 
supplied by Mr. Tsu Lien-fang ( ), proprietor
of the Ts” Foh Tai Private-Rio aha Shop, 128
Kweichow Road. Lawyer Chow Yueh ( Jc] ) acted 
as witness*

The guarantee bond is attached herewith.

D. S.
D.C. (Special Branch)



Datei May 25, 1939.

Tsang Chin Chong, aged 21 , a native of Uingpo, 

Chekiang,’ was arrested by the Municipal Police

in connection with the disturbance of flag-hoisting on 

May 9, 1939 and will now be released on a guarantee here

by given by me. I guarantee that the above mentioned, 

Jsang Chin-chong, will in future refrain from all national 

salvation activities or anti-Japaneee activities but will 

confine himself to matters entirely unconnected with any 

political movement while he stays in Shanghai. Should 

it be found that at any time 1 have broken this guarantee 

of good faith, I am willing to submit to any penalty 

the Commissioner of Police desires to mete ou<..

Chopped St Signedt Tsu Lien-xang 

Address: 128 Kweichow Road 

Position: Private Ricsha Shop.

Witness: Lawyer Chow Yueh (signed & chopped)



MEMO

D.Ci Special Branch.



Date May 23, 1939

(Special Branch) Office Notes

Commissioner
S. B.

Sir,

Arrests in connection with 
hoisting of National Elag*

Reference attached report, we have had the 

principals of the Zungchow Vocational Evening 

Middle School up and warned that drastic action 

will follow in the event of their students parti

cipating in political activity in future*

In the circumstances, I think the release

on the usual guarantee of the four prisoners might 

be arranged*

D. C. (Special Branch)



CFP/
FORM _NQ^JL 
G. G5M-1-39

File No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Special Branch^«»«
REPORT ¿ta D.JcÎifri

Date......MaY .Jç> °? *Jt

Subject (in full). Arrests by Municipal PQllc.e_.on May 9>193.9. In connection with......
the hoisting of the National Flag. /

Made by ko.C^WOOd,...................... Forwarded by................>...i l D.S. Lockwood,Made by...............................................

With reference to Special Branch reports dated

May 10, and 16, 1939 in connection with the hoisting 

of the National Flag incident on May 9, 1939 resulting 

in the arrests of 23 persons by the Municipal Police, 

of whom (1) Ho Dau Jeh ( W ), (2) Tseu Ching Yeu

(3) Tsang Chin Chong ( and (4) Tung
Ah Kung ( JÉ were detained in Louza for questioning 

instructions are respectfully requested as to the 

disposal of the four men concerned.

HI D.C. (Special Branch)



,.aD

.B. D-9166/6

May X7,
CONFIDENTIA1

39.

The Saar story,

3. M. a.
CONFIDENT1AL

Schoola * Politicai Actiyity

I attcoh two reporta froc Spacial Brauch 

with coment by □aputy Comiasionor (Spacial Brauch).

I ouggasp thè Educational Offioer be informad that

any further Political activity by the Songohow Voce- 

tianal B-onißG lü.dil.e schocl will lead to th© ime 

dieta closur® of tha Institution and similar action 

nay be expootod at all such educational eatablialnente»

.'\i Sd. K. M. Bourne.
Comiasioner of Police.

CHT/«
& ■



MEMO

16 . 5 . 30.

Qowiss loner.

Sir j

These people have now had anple 

warning and drastic action can be the only 

remedy for any future offence.

(3d.)» Thos. Robertson.

Deputy Cojmissioner (special Branoh).

Certified tree copy.

CHI/



Special Branch;

May 16, 1939.

Arrests by Municipal Police on May 9 in connection 
with the hoisting of the National flag 

Executives of Sungchow Vocational Srening Middle School Warned

With reference to tho statement made by Ho ¡)au-jah 
(r-Wa-*.), who was arrested on May 9 in Louza district in 

connection with the hoisting of the National flag, to the 

effect that the z&ngahow Vocational Evening Middle School 

( , 540 Hingpo Road, was connected with

the '‘Shanghai Municipality Educational Circles* National 

spiritual General Mobilization Association”, the under’- 

mentioned executives of the said school were interviewed 

at headquarters on May 15 :•

Mr. Hsu Tuh-llang - Headmaster.
Mr. Dih Hue olmen ■£ >■<) - Dean.

Mr. Tsu Chi-luan - Proctor.

Mr. Hsu Pong-shin g(> M W ) » English teacher.

When questioned as to the relation between the school and 

the Shanghai lunicipallty Sducational Circles* National
HP

Spiritual General Mobilization Association, Mr. Hsu denied 

knowledge and stated that tho spiritual mobilization move

ment as published in the Chinese press was only mentioned 

at a staff meeting about two weeks ago, but no decision 

was reached regarding the carrying out of any propaganda. 

They were, however. reminded that the school was warned 

in January for the d.stributlon of objectionable liter

ature, and warned that should the least sign of any poli

tical and/or objectionable activities wains to tho notice 

of the Police in future drastic action would be token by 

tho authorities. They were further informed to impress 

upon the students numbering about 400, to confine their 

activities to their studies and refrain from meddling in 



2

propaganda of a political nature. In reply, they 

gave an assurance that the Police Instruct lone would 

be obey ed.

Certified true copy.

CHI/



M E M 0

12 . 5 . 39.

Com iss loner •

sir,

The evidence agalrst the school In 

this ease is but the word of the prisoner but 

nevertheless I propose sailing the Prineipel 

to Headquarters for interrogation and possibly 

the issue of a stem warning.

(SA.) Thos Robertson.

D. C. (Special Branch)

Certified true copy.

CHY/



SpacKLal Branoht

W 11» 1939.

.g-yestsi by I’unielpaJL police on May 9, 1939 
in ccnncoticm with th® hoisting of the National Flog

In connection with the arrests ot 33 

persons by the Municipal Police on May 9, 1939» 

19 were released on instructions fran the Comicsiemur 

of PoliOCj four parsons still being detained in 

Lo-issa. Police Station for questioning.

During the afternoon of May 10» 1939 B> 

Dau J eh , one of the persons still

under detention, was brought to Police Head uarters 

and questioned regarding th® activity of the 

students in the Sungcho? Vocational Breniag Middle 

school, 504 ilingpo Hoad, where he is mployed. After 

a »«-.«amination he admitted that th® school be came 

a rest« of the shanghai Mcaieipallty Sduoational 

Circles* Hational spiritual General obilization 

Aawooiatiaa, and that a group had been famed. Bo 

further stated that the group was fanned at an inaugural 

aeetlng hold in the school hall about the Middle of 

April, 193®; Chieh was attended by the faculty and 

the student body. He Mentioned the na.es of the 

following teaohars as hanring attended the Meeting:- 
Kuh Hao Oimen (X n| )» the Dean, Hsu Tuh Liaag 

Ct^f- , th® flceftaBoter» Tsu ahi lea* () 
the Proctor and Han Poag Ching {IMF 7 ), the English 

Teacher» ’■ t is unable to furnish th® nenes of the 

student body. Ho Dau Jeh denies being a MlMr 

Gt th® crgsmlnati on, but etelte that he know* of its 

e istence through his assooiatia» wi th members of th 

group Ao are connected with th® school*



This school 1« not In receipt of a Grant 

ln-aid freni the Municipal Conno11. The Municipal

Police, however, warned the principal on January 

19, 1939 against the distribution of objectionable 
literature during the social meeting of the school 

hold in t? ; octwag Guild on January 14, 1939.

Secret mstings are known to be held on the premises 

by the .oaen’s oirelo,s National Salvation Associa

tion.

Certified true oopy.

CHT/



3. £i. D..^£.

fiotti L &

memo. ,h.

D.C. Special Branch.



SPY; File No. ...»
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

X • S /i * —Z...-Section 1, Spec_ial..Br^ch...jijp^
REPORT ll/Taxr I Q riDate.."]Q*Ll....~?........ ....i 9 3 9 •

Arrests by Municipal Police on llay„9„in.connection.with.the........
subjects ^-¿-¿sting■ of the National Flag - Executives of Zungchow 
.......... —vocationalEvening. Middle...Se.ho.o.l—Wai'n.eG-....... ....... .........................................
Made by................... and..... ....... .........Forwarded by *.. ... ......    ......;.......

With reference to the statement made by Ho 

Dau-j eh ), who was arrested on May 9 in

Louza district in connection with the hoisting of 

the National flag, to the effect that the Zungchow 

Vocational Evening Middle School ),

540 Ningpo Road, was connected with the ’’Shanghai 

Municipality Educational Circles’ National Spiritual 

General Mobilization Association”, the undermentioned 

executives of the said school were interviewed at 

headquarters on May 15 :-

Mr. Hsu Tuh-liang
Mr. Kuh Hao-chuen ( -^

Mr. Tsu Chi-luan (

Mr. Hsu Pong-shing(

Headmaster

- Dean

- Proctor

- English teacher.

When questioned as to the relation between the 

school and the Shanghai Municipality Educational

Circles’ National Spiritual General Mobilization 

Association, Mr. Hsu denied knowledge and stated 

that the spiritual mobilization movement as published 

in the Chinese press was only mentioned at a staff

meeting about two weeks ago, but no decision was 

reached regarding the carrying out of any propaganda. 

They were, however, reminded that the school was 

warned in January for the distribution of objection

able literature, and warned that should the least



I

SPY:

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................................Station,
REPORT

(2) Date. -z9

Subject.. .. .............. ......

Made by. Forwarded by......................................... ..........

sign of any political and/or objectionable 

activities come to the notice of the Police in 

future drastic action would be taken by the 

authorities. They were further informed to 

impress upon the students numbering about 400, to 

confine their activities to their studies and 

refrain from meddling in propaganda of a political 

nature. In reply, they gave an assurance that 

the Police instructions would be obeyed.

D.C-(Special Branch).
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masHAi vuxsciPAt n
S. HZtifEGiS.-..??::.

39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICg.* g O. _ .
j Sal, ..Sp

REPORT .... May 11,.......... If) 39.

Subject ate. by...Municipal . ^

In connection with the axxeets of 23

persons "by the Municipal Police on May 9, 1939, 

19 were released, on instructions from the Commissioner 

of Police; four persons still "being detained, in 

Louza Police Station for questioning.

During the afternoon of May 10, 1939 Ho 

Dau. Jeh ( ), one of the persons .till

under detention, was brought to Police Headquarters 
and questioned regarding the activity of the 

students in the Zungchow Vocational Evening Middle 
School, 504. Ningpo Road, where he is employed. After 

cross-examination he admitted that the school became 

daember of the Shanghai Municipality Educational 
Circle’s National Spiritual General Mobilization 

Association, and that a group had been formed. He 

further stated that the group was formed at an inaugural 

meeting held in the school hall about the middle of 

April, 1939, which was attended by the faculty and 

the student body. He mentioned the names of the 

following teachers as having attended the meeting t- 
Kuh Hao Chuen ( 11/ ), the Dean, Hsu Tuh Liang
( i )» the Headmaster, Tsu Chf Luan (

the Proctor and Han Pong Ching ( ), the English
Teacher, but is unable to furnish the names of the 

student body, Ho Dau Jeh denies being a member

of the organization, but admits that he knows of its 

existence through his association with members of the 

srouj, who connected with the echoed.



——i— File No.____
G90“3'9 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................. S laiton y
REPORT 

, % Date...............................zp

(2)
Subject..___ ............... -....................... ....... .................... .................................. —................................-.............—

Made by Forwarded by.

This school is not in receipt of a Grant- 

in-aid from the Municipal Council. The Municipal 

Police, however, warned the principal on January 

19, 1939 against the distribution of objectionable 

literature during the social meeting of the school 

held in the Pootung Guild on January 14, 1939 (vide 

Special Branch report dated January 19, 1939). 

Secret meetings are known to be held on the premises 

by the Women’s circle’s National oalvation Association 

(vide Special Branch report dated January 20, 1939).

D. S.

D.C. (Special Branch)



¿FORM 40

G.44M-.-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of..... ?......................................................................................................

native of................    taken by me__ .............................................................

at Headquarters on the .^y.1^39 and interpreted by Clerk Tan Hsueh ti.ua

My name is Ho Dau Jeh, age 19, native of 
Shanghai, single, a clerk in the employ of the Kungchow 
Vocational Evening Middle School ( 
504 Ningpo Road. I reside on the premises.

When I was 12 years of age I commenced my 
education in the Yen Wan ( A* ) Primary School, Chapei. 

I remained at this school for two years and then commenced 
a course of mechanical training in the Chung nwa 
Vocational School, Nantao. I left school in 1935 and 
obtained employment as an apprentice in the Chien Tai 
native Bank ( ¿4 ) on Szechuen Road. after

two years training I obtained a position in the Chinese 
Cotton Exchange on Avenue Edward VII. I lost my 
employment at the end of 1937 owing to lack of business. 
During the Spring of January 1938, I secured a position 

-------- 504 Ningpo -Ro ad, 
as clerk in the Zungchow Vocational evening Middle »chool,/ 
While I have been so employed the students have been 
encouraged to hold instructional meetings by the staff 
of teachers. However, about the middle of April, 1939, 
I was informed that an inaugural meeting had been held 
in the School Hall, which had been attended by the faculty 
and Student body, at which it was decided to become a 
branch of the Shanghai liunicipality Educational Circle’s 
National Spiritual General Mobilization Association. As 
far as I can remember the following members of the school 
staff attended the meeting I-

The Dean Kuh Hao Uhuen ( )lj ),

ti.ua


FORM 40
. G.44M-,.39 shanghai municipal police.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of ..Ji?...'P??......................... ....................................................

native of.................................................................. taken by me................................................................ ......

at........... .........................on the..................... (?).......... and interpreted by......................................... ........

The Headmaster Hsueh Tun Liang ( ¿-f [4 )»
Proctor tsu uhi Luan ( ),

/J*-

English Teacher Han Pong Ching ( )

and about seven or eight other teachers whose names 1 
am not able to remember as I do not come into contact 

with them. I am not able to give any names of the

student body.

although a Group of the Association has been 

formed by the School 1 have not been invited to become 

a member. I became acquainted with the formation of 

the Group by hearing various masters discuss the advantages 

and disadvantages of the organization.

with regard to my arrest on May 9, 1939 1 left 

the school premises in order vo make some purchases. 

On my way to the shop I joined a crowd of Chinese on 

Chekiang Road, who were watching the Police give instructions 

to Chinese shopkeepers to lower the Chinese National Jlag.
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z., 
FM, 2___

G, 90M-1-39
4

File
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section 1 ,...Sp.e c 1 a l..Br 3 «
REPORT ' .i(S

Date.^Q'J...... .iP.z........ip 3a.

Subject- ..In.t.imida.tipn..by..Chine se Students..in..C-ordonRoad, .Road »
Sinza and Louza Districts in connection with thè hoisting of the

—-...........National Flag*....................................................................... .... ...............................
Mad* h....D.S. .Lockwood...................... Forwarded by...... Q/...,......

With reference to the memorandum issued by the

fl W La

-J)O 0 xvtU
/

Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch) regarding the 

intimidation of the Cantonese photographer’s shop at 

Ho. 39 Sinza Road, I have to report that the shop was 

visited at 3.50 p.ra. , May 9, 1939 by D.S. Lockwood 

and D.S.I. Liao Chung Chien, when the occupants were 

questioned regarding the threat to bomb the shop if 

they failed to hoist the Kuomintang flag on May 9. 

The assistants, in reply, adopted a very truculent 

and aggressive manner and were most rude, refusing 

to answer questions. At all times the Police were 

most courteous and respectful, so that their behaviour 

was unwarranted.

With reference to the arrests by the Municipal 

Police in Chengtu Road, Gordon Road and Louza Districts 

the prisoners were questioned and the following facts 

ascertained:-

(1) Sung Tse Yao ( age 52, native of Hanking,

states he is owner of (1) a gasoline station 

located at Ward Road and (2) an oil and accessory 

shop at 1271-3 Avenue Edward VI1. That a male 

Chinese student visited his shop at 5.39 p.m.

May 8, 1939 and instructed that the National flag 

was to be flown on May 9. Unable to give a 

description. Also stated that two of his 

daughters were responsible for hoisting the flag. 

Daughters are pupils of the Loh Hwa Ping School, 

162 Avenue Foch.
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(2) Pei Sing Foo( age 42, Nanking, brother-in-

law of above, confirms the above statement. He 

also remembers a visit being paid by a male Chinese, 

but is not able to give a description.

(3) Wong Chueh Kbng(Jjip’i), age 37, Tsungming, states 

that no instructions were given him to hoist the 

flag, but, that he ordered it to be hoisted as

he noticed flags flying from other shop fronts.
(4) Loh Sze Yoong(^L $•$',), age 16, Kiangsu, an 

apprentice employed and residing at No. 825 Peking 

Road. Arrested on Chekiang Road. States that at 

about 8 p.m* May 8, 1939, a female Chinese,age about 

20, height about 5* 4*, wearing a long blue gown, 

student class, instructed the shop master to fly 

the National Flag. No badge was worn, nor were 

particulars regarding herself given. No 

question asked by shop master, who agreed to comply 

with the request.

(5) Zee Pao Tai age 35, Ningpo, shop

assistant, 827 Peking Road, states that a female 

student, age about 15, height about 4* 6*, Shanghai 

dialect, visited the shop and requested my master 

to raise the National Flag. No question asked 

regarding her identity.
(6) Woo Lai Yoong(^^^), age 18, Chekiang, shop 

assistant employed at 829 Peking Road, states that 

he was absent from premises, but was informed by

a contemporary that students had visited the 

shop the previous evening. Admits raising the 

flag, but was later arrested after he had failed
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to obey an order to lower it.
(7) Ting Yoong Tsun W). age 35, Chekiang, shop 

assistant, 740 Peking Road, states he was absent 

when a student called at the shop. His master 
instructed him to raise the flag on May 9, but 

was later lowered. Arrested on Chekiang Road.

(8) Tsing Mei Doo age 29, Ningpo, assistant
in the Sing Sung Zung Trunk Shop, Hoopeh Road, 

states the flag was hoisted as other shop owners 
had raised the emblem. Claims no persons visited 

the shop.
(9) Wong Ming Yao(^.^^), age 18, Ningpo, shop 

assistant, Ho. 8 Pokien Road, states two male 
Chinese students (1) age 23, height about 5* 6", 

Shanghai dialect, and (2) age 18, height about 

5* 3", visited the shop and requested master 
to raise ;he National flag. They wore no badges.
My" master made no enquiries regarding their 
identity.

(10) Mo Poh Zai )» age 28, Changchow, shop

. assistant, 74 Pokien Road, states two male Chinese
of student class came to shop and instructed that

« the National Plag be hoisted on May 9. Gave no

particulars regarding their identity.
I (11) Sung Hai Poh(;?f/^^), age 23, Chekiang, shop 

assistant residing at Zie Shing Kong off Tientsin 

Road. States he was not concerned in flag raising 
episode. Arrested on Nanking^Chekiang Roads corner 

in company with several other Chinese.
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(12) Pong S Che 3^e 29, Ningpo, Broker,
residing at 486 Chekiang Road. States he was 
on his way to the Bund, when arrested by the 
Police on Chekiang Road.

(13) Ho Dau Jeh.^zf«T, age 19, Shanghai, Teacher 

residing at 504 Ningpo Road. States he is a 

teacher in the Zung Chow Supplementary School, 

504 ITingpo Road. Claims he knows nothing of
the flag raising by shop assistants. Arrested k 

on Chekiang Road.
(14) Tong Woo ( 2 -i- ), age 32, Canton, shop 

assistant residing at 479 Chekiang Road. States 
that at 7.3Ô p.m. May 8, 1939, a female Chinese, 

age about 45, height about 5* 5“, speaking 

Mandarian, appearance of a teacher, accompanied
nl by a girl student, age about 17, height about 5’ 2 

visited the shop and requested my master to 
raise the National Flag on May 9. My master 
agreed to conform with the request.

(15) Tsung Soong Lingvo, fa , age 44, Hoopeh,

residing at 587 Chekiang Road, shop assistant. 

States he was not concerned in the incident 
and that he was arrested together with several 

other Chinese on Chekiang Road.
(16) Ling Mei Chung( age 29, Zaushing,

assistant employed at Yee Meu Nyuen Wine Shop, 

Foochow Road. States he was arrested by the 

Police on Foochow Road after he had failed to 

obey the order of a policeman to lower the
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flag. States no person visited the shop on the 

evening of May 8, 1939.

(17) Zung Zai Shing( ), age 21, Chekiang, shop

assistant, 519 Chekiang Road. States that a 

male Chinese speaking Shanghai dialect visited 

the shop and instructed the shop master to hoist 

the National flag. No questions were asked 

regarding his identity.

(18) Zee Ts Kong( age 29, Zaushing, shop

assistant, 606 Chekiang Road. States two male 

Chinese students visited the shop at about 8 p.m. 

May 8 and instructed the master to raise the 

National flag. Unable to give a description.

(19) Wong Ah Doo ( age 29, Ningpo, shop

assistant at Sing Tsong Li, Rue du Marche, French 

Concession. States he was arrested by the Police 

on Nanking Road when he attempted to force his 

way through a Police cordon.

(20) Tseu Ching Yue( , age 29, Yangchow, residing

in a barbers shop on Amoy Road. States that he 

was proceeding south on Chekiang Road when 

arrested by the Police. Claims that the flag

was not hoisted by his shop master.

(21) Tsang Chin Chong(/■£-^ &), age 21, Ningpo, shpp 

assistant, 128 Kweichow Road. States that he 

was one of the persons arrested when Police J 

commenced to clear Nanking Road.

(22) Tung Ah Kung(Ff l|g.)» age 39, Ningpo, 801 

Avenue du Koi Albert, carpenter. States he was 

on his way to visit friends on Chekiang Road,

J
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when arrested by the Municipal Police.

(23) Wei Moong Tsang age 20, Zaushing,

unemployed, 21 Doong Ka Loong off Tientsin Road. 

States he had just come out from the Sincere Co. 

store when he was struck on the head by a baton.

It will be seen from the brief statements made 

by the persons in custody that Chinese males and 

females of the student class visited the various 

shops and requested the shop masters to raise the 

national Flag to commemorate the anniversary. The 

shop masters evinced no curiosity as to their identity, 

nor did they query the instructions by requesting 

for the name of the organization responsible for the 

propaganda.
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Sir ,

During the 9-b-39, the Chinese Nationalist flag 

was flown at "half mast" from many building® in the 

Louza Police District«

Parties of uniform police and detectives under 

the Officer i/c attended.

Shops on Nanking, Hoopeh and Foochow Roads quickly 

responded to Police requests to haul t..e flags down, 

but shops on Foklen Road (South), Canton Road and 

Chekiang Road (North) were reluctant to do so with the 

result that several had to be removed by the Police and 

brought to Station.

No actual resistance was encountered but a non- 

co-operatlr» attitude was shown by th® shop-keepers in 

each case on the latter three roads.

Enquiries by D.S. Wright, D.S.l. Chang and C.D.S. 

324 ascertained that at about 9.p.m. 8-5-39, a male 

Chinese visited premises 442 Foochow Road, the Tseu 

Koo ) Sook Store, and requested shop assistant 

Tsang Wen Yuen ) to fly the Nationalist flag

on th9 9-5-39. No threats were used.

Herewith description of tne male Chinese:- 

Age about 2b, height about o 5”, medium 
build, long face and long hair, wearing 
"Sun Yat Sen" clothing, student typo 
speaking Shanghai dialect.

A large number of other premises were visited, 

the occupants stating they followed the example of other

■'shops in flylhe. too flag, also that it was the usual
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custom on ths 9-5-39 to fly ths flag at "half-mast", 

this bsirg, the anniversary day of the ’’Twenty-one 

Demands" •

At 12,55 p,m. 9-5-39, C.P.G. 806 telephoned the 

Station reporting large crowds at the Nanking Road - 

Chekiang Road inter sect ion.

Station Alarm Bells wore rung and all available 

men under the Officer i/c attended, who on arrival at 

the soene deemed it necessary to obtain the assistance 

of ttie Reserve ^nit.

Reserve Unit (W) info med at 1.03 p.m., arrived 

at scene at 1.09 p.m. and with the assistance of other 

police on the spot succeeded in clearing the streets, 

without recourse to violence.

Reserve Unit returned to Louza Station at 1.37p.m. 

where they stood by,

Wixg Un Go. Departmental Store and a few adjoinin^ 

Snaps temporarily closed their doors due to the large 

crowd. All re-opened a few minutes later.

Agitators stopped trails on both Nanking Road and 

Chekiang Road, while shops were also told to close their 

doors by these people.

The greater majority of the crowd were pedestrians, 

who stopped to see what was happening, and who took no 

part in the proceedings.

At l.p.m. 9-5-39, F.S. 128 Ekin and W,P.U^2768 

brou^it three male Chinese to the Station from Nanking 

Road - Chekiang Road intersection, for shouting and
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banting oxi the sides of tramcars. Their particulars

be ing : *

"/ (1)

(2)

Tseu Ching Yue ('3^'7^) > 
barber, Amoy ^oad.

Ya ngchow,

Tsang whin Chong 21, Ningp®,
fitter^ 126 xUeichow Ko ad.

(3) Tux\_; Ah Kung 
carpenter, 801 Avenue

39, Ningpo, 
du Rot Albert.

At 1.20 p.m. 9-0-39, one Wei Moong Tsung

20, ZauShing, S/uxiemployed, 21 Dong £a x,oong off Tientsin

Road, came to the Station and reported that he had been 

struck on the head with a baton wielded by a foreign 

policeman on Nan, Ing noad near Chekiang Road.

Sent to die Lester Chinese Hospital for treatment, 

this person was certified as follows*»

'’"Contusion of scalp, not serious, few days 
O.P.D.".

In addition to the above three arrests, sixteen 

other mala Chinese and 25 flags were brought to the 

Station.

These sixteen persons comprise shop-assistants, 

apprentices and pedestrians who were either reluctant 

to haul the flaos down, or were telling shop-staffs 

to taka no notice ©f the Police.

Resultant from further interrogation of th® 19 men 

arrested it was ascertained that on the night of 8-5-39 

and early morning of 9-5-39, various shops located in 

the Louza Police District had been visited by male 

Chinese of th® student type, who had requested th® 

proprietors of these shops t© fly Nationalist Flags on
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the 9-5-30 In commémorât ion of th® "Twenty-one Demands",

A larc® number oi‘ Chinese detectives were detailed 

to mingle with pedestrians on Nanking noad and Ghekiang 

Road, and immediately report to Station in the event 

of anything untoward.happening,

D,S, Lockwood (Special Branch) attended Station 

and Interrogated th* nineteen man arrested.

These personswill be detained at Station pending 

further instructions,

Reserve Unit (W) left Louza Station at 3.25p.m.

B.D.^A ” Div. attended.

A.C. (A & T.R.) attended.

D.O. divisions info med.

Lopy to Special Branch (direct)

D.S. 350

a>.D,0."A" Dlvn.



(1) L.b Si, T..ng(^ i j 16> p>gldlflg Bg5

7 Peking Head.
(2) Z.a Pa. T.l «fr 36f SWpai r,IJdw 827

(S) Wee Lai Yoong(J£ . Peking Read.
' ' '' ) 18, Chekiang, residing Ö29
(4) Ting Yeeng Tsun(T >k ¿» Jfking Read,' ' x-'W“) 35, Chekiang, ra siding 740
(5) Tsing Mai Dee( &-■ 4£ oo Re*d*

29, Ningpa, re siding Sing Su^g 
. Zung(^’i"/?j Trunk Shap, Hoopah Rd(6) Wang Ming Yaa(^ *j <V) 18, Kingpe, residing 8

(7) M« F&h Zai ( i t Fakien Read,
■ *r ) 2Q, Changohav, residing 74

(8) Sung Hal Fah #L i*kien R*ad*
) 23, Chaklai^g, residing

<9) 3 Ch. «•

( 10) H. Dau Jah 19*, Shanghai’ rasiding 504
(11) T.»« Wa. (4 i j 479

(12) Taung Soong Llng^. ^ Ä^Hi^h^.’.ldlng S87

(13) ling .al Chung( gaijshlng, raaldlng Tas Marl
fn\ •. r «.4 cK4«r./r^ -4- Jlyuenf* Vine Sbap, Äoohew Rd,(14) lung fcl Shlng(/^> j gj, Chaklang, rail ding 619
n.M «•. Ta Kone Chekiang Read,(15) Ze ts zong (if. Z^- ) 29, Shushing, residing 606

Cheklax^ Read,
29, Bln^pe, residing ? Sing Tseng
Dl(^ ) Rue du Marahe, F.C.

(16) Wang Ah Deo ( Tej-
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Sir,

filth reference to the above, I beg to report 

that between 10 a»m« to 12 noon, 9-5-39, the under- 

signed conducted a party of Police on various roads in 

the Louza District, north of Nanking Road«

The principal road in this section, encountered 

to be the most troublesome was, Chekiang Road between 

Nanking Road and Soodhow Road«

Several flags were seized and arrests Effected« 

The latter who were interrogated by the Special Branch«

Your obedient servant 

sub-Inspector«

D.O. ’’A*«
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sir,

Between 8*45 a*m» and 11*30 a»m* 9-5-39, the under 

oigned accompanied by C*B*C* 106 toured the district in 

response to the reports that Chinese National Flags 

were being flown from var^’in buildings on every road 

In the district*

The shops or. Nanking Hoopeh Foochow Roads

quickly responded to loll co requests to haul the flags 

down but th® shops on Fokien(^6uth) and particularly 

Canton Road were very reluct mt to do so with the result 

that several had to be removed by th® Police and brought 

to the station«
No actual resistance was encountered but a non- 

CO-OWMM.1V* atiltufio vae shorn» W ohop-keepero in 

eadx case o~ tr.*? latter two roads*

j am» Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Inspector*

D*0* ‘•A’**
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Tau Lien ‘Tong’

(Snapped) Tsu ?oh Tab Shop 
123 Kweichow Toad south

i K x g P o To act •
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Sir,

A report has been received from the Special 

Branch to the effect that, Tsang Chin Chong( & ),

one of the four persons arrested on May 9th, 1939, in 

connection with the hoisting of the National Flag, was 

released during the afternoon of 25-5-39, a guarantee 

bond being supnlied by Mr. Tgu Lien Fong( )»
Proprietor of the Tsu P«h Taif/^1^^) Private Ricsha 

Shop, No. 128 Kweichow Road. Lawyer Chow Yueh(/tJ*^J 

acted as witness. *■

Copy to S.B.(direct).

D.S.I



Translation of letter from Hou Sze Chuan, House 38, 

Route des Soeurs.

Lane 17,*7

Z7 V-7 3")

May 17, 1939.

To Special Branch :

My nephew, Hou Tao Chien (Mja was 

arrested by the Police on May 9 in connection with 

the hoisting of flag and is now being detained at 

the Police Station. As he is only a youth and 

ignorant person, I shall be grateful if you will 

kindly allow me to act as his guarantor for his 

release.

Hou Sze Chuan
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a.isDAAY of Chinese National Flags In “a“ biylaign 
on ti..Mis,

Commencing from about 8 a.m. Fay 9, Chinese National 

flags began to appear over shops and dwellings* Thlie the 

movement started slowly, each shop-keeper appeared to find 

impetus in the action of his neighbour and by 9 a.m. there 

was a profuse display on the following thoroughfares 

Yates, bubbling Well, Honan, Peking* Foochow, Canton, 

Hoopeh, Fokien, Chekiang and Shanse Hoads, Avenue Edward 

VII and Avenue Foch. The display on Nanking Road and other 

streets was much less and no flags were seen on any of the 

large department stores or hotels*

Small police parties were immediately dispatched to 

warn the various occupants of premisea to have the flage

removed and in most cases these instructions were readily

compiled with, but not without a certain amount of argument 

/p ramong shop assistants as to who should actually remove the 

flag. 
A wShop-keepers in Fokien Road, bouth of Nanking Road, on 

Canton Road, East and West of Fokien, and on Chekiang Road, 

North of Hanking Road, adopted a non co-operative attitude 

towards the police and while no actual resistance was 

/ offered, it was necessary for the police to remove several 

/ flags in order to expedite the action of certain reluctant

/ wk occupants. All flags had been removed by 11.30 a.m.

A toO CAaF" Enquiries among various shop-keepers as to the reason

for the display of National flags ascertained that between 

7 p.m. and 9 p.m. May 8, male and female Chinese of the 

student type visited shops in Louza and Chengtu Road
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District* ana advised the occupants to display their 

national flag on May 9« There is no evidence of threats 

being used in connection with the advice given to Louza 

residents, but occupants of No* 843 Bubbling Well Road 

(Chengtu Road District) assert that they were visited at

7.30 p.a. on May 8, by students of both sexes and warned 

to fly the flag on l&y 9, "or take the consequences"« On 

the other hand, shop-keepers in Central District aver that 

in displaying the flag on May 9, they merely followed the 

action of their neighbours«

Ten flags were seized and two men were arrested in 

Chengtu Road District«

Twenty-five flags were seized and 16 men were arrested 

in Louza District«

No seizures or ¿trrests were made in Central District, 

which is possibly explicable by the fact that at the time 

the Police were operating members of the 1st. Special Area 

Citizens Association distributed leaflets to shops enumera

ting the dates on which Chinese National flags may be display

ed. (original and translation attached)«

Four of the sixteen men arrested in Louza District were 

taken into custody on Chekiang Road at 10.30 a.m. and were 

followed to the Ningpo Road entrance to Louza Station by a 

crowd of about 200 people who were quietly dispersed by 

Chief Inspector Chamberlain and party about 10.46 a.ra. It 

is thought that this matter found its sequence in the 

following incident t-

At 12.65 p.m. C.P.C. 806 reported, by telephone, the 

presence of a large crowd at the corner of Nanking and 

Chekiang Roads. A party of Police under Chief Inspector 

Chamberlain responded and found a crowd of from 1,600 to 

8,000 collected, and North and South bound traffic completely 



stopped, while certain individuals were instructing 

shop-keepers to close their premises. The large 

department stores in the immediate vicinity closed 

their doors temporarily for about half an hour.

As the Police party was hopelessly inadequate to 

deal with the situation, the Reserve Unit was called at

1.30 p.m. end arrived six minutes later. The crowd was 

then cleared without recourse to violence and at 1.37 p.m. 

the Reserve Unit returned to Louza Station, where on the 

instructions of the D. 0. "A*1, it remained until 3.30 p.m*

Three men were arrested about 1 p.m. for rowdy conduct, 

but otherwise the temperament of the crowd aeemea to be 

more curious than violent.

All men arrested were interrogated by the Special 

Branch and are detained as also are th® flags seized.

divisional Officer, 
**AM Division.
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Further to Miao. 170/39.
I beg to report» that Pai Sien Foo ($ ‘kj%) and 

Sung Ts Yoeh of the (Foh Tai Sing

engine oil shop, No. 1271/3 Avenue Edward VTI, vho 

were apprehended at 10.50 a.m. and 3.15 p.m., 9-5-39 

respectively, in connection with the hoisting of the

Chinese Nationalist flag, were released at 3.12 p.m.

10-5-39, by order of the D.C. (Special Branch).

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

D. 0. "A*

D. D. 0. "A"

Officer i/c Sp. Branch.
V 1
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Subject.......... F1q_ s flown In Louz a.. Distr ia t...dharl JU. ___ .....___

Made by-------■.Vx'A.^fcit ____ _____Forwarded

Oxi tie Ixi stru öt Ian s of D.C. (Special Branoh) thx.

f®l.l»wlnc 16 mal* G51n.se arrested. on th* 9 — -3Q In

coxineat 1 on 1th riyixu Chinese National ria s In the

Louza Polio ' D.sirlct were released at 3 p.m, IO— u—39.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4) 

( )

(6)

(7) 
(Ö) 
(9)

(10)

(11)
(12)

(13)
(14) 

(1 >) 
(16)

Loti Sze Yoonj( I* 4. K ) 16» K.lan<«u, residing
B2Ö Peklik R®«d.« f
Zee Tao Tai ( 4 % 4^) 35, Nlnj;:e, residing Ö27
Peking Road. v
Woo Lai Yoong(^ X ) 1 
3k;9 Peking Road« .
Tino Voong- Teun (<T^ M ) 
740 Peking Road,
Tsing Mei I>oo(
Sint Sux^fc- Zung( % "fa ) 
’Tonj: Mine Yao (.—i-^ ^k) 
Poklen Reed* . '
Mo Fo 'n Zai (Ji/} 2u ,

3» O’ttelti an.£2 a residing

35, Chekiang^ residing

29, Mlr<po, residing 
Trunk: Shop, Hoopeh Road. 
Icj , Ningpo , residing 8

Cna.v qijow, residing 74
Fokiati Road 
Sung; Hai Fo 
Zie Shing X

r a tiding-

Cli®( J 
L Ro ad

siding; 4Ö6

Tont Woo( ^ ^- )
Road •
T suxg Sooxyj Lln^

residing 479 GYxeUlang

toopoti, residing
’>Q < aav'—w

Ling Mai Chun£(
Yea Mwi Nyusnj ) w««
Zung Zal S ing ( ) 21
519 Chekiang Road,
Zoe Ii Aonv (/»X 29 , Zaushing,
Chekieng Road
WongAh Doo(
Tsong Li( y
Y el Moong 7I
Ployed, 21

* > Zau sii Ing , res Ldlng
A ) ’'"Ins Shop, Foochow Road, 

'/> ) 21, Qhekleng, residing
ding 606

29, Mn^po, re siding , 
iJ ) Ru^ du Marohs, 
;) 20, ZbuShing, s/i 

Ks. Loonj ofr Tientsin Road

Sl»6

Tl ;e remain lilt i’our male Chi ne se are being detai*11^

pending further Instructions«

D,D,O, mAu

350.

G51n.se
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ. e.
Ghan#* I

REPORT ] May 9,^.^^.

^‘h'ect Flying of national Government Flags in Chengtu Road District

Sub“Inspector Wilkinson e. , ,, a t wjA/i'Made by.....................................................Forwarded by.
Officer in charge w “

Sir,

I beg to report that at about 7-45am, 9-5-39 as

I was coming on duty» I observed 7 National Government 

flags being flown on B’well Hoad between Mohawk Road 

and Chengtu Road. I reported for duty, and then to

gether with Sub-Inspeotor Chin Chun Ming and C.D.S, 254,

we proceeded to B’well Road and requested the occupants 

of 391, 395, 399, 425, 429, 437 and 453 B’well Road to 

remove the flags, this request was complied with on 

protest. At about 8.30 a.m. the undersigned and Sub

inspector Chin Chun Ming proceeded to Yates Road and

found about 30 flags flying. The various shop masters 

or representatives were requested to take the flags down 

and they complied with our request, at the same time 

most of the shops on Yates Road between Weihaiwei Road 

and B’wekl Road removed their flags. On Yates Road

between Weihaiwei Road and Avenue Fooh the following

shops were flying flags, Nos. 137, 133, 94, 88, 45, 38,

40 and 42, all of which were removed at the Police request.

At about 9 a.m. Taku Road (West) was patrolled and only

one flag was observed, the latter was removed upon re-

quest of police. On Ave. Rd. Vll between Ave. Fooh

and Mohawk Road about 20 flags were observed all these

were removed when requested by the Police

Road and Avenue Foch 2

On Luzon

flags were found flying, one on

Luzon Road was removed and one on Ave Foch Wo. 172 was

brought to the station because the owner declined to

remove same. Proceeding to Chungking Road 3 flags

were being flown at Nos, 143, 159 and 161, all these



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
FIM 2

u, yoM-1-39 File No.

..................................Station,
REPORT 

Date.................................. 19

Subject...................'........................... .................... ....................... .

Made by..................................................................Forwarded by................................................................................... -.........

* a *
were removed, upon request of Police« (Jn i‘aku Hoad 

flags were being flown at Nos. 205, 193, 124, 104 and 

81 all of which were ronoved on being requested to by 

the Police. At about 10.30 a.m. on Ave. Bd. Vll a 

flag was observed being flown at No. 1271, the under

signed proceeded to the scene and observed a large 

Chinese flag being flown from the roof. This address 

had been visited about 9.40 a.m. and the flag which 

was being flown from an upstairs window was remoy ed \

upon the Police request. This flag was again hoisted 

upon the roof so the shop master was brought to the 

station, the flag was removed but not seized by the 

Police.

I am, Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 

f (--Xi 

Sub-Inspector• 

D.O. "A*



«Trfch# .. Miso. File N0VIQ/.Z.9
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, 

w « n Chon S.td. Ro .ad. Station,
JURTHKR REPORT (3)

Subject. National Flags ..flown...on May...9^.»...Anniveraary of China’ s acceptance of

Japan’ s .21. ..Demands#......................................................................................................

Made by... ........ and....................... ............Forwarded

Sir,

At 8 a.m, 9-5-39, national flags began to appear 

outside shops on various roads throughout the district# 

Steps were immediately taken to have them removed and 

this was accomplished by 11 a#m* Eight flags were 

seized; one arrest was made, and it is estimated that 

about 60 flags were removed by shop-keepers on the 

approach of the police parties#

The eight flogs wore seized from the following 

addresses:-

372 Yat.as Road 518 Avenue I*o ch

43 172 tt

380 *1 w 843 TPWell Road#

1110 Ave Edward VTI 833 fl

The person arrested is Pai Sier Foo, aged 42, 

manager of a boiler works at 1271-3 Avenue Edward VII# 

He persisted in flying the national flag and was there

fore placed under arrest# The flag was subsequently 

removed»

.umerous shopkeepers were questioned regarding 

their reason for flying flags aid the following infor

mation was obtained:-

i.o, 4/' Yates Road - visited by a Chinese woman 

at about 3 p#m# 8-5-39 and advised to fly the flag on 

the 9th#

NO# 843 B’Well Road.- visited by students of both



File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................................Station,
REPORT

Date.................................19

Made by..Forwarded by................................................. ..................................

- 2 -

sexes at 7.30 p.m. 8-5-39 and warned to fly the flag on 

the 9th or take the consequences (consequences not 

specified).

z?
Z/iX . JZ^

to ^Z 4 &
Officer in charge.

D. 0. "A”

D. D. 0. "A"



G. 9

M i. ac . •;
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE., , [) _ f/

Chefcgti^ Road. Siajiûn> '

report May 9th, 3?.Date ”.......  19 T
Flying of batio al Government Plage in Chengtu Road District.

Subject./^.......................................................................................................................................... ..........

Made by ^*..5.* ........................... Forwarded ...........
y' Officer i/o« '

Sir»

Further to the attached report dated 9-5-39, 

submitted by Inspector Sverest.

In compliance with the instructions of the 

Commissioner of Police received par teleprintex* 

message T.B.C. 3, 10.34 a.m, 9-5-39. Information was 

imparled to D. I. Crawx'ord, Special Branch re the 

ax’rest of Pai Sien Foo ) of to. 1271/3 Avenue

Edward VII. D.S. Lockwood and D.S.I. Liao Chung Chien 

attended the station and interrogated. the aforementioned 

person, who statea that he. was not the master of the 

premises in question, he stated however that one 3ung

Ts Yoeh age 52, native of tanking was the

proprietor of the (Foh Tai Liiîg/'l? À-) engine oil shop, 

Ko. 1^71/3 Avenue idward VII.

D.3. Lockwood ana D.S.I. Liao Chung Chien, accom

panied by D.S.I. //ilkinsoc proceeded to the latter 

address and brought Sung Ts Yoeh to the station.

As a result of interrogation the latter mentioned.

stated that at about 5.30 p.m. on thé 8-5-39 a male

Chinese of the student type called at his shop in his

absence and informed Sung Pei Sz ) wife of the

proprietor that the Chinese National flag was to be 

hoisted at sunrise on the 9-5-39.

As a result of further interrogation, no iniorma- 

tion could be obtained as to which school or student 

group the described male Chinese represented. At the 

request of the undersigned the flag previously dis-



’* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..................................Station^
REPORT 

Date.i 9

Subject..___ _zO.................................................................................................. .............................................

Made by.... .................... .........................  ..Forwarded by.................................................

displayed from 1271/3 Ave 3d« VII (See attached reports 

by Inept« Everest and 3.1. '«filkinsun) was brought to 

tho Station arid handed into Police custody«

At 3,30 p. • 9-5-39, 3«I. 'ilkinsou brought to 

the station a Chinese itional flog found to be on 

display at ,o. 614 Aver.ue ?och«

General enquiries made regarding the hoisting 

of the Chinese tlonal flag on the 9»5-39, indicate 

txiat numerous shopkeepers or their representatives were 

approached durir-g the evening of the d-5-39 by persons 

(ajiile and female) believed to be representatives of a 

student buoy, oho warned the shop-keepers to fly their 

Hags on the former date«

Both Pai Sien Poo and Sung Ts Yoeh are detained 

pending farther instructions from the D«0« (special 

Branch)•

Plage seised throughout the district during 

9-5-39, total 10, arrests - 2«

I an. Sir,
Yours obediently,

a« i.

D. 0. "A*

D. 1). 0. "A*

Officer i/c Sp« Branch«



JORM NO._3_ 
G. 65M-1-39

File N&...: SQI./SO
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. *’ " 19^?^.,

........PW-K-.4. ^gj1^'^L

REPORT
(2) D<?/<?9.th.MSy>.......... ig 39.

Subject (in full) ?1®4.8 f &?.¥.? 8 . ..PA8

Made by.....P«.A*. .ArAfiPA.......... ..Forwarded by................ .....................................................................

Addendum 

Sir,

Subsequent enquiries ascertained that while S.I. 

Varndell was escorting a number of Chinese to Louza Stn. 

in connection with this offence, approx. 200 Chinese 

followed him to the Nin^po Road entrance of Louza Station 

durix^ wrdch cries of "Tant, Tan^” were heard.

Officer i/c and all available men turned out and 

dispersed the crowd, four arrests beln£ effected. These 

four be in^ cincluded amongst the sixteen arrests effected

D.S. 350.



May 31, 1939. Morning Trane lot ion

Kuo Chi Jih Jao, Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao, Hwa Mei Chen Pao, 
and Morning Leader i-

MAY 30 ANNIVERSARY PASSES OFF QUIETLY

Yesterday was the anniversary of the May 3C 
incident.

At the present time when Sino-British 
relations are in snexultant state, no flag "Was hoisted 
throughout the whole city. The authorities of the

‘ Settlements adopted ordinary precautionary measures only 
** to prevent undesirable elements from creating disturbances. 

The day passed off quietly and no incidents were reported. 
The revotionary anniversaries of May have all passed off 
quietly.

Sin W^n Pao dated May 30 (brief comment) •-

¿InorBrMish Friendship

To-day is the anniversary of the May 30 
incident. In view of the good state of Sino-British 
relations, local public bodies decided not to hoist the 
national flag. This is an appropriate decision for it 
does not matter much whether or not the national flag is 
hoisted, provided we always remember this anniversary.

For the sahe of Sino~British relations, we 
may observe a «silent comn emorat ion« of the May 30 
anniversary. In this way we show that we have not 
forgotten the martyrs of Nanking Road who shed their blood 
in a righteous and noble cause. as Chapei is still 
occupied and communications are interrupted, we cannot 
offer sacrifice at the May 30 Martyrs Tomb. Therefore, it 
is better for us to adopt a form of spiritual sacrifice 
to show our respect for them.

When we say «for the sake of 3ino- 
British relations«, the sentiment should be reciprocal. 
As the Chinese people have let bye-gones be bye-gonee in 
order to promote Sino-British friendship, the British, 
on their part, should render real help to China in her 

V-'-struggle for world peace.
The May 30 anniversary coincides with the 

arrival in Shanghai of the British Ambassador and Admiral 
Noble. We sincerely hope that the British Ambassador 
will further promote Sino-British co-operation. The 
preservation of peace in Bast Asia rests entirely upon 
Great Britain. Henceforth, China and Britain should 
walk hand in hand.

Sin Shun Bao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newepaper)
Broadcast on May. 30 Incident

Yesterday, tha 14th anniversary of the Nay 30 
incident, Hu Shou-chong )• Chairman of the local
Chinese Workers* Welfare AseociationiT-*• on behalf 
of the 800,000 workers in the Municipality of Greater 
Shanghai, broadcasted a lengthy address on the significance 
of the May 30 tragedy through the Greater Shanghai Radio 
Broadcasting Station, in the course of which he related in 
detail the incidents which led up to the tragedy.



toy 30, 1939,

Morning loader and Sin Wan Pao r-

ANNIVERSARY OF THE MAY 30 INCIDENT

To-day is the anniversary of the May 30 
Incident. In compliance with the regulations of the 
Ministry of Education, the various local schools will 
remain open as usual, and owing to existing conditions 
the national flags will not be hoisted.

Morning Leadei» Sin Wan Pao, and Kuo Chi Jih pao 1-

Distribution of Handbills

At about 7 p.m. yesterday a large quantity 
of handbills bearing on the May 30 Incident were 
distributed in the Vicinity of Nanking and Yu Ya Ching 
Roads. The origin of these handbills is unknwon.

Hwa Mei Chen Pao (Editorial)

THE LESSON OF 14 YEARS AGO

Everybody knows something about the 
•'May 30 Incident* and how this tragedy occurred. 
Originally it was not our intention to remind the public 
of the incident, but during the past fortnight events 
have taken place to load us to believe that certain 
people are again taking the wrong path. On this account, 
we feel compelled to speak of the *lesson of 14 years 
ago* for the benefit of forgetful people.

The ’'May 30 tragedy occurred over the 
fatal assault committed on a Chinese worker by a Japanese 
employee in a Japanese cotton mill. The S,M.C. was not 
the objective, while the British were not involved in 
the affair at all.Subsequent developments, however,

* caused Great Britain to become the principal objective, 
whereas Japan was unmolested. This did not mean that 
the Chinese people had made a mistake, but it was the 
British who assumed the role of *vanguards" in the 
massacre of Chinese people.

What had the Japanese done? The Japanese 
after shifting the blame on the shoulders of 
people, played a leading part in the anti-British 
movement. Britain should not forget this incident.

Secondly, why did the ’May 5© tragedy 
take place? Because the authorities prohibited 
newspapers from publishing news of the tragedy and the 
strike in the Japanese cotton mill and a large number 
of workers and students went to the streets to conduct 
propaganda» One should not forget the advantages and 
the disadvantages which the tragedy brought upon the 
local municipal authorities. Nevertheless, forgetful 
persons are again taking the wrong path of 14 years ago.

The *restraint on the freedom of speech* 
and the Maintenance of peace and order* are two 
different matters.

One should not lightly forget the lesson 
of 14 yesrs ago!
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Late -
Extract from daily .Intelligence

May 30 th. Anniversary

There is no indication that the local Chinese 

community, including supporters of the Kuomintang, will 

commemorate the May 30th Incident by holding meetings 

or hoisting the National flag.

It is however learned that the Great People 

Society, a pro-Japanese organisation, taking advantage 

of the significance of the anniversary, will 

disseminate anti-British literature in the Settlement 

on May 30•

Distribution

D, 0,8 A, B. & 0, 
D.D.O.e A. B. & C. 
Lou za 
Central 
Chengtu Rd.
SLn za
Gordon Rd,
Pootoo Road
B'well
West H’kew
D.C.(Divisions)
D.C.(Crime)
S.V.C.
British Military
B.S.M.C.



».c. (CRIME

Extract from daily Intelligence Report dated Ma.y ¿2*. 193g

May 30th Anniversary

There is no indication that the local Chinese 

comiiunity, including supporters of the Kuomintang, will 

commemorate the May 30th Incident by holding meetings 

or hoisting the National flag.

It is however learned that the Great People 

Society, a pro-Japanese organisation, taking advantage 

of the significance of the anniversary, will 

disseminate anti-British literature in the Settlement 

on May 30.

Distribution

D. 0.8 A. B. & 0.
D.D.O.s A. B. & C,
Louza
Central
Chengtu Rd.
Sinza
Gordon Rd.
Pootoo Road
B’well
West H’kew
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SHANGHAÏ TWS,

MAY 301939

NO CELEBRATIONS OF 
“MAY 30 INCIDENT”
Local Chinese Decide

Not To Raise Flags 
During To-day

A unanimous decision that, “in 
view of the friendly Anglo-Chinese 
lelations no Chinese flags will be 
displayed on the occasion of the 
14th anniversary of the ‘May 30 
Incident’ ” has been adopted by the 
various local Chinese public bodies, 
it was reported yesterday.

Fourteen years ago to-day, Shang
hai underwent the most turbulent 
period in its checkered history. 
Chinese students carried out a 
nation-wide movement, while strikes 
and lock-outs were the order of ; 
the day among local Chinese fac
tory workers, tram and bus con
ductors and drivers. The incident 
was caused by thé murder of a 
Chinese worker, named Koo Cheng- 
hung, allegedly by the Japanese of 
a local factory where he worked. 
The Chinese charged the Shanghai 
Municipal Council with “mishand- 

j ling” the situation, and as a result 
of which it was aggravated, they 
alleged.

However, the report stated, in 
view of the fact that the display 
of Chinese flags to-day has not 
been provided for in the agree
ments recently concluded with the 
two foreign municipal authorities 
by the Chinese Ratepayers’ Associa
tion of both municipal areas, the 
Chinese public bodies have decid
ed to abide by this agreement.

Settlement and French Conces • 
sion police authorities, however, 

! will take every precautionary 
measure to-day, while special 

* police patrols will be assigned to 
take up duties along the principal 
thoroughfares and be on the qui 
vive.



NOR TI (CHINA DAILY NEWS
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MayMHumiliation 
Day Abolished

Gesture of Goodwill 
By Chinese Public, 
Bodies

In view of the friendly relations I 
existing between Great Britain and ! 
China, the various local Chinese 
public bodies have decided not to 
hoist the Chinese national flag at! 
half-mast today, on the occasion of : 
the fourteenth anniversary of the I 
“May 30 Incident,” according to a | 
report appearing in the “Shun Pao,” 
local Chinese daily.

The incident, it will be recalled, I 
came to the height of an anti-British 
boycott in this city, when a Chinese 
was allegedly beaten to death in a 
Japanese factory. As a result, thous- I 
ands of students from various Chin- j 
ese universities, demonstrated in 
Nanking Road. Several of them | 
were killed when police charged the 
threatening crowd.

As however, the “May 30 Incident” 
Is not ope of the eight days on which | 
Chinese flags may be flown, accord- I 
ing to the recently promulgated j 
regulations by the Settlement and I 
the Concession, this decision on the 
part of the Chinese public bodies is 
presumably to be interpreted as a 
sign of goodwill towards Great 
Britain.

Precautionary Measures

The police of the two foreign settle
ments in Shanghai will take special 
precautions today against possible 
disturbances resulting from the com
memoration of the May 30 Incident. It 
was learnt that although no mobiliza
tion of volunteers or police specials I 
has been ordered their services will be : 
available.

Some handbills were dropped last 
night in Yu Ya Ching Road. In view 
of the day’s significance, the police in 
several districts last night raided 
lodging houses and rounded up shady 
characters;



Translation of the hrefa.ce of the book entitled 
. *The ffall of Nanking and the future of China*

"On the 17th of December, 1937, Gen. liatsui, at 

the head of 100,000 gallant Japanese officers and troops 

entered the capital of China. Nanking. At the same 

time several hundred Japanese aeroplanes conducted extensive 

manoeuvres over the city. It was a magnificent sight to 

behold.

•It will be recalled that on July 7, 1937, an incident 

occurred at Lukouchiao through the belligerent attitude of 

the Chinese troops« Japan exerted all her efforts to prevent 

the case from culminating into serious fighting but China, 

| hoodwinked by Great Britain and the U.S.S.R., adopted a 

challenging attitude towards her. Eventually Japan had to 

take steps to undertake a punitive campaign which now involves 

the whole of China.

•With modern military equipments and highly efficient 

tactics, the Japanese troops were able to advance at a fast 

speed and eventually captured Nanking, which was known to be 

the strongest fortified city.

•The fall of Shanghai and Nanking concluded the war in 

the area south of the Yangtse River. Despite the skillful 

propaganda published by the Chinese,nut the fact that their 

troops were defeated cannot be denied. China has lost her 

financial centre, Shanghai, and received a further number of 

setbacks on the North China fronts, it is therefore clear 

that she will not be able to stand much longer in her planned 

•prolonged war of resistance.*

•Unless China rectifies her erroneous thought to continue 

the war, Jahan will take steps to accelerate her punitive 

campaign with new vigour in order to undermine completely the 
elements which prove to be detrimental to the peace in the 
Far East. The Japanese troops who have entered Nanking 
will be the leaders in the movement to build a permanent peace 
in the Ear East and the Chinese are urged to celebrate their 

arr ival.»
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Mise. 336/41 Pootoo Road 
29th December» 41

Forcible Bale of Nanking Government flags 
in Poe too Road District.

At 11 a.m. 29/12/41, C.D.C. 145 received a telephone 

call from one of the x’esidents of Yue Going Li» Robison 

Road, to the effect that a male Japanese accompanied by 

four male Chinese wex'e foi’cibly selling Nanking Govern

ment flags.

F.P.3.  702 Kono accompanied by C.D.C. 145 attended

and brought to this station the following personsi-

K. Sats ), 18, Japanese, and two male
j diAi ■i^hi.ineee, (1) Chang Ah Foh and (2) Yang Yoong

jg||- $ ■ 3j|dUg fa , employees of the oriental Restoration

ana.1 Flag Co. 440/11 Canton Road.
• Br.
irect ) inquiries revealed that the aforementioned persons

had sold a nu.iber of flags at ^6.00 each and 14 purchasers

had came together with the arrested persons to this

Det>

station to comolain against having been forced to

purchase the flags

The

apanese

Japanese Gendarmerie were informed through the

Office, they attended this station and took the

three men to the Gordon Road Gendarmerie Headquarters.

The Gendarmerie officials refunded the money to the 

14 purchasers, and cautioned the three ari'ested persons 

afterwhioh they released them.

Special Branch informed

iO. *B*

.w
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. % *•

REPORT

pile No Date 3eôéînb’er 22, 1941*

SUBJECT: Forcible sale of flags and 
calendars in the Settlement.

For the past few days, groups of four 

or five persona each including one or two Formosans 

visited various shops and residneces in the 

Settlement, forcing the inmates to purchase 

quantities of badges of V/ang Ching-wei, President 

of the Nanking Government, and Chinese National 

Flags according to the number of inmates. The 

badges are priced at $0.50 each and the flags at 

$6*00 or $8.00 each. They threaten to report 

to the Japanese authorities and have those who 

fail to purchase arrested.

It .is also reported that people claiming 
to belong to an ’’East Asia Society* £ )

sponsored by the Propaganda Department of the

nistrative Yuan of the Nanking Government

also paying house-to"house visits to various

residences in the Settlement They offer for

sale calendars at $1.80 each. They threaten the

residents that should they fail to purchase, 

reports will be made to the authorities and drastic

action taken against them.



Bubbling Wen. 1! i sc.No. 578/41.
21st, Dec, 1941.

Arrest of two male Chinese whilst forcing 
the sb is of Nanking Covernraont flngs.

Sir,

At 11 a.in. >n the 21-12-41, C.P.C. 2953 brought to 

ths station two male Chinese namsd

(1) . Nyi To-i iwa n/vegetable
hawker, a native of Hompo, residing in 
r straw hut off Gennnu’ht Hoad, 0.0.L. and

(2) . ’fyi Vun.g ttm L 25, B/Vegetable
hawker, a nativa of ’Cornpo, snne address.

whom no had arrested m Lane 11138 Avenue Pooh at

10,50 a.ra. this mat., whilst forcing the saie of

t-ang Chlt’g vial flags.

On enquiries being ’aade by C.D.C. lob and D.C.i.

Posawgton, it was ascertained that the two accused

had been issued with 5o flags by one Tseu Hung Ping 

)» s vegetable hawker occupying room 48 of

the Yoong Loh lodging house, No.440/11

Canton Rond ^-itn inotructions to sell sacio in the 

F-forenentioned .Xane, at $8.iX) each.

The D.O.MH” Div. and Div. on being made

acquainted with xne facts of the case, gave instruct

ions for the two accused, together with six remaining 

flags, to he handed over to the Japanese Gendarmerie 

Headquarters, No. 1288 Bubbling Well Hoad. Those in-



«i6«- 13/42
Hef. Nft. 1.

Chengtu Road 
' < ' i ■

Jan. 7, 41.

At»tc mpt to Force Sale of ¡Tanlviijg Reg^-me Flags.

> W»WH 1111« ■ l«w> ’-W***- ?

and D.S.I. Siders.

Sir,

At 1.45 p. ■» 6-l-^2 the unde mentioned two persons 

came to Chengtu Road Station after having quarelled at 

the home of the 2nd naraed:-

1. Wong Bei Ching ), 47, Anhwei, M/eoolie,
4 Honan Road.

2. Kung Tuh Woe J>), M/coolie, Lane 5/39
Chinhai Road.

Case was dealt with by the Charge-room officer. The 

2nd named stated that the 1st »waed had requested him to 

purchase a Nanking Regime flag and when he deelined to do 

so the 1st named threatened to have him arrested by the 

Japanese Authorities.

The 1st named was warned against using any threats 

or force in selling sueh flags and both men were allowed 

to go.

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

U. S. I.

D. D. 0. MAH



Msc 431/41 fi

Gordon Foad
- 6 - : No. S. B.Ls* J ■

i JDeccanb^ J3 41» j \jpiltt-- ^4*** «****• ^**w“**,t* *******
Attempted forced sale of blanking Goverim^^MaftA»———

U.S, 161 Muir,
Officer i/c

Sir,
At 4.15 p.m. and 4.3^ p-m. on 30-12-41, a male

Chinese named Sung K h Eih |® ) ■■ residing 17 Zung

Ziang 11» C onnaught R >ad and a female named Zung Yuin Sz 

( iAJ ), residing 727 z2h Gord m P>ad, came to the 

station and rep rted that between 4 o.m. and 4J 5 p.m. 

t -day, 2 male Chinese had visited their house and touted, 

the sale of Nanking G ¡vernKient J^|ags at |3»ZX) each«

According to the complainant» these men had Informed 

them that failing a purcha,.e being made they, complainants, K. 

would poe. ibly be subjected to "..ome trouble'* In a few 

days.

N ’ purchase was made by either complainant B’th 

were informed to n tify the nearest Policemen if these 

flag selers returned.

P >rwa!rded f or inf ormati m, ,

ben. f^et.^i/c. B.S'./161

D.D.O. «B” Div.

Jopy t Sp. Branch

Y3U/

i



Mise..... 4M/tT?
. . .* it i$«< 1- •,’*•■’ * SU’»»- )

~ 5 G rdon ^oad^ w ç ■• i

i&çqenibeT 29-» 41,

. F -rolble Sa-e of Nanking G vernment r-Mx^Ü.

D.3.I. Smith, '•> officer i/c. W

bl T >

In acc idance with the instructions received f r-m

the D.D.o. b** the f ur accused named ïo© Y >ong ?^ee

K >o -oong Ziang Koong Zee Zieng

( >X and T ang Dau ( • respectively, were

released on the 29-1P-41 at 11 a«m« 

Thirty six flags confiscated.

V. 1
D « d> I <0

jU <« *D e a R15 H V

Copy to bpe Branch;



further to Miso 431/41

Gordon Road

December 2,«, 41.
Attempted forced sale of Hanking Government flags.

D.3. 775 Inouye. Officer 1/c.

Sir,

I beg to report that at 1.20 p.m. on 23/12/41» one male 

Chinese named lieu Ts Hwa ( }r 41, Shantung, p/7atchman,

employed by the central Bank of china, living at 382/39 Haiphong 

Road, brought to the station the following two male Chinese 

namely: • 

r (1) Pan Fohhwei (23, Wusih, 3/lTnemployed, 440/11
I Canton Koad.

(2) Hwei slang wong 24, Wusih, s/tlnemcloyed,
.1 440/11 Canton Koan.

From enquiries made by O.D.C. 331 and the undersigned 

ascertained the following facts:•

At about 1 p.m. even date, above mentioned two male Chinese 

approached the complainant’s house and requested him to buy a 

Nanking Government flag for the sum of $6 •00, however the oom» 

plainant refused to purchase the flag owing to the fact that he 

had no money with him.

The above said two men, then, left the premises, but tM 

complainant requested them to proceed to Gordon Road Station to 

report the matter.

The Japanese Gendarmerie were coomunicated with and they 

requested that the parties concerned be handed over to them. 

Handed over accordingly at 4 p.m. 23/12/41. D.o. *3" informed.

At 4.30 p.m. same date, F.S. 244, C.P.C.a 3055 and -3.6 

brought to the station the following named complainant and 

four accused,» 

Complainant»- Tsang Ghu Sung ( 84* Ningpo,

h/Tailor, Ho. 8 Yuen Woo Li« Gordon Road.,



Further to Mise 431/41

Accused: **

l.Woo Yoong
0.0.1.

Fee ), 40, ^Unemployed, shanghai

2 .Koo .^oong »26, 8/Unemployed, Shanghai,

34, Anhwei, s/unemployed,3. Koong Zer Hang
27 North Chekiang

4. T8anff Dau ( 35, Tientsin, S/Uhetnoloyed, 25
Stone Bridge Road»

inquiries made by Q.D»C. 100 and the undersigned ascer-

tained the folloving:

At about 3 p»m. even date, the 1 t and 2nd accused went

to the complainant’s house and requested him to purchase a

Nanking Government flag for the sum of $6»00

The c mplainant refused to buy the flag stating that he 

had already bought one on the -2/10/41. The 1st and 2nd accused

forcibly tried to sell the flag» therefore, the complainant

bought a flag for the sum of $6.00

The both 1st and nd accused left the scene and proceeded

to the teashop located at No.184 Markham Road and the complainant
followed them and requested the accu ed to 

he had already bought a flag on 22/12/41»

return money because

Both accused refused and telephoned Flag Selling

office located in Roam No. 24» Chung Bhing

situated on Foochow Road and Szechuan Road

to the

) Building

coiner«

About 20 minutes later, the 3rd and 4th accused came to

the scene and argued with the complainant over the transaction

of the mentioned flag, and at this time C.D.C 124 attached to

Pootoo Fuad Station approached the scene and advised than all t" 

go to Gordon Road Station and F.3. ¿44, C»P»C«s 3055 and 2326



¡further to Misc 431/41

4(3)

brought the persons concerned to the station aa already mentioned 

above•
l‘he four accused admitted the above and the undersigned 

at 6.30 p.m» even date c >rmunioated with the lake da Gendarmerie 

Headquarters >n Gordon Hoad and renang Road corner when the 

officer on duty stated that the Gendarmerie did not wish to take 

any action against the four men and further requested that the 

police to handle the case«.

Mr, Grubb, was c wiiunicated with by the senior detective

and he ordered that the f 'ur men be detained pending further 

instructions,

Sei ed flags entered in Detained property Book

V.
Sen. Det, i/c

77b

D.B.O. "B* dit

Copy to Sp. Branch,v

YHT/



attempted faced sale of Nanking Government flags •

■? art her t> MIqg* .431/11.

- 3 - Gordon oad

Dec embe r 22, 41.

D«6«l« Uhu Tier;/* Wei* Officer i/o.

Sir, 
v<At 1C a.m. 22/1.2/41, jone named Wong Tien Yoong (£ ),

M/CLexK, residing at 616/5 lord n noad, csr.fi t<» the station 

reporting that four »sale Chinese «ere present at Ms home

ttenr-tiru^ t > s&lX Wanlcing Gove*mmcnt flags at M<00 each*

On receipt of tue above 1 af .* mat 1 on, î** «S • 7 55 Y okozawa t

♦ Z) »C -t ¿10 -tind 1.nieraigned ttended the scene and found

that the ah eve mentioned Chinese had already left the said 

address prior to the arrival of the Police*

.¿c.jnpanied by the informant, detectives made a search

in that vicinity, hut no trace of the wanted persons could be

found«

informant has been instructed t.- inform the Police

immediately should these persons call at his home again.

Purwarded for information.

D.D.O. B” D1V.

Copy to Sp. Branch®

’■'x> f/'l- 

yht/



further toMisc. 431/41»

~ 2 «• Gordon Road/ ( -"^7
l^ec ember 2 ], 41.

attempted L'vii-d bale of Nanking Government i‘..r-gs.

^.S . 161 Mui r. Oificer i/c.

¿ir,

At 12.35 p.m. on 21/12/41, ur. Zau Jang Dau ( )

629/8 Seymour Road telephoned this station reportIng that two

male Chinese were present at his home attempting to sell Nanking

Government flags at $6.00 each.

P.S. Kruse, I’.S. 811 and C..P.C. 737 attended and found a 

male Chinese named Is Tsoong Liang ( ), 2?, Nlngpo,

Single, 14 Sing T51.h T oo rig .J, Alcock Road and a Japanese named

M. Yamayoshi, 36, residing 1J5 Sing Ching Lee off fiendong Road, 

attempting to sell these flags, 12 of which were then in their 

possess!on.

Enquiries by 3.1. Kimura, C.D.S. 173 and the undersigned

revealea that the Japanese was acting as an advisor and that

tne ciiinese was empl >yed by the Tong Ta Lai Hwo (

Company, 14 7>ung koh Lt, koosung Road, Chanel to sell these 

flags«

Sen.I^et.l/p^

According to hr. 2au, the Chinese asked him to purchase 

a flag failing which two Shoong Dae” would visit his home on 

A .•/* 22/12/41.
£>.3.161. At 2 p,m. on 21/12/41, one fseu Oong i-lng ()» 30»

Shanghai, manager of the above named factory came to this 

station to intervene o!.i behalf of the flag sellers. He also 

was detained.

6.1. Kimura communicated with the Japanese Gendarmerie and 
9.D.0.-B-D1V.

on their arrival it was leurned that these flags were being sold

. v' tneir permission,
Jopy to

Branobs '>« > ,^’k ‘£ne Gendarmerie requested custody of these thr 

twelve flags which was complied with on instrud

^ceipt attached.



aM.------------

feiASSMAI ?SUtt
Gorddn Road“® M

I /Vo. S. B. JLz* -* ‘~.Z..___:Dec»20th, 41

Po/ +u,z>p male Chinese detained iur intimidating the (^'“0/ W*ii *' ■■' %wwa-waM-«»^

inmate. lAne 190 ' atIng Road.
D.D.I. Rynstone, officer 1/c.

*$>

At 12.30p.m. 20-1P-41 the complainants namely

(I) Sung ing Foh 52» J0»octor, Wusih,

(. ) Itoong Ting Pong ( rlfviZd), 19, zangchow, 8/ftudent,

(3) K°° ^-'a Chuen ( 30, Hlngno, M/Shop-aeslstant,
(4) Ze© Kwel Hong ( 28, Hingoo, ll/Brass-smith,

(5) Mau .ing Chuen ( ?]<_), 13, Ningpo, / tudent,

(6) Chu Sih hung ( 20, Wusih, c/ tudent,

(7) poong Chang } wf?i ( 27, Zaushlng, It/Broker,

(8) oee 2»u Sz ( ^j), 40, Kompo, M/Female,
(9) ¿au Sung Bung ( 5%, 1®» Shanghai', o/unemployedt

(10) Tsang Soong Chou ( 52, Yuyao, M/Broker,

(II) Doh Song Sz ( Vx Jk KO, 34, Sooohow, ^/Female,
(12) Yao Dah Pan ( j^.^)» 37, Chekiang, M/tlerk,

(13) Ling boh 3z ( 28, lauahing, U/Pemale,

(14) Chang Chu 3z ( 44, mushing, M/iemale,
(15) Chang Ho Ss ( 5^^,^ ^U), 51, Yangchow, S0?emale,

(16) ehov- chinr Sung ( ^'i), 39® Yangchow, fy&hoe-maker,

all '^Sfcidents of Lane 190 sating Road, escorted to Gordon Road

■? . Peliic© Station a male Chinese named Tsang Doo Mau (

age 34 years, native of Pootung, the latter being in possession 

eleven Hanking Government flags.

Inquiries by S.I. Kimura, C.D.C. 100 and the undersigned 

ascertained the foliowings-

At about 12 noon 20/12/41 Tsang Doo Mau entered lane Ho.

190 Waning Road;and therein endeavoured to sell the complainants 

Nanking Government flags for $6.00 each the former stating 

that should the latter refuse to purchase same he would record 

the numbers of their residences and report them to the Japanese



431/41
Miso

Military«
In view jf these circumstancea the complainants escorted 

Tsang Doo Mau to Gordon Road Police Station as already outlined 

above.

At 12.25 p,m, 20-,' -41 t-o other male Chinese named Chee 
Mou Chuen ( $<-), 21, Pootung, s/unemployed, and Chang

Yle 25, Shanghai, S/Vnemployed who admitted assisting

Tsang Doo Mau in idling the flags visited Gordon Hoad Police 

Station therefore they were als® detained«

Ahe three mule Chinese first stated that they were selling 

j the flags for the jupunesu Gendarmerie but later retracted

ii their statement and admitted selling iama for personal gain«

With penulusion of the D.^.r>«*B“, Tsang Doo Mau, Chee Mou 

Chuen and Chang Yle together with the seized flags v.ere handed 

into the custody of* the Japanese Gendarmerie at tb.15p.rn, 20/12/41

(Reoeipt attached)«

HTT/



nhenrtu Road
Dec. 29th» 41.

Wise. 363/41.

On the morning of 89-12-41, a lett«r was received

at thia station from th*» pastern Asia Revival national

Flag ■'©•» stating that thia establishment h*d received 

permission f’ro’TS th- Japaresa Spacial Sarrica dorp.» 

Jhanghai to promote ths »ala of national flags» and 

requ-stlng that ths Police allow the ¡»ala of such flags 

in th* International Settlement» A translation of the 

letter is •« follow»«

"S ir

On the Dec. 8th» 1941, the Japanese Army and 
levy entered ths International Settlement and 
started to take responsibility for maintaining 
peace and order.

In order to mak» th» peopl- in the Settlement 
. understand the ’peace campaign” and ths idea of 
\peace» we hare obtained permission and & certifica- 

ft: .to from the Japanese Special Service Organization 
/of shanghai following an application being for
warded to them, to promote th- sale of "Peace and 
Anti-ncmintern* national Flags» so wt have now sent

seh."net. i/c.

D. D. 0. *A*

out flag-sellers to ths settlement to carry out 
the sal- of such flags» Those sellers are each 
ir* possession of a certificate issued by our 
company (specimar enclosed)•

Je shall much appreciate if you render 
us uour assistance.

Our main off leg is located at 14 2ung Foh Li 
off ^oh 3urg Ro"d 'R’leoei with a nrovisionsl Salos 
Dept at 11/440 Oartor. Road (Tel»- 93948).

Tseu Hung Ping
Offl-.r 1/e. sp. nr. 4, J** X X •

• The letter* and specimen certificate are attached

\ **-. V ; r. , I Ufy ‘ for favour of forwarding to Headquarter* for disposal.



Wis c» 363/41

5

9*30 a *m. to 11*90 à.m*
24-12-41*

■ I______ _

Chui^tu Roti
December 24,

L-.ne 591/1 Pi n»wet] 
Road.

Det* office.

Fcrclnv Rullio to ^rdiyst **taking
Saeima nffia for ¿3*39..fl» Oh*

At 9.30 a*m. 24-12-41» » telephone message was 

receive! from a *&dc Chiosco n^mad Zia Kou Shingjf^rM 

Zmshing, sAoese-bcy, res idi ng and employed at Lane 

591» lo. 123 Bubbling «eli E®«4». to the effect that 

throe »asie ohincae h»d enteroi the premises ani 

forcai him to puohaao throe yanking Regime Plaga 

for |t>*00 e*ah* Jho t^rua male Chinese refused, to 

leave the premisas despite *'l<i fact that he hai

refused to buy the xlag^* theiefore he tulephonad 

ithe station to make « report*

682 foshixi ani C.D»C. $1 immediately

proceeded to the above address and there brought to

the station the following 3 male Chinesec

1. fau Cha Yuen & )» 37, S/unewployed,
Chinkiahg, 6 Loh Kwti Raung ),
Th® Shing Road, Chapel*

2, tleu Igoh Shi Kompo, ¿/unemployed,
A.v 90 Chnen Y«ng Id )♦ f* Yuha ng Road*

3* Lieu Ngoh Zou V*1 24» Kempe, S/onemployed*
90 Chuen Yang Li ()• 8* Yahang Road*

W \ together with 41 flags and 33 receipts* 
A

?' x. When questioned by the undersigned and P/^)*S»1*
v

y r?ri-‘ » ( w*ng Chun Lung, the 1st and 2nd described producedAz' iAx 
' their certificates bearing their respective names and

photographs which wore issued to them by the ■



'if 5?^®. > t >
Asia Joint National Jlsg Company )» eituated

at Rocm to. £8 n tag <ha (#f ) Lodging Rouse* Fokien

Road» near ?ocehow Ro?d» They stated that they were 

employed by the a®id company as the authorised fin?

' »»11 '»rs>. At 9 • 20 a ,m t 24 » 12-41» the ahowe thr co d gs - 

eribad Chinose (the 3rd described ie merely a friend 

of the 1st ac^crtbed» n<t tnrt?loyod by the eompany)» 

«’filed st the said lodging house and tharefro® they 

obtained the flacs and rooclpta. The 3rd described 

stated th«t ho was pallid by his friend (1st described) 

to assist hi® In soiling the flags•

inquiries reveal that nt about 9.?08,*» 24-12»41»

tbo above 3 male Chinese entered the above premisos 

via tM open front door and requested the house-boy 

Zia Kou Shing to buy on? of tue flags for H»00 and 

enquired about the names etc» of the occupants of 

houses dos» 125 and 127. The house-boy stated that 

his master one named Woo ring Tsang ) efts absent

and that the ohief tenant of houses Kos» 125 and 127 
who

is also his master/sublet to other families» 0» learning 

thia» the 1st desoribed told the house-boy that 610 latter 

should buy three xlaga for 3 diffGrant housas. Howovur 

the housa-boy refused to buy on tha pretext V’Ot his

mas ter wau not at home* and requested then to leave
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wise. 363/41.

4

"A *
Chengtu Road
Do camber 21» 41.

.Forcing Public to Purchase Hanging 
aG Ki trio Flaga.

At 10.15 a.m. 21 <12/41, one named *ong Woo Song 

(\i 4-a ), Shop Assistant, H. 10, L.38 Lungmen ^oad,

brought to the station a male Chinese named Koo Cheng 

Ching 28, Yang chow, »/Unemployed, H. 15»

King Ching Kong, Kwangse Road, who had attempted to 

force him to purchase a Hanking Regime flag for $6.00. 

The seller was in possession of only one such flag and 

a small certificate to the effect that he was an autho

rised flag seller. The complainant alleged that he

had refused to purchase the flag from Koo Chenh Ching 

but the latter had insisted, and had refused to leave 

the premises.

Koo Cheng Ching stated he had obtained the flag 

for S5.50 in Room 28 3hing Weh ) Lodging House,

Kokien Road, but denied having attempted to force 

complainant to purchase same.

D.O. "A" was informed and on his instructions the 

flag was returned to Koo Cheng Ching, and he was 

released at 10.45 a .tn. 21/12/41.

Sen. Det. 4/0 • X

D. D. 0. *A”

Officer 1/e» Sp. Br



Mi so• 363/41«

1, .»X*

Va S' * rk z—IjQsse^./' LXLLi~.J
y _ r

Chengtu Road
December 18» 41,

?py eing- Publlo__kQ Purchase flanking 
aug|me Haga*

At 18*30 p*tn* 18/12/41 a telephone message was 

roeeived from ¿*1. Varndell (Louta) to the effect that 

h® had been called into the Beeo Tailor Shop, 957 

Bubbling ell Road where two male Ohinoso had attempted 

to force the inmates to purchase a hanking Regina flag 

for ^6.00. Ho had detained the two mon and requested 

that someone be sent to bring tnam to the station*

C.P.C*s  85 and 1724 attended and brought to the 

station •-
(1) tuw wng Tong ( /^4). 24, flingpo, 

8/unemployed, 24 vei san Li (/J? ),
Plngliang Road

(2> *oo Situ Tung 26, zauehing,
»/unemployed» 49 Loong Zung Li 
Pinglieng Road

together with 24 flags and 24 receipts.

inquiries by D*S*I* Taylor and C.D*C* 285 disclosed 

that at 12*15 p.m. 18/12/41 the two above described 

entered the ‘Reco Tailor Shop, 957 B‘W11 Road and offered 

to sell one of the flags for >6*50 to the proprietress 

Mrs B* Rraunaehweiger* Gorman Refugee* The latter refus

ed sama, but the two men were insistent and would not 

leave the shop. The compl«lnant then wont out from the 

shop and culled 3*1« Vhrndell, who haopenod to be passing

and latter informed the station



3/ihûot So. 2.

The t to man stated th**« they had obtained the flag®, 

from one pened Weng F'yung ) 1» the Soo Tai

(/•A f ) Lodging-house, 5/531 yooohow Road at 9 a.m. 

18/12/41 and had already disposed of 17 for $6.00 each.

3.3,1. wori oommunioited with, th4!? Japanese 'rondar- 

merie Headquartors and was informed thot the latter did. 

net wish to have the persons concerned. handed over» as 

it was considered th»t the men wore engaged In a legiti

mate business of selling flags.

In view of the above» on instructions of the D.O.

"A" the t*o men were released together ’••ith the 24 flags 

in their possession cn completion of enquiries.

».
on. »etc i/o

0. D- 0. *A*

Officer i/c, Sp. Br



Mise. *63/41. Chengtu Road
Ho c amber 16, 41,

gore log Public, to Purchase Hank jpg 
Regima Plaga for 16.00 saqh.

At 11.35 a.m. 16/12/41, Lee Tai Song ),

Shop Master, 29 0 Weih«i’*ei Road» brought to the 

station a mal« Chinese named Ling Ching Yuen $\ ), 

24, Hingpo, S/Jn«mployed, 234 Thor burn Road, who had 

attempted to force him to purchase a Hanking Regime 

flag for 16.00. The arrested man hnd in hie possession^ 

11 flags, ^95.00 in notes and on« metal badge as 

doscribcd on Diary 1 Page 3, bearing the number 17. 

inquiries were made by D.S. Tanaka, C.D.c. 363 and thn 

undersigned. Ling Ching Yuen when questioned denied 

having attempted to force the complainant to purchase 

a flag against his wishes. He stated that he had 

originally purchased 30 flags for S5.00 each from 

Room 313, Dah Chong Hotel, 496 Rue Bourgeat, F.C., and 

had, prior to his arrest sold 19 to various shops in 

veihaiwel Road and vicinity«

D.O.  "A" was Informed and on his instructions the 

Japanese Gendarmerie were Informed and at their 

request the arrested man, together with th« seized 

property, were taken, accompanied by complainant to 

the Gendarmerie Headquarters by D.S. Tanaka.

At 1.4 0 p.m. 16z12/41 Loh Lee Seng



2/sheet Ko* 2

employed as an agent by the «Japanese Gendarmerie* 

brought to the station from 29 0 Wdihaiwei Road* one 

male Chinese named Koo Kyi Chu ), 28, Hingpo*

H/Gnemployed» residing 20 Pinglia ng Road* who had 

been attemptir^ to sell a Hanking Regime f]|ag for 

16*00 to the proprietor of the shop at above address. 

Loh Lee Seng stated thet ha had arrested this men 

because hn was not in possession of a badge authorizing 

him to sell the flags*

Inquiries were made by C.D*S. 112* D*3 • Tanaka 

and the undersigned* The arrested man* who was in 

possession of only on« flag* when questioned stated 

that he had previously been selling together with 

Ling Ching Yuen (described on Page 1) who was in 

possession of a badge* but following the letter’s 

arrest, he had continued to attempt to dispose of the 

one flag left in his possession.

D. 0. "A” was informed, and on hie instructions 

both parties were handed over to the Japanese 

Gendarmerie by 0*3. Tanaka* -

Sen. Det* i/c

D. D* 0. "A*

Officer i/r. Sp. Pr

«-%

Japanese Gendarmerie F’qrs



llOngt U ■ *Gad
’0 cetnbar 14, 41.

detective Off loo»

Arrest of . fi7‘TJi*a?y\ch4 for forcing 
ocr^or». Ui_._kL2ka^v ?lags of the Wm 
Chia* Jtanrto' Ratine for *6.00»

At 10.35 a.m. 14/1 ?/4j c.P.CJ. 520 together with 

ths aompLaiiiant onu n^moci Fsung Cha Zianp

3/shop assistant oE^ioy,’d and residing at the Chai Yu 

} Jauca Shop so» l?60 Ave. Mw Til, brought to 

the station two "\ai3 Chinese i.amo-i

1/ st ! i "fuen i( )• 39» Tsungkiang, 
3/’'> '■ ■':'■ '.Oydd. rOaidilF JiO. 37 1*0008 
Yah ’»oonst Jiantao,

ir£ Sung (C / )» 36» Taungkiang.
„>/■>■ ?' 'ley*' 1« ;■ above addroae*

■>•■’:• three the complainant to 

purebaea for th« 3.;- *6.^® flag of tha »ng Ching

4 ttii' *•

Snquiries by D.6. rhovtaon» D.S. T'tunti and C.n.c, 

193 auoartaino-i the follOTlnj.

At about 10.15 a.ffi. 14//12/41 th" two hbove

¿da art bud m?lo Chinaus entered tha complainant’s shop, 

snd producing one of ths aaid flage informed the 

complainant th*»t ho smat pur ch «so same for S6.00. The 

cc t . h ®rt im ru ¿1’ t-’ y : i jecd to buy the flag and 

it «aa at thia point that c.p.c. 520 who was parsing 

arrived on the scene, and brought both described 4 

together with a parcel containing forty two of the 

above flags to the station.



.';UGs&loK>od by investigating off leers the two men 

«tate® that tk^y h&d «t S fc*E. It/l^/dl purchased for 

'5*:>0 eael fifty of the above flags from one named ’Vong 

Chai» ~'yi f/ 1 i'fal Jii. L at Soo» Mo. 219 of the

ti} v<*ui* ( A - Hotel situated at Mo. 33 Rue Rourance 

■’.C. ♦ aKt^ that they n»d then proceeded to Chungking

iioad with these fl<jx whore they sold eight of same to 

addressee *• s- 29

< lb, 17, 19, as, 27/Chungking Road

x'oj. „l-t . -. use' . rhe proceeds of these aalos a total 

or $48.00 were in the poaaessic^ of the let described 

Serestod«

Later at >«<.•■ 1 L/l.^di y«p.s. 151 Vroobel 

brought to the station, s further three male ¿Chinese, 

named

3/ Zung Mung Kyusg 22» rEra”t«*3®!»
s/lTURmrioyod, redding So. 341 Rue Rourance, 
?*C«e

4/ sung 3i*u ?*oh 40, Kwantung,
sA^remployed5 rc 1 ifngTso. 42 sz Sz Hung, 
Manteo,

5/ Yfc H«n ^4^.), 33, Twantuns, sAlnemployed, 
resiuiii ¡3 . -■> • z Sz Hung, Mantao,

whom he had arrested at 12 noon 14/12/41 at th« Doong 

Heng ) Confectionary Shop ho. 228 Teihaiwei Road 

where they were endeavouring to force a shop assistant



1/óheot i‘O. 3

there tn on- named rnony fee« lyung (y?t } to purchase 

a flag ci the .,«14; Chins ; ci Mining Regime for the sum 

Of •¿6«)Uti»

4*'€‘ *vi**—t vRe&e three mor, h&d cxso 

purchased 1'ixty ci W a&id flags from str-- r&uir. Xyi 

( ' residing Room ise<» 219 ci t/ie Dah */ain9$i F<otol,

ct 9 aVA’A 1 M-; that they htd tMn talon sama 

to th« fcJ. to■" 1 ng f. ?-!r .-l- c3s whore they sold a total of 

eighteen flays : &Os. 115, 133, 313, 194, 193, SOS. 

208 aud f36 Wherwic Hoad, ?ioe. 250, 253, 263, 259» 247, 

SIS, f®4, 226 and 230 Road.

Further ur.qulrioa ravoalad that cf the above 

eighteen flag»* aold payaans had only been received for 

fiftGGi. of aatw and that the other three flags had 

toon loft at throe of the sbovo addre&ses on the 

understanding that they must be purchasOd and that 

money for sa«# would be oallod for and colloeted latGr. 

?he money for the fifteen flags sold namely $90,00 

together with a green metal badge bearing ic, 41 and 

th« following inscription

Permitted by the Executive committee

HenaiBsanco )

The party and national flags distributing 
jepartmnnts of the Settlament 

( >



1' ; <3 Gt Ji O * 4»

wore fours ir the poesoesion ©f tja® 3rd doscribid whois 

arrested *c4 «Iso a parcel oonteloing thirty oi^ht 

fiata» ?ho 1st doser IMd also had ih hi a possession a 

matai badge as abova» Marina so. S3»

"h"? lapa Mae ' ?f.larvaria *öro notifiad of the 

above arreatb &r*d at »Mir request a»s» ’tima» ”»D»"»a 

IOS Orí -Ê6 Oíúcxtdu thd lira «srraated mon accomp^tiod 

ly ti g t'-v< ccaplfiilir'iítí» te ¿í.e û-audaraario Headguartora» 

*''h«rc they to«ether with the eelzod mon**y sed fiase 

®-í-ra h&rcí3v ovar c« Mt* Major Ito who requested thwt 

an' Othar pcxecus. «ub^^nadfiuly cnaplaiaios of having 

hjíjr forcod-tod ta purchase a flag
their 

ba rei'Srrod tb M«fte¿abd would be returned»

■ iM'orwtü u.

36r» Det» l/co

ÖÄ» 202»

jgpBMydW)

Afflar i/o» sp. Br.

? apa no se her. dsrmor io !? ♦ cprs «



LOUZA PULICE Mise .tt»3/41

f----- Ml 80.893/41

i 11 ■ ' i ' I■■ No. S. li- ■ •;s»~I
llìate... —X.— i-----—-’J

Ì Useamber «G <*±041.

NE’,\ EATIOEAL GOVEREljEl'T FLAG OFFEREU FOR

At 9.oi- * »hi. lc-lz-41 a telephone message was 

recplvea at this Station from 2o/20, Amoy Road report 

Ing thrat the above accrete had been vititea by three 

rale Chinese who offeree a fla$ f?r sale to the com- 

pl tin ar. t uslr.g a threatening attitude.

Upon receipt of thia message, the underslgnea 

in accompany with D.S.Carr, C.D.C.136 proceeded to the 

acene of occurrence where on t he arrival it was learned 

th"*! three male Chinese had "Irgeay left the complain an tte 

house •

From enquiries it was revealed that the house is 

a dwelling occupied by the complainant name a Chiang 

Zung Ching ( * (.2o, Soochow, shop aaMstent in a 

hardware shop ana at about S.b'"' a.m. even date he was 

approached b\ three young male Chinese flag hawkers 

(Sew Eat tonal Government) and offered for sale .a flag 

#6.00.

i Complainant statea 

b at first but later 

hawkers were intent 

make the purchase an

that he refused to nurchase

pa 1 a #6.'v' after seeing that

on making trouble if he did

d fearing rerulta of a political

ne t ur e.



Copy for 3pe c ial_Jd'rSififih* ——-^•|- (

i a*.AW^-
I No. s. a. D &4* ^i/4i,

30 f 1941,

^crcvd lai? of ‘Tanking Govarmient Flag.

t b p*n. 30*12-41 J.’J.O. 341 at-aohed to C.i,

ght to the station a

male Chines? nanedt-
‘h»i hn-: ( tf/J i, <•, ranking, temporarily 
reddm, .KU» 28 V loir ( ,/ ) Bodging

who;:- n?Tc■..t.me, Lane 440/6 Tientsin

Hoad, in eonneotlon Tith forced sale a national peace 

flag. 'rom enqiiii'ic» conducted by the undersigned the

in® ;r .■ ^ . ■ T.h.at at about 4.30 p.rn,

ven date the ■ .1 .-h-ions', enineae toother with

three otMw® Md visited the Q.l . ,.’e address to eell

the Waking Goverwa®at*s flag. 1‘ae complainant refused 

tl'ij prdpoeal, owing to having "bought a similar flag on 

0?3em"ber 2®th, hew®*er, inaetifig..with t; refusal» they 

iMoarae in the threatenint: attitudflaM^berefore the 

oox'xplains^t arTf.ftsd Wi l*ir^ > one ni thwt while the 

others ¿«ide good'their escape.

ib•-»r'4s ■>■••"- ■/• i s v®e informed and the

arrested was handed ovinHHfiflBK^gaaat Kagatd^y

order to condemn his/their "behaviour*

Det ub-lnsp

D.D.O. ‘hk” Divn.

Copy to ¿pedal Branch.

ims/



U B«' ■ *
SinzaMise. 668/41.
18/12/41.

-/ /Phen.

Three Male Chinese arrested for selling Chinese 
National Elags.

At 10:40 a.m. 18/12/41., C.P.C.2684 brought to 

the station three male Chinese, namely,

1. Hsu Tsai Shing ), 23, Chinkiang,
S/Unemployed, 62 Ching S Too Miau, off 
Connaught Roadi, O.jO.L.

2. Zung Slau Yuin ( 4- T ), 33, Chingkiang,
M/Unemployed, ? Bubbling well Road.

3. Tsang Chi Sung ( » 22» Yangchow,
S/Unemployed, ? Robison Road,

whom he had arrested for selling Chinese National flags 

at 565 Chengtu Road«

Enquiries by C.D.C.201 and the undersigned 

learned that at about 10:30 a.m. 18/12/41«, the above 

3 men visited a rice shop, known as "Woo Sung" ),

at 565 Chengtu Road, where they requested the shop 

assistants to buy one flag from them. When C.P.C. 

2684 observed this, he arrested these three persons 

because he thought that they might cause a trouble and 

create disturbances. The shop assistants of the above 

mentioned rice shop were questioned by detectives and 

they stated that these three men did not attempt to 

sell their flags by force.

In view of the above circumstances, the three 

persons arrested were handed over to the Japanese 

Gendarmerie on Myburgh Road for enquiries.

D.S. 666 (Sect. II) 
Sen. Det. i/o«

■railD.D.O."B" DiV



Mise«663/41 Sinza
December 14, 4

1 (Sheet 1)

SALS OF HANKING R3GIMB FLAGS

At 11 a.m. on December 14, 1941, C.P.C 224 re-

ported to the station that two male Chinese were sell

ing Nanking Regime flags on Burkill Road.

Japanese Sergeant 641 and C.D.C. 296 immediately 

attended and brought to the station one

(1) Yue Ching Wo ) age, 25, native
of Chinkiang, If/Un employed, N.F.A.

who was founo. to be in possession of eighty six flags 

which he stated he was selling for $6.00 each together 

with another male Chinese who decamped on arrival of

Police. Later, however, this man came to the station 

to see the first named and was also arrested. He gave 

his name as:
(2) Mau Pau Ling (%> $ ), age 25, native

of Zaushing, M/Unemployed, residing 25 
Wuchang Road.

Both these men, when questioned, stated they were 

selling flags for one Si Tsung Ming ), resid

ing in the Jah Fong Hotel, 33 Rue "Mourane > Room 219, 

who, they maintain, has permission from the proper 

authorities to áo so

Of the .^6.00 obtained for each flag, they state

that Si Tsung Ming receives „5.0G whilst they share

the remaining $1.00 between them.

At ll«50 a.m even date, S.I. Koo Ting I broacht



Mise, 663/41, Sinza

1 (Sheet 2) 

tc the station the following nrmed persons, whom he 

observed forcing the sole of the same flags on the 

occupant of 131 Shanhaikwrn Read:

(5) Si Hai Fob ), age SO, native
of Chinkiang, s/Unemployed, 0.0.L. ant

(4) Si Lee Shi ), age 30, native
of Shinkiang, 8/Vnemployed, 0.0.L.

These men were in possession of twenty seven 

flags and stated that they had already sold thirteen 

at 06.00 each.

They admitted knowing the 1st and 2nd named

and that they were also operating from the Dah Fong 

Hotel, 33 Rue Kourane, French Concession.

X

In view of the exorbitant price the above per

sons were demanding for the flags, and as there was 

evidence that they were forcing the sales, all con

cerned were handed over to the Japanese Gendarmerie 

located at the Cathedral School, Myburgh Road on ad

vise of the Special Branch.

/Ting.
D.D.O. "B"



Mine. 35^41« s'est Hongkew
Sept 30th, 41

Sale of ChiacsG ifctlonal fflag in the Settlement*

At 11*20 a.m. 30-9-41, C.P.C. 12 brought to the 

station two mal Chinese (1) Wong Chi Yuen«^^ ’g ), 

21, Mingpp, t:/unemployed, residing Nantao, and (2) 

Nib Vung . Yien )» iiingpo, S/unemployed,

re elding Rpntao, whom he h&c arrested, at 11*10 a*m* 

30-9-41 outside wo.211 Worth Kiangse Road at the 

request of compt., Zien Tdh Ylen ) who alleged -

that they and two others had attempted to persuade him 

to buy a Sanking Govex'nmont Hag for $5*00*

¡inquiries iscertuined that at 11*10 a*m*30-9-41 

the above two described persons and two others named 

byi iMng Su and f’i&n Zung Su ) not

arrested, hiid visited eorapt’e bicycle «hop, 211, Worth 

Kiungse Hoad, and ■■ sked the compt. tp purchase from 

them e, flag at $6*00 per piece which the compt* refused 

and informed the C.P.C. who brought them to the station*

The compt* stated that they did not employ threats 

but insisted on him in purchaEing the flags*

The arrested men stated that they are employed ’ey 

one named Tse Ping ) who resides at no. 9 King

Kong Loong alleyway, Rue Montauban, F.C. in the sale 

of flags in Shf.nghni*

D*D*O*"C”. informed and on his instructions the 

men were cautioners appearing in this district again fo 

this purpose,and released



Miao. 323/41.
7* ¿ff 

liest Hongkew
legtehher 1st, 41.

AXFfilt Qf a Japanese subject re Forced Sale 
of Nanking Government Flags.

Sir,

At 10.30 a.m. 1-9-41, information was received 

by Inspector Boorman from the Special Branch to the 

effect that the residents of Lane 409 Elgin Road were 

being forced to purcase Banking Government Flags by 

a party of Japanese subjects.

A party of Police consisting of F.P.6. 181 Ropas, 

Inspector Liu Ya Ying, C.D.C. 270, C.P.C. 2442 and the 

undersigned, attended and took into custody one named 

F. Yamagachi (Japanese subject), s/unemployed, B.F.A. 

At the time of his arrest the above named had in his 

possession 21 sets of flags, each set containing 1 

Chinese Nationalist Government Flag and 1 Yellow Penant 

bearing Chinese characters to the effect "Peace, Anti-

CommuniHm and Reconstruction, which he was attempting

to force the occupants of Houses in the above mentioned 

s^Lanc to purchase for the sum of 15.00 per set.

* vhilst the Police Party wore making enquiries the 

ziollowing 12 persons came forward.
1. Waung Wong Sur (£ JJf),
2. Bien Ah Yuen ) »
3. Zeu Soong & ).
4. Hang Yung Chiun($x & 1,
5. Hoc Sung 8so
8. Hang Sung Chi
7. Koh Too Wing f>A AJ»
8. Wong To Lung ( £ » w),

House No.®.
• "12
• * 15.
• • 17.
• * 19
• * 34.
• « 40
" ■ 42.

All located in Lane 409 Bigin Road.



and

9« Zien Zan*; Sae )• House ho
10. Yen Koh See » »
11« Lien tu bse X “ *
12. ynngr Ko® Rs®

S 
7 
9 

U

located in'Lane lOOflu tin Ingham Head

Thc> above 12 persons each produced a set of flag

similar to those found in the possession of the arrested

male Japanese ©nd stated that they had been forced by

th® accused and 3 other male Japanese (not arrested) 

to purchase same for $5.00 per set«

P.S. 725 Tanaka (Hongkew Station) attended this

station, questioned the arrested person and ascertained 

that he bed purchased the seta of flags at $3.50 per set

He admitted Mt Ing f o reed ^verbal 

mentioned l*i persons to purchase 

stating that he did so, as he la

threats the above

them at $5.00 per set,

at present unemployed

and in need of money« questioned as to the particulars 

of his absconded assistants he stated that ho did not

know their names, etc« as he had only met them on ths 

a«m. of even date«

The D.]?«0.*CK. attended the station, was acquainted 

with the particulars of the case and Apon his instruct*« 

ions the arrested person after first being cautioned 

re forcing persons to purchase articles against their 

will, was released at 11.50 a«m. even date«



Vi

The gl sets of flags, found in the pocsession 

of the arrested person have been detained at the

; station pending instructions from the Special Branch

I and th« o..-ner instructed to apply to Japanese Affaire

I Bureau, Special Branch, should he desire the return 

of •an.e«

/ <■ i- m. • 
tëen. Det. D. S. 74

D.D«O."C"

Spec ill Branch«



Migc. 98/41 West Hongkew
March 26th. 41

Two Koreans and nine male Chinese brought 
to station for selling pro-Wan# Chin.«: Wei Piggs. 

Reference to the four packages of flags (134

. flags) detained at West Hongkew Station in connection 

w^th this case, permission having been obtained from 

jiil headquarters - C.D.I. labrum regarding the handing over

\ - Illi the property to the owners, a male Chinese named
\ s .

Van S/un? Yoong representing the Poh Shing Flag 

Manufacturing Co* Room 224 Tsoong Shing Building 

Szechuan Road, owners of the property, came to the 

station at 11.30 a.pj. 9-3-41, After being warned

OuCi^O against forcing the sale of said flags in this district

Property Book

/the four packages o

Kyung Yoong against

f flags were handed over to Van 

his signeture in the Detained

D.D.O. *0* »iv.

Copy sent to D.C. sp»l Br



copy

March 14, 41»

Fur th* r to attached West Hongkew Miec. 98/41.

D.C.(C.i 3.B.)

Sir,
For favour 

of instructions, 
please.

J.M. 14/3.

At 10.30 a.m. March 14, 1941, Kiang Z>eu

Ziang employee of the Foh Shing National

and Party Flag Company, Room 224, Chung Shing Building, 

corner of Szechu«n and Foochow Roads, attended. 

Headquarters, Special Branch, and requested that 

the flags seized by Police and now at West Hongkew 

Station be returned to him.

(Signed ) R. F. Tabrum

u. D. I.

& & tet.su.

Let him have them baok but

S. 1 warn him against house to house

Call him up. or shop to shop hawking as next

14/3 J.M. time there will be no return of

the flags.

T. R.

D. C. (Crime & Special Branches)

March 14, 1941.

tet.su


ctw/
FORM NO. 3
G. 6 5M-1-3^

Subject (in full)

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

». 1, Spe cial.Braneh.....stM/,
REPORT I a ai

Further to attached West Hpngkew Miso. 98/41.

t • L * !
Cw

» ^u'*«**<

Made by.... and , C.D.I. Tabrum......... ..................................... ......... Z' orivarded by........................................ ............................................

At 10.30 a.m. March 14, 1941, Kiang &u

2iang ), employee of the Foh Shing National

and Party Flag Company, Room 224, Chung Shing Building, 

corner of Szechuen and Foochow Roads, attended 

Headquarters, Special Branch, and requested that 

the flags seized by Police and now at West Hongkew 

Station be returned to him.

A.C» (Special Branch)



Miso. 98/41

2e

*1V-,; jLIS
J/ .aO/'.

/o &
"0*

W. Hongkew
March 9th, 41

Two Koreans and nine male Chinese brought 
to station for selling pro-Wang Ching Wei flags

Sir, 

At 4 p.m. 9-3-41, Van Kyung Yoong (it ) 

business manager of the foh Shing flag Manufacturing 

Company, came to this station with a letter whioh 

is translated as follows:-

* I beg to state that our company had on 

March 1st, 1941, received instructions Ko. 192 from 

Chairman Wang of the Chinese National Revolutionay 

Central Executive Committee allowing us to manu

facture and sell national flags. We have also 

obtained permission for the sale of the above said 

flags in the Hongkew Area, i.e. North of the Creek, 

from the Japanese Gendarmerie Headquarters.

We request that the nine salesmen (in the employ 

of our company) who were arrested and detained in 

your station for the sale of the national flags, 

be released and that the flags be returned to our 

company." Manager of the foh ^hing
Manufacturing and selling 
national flags company« 

In accordance with instructions the request 

was not granted but he was informed that the matter ./ 

was under consideration.

At 11.36 p.m. 9-3-41 the D.C. (Crime) instructed 

that the nine Chinese in custody could be cautioned



2/2

and released, the flags however to be detained.

This was done and they were all allowed to go 

at 11.45 p.m. 9-3-41.

/Sen. "et. i/o

D.D.O.»0» Div



* 7/7/

•c"
Ki t-c* 96/41* vest Hongkew

Mf.rch 9th, 41«

1

Two Koreans and .Kine male Chinese brought to station 
to telling pro-^aiu; Chin« v>ei Flsgs.

Sir,

At 11.25 a.m* 9-3-41 D.I. Zang Woo reported to the 

station to the effect that he had received information 

that a male Japanese or Korean, assisted by two male 

Chinese, were selling pro-V<ang Ching Wei Flags in Lane 

942 Haining Road.

n.S.I. MacLennan, P.S. Kool and C«»*C* 361 immediately 

proceeded to the said lane and there located and brought 

to the station the underdesoribed Korean and two male 

Chinese, the two Chinese being each in possession of a 

package of Chinese national Flags and separate yellow 

cloth slips which bear ch-rasters which advocate Peace, 

Antl-Corrmunism and Reconstruction*

1* Hatakuri Yamagoshi (Korean), 36, salesman, residing
at 105 Shing Ching Li, Tlendong Road*

2. Sung K^el Zou (l’Oj<A )• 28, Anhwei, li/sale&man, 
residing ? Rue Fere Robert, F*C*

3. Koo Pao Lee Uq Flngpo, K/ealesman, resid
ing ? Rue Brienen ilontmorand, F* C.

These three persons when questioned In the station, 

stated that they are employed as salesman by the Poh 

Shing (tX ) Flag Maunfscturing Co., Rcom 224, Tsoong 

Shing Building, Szechuen Road near Foochow Road, and 

have dally sold these flags, with attached yellow slips, 

in the Settlement, Hongkew, Chapel and French ConessoJ



for more thm on? month for .60 each. They claimed 

tliat they used no threat* then selling these flcgo. 

Although they et^t© that they cold five of these flag* 

to pedestrians in the inn» in which they **re located 

and brought t .> th« utntloh by Police to-day, the purchs* 

er* oi t rac 1 lug» could not be located by detective* 

anu no etrldenoe to prove tnat the men had used threat*, 

when selling these ^lags, ceuld be brought to light*

At 11. 5 a.m. £»?•&• Kool brought to the

station the anu«raeaoribod n»l< Korean ■ nd «even male 

Chinese who he located oh ' Igin Road near Cunningham 

Hoad in ooa^esaiui« oi two pi reel* of Flag* and slip*, 

similar to the above, which they were offering for sale»

4. Yosumosa Yasuda, hersun, 32, fy'aaloairoa* reaiding at
130 Fhing CL in*, Li, Tlendong Road.

5. b ¡nr f Mine i l & £• **£ )» 34, Tuncghow, S/aalesman, 
residing at 11 Yung Ching 11» north Honan Road.

6. Lieu Zung Ching •?), 32, Kompo, S/aaleaman,
Loh Kwei Kong» Whaahinfc Hoad, Chapel.

7. Jang Ven Ching ), 27, Kompo, IV'**!«***»,
161 Tuh Shing Li, Raining Road.

8. Kuh Tien ). 36, Rantung, ^/salesman,
509 UBoochow Road.

9. Zung Ching Piau (ifc^’f/)» 36, Talngkiang, M/aalesman 
0.0.L.

10. Ho You Yue )» 19* Kompo, li/r<ale*mnn, 7 Dah
Tung Road, Chapel.

11. Ylh 0«n Ching )» 36, Ningoo, H/*ale««an,
0.0.L.



These eight arrests also explained that they are 

employed aa salesmen by the Foh Shing Flag Manufactur

ing Co,, Szechuen Road, * here they received th© flags 

to-day with a view to selling them In the Settlement, 

French Concession and Chapel, They, when further 

questioned, stated that they hnd been warned by the 

Foh Shing Co, against using threats or violence when 

selling these flags.

On instructions from I>,C, (Crime) the two Koreans 

were warned agoInst further sales of these flags in 

the Settlement and were allowed to go while the nine 

Chinese are being detained in the station pending 

further instructions.

The four packages of flags, which totally number 

IM, are also being detained in the station, the two 

Koreans having been requested to make application 

for their return through S.M.F, Headquarters.

Officer i/e Special Branch and B,O,*C‘, informed, 

also Officer 1/c of Met riot and Senior Detective.

/ /o )
Set, D, S, I,

D.P.O. "C**

D.C, Sp’l Branch
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-B*
B’Well

oct
665/40,

Am,

this station that they had received Information

(SïT) NATIOUA5 G5VLRNÍÍ5NT f TAGS SOLD OK 
3KTRZ: TTROADS.

7-10-40, Headquarters notified

from an official of the Asiatic Petroleum Go., that

Ustionai Government flags were being Bold on Great

Western Road near 'iunsin Road

A visit was paid to this vicinity, but no

persons could be

wut? ioamod fron

found selling flags. However, it

several shop keepers on Great

-t
I

Western Road that two days ago, two Chinese persons,

one of them dressed in a uniform similar to that

of the Shanghai City Government felice Bureau, cerne

along the rood, selling Nation«! Government flags

with a yellow Pennant attached, The

offered for $3.80 each, and the shop

told by the two men that If they did

today, later they would be forced

&en.

flags were

keepers were

not buy them

■ * D. S. ST

D.D.0.*B* Mt



___ F. 207A
G. 1000-<<)-39

S. 3 R&GiS’i RY
,V„. S. B. D.— IgL.

__ /Q" £
HeWijuarter s, 

Shanghai (¿ujaie-ipal Police?

April........11.............. .19 40 .

To. Secretary & Commissioner General,

M. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
\ 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- D•9171

Subj ect Flag Monopoly Bureau established 
at 75 Jessfield Road.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.

FILE

1



CCH
Ir SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S.- S. REGISTRY |

S. 1. Special . L.

REPORT ....~cr—---__ .... \
Dat^**L.J?ZZ...Z9 4<T ~ ->

l?lag Monopoly Bureau established at 75 Jessfield Road»
Subject.....

, n. s. I • L*aP...I*1.«n.-..Fowarded by............P.ord.
Made by—............

A flag monopoly bureau under the name,
Koh Shing National and Party Plag Campany 
has been established at No. 75 Jessfield Road, which 
houses the various tangpu formed by the Wang Ching Wei

Com m r sponsored. Kuomintang. It is in charge of the following
persons:-
Waung Mei Yung (jAlt* ), an ex-committee member 

of the local Kuomintang Headquarters (defunct), who 

joined the Wang Ching Wei party in 1939, and who has

since been made a member of the Central Executive

Committee of the Kuomintang sponsored by Wang.
2. Li Mong ( ), one of the secretaries of the

Special Service Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang 

Ant1-Comintern and National Salvation Army, 7$ 
Jessfield Road.

This new organ is in possession of a 
certificate No. 192 issued by the new Central China 
Government, Nanking, and will make endeavours to effect 
control over the various flag manufacturing shops and 
factories in Shanghai and other places occupied by 
Japanese troops.

On April 7, 1940, a flag manufacturing 

shop situated at no. 7, Yah Shing Li, off Brenan Road, 
O. 0. L., which is the only flag maker in the Jessfield 

Area, was ordered to suspend business by the organ»

D. C. (Special Rranch)
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Shanghai Municipal Police,

May 25, .193.??..

SUBJECT

Japanese selling Maps and Five Barred Flags to
Chinese Schools and ShoosJn the Settlement

The Commissioner presents his compliments to .Tfc£...S.Ç.Ç.E8Î,S£y’.*. S.M.C.

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1. Copy of a Police report.

2.

3.

4.

5.



V Date May 25,1939

(Special Branch) Office Notes

Commiss ion er*

Sir,

Reference attached report, the action of the 

two Japanese and two Chinese cannot bat prove upsetting 

the peace and order in the Settlement. Their visits to 

schools can have but one result, namely, to antagonize 

the students, and thereby undermine the efforts <bf the 

Police to keep them peaceful.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. H *EG»S1 
fl JL f7//

S.l, 3pe_o\^l.*jBr8.59.“?Sx3dE^qf
REPORT ..... I9 &>l

Subject.. Maps and Five-barred Flags to Chinese Schools

.......................... an.d..Shop.s...i n_ the Se t tleme n t..................  //  
Made ¿y....P»^.tJ.«..Li.ao..Ch u ng SI£..?.!L.Forwarded by......Ct ................................................sL...^

During the past fortnight, it is reported, a 

party of two Japanese and two Chinese (three wearing 

foreign styled clothing and the remaining one Chinese 

long gown) visited various Chinese schools in the 

Settlement and offered for sale maps of China purport

ing to have been published by a Japanese in Changchun, 

"Manchukuo" with the approval of the Japanese Military 

Authorities. The names and addresses of the schools 

known to have been visited are given hereunder;-

1. Dao Tsoong Girls Middle School (14 t ), s

628 Avenue Road.

2. Au Kwong Middle School b 167 Tatung Road.

3. Shanghai Law College O Mb 8 Wongkashaw Gar

de ns.
4. Zang Tsing Middle School (JL j )> 66 Tsingtao

Road.

5. Zung Woo Girls Middle School ( A- '] ), 3, Lane
310, Myburgh Road.

6. Kweng Van Girls Middle School 331
Jfyburgh Road.

7. Lih Tuh Primary School ( it 'I' ? )’ 124 Psrk Ho ad*

8. Kwang Ming Middle School ), 4, Lane 345, |
Myburgh Road.

9. Kung Ityi Primary School ( S )» Lane 741, Ko.
60, Chengtu Road.

The visitors strongly advised the school autho

rities to buy the maps at ¿5.00 each on the ground that I 

the Si no-Japanese hostilities had changed the map of 

China entirely and that the maps should be displayed 

on the school premises in order to acquaint the students 

of the actual situation. They .insisted that as many
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copies as possible should, be purchased, and displayed 

and added that failure to display the maps would result 

in fines being imposed upon the school authorities. 

They refused to depart until at least one map was pur

chased and invariably intimidated the
showed _ _ , . , ...

who“/r-signs of reluctance by stating

school authorities

that an unfortunate

occurrence might take place should the map not be pur-

chased. In consequence almost all schools visited

have made purchases. The visitors were in possession 

of a notebook in which wer-e recorded the names and 

addresses of different schools, After having purchased 

a map, the schools were required to affix their seal 

or signature against the names of their schools in the 

notebook. In some cases the visitors required the 

schools to purchase five-barred flags from them at $2.00 

each. Some of the schools displayed the maps purchased 

but were torn to pieces by the students.

It is further learned that the sale of maps and 

five-barred flags by Japanese subjects has been extended 

to shops and factories in the Settlement. The Hung 

Tsang ) Silk Hong, at the corner of Tientsin

and Shantung Roads, is reported to have been visited 

by certain Japanese but the hong refused to buy the 

flags or maps.

Further enquiries elicit that in connection with 

the selling of the maps and five-barred flags, some
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fifteen headmasters of the schools in the Settlement* 

including the following, held a dinner party in the 

Zoh Yu Szechuanese Restaurant, 235, Kwangse Road,, betveeni

6 p.m. and 9 p.m. May 17, 1939:-

Chen Chi Chen ), Principal of the
Shanghai Middle School, 460 Chengtu Road.

iT
Wu Tse Chien (z/ ), President of the Shanghai

Girls University, 451 Taku Road.

Tsui Chien Mg (fa ), Principal of the Dao j 
Tsoong Girls Middle School, 623 Avenue Road.

During the proceedings they decided to advise their 

fellow school principals to take the following measures:«

1. That the principals refuse in a peaceful manner 

the offer to buy maps and flags from the Japanese 

bu,t under certain circumstances they may each pur*» 

chase one map in order to avoid unnecessary trouble.

2. That should the callers create trouble with the 

school authorities, the matter be immediately report-: 

ed to the Municipal Police.

3. That any purchase made be kept secret from the 

students in order to avoid any possible agitation 

on their part.

4. That the matter be reported to the Ministry of
I

Education for instructions.

Although some of the schools were actually intimi — 

dated by the callers when they showed signs of reluct

ance to make purchases, none of them have come forth 

to report to the police due to fear that their doing so i

__1 ■
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would aggravate the situation and may lead to action 

by Japanese

A copy of the map has been obtained and is attached

herewi th In the map the three north-eastern province

and Jehol are included in the "Manchukuo.* Inner

Mongo I i a; Suiyuan and the northern part of Charhar

amalgamated into one large prefecture under the control 

of a ^Mongol Joint Autonomous Government* 

fhe southern part of Charhar and the northern part of

Shansi are controlled by two autonomous-governments

namely, the South-Charhar Autonomous Government and

Autonomous Government No change has

been made in the remaining part of the map of China 

except that PeiPin8 has resumed its former title

Peking On the margin the following particulars are

P. to Û
1

given with reference to the map;

*Approved by the Military*

"Publisher “ Saburo Kbjio, 5 Banchi 
Fuji Cho, Changchun

•Pri nti ng

3 Chôme, 
"Manchukuo".

Zoe- Dah Chung Vee Sing
5 Banchi, 3 Chome, Fuji Cho 
Changchun, "¿¿.anchukuo".

D.S.I

D.C. (Special branch)
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_ MàijHithè...................../
Datô.4-^7...........................19

Subject...........of «formed Covernment
Flags«

Made by...... D« f* J.,. *f llgOSS

At 11.S.r a.in. V'*»/3£ a telephone nweeage wao
recel vet! fro:; S 12/4 Choi.ulpo j oad th.it a disturbance was 
taking nlaeo at that addreer. P, 8. g ilth.D.S. T.Le * Yee Tong
4. C«D« C. 2P3 iœ-ied lately proceeded to the acene and were 

Informed by Hu F ei ),proprietor of T ’ton Tong ■'jÇdÉ'z) 
Medicine Fhop,342/4 Chemulpo oad that a Japaneen and two 

Chines*» had visited hicdiop and **onpelled him to rvirchaa© 

for $1.0'- n flafi of the ‘ efonied Govern’ient of China.He 
stated that the persons were then in the ehop next door 
end therefore the Police party proceeded there and oven* 

tually brought all concernée to the station.

The Japanese io noued: .. tobeota und üio two Jhinete

Leo Phing «tov'j^'^îoce 33« native of cliangohow,residing

root: 22 Chi Tioong 'edging Houae, Foochow Food and Hu Ftio 
Loong ( 31, native of Tanyang,rneldinp 7 poo Yuen j

Lee,Canton joe»<J.
All three aro attached to the Japanese Special fervl» 

*' lee inn. ’
Fron subreption*, enquiries 1?, was learned th -t at aboi 

11,DO a.rn. 4/t/30 the three persons went to the I Wan To™ 

"edicine Shop nnd de:.anded that the proprietor purchase a 

flag froa them. The proprietor stated that he did not ./4M| 

one« Wo was then ashed by the first natned Chinese why n 
did not want one and he replied that he had no noney.HÄ 
mb then askod by the sane ruin with who:- he had rwglstvi 

his chop. On him replying that he had registered with 

Japanese authorities,he was told that ho must buy u flow^ 

He repeated that he did not want one but was willing to 

buy a Japaneee flag if neceoearyr«Then the spokes: em 

abuse*1 the complainant an*! seized him by the front of
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his lone gown and attempted to pull hi j out of the ehop*

7hö Japanese then intervened and coparnted the two 

men and at the same tit.ie a ehop aBsletant produced 31.00 

and bought e flag in order to eave hie rnstex i'rora further 
rough handling.

""he S.■%*D" woe informed of this matter and he • 
instructed that the three flog Bellers be warned that 
they could not force people to buy flage if they had to 

wish to do so,and that etot?’iente be taken fron complain» 

ant and any witnesses.

TM«? was done and the statements of complainant 
JA J A .and his wife Hu Tsu Sze are attached.

The dollar paid by complainant was returned to him 

in YUlin Hoad rtatlon charge Toon and the flag and receipt 

returned to the Special Fervice Mission representative.

Jk



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
FORM 40

G, 6M-11— 38

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of. jiu Iji the. •

native of.—.....^11 ¿1 L1 v C M A . ------ v.................- '--4 ft s -*•- - st  .....................Y’ Tin.
at.......«tob®HÌ*?®....on the...... dAZSf.

taken by me...... ....ua11ajua..J203* --—
translated by Clerkand interpreted by.

1 .T?an ’-edleire Chemulpo Road,et: tec ö£
*At about 11.4C a,i . 4/B/3f? three n®n,two in ‘-reoe

®M '’i“ceesrae to rjy ehop and offerr^d for ral^ of^riwe 

fl-igs,T told them that I did not want eotae* 1 ’ear.ng 
this, the ®en in Ch inoe® Xdreeo no e.’ ’ie ,chy I did S10^ wunt 

the flag and T replied tt.rt I hod no money to buy eaoe

nen then no fed iae with whom I had rofietered qy eiioP* t eplied

I th"st had registered with the Japanese 'ilitary pel*®® Head— 

I quarters. t® then told me th- t if T had re,< ieter«d with 010 

• Japanese authorities, I should buy a jt^E—larred. flc^C« • then 
■ Baid to him,*lf you want ♦ e to buy flag,! would prefer to

buy a Jnieneisa flag,'» On hearing this the roun wg6 very ungsy 

! and abueed me. "e alro eeised rae by the front of lonf ß<hm 

I aod attempted to pull -ic out of the shop* At thli: juncture

the two ;aen in ’foreign dreya separated u® froa mUint, further 

trouble, -t the onne tii^e one of gy aeeletante nataed ’-'ni 
produced 31.00 and bought a ive-bur red flag frot. th«. They

I then left our ehop and went to a neighbouring shop(barber ehop). 

After a ehort, while, a party of Police(r.MU’.) ccuue to the seen« 

brought ne and the three ¡en to Yulin oad Police Ctation.Thie 

is qy true statement,**

(signed,crorsed and finger-printed fc-Hu f wei



FORM 40
G, 6M-11- 38

I SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of..............HV Tfl»—C^e (-CQuplalnant.*E-X8j .........................

native Qi.,............X31i.Dg.Ki.Q!^.................... ...taken by me.......................................................... -
translated by Clerk ^h.-rp*

at..T....rtn.....................on the......4Z'»Z3G................. and interpreted by......................... '.........................

'"»».j Ter ze,nge 3®»native of Chi* cklang.Vfe&le.r-»siding

At Ho. 342 Cherulpo yosd,staL"? as follows:»

1I an the wife of the psopiietor of the j
Medicine fhop,342 Chetulp© > oit;. At about ll.4Qa.ffi.

throe QGnt Uv:» in I’cH 01£H <:.ic>c and one i.ti Ji»* .tte,ct-*e to

our ch SrtK* offers calc of iv.-bsixred ilagc.»y jiusband

Hu r ei t3i<1' them tbnt 1 - had no >ioney to buy the flag. He

wu® orI:Cd by the :’4?¡j?i i n '■ drees why he did not bigr the

flag,! then £ al re had no money to buy the flag.*on herring

this. the son.e inn asked qy hustend with shoe he had registered

hie chop, i'y Iiueband replied that he had registered with the k. 
Jnpanece ’ilitaxy Tolle® TTectdquarters.The i an then sold to

njy hueband,’If you had registered with tb.Q Jtpnnrp» authorities 

you nuet buy a Tive-berred flag."?jy husband told him that he 

wnp willing, to buy a Jap®'er** flag if neceesary.At this 

juncture, the man wlc very angry and abused ny huebund. He 

also seized H7 husband by the front of the long gown and 

attempted to puli hiQ out. of the shop.The two in Foreign 

drccc then separated then frou fighting and at the ®aoe 

time a shop assistant of our shop named Dai produced $l.30 

and bought a flag from then in order to save trouble.The three 

men then left thw our shop and went to a neighbouring chop 

(a barber shop). Tew minutes Inter,« party of Police(F.5I.P) 

came and brought qy hueband together with the three men to 

the Yulin oad Police station«! do not know who Informed

the Police of the occurrence. This is qy true stater ¡ent.* 
------ Signed by W Tsu rxfelso fl ^er-printed hna crose-njarked) |

, ....__________________
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/VO» v>« 47« ------------- ...
s. 1, Spe çW ^?B.i5nirâlç

REPORT
AS.

Subject.. House 411, Markham Road - alleged to be residence of two employees 
of the Reformed Government employed in selling five bar flags 

.................- ia..the...s.et.t.lemen.t-Cn.Q.r..th..of..i.he.. Creek)..».-  ........ .J.......................... p. 
^■ade ¿yD. S, I, Liao Chung...Chien....Forwarded by...........

~~ ----- ---- /---------------------------------------------------------------- --- ---

In compliance with the instructions of D*C*

(Special Branch) appended to the attached report 

F\ue

&r4

(Wayside Misc. 170/39) on the subject of sale of five 

bar flags in the Settlement, discreet enquiries at 

House 411, Markham Road reveal that the chief tenant 
of the premises is the Hung Kong Wine Shop (£ ft- ). 

399-401 Markham Road. The ground floor is used as a 

godown by the wine shop while the rooms on the 1st 

floor (the house being a two-storeyed building) are sub

let to the following persons

Occupant 
Chen Chin Chia ( -¿fo ),

Front rooms C.P.C. 680 attached to Sinza
Station.

Back room: Mrs. Soo ( — ), a widow, whose
late husband formerly owned a tea 
shop in Chapei.

J Koo Ai Kwang & )
Room above kitchen: /donducVor o05 oi the ohanghai 

Tramway Co.

As none of the occupants answer to the names of Tsei

Ts Ho ( '%'rL ) and Dau Zu-kung ( , the

two employees of the Reformed Government employed in 

selling five bar flags in the Settlement (north of the

Creek) mentioned in the attached report as residing at 

J House 411, Markham Road, C.P.C. 680 was confidentially

approached and enquired if any occupants of the house

had relatives or friends bearing those names living 

with them. According to him, the other two occupants 

had no relatives or friends living with them but Mrs. 

Soo, the widow occupying the back room, was from time to 

time visited by her paramour named Tsei Tsing Foh
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( ) who is said to "be employed with the "Shanghai

City Government." Tsei is described as being a native

of Chinkin,ng and aged about 5 0, which corresponds with

the description of Tsei Ts Ho. The C.P.C., however,

could not tell if any person named Dau ever visited

Mrs. Soo.

In view of the above, it can be safely said that 

Tsei Ts Ho and Tsei Tsing Foh is one and the same 

person. He together with Dau Zu Kung are obviously 

using this address for their own convenience.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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b^A^llt.28th>..zP9

Subject...........Re. Sale of ’’five-bar” flags In"the Settlement..............

Made by........ Barton .Forwarded by.

Sir

At 1.00 p.m. or ¡9, a male Chinese named Vong Chin
an assistant in a cloth shop at

1106 Bast Yuliéing oad, caras to th® station and reported that
two male Chinese who claimed to be romberà of the '’Reformed
Government” were selling ’’five bar’' flags to all the shops on

C. (Divs
Informati«;

) Bast Yuhang Road.
C.D.C.322 and the undersigned, repaired to the scene where

two male Chinese were observed carrying a number of ’’five bap* 
flags. They were interviewed and gave their names as Tsel Ts 
Ho » 52, Chinklang, and Dau su Kung 34,
Quinsan, both residing 411 iiarkham^Kpad.« They produced passes 
issued by the ’’Reformed Government of Ranking” ) P®r”
mitting them to sen ’’five bar” flags, which they were doing 
for SI.00 a piece, to all shop masters in that vicinity.

They were then asked if there were any stipulations or
conditions connected with the purchase of these flags and they
replied in the negative, saying that it was entirely voluntary 
whether the shop masters purchased a flag or not.

ve i/c

D.D.O

D.C

O.G^-0^

Senior
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REPORT
Date......May-2ncL..... 19 39

Subject........Pive..Barred...Chirles.e..I,lagS-..f-Qx.cl.bly...s.o.ld....t.Q...je.h.Q.p-kfi.eD.exfi...iJQ__________
.............. Yangtszepoo District.

Made by...... -D.-I-. Hu-ttO» -.....................Forwarded by........................................................................................

Sir:

I beg to report that the following ehopowners 

were again interviewed by D.F.I.Emith and D.F.I.Sung 

Ah Poh in connection with their statement regarding 

threats used by Japanese and Chinese in order to force 

the Bale of the Five-bar red flag used by the Reformed

Government:-

Zee Yuln Teh )Pood Chop« 1425 Yangtezepoo Rd.

Yuen Fing "’s ( )'7ine Fhop,13F3 fl w

Wong Foh Fung ( i Employment 1445 H w

Zung Kwei Fung
Agency,

( Cpr/£)Yine Chop, 1415 It

Doo Ching Woo ( ^^¿})Food shop,1449 it n

Lieu Ping Vung ( y.'-jt.'&i )Food shop, 1441 H

The proprie tors when confronted with their statement

of the threats used were very reluctant to come forward

and gave the impression that their statement could not be 

relied upon« Acting on this impression the men were asked 

if they would bear their statement out if a protest were 
made by the S.M.C. regarding their allegations. All re
fused to give evidence in support of their statement«

The six proprietors are of the low type of Chinese 

who cater to the coolie class. They are not members of 

a union or political party«

Considering the attitude of the complainants I 

respectfully submit this report and suggest that same 

be filed.



j Tr islation of a pamphlet accompanying five-barred flags which 

were forcibly sold by a male Chinese to shopkeepers in the Yang- 

tszepoo District on 28-4-39 (Y’poo Station report Mo# 69/39)»

 sHAKGUM IWfFAlJ |
Si B. WEGJSIKY

The Significance of the National FladVa, S. B. D.—----- 1
t / / j \ r 3-1 ,

▼U* \ Love your country, but love your -------------------------

national flag first»

The National flag of a nation is a thing that represents 

that nation and her national spirit. In view of the importance 

attached to a national flag, it should be honoured by all citizens 

who are loyal to their country*

The bright and brilliant flag of five colours, namely red, 

yellow, blue^ white and black, is at present flying in the new 

republic of China* The Provisional Government at Peking and the 

Reformed Government at Nanking, under this five-barred flag which 

symbolize^Unity, are leading the Chinese people to the task of 

building a new republic of China for the glorification of the 

ancient civilization and virtues of China»

In designing the five-barred flag, it was originally 

intended to signify (1) internal harmony between the five Chinese 

races, and (2) externally its peaceful existence with all nations 

of the world» The high ideals manifested in the original creation 

of this flag really deserve the respect of all Chinese citizens»

The five-barred flag now represents China and everything

that is Chinese at home and abroad» The people of the new China 

can therefore best express their patriotism by hoisting the five- 

barred flags* The *Monopoly Bureau ftfr the sale of national flags*

has now been authorized by the Shanghai City Government as the 

only official organ for the manufacture and sale of standard size 

national flags and it is hoped that our people will realize the

importance of flying these flags which will serve to impress the

world of the bravery of the New China under the leadership of the

two new regimes FILE
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31 r »

On the morning of the 28/4/39 q male Chinese 

age about 20 years» height S* 6"» medium build» tv toll 

face» dark complexion» wearing dark brown long gown 

and brov/n felt hat. Breaking Kor.po dialect, aooonpanied 

by a male Japanese» age about 32 years, height 5* 7", 

etout build, long faoe, wearing dark blue foreign 

style suit and grey felt nut, visited tne majority 

of ohoj^o In Yangtasepoo dietriot and forcibly sold 

to a larje number of shop-keepers at the rata of bl,00 

each tno <lve Barred Chinese ^lag under the tixretito 

that if they refused to buy the flog they would be 

arrested by the Japanese 1 llltaxy authorities.

The shop-keepers who bou,jht a flag were given 

a pgnphlet explaining the rleaning of the flag and 

directions how it should bo flown, which, hen 

translated reads as followss-

"The meaning of the National Flag,”

“The National flag is a sign representing its 

country and the spirit of their people, hespectlng our 

country we must first pay our respect to our national 

flag, k’ne 51 vo Burred flag is now flying ¿¿11 over 

the ne.v China, provisional Ooverment at poking 

and the deformed Jo Vermont at Nanking under thia flag 

constitute the new Jiina and people wno love their 

country must fly the flag to show their respeot,” 

Instructions were given to the shop-keepers that 

the flags must be flown on the 29/1/39 on the o cons ion
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of the Japanese Snperor’s birthday.

Statement® of three shop-keepers doing business 

on Yangtszepoo Road attached.

Special Branch
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REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS. B

—=
The following is the statement of..... .Yuen Sin^J T®................................. ra|

native of..........TungchpW,............. taken by me......... ...19®.................. -......
at .Y’poo stn.,.. „„ the 29/4/39,_______and ...

I
My name is Yuen Sin# Ts, age 47, M/ehop keeper, native 

of Tungchow, residing at No, 1383 Yangtszepoo oad.
At about 11.10 a.m. on the 28/4/39 whilst in the 

n 
shop I was approached by an unknown male Chinese and a Japanese 
civilian who forcibly sold to me a "five Barred” flag at a rate 

of $1.00 each. They stated that I would be arrested by the 
Japanese soldiers if I refused to buy the flag, I bought 
one flag and a.Tso received one pamphlet in which it shows the 

way to fly a flag and tlie meaning of a flag. on leaving.

the preraises they instructed ma to fly the flag tomorrow 

(29/4/39) which is the birthday of the Japanese Jinperor.

.._ _______ .......... - Signed. Yuen Sing Ta. -----|
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The folinw:„<t , Wong Foh Sung,

native of........ Kbinpa,.........................  ...... taken by me .?*.P*9*...A9? 
nf v»««« r.j. __/. translated.................................on the..... .25/4/39,..............and iotacpaxjai by....Interpret¡er .Shen.....

I

l^y name is Wong Foh Sung, age 40, ’/shop keeper, native of 

Kompo, residing at Ko. 1445 Yangtszepoo Road,

At about 11,30 a.m. on the 28/4/39, an unknown male Chinese 

together with a Japanese civilian called at my shop at the above 

address and forcibly sold to me a "Five Barred* flag at a rate 

of $1.00 each. They stated that I would be arrested by 

Japanese soldiers if I refused to buy the flag. I bought 

one flag and also received a pamphlet in which it shows the 

way to fly a flag and the meaning of a flag. On the leaving 

the premises they instructed me to fly the fla8 tomorrow (29/4/39J 

which is the birthday of the Japanese Btaperor.

Signed. Won6 Foh Suns*



FORM 40

C5M...3S SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of Zee Yu in Teh.»
native of.........&»*po, ............... taken by me.. .. C.B.C. 108..............
Y’poo Stn., 29/4/39. ^22^^ Interpreter 3hen

Lty name ia Zee Yuin Teh» age 41, '¿/shop keeper, native 

of Kbmpo, residing at ! o. 1425 Yangtszepoo -load.
At about 11 a.m. on the 28/4/39 a male Chinese together 

with a Japanese civilian called at my shop at the above address 
I and forcibly sold to me a “Five Barred" flag at a rate of $1.00 
| each« on failing of which they stated I would be arrested by

the Japanese soldiers. I bought one flag and also received 
a pamphlet in which it shows the way to fly a- fl&g and the 

meaning of a flag. On leaving shop they instructed me 

to fly the flag tomorrow (29/4/39) which is the birthday of 

the Japanese ®rnperor«
^Signed Zee Yuin Teh«



.-F»L ii- File
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. - 1 REGISTRY ;

S. 1, Sp e 9.1 ¿1...R r a n <¿1 ./&$$$;...

REPORT it,,. ... ~ ■ «rQ>
Date... .......„.».____ 19 3 J *

„ ,. national i'lag hales xsureau of "Reformed Government"Subject............................................. ......... .........................s................................................... -......................................

established at 20 canton Road. z
...................... F-........<->>„ A ,-z.......x;o

Made by ...J?.*??..♦.J..* 9...^.9.9....Forwarded by..... . .1 ..'.... .S'_____ .....

un April 25, a "îfetional is'lag Sales bureau

of the Reformed Jovernment" was established in the

office of the Chinese Workers1 Jelfare Association

(Japanese sponsored), Room 106, xv.K.K. building,

2G Canton Road. Àr. Ling ïs-chun » chief

Secretary of the Chinese Workers‘ Jelfare Association,

is the chief of the bureau. no signboard for this 

bureau has, however, been exhibited yet on the premises.

on the morning of April 28, three Chinese

led by a Japanese carrying a number of five barred

flags and claiming to be officials of the "Shanghai

City Government" made a house-to-house visit on 

Yangtszepoo Road. 1‘hey instructed each shop to 

purchase at least one flag. Should a refusal be 

met with, the occupants were informed that they would

be given three days in which to change their attitude, 

after which further investigations would be made.



Sin Shun Pao (Japanese owied Chinese language newspaper) »-

11-H--37 (ph) ¿ 37POÍ
The National flag Sales Bureau» whose office 

is located in the building of the Nisshin Kisen Kaigha on 
Canton Bead near the Bund» was formally inaugurated ' 
yesterday under the auspices of the Chinese Workers' 
Welfare association. .

Ling Tse-chun » Chief Secretary of
the association, was elected as Chief j)f the Bureau» with 
Li Tse (^5-^r) and Chiang Tung-dhang as officials:

*»s soon as the flags are ready, they will be 
taken to Nantao, Chapei, Hongkow, Pootung and the Western 
District for disposal, ,
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

CRIME DiARY.

....................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Mise. 18/39 Kashi ng Rpaci. Police Station. 

...March 28,IÇ 49.
Diary Number:— 1 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Illegal Functioning of a Member of The Polle« 
Bureau or' Tin; uaanghaj City Government In 
Connection "with The Sal »a of ^Fivc Barred * 
Flags, In Kaaiiihg Road District«

Si r.
At 10.IL a.m. 28/4/1939, Sub Inspector Snarrock 

visiteu Kashi ng Road Station and reported that a 
member of th« Police Bureau of tne Sunngani City 
Government was entering premises on Duchow Road, 
and selling ’’Five .Barred" flags to the residents.

Inspector Watson, J.P.8.4 and the undersigned 
visited the scene, and found a male Chinese wearing 
the uniform of a inspector of the Police Bureau of 
the Shanghai City Government, accompanied by four 
male assistants in civilian dress, making a house- 
to-house visit along »uchow Road, and selling ’‘Five 
Barred” flags to the householders.

Enquiries among residents ascertained the party 
demanded that the occupants of each house purchase a 
flag, at the price of LI.00 each, otherwise their 
number would be recorded and a report made to the 
Japanese Authorities, who would impose a fine of <6.00 

cash.
When the purchase of a flag was made the person 

wearing uniform issued a printed receipt for the 

amount received.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

............................... Division.

...............................Police Station.
........................ ............ I9

Nature of Offence:—

CRIME REGISTER Nor—

Diary Number:— 1/2

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

4‘jufi

Subsequently C.D.8.43 obtained one of the 
receipts issued to tn« Lucnow /^*/ ) Bath-Houset

04b, Wuchow Road.
It can be seen from a perusal of the receipt, 

which is attached, that this was issued by “The 
x „ ~Shanghai Young Men’s Corps oi New China” Headquarters, 

Yoou g Foong Faun/j (

Horth Specimen Road.
It is believed that the party concerned in the 

sale of the flags at Vuchow Road, is the same group 
as responsiole for the sa e of similar flags to

I residents on Thorne Road, Chapel, on the ‘¿*1/5/VW® 
4^/ z a 1
Uy-' I (Vide Ml sc . 17/39 K. Rd. )•

D.D.O.rtC’ Division.



No. S. B. .. ' >
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIGE.

CRIME~~D1ARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—jlsCe86/3g

HQ «
.... ..................... Division.

olice Station.
...... Ns.r..Qh..28 thx.19 39

Diary Number:— i Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
| visited in 
| course of 
investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

ósle of Reformed Government Flags.

At 11.10 a.m* 28/3/39, .1. bharroch reported

to Hongkew station that he had observed a party of

unifor ed members of the City Government Police Bureau

end civilian Chinese disposing of Reformed Government 

flags to residents on Banbury Road.

Investigations by C.D.C.325 and D.S, Muir locate 

a party of 6 Chinese,*5 in civilian clothes and one 

ing semi-officers1 dark green uniform with a hat

bearing a crest of 2 crossed flags, one Japanese and th< 

othei’ of the eformed Government.

This "officer” was in possession of a duplicate 

leaf book while the civilian members, all wearing arm 

bands were in possession of Reformed Government flags.

By keeping the party under observation it was

observed thet they were going 

their flags and if a sale was 

a receipt from his book.

Enquiries in several

from shop to shop selling 

made the "officer" issued j

shops previously visiting

by the party it was learned that although no pressure 

was made known regarding the purchase of a flag, the 

occupants of the places visited were "strongly advised’ 
to buy a flag but if they could produce a Japanese or 

a Reformed Government flag no request to buy another

A
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
Division.
Police Station.

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Places 
visited in

I course of 
investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

was made by .the party.

The party was tactfully approached and the ’’offi

cer” in charge Infomed the undersigned that his name

Special Service ection of the reformed Government and 

that he had been ordered to sell these flags by his 

.superiors.

According to uung 6 separate parties had been

detailed to sell flags in different areas North of 

¿oochow Creek in an attempt to publicise the Reformed 

Government.

The flags were being sold at $1.00 each.

An issued receipt in respect of a sale is attached

herewith

D.D.O^C ¡?iv
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No. S.: B. £)._....... w
REPORT LDate

S.1.?..  .Special.Branch...File No....................

SUBJECT:
Circular letters addressed to
S.M.P. by Fob. Shing (Rejuvenation) 
East Asia National Fla”: Company

With reference to the attached letters

addressed to various Police- Stations and Police

Headquarters by the Foh Shins’ (Rejuvenation) East

Asia ’National Flag Company

Room 520, China Merchants Stock Exchange Building, 

Kiukiang Road (Tel.95497), on'the subject of promoting

the sale of national flags in the International

Settlement and requesting Police assistance in the 

campaign, I have to report that Chow Hung-ping

a co-promoter of the company was interviewed at Special 

Branch Headquarters at 10 a.m., December 30, 1941, when 

the following details were ascertained from him

The Foh Shing (Rejuvenation) East Asia National

Flag Company, which is promoted by Chow Hung-ping and 

one named Yih Tse-ding , was formally

inaugurated on December 25, 1941, with the permission 

of the Special Service Section of the Japanese Military 

Authorities. This company is entrusted with the 

promotion of the sale of national flags in the Japanese 

occupied areas for the purpose of propagating the true 

meaning of the Peach Movement. As fixed by the Special 

Service Section of the Japanese Military Authorities, 

each flag is sold at Yen $1.20 or $5.00. The flags 

are purchased at $4.50 each from .the Foh Shing Company 

( ), which has ceased functioning.

The now defunct Foh Shing Company, formerly 

located at Hora Hog24, Chun Shing Building
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£ , SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Station. File No., Date

SUBJECT: 
2 -

corner of Eoochow and Szechuen Roads, which was 

directed by one Sung Tse-zung ( ), who is

reported to be in Soochow. at present, was registered 

with the Social Department of the Executive Committee 

of the Central Kuomintang Headquarters at Nanking

as Per certificate

Character "Zoe Ge" No.4, issued on March 15,
but 

1940,/suspended functioning in April, 1941, due to 

business depression.

In resuming the above business, a registration & 
certificate from the Special Service Section of the 

Japanese Military Authorities was obtained on

December 25, 1941, by Chow Hung-ping, residing at 14 

Zung Roh Li Foh Sung Road (,

Chapei, in the name of J’oh Shing (Rejuvenation) East 

Asia National Elag Company, which, on December 26, had 

a temporary Preparatory Office in Room No.50 Yung Loh 

( ) Hotel, Lane 440/11 Canton Road.

On December 30, the office was removed to

Room 520, 6th floor, China Merchants Stock Exchange 

Building, Kiukiang Road, at a rental of $160.00 per month 

with use of telephone No.95497 (payable according to 

number of times used) of the Heng Yuan Native Bank 

( Commencing December 29, the company

employed ten salesmen and ten coolies, whose wages 

have not yet been fixed and bought the remaining 60,000 

ready-made flags at $4.50 each from the defunct Koh

J
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4 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

................................... Station. File No....................... Date..................... .................... ......

SUBJECT: " 3 " 3
Shing Company for sale at a price of $5.00 or Yen $1.20 

each. The profits earned through the sale of the 

flags will be used to defray the expenses of the company.

Chow Hung-ping stated that it was not until 

December 29, that his company commenced selling the 

flags. In all 89 flags were sold at $5.00 each. 

He added that no attempt had been made to force sales.

When questioned regarding cases of forcible 

tsale of national flags at $6.00 each, Chow declared 

that the offenders were imposters and had no connection
I 

with his company. He was warned that forcible sale 

of the flags in the Settlement would not be tolerated 

by the Municipal Police.

On the afternoon of January 1, 1942, the 

attached communication (Appendix "A" ) was presented 

to C.D.I. Umemoto, P.A. to Major Goto,*D.C. (Crime & 

Special Branches) by representatives of the Boh Shing 

(Rejuvenation) East Asia national Blag Company, who 

brought with them one Dong Pah-tsoo (), whom 

they bad found in the act of selling national flags in 

the vicinity of Zung Ka Hong, off Gordon Road.

Upon Dong being interrogated by C.D.I. Umemoto 

and Clerk Mak Hua-sen, it was ascertained that he is 

a salesman of the Shanghai Central-China National Blag 

Sales Promotion Society with

a town office located at -No.28 Yung Chi Li ( tJc ), 

Weihaiwei Road, which address is also the residence of
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Station. File No. Date

SUBJECT:
- 4 -

one Sung Kuh-ziang who is the Chief of

the society. A statement wae taken from Dong Pah-tsoo 

and is attached hereto as Appendix *B,t.

On January 2, Sung Kuh-ziang in company with 

Ho Hing ( J, one of his assistants, called at

Special Branch Headquarters, wh,en both made voluntary 

statements (attached as Appendixes *0” and ttD") 

showing their connections with the Shanghai Central- 

China National Hag Sales Promotion Society.

According to information gleaned from the

foregoing three statements, thé Shanghai Central-China

National Flag Sales Promotion Society was sponsored by

one Zau Hwa-chien (who is reported to be

employed with the Propaganda Committee of the Central

Kuomintang Headquarters at Hanking), with local of1 ices

at No. 220 Yue Yuen Road, Nantao, and No.28 Yung Chi Li,

Weihaiwei Road The society is now selling two

different sizes of national flags made by Sung Kuh-

ziang, viz: the 5th grade (at $6.00 each; cost price

$4.00) and the 4th grade (at $4.00 each; cost price $2.50«}

Allowing $1.10 and $0.80 commission respectively for

salesmen, the remaining profits, after deducting the

society expenses, became the personal income of

Zau Hwa-chien.

It is reported that a petition has been submitted

to the Central Propaganda Department of the Hanking

Government by Zau Hwa-chien on the subject of

WS»,
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Station. File No. Date

SUBJECT: 

promoting the sale of national flags, but no written 

permission has been obtained from any official argans. 

The business rivalry arising between the two 

organizations has resulted in the attached letter from 

the Fob Shing (Rejuvenation) East Asia national Flag 

Company.

On January 7, a petition (attached together

with translation as appendix ”E”) was submitted to 

Special Branch Headquarters by the Shanghai Central- 

China Rational Flag Sales Promotion Society, with a 

communication address at No.28 Yung Chi Li, Weihaiwei 

Road. It informs the Municipal Police that as the 

society aims at propagating the Peach Movement and 

New Order in East Asia, it has prepared numerous 

national flags symbolizing Peace, Anti-Communism and 

National Construction for sale to local residents.

It claims that the society has "registered" with the 

Central Propaganda Department of the Nanking Government 

for this propose. Furthermore, it requests the 

Municipal Police to grant them permission for the 

sale of national flags and render assistance.

C. D. I

A.C. (Special Branch)



Translation of letter from Eas^^Asi.^........

rehabilitation National ZLag Company, 
Stock Exchange Building - doom 520, 
7th Jloor - Kiukiang Hoad, dated 10_*l_«42.

Messrs. Special Branch,

Gen tiemen,

We have to inform you that as we have started 

a campaign aiming at promotion of sale of national flags 

in outports, we stopped sending out our employees to sell 

those flags in the International Settlement. The identi

fication badges in red colour issued to our employees have 

been declared null and void and cancelled when returned.

Henceforth we will not be responsible for bogus 

activities of those unscrupulous people who happen to be 

in possession of the said identification badges.

Apart from submitting permit to sell those flags 

to the Japanese Special Service itaoqax for cancellation, you 

are requested to take note.
Signed

(bikapxHd) Chow Hung Ping,
representative.



franai*t lettbr iras Last Aala

:e habi lltati- n National i'ia^ Company, 

.•¡toc.< taehang« 3uildin£ • Hoaai Ô20

7tn Flov-r. lukland Head», datwd 10.1.4g.

«s ara. Spacial ^*aneh,

v « M < a

Gentlemen,
We bave ta Infor» you that as *e tsar« »tarte« a 

oempaign alntlng at promotion nf »ale of national fia ¿.s 

la «utport», we »toppa« aandlng aut our ^«ployeee to aell 

thoae fia.-a in thr Inleroational Settleasent» Th® identi

fication badgaa In rad aolatur iasued ts ovr 1-OY®«» bava 

baan daelarad nul! and vold and eano^lla «h»a returnad.

fianpaforth we will not be regoonsibla for bogue ae- 

tiriti«» of tho»e unacrupuloua .ricopia »bo happen to b» in 

po«MMl®a of tba sale ideatlfioatica badga».

Apart fyou aubmHtlng, pamlt to »«11 th-a» flag» t© 

the Japan«»« Spaalal ;:;*ervl«« for oanecllatl'^» yw «r*- 

requeatad to take not«.

(aigncâ) St»»' !>'«« ?ln<» 
he or® a®n tat ! ve •

w
w

l . z, /4-r-------7-------- -

w « v

F?r information

¿^â^SiK£-

®«0< (Diviaiona)



The Foh Shi^g East Asia Na tic 
Flag Go, N®.10 Zung Fell .

Foh Sung Road, Chapei.

December 29, 1941.

To,
Central Police Station.

Sir,
In view of the poor impression about peace since the 

Japanese .Army entered the Settlement on 8.12.41, this company 

has obtained permission from the Shanghai Japanese Special 

Bureau to issue identification cards to employees of this 

company to enable them to sell Peace Anti-Communism National 

Construction National Flags so thrt people will realise the 

real idea of Peace Movement. Members of this company are 

sent to the settlement for the purpose of selling the said 

flags. Attached herewith a sample of the identification card 

and please place it on your file and render us assistance. 

Our office is situated at No.10 Zung Foh Li, Foh Sung Road, 

Chapei. Settlement Temporary Selling Departments- No.10, Lane 

440 Canton Road. - Tel. 93948.

Tseu Hung Ping, 
Representative of Foh Sjaigg East Asia

National Flag Co.

C.I.  Lees

Spécial Branch.

Pa ?ed to ypu please.



>

translation of attached letter 
from has t-Asia National Flag Company.

hast-Asia National Flag Company, 

December 29, 1941.

Gordon Road Police Station,

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Sear Sirs,

Since the stationing of the Japanese army and Naval 

Forces in the International Settlement on 8-12-41 for the 

maintenance of peace and order, v.e realize the residents and 

various shops do not take much notice of peace and therefore 

have requested the Japanese Authorities to issue us with a 

certificate authorizing of the sale of tne “Peace and Anti

Communism Flags* to all people so as to make them understand 

the importance of pe$ce.

We are now detailing our salesmen to adivse the 

public to buy the flags withinthe Jurisdiction of the International 

Settlement.

We enclose herewith a specimen of an identification 

card for eech <5f our staff, please place it on your record for 

future reference.

Our Head Office is situated at 14 Zung Foh Li, 

Fong Sung Road, Chapel and our temporary sales office is at 

House 11, Lane Canton Road, telephone No. 93948.

Signed Tseu Hoong Bing,- representative

East-asia National Flay Company. j



translation of attached letter 
from East-Asia National Flag Company.

hast-Asia National Flag Company» 

December 29, 1941.

Gordon Road Police Station,

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Sear Sirs,

Since the stationing of the Japanese urmy and Naval 

Forces in the International Settlerent on 8-12-41 for the 

maintenance of peace and order, ve realize the residents and 

various shops do not take much notice of peace and therefore 

have requested the Japanese Authorities to issue us with a 
$ 

certificate authorizing of tRe sale of the “Peace and Anti

Communism Flags’’ to all people so as to make them understand 

the importance of peqce.

We are now detailing our salesmen to adivse the 

public to buy the flags witlflnthe Jurisdiction of the International 

Settlement.

we enclose herewith a specimen of an identification 

card for each <fif our staff, please place it on your record for 

future reference.

Our Head Office is situated at 14 Zung Foh Li, 

Fong Sung Road, Chapel and our temporary sales office is at 

House 11, Lane Canton Road, telephone No. 93948.

Signed t- Tseu Hoong Bing,- representative

¿¡ast-A8ia National Flay Company



translation of attached letter 
from hasi-Asla National Flag Company

hast-Asia National flag Company*
Decemoer 29* 1941.

Gordon Road Police Station*
Shanghai Municipal Council.

Dear Sira*

Since the stationing of the Japanese ^rmy and Naval 
Forces in the International Settlement on 8-12-41 for the 
maintenance of peace and order* v.e realize the residents and 
various shops do not take much notice of peace and therefore 
have requested the Japanese Authorities to issue us v.ith a 
certificate authorizing of the sale of the "Peace and Anti. 
Communism Flags* to all people so as to make them understand 
the I importance of peqce.

We are now detailing our salesmen to adivse the 
public to buy the flags witHtathe Jurisdiction of the International 
Settlement.

We enclose herewith a specimen of an identification 
card for each fif our staff, please place it on your record for 
future reference.

Our Head Office is situated at 14 Zung Foh Li* 
Fong Sung Road* Chapei and our temporary sales office is at 
House 11, Lane Canton Road, telephone No. 93948.

Signed Tseu Hoong Bing*- representative 
Eust-asia National Flay Company.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE.

Translation of....Detter...NoTung...101. from Fu. Hsin...Tiffl^..Ya.jiatipnal .Flag. Co.

December..29^..... 1.

Police Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Sirs,

With the occupation of the International Settle

ment by the Japanese Military and Naval Forces for 

the maintenance of peace and order on December 8 shop

keepers and residents have no or little idea of the

peace movement. In connection with a petition to the 

local Japanese Special Affairs Office permission has 

been obtained to issue an identification card to faci

litate the push of the sale of a new national flag with 

an emblem of "Peace-Anti-Communis t-National Reoonstruc-

tion Movement^ so that the people may be acquainted 

with the peace movement. In detailing men to push the 

sale of such national flags in the settlement I forward

for your information and record purpose a specimen

identification card to be carried by them, requesting

you to be good enough to render assistance should they

in need of it.

Our addresses are: No. 14 Shen Fu Li 
Fu Sheng Road, Chapei.

Lane 440/11, Cant 
Telephone No.

(Signed) : Chow Hung Ping 
Representative 

Encl: 1 specimen card.
S.K. Ho:

Alleyway
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G. 30M-1-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.... DongPah-tS.QO.j/jy./^.J^.^Z.),...................................

native of.... Tootling......... . ...... ............ taken by bjs. . Mak..Hua-.s9Ki^.....(-pl®.?.k.).........
translated

at.Sp,. Br...Hqrds...on the 1/1/42.,............. ..and Cler.k..Lpp. ..S10U-h«ng

My nan© is Dong Pah-tsoo, age 26, a native of 

Pootung, residing at No.183 Yien Ching Li ~7 ),

corner of Rue Auguste Boppe and Rue Baron Gros , French 

Concession, and I am a tailor in the employ of the Shing Hwa 

Company fj'), 139 Hsiang San Road, Chapel.

Ten days ago, through, the introduction of my friend 
Chang Ching-kwen (^>< /£ who is now unemployed at

Pootung, I joined the «Shanghai Central-China National Flag 

Sales Promotion Society i as a

|salesman. This society is located at No.28 Yung Chi Li ( 

), Weihaiwei Road, which is also the residence of Sung
I Euh-ziang (• £ Chief of the society.

At about 10 a.m. January 1, I left my home and

I called at the society, where Sung Kuh-ziang gave me an 

! identification card together with twenty-five national flags, 

and instructed me to sell the flags at the prices of $4 and

I $6 each for No,4 and No,5 sizes respectively. A commission 

I of §2 on No.4 size flag and $1.15 on No.5 size would be given 

[ to me for each flag sold.

I then left the society with the flags and 

jproceeded along Weihaiwei Road in a westerly direction and via 

Seymour Road, to Gordon Road, selling the flags throughout the 

journey. At about 2 p.m. I arrived at Zung Ka Hong

iwhere I met two salesmen of the Foh Shing East Asia National 

Flag Company, located in Room 520, 6th floor, China Merchants 

Stock Exchange Building, Kiukiang Road (Tel,95497). They 
took me to Room No,11 of the Yung Loh Hotel (^C1*^ 7^ ),
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G. 30M-1-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of............................... ......................... -..............—...........-- ----

native of :................................................... ........ taken by me ............. .............................................. —•

at.... on the..... .................................. and interpreted by..................................  ......... ...

2

corner of Canton and. Fokien Roads. Already in the room were 

seven or eight persons, vzho questioned me as to who instructed 

me to sell the flags. I told them the truth. At about

3.30 p.m. two other members of the Roh Shing. Sast Asia 

national Flag Company took me to the Special Branch. 

On this date I sold One No.5 size flag and eight

No.4 size flags, Throughout the sales, I have.never resorted 

to threatening measures or used any language to compel the 

residents to purchase my flags.

The above is my true statement.

(Signed and cross -marked):

Dong Pah-tsoo,



Appendix *»A»>

Translation of a letter 
addressed, to Special 
Branch

Dated: January 1, 1942

To the Special Brwch, 
S.M.P.

According to reports by our Inspectors, one 

Dong Bah Tsoo 49^77), in possession of an 

identification card of the Shanghai Central-China 

National Flag Sales Promotion Society 
tiO fyl /(/] , sold flags in the vicinity of

Weihaiwei, Sinza, Gordon Roads and Aung Za Hong, at 

prices other than those fixed by this company. He 

demanded $6 for a Ho.5 size flag and $4 for a No.4 

size flag.

Furthermore, his statement that his 

organization is »»registered»» with the Central 

Propaganda Department cannot be confirmed.

We are therefore sending Dong Pah-tsoo to 

you so that he can be dealt with for his illegal 

activity.

(Sealed) Chow Hung-pi/¡¿I 
representative of the -Fo: 
Shing East Asia National 
Flag Co. 02 & lS1 ,v



Appendix “D1*

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.....HQ...M.i.ng. ..................... .... ................. -.....

native ot. «nh.vs 1  ................................ ....taken by JH8. .C.l.e.rk.Mak..Hua..S.en........................
translated _ Q. _ «. _

at.Sp.. Br,....Hdq.rs....on the.... 2/1/42..................and by...Qlerk. Ta°-=» b.nao

My name is Ho Ming, age 26, a native of Anhwei, 

residing at No. 788 Rue Lafayette, French Concession.

I was formerly an employee of the Yung Ning ( )

Refugee Camp, Honan Road, which was sponsored by the 

Federation of the Shanghai Charitable Organizations.

Through the introduction of Sung Kuh-ziang ( MJ ),

I joined, in September, 1941, the Shanghai Central-China 

National Flag Sales Promotion Society . XL )»

and acted as an assistant to Sung, who is the chief of the 

society. I am receiving a monthly pay varying from time 

to time in accordance with the profits made by the society. 

There are six other employees in the society, and more 

hands will be employed temporarily when required. A 

petition has been submitted by the society to the Central 

Propaganda Department of the Nanking Government, for 

record purpose.

............•7 *........................................................................................... ........................ ........................................................................................................

(Signed, and. Cross-marked)

.Ho Ming
I



Appendix »»0«
, FORM 40 K

G :0H,-40~ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of Sung L.uh-ziang ( .... -....................-.....

native of....Shanghai..... .................................taken by 35K.Clerk. Mak Hua...o.en..................... .
translated

atSp.-... ®r. ..Hdqrs,...on the......2/1/42..........  and iotKcpraaxd by..Ql.©r.k..HSU...T.fi—Tajli.....

My name is Sung Kuh-ziang, ago 26, a native of 

Shanghai, residing at House 28, Yung Chi Li (-¿r ),

Weihaiwei Hoad. I was unemployed following the outbreak 

of the Sino-Japanese hostilities until September, 1941 

when my friend. Zau Hwa-chien ( established

a "Shanghai Central-China National STag Sales Promotion

I Society" } at 220 Yue Yuen 3oad

( » Nantao. Since then I have been employed

by the society to take charge of its affairs. All the 

flags - No.4 and No.5 sizes - are made by me and are sold 

at a price of f4 each for No.4 size (cost price $2.50) 

and $6 each for No. 5 size (cost price t_4_) . The profits, 

after deducting a commission of ^0.80 and $1.10 for the 

salesman on each No.4 or No.5 size flag sold, and other 

expenses of the society, are taken by Mr. Zau. This 

society has present only six salesmen, namely Chang 

Dah-mao ( ) , Doo Han-ming ( ), Doo Siao-

ziang ( ?] > )» Chang Liang-ming ( , Yee

Ivio-dzien ( , and Dong Pah-tsoo (y^ ),

Casual hands are to be temporarily employed when required.

As this society supports the Peace Movement and New 

Order of hast Asia, the staff employees are selling the 

national flags without using forcible means.

N.B. (1} Zau Hwa-chien is at present engaged in the 

Nanking Government, and during his absence, 

I took charge of the affairs of the society, 

Mr. Zau resides at House 13, Woo Ping Hong 
^¡7 ioh Shing Hoad (^-^-¿^4., Nanking-



>. 30M..40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of........................................................ .........................................

native of.... ...........      taken by me...... ....................................................

at............. .......... ......... on the..... .......................... and interpreted by.............................. .........

- 2 -

(2) Since commencing the sale of the national 

flags in the Settlement, I have used my 

home address as a Settlement office of 

the society

(Signed and cross-marked)

Sung Kuh-ziang



"E"

Translation of letter from shanghai Central 

China National Flag Sales Promotion Society, 

No.28 Yung Chi Li, Weihaiwei Head, dated 
January 6, 1942.____________ _ ___ ____________ .__

Special Branch,

S. M. P.

Gentlemen,

I have to inform you that the aim of our society is 

to propagate sasptxiE peace movement among the populace, so that 

they •will understand the meaning of national salvation through 

peace, thereby accelerating peace far and wide. With this 

view in mind we have prepared numerous national flags symbolizing 

Peace, Anti-Communism and National Construction, which we 

propose to promote sale of among Shanghai citizens in support (

of East Asia Peace.

Apart from reporting to the Central Propaganda Jepart- 

ment of Nanking Government, you are kindly requested to give 

us pennission and any assistance rendered will be greatly 

appreciated.

(Chopped) Shanghai Central China National 
Flag Sales Promotion Society

(Chopped) Chao Hua Chi.



No. 14 Sung Foh Li, Fob Sung Road Chapei.

No.11,Lane 440 Canton Road. Tel.No.93943.

Sinza Police Station.

Dear Sir,

Unclosed herewith a specimen Identification 

card, issued to our employees who are engaged in the sale 

of Peace and Anti Communism National Flags in the Inter

national Settlement.

Bor the sale of the said flags, permission 

has been obtained from the Special Corps of the Japanese 

Authorities and a certificate has already been obtained.

Our idea to conduct the sale of the flags 

is to induce the shop owners and residents of the Inter

national Settlement to realize the true idea of the Peace 

Movement who are more or less ignorant with the idea since 

the occupation of the Japanese .Army in the International 

Settlement on the 8/12/41.

Your favourable cooperation is anticipated.

Representative: Chow Hung Ping



Despatch No. 105 Character "Tong” from Asia Rehabilitation 
National Flags Company, addressed to jBootoo Road Police' Station. 
jl-ited De cembe r 29 th,'1'941.

Pootoo Road Police Station.

This is to inform you that since December 8th, 

1941, the Military and Navy Forces of the Greater Janan 

have entered the International Settlement to maintain 

order and peace therein. Owing to the shop keepers and 

dwellers pay much concern to the peace movement policy, we 

(the Company) petitioned to the Special Service Authorities 

of Greater Japan at Shanghai and with their approval by 

issuing a testimonial to sell the National Flags of "Peace, 

Anti-Communist £ Construction of Nation" in order to make the 

people to understand the true idea of Peace Movement. Now, 

we have sent employees to the Settlement to pursuade the 

people to buy the flags.

Apart from the above, we submit this Letter 

with a saMe of our employee’s identification card for 

your information and to asking you to render any assistance 

to us in case if wanted.

N.B. The Office of our Company is situating at 
No. 14 Zuxig Foh Li Alleyway, off Foh Sung Roa« 
Chapel.
Settlement temporary sales office is at No. 
11, Lane 440, Canton Toad. Tel. No. 93948.

Enclosed one sample of employee’s 
identification card.

Representative: Chow Hung Ping.
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Investigation and Statistical Department of the 
Military Affairs Commission of the Nanking 
Government - situation in Shanghai Office

According to information received, Mr. Chu Tseng

( charge of deputies of the Shanghai

office of the Investigation and Statistical Department, 

) has been appointed

consists of three sections,

his successor. The Deputy Bureau ( J

Mr. Sung Sing

76 Jessfield Road,has been transferred to Nanking and

3rd Section. There are altogether twelve deputies,

is in charge of the 1st Section, Wong 

appointed by the Nanking Government, attached to the 

Shanghai Office of the Investigation and Statistical 

Department.



January 13, 1942.

Investigation and Statistical Department 
of the Nanking Government Military Affairs 
Commission - situation in Shanghai Office

The Shanghai Office of the Investigation and

Statistical Department of the Military Affairs Commission 

of the Nanking Government, 76 Jessfield Road, is reported 

to have curtailed its activitives to a certain extent,

following the entry of the Japanese Forces into the

Settlement south of the Creek. The various sections

of the Special Service 

control of WOO SZE PAO 

dissolved. As far as
\ Up

Group previously under the

(jjt- fit ) have been practically 

is known, the present situation

in the Shanghai Office is as follows $-

Mr. FúQ, YAN WEN
(> & D

Mr. HSIA ZOONG MING
11 ’

- Chief of the Shanghai Office.

- Deputy of the Investigation and 
Statistical Department; personal 
secretary to LEJfi SHIH CHUH, 
now Chairman of the Kiangsu 
Provincial Government; Super
visor to the Shanghai Office, 
and concurrently holding the 
post as secretary.

Mr. WOO CHTTN NGOH
4? )

eliao 'y
ZUNG PING WOO 

fa '

\ Mr. TONG KUH MING 
'4M1

....

* jfr. YO KWANG LIH
'-Â XjW

Mr. PAN DAH
( 5^ iÉJ

An ex-communist; in charge 
of the 1st Department dealing 
with confidential affairs.

In charge of the 2nd Depart
ment responsible for collecting 
intelligence reports.

In charge of the 3rd Department 
which serves as a Liaison 
Office.

Commissioner of the Western 
Shanghai Area Special Police; 
nominally in charge of the 
4th Department which serves 
as a foreign affairs section.

It consists of twelve deputies with one



CHU TSTNG ( ) as senior member. The Finance

Section is in charge of one GHU YUNG KONG ( ).

In addition, there are two "Defence Groups", one is in 

charge of ZUNG PAO YUNG ( ) who is responsible

for the protection of the Shanghai Office, 76 Jessfield 

Road, and the other is in charge of TSANG LOO ( )

who is responsible for the defence of Mr. WANG CHING WEI’s 

Headquarters, Lan° 1136 Yu Yuen Road, 0.0.L.



Tao
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICËA «X G. i -

...„K——-'»*'*»""'“"*-*’*J

REPORT ) I

S... .1,...Sp.e.G.i.al...Branch.... j&kA&qx. File No......................... Date. January. 13,.. 1942.

SUBJECT: Shanghai City Government - Western 
District Office of the Finance 
Bureau established.

The Finance Bureau of the Shanghai City

Government recently established a Western District

Office at 44 Kinnear Road, 0.0.L. It is in charge 
of one "YUE WEN TSAO ( ^_). A circular

notice announcing the establishment of the office
in question has been posted outside the premises.

A.C. (Special Branch).



report

January 10,

Shanghai Office of the Investigation 
and Statistical Department of Military 
Affairs Commission - receives secret 
order from Nanking Government.

Information to hand indicates that the Shanghai 
Office of the Investigation and Statistical Department 
of Military Affairs Commission of Nanking Government, 
76 Jessfield Road, has received from the Nanking 
Government a secret order, instructing the organization 

close attention to the schemes and movements 
Settlement Authorities in Shanghai and to 
same to its superior authorities. Poo Yah Wen 

Chief of the Shanghai Office, cf the
[ & ' - ^Investigation and Statistical Department is now handling 

this matter.
It is worthy of note that since the entry and 

stationing of the Japanese troops in the Settlement, 
the Nanking Government, owing to certain difficulties, 
has not been fully conversant with conditions in the 
International Settlement. In addition, the Nanking 
Government has never been informed before hand of 

to pay
of the

any measure adopted by the Japanese. Hence, the 
Nanking Government is very dissatisfied with the 

measures carried out in Shanghai by the Japanese and 
has therefore ordered the Shanghai Office of the 
Investigation and Statistical Department to pay 

special attention to developments in this locality.
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F, 207A
G. 500-8-39

Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

January 4, 19 ^0

To. Seereiary & Comaissloner General*

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- _1X.

Subject Report on Situation In the Western Diet«,
0»-0*L< during th© month of December, 1939«

Enclosures Copy of a I cl lee report»



cwc
___ FM . 2
G, BUM-1-3^ A SECRET * *

The tense situation in the Western district,

0.0.L. continued tnroughout tne month of December, 

1939.

‘l‘he Western District Police nureau was said to 

have received instructions from their superior to 

adopt a hostile attitude towards tne Settlement Police 

and Defence forces with tne exception of Japanese 

and Italian.

'ihe strength of the Special Reserve unit of tne 

’•Shanghai City government Police” in the western 

District was increased to 648 men as compared with 

360 during november.

*l'he Special Service Corps of tne Uhung Kuo 

Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and national Salvation Army 

(.pro-WANG CtilnG 'OX organization with headquarters at 

76 Jessfield Road), formed tne following two bodies 

during the month of novemoer 

(1) Shanghai Western District Pactory Owners1
X‘,

Sederati^ (Jk Afr A & ' Xt is

located at no* 66, Lane 410, off urenan Road, 

and has a branch at 1103 Connaught Road, The 

main object is stid to oe guarding factories in 

tne western District against acts of extortion 

from undesirable elements and preventing workers 

from stirring up agitation, in December, it 

SHANCHaT. .MUN4€W*AL
U«**- ' ■

Sa 1 >
REPORT

f-:--WW|?AtP3
POLICE. *T1 ”£Gï^

' Ag. 5. b 
s pe.c. ii.l„nr.a».ç.h...

DtfZ<?..4^-U.aïïï..3x....z9 40

Subject........•Report on .Situation in the western .District» 0.0.L.

diiring.. the., month of ..Dec ember, „1039,.

Made jjy. and.............................. Forwarded by......................D.t...I. »...C.rfiWfP.rd.

Activities of 
Japanese and 
Pro-Japanese 
organs

1939 :
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fm, 2 • File No.
G9OM,‘39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................................. Station,
REPORT 

Date.19
- 2 -

Subject........................ ..........................................-.........................................................   —............

Made by Forwarded by...................................................

commenced registration of factories in tne extra

Settlement roads area; eacn was required to pay 

a registration fee of #6.00.

(2) Secret Assassination croup entitled "Youth. croup*

(-^ ). This group is under the direct

control of Ting Muh Tsung 4^) > director

of the Special Service Corps of the Chung Kuo 

Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and National Salvation

Army, and has offices at nouse 119, l>ane 37 x>renan [

Road. It was organized along lines similar to 

those adopted by C.C. Croup of tne nlue Snirts
| 

of General CHIAUG KAI SEEK, for tne purpose of 

detecting the movements of anti-a/ang Ching wei 

and anti-Japanese elements and carrying out the 

assassination of tnese people.

The Armed Police neadquarters at Zau Woo Kying 

was dissolved on December 1, oy order of tne Japanese 

military autnorities on account of tne undesirable 

activities of its members. This organization came into 

existence during April, 1939 under tne auspices of tne 

Special Service Section of the Japanese Military and 

had some lf000 members of unscrupulous cnaracter.

The Kuomintang formed oy tne WAwG CtilW /¿El clique 

has formed an organization known as “Political 1'raining 

Department of the Kiangsu-Chekiang Suppression Committee 



G, 90M-I-39

Subject.

File No,...........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................................... ..Station,

REPORT 
Date.19

- 3 -

Made by.................................................._..... ......... Forwarded by..........................................................................-...............

of tne Kuomintang of China*

With WAUnG 151 YUnG 

former secretary of the local langpu, in charge, The 

office is located, at 7b jessfield Road.

in the Deginning of Decemoer, the bureau of 

Finance of the “Shanghai city Government* commenced 

collecting house rates equivalent to 11# of the house 

rent from residents occupying premises in terraces 

abutting extra-Settlement roads in the western District. 

Since July, 1938, the xsureau has confined its 

activities to tne western District, 0.0.L. and has 

not extended collections to houses abutting the extra

Settlement roads.

The Western District Section of the Japanese 

Military Police, 94 jessfield Road, took over the 

matter concerning tne issue of “citizenship certificates" 

to residents in western District, Q.O.L., wnicn was 

hitherto carried out by tne Western District 

Administrative Office of the Shanghai City Government. 

A total of 30 cents for each certificate to lefray 

expenses was collected from applicants.

Pro-’WAnG ChlnG WEI propaganda continued to make 

its appearance in the western District during tne month 

of December, 1939.



G. 90M-1-39

Subject..

File No..........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................... .Station,
REPORT 

Date.19
- 4 -

bdade by ¿2 nii' ..................    r orwarded by..................................................................... ....................

joy order of the Japanese sponsored Snangnai 

Amusement Supervision Department, gameling dens in 

Western District, 0.0.L. ceased dealing witn Japanese, 

Formosans and Koreans. This order was oelieved to 

have been issued as a result of an incident which 

occurred in the Zao Foong Cluo, a gambling den situated 

in Yu Yuen Road, opposite Jessfield Park, on Decemoer 

3 in which three Japanese gamblers were involved and 

for which tne den was ordered to close for six days. 

The incident arose out of tne den operator refusing 

to return tne money lost in gambling oy tne tnree 

Japanese who eventually resorted to firing their pistols 

as a demonstration.

Three new gambling dens came into existence in

December, 1939 in the western District, O.O.L* They 

are as follows i

Yu Yuen Club ----- lb Woo Ping Road off
.oubbling Well Road.

nroadway Club ----- 864 Yu Yuen Road.

Honey Moon nail Room----- 42 Great Western Road.

Altogether there are 24 gambling dens in the 

enclaves in the Western District.

The number of opium nongs in tne Western District,
1

0.0.L., remains at 42.



File No.........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

.Station,
REPORT 

Date.i g
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Subject.....

Made by. Fbrwarded by

Illegal 
Functioning

lU/M.

Assassinations 
and Shoong 
Affrays______

On December 6, a trolley ous driver was arrested 

by City Government Felice on Rooison Road near 

Kiaochow Road for being involved in a minor traffic 

accident, but was released.

At 11.25 a.m., December 11, four armed memoers 

of the Shanghai city government Police bureau were 

found at the entrance to the Ying nwa Dee, Rooison 

Road, about 75 yards inside the Settlement boundary. 

The Municipal Police stopped them from proceeding 

any further and they then returned to the Rooison 

Road Sub-station of the Western District Police 

bureau. The sub-station concerned was later warned 

against further encroachments.

At 8.25 p.m., December 26, an armed roooer 

arrested by the Municipal police on tunsin Road, was 

taken over by members of the City Government Police.

At 8.45 p.m., December 21, a bomo of the tin 

canister type exploded in the Yung Sung (¿ambling den, 

Kong Ka Jau, off Jessfield Road, 0.0.1., two male 

Chinese being wounded, the motive is unknown.

Three cases of assassinations and one shooting 

affray took place in the western District, 0.0,L. 

during the month of December, 1939, particulars of 

which are given in an appendix.

D. C.(Special branch).



Cases of Assassination occurred in the western District« o.O.L* during December« 1939

IfMfl qf Vjq yg Activities of Victim Date & Place of crime

2* (a)

(b)

SIAU WONG 
0' X) 

siimi
WONG TS DOONG 
<■£ J- £)

ax-member of the Special Service Corps 
of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti
Comintern and national ¡salvation Amy.

HO YING CHIEN 
<M if m
ZUNG MING 1SOO o£>

3. Ca) KOO KUH CHING

(a) Special delegate of the Loyal and 
righteous National «Salvation Army 
of the Chungking Government, who 
surrendered in November, 1939 to 
the WANG CHING WEI'S Clique.

(b) Follower of HO YING CHIEN.

(a) Commander of an intelligence section 
operating in Shanghai under the 
control of the Chungking Government} 
surrendered to the WANG CHING WEI$s 
Clique a week before his assassination*

(b) Master of lodging house, believed to 
have been killed by accident*

ris severed head was found on jeasfield 
Hoad and headless corpse on a piece of 
vacant ground nearby on December 1, 1939* 
Reported to have been murdered by members - 
of the WANG CHING WEI Group on suspicion 
of having given information to the Municipal 
Police resulting in the arrest of a number 
of amed robbers who were connected with 
the WANG CLIQUE.

Shot and killed on Yu Yuen Road, o.O.L. on 
December 25, 1939.

Shot and killed at 599 Connaught Road on 
December 25, 1939.

lu,dah Mg
shooting Affrays

Member of an intelligence office of 
the Western District Section of the 
Japanese Military Police, 94 
Jessfield Road*

Shot and wounded in the intelligence, office 
in question by TING CHIEN KWEN (Q W ), 
Chief of the office on December .20, 1939, 
for being concerned in an amed robbery.



F. 207A
G. 1M-J0-39

Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.
___ December .5*.. .....19 59

To.
The Secretary & Cormiscioner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : -

Subject Report on Situation in the Western District, 
O.O.L. during the month of November, 1939-

Enclosures

Copy of a Police Report.
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POUCE,
Special Brarybh,
P^^A> j

Subject Report on Situation in the Western District, O.O.L.

during the month of November, 1939

b/Lade /jZ and  ................. ......Forwarded by.....ord.

Activities of 
Japanese and 
pro-Japanese 
organs

The tense situation in the Western District,

O.O.L. continued throughout the month of November, 

1939.

The Western District Bureau of the

"Shanghai City Government" Police was removed on

November 13 from 92 Jessfield Road, O.O.L. to

Housesll and 13 Jessfield Road. The premises at 

92 Jessfield Road were occupied by 100 men of the 

"Special Reserve Unit" of the City Government 

Police.

The Zao Ka Doo Sub-Station was also 

removed from 1362 Jessfield Road to 1081 of the

same thoroughfare.

During the month, two sub-stations and 

one outpost were established at the following

addresses :

Name and Address

Avenue Haig Sub-Station, 
448 Avenue Haig.

Bubbling Well Sub-Station, 
1760 Bubbling Well Road.

Sz Ming Pih Shu Outpost, 
at the entrance of lane 
576 (Sz Ming Terrace), 
Yu Yuen Road.

Strength

22 constables, 15 
armed with rifles.

16 constables, 12 
armed with rifles.

During November, some twenty constables 

attached to the Special Reserve Unit stationed in 

the Western District, O.O.L. deserted their posts 

because of dissatisfaction over the treatment 

accorded them.
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Burin« the month, barbed, wire barricades 

erected at several points in the extra-settlement 

roads area in the Western District by the S.M.C. 

were either removed or destroyed by the "Shanghai 

City Government Police" on the instructions of 

the Japanese Military Police.

Two cases wherein members of the Municipal 

Police were attacked by the "Shanghai City 

Government" Police took place in the Western 

District, O.O.L., and brief particulars follows : 

At 12.05 a.m., November 1, two foreign 

sergeants of the Municipal Police, on motor cycle 

patrol, were fired upon by a party of Chinese 

belonging to the Shanghai City Government Police 

on Columbia Hoad near Pah Hwa Bridge. A minor 

traffic accident involving a Chinese constable of 

the City Government Police and the S.M.P. motor 

cycle took place on Columbia Road and in consequence 

the two foreign sergeants in the motor cycle were 

assaulted and disarmed by the City Government 

Police. Reinforcements from the Japanese 

Gendarmerie and the Municipal Police later 

arrived and after negotiations the Chinese Police 

retired and the S.M.P. pistols were returned.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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At 12.30 p.m., November 19, a Municipal 

Police search party consisting of one foreign 

probationary sergeant, four Chinese police 

constables and one female searcher was operating 

in a trolley bus on Robison Road, O.O.L., when 

a male Chinese claiming to be a public official 

refused to submit to a search. On being requested 

to produce proof of his identity, the male Chinese 

became annoyed and dragged one of the C.P.C.s 

from the bus to the roadway. An attempt to arrest 

this person brought a group of City Government 

police who intervened and several shots were fired 

by this party at the Municipal Police but no one 

was injured and the fire was not returned. The 

Japanese Military Police then arrived at the scene 

and disarmed the foreign probationary sergeant 

and two of the C.P.C.s taking them to their 

headquarters at 501 Robison Road, O.O.L. The 

foreign probationary sergeant was released after 

five hours’ detention while the two C.P.C.s were 

handed over to the“Western District Branch Court" 

on a charge of attempted murder.

¡friction existed between members of the 

Special service Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang 

Anti-Comintern and National salvation Army and 

officers of the Western District Bureau of the
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“Shanghai City Government*' iolice over the 

collection of remuneration from gambling dens, 

opium hongs and factories situated in those 

enclaves between Municipal roads. The Special 

Service Corps received almost the whole of the 

remuneration in the form of "protection fees" 

from those places while the Police contended 

that they should have half of the proceeds.

Suring November, the Special service 

Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern 

and national Salvation Army, 76 Jessfield Road, 

reorganized its various branches in the extra

Settlement roads in the Western District into 

sections comprising two main groups, namely the 

"Special Service Group" (<^ ) and the

"Defence Group" ). The Special service

Group is headed by SUNG EE NG KONG ,

ex-leader of the "Chinese Youths* Anti-Japanese 

and Traitors-Extermination Iron and Blood Corps," 

and the Defence Group by WOO SZ PAG **’ ),
a notorious loafer in the french Concession.

The principal duty of the two groups is the 

suppression of communist activities and agents 

employed by the Chungking Government.
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Three cases of kidnapping were carried out 

by members of the pro-WANG CHING WEI Clique; two 

took place in the Settlement and the other in the 

French Concession. Brief particulars are as 

follows :

On November 19, one ZIEN NUH SUI 

ex-Chief Editor of the now defunct "News Digest," 

and manager of the Kwen Lun ( ) Bookstore,

and one KONG HUI TUNG (Jg ) > professor of

the Great China University, 1051 Bubbling Well 

Road, were abducted from the Kwen Lun Bookstore, 

lane 100, 33 Burkill Road. The former is being 

detained at the headquarters of the Chung Kuo 

Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and National Salvation 

Army, 76 Jessfield Road, while the latter was 

reported to have been released towards the end 

of the month. The two persons were kidnapped in 

order to persuade them to support the peace 

movement by WANG CHING WEI.

On November 20, Mr. TSANG WO CHING 

fa' ), principal of the Nanyang Radio 

School, 7/1292 Avenue Edward VII, was kidnapped 

by armed members of the Special Service Corps 

of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and 

National Salvation Army and brought to the 

headquarters at 76 Jessfield Road. He was 

warned against inserting advertisements in the
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Chinese-American Daily News and then allowed to 

leave.

On November 21, one YEH HWA )

or Mrs. TSEU ZANG ) was abducted from

her home at 58 Hue Massenet by members of the 

Special Service Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang 

Anti-Comintern and üBtional Salvation Army, and 

is being detained at 76 Jessfield Road. YEH is 

the principal of the San Loh Prinary School, 58 

Rue Massenet and 97 East Sze Vung Li, Sinza Road. 

She is reported to have been actively assisting 

her husband TSEU ZANG, a member of the Education 

Mission of the Chungking Government in Shanghai, 

in directing various affairs pertaining to 

education in Shanghai.

The Labour Section of the Chung Kuo 

Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and National Salvation 

Army which is in charge of TSANG KUH CHONG 

(f -h % ), of the postal workers* union, 

assumed the title "Chung Hwa labour Movement 

Association" ) and will

operate under the direction of the new Kuomintang 

sponsored by VANG CHING WEI. It will function 

in the same capacity as the defunct General Labour 

Union. Under the direction of this association, 

a "Shanghai Municipality Communication, Water

.. .1
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and Electricity Workers’ Federation,w and a 

•‘Federation of Associations of Shop Employees 

of Various Trades” were formed.

The Shanghai Municipality Zao Ka Doo Self 

Defence Corps, 93 Loo Sih Zah, Brenan Road, 0.0.L. 

was dissolved on November 22 by the Special Service 

Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern 

and National Salvation Army, who acted with the 

approval of the Japanese Military Police. This 

Corps was formed on September 28, and was in 

charge of one WOO TUH SAN () alias 

WOO PIAO )• It consisted of some

eighty-five members armed with twelve rifles and 

fifteen Mauser pistols. Since its formation, 

this Corps had been responsible for the robbery 

of three service pistols from three Chinese 

constables of the Municipal Police which took 

place on September 15 and 16 on Jessfield and 

Brenan Roads. On November 10, sixteen members 

of this corps were arrested by the British 

Military for illegal functioning on Brenan Road, 

but were released on November 18, after 

representations had been made by the Japanese 

Military Police.

The China Peace National salvation Army, 

organized by pro-WANG CHING WEI elements,

I
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established during November, a "Recruiting Office" 

) in 76 Jessfield Road, with one WONG 

TSENG CHING ("£ & Jrf} ) in charge. Ex-guerillas, 

soldiers and policemen can enrol with this 

recruiting office provided they have a recommendation 

from persons having connections with the pro-WANG 

CHING WEI Clique. On Joining, members are issued 

with a monthly pay of -¿24 each, and are incorporated 

in the various units of the Army in the suburbs of 

Shanghai.

A pro-WANG CHING WEI organization entitled 

the "Shanghai Western District Citizens’ Association" 

(,'^L) & j ) was formed at the beginning

of November with offices at 652 Avenue Haig. The 

promoters are as follows : 

Chairman : PAN SAN SING ’
ex-conductor of Asia Club, 
a gambling den at 65 Gordon 
Road.

Advisor : T.G. LEE or AKINO ),
a Korean.

Chief of CHU ZUNG UNG ), a
Police gambling den conductor in
Section : Western District.

Chief of ZUNG TSE LIANG 'k "fa ), a
Publicity well known narcoxic dealer.
Section :

About forty plain-clothes men armed under the 

control of the "Police Section" are guarding the 

premises against possible attacks by anti-Japanese 

and anti-WANG CHING WEI elements.
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Towards the end of November, local middle 

and primary schools received a handbill entitled 

'•An Admonition to the Teaching Staff in the 

Kiangsu Province" ( 

purporting to have emanated from the "Kiangsu 

Provincial Kuomintang Party Headquarters" 
( 'Ti ). The handbill urges the

teaching staff to support the "peace movement" 

sponsored by Mr. WANG CHING WEI and requests the 

faculty members who were previously serving in 

the interior to resume classes at their former 

places of abode.

On November 4, a notice was issued by 

the Bureau of Public Utility of the "Shanghai 

City Government" stating that those people 

intending to construct, reconstruct or renovate 

buildings in the Western District, O.O.L. should 

first apply for permits from the Western District 

Office of the Bureau at 92 Jessfield Road.

The Xi Yuan Amusement Society

( /fa ) , a gambling den at 2 Ts Zung

Id, Robison Road, O.O.L., closed on November 2, 

because of business depression.

Throughout the month of November, 22 

gambling dens continued functioning in the Western 

District, O.O.L.
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42 opium hongs were operating during 

the month of November, 1939.

The Inspection Office of the Shanghai 

District Opium Suppression Bureau, 52 Kong Roh 

Xi, Brenan Hoad, commenced collecting a tax from 

the opium smoking dens in the Western District, 

O.O.L. at the beginning of November. The tax 

ranges from $5.00 to $15.00 and was collected 

every ten days instead of $0.50 per day from 

each den.

Illegal 
Functioning On November 4, one ZEE ZUNG ZEU )»

was taken from his home at 3 Tai Ping li, off 

Connaught Road by three members of the Shanghai 

City Government Police and taken to a sub-station 

of the Western District Police Bureau at No.5 Mei 

Tsung, Yu Yuen Road where he was detained.

Assassinations Two cases of assassination took place

in the Western District, O.O.L. during the month

Of October. Brief particulars are as follows :

Name of Victim Activities of
Victim_____

Date and Place 
of Crime____

TSANG SIAO SAN
TSS

Member of 3rd 
Section of the

Shot dead on 
29-10-39 in

Chung Kuo 
Kuomintang 
Anti -Comi ntem

Shih Hwei Yao, 
off Ferry Road, 
O.O.L. for
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and. National 
Salvation 
Army.

TSANG MIAO K3NG Ex-guerilla 
commander in 
Poh Sing Eying 
Village, later 
surrendered to 
the Japanese 
Military and 
was appointed 
Chief of Chow 
Ka Chiao 
Village Self 
Defence Corps.

having raped a 
woman who was 
the lover of 
another member 
of the section.

Shot and killed on 
30-10-39 outside 
the office of the 
Chow Ka Chiao Self 
Defence Corps by 
guerillas for 
having caused the 
arrest and 
execution of three 
guerillas by the 
Japanese Military.

D. I.

D.C>( Special Branch)
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The Western District Extra-Settlement Roads

Area of Shanghai may be described as an extension of the 

International settlement formed by roads extending beyend 

the boundary which are owned» maintained and policed by 

the Shanghai Municipal Council while the enclaves between 

these roads were formerly under the Jurisdiction of the

Chinese National Government*

With the withdrawal of the Chinese forces

from Shanghai in November* 1937» the Japanese Authorities 

soon turned their attention to this area» their first step 

being to seize premises belonging to officials or organs 

of the Chinese National Government and to establish a

so-called Pacification Section* This was followed a few 
■■ st w* -

months later by the inauguration of a Japanese sponsored

Chinese police force recruited for the most from Chinese 
did not hesitate to fire on th^ whenever

prisoners of war» the commandeered buildings being utilized 
wfeeeMft ife <■ te Wrt iJurtiMllr ‘ 

to accommodate the various branches of this organ* Bureaux

for the collection of taxes from residents were also 
if* t?jf t*#df,tit*'*

established*

Under the auspices of the Special Service Section
$. mul. t ' 'WfiMMWfed 

of the Japanese Military Forces» organizations for the spread
' J# e&ereaeh*## w the sect J r «ads fr
of pro-Japanese propaganda and the suppression of anti-

Wt s^cr-., aid.- .1 hMtectlwMj^M^-dhe
Japanese elements came into existence» their ranks being

'^JMT r « - W lob rwidea»,-
filled chiefly by criminals and undesirables of the lowest

«WBi« jMk 
type. These groups soon made their presence felt in Shanghai

'• a»’' ihHidtefty* <
by terroristic activities and the kidnapping of wealthy

'fefth Js pwse«e sat
Chinese residents for ransom« 

aft®r t a ■.* yfcig|ijjgyi*d
From February» 1938» gambling dens commenced to 

.
spring up on the extra-Settlement roads» established by

Chinese loafer leaders with the assistance of Japanese of
t^e iMff tjwl'WOIl fcf1 jwiIfnwtn

like character, chile Hwo Wei Lottery, much favoured by the

lower class of Chinese, became rife* In May of the same
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year the Japanese Military established^a Shanghai 

Amusement Supervision Department in the area under 

the charge of a Japanese for the collection of a daily 

’’‘protection fee” from these gambling houses*

Opium dens and shops retailing this drug were 

later established under the guidance of the Japanese 

Authorities, each paying a monthly levy to the Japanese, 

monopoly for the supply of the drug being held by the 

Special Service Section of the Japanese Military, with a 

Japanese advisor to the local Japanese sponsored government 

in charge.

As Japanese control over the Western area became 

more complete, so conditions deteriorated until the 

District became the haunt of every type of undesirable 

character and a haven for gangs of armed robbers who 

did not hesitate to fire on the Municipal Police whenever 

opportunity presented itself, in one instance a Municipal 

Police officer being killed, 

yrom the very beginning of their taking over 

control of the Western District enclaves, the Japanese 

Authorities and their sponsored organs have in addition 

to encroachment on the extra-Settlement roads frequently 

carried out secret raids and abductions in the Settlement 

proper and collected rates by threat from residents 

normally paying revenue to the Shanghai Municipal Council,

The An Tsing League and the Great People's Society, 

both Japanese sponsored organizations of Chinese, formed 

after the fall of shanghai, are known to have carried out 

many terroristic acts against supporters of the Chinese 

Rational Government, but their activities pale before those 

of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and Rational 

Salvation Amy, a pro-Wang Ching-wei organization established 

in the Western District in June 1939, The defection of
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Wang Ching-wel from the ranks of the National Government 

and his arrival in Shanghai to direct the formation of a 

Peace Pront and the establishment of a nee regime on 

behalf of the Japanese was the signal for the attempt 

to extirpate all opponents of his cause locally* especially 

among educational and journalistic circles and at the 

same time to completely undermine the authority of the 

Shanghai Municipal Council on extra»Settlement roads with 

their final seizure as the objective* The Wang Chingpwei 

organization did not hesitate to assassinate school 

principals while an attack on the offices of an American 

owned Chinese newspaper, located in the Settlement proper, 

by some twenty of its gunmen resulted in the death of 

en American citizen. A more epen attack on the authority 

of the Shanghai Municipal Council in the extra-Settiement 

roads area commenced in August, 1939, when a patrol of 

Japanese sponsored police shot and wounded an officer of the 

Municipal Police as the latter was ascertainlag their reason 

for encroaching on a Municipal road« Pellowing thio

incident disarming of Chinese and Sikh constables of 

the Shanghai Municipal Police patrolling on extra-Settlement 

roads by armed gangs of the Wang Ching-wei organization 

were of frequent occurrence« Xn September the Japanese 

sponsored Police assistedby Japanese Gendarmerie erected 

sandbag redoubts and established machine gun posts on 

important points on extra-settlement roads* They also 

detailed constables for traffic duty at the various inter

sections of these roads in an attempt to usurp the 

functions of the Shanghai Municipal Police traffic men 

already on the spot«

Falling to dislodge the Shanghai Municipal Police 

by these threatening measures, the Japanese sponsored organs 

again resorted to open attack on the members of the Settleme’
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Police on October 20 when a second Municipal Police 

officer was shot dead, while two days later members 

of the pro-Wang Ching-wei organization, operating from 

a branch office on an extra-Settlement road, fired 

upon a Municipal Police patrol and hastily retreated 

inside these premises from where they continued the 

attack with Mauser Pistols and handgrenades, killing 

a third member of the Municipal Police. The affray did 

not cease until the Japanese Gendarmes and Japanese 

sponsored Chinese Police arrived and took away the 

gangsters. During these incidents Municipal Police 

retaliation resulted in the death of at least three 

of their assailants and the wounding of several others.

At present the situation remains deadlocked with 

the Japanese sponsored Chinese police maintaining their 

hold on the extra-Settlement roads, while the terroristic 

organisations, the gambling, opium and other lawless 

activities remain unchecked«

In a short survey of the conditions in the 

extra-Settlement road area it is impossible to deal 

in detail with the many acts of violence and crime 

which have occurred either at the instigation or with 

the silent approval of the Japanese Authorities« When 

it is realized that the upkeep of these organizations

is met to a great extent from the proceeds of extortion 

and vice in all forms, it will be seen to what deplorable 

conditions the Western District area has sunk«
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Activities of 
Japanese and 
pro-Japanese 
Organizations

The tense situation in the Western

District, 0.0.L. continued throughout the 

month of October, 1939.

Dissatisfaction has been expressed by 

the Japanese authorities over the reckless conduct 

of the various pro-WANG CHING WEI auxilliary 

organizations, especially the Special Service 

Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern 

and National Salvation Array, and a reorganization 

or amalgamation of these organs with the main 

offices at 76 Jessfield Road was in progress at 

the end of the month.

During October, the Special Service

Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern 

and National Salvation Army, a pro-WANG CHING WEI 

organization with headquarters at 76 Jessfield

Road, established five more branches at the

following addresses :

Address

20 Sing Loh Tsung, 
Singapore Road, 
0.0.L.

House 5, Yung Tsung 
(Lane 1423), off Yu 
Yuen Road, opposite 
Jessfield Park.

Person i/c

CHANG CHI PING

CHIU DAH BANG

No.of men

65 members in 
in posession 
of 18 Mauser 
pistols.

23 members armed 
with ten pistols.
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17 Sung Ka Zah, 
Tsu An Pang, 
Edinburgh Road, 
0.0.L.

1103 Connaught 
Road, 0.0.L.

LOH TS YING
(•B ’
WONG SIAO NYI TS

20 men not armed.

An unnumbered straw 
hut in the Zah Wei 
Yao District, Yah 
Sz Loong off Ferry 
Road.

KUH SHU SUNG< I rii £ >

50 men armed 
with ten 
pistols.

28 plain-clothes 
and unarmed men.

Up to the end of October, no less than

fifteen branches have come into existence.

In addition, the following sections were 

organized by the Corps in its headquarters :

(1) Labour Movement Section;

(2) Merchant Movement Section;

(3) Student Movement Section; and

(4) Women’s Circles Section.

The person who controls the four sections is one 

TANG WEI MING ( ), and the object of

organizing these sections is to secure dominance 

over various local Chinese circles in the hope 

of winning their support to the proposed 

inauguration of a new central government by 

WANG CHING WEI.

Under the joint auspices of the WANG CHING

WEI clique and the local Japanese Naval Landing

Party Headquarters, three secret intelligence
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sections were established at the following places :

(1) House 23, Lane 930, Avenue Foch;

(2) House 8, Lane 299, Rue Ratard;

(3) No.4 Kong Roh Li, off Brenan Road, 0.0.L.

A new military unit entitled the "China 

Peace National Salvation Alliance Army" 

( fa ) was organized in

October under the direction of the WANG CHING WEI 

clique. With headquarters located in Chapei, it 

has a branch office at 18 Brenan Road, 0.0.L., 

which is known as the office of the "Zang Ying 

Detachment of the China Peace National Salvation 

Alliance Army" fa .

This detachment is in charge of one HU TEH ZANG 

) alias HU ZANG YING ( % )

and has some 300 plain-clothes members armed with 

pistols and rifles.

Towards the end of the month, 200 of these 

members were transferred to Ping King Tsung 

( ^*T )> near the former Central Mint opposite

Ichang Road, and the remainder to the Lunghwa area. 

The transfer was made due to the dissatisfaction of 

the Japanese authorities with the activities of the 

Army in the Western District, 0.0.L.
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Two cases of deliberate attack upon members 

of the Municipal Police by armed gangsters took place 

during the month under review.

(1) On October 20, at about 6.40 p.m., a C.P.C. 

of the Municipal Police was shot dead at the 

intersection of Yu Yuen and Edinburgh Roads.

(2) On October 22, another shooting affray 

occurred on Jessfield Road, near Brenan Piece,

a brief account of which is as follows :

At 5.05 a.m., a number of male Chinese in 

plain clothes armed with Mauser pistols made their 

appearance on Jessfield Road. When they were ordered 

to stop by two members of the Municipal Police on 

patrol duty, the gangsters fired upon the latter and 

withdrew into House 1081 Jessfield Road, which is a 

branch office of the Special Service Corps of the 

Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and National 

Salvation Army. Following this incident, Police 

reinforcements were immediately brought to the scene 

to cope with the situation. The armed gangsters 

attacked with Mauser pistols and hand grenades from 

their positions in the house and from the top of 

buildings in that vicinity, while the police party 

replied to the fire with pistols and sub-machine guns. 

The exchange of firing was continued until 5.45 a.m. 

when the Japanese Gendarmes and “Shanghai City 

Government" police arrived and took away the gangsters,
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a number of whom escaped through the back door of 

the building. The Municipal Police then withdrew 

its reinforcements. During the clash, one C.P.C. 

of the Municipal Police was fatally wounded, while 

the gangsters received three casualties - one dead 

and two injured - who were removed by the Japanese 

Military Police.

One case of robbery of service pistol from 

a member of the Shanghai Municipal Police by armed 

gangsters took place on Ferry Road near Ichang 

Road on October 12.

During October, preparations were made by 

the Zao Ka Doo Anti-Comintern Self Defence Corps, 

93 Loo Sih Zah, off Brenan Road, O.O.L., to 

solicit monetary aid in the form of contributions 

from various factories in the Western District, 

0.0.L. for the use of purchasing firearms for 

the Corps. Numerous factories were engaged in 

negotiating with the Corps for a reduction of 

the contributions demanded which ranged from 
$100 to $200 for each concern.

At the beginning of October, the Western 

Shanghai Administrative Office of the "Shanghai 

City Government," 92 Jessfield Road, issued an
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order instructing all residents in the Western 

District, O.O.L., to apply to the office for 
citizenship certificates» Applicants were 

required to submit census certificates issued by 
the Police Bureau of the “Shanghai City Government," 

three photographs and a registration fee of $0.20 
each. These certificates are issued jointly by 
the Administrative Office in question and the 
Western District Japanese Military Police 
Headquarters, 94 Jessfield Road, and give holders 

free passage in areas beyond the perimeter.

On October 11, a circular announcing that 

the Western Branch Court of the "Shanghai District 

Court" would begin functioning from date was issued 
in the name of LOH CHI ¿L ) and CHIU TSUNG 

( iFt , President and Chief Procurator 

respectively of the new judicial organ, and copies 
of the notice were posted in the various parts of 
the Western District. The Branch Court was to 

be established on the former site of the Great 
China University, Chungshan Road. As the premises 

in question are being used by the Military Academy 
founded in September, 1939 by the WANG CHING WEI 

clique, it is not expected that the branch court 

will commence functioning until November.
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In celebration of the Double Tenth 

Anniversary, some 100 students belonging to a 

number of primary schools situated in the extra
Settlement roads area in the Western District held 

a meeting between 9.30 a.m. and 10 a.m. October 10 

in the compound of the Bank of China Quarters, 

623 Jessfield Road, O.O.L., under the auspices of 

the Western District Police Bureau and the Western 
District Japanese Military Police Headquarters, 

Speeches were made by a number of officers of the 
Western District Police Bureau and slogans in 
support of the peace movement of WANG CHING WEI, 

were voiced by the attendance.

The Registration Office of the Shanghai 

District Opium Suppression Bureau situated in 
House 52, Kong Foh Li, Brenan Road, O.O.L., which 

was formed in June, 1939 has been renamed "Inspection 
Office of the Shanghai District Opium Suppression 

Bureau" . It is

in charge of ZUNG TSUNG WOO ( , a prominent

figure in the opium trade in the Western District.
On October 3, this Bureau issued a notice 

authorizing the Inspection Office to collect a tax 
of $0.50 (in Hwa Hsin notes) on each ounce of opium 

sold by the opium smoking dens situated in the 
Western District. It is estimated that the Inspection

Office will be able to collect some $1,500.00 per day
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Made by. .Forwarded by.

from the 100 opium sfiioking dens in the Western

District, 0.0.L.

Lawless 
Enterprises

23 gambling dens continued operations 

throughout the month of October, 1939, in the 

extra-Settlement roads area in the Western 
District. As a result of the uncertain conditions 

prevailing in that district, the gambling dens in 
general suffered from business depression, and 

have therefore adopted a policy of retrenchment 

by cutting to a minimum the salaries of their 

employees and the remuneration regularly offered 

to loafers in that district.

42 opium hongs continued to function 

in the Western District, 0.0.L.

Illegal 
Functioning

£

Four cases of illegal functioning by 

members of pro-Japanese organizations took place 

in the Western District, O.O.L., details of 

which are given in the form of an appendix.

-¿K-. O',
D. /.

D.C. (Special Branch).



APPENDIX

Caaes of Illegal Functioning in the Western 
District» O.O.L.

(1) On October 7, a uniform search party of 
the Municipal Police stopped a 'le Chinese 
on Connaught Road with the intention of 
searching him, when they were interfered 
with by a uniformed member of the City 
Government Police who escorted the man back 
to Chinese territory.

(2) On October 5, an Indian and a Chinese were 
arrested by a member of the Municipal Police 
for fighting on Jessfield Road. While passing 
Tifeng Road on the way to Bubbling Well 
Station, the member of the Municipal Police 
was held up by three armed men of the 
"Shanghai City Government" Police who took 
the two prisoners to the Western District 
Police Bureau at 92 Jessfield Road.

(3) On October 8, a conductor of the China 
General Omnibus Company was arrested at 
Jessfield Park Terminus by members of the 
"Shanghai City Government" Police and taken 
to Pootung to answer a charge filed by an 
Indian with the "Shanghai District Court* 
in connection with a monetary dispute.

(4) On October 19, several members of the 
"Shanghai Municipality Zao Ka Doo Self 
Defence Corps" forcibly took away one 
TSIH LAI KUNG ( ffe- ), building 
contractor from his home, 84-86 Edinburgh 
Road, O.O.L. He was escorted to 21 Mei 
Hwa Li, Zao Ka Zah, where he was detained 
till 7 p.m. the same day when he promised 
to pay a fine of #600.00.
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CONFIDENTIAL

November 1» 39.

Report on Situation in the Western District» 0,0,L,

for the month of October, 1939.

Activities of 
Japanese end 
pro-Japanese 
Organizations

The tense situation in the Western

District, 0.0,1, continued throughout the

month of October, 1939.

Dissatisfaction has been expressed by 

the Japanese authorities over the reckless conduct 

of the various pro-WAMG CHING WKI auxllliary 

organizations, especially the Special Service 

Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern 

and National Salvation Army, and a reorganization 

or amalgamation of these organs with the main 

officea at 76 Jessfield Road was in progress at 

the end of the month.

During October, the Special Service

Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern 

and National Salvation Army, ■ pro-WANG CHING SKI 

organization with headquarters at 76 Jessfield 

Road, established five more branches at the

fallowing addresses i

Address

20 Sing Loh Tsung, 
Singapore Road, 
0.0,1,

Person i/o

CHANG CHI PING 
k*. Ä. ’

House S, Yung Tsung 
(Lane 1483), off Yu 
Yuen Road, opposite 
Jessfleld Park.

CHIÏÏ DAH BANG 
‘¿Ænfe 1

Mo,of men

65 members In
In posession 
of id Mauser 
p. stole.

23 members armed 
with ten pistols.



17 Sang Ka Zah, 
Tsu An Pang, 
Edinburgh Road, 
0.0.1.

1103 Connaught 
Road. 0.0.1.

WONG 31 AO NYI TS

LOH TS YING 
1 ft t ¿1

20 men not armed.

50 men armed 
with ten 
pistols.

An unnumbered straw 
hut in the Zah Wei 
Tao District, Yah 
Sa Loong off Ferry 
Road.

KUH SHU SUNG 28 plain-clothes 
and unarmed men.

Up to the end of October, no lese than 

fifteen branches have come into existence.

In addition, the following sections wore 

organized by the Corps in its headquarters •

(1) Labour Movement Section)

(2) Merchant Movement Section)

(3) Student Movement Section) and

(4) Women's Circles Section.

The person who controls the four seations Is one 
TANG OX KING ( 1 < & )> and the object of 

organizing these sections is to secure dominance 

over various local Chinese circles in the hope 

of winning their support to the proposed 

inauguration of a new central government by 

WANG CHING WEI.

Under the joint auspices of the WANG CHING

WEI clique and the local Japanese Naval Landing

Party Headquarters, three secret Intelligence
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sections were established at the following places t

(1) House 23, Lane 930, Avenue Poehl

(2) Hous© 8, Lane 299, Rue RetardI

(3) Mo. 4 Kong Foh Li, off Bronan Read* 0.0.1.

«**•

A now military unit entitled the "China

Peace National Salvation Alliance Amr*

October under the direction of the WAM® CH1BG WBI

clique. With headquarters located in Chapel, it 

has a branch office at 18 Bronan Road* C*C,L,* 

which is known as the office of the *£ang Ying 

Detachment of the China Peace National Salvation 

A1U.M. *W 

This detachment is in charge of one HU TSH ¡¿ABC 

(<i f5 11110 »» »» *» <<$ 4 || ) 

and has some 300 plain~clothea members armed with 

pistols and rifles.

Towards the end of the month, 200 of these 

members were transferred to Ping Ming Taung 

( r%j )» near the former Central Mint opposite 

lohang Road, and the remainder to the Lunghwa area. 

The transfer was made due to the diaOatlefaetien of 

the Japanese authorities with the aetlvities of the

Amr in the Western District* 0*0,1,



Two caooo of deliberate attack upon members 

of the Municipal Polio« by armed gangsters took place 

during the month under review.

(1) On October 20, at about 6.40 p.m., a C.P.C. 

of the Munisipal Police was ahot dead at the 

intersection of Yu Yuen and Edinburgh Roads.

(2) On October 22, another shooting affray 

occurred on Jessfield Road, near Bronan Piece,

a brief aeeount of which is as follows t

At 5.05 a.m., a number of male Chinese in 

plain clothes armed with Mauser pistols made their 

appearance on Jessfield Road. When they wore ordered 

to stop by two members of tho Municipal Police on 

patrol duty, the gangsters fired upon the latter and 

withdrew into House 1081 Jossfield Road* which is a 

branch office of the Special Service Corps of the 

Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and Hatienal 

Salvation Army. Pollowing this incident. Police 

reinforcements were Immediately brought to the scene 

to cope with the situation. Tho armed gangsters 

attacked with Mauser pistols and hand grenades from 

their positions in the house and from the top of 

buildings in that vicinity* while the police party 

replied to the fire with pistols and sub-machine guns. 

The exchange of firing was continued until 5.45 a.m. 

when the Japanese Gendarmes and 'Shanghai City 

Government* police arrived and took away tho gangsters, 
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a number of whom escaped through the back door of 

the building. The Municipal Police then withdrew 

ite reinforcements. During the clash, one C.P.C. 

of the Municipal Volice was fatally wounded, while 

the gangstere received three casualties • one dead 

and two injured • who were removed by the Japanese 

Military Police

One case of robbery of service pistol from 

a member of the Shanghai Municipal Police by armed 

gangsters took plaoe on Perry Road near lehang 

Road on October 12.

During October, preparations were made by 

the Zao Ka Doo Anti-Comintern Self Defence Corps, 

93 Loo Sih Zah, off Brenan Road, O.O.L., to 

solloit monetary aid in the form of contributions 

from various factories in the Western District* 

0.0.L. for the use of purchasing firearms for 

the Corps. Rumeroue factories wore engaged in 

negotiating with the Corps for a reduction of 

the contributions demanded which ranged from 

#100 to #200 for each concern.

At the beginning of October* the Western 

Shanghai Administrative Office ef the "Shanghai 

City Government,* 92 Jossfield Road* Issued an
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order instructing all residents In the Western 

District, O.O.L., to apply to the office for 

oitisenohip certificates» Applicants were 

required to submit census certificates Issued by 

the Police Bureau of the "Shanghai City Government, 

three photographs and a registration fee of >0.80 

each. Those certificates are issued Jointly by 

the Administrative Office in question and the 

Western District Japanese Military Police 

Headquarters, 9d Jossflohd Hoad, and give holders 

free passage in areas beyond the pertROtor.

On October 11, a circular announcing that 

the Western Branch Court of the "Shanghai District 

Court* would begin functioning fro* date was issued 

in the name of LOH CHI and CHIU 9SWSQ
( ¿C ), President and Chief Procurator 

respectively of the now Judicial organ* and copies 

of the notice were posted in the various parte Of 

the Western District. The Branch Court was to 

be established on the fornsr site of ths Croat 

China University, Chungshsn Road. As the premises 

in question are being used by the Military Aaadeay 

founded in September, 1039 by the WAHG 0KIXO «1 

clique, it is not expected that the branch court 

will commence functioning until lovesber.



In celebration of the Double Tenth 

Anniversary, some 100 students belonging to a 

number of primary schools situated in the extra** 

Settlement roads area in the Western District held 

a meeting between 9.30 a«m. and 10 a.m. October 10 

in the compound of the Bank of China Quarters, 

623 Jossfield Read, O.O.I.., under the auspises of 

the Western Bistrlet Polios Bureau and the Western 

Distrlet Japanese Military police Headquarters. 

Speeches were made by a number of officers of the 

Western District Police Bureau and slogans in 

support of the peace movement of WAJffG CH IMG WKI, 

were voiced by the attendance.

The Registration Office of the Shanghai 

District Opium Suppression Bureau situated in 

House 82, Kong foh 14, Bremen Road, 0«0«X»«« which 

was formed in June, 1939 has been renamed *Inspection 

Office of the Shanghai District Opium Suppression 

Bureau* Ih- 

in charge of ma TSUMG woo 

f igure in the opium trade in the Western Mstriot. 

On October 3, this Bureau issued a notice 

authorising the Inspection Office to collect a tax 

of >0.50 (in Hwa Hein notes) on each ounce of opium 

sold by the opium smoking dens situated in the 

Western District. It is estimated that the Inspection

Office will be able to collect sone >1,000.00 per day
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from th« 100 opium smoking dens in ths Western

District* 0.0.1.

Lawless 
Enterprises

23 gambling dens continued operations 

throughout the month of October, 1939* in the 

extra-Settlement roads area in the Western 

District. As a result of the uncertain conditions 

prevailing in that district* the gambling dens in 

general suffered from business depression, and 

have therefore adopted a policy of retrenchment 

by cutting to a minimum the salaries of their 

employees and the remuneration regularly offered 

to loafers in that district.

42 opium hongs continued to function 

in the Western District* 0.0«1*.
S||

Illegal 
functioning Tour oases of Illegal functioning by 

members of pro«Japanese organisations took place 

la the Western District, O.O.X., details of 

which are given in the form of an appendix.



dPPBMDIX

Cases of Illegal Functioning in the Western
District, -----

(1) On October 7, a uniform search party of 
the Municipal Police stopped a male Chinese 
on Connaught Road with the intention of 
searehing him, when they were interfered 
with by a uniformed member of the City 
Government Police who escorted the man back 
to Chinese territory.

(2) On October 5, an Indian and a Chinese wore 
arrested by a member of the Municipal Police 
for fighting on Jessfield Road. While passing 
Tifeng Road on the way to Bubbling Veil 
Station, the member of the Municipal Police 
was held up by three armed non of the 
"Shanghai City Government" Police who took 
the two prisoners to the Western District 
Police Bureau at 92 Jessfield Road.

(3) On October 8, a conductor of the China 
General Omnibus Company was arrested at 
Jessfield Park.Te minus by members of the 
"Shanghai City Government” Polioe and taken 
to Pootung to answer a charge filed by an 
Indian with the "Shanghai District Court” 
in connection with a monetary dispute.

(4) On October 19, several members of the 
"Shanghai Municipality Zao Ka Doo Self 
Defence Corps” forcibly took away one 
181» IdU KOTO (J& building
contractor from his none, 84-88 Xdinburgh 
Road» 0.0.L. Ke was escorted to 21 Mei 
Hwa U, Zao Ka Zah, where he wae detained 
till 7 p.m. the sane day when he promised 
to pay a fine ef $800.00.



I CONFIDENTIAL

November 1» 39«

Report on Situation in the «eetorn District, O.O.I».

for the month of October, 1939.

Activities of 
Japanese and 
pro-Je ranees 
Organisations

The tense situation in the Western 

District* 0.0.L. continued throughout the 

month of October, 1939.

Dissatisfaction has been expressed by 

the Japanese authorities over the reckless conduct 

of the various pro- «AUG CH1W O1 auxllllary 

organisations* especially the Special Service 

Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern 

and Rational Salvation Amy, and a réorganisation 

or amalgamation of those organs with the main 

offices at 76 Joesfield Road was In progress at 

the end of the month.

During October* the Special Service 

Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern 

and national Salvation Array, a pro-WARG CHIKG WEI 

organisation with headquarters at 76 Joasfield 

Road, established five more branches at the 

following addresses s

Address Person i/o Ro.of non

20 Sing Loh Taung, 
Singapore Rood* 
0.0.1.

CHAW CHI PIRG 65 members in 
in posescion
of la Mauser 
pistols.

House 5, Yung Taung 
(Leno U21), off Yu 
Yuen Road, opposite 
Joasfield Park.

CHIU DAS SAMG 23 members arMd 
with ten pistols.



17 Sung Kn ¿ah» 
Tsu Aa Pang* 
Edinburgh Road, 
0.0.L.

1103 Connaught 
Road, 0.0.L.

LOH TS YURI 20 men net armed.

WOMG SIAO MYI TS 
< 1 -4. - Í >

SO men ermed 
with ten 
píetelo.

An unnumbered straw 
hut in the ¿ah Wei 
Yeo Biotriot, Yah 
s* Loong off Ferry 
Road.

KUH SHU 3UMG
( Ä tíf i 5 

us* /'w
SS plain-clothes 
end unprraed men«

Un to the end of October, no loss than

fifteen branches hare come into existence.

In addition, the folleering sootions wore 

a ■»gee 1 sad by the Corps in its headquarters i

(1) Labour Movement Sootiest

(8) Merchant Movement Section?

(3) Student Fsvemont Section? and

(4) Women's Ciroles Section.

The person who controls the four sections is oshi 

TAW WK J. MJW ( ), and the object of

organising these sections io to secure deminanoo 

over various local Chinese circles in the hope 

of winning their support to the proposed 
inauguration of a new central government by 

WAWG CHIWG WKX.

Under the Joint auspices of the »'AMO CHIJTC
WSI elicne and the local Japanese »aval Landing 
Party Headcuartors. throe secret intelligence



section« were established et the following places »

(1) House 25, Lane 930, Avenue Pooh;

(2) House R, Lane 299, Rue atari:

(3) So.4 Kong Poh Li, off Branan Road, 0,0,L,

—>•» •* «*

A new military unit entitled the *Chlna

Peace National Salvation Alliance Arny*

( -j, f « JM was organised In

October under the direction of the WANG CHING WX

clique. with headquarters located in Chapel, it 

hae a branoh office at 18 Branan Read, 0,0.L,, 

which is known as the office cf the "Xang Ying 

Detachment of the China reace National Salvation 

Alliance AW* << 

This detachment Is in charge of one HU TKHAaMG

° *a®gYla® 4 )

and has some 300 plain*clothes members armed with 

pistols end rifles.

Towards the end of the month, 200 of these 

menoors were transferred to Ping Ming Taung 

( ft/ 4$ h Mar the former Central Mint opposite 

lehang load, and the remainder to the Lunghwa area. 

The transfer wee made due to the dissatisfaction of 

the Japanese authorities with the activities of the

Arngr in the Western Dietriot, C.C.L
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Two oases of deliberate attack upon members 

of the Municipal Pellco by armed gangsters took place 

during the month under review.

(1) On October 20, at about 6.40 p«m,, a C.P.C. 

of the Municipal Police was shot dead at the 

intersection of Yu Yuen and Edinburgh Roads.

(2) On October 22, another shooting affray 

occurred on Jessfield Road, near Brenan Piece,

a brief account of which is as follows i 

At 5.05 a.m., a number of male Chinese in 

plain clothes armed with Mauser pistols made their 

appearance on Jessfield Bead. When they were ordered 

to stop by two members of the Municipal Police on 

patrol duty, the gangsters fired upon the latter and 

withdrew into House 1081 Jossflold Road, which io a 

branch office of the Special Service Corps of the 

Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti»Comintern and Motional 

Salvation Army. Following this incident, Police 

reinforcements were Immediately brought to the scene 

to cope with the situation. The armed gangsters 

attacked with Mauser pistols and hand grenades from 

their positions in the house and from the top of 

buildings in that vicinity, while the police party 
replied to the fire with pistols and sub machine guns. 
The exchange of firing was coat limed until S.4S a.m. 
when the Japanese Gendsnses and "Shanghai City 
Government" police arrived and took away the gangsters,
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ft number of whom escaped through the back door of 

the building. The Municipal Felloe then withdrew 

its reinforcements. During the clash, one C.F.C. 

of the Wnlclpal Police was fatally wounded, while 

the gangstere received three casualties - one dead 

and two injured • who were removed by the Japanese 

Military Police

One ease of robbery of service pistol from 

a member of the Shanghai Municipal Police by armed 

gangsters took plaee on Kerry Road near lehang 

Road on October IS«

During October, preparations wore made by 

the Zao Ke Doo Antl-Conintern Self Defence Corps» 

93 L-ao Sih Zah, off Bremen Send, 0,0,1«, to 

solicit monetary aid in the form of contributions 

from various factories la the Western District» 

0.0.1, for the use of purchasing firearms for 

the Corps. Numerous factories were engaged in 

negotiating with the Corps for a reduction of 

the contributions demanded which ranged from 

>100 to >200 for each concern.

At the beginning of October» the Western 

Shanghai Administrative Office ef the "Shanghai 

City Qwvernment,* 92 Jessfield Road, issued an 
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order instructing all residents in the Western 

Dis tr lot, O.O.L,, to apply to the of flee far 
citisonshin certificates* Applicants wore 

required to submit census certificates issued by 
the Police Bureau of the "Shanghai City Government,* 

three photographs and a registration foe of #0.20 
each. Those certificates are 1 ¡sued jointly by 
the Administrative Office in question and the 
Vectors District JTananese Military Police 
Headquarters, M Jessfield Road, and give holders 

free passage in areas beyond the perfcsoter.
so ureses

On October 11, a circular announcing that 
the Western Branch Court of the "Shanghai District 
Court* would begin functioning from date was issued 

in the name of LOH CHI } and HSXV ’tWM

( )» President and Chief Procurator

respectively of the new judicial organ, and copies 
of the notice were ported in the various parts of 
the Western District« The Branch Court was to 

be established on the farmer alto of the Groat 
China tTnlvorslty, Chungshan Road. As the promises 
in question are being used by the Military deedeny 
founded in Soptonbor, 1»3S by the WABG CHI» «X 
clique. It is not expected that the branch court 
will eowenoe functioning until Movehber
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In celebration of th» Double Tenth 

Anniversary, some 100 students belonging to a 

number of primary schools situated in the extra** 

Settlement roads area in the Western Bistriet held 

a meeting between 9.30 a«m. and 10 a»au October 10 

in the compound of the Bank of China Quarters, 

613 Josef laid Hoad, 0«0«I>«, under the auspices cf 

the Western District Police Bureau and the western 

District Japanese Military Police Headquarters. 

Speeches were made by a number of officer« of the 

western District Bollee Bureau and slogans in 

support of the pease movement of WASG CH IDG WKI, 

were voiced by the attendance.

The Registration Office of the Shanghai 

District Opium Suppression Bureau situated in 

House 52, Kong Woh I»it Bronan Road, 0«0«X>«» which 

was formed in June, 1959 has been renamed -Inspection 

Office of the Shanghai District Opium Suppression 
Bureau-JU/A* t) H T >♦ » <•

in charge of HBK> TSOIG WOO h a prominent

figure in the opium trade in the western District« 

On October 3, this Bureau issued a notice 

authorising the Inspection Office to collect a tax 
of >0.50 (in Hwa Kain notes) an each cumec of opium 

sold by the opium smoking dans situated in the 

Western District. It is estimated that the Inspection

Office will be able to collect some >1,&00.00 per day
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which ar« given in the for* of an appendix.

from the 100 opium •»»king dene in the western

District* CUO.L.

Lawless
Beierprises

23 gambling dens continued operations 

throughout the month of October* 1939, in the 

extra-Settlement roads area in the western 

District. As a result of the uncertain conditions 

prevailing in that district, the gambling dens in 
general suffered free easiness depression* and 

hare therefore adopted a policy of retrenchment 
by cutting to a mlnlanns the salaries of their 

employees and the remuneration regularly offered 

to loafers in that district.

4g opium hongs continued to function 

in the Western District» O.O.&.

Illegal 
Functioning

roar oases of illegal fueetlOBtng by 
members of pro-Japanose organisations toe* place 
in the Western hi strict» 0.0.1». * details of



APPEMDII

Cases tf mwa yunctlonina in the <HU»

(1) On October 7, a uniform eearch party of 
the Municipal Police stopped a male Chineee 
on Connaught Road with the intention of 
searching him, when they wore interfered 
with by a uniformed member of the City 
Government Police who escorted the men back 
to Chinese territory.

(2) On October 5, an Indian and a Chinese were 
arrested by a member of the Municipal Police 
for fighting on Jessfield Road, dfhile passing 
Tifeng Road on the way to Bubbling *011 
Station, the member of the Municipal Police 
was held up by three armed men of the 
*Shanghai City Government* Police who took 
the two prisoners to the Western District 
Polios Bureau at 92 Jessfield Road.

(3) On October 8, a conductor of the China 
General Omnibus Company was arrested at 
Jessfield ParkvTeralnus by members of the 
“Shanghai City Government* Police and taken 
to Pootung to answer a charge filed by an 
Indian with the "Shanghai District Court" 
in connection with a monetary dispute*

(4) On October 19, several members of the 
"Shanghai Municipality Zoo K* Doo Self 
Defence Corps" forcibly took away one 
TSIH LAI KUWG (ft jL )' bonding 
contractor from hie home, 84-86 Edinburgh 
Road, 0*0,1. Bo was escorted to 21 Mei 
Hwa Li, Zao Ka Zah, where he was detained 
till 7 p.n. the cam day when he promised 
to pay a fine of $600.00.



F. 207A
G. 500-9-39

Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

October..... 28 r 19 30 .

To.

The Secretary & Conæiieeioner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference Ho:- s .B. D. 8986(c)•

Sub j ect Armed Units in Western District, 0 .0.L.

Enclosures

Copy of a Police Report.

>



FM* 2-GT'éoM-i-3^ TKC 

w
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. , 

UDate
S . 1, 3pe c —

REPORT October .27,

Subject....................... Arrae.d—UAl.t.a...i.n...Waatfixa..Di.B.txixit*.„DJ.QJilMi................. ........................... ........

Made by- — --P-an.-Xl.eu.Pih..............Forwarded by------- .................. ...............................................

The illegal activities of the various armed

unite in Western District, O.O.L., i.e. "¿Special

Service Corps the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-

Comintern & National Salvation Army"» "China Peace

National Salvation Alliance Army", Self-Defence

Corps" etc., are not to the liking of the Japanese 

Military authorities who have instructed Wang Ching- 

wei, the ousted Kuomintang leader, to take immediate 

steps to curb the activities of these people. Wang, 

in consequence of those instructions, has ordered 

the transfer of the "China Peace National Salvation 

Alliance Army" unit whose strength is about 300, 

from No. 18 Brenan Road, and has distributed them 

in the following manner:- 200 to Ping Ming Tsung 

(or Civilian Village) near the Mint 

opposite Ichang Road Bridge and the remainder to 

the Lunghua area. He has also issued orders to the 

chiefs of the "Special Service Corps of the Chung 

Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern & National Salvation 

Army" to strictly observe orders and discipline.

It is further learned that Wang, when the 

time is opportune for the inauguration of the New 

Central Government, will re-organize his 500 personal 

bodyguards and the various armed units in the Western 

District into a division of guards which are to be

stationed in Nanking.

D* C. (Special Branch).
D. I.



F, 207A
G. 500-8-39

CONFIDENTIAL Headquarters,
Shanghai Municipal Polie®•

...... .October.........5*.........19 59 •

To.
The Secretary & Commissioner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : -

Subject Report on Situation in the Western District,
0.0.L. during the month of September, 1959.

Enclosures I ' \

Copy of a Police Report.

¥ V



CONFIDENTIAL
G. 9 0M-1-39

LWK/
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No

REPORT
S. 1, Special Branchxgyartaa

oberm_2t..„ 19 39

Subject. Report on Situationin the Western District, 0.0*1.

dur ing...the..mqnth. of ..Sept embe x}...1939

Made tf'/.. and .Forwarded by.........

Activities of 
Japanese and 
Pro-Japanese 
Organizations

Extensive activities of the “Shanghai City

Government Police," in conjunction with the Japanese

Gendarmerie, on extra-Settlement roads in the

Western District came to the notice of the Municipal

Police during the month under review.

On September 9, Chinese police armed with 

rifles commenced patrole on the various extra-

Settlement roads surrounding Fah Hwa Village, and 

also made their appearance in Lane 576-579 Yu Yuen

Road. Sand-bag defences were erected on Municipal 

pavements and machine guns mounted in the redoubts 
J by the City Government police under the supervision

of Japanese Gendarmerie. It was stated that, with

the assistance of the Japanese troops and armed 

pro-Japanese elements, the “Shanghai City Government" 

authorities intended to obtain control over the 

extra-Settlement roads in the Western District by 

forcible means during the night of September 9

For this purpose, the strength of the Police Reserve

Unit in the Western District was increased from 260 

to 360 men. These men were transferred from the

Toyoda Cotton Mills, 200 Jessfield Bo ad (beyond the 

perimeter) to the Western District Police Bureau

92 Jessfield Road, 0.0.1«, crossing the Soochow

Creek in the vicinity of the San Kwan Dong Bridge

S 'J

The threatened measures failed to materialize owing

o arrangements being incomplete
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However, the City Government authorities 

continued their illegal activities in the extra

Settlement roads area. Beginning with the taking 

ovex of a refugee camp at 13 Jessfield Hoad, the 

Chinese police further occupied House Nd.1760 

Bubbling Well Road, the property of the Shanghai 

Commercial and Savings Bank, and House 448 Avenue 

Haig which was once suggested as suitable premises 

for a gambling den. The barbed wire barricades 

erected along the walls of the building by the
I 

S.M.C. in April, 1939 were removed by the Japanese 

Military Police. Up to the end of the month, a 

party of Chinese police and Japanese gendarmerie 

were billeted on the premises.

Apart from the foregoing activities, the 

City Government authorities detailed police 

conetables to perform traffic duty at several points 

on the extra-Settlement roads in the Western District, 

which duties were hitherto performed by the Municipal 

Police.

On September 14, a notice was posted at the 

entrance to the Western District Police Bureau, 92 

Jessfield Road, 0.0.L. announcing that jurisdiction 

over the Western District had been assumed by the 

"Reformed Government* and that the district would 

be policed by members of the Police Bureau. 

Employees of the Municipal Police who wished to
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join the City Government Police were requested to 

register with the Western District ^Police Bureau 

at 92 Jessfield Road, 0.0.L.

In close cooperation with the "Shanghai 

City Government Police," the "Special Service Corps 

of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and 

National Salvation Army," a pro-WANG CHING WEI 

organization with headquarters at 76 Jessfield 

Road, O.O.L., were also active in the proposed 

seizure of the extra-Settlement roads area. During 

the night of September 9, members of the corps were 

confined to their offices, in order to be prepared 

to meet any emergency, following the failure of 

the intrigues, a number of men were assigned to 

carry out observation duty along Jessfield Road, 

with the object of ascertaining the exact strength 

of the S.M.P. detailed for duty in that thoroughfare 

and watching the latter's movements.

During the early part of the month, the 

following premises were taken over by the corps:

(1) House 145 and 154 Fah Hwa Tseng Road,
Bah Hwa Village.

(2) House 86, Mo Loa Jao, Jessfield Road.

(3) House 442, Jessfield Road.

(4) A portion of premises of the Kan Kung
('ir ) Primary School, 121 
Brenan Road, 0.0.L.
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Under the auspices of this Corps, an 

organization known as the •Zu Chuen Institute* 

( pl ) was established during September,
at 86 Jessfield Road, with one HSU POH 4^ ) 

in charge. About 80 cadets between the ages of 

20 and 30 have been enlisted, who, after four 

months* training on semi-military lines, will be 

assigned for duty to the headquarters at 76 

Jeesfield Road.

In addition, two sections were established 

by the Corps at House 12 Yoong Loh Tsung off 

Jessfield Road, 0.0.L., and Lane 246, 51 Yu Yuen Road.

The portion of the premises of the Kan Kung 

Primary School, 121 Brenan Road was converted, to 

be used as the office of another branch in which 

seventy members of the Corps were billeted. These 

men formed the *lst Division of the Anti-Comintern 

Federation ()• and were 

detailed to collect intelligence on the local 

situation and to effect abductions of wealthy 

residents.

On September 13, members of this Corps 

carried out a raid on the Chi Chi University, 359 

Connaught Road and took away with them all school 

records, seals and cash to their headquarters at 

76 Jessfield Road. This raid was believed to have 

been conducted with the consent of the principal of
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the University - Dr. HO SHIH TSENG ) -

with a view to frustrating a plan of a number of 

the students to seize control of the school, following 

the principal’s supporting WANG CHING WI’s peace 

movement.

A "Shanghai Municipality Zao Ka Doo Self 

Defence Corps" (J> ffi'it]),
was formally inaugurated on September 28, 1939 in 

the Zao Nan Primary School, 93 Loo Sih Zah, off 

Brenan Road, 0.0.L. It has a total of eighty-five

members, armed with 20 rifles and 15 Mauser pistols. 

They wear green coloured uniforms and hats, each 

bearing a five-coloured emblem in the form of a star. 

It is stated that they receive a monthly pay of 

$30.00 each. The commander is one WOO TUH SAN 

()t a native of Anhwei and am ex-soldier.

This Corps is formed under the auspices of 

the Zao Ka Doo Guild (93 Loo Sih Zah off Brenan Road, 

O.O.L.) but is subject to the eupervisipn of the 

Western District Section of the Japanese Military 

Police.

At the end of September, the western Branch 

of the Bureau of Finance of the "Shanghai City 
Government" issued pamphlets to the residents in
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the Western District, O.O.L., instructing them to 

pay rates to the “Shanghai City Government" and to 

discontinue payment of taxes to the S.M.C.

Under the auspices of the Japanese Special 

Service Section in the Western District, a secret 

office came into existence in the Mei Fang Li, 

Robison Road, with one SUNG KYI HWEN )

in charge.

The Western Branch of the "Shanghai District 

Court* which was scheduled to be inaugurated on 

September 1, 1939 at 623 Jeesfield Road, 0.0.L. 

failed to realise on that date, in consequence of 

difficulties in finding suitable premises for the 

Court to exercise control over the Western District, 

both within and beyond the perimeter.

The Shanghai Office of the "Great People 

Society situated at 427 Seward Road, was removed 

on September 1, to 22 Columbia Road, which premises 

also house the Joint Office of the Shanghai branches 

of the Society.

Anti-lbreign and pro-Japanese propaganda 

was issued by the "Great People Society* on the 

occasion of the "September 18th" Anniversary.
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The so-called *6th National Congress of 

the Chinese Kuomintang,* sponsored by WANG CHING WEI, 

ex-Deputy Executive of the Kuomintang, was held on 

August @8, 1939 in Lane 1136, 31 Yu Yuen Hoad.

236 members of WANG CHING WEI Clique and pro- 

Japanese elements were present. The congress passed 

a number of resolutions relating to the reorganization 

of the Kuomintang, including the nullification of all 

resolutions and orders of the Central Executive 

Committee and the Central Supervisory Committee of 

the Kuomintang as from January 1, 1939. When the 

congress was concluded, each person was given $200 

as travelling expenses and allowance.

Municipal Police 
Disarmed 

Three cases of robbery of service pistols 

from the Shanghai Municipal Police took place in 

the Western District on September 15, 16 and 20 

respectively, altogether seven constables being 

robbed of their pistols. Two of these cases were 

believed to have been committed by members of the 

"Special Service Corps of the Bhung Kuo Khomintang 

Anti-Comintern and National Salvation Arny,* a 

pro-WANG CHING WEI organization with headquarters 

at 76 Jessfield Hoad, O.O.L., while the other one 

was ascertained to be the work of members of the 

"Shanghai Municipality Zao Ka Doo Self Defence Corps,* 

93 Loo Soh Zah, off Brenan Hoad, 0.0.L.
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Bombing 
Incidents

On September 10, a bomb-throwing incident

occurred in the Dah Sung ( iÀ ) Gambling Den

in the Sing Kong Li, off Connaught Road. The

explosion injured five male and one female gamblers.

Lawless 
Enterprises

A new gambling den entitled *Zao ibong Club" 

) opened for business on September 3» 

1939 at the former site of the Welton Cabaret, Yu 

Yuen Road, opposite the Jessfield Park.

The number of gambling establishments 

operating throughout the month was 23.

42 opium hongs continued to function in 

the Western District, 0.0.1., during the month 

under review.

Illegal 
Functioning

Six cases of illegal functioning by members 

of pro-Japanese organizations took place in the 

Western District, O.O.L., details of which axe 

given in the form of an appendix.

D.C. (Special Branch).



APPENDIX

Cases oi' Illegal functioning in the Western District

(1) On September 1, 1939, two C.P.C.a of the Municipal 
Police attended the scene of a quarrel in a 
medicinal wine shop, 341 Connaught Road, 0.0.L., 
when they were surrounded by a party of armed men. 
One of the C.P. C.s was disarmed, but through the 
intervention of City Government Police, the service 
pistol was returned to the C.P. C.

(2) On September 2, official tax collectors of the City 
Government attempted to collect taxes from residents 
of Is Lai Li, off Kiaochow Road, O.O.L., which 
consists of about twenty houses. A Chinese female, 
wife of the supervisor of the houses, was taken awey 
by the City Government Police and held until 
September 8, when the supervisor paid a tax of $48.00 
and a fine of $3.00. All the residents in this 
alleyway pay taxes to the S.M. C.

(3) On September 10, two uniformed men of the City 
Government Police, accompanied by four members of
the "Special Service Corps of the Chung Kuo KUomintang 
Anti-Camintern and National Salvation Army, * proceeded 
to the Poh Lung Silk Filature, 957 Kiaochow Road,O.O.L. 
and arrested one male and one female Chinese. The 
persons were released the following day. No reason 
for the arrest was given.

(4) On September 22, two members of the City Government 
Police of whom was armed with a rifle, and two men in 
plain-clothes, entered 65 West End Gardens, from 
where they took away the occupant TSZ PAH WEI

) in a motorcar. The resident in question 
pays rates to the S.M. C.

(5) On September 23, a male Chinese was arrested by a 
C.P.C. of the Municipal Police on Jessfield Road 
near Connaught Road, on suspicion of being about to 
commit a felony, but was taken by three Chinese 
Police to the Singapore Road Sub-Station of the 
Western District Police Bureau.

(6) On September 24, a driver of the China General 
Omnibus Company, while driving a bus on Brenan 
Piece, was arrested by a plain-clothes Chinese, 
armed with a Mauser pistol, and taken away to
an unknown destination. The arrest was believed 
to have been made because the driver had Wirirw 
involved in a fatal traffic accident which occurred 
on Connaught Road near Jeeefield Road on September 14.
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CONFIDENTIAL
Headquarters, 

Shanghai Municipal Police.

September 26, 19 39«

To.

The Secretary & Commissioner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- s.B. 0.9114(C).

Subj ect Western District, 0.0.L. -present situation.

Enclosures
Copy of a Police Report
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were exchanged by those present on matters relating

to the administration of the outside roads area such

corrupt practices.

Census.

The improvement of police administration.

The training of a militia corps.

5. The strengthening of the defence of the outside

roads area.

6. The despatch of secret agents and plain clothes

men for patrol duty.

7. The necessity of cooperation between the military 

and police authorities.

8. The organization of men for political service.

9., Land surveying.

10. institution of investigations on the ownership 

[ uJu VxaxS 1 REPORT ”
Subject.. .^e.^^.er.n. ^^strict, 0.0.L. - present situation

Made/^.............................   ...Forwarded by ........Z?S.I...JAacAdie

.Between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. on September 20, 1939, 

some 30 persons connected with, official organs in the 

occupied areas including Li Shih ^hung ,

Deputy Commander of the Special Service corps of the

Chung Kuo . uomintang Anti-Co ’intern and national

Salvation Army; .Yang .uh Ling ( _£. , chief of

the .Western District police bureau of the Shanghai 

City Government and doo Wen-tsoong Commis

sioner of Social Affairs of the Shanghai City G-overn- 

ment, met in the headquarters of the Special Service

Corps aforesaid at 76 Jessfield hoad when opinions

jCowrnr. oj Police

JnfTmition

• I l.^Local Autonomy and the eradication of graft 
h. c. ( >/». /?, \ I

and
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and nationality of the various factories.

In connection with the organization and training 

of militia corns discussed at this meeting I Item 4 

above), an organization under the title of "the Zu 

Chuen Institute" (. •$<. "] $ , has recently been

established under the directorship of one.nsu hoh 

( ) > s native of nangchow, on premises at

No. 86 jessfield Hoad. Over 80 cadets between 

the ages of 20 and 30 and duly recommended, have 

already been enlisted in this institute. These 

crdets, clad in a sort of light green uniform, are 

required to confine themselves to the institute with 

a day's leave a week taken on Sundays. They 

are each issued a monthly allowance of $50.00. it 

is Learned that these cadets will be trained along 

semi-military lines for a period of 4 months, after 

which they will be assigned for duty with the head

quarters of the Special Service Corps of the Chung 

Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and national Salvation 

Army at 76 Jessfield Road. The following four 

courses are reported to have been established in the 

institute for the training of the cadets :- (1) course 

of military science,(8) course of political science,

(3) course of tele-communications and (4) course of 

technical science»

The men of the branch of the Special Service 

Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern
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and National Salvation Army on the premises of the 

Kan Kung •Primary Softool, 121 urenan Road,

0.0,L,, have assumed the new title of "The 1st Division 

of the Anti-Comintern federation" -'H' ). and

their number has been increased to about 70. Krom 

this place, men are detailed daily to collect in

telligence on the local situation and to effect 

abductions of wealthy residents and members of the 

gentry in that locality, should circumstances be 

favourable for their so doing. it is said that 

cases have come to light in which people held on 

these premises were only set free after suitable 

amounts of money in the way of ransom were paid and 

security furnished.

Since the occupation of their premises, the 

authorities of the Kan Kung Primary School have been 

unable to conduct classes normally because parents of 

numerous students, to avoid unnecessary trouble, have 

forbidden their children to attend school.

D. S. 1.

D.C. (Special .branch)
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Activities of 
Japanese and 
pro-Japanese 
Organizations

On July 29, the Japanese Gendarmerie 

established a suo-station entitled "xsrenan Road 

Sub-Station of the Japanese Gendarmerie" with 

offices at house Kos. 30 and 36, Mane 1136, Yu

Yuen Road.

The Bureau of Finance of the "Shanghai 

City Government" commenced collecting a business 

tax from the industrial and business concerns

situated in the outside roads area in the

Western District at the 

The tax ranges from . 1% 

as from March, 1939.

beginning of August, 1939.

to .3%, and was collected

On the morning of August 3, members of 

the"Special Service Corps of the Chung Kuo 

Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and National Salvation

Army," a pro-WANG CHING WEI organization supported 

by the Japanese, forcibly occupied the premises 

of the Zao Ka Doo Merchants' Street Union, 1081

Jessfield Road, 0.0.L. Shortly after this

incident, a detachment of Italian marines arrived, 

disarmed the gang and took some twenty-five of 

them to the Italian Marine headquarters at 

62 Robison Road. They were released on the
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same day after representations had oeen made by 

the Japanese authorities to the Italian Marine 

Headquarters to the effect ¿hat the gangsters 

were members of a subsidiary organ of the 

'•Shanghai City Government."

On August 7, some forty memoers of the 

Corps re-occupied the premises of the Zao Ka 

Doo Merchants' Street Union, apparently with the 

approval of the Japanese authorities.

Some twenty houses in the tiwa Tsung 

() alleyway, Jessfield Road which are 

located immediately north of the office of the 

Corps (76 Jessfield Road) were also forcibly 

taken over. All the residents therein evacuated 

before August 24 as the result of intimidation, 

while tenants of three houses were ejected. 

Information revealed that these houses had been 

scheduled to serve as billets for some 500 

ex-guerillas hitherto operating in the suburbs 

of Shanghai. Some 3,000 such guerillas are said 

to have been bought over by the Corps and after 

reorganization were to be despatched to the 

Western District.

Apart from the foregoing, the Corps was 

also endeavouring to extend its influence among 

local labour circles. A general labour union 

is in the course of formation with a preparatory
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office at Lane 95, 10 Edinburgh Road, 0.0.L. 

Attempts were made to absorb the workers of 

the China General Omnious Company in order to 

strengthen the influence of the Corps in the 

Western District.

On August 13, an informal meeting in 

commemoration of the second anniversary of the 

local Sino-Japanese hostilities was held by 

the Shanghai Joint Office of the "Great Peoples 

Society" at its office at 22 Columoia Road. 

Some twenty persons attended. During this 

meeting, anti-hritish speeches were delivered 

and at the close of the assembly, the participants 

proceeded to the area north of the Creek to join 

Sn a procession in tiongkew.

Propaganda against the .British, the 

National Government and Communism continued to 

make its appearance in the Western District, 

O.O.L., during the month of August, 1939.

Assassinations 
and attempted 
assassinations

Four cases of assassination and one 

case of attempted assassination took place in 

the extra-Settlement Roads Area, Western District,
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particulars of which are given in an appendix

attached to this report.

Shooting Affrays 
and Bombing 
Incidents______

During the month, two shooting affrays 

took place in the Western District in which 

members of the Municipal Police were involved. 

Brief accounts of these incidents are as follows

(1) On August 16, at about 7.30 p.m., two 

C.P.C.s 2404 and 2745 attached to .bubbling 

Well Station while on patrol duty were fired 

upon by several armed gangsters at the corner 

of Amherst Avenue and Keswick Road. .both 

officers were injured, while the gangsters 

made good their escape.

(2) At about 5.45 p.m., August 19, a patrol 

party of the "Shanghai City Government Police 

.bureau" shot and injured probationary Sergeant 

KlilLOCH who was in charge of an armoured car 

of the Municipal Police, near the Sing Kong Li 

alleyway, Jessfield Road, when the latter 

attempted to ascertain from them the reason 

for their presence on the Municipal Road.

In self defence, Probationary Sergeant KlhLOCh 

fired a short burst from a suo-machine gun 

which succeeded in dispersing the "Shanghai 

City Government" police patrol party after
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two of their numoer had. oeen killed arid a 

few others wounded.

following this clash, members of the 

Western District police bureau were reported 

to have oeen exhorted oy their superiors to 

adopt a strong attitude towards Settlement 

Police, and promised compensation for those 

either wounded or killed.

As a protest against the incident, 

the "Great Peoples Society" (.pro-Japanese 

organ) and the subordinate organs of the 

"Shanghai City G-overnment" sponsored meetings 

and processions on August 27 in pootung, 

hantao and Chapei, during which a^nti-xsritish 

propaganda matters were disseminated.

At 10.30 p.m., August 27, a small hand

grenade was thrown into tne office of the "nwo Wei" 

lottery headquarters situated in hung iih iaung, 

Robison Road, O.O.L., oy some person or persons 

unknown. it exploded, shattering several window 

panes and slightly wounding an employee of the 

gambling den on the premises. ihe motive is 

unknown.
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Illegal 
Functioning

At 7.25 p.m., August 3, a search party 

of the Municipal Police operating on Rooison 

Road, stopped a motor car carrying six civilians 

with four uniform members of the "Shanghai City 

(Government Police xsureau" holding Mauser pistols. 

The armed Chinese police were disarmed oy Italian 

marines who arrived at tne scene and escorted 

oack to their station on Jessfield Road.

Lawless 
Enterprises

tux. & .

On August 12, the Yuan Tung )

Gamoling Den, 86 mo 1>oo Jao, off Jessfield Road, 

O.O.L., closed down owing to lack of business.

Altogether 22 gambling dens were 

operating in the Western District, O.O.L., 

throughout the month of August.

The numoer of opium hongs in the extra

Settlement Roads Area remains at 42.

fl. TvC-.

A.C. (Special nranch).



List of Assassinations and, attempted assassinations which took place 
jn the Western District, O.O.L./during tEe"montRof August, 1939

Name of Victim Activities of Victim Remarks
Tsang Yu Tsung Conductor of the Yung Yuen Amusement Society, 

a gambling den situated at No.121 Yung Yuen 
Pang, off Bubbling Well Road, O.O.L.

Lieu San

Follower of the chairman of the opium hong 
guild, 2 Zung Woo Li, Brenan Road, and 
worked as a secret agent for the Japanese 
Military Police in the Western District. 
Responsible for the murder of Wong Siu Moh 
("£ M" 'tfe ), Chief of the executive staff 
of the Opium Hong Guild on 27-1-39.

Shot and killed on 10-8-39 in Zao Ka 
Zah, off Brenan Road, O.O.L. Believed 
to have been killed as the result of 
personal grudge.
Shot and killed by three assailants on 
10-8-39 on the premises of the Tai 
Shing Opium Hong, 6 Tiig Nyih Li, off 
Brenan Road, O.O.L. Revenge is said 
to be the motive of the murder.

Koo Ching Keng Alleged member of the Chungking Government 
Secret Service in Shanghai.

Yao Shing Wei-if > ) 
alias

Yao Shing Pao
<MJ X >

Re pre sen tative 
Contractor for 
and Pootung.

of the Mien Ching Kee Ordure 
the Western District, O.O.L.,

Shot and killed in front of his house, 
158 North Zao Ka Zah, <f f Brenan Road, 
O.O.L. on 17-8-39. by persons believed 
to be connected with the Japanese 
Military Police.
Shot- and wounded on 22-8-39 by some 
unknown persons at 426 Robison Road. 
The attempted murder was said to be 
motivated by the dispute over the 
ordure contract for the Western 
District and Pootuig.

H. P. Krogh 
(Danish)

Chief of Canvassing Department of the Great 
Northern Telegraph Company. Shot and killed by two persons, 

reported to be Chinese, outside his 
home at No.91 Amherst Avenue at 
about 8.20 a»m., 18-8-39.
Motive unknown.
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Activities of 
Japanese and 
Pro-Japanese 
Organizations

The strength of the “Special Service Corps

of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and 

National Salvation Army* (f
, a pro-Wang Ching Wei organization 

supported by Japanese authorities, has been increased

from 150 to 230. The majority of those members are

armed with Mauser and other brands of pistols.

J

With headquarters at 76 jessfield Hoad, 

has three branch offices established at

O.O.L., it

the

following addressess-

(1) House 6/95 Edinburgh Hoad (closed on 30-7-39);

(2) House 10/95 Edinburgh Road;

(3) 35 Edinburgh Road.

Prom good authority it is learned that the 

object of this organization is to :

(A) eradicate communist elements and national 

Government agents opposed to WAng’s peace 

movement, and

(B) execute any plan or plot requiring armed 

action which Wang Ching Wei’s followers or 

the Japanese authorities may decide upon in 

order to embarrass the Settlement authorities.

Since June, 1939, this gang has been 

responsible for a number of armed outrages committed 

in the Settlement.

In the Western District, O.O.L., one case 

of deliberate firing upon the Municipal Police and
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one case of kidnapping were carried out by members 

of the corps. A brief account of these cases is 

given below :

(1) At 3.35 p.m., July 2, a search party of 

the Municipal Police while passing Edinburgh 

Road near Yu Yuen Road was fired upon by 

members of the “Special Service Corps of the 

Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and 

National Salvation Army* and uniform police

men attached to the Testera District Police
p 

Bureau of the “Shanghai City Government.* 

The Police search party did not reply to 

the fire and no persons were injured.

(2) On July 18, at 10.30 a.m., one Too Zung

Kong (£ ), proprietor of KWang Hwa

Coal Briquette Shop, 369 Yu Yuen Road, was 

taken away in a private motor car (No. unknown) I 

by four male Chinese and detained at No.35 

Edinburgh Road, the branch office of the

armed corps. He was released after the 

payment of some $220 by his family.

Apart from the above cases, members of the

Corps have also been responsible for the distribution 

of pro-Wang Ching Wei and anti-Communist literature 

in the Western District.

During July, the Bureau of Finance of the 

"Shanghai City Government* revised the rates of the
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business tax to be collected, from the different 

traders operating in the area under their 

jurisdiction. The new scale ranges from . 1# to 

.3% of the amount of business done by traders as 

compared with the old rates which varied from 

.2% to 2%.

The Bureau of Finance continued to enforce 

the registration of commercial and industrial concerns 

in the area under the jurisdiction of the “Shanghai 

City Government* but with little result. Up to the K 

end of July, 1939, only 47 Chinese shops and 

factories in Chinese territory were reported to have 

registered with the Bureau, of which 16 concerns are 

located in Extra-Settlement Roads Area in the 

Western District.

At the beginning of July, the Western 

District Administrative Office, 92 jessfield Road, 

O.O.L., issued copies of a circular to the various 

schools in the outside roads area in the Western 

District instructing them to apply for registration. 

The circular asserts that those institutions defying 

the order will be closed.

On July 15, the Shanghai joint Office of 

the*Great People Society* (a pro-Japanese body) 

held a meeting in its office, 22 Columbia Road, 

to celebrate the first anniversary of the

I.. ' . .
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inauguration of the Society. About 100 members 

of the society attended, the proceedings.

Anti-British and pro-Japanese propaganda 

in the form of posters and handbills continued to 

make their appearance in the Western District, 

0.0.1».

Lawless During the month, no less than 23 gambling
Enterprises 

dens continued to operate in the Western District, 

O.O.L.

The arrangements for the formation of a 

^Gambling Den Self Protection Corps* proposed by 

the Federation of the Gambling Dens which commenced 

functioning in June, 1939, was reported to have been 

temporarily suspended. However, the number of 

armed guards for the protection of those establish

ments has been doubled, and it is estimated that no 

less than 390 such guards are in the employ of the 

gambling dens.

The number of opium hongs operating in the 

Western District, O.O.L., during the month under 

review, remains at 42.

The number of uniform policemen employed 

at the Distribution Office of the Opium Hong Guild, 

41 Kong Fob. Li, off Brenan Road, O.O.L., for the
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escorting of opium from hong to hong has been 

increased from 20 to 30. They are armed with 

Hauser pistols supplied by the Opium Hong Guild 

with the permission of the Japanese Military Police, 

94 Jessfield Hoad, 0.0.L.

The thirty persons who were arrested during 

raids conducted on two opium smoking dens on 

Connaught Hoad, O.O.L., on June 23 by the “Shanghai 

City Government” police were released in July on 

shop security. It will be remembered that this 

action was taken by the Chinese police at the 

request of the "Registration Office of the Opium 

Suppression Bureau," 53 Kong Foh Li, Brenan Road, 

0.0.L., to serve as a warning to the other opium 

smoking dens in the Western District who had failed 

to register. As a protest against this action 

all opium smoking dens in the Western District 

closed their doors on June 23 but later resumed 

business and they have not been further interfered 

with by the organ in question.

Assassinations On July 16, 1939, an unknown male Chinese 

was shot and killed outside House iTo.80 Lung Yuan 

Pang off Great Wbstern Road. The deceased was 

reported to be a guerilla who also acted as a 

secret agent for the Japanese authorities.
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Five cases of illegal functioning by
members of pro*Japanese organizations took place

in the Western District, O»O.L», during the month

of July, details of which are given in the form

of an appendix.

D. C. (Special Branch).



APPENDIX

Gasea of Illegal Functioning in the Western District

(1) At 3.15 p.m. 17-7-39, a male Chinese claiming to 
be a member of the Bureau of Social Affairs of the 
'•Shanghai City Government," visited two shops on 
Bubbling Well Hoad, 0.0.L. which bear Municipal 
numbers, and requested the proprietors to register 
with the bureau in question, and on departing left 
a number of official forms.

(2) At 2.18 p.m. 20-7-39, three members of the 
Western District Police Bureau arrested three male 
Chinese on Great Western Road (Municipal road) for 
being concerned in a case of extortion involving 
the American Improvement company which is now 
under construction on Great Western Road, 0.0.1».

(3) At 7.55 a.m. 20-7-39, about 40 members of the 
Western District Police Bureau, armed with either 
rifles or Mauser pistols, were observed deploying 
on both footpaths of Jessfield Road, where they 
walked southward along Jessfield Road and later 
withdrew after a black coloured motor car 
(No. unknown) had passed the vicinity and which 
was believed to be transporting opium.

(4) At 7.30 p.m. 23-7-39, an Inspector of the 
Municipal Police while tearing down an anti
British poster from a notice board near a 
sub-station of the "Shanghai City Government* 
Police Bureau, 88 Robison Road, was molested 
and an attempt was made to drag him into the 
station. He was released following the arrival 
of Italian marines defending the sector.

(5) During the morning of July 25, a Chinese tax 
collector of the S.M.C. proceeded to House 15, 
Lane 505 Edinburgh Road to collect the taxes when 
he was seized and all tax receipts in his possession 
were taken away by an officer of the "Shanghai City 
Government" police. The collector was later allowed 
to leave the alleyway with his receipts but one 
was retained which referred J.o the house at which 
he was attempting to collect the taxes. In the 
afternoon of the same day, the Chinese collector 
accompanied by two foreign members of the Revenue 
Department, S.M.C. proceeded to House 15, lane 505 
Edinburgh Road for the purpose of making enquiries 
when they were again interfered with by the 
"Shanghai City Government" police. The party was 
detained in the Edinburgh Road Sub-Station, but 
released through representations made by Municipal 
Police.
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Wo.22 Columbia Road

This house was formerly the property of Sun io, 

President of the Legislative Yuan of the National 

Government. It is at present occupied by the 

Shanghai Joint Office of the Great People Society 

(Dah Ming Hui) ( A A/ ) which is in charge of 
one Huang Vee & ). The office is divided

into three sections namely»»

Section Chief

General Affairs Section» Hsiung Sz Ling

Organization Section» Chiang Yih Zung |

Propaganda Section» Tu Peng Zung

No»76 Jessfield Road

This house was formerly the property of Gen» 

Chen Tiao Yuan (fâ-itfjTLj )f Chairman of the Military 

Advisory Council of the National Government. It is 

at present made use of as Head Office by the "Special 

Service Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti» 

Comintern and National Salvation Army", a pro-Wang 

Ching Wei and pro»Japanese armed gang, headed by 

Ting MUh Tsung formerly Chief of the

Investigation or Intelligence Section of the Military 

Affairs Commission of the National Government»

Opportunity has presented itself in the arrest 

of persons connected with this organization which is 

under the direction of Ting Muh Tsung and useful 

information as to the constitution workings of this

•si
-------------------- ,.a&
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corps has been obtained and shows that the organization 

has been greatly extended. Its members now consist 

of persons from various walks of life who pledge 

support to the peace movement advocated by Wang Ching 

Wei* The imminent object of the corps is to 

1) subdue communism, 2) induce Kuomintang members to 

join the banner of Wang Ching Wei and 3) to suborn 

guerillas in and around Shanghai.

No. 35 Edinburgh Road

There is no record in this office regarding the 

above address. Enquiries, however, elicit that it 

is at present made use of by the "Special Service 

Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern 

and National Salvation Army* to accommodate one of 

its branch offices. The nature of the work of this 

branch office,which is newly establishedfhas up to 

the present not been ascertained but it is known that 

Sung Tsung Mei Chief of the Personnel

Affairs Department of the Corps, together with a 

number of the members of the organization all of whom 

are armed with pistols, have taken up residence in 

these premises. Enquiries are being continued in this 

connection.

D.I. /
D.C. (Special Branch)
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Sir,
Presence Of Armed Men In House 35 Edinburgh Road. 

Further to report dated July 12, 1939.

The plan of action decided upon at the conference 

was first to contact the inmates of the house by telephone 

and secondly to obtain an appointment at the house at which 

a representative of the S.M.P. could be present.

At 11 a.m. JUly 12, Mr. Hu telephoned 21229 and having 

contacted a Mr. Taung advised him that the Telephone Co. 

requested immediate payment of telephone installation charges 

in accordance with the regulation of the company and suggested 

an early appointment. In reply Mr. Hu was informed that the 

Telephone Co. should send its representative to the house 

between 2 p.m. and 3 p.m. July 13.

Sub-Inspector Alexandroff was selected by Mr. Yorke,

D.O. *B* as the most suitable officer to accompany the

Telephone Co.'s representative.

The scheme insofar as the representative of the Tele

phone Co. is concerned was approved by Mr. J. Wilson, General 

IBnager and Vice President of the Co., who had issued to 

Sub-Inspector Alexandroff one of the company's Pass Cards

testifying that the bearer is authorized to visit subscribers'

premises in the interests of the company's service to which 

pass had been affixed a photograph of the officer,which had 

been taken in the Finger Print Bureau on July 12 by arrange

ment of MT. Yorke, D.O. with D.I. Dickson.

At 11 a.m. July 13, Inspector Tabrum and Sub-Inspector 

Alexandroff attended the office of Mr. K.W. Johnstone, General 

Commercial Manager of Telephone Co. Kiangse Road., where Sub

inspector Alexandroff was introduced to Mr. A. Hu, the 

representative of the co. who had consented to undertake the
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mission on "behalf of the Co.

After some discussion as to method of procedure» it 

was agreed that Sub-Inspector Alexandroff and Mr» Hu leave 

in one of the Telephone Co«*s motor car for 35 Edinburgh Rd. 

at 2 p.ra. July 13»

At 2»20 p«m. Sub-Inspector Alexandroff and Mr« Hu 

arrived at the mouth of the lane leading to house 35 Edinburgh 

Road which is first of two foreign style houses in the lane.

Standing at the entrance to house 35 was a uniformed 

Chinese. This man who was evidently performing guard duty 
of 

inquired/the callers the nature of their business. He was 

informed that both callers were from the Shanghai Telephone 

Co« He then asked for a visiting card. Mr« Hu produced 

his card and handed it to the man* who» having evidently 

satisfied himself that the callers were genuine knocked on an 

iron gate which was opened by two male Chinese who were armed 

with Mauser pistols which they carried in their hands.

The callers were announced to the inner guards who then 

closed the iron gates leaving the callers outside.

About three minutes later a male Chinese in uniform 

appeared at the iron gate. He was armed with «25 Millimetre 

Browning pistol in open holster« He inquired the nature of 

the business and was informed by Mr« Hu that an appointment had 

been made in respect of the signing of telephone contract cards 

and collection of transfer fee and deposit with a Mr. Taung«

The callers were escorted by this armed man to the front 

door of the house where two more armed men were met« together with 

a third man who conducted the callers throughout the house and 

negotiated payment in respeot of use of telephones.
I

The callers were first conducted to a ground floor room 

in which were eight male Chinese and two females where nature of 

business was further explained to the satisfaction of the 

questioners.

’--.J
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After this explanation Sub-Inspector Alexandroff 

requested permission to inspect wall telephone no.20999. 

The callers were then escorted to an adjoining building, 

the wey a fifth armed man was met who accompanied the 

party and followed them throughout the house until they 

left.

Upon reaching the location of telephone ho.20999 

an arguement ensued between the callers and the inmates 

as to whether this telephone should be considered as a 

residential or business telephone. it was finally 

decided that the telephone should be considered as business 

telephone for which a higher rate is charged than that of 

a residential telephone.

The callers then requested to inspect telephone

No.21229 and were conducted to a corridor in the main I
I 

building. Bed-rooms passed on route were in a state of 

disorder and desks in offices were devoid of papers and 

documents.

upon arrival at the location of telephone no.21229 

a símiliar arguement ensued in regard to the nature of 

telephone. The callers insisted that the telephone was 

a business telephone which did not please the inmates who 

claimed it was used merely for residential purposes. During 

this discussion the inmates took an exception to the attitude 

of Sub-Inspector Alexandroff and told Mr. Hu that if Sub

inspector Alexandroff did not act in a more reasonable manner 

he would be arrested and detained by the Japanese Gendarmerie.

At this Juncture a sixth armed man appeared. This man 

was identified by* Mr. Hu to be the man who/he had encountered 

on his previous visit.

Finally the callers agreed to the demand of the inmates 

to assess telephone Mo« 21229 on residential rates*



The party then proceeded to an office on the first 

floor where the subscribers were requested by the callers 

to chop the contract cards and pay the required telephone 

charges« The callers were informed that the two subscribers 

namely Messrs. Taung and Chu were absent« but that a repre

sentative would do as requested«

une of the contract cards was then chopped in the 

name of chu Siao Sung« After which the party proceeded to 

a ground floor main office where the callers saw two male 

Chinese in foreign clothes and two Chinese females working 

at office desks« m this office were filing cabinets and

an office safe« The second contract card in the name of

"yang Tsoong was chopped in this office and the account for 

$73.00 paid in cash to Mr« Hu.

un the desks in this office were a number of files 

and enrolment forms bearing characters j
which translated read "Special Secret Squad of Military and 

police Department of Woosung and Shanghai*.

The appointment had lasted for about 4o minutes and 

was concluded by the callers expressing their appreciation 

to the iixnates for the prompt settlement of the account« 

The callers were then escorted by the armed men to 

the main iron door leading to the lane from where they 

returned to sinza Station and made the foregoing report 

to Detective Inspector Tabrum«

A/D«D«O« "B* Division«
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July 13 th 1939.
D.O. *B* Division.

Sir»
Concerning 22 Columbia Rd. and 76 Jossfield Rd.

I beg to submit the following infoxmation concerning 
the above premiseg^rhich was given to me by a private Chinese 

investigator in the employ of the Shanghai Telephone co. with 

whom I was granted an interview on July 13 at the Telephone

Co. Head Office» Kiangse

The investigator 

is the Headquarters of a 

Da Ming Hwa (?) which is 

of the Japanese Military

Road• )

informed me that no. 22 Columbia Rd.

propaganda organization known as the 

controlled by the Intelligence Section

There are about 60 or 70 Chinese and about 9 Japanese

including a Japanese female, employed there. une of the

Chinese principals is a man named Wong Ming Ching who warn

formerly employed as a clerk in the Public Safety Bureau,

Nantao.

Concerning 76 Jessfield Road» these premises are now

being used as the collecting office for protection fees 

4-ebtained from 32 gambling dens established in the Western Area

The Hollywood (Lee Wei Loo Club) is paying $750.00 a 

other large gambling dens $350.00 a day; medium dens 

$250.00 a day; and each of the small ones $150.00 a day.

The principal of the agency is one named Pujimura, 

successor to Sasaki who is undertaking another appointment 

«where.

There are numerous armed men on the premises - 76

Jessfield Road, and a large supply of pistols are stored there.

An application was made to the Telephone Co. for the

installation of five telephones which are to be installed 

sometime next week when it is expected that arrangements
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will be completed, for the transfer of books, etc. from 

Lane 470/9 Yu Yuen Road to 76 Jessfield Road.

Concerning the armed men at 35 Edinburgh Road 

the investigator said that these men are engaged in 

the transportation and distribution of opium to agents 

South of Soochow Creek and that the said premises will 

be utilized as the distributing centre.

I

A/b.D.O. Division.
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Shanghai Municipal Police,
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SUBJECT
Report on Situation in tho ^esterii Li£trict.Q^Q.L.

during the month of .Tone.-1349«-

The Commissioner presents his compliments to..5Efeft..S#.CX*.9.tftXy.».
S. M« C.

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1. Copy of a Police report.

2.

3.

4.
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Subject. Report on Situation in the Western District. C.O.L 

duri ng the moni th of„June. 1939

Made .....

Activities of 
Japanese and 
Pro-Japanese 
Organs

The Great Western Road Outpost of the 

Western District Branch Police Bureau of the 

"Shanghai City Government* which was closed by 

the British Defence Force on January 5, 1939, 

re-opened on June 17 following an understanding 

being reached whereby it was agreed that the 

Chinese police attached to the outpost would 

refrain from using the entrance on the Municipal 

Ro ad«

A "Shanghai Western District Branch Office 

of the Shang-Pao (Shanghal-Paoehan) Tobacco and 
Wine Stamp Tax Bureau" (> tojK. >4/

& ) was formally inaugurated on

May 30, 1939 at 863 Robison Road, 0.0.I., with 

one Hsu Chung-tsai (*^j' $ ) in charge.

Fifteen Chinese have been engaged as inspectors 

to make enquiries among the wine and tobacco shops 

in the extra-Settlement roads area of the Western 

District in order to enforce payment of the stamp 

tax.

At the beginning of June, 1939, a pro

Japanese organization entitled the "Tsing Ih Suh 

(All of One Colour) Defence Corps"

made its appearance in the Western District, 0.0.I., 

with an office at lane 95, House 10 Edinburgh Roa<^., 

which was later removed to House No.6, lane 95 of
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the same thoroughfare. It was renamed the 

"Headquarters of the Western District Self Defence 
Corps* ( /W” ) on June 9 and

later changed the title again to the "Special 

Service Corps of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti

Comintern and National Salvation Army*

on June £3, 

1939.

Promoted by one Li Shih-chun fib ),

this corps originated from a secret pro-Japanese 

body which came into existence in March, 1939. 

The promoter first declared that the secret body~ 

was to extend the anti-Comintern, Pro-Peace and 

National Salvation Movement, but since its 

reorganization, the object is said to be the 

affording of protection to the residents in the 

Western District, O.O.L., against guerillas.

At the end of June, the strength of the 

corps was estimated to total 150 members, 

approximately 60 of whom are armed with "Mausers.* 

The members comprised for the most part unscrupulous 

elements who were responsible for numerous outrages 

in the extra-Settlement roads area in the Western 

District. They are dependent upon subsidies collected 

from business firms, opium hongs, gambling dens, etc. 

in that district.
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At the beginning of June, the "Shanghai 

District Opium Suppression Bureau* 

was inaugurated with offices in the Broadway Mansions. 

One Yu Chung-ching ( -¿c ■{'>) ) is in charge of

this organization.

With the formation of the "Shanghai District 

Opium Suppression Bureau," the dispute between the 

Japanese Military and the »Reformed Government" over 

the monopoly of opium in Central China, particularly 

in Shanghai, is said to have been brought to a 

satisfactory conclusion. According to decisions 

they reached, this bureau is only entitled to the 

collection of a tax on the opium sold by the opium 

hongs in Shanghai, and the levy will form a part of 

income of the "Reformed Government," while the 

Japanese sponsored "Opium Monopoly Administration" 

which is now functioning under the title "Hwa Chung 
Shan Tang (J^ )• (Central China Benevolent

Hall) with offices in the Broadway Mansions will 

continue to be responsible for the supplying of 

opium to those opium hongs and the profits realized 

from the sale will go to the Japanese authorities.

On June 15, the "Shanghai District Opium 

Suppression Bureau" issued a notice requiring all 

opium honge in the Western District, 0.0.L. to pay 

from that date a tax of $1.80 per 12 oz. of opium 

sold. The Distribution Office of the Opium Hong
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Guild was entrusted with the task of collecting 

the tax on behalf of the “bureau.*

In order to undertake the registration of 

opium smoking dens and opium addicts, the “Shanghai 

District Opium Suppression Bureau* established on 

June 23, a sub-office at 52 Kong Foh Li, off Brenan 

Road, 0.0.L. A notice was issued ordering all

opium smoking dens and smokers to register with this 

office and to pay taxes and deposit cash security 

within three days from June 22. As no application 

for registration was received after the issuance of 

the notice, members of the registration office, 

accompanied by armed police constables from the 

Western Branch Police Bureau raided two opium 

smoking dens at Bos. 22 and 32 Sing Kong Li, off 

Connaught Road on June 23 and arrested the conductors 

and smokers totalling some thirty persons. Probably 

as a means of protest against this action, the 

remaining opium smoking dens in the Western District, 

0.0.L. subsequently closed their doors but the 

majority of them later continued to operate secretly.

Lawless
Enterprises

The number of opium hongs operating in the 

Western District, O.O.L., during the month under 

review, remains at 42.
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An agreement was reported to have been 

concluded at the beginning of June between the 

Opium Hong Guild and the Commissioner of the 

Police Bureau of the *Shanghai City Government,* 

whereby the latter would afford police protection 

to the opium dealers in the Western District, O.O.L. 

In consequence of this agreement, the forty armed 

plain clothes constables who were distributed over 

the eight sub-stations and outposte under the 

control of the Western District Branch Police 

Bureau for the purpose of suppressing guerilla 

activities, are entrusted with the task of 

protecting opium hongs and the opium distribution 

office as well as opium purchasers when travelling 

in the outside road area.

Apart from police protection, some forty 

loafers have been engaged by the Opium Hong Guild 

as agents for the detection of armed gangsters 

frequenting the Western District who are likely 

to cause harm to the opium business«

The Opium Hong Guild was ¿removed about 

the middle of June from No .19 Zung Bih Faxing, 

Jeesfield Road, 0.0.L* to No«3 Slung Woo Li 

f, Brenan Road, 0.0.L.

On June 10, the Yeu Zung Company K) )>

a Cantonese style lottery gambling den located at
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Lane 858, House 1 Jessfield Road, O.O.L», which came 

into existence on May 15, 1939, closed due to 

financial losses sustained owing to lack of business.

The Tuh Kee ) gambling den, 145

East Fah Hwa Village, closed on June 15, 1939 for 

a similar reason.

While two establishments suspended operations, 

one new gambling den knorm as »Chow Yuan )•

was inaugurated on June 18 at 15 Jessfleld Road, 

0.0.1.

Up to the end of the month, no lees than 

23 gambling dens were operating in the western 

District, 0.0.L.

During the early part of June, owners of 

gambling dens in the Western District, 0.0.L., 

formed a Federation with offices in the Japanese 

sponsored »Shanghai Anusement Supervisory Department, »

9/470 YU Yuen Road. Shortly after the formation 

of this federation, arrangements were made to form 

a »Gambling Den Self Protection Corps

for the purpose of dealing with possible action by 

the Municipal Police in the form of a blockade 

against those dene. Those who are of strong physique

and possess a fair knowledge of the use of firearms 

were being recruited in the corps. The federation 

was reported to have been auUxori zed by the Anusement 

Supervisory Department to use force to frustrate any

_ ___ ___ _ . .. r..... .
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attempt on the part of the Settlement authoritiee 

to blockade entrance to their eetabliehmenta and 

also assured of the assistance of the Japanese 

Military Police when necessary.

D. S. I.
(as a .

D.C. (Special Branch).

tv h.
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Subject Report on Situation in the Western District, 0.0.L.

Activities of 
Japanese and 
pro-Japanese 
organs

During the month of May, some forty armed 

plain clothes police constables attached to the 

Armed Police Headquarters at Zao Woo Kying, were 

transferred to the extra-Settlement Roads Area in 

the Western District for the specific purpose of 

assisting the "Shanghai City Government" Police in 

combatting guerilla activities in that district. 

They are divided into eight sections of five persons 

each and are posted for duty at eight sub-stations 

and outposts in the Western District under the 

jurisdiction of the Western District Police Bureau, 

92 Jessfield Road, 0.0.L.

In connection with the proposed collection 

of a Business tax in the extra-Settlement Roads Area 

in the Western District by the Bureau of Finance of 

the "Shanghai City Government," the majority of the 

shops and business establishments in that area 

persisted in their opposition to the levy, only a 

few of them having been reported to have made 

payment.

Anti-British and anti-Chiang Kai Shek posters 

continued to make their appearance in the Western 

District, 0.0.L. The posters purport to emanate

from the Propaganda Bureau of the Executive Yuan of 

the "Reformed Government" and are mostly to be
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observed posted on the walls or notice boards of 

'»festern District Police Bureau stations and 

sub-stations.

Lawless 
Enterprises

The number of opium hongs in the Western 

District, O.O.L., remains at 42.

Probably due to its inefficiency, the 

detective corps organized by the Opium Hong Guild 

for the purpose of protecting opium transportation, 

was dissolved in the middle of May.

Arrangements have been made with the 

Japanese Military Authorities that with effect 

from May 15, opium will be transported from 

Hongkew to the distribution office of the ¿uild 

at House 52, Kong Roh Li, Brenan Road, O.O.L., 

under a Japanese military escort and thence to 

various opium hongs under the protection of the 

"Shanghai City Government" Police.

While one gambling den known as the Tien 

Kung Amusement Society ( X, ), House

No.l San Ming Li, Brenan Road, O.O.L., closed due 

to lack of business, one new gambling den entitled 

Yih Lo ( fa Jfy. ) was established at 368 Avenue 

Haig, O.O.L., during May. Altogether 23 such 

dens were operating in the Western District, O.O.L., 

during the month under review.
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Towards the end of May, one new gambling 

den was scheduled to open for business at 864 Yu 

Yuen Road, with the approval of the Japanese 

Authorities, but the scheme fell through as the 

result of action taken by the Municipal Police 

who erected a barricade outside the entrance on 

the Municipal Road, on May 27.

The number of Hwo Wei Lottery dens is still 

in the neighbourhood of 100, and in addition, a

Cantonese style lottery den entitled Yeu Zung

was inaugurated on May 15 

at Lane 858, House Uo.l Jessfield Road, O.O.L., with 

a branch at House Ko.135 on the same thoroughfare.

At 11.20 p.m., May 31, a small tin-canister

type bomb exploded in the Dah Sung Company ),

a gambling den situated at 41 Sing Kong Li, Connaught 

Road, O.O.L., and slightly injured one of the gamblers. 

The motive for this bomb attack is unknown.

Assassination One case of assassination took place on

May 8 in which one Zau Yung Dao ), in 

charge of the 40 armed plain clothes police 

constables at Pah Hwa Village, was shot and killed 

in the Dah Si Teashop, 474 Great Western Road, 0.0.L.
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The deceased was reported to have been responsible 

for trapping several guerillas through a pseudo- 

patriotic organization which he formed under the 

auspices of the Japanese Authorities.

Anti-Japanese 
Propaganda

Anti-Japanese propaganda in the form of 

handbills made their appearance in the Western

District, O.O.L., during the early part of May,

1939. They purport to emanate from the "Propaganda

Section of the China Youths Anti-Japanese and

National Salvation Volunteer Corps"

) and urge local Chinese youths to

abandon their life of pleasure and take part in the

general counter-offensive for the recovery of

Greater Shanghai.

Activities of 
Terrorist Gang

Of the nineteen Chinese arrested during 

April by the "Shanghai City Government" Police in 

the Western District, O.O.L., on suspicion of being 

members and ex-members of the "Chinese Youths Anti

Japanese and Traitor-Extermination Iron and Blood 

Corps ) ," one was

released on condition that he would supply the 

authorities with information concerning the future 

activities of the corps, while the remainder were set 

free due to lack of evidence.

D.C. (Special Branch).
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report on Situation in the Western District, o.G.l. 
during the month of April, 193».

A "Suppression Corps* ( i’^-) was formed during

April, under the auspices of the western District Section of 

the Japanese Military police, for the specific purpose of 

combating guerilla activities in Jessfield area (within the 

perimeter). The office of the corps is situated at Ko. 92 

Jessfield Hoad and is in charge of a Japanese named Kawano. 

Approximately twenty Chinese are employed as secret agents. 

Opium hongs and gambling dens in the western district, u.O.L. 

are slid to have promised, upon demand having been made, a 

monthly subsidy of >1,000 to tna corps.

An office for the collection of a levy on ordure was 

established in April by the Bureau of finance of the 

"Shanghai City Government” in the vicinity of the Tseng tai 

Cotton bill, north of the uooehow Creek opposite the nau ha 

Doo Village in the Western -»district, 0.0.1» The levy consists 

of a tax on each cart load of ordure which has to be paid 

before the ordure is unloaded into the boats on the creek 

for transportation and sale in the country, this new levy 

has aroused the opposition of the ordure cart owners who 

have requested the Ordure Contractor for the western District, 

0.0.L. for assistance.

During the month under review, owners of factories and 

shops in the western District, u.O.L., continued their 

opposition to the proposed collection of a business tax by 

the Bureau ef finance of the "Shanghai City government.*
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They here secretly organised a "¿au Ka Doo iraetory Owners» 

Lion Hyi Association ’ )»* oleo known as

the "western shanghai factory owners* Men Byi Association»* 

with a preparatory office at 1081 Jessfield Koad* ü»Q«L«* for 

the purpose of furthering their opposition and evadin. the 

attention of the Bureau authorities«

Similar to that current in the other Japanese occupied 

area«** anti-British and anti»£&tional u-overuaent propaganda 

in the form of posters hare been appearing in the extra* 

settlement roads area of the Western District* u*o*l** since 

the beginning of April* 1939«

lawless in the middle of April* four new opium hoi<s came into
Enterprises

existence* thus bringing 4 he total number of suoh establish*

sent s in the western Met Met* u«O«L. up to 42» « this 

number* twenty*four opium hongs are mashers of the upiun

Hong Guild« Wo« 19 £ung Teh fnung* off Jessfield noad* 0«0«L*» 

eleven of then being recently admitted to the uuild as 

i embers on the condition that they pay a membership foe of 

$100»00 per mensem and put up a security of $10*000*00 each 

against opium distributed to them for sale*

A revised list of opium hongs »porting in the extra* 

Scttlonent roads arms in the western District glassified as 

guild member and non*guild member hongs is attached*

The Opium Hong Guild during April established a sub* 

office at No* 1 Ting ^jrieb M* Bremen Hoad* 0*0*L*, to 

handle the transmission of orders and notices from the Guild 

to its members and the payment of salaries to the various 

employees*

The number of gambling dens in the woetom Mstriot* 

0*0*L*» remains at 23*
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During the month» arrangements were made by Chinese 

connected with the gambling circle te establish gambling 

dens at the ioliewing placest

(1) 448 Avenue Haig» u»O«L*

(2) 388 Avenue Haig» u«O«L*

(3) 884 Yu tuen ttoad* v«O«L*

In the case of the first mentioned address» the premises 

were barricaded tjy the kunioipal j olice on April 8th* 1939» 

The remaining two proposed dens are still m the course of 

formation» and application» for permission to operate the 

same are reported te have been filed by the promoters with 

the Japanese Shanghai Amusement Supervision Department» 

House Mo* 9» Lane 470 Yu Yuen coad» o*o«L.

During April» one named Yamada (ih ) was appointed 

by the Japanese Military roliae as Chief of the shanghai 

Amusement Supervision Department» Lane 470» K©< 9 Yu Yuen 

Road» 0.0.L. to replace Sasaki who was suspected of having 

received bribes amouatini; to a considerable sum from various 

local gambling dens«

During the evening of April 9» a hand*grenade was 

found in Sing Kong Lt» Connaught Mead» 0»0.L. between the 

back doors of Mouse 23 and 24» the prosdees of ¿ung >oong 

and Yah xnng Opium Hongs respectively» and was later rsaoved 

by members of the western District branch Police cureau» 

9Z Jessfield Hoad» 0.0.L. It is suspected that the placing 

of the hand-grana e was the work of two other opium hongs 

in the same alleywap as ths result of business Jealousy«

At S a»n«» April 12» a number of armed male Chinese 

called at the distribution office of the opium Mong uuild»



41 Ong Fob Li, off hrenan Road, 0.O.L., and demanded 

admission to the premise«, un their demand being refused, the 

armed men opened fire through the door of the house out left 

before the arrival of the Japaaooe Military Polioe*

In the early morning of April 21, a motor oar carrying 

some thirty tine of opium (some 4,500 ounces in all), while 

preceding; from south to north on Jessfield rtoad to an opium 

hung on 3i'®mn aead, u*0*L« was stopped m front of 944 

Jessfield Read, 0«0«L«, by a number of gangsters armed with 

Mauaor pistols* ¡»one cf the armed mon mounted the car ant 

ordered the chauffeur to drive the car to an unknown 

dent last ion.

Assassination one case of attempted assassination, one suspected 
and shooting 
affrays assassination, and one assassination took place in the 

western Mstrict, 0*0*L*, during the month under review, 

details of which are given in a list attached*

Activities of During the morning of April 14, copies of a mimeographed 
terrorist 
gangs handbill in the form of a circular, purporting to have

emanated from the "Chinese ioaths Anti«Japaneoe and iraitors* 

^termination iron a Blood corps ( )•

wwe distributed by unknown Chinese to the shops in tbs 

Vostoam Mstriot, O.O.L* the circular draws the attention 

of the residents to the fast that the corps is devoting its 

time to the extermination of traitors and that they should 

not be fooled by oertOin unscrupulous persona Wm>, it is 

alleged, are collecting monetary aid from the public to the 

detriment of the fame of the Oesps*
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.»etween April 24 and 28» nineteen Chinese were

arrested in the T/e stern Dietriot, 0.0.L. by the “Shanghai

City Government* polioe on suspicion of being members

and ex-members of the above mentioned Corps» Two pistols 

were seized during the raid.

Certified true copy

JHB
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Mam of Victim Activities of Victim utite und plt~.ce of crlayf
Chlng-an

alia»
Chi-kwan

Chief of the Revenue Department of 
the Ministry of flumes of the 
"Reformed Government.*

Attacked by an unknown male Chinese 
with a knife in hie home at 1010 YU 
Yuen Road, O.C.L. on 19-4-39. Tant 
is reported to have had a finger 
chopped off and to have received 
minor cuts on Ms head.

2. Tseu Teoongwfah
‘/f t

9« Unknown

Inspector of the LI vial Lo Amusement 
Club» a gambling don situated behind 
1204 YU YUen Road, O.O.L.

Constable attached to the "Armed 
Police Headquarters" formed under 
the auspices of the Japanese 
Authorities. Despatched from Zao 
Woo Kying to ?ah Hwa Village for 
the purpose of detecting the 
movements of Chinese guerillas.

5 hot and killed at 7 p.m. 20-4-39 by 
another inspector of the gambling don 
allegedly due to a personal grudge.

□hot and killed on 27-4-39 by two 
Chinese believed to be guerillas, 
in Fah Hwa Village.



List of Opium Hongs which are members of ths Opium hong
guild, 19 Zung T»i> Jauag, Jwflelu 3..0, 0,0,1.._____

1* Hoong Chong )
2« Shing Chong &)

3» Lao Tai Chong(^3 ji?)

4» Wo yoong (jL)
(formerly known as 
Kung Yik

5* Heng Chong (7^ vf?)
5« 1« Yuan

7. Kwang Yuen I£ou(
3« *lng Chong
9. Huh Kee Kung "¡¡fa
10. Yuen Woo ( 4^)

11» ■snohang (<^J J?)
12» Lao Chi Chong (
13. lao Tai Che rig and , 

^nr u: i ’

14* Shing Kee ( ¡T,

Ad dr ss

Ho.4 Sing Kong Li* Connaught ¿id*

Ho. 6 -do-

Ho.T •do-

Ho* 10 ~do»

Ho. 14 •»do—

Ho .15 •do-

ho*18 wdo—

No. 21 «»do—

Ho. 54 -do-

Ho. 59 —do-

Ho.70 —do—

No. 7 2 -do-

Ho. 7 5 —do—

Ho. 7 9 -do—

15. Doong Zung ?ocng^ v I
( fi]

16. Jac l ong Yoong( fa-fà. jL)
17» Yah hung

18« Kuh Foong

19* Sing Chong

( ih ÀJ

<
20. Ching Sing
21* Yah i’oong

22* Yung Cong 
23* Zung Yah Kee 

24* Tai Shi ssg (,4^ )

Mo«80 «do»

Ho.81 -de-

Ko*24 —do-

Bo*97 •do-

Bo«14 Zung Zueh Li» Jeoefield Hd* 

Ho.72 ¿ung Zueh Li» Jasefield Rd* 
Ho*5 YUng Loh Tseng»Jeasfield Rd* 

Ho*10 Zung Woe Li» Brenna Read. 
H0*52 Kong Wh Li» Brenan Read. 

Ho*6 Ting Myih Li» Brnan Read*



List of Opium Bongs which arc not mtambere of the Opium 
Hong guild, No.19 _3ung Tuh Kaung, Jessfield Road,o,o.L

Mame M&m

I. Unnamed Mo«3 ¿ung Woo Li, urenan Road.
2« Yah Chong ( /fa io.4 Kong /oh Lt* Bren&n Road.

3* Wen Tai ( fa) No.6 -do-

4. Hub Poong ( '4' J>.) No. 12 -do-
5. Zung ?oong ( -K) No.23 Sing Kong Li, Connaught

1 Road.
6. Yu Chong ( J’) No.25 -do-

7. Lao Yah Shing ( i/fy No .25 -do-

8. Kung Chong ( No.33 -do-
9« Boong Yah Kung(/^/ No.63 -do-

10. Lao Huh Chong Ko.58 -do-

II. Nan Mei ( Ho.88 -do-

12. Unnamed No.9« -do-

13. Uah Kung (A, ) Ho. 327 Connaught Road

14. Xiang Noong( j le<8 2ung Zueh Li. JOssfield Kd.
15. Yung Chong Ho<74

16. Mou KOO ( MO. 76 -do-
17. Huh Kee Kung ( 4^ No.78 •&*"

18. Yah Tai Ziang( Ho.78 -do-

(The last our mentioned were established in ipril).

Certified true oopy
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Activities of 
Japanese and 
Pro-Japanese 
Organs

A ”Suppression Corps’1 ( 7Î /K ) was

formed during April, under the auspices of the

Western District Section of the Japanese Military 

Police, for the specific purpose of combating 

guerilla activities in Jessfield area (within the 

perimeter). The office of the corps is situated 

at No.92 Jessfield Road and is in charge of a 

Japanese named KAWANO. Approximately twenty 

Chinese are employed as secret agents. Opium hongs 

and gambling dens in the Western District, O.O.L,, are 

said to have promised, upon demand having been made, 

a monthly subsidy of $1,000 to the corps.

An office for the collection of a levy on

ordure was established in April by the Bureau of 

Finance of the ’’Shanghai City Government” in the 

vicinity of the Tseng Tai Cotton Mill, north of the 

Soochow Creek opposite the Zau Ka Doo Village in the 

Western District, O.O.L, The levy consists of a 

tax on each cart load of ordure which has to be 

paid before the ordure is unloaded into the boats 

on the Creek for transportation and sale in the 

country. This new levy has aroused the opposition 

of the ordure cart owners who have requested the 

Ordure Contractor for the Western District, 0,0,L, 

for assistance.
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During the month under review, owners of 

factories and shops in the Western District, O.O.L., 

continued their opposition to the proposed collection 

of a business tax by the Bureau of Finance of the 

"Shanghai City Government." They have secretly 

organized a "Zau Ka Doo Factory Owners* Lien Kyi 

Association ( ), " al so

known as the "Western Shanghai Factory Owners* Lien 

Kyi Association," with a preparatory office at 1081 

Jessfield Road, 0.0.L», for the purpose of furthering 

their opposition and evading the attention of the 

Bureau authorities.

Similar to that current in the other Japanese 

occupied areas, anti-British and anti-Hational 

Government propaganda in the foim of posters have 

been appearing in the extra-Settlement roads area 

of the Western District, 0.0.L», since the beginning 

of April, 1939.

Lawless 
Enterprises In the middle of April, four new opium hongs 

came into existence, thus bringing the total number 

of such establishments in the Western District, 

O.O.L. up to 42. Of this number, twenty-four 

opium hongs are members of the Opium Hong Guild, 

Ko.19 Zung Teh Faung, off Jessfield Road, O.O.L.,
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eleven of them being recently admitted to the Guild 

as members on the condition that they pay a membership 

fee of #100.00 per mensem and put up a security of 

$10,000.00 each against opium distributed to them 

for sale.

A revised list of opium hongs operating in 

the extra-Settlement roads area in the Western 

District classified as guild member and non-guild 

member hongs is attached.

The Opium Hong Guild during April established 

a sub-office at No. I Ting Nyieh Li, Brenan Road, 

O.O.L., to handle the transmission of orders and 

notices from the Guild to its members and the 

payment of salaries to the various employees.

The number of gambling dens in the Western 

District, O.O.L., remains at 23.

During the month, arrangements were made by 

Chinese connected with the gambling circle to 

establish gambling dens at the following places :

(1) 448 Avenue Haig, O.O.L.

(2) 368 Avenue Haig, O.O.L.

(3) 864 Yu Yuen Road, O.O.L.

In the case of the first mentioned address, the 

premises were barricaded by the Municipal Police 

on April 8th, 1939. The remaining two proposed 

dens are still in the course of formation, and
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applications for permission to operate the same are 

reported to have "been filed by the promoters with 

the Japanese Shanghai Amusement Supervision 

Department, House No.9, Lane 470 Yu Yuen Road, 0,0.L.

During April, one named YAMADA ( di ) 

was appointed by the Japanese Military Police as 

Chief of the Shanghai Amusement Supervision 

Department, Lane 470, No.9 Yu Yuen Road, 0.0.L. to 

replace SASAKI who was suspected of having received 

bribes amounting to a considerable sum from various 

local gambling dens.

During the evening of April 9, a hand-granade 

was found in Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road, O.O.L. 

between the back doors of House 23 and 24, the 

premises of Zung I*oong and Yah Zung Opium Hongs 

respectively, and was later removed by members of 

the Western District Branch Police Bureau, 92 

Jessfield Road, O.O.L. It is suspected that 

the placing of the hand-grenade was the work of 

two other opium hongs in the same alleyway as the 

result of business Jealousy.

At 5 a.m., April 12, a number of armed male 

Chinese called at the distribution office of the 

Opium Hong Guild, 41 Kong Foh Li, off Brenan Road, 

O.O.L., and demanded admission to the premises. 

On their demand being refused, the armed men opened 

fire through the door of the house but left before 

the arrival of the Japanese Military Police.
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In the early morning of April 21, a motor 

car carrying some thirty tins of opium (some 4,500 

ounces in all), while proceeding from south to north 

on Jessfield Road to an opium hong on Bren an Road, 

O.O.L. was stopped in front of 946 Jessfield Road, 

O.O.L., by a number of gangsters armed with Mauser 

pistols. Some of the armed men mounted the car and 

ordered the chauffeur to drive the car to an unknown 

dest inat ion.

Assassination 
and shooting 
affrays

One case of attempted assassination, one 

suspected assassination, and one assassination took 

place in the Western District, O.O.L., during the 

month under review, details of which are given in 

a list attached.

Activities of 
terrorist gano-s

During the morning of April 14, copies of 

a mimeographed handbill in the form of a circular, 

purporting to have emanated from the "Chinese Youths 

Anti-Japanese and Trait ors-Exterminat ion Iron & Blood 

Corps ( )* were

distributed by unknown Chinese to the shops in the 

Western District, O.O.L. The circular draws the 

attention of the residents to the fact that the Corps 

is devoting its time to the extermination of traitors
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and that they should not be fooled by certain 

unscrupulous persons who, it is alleged, are 

collecting monetary aid from the public to the 

detriment of the fame of the Corps.

Between April 24 and 26, nineteen Chinese 

were arrested in the Western District, O.O.L. by 

the "Shanghai City Government" police on suspicion 

of being members and ex-members of the above 

mentioned Corps. Two pistols were seized during 

the raid.

D.C. (Special Branch).

A , £ Il S t > (t •
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Liat of Assassinations and Attempted Assassinations which occurred in the 
Western District, O.O.L., during the month of April, 1939

Marne of Victim

an

Yang

Activities of Victim

Chief of the Revenue Department of 
the Ministry of Finance of the 
"Re forme d Govemmen t. •

Chl-kwan

Date and place of crime

Attacked by an unknown male Chinese 
with a knife In his home at 1010 Yu 
Yuen Road, 0.0.L. on 19-4-39. Yang 
is reported to have had a finger 
chopped off and to have received 
minor cuts on his head.

Tseu Tsoong-fah

Unknown.

Inspector of the Li Wai Lo Amusement 
Club, a gambling den situated behind 
1204 Yu Yuen Road, 0.0.L.

Constable attached to the "Armed 
Police Headquarters* formed under 
the auspices of the Japanese 
Authorties. Despatched from Zao 
Woo Eying to Fah Hwa Village for 
the purpose of detecting the 
movements of Chinese guerillas.

Shot and killed at 7 p.m. 20-4-39 by 
another inspector of the gambling den 
allegedly due to a personal grudge.

Shot and killed on 27-4-39 by two 
Chinese believed to be guerillas, 
in Fah Hwa Village.



List of Opium Hongs which are not members of the Opium 
Hong Guild» No.19 Zung Tuh Faung, Jessfield Road.Q.O.L.

Name

1. Unnamed
2. Yah Chong (f-// )

3. Yuen Tai ( 7/^ )

4» Huh Foong ( -r )

5. Zung Foong ( )
6. Yu Chong ( % )

7. Lao Yah Shing

8. Kung Chong ( $ )

9. Doong Yah Kung

10. Lao Huh Chong
11. Nan Mei ( A £_)

12. Unnamed
13. Dah Kung ( A- )

14. Ziang Foong(^/ )

15. Yung Chong ( ifc- )

16. Mou Kee ( )

17. Huh Kee Kung

18. Yah Tai Ziang

Address

No.3 Zung Woo Li, Brenan Road.

No.4 Kong Foh Li, Brenan Road*

No.6 -dp-

No.12, -do-

No.23 Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road

No.25, -do-

No .26, -do*

No.33, -de*

No.63, -do*

No.68, -do-

No.88, -do-

No.96, -do-

No.827 Connaught Road.

No.8 Zung Zueh Li, Jessfield Road.

No.74, -do-

No.76, -do-

No.78, -do-

No.78, -do-

(The last four mentioned were established in April).
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Subject Report on Situation in .vestern District, ............................ .ZQ
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Made Logan

of Mar ch, 19 39

Activities of 
Japanese and 
Pro-Japanese 
Organs

Two outposts were established during March 

oy the Japanese Military Police in the extra-Settlement 

road area in the 7/estern District. One of them is 

known as the MYu Yuen Road Military Police Sub-Station,M 

with offices at house 23, Lane 749 Yu Yuen Road, 0.0.L., 

the residence of Mr. Tsang Ding Fan f ormer

leyor of Greater Shanghai, which was seized by the 

Japanese Gendarmerie during February, 1939; the other 

was established inside the compound of the Japan-China 

Cotton kill quarters at Penang & Robison Roads corner.

During March, the Western District ¿ranch of 

the Police bureau of the “Shanghai City Government,“ 

92 Jessfield Road, 0.0.L. increased its strength oy 

forty constables who were transferred from the Reserve 

Unit in Pootung. These men are armed with rifles and 

pistols and do patrol duty in the vicinity of the 

gambling dens and opium hongs in the Western District, 

0.0.L.

During the early part of March, the “Western 

District ¿ranch of the bureau of Finance of the 

Shanghai City Government,“ 92 Jessfield Road, O.O.L., 

issued a notice requiring the shops and factories in 

the extra-Settlement roads area in the Western 

District to pay a business tax as from March 1, 1939. 

The majority of the shop and factory owners in that 

district are opposed to the collection of the tax

■
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and have petitioned the "Shanghai City U-overnment" 

to rescind the order.

On March 13, the bureau of Social Affairs 

posted copies of a notice in the various localities 

in the Zau Ka Doo Area, calling upon the various 

shops there to register with the bureau in accordance 

with the Regulations governing Registration of 

Commercial Enterprises and to pay a registration fee 

according to the following scale t-

Shops capitalized at $ 1,000 $1 per mensem#

n tt " $ 10,000 #2 H w

•» H » $100,000 $5 H H

On March 6, approximately 1,000 men of the

"Pacification Corps of the Reformed government" made 

their appearance in the Western suouros of Shanghai 

for the purpose of maintaining peace and order, out 

were transferred to the area a&utting the .Nanking- 

Shanghai Railway line oetween Kunshan and Soochow 

on March 13, 1939.

During March, 23 gambling dens were operating 

in the extra-Settlement road area in the western 

District as against 25 in the previous month. 

One of the gambling dens named Yee Foong () 

Amusement Society, No.8 Yee Foong Li, Jessfield Road, 

O.O.L. was closed on March 16, 1939 following the
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cancellation of its licence t>y the Shanghai Amusement 

Supervision Department (Japanese), oecause the 

operator had sub-let the den to another party without 

first obtaining the permission of the Japanese 

Authorities. Another den entitled Li Sung () 

Company, also known as Elite Club, ¿io.32 East 'i'su An 

Pang, off Edinburgh Road, 0.0.L. closed on March 21, 

owing to lack of business.

In addition to the thirty-four opium hongs 

previously established, the following four new opium 

hongs came into existence in the Western District, 

0.0.L. during March, 1939 :
(1) Ying Chong (J^ ^ ), 21 Sing Kong Li,

Connaught Road.

(2) Yuen Woo (Z^ ^ ), 69 Sing Kong Li,
Connaught Road.

(3) Kan Mei (ify , 88 Sing Kong Li,
Connaught Road.

(4) Dah Kung 827 Connaught Road.

As a result of pressure brought to bear upon 

them by the Opium Hong Guild, 41 Kong Jj'oh Li, nrenan 

Road, O.O.L., the twenty-one non-guild member hongs 

have ceased the smuggling of opium and are buying 

their supplies from the Guild at wholesale prices. 

The opium now supplied by the Guild bears the chop 

of that organization and a notice that any hongs 

found selling unauthorized opium would be fined 

$1.30 for each ounce sold.
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In order to cloak their activities, the Opium

Hong Guild assumed tne title "Hung Shing Company"

7J ) during the montn of March.

The office of Mr. KITAOKA, Japanese Advisor

to the ’’Shanghai City Government" in the Jessfield

Area and Officer-in-charge of the opium monopoly in

the extra-Settlement road area in the Western District

was removed in March from 94 Jessfield Hoad to 92

Jessfield Road, 0.0.L

Assassinations 
and shooting 
affrays

Four cases of assassination took place in

the Western District, O.O.L., during the month under

review, details of which are given in a list attached

On March 16, a bomb exploded in the Lee Wei

Loo Gambling den, next to 1182 Yu Yuen Road, injuring

two female and tnree male Chinese. On March 13, a

copy of a circular was found pasted on nrenan Branch

Road, O.O.L., denouncing the gambling dens for their

rendering of financial assistance to the Japanese

military and instructing them to close down

Illegal 
Functioning

At 6.45 a.m. March 11, eight Japanese in

plain clothes, armed with pistols arrived in two

motor cars at Lane 1355, nouse No.23, Yu Yuen Road

and searched the premises on suspicion that the
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occupant, Zau Siau-yih ( ), brother of Zau

Shih-chun (ft/ Aj Jj. ), Chief of the "Kiangsu-Chekiang- 

Anhwei Revenue Bureau of the Reformed Government," 

was concerned with guerilla units. Bo evidence, 

however, was ootained oy the Japanese. The search 

was made without the assistance of the Municipal 

Police.

D. S. I

D.C. (Special Branch)



Liat of assassinations and attempted assassinations which occurred In the Western District,O.C.L.

Wo.

1.

Warne of Victim

Wong Woh Ziang 
(14^ 5 

and his* 
two paramours

Activities of Victim

Engaged by Japanese military police 
as an agent for the detection of the 
movements of guerillas in the 
western suburbs of Shanghai.

Date and Place of OrIme

Executed by persons believed to be 
Chinese guerillas; three decapitated 
heads were found in Warren Road 
(beyond perimeter) on 27-2-39.

Yuan Sze Yuen
( jL JA
native of Kompo, 
age 31»

Working in the capacity of an agent 
for the Japanese Special Service 
Section.

Shot and killed on 19-3-39 on a piece 
of vacant ground, west of Huh Shing 
Slaughter House, 57 Worth Zau Ka Z&h, 
Brenan Road, O.C.L.

3. Kao Ping Keng
(to

Shot and injured on 19-3-39 during a 
fight between gamblers in the Ycong 
Yuen ( ) Amusement Society, 121
Yoong Yuen Pang, off Bubbling Well 
Road, O.C.L.

4, An unknown sale 
Chinese

Pseudo-guerilla member. Shot dead In front of a hot-water shop 
53 Lao Wen Dong Loong, off Jessfiexd 
Road, West of Brenan Piece, O.C.L., on 
22-3-39.
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The Western District Branch Police Bureau of 

the “Shanghai City Government* recently organized six 

patrolling groups of five constables each. Four of 

the five constables in one patrolling group are armed 

with rifles while the remaining one is aimed with a 

pistol. Each rifle or pistol is equipped with five 

rounds of ammunition instead of one as mentioned in 

the previous report.

The strength of the “Bureau" and the various 

stations under its control in the Western District, 

O.O.L., remains unchanged.

Lawless Enterprises

At the end of February, 1939, 25 gambling

dens, 101 Hwo Wei Lottery dens and 34 opium hongs 

were operating in the Western District, O.O.L.

Of the 34 opium hongs, 13 are members of the 

Opium Hong Guild, No.19 Zung Tuh Faung, Jessfield 

Road, O.O.L., while the remainder are non-members. 

As the result of an agreement with one KITAOKA, 

Japanese Advisor to the “Shanghai City Government* 

in Jessfield Area and officer-in-charge the opium 

monopoly, members of the Opium Hong Guild have been 

promised opium supplies by the Japanese Authorities 

through the Guild on condition that the Guild accepts 

a supply of opium to the minimum value of 1100,000.00 

__ .. .
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per mensem for a period of three months. The 

non-members of the Opium Hong Guild are reported 

to be carrying on their business by resorting to 

smuggling.

In the afternoon of February 20, 1939, two 

male Chinese claiining to be representatives from the 

"Amusement Supervision Department,•* 9/470 Yu Yuen 

Road, O.O.L. called upon the various gambling dens 

in the Western District, and distributed circulars 

instructing the gaming establishments to take 

individual action should interference come from 

certain authorities (? S.M.C.) and also in the event 

of incidents.

■
During the evening of February 24, 1939, 

representatives of all gambling dens and "Hwo-wei* 

lottery establishments in the Western District, 

O.O.L., were summoned by SASAKI, Chief of the 

"Shanghai Amusement Supervision Department," to 

his office and questioned at length as to whether 

or not it was possible that their establishments 

had been made use of as hideouts by anti-Japanese 

terrorist elements in view of the incidents which 

had occurred successively in the Western District. 

When the representatives unanimously replied in the

negative, SASAKI instructed them to report to the 

"Department* should anti-Japanese elements appear
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in their establishments, and also to hold themselves 

responsible should any of their employees be found 

to have connections with anti-Japanese terrorist 

organizations.

Assassinations and shooting affrays

Two cases of assassination^ took place in 

the Extra-Settlement Roads Area in the Western 

District on February 19 and 22. In the latter 

case, a Chinese detective constable of the Municipal 

Police was fatally wounded during the exchange of 

fire between a party of the Municipal Police and 

assassins who were making escape following the 

commission of an assassination in a teashop on 

Singapore Road, 0.0.L. Details are given in a

list attached.

On February 21, about ten male Chinese armed

with pistols attacked the Si Tsu An Gambling Den, 

181 West Tsu An Paung off Edinburgh Road, O.O.L. 

Apart from firing some ten shots into the air, the 

armed gangsters smashed the fhrniture and windows 

of the premises, but no person was injured.

<*.»«■= (s» D. S. I

D.0. (Special Branch)



ADDENDUM

I49l..of_Jtesas61nations and shooting affrays occurred in territory beyond settlement .Limits

HP» Etee jaf Victim
1» Chen LCh

A ’

Activities of victim

Foreign Minister of the 
•Reformed Government.*

Date and Place of crime

Bhtally shot at his home, 668/25 
Yu Yuen Road, O.O.L., on February 
19, 1939.

2. lee Oong Dao 
(4 3* ¿F) 
Li Kyung Rai 
(4 W )

alias
Private detective employed 
by the Central Detective 
Agency, 20 Museum Road.

Fatally shot in a teashop at 273
Singapore Road, 0.0.L. on 
February 22, 1939.
A boy was wounded by a stray 
bullet.

and

C.D.C.165 attached to 
Chengtu Road Police 
Station and a police 
constable of the 
•Western District Police 
Bureau of the Shanghai 
City Government.•

Certain of the assassins, while 
encountering a police raiding van 
on Robison Road during their 
escape, opened fire at the van 
fatally wounding C.D. C. 165 in the 
van, and also a constable of the 
•Mbstern District Police Bureau 
of the Shanghai City Government.• 
No arrests made.
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At the beginning of February, the strength of 

the Western District Branch of the Police Bureau of

the "Shanghai City Government," 92 Jessfield Road, 

0.0.L. was increased from 64 to 290 constables. 

A total of 40 rifles and 20 pistols were issued to 

the Branch Bureau by the Japanese authorities. 

Each rifle and pistol, however, is equipped with 

only one round of ammunition apparently as a 

precaution against possible mutiny by the constables. 

It has been confidentially learned that the members 

of this Police Branch have been instructed by the 

"Shanghai City Government" to stiffen their attitude 

towards the Settlement Authorities regarding matters 

concerning jurisdiction over the extra-Settlement 

Roads Area in the Western District. On February 7, 

four light machine guns and four heavy machine guns 

were supplied to this Branch Bureau by the Japanese 

Military Police but no ammunition was supplied. 

According to instructions accompanying the machine 

guns, ammunition will be supplied when required, from 

the Western Section of the Japanese Military Police, 

(now known as Kaneya Military Police Detachment), 94 

Jessfield Road, situated next to the Bureau. The 

Japanese Military, in arming the police with machine 

guns, would appear to aim at giving confidence to the 

policemen that they will have the support of the 

former in case any trouble occurs.
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The strength of the ^Lincoln Avenue Police 

Station" on Lincoln Avenue (outside the perimeter) 

has also been increased from 120 to 180 constables. 

The strength of other "Police Branches" in the 

Western District, O.O.L., remains unchanged.

On January 30, 1939, the Bureau of Finance

of the "Shanghai City Government" issued a notice 

stating that all taxes collected on commodities

(such as vegetables, rice, wine and oil, etc.) during 

transit would be abolished as from February 1, 1939.

On January 31, the Social Affairs and Police 

Bureaux of the "Shanghai City Government" issued a 

notice instructing bakeries and canned goods factories 

in the Japanese occupied area to register with them 

as from February 1, 1939.

On February 11, the Bureau of Social Affairs 

of the "Shanghai City Government" issued a notice 

urging unemployed workers to register with the Bureau 

in accordance with a notice issued in March, 1938. 

The registration office in the Western District is 

located in the Western District Branch of the "Bureau 

of Social Affairs," 92 Jessfield Road, 0.0.L.
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Activities of Pro-Japanese Organizations

The Shanghai office of the An Tsing League, 

situated at No.31, Lane 1136, Yu Yuen Road, has 

recently been reorganized; Fu Sao Tong ( )

and Zac Van Nyi () who were hitherto in 

charge of the office have been relieved and the

following new staff members appointed

1. Feng Tsung Zang 
(< 4 ’

2. Tsang Chi Sung
( 4 K i- 1

3. Tung Yeu Yien

4. Sung Vung Yuen 
5C * )

5. Sung Zu Zung

Preacher of An Tsing Doctrine. 
He will attend to affairs of 
the Office pertaining to the 
An Tsing Religion.

Chief Executive of the Office. 
Reported to be a relative of 
Zang Nyoh-tsing.

Officer-in-charge of the 
Central Division (Settlement). 
He is a member of the Japanese 
Secret Service Section, 
formerly a prominent member 
of the now defunct "Huang Dao 
Association.H

Officer-in-charge of the 
Southern Division (French 
Concession). He is Chairman 
of the"Shanghai Wharf Coolies' 
Union,"(at present inactive). 
Arrested by the French Police 
on 28/3/38 in connection with 
the celebration of the 
inauguration of the"Reformed 
Government"in Nanking but was 
later cautioned and released.

Officer-in-charge of the Western 
Division (Western District,0.0.L.) 
He was formerly a detective of 
the Shanghai Public Safety Bureau. 
At present conducts three 
gambling dens in the Western 
District, 0.0.L.
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The An Tsing League has approximately 700 

members in Shanghai who are under the direct control 

of the three divisional officers. They have been 

recently instructed to redouble their efforts in 

combatting the Kuomintang and Communist influence 

in Shanghai and have been promised rewards should 

they succeed in locating and apprehending active 

members of the two parties, chiefly members of the 

assassination gangs and propagandists in Shanghai.

At the beginning of February, the "Woo Shing 

Association" (a pro-Japanese organization with head 

office at 320 Szechuen Road and a branch at Lane 37, 

119 Brenan Road) approached the Zao Ka Doo Merchants 

Street Union, 1081 Jessfield Road, asking them to 

participate in the activities of the association. 

The Union decided against taking part in an open 

manner.

The"Great People Society," 22 Columbia Road, 

has prepared a number of anti-British and anti-Chinese 

booklets including one entitled "A History of the 

Massacre of the Chinese People by the British," which 

is strongly anti-British.
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Lawless Enterprises

Up to February 17, the number of gambling 

dens and Hwo Wei Lottery dens operating in the 

Western District, O.O.L., remains at 24 and 101 

respectively. Opium hongs have, however, been 

increased from 18 to 34.

A new list of all opium hongs in the Western 

District, 0.0.L., is attached.

Assassinations and Shooting Affrays

On February 10 and again on February 13, the 

"Tuh An* Hwo Wei Lottery Sub-Office at 1214 Jessfield 

Road, O.O.L., and the "Yu Oong Kee" Hwo Wei Lottery 

Sub-Office, 23 Shing Sung Li, Jessfield Road, were 

attacked by armed gangsters who smashed the furniture 

and windows in the houses. No persons were injured.

On February 10, armed gangsters, having 

attacked the Hwo Wei Lottery Bub-Offices, also attacked 

the Zao Ka Doo Sub-Station of the “Shanghai City 

Government Police Bureau", 1362 Jessfield Road.

One policeman was reported injured. On February 13, 

armed gangsters attacked the Police Sub-Station of the 

•Shanghai City Government," at 553 Brenan Road, O.O.L., 

doing slight damage to furniture. No injury reported.

One case of assassination took place at Fah 

Hwa Village on February 14, 1939.
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Particulars of the aforementioned cases 

are given in a list attached«

¿z

D. S. I.

D.C. (Special Branch).
.1



List of Opium Hongs which are not members of the 
Opium Hong Guild, No.19 Zung Tuh Faung, jessfield 
Road, 0.0.L.______________________ _

19. Bing Chong % ) No. 14» Zung Zhen Li, jessfield Road

20. Huh Foong ( ) No.12, Kong Noh Li» nrenan Road.

21. Unnamed No.3 Zung Woo Li, nrenan Road.

1.

Name

Doong Zung Foong

address

do&dNo.80, Bing Kong Li, Connaught

2. Unnamed No.8 Zung Zuen Li» jessfield Road.

3. Lao Heng Foong ( yC A) No.81» Sing Kong Li, Connaught rtoad

4. Unnamed No.96, -ftitto-

5. Huh Foong ( 4- ) No.97, -ditto-

6. Kung Yik ( ) No.10, -ditto-

7. Huh Kee Kung ( ''g-ro ) No.54, -ditto-

8. Hoong Chong ( % ) No. 4, -ditto-

9. Unnamed NO. 5, -ditto-
10. Kwang Yuen Mou NO.18, •• ditto-

11. Shing Kee (X ) NO.79, •ditto-

12. Zung Foong ( ) No.23,
f

•ditto-

13. Yu Chong (7^ & ) No.25, -ditto-
14. Lao Yah Shing (J®-) No.26, -ditto-
15. Kung Chong ( ) No.33, •ditto-

16. Unnamed No.53, -ditto-
17. Doong Yah Kung ( No.63, -ditto-
18. Lao Huh Chong ( ) No.68, •ditto-



List of Opium Hongs which are members of the Opium 
Hong Guild, No.19 Zung Tuh Taung, Jessfield Road, 
0.0 .L._______

Name Address

1. Tai Shing () No.6 Ding Nyieh Li, Brenan 
Road.

2. Zung Yah Ke e No.52 Kong Foh Li, Brenan 
Road.

3, Yah Chong Wt> $ ) No.4 Kong Foh Li, Brenan 
Road»

4. Yung Zung UK A ) No.10 Zung Dz Li, Brenan 
Road.

5. Shing Chong % ) No.6 Sing Kong Li, Connaught 
Road.

6. Lao Tai Chong (W ) No.7 Sing Kong Li, Connaught 
Road.

7. Heng Chong (f£ 1 ) No.16, -do-

8. Nanchang («*7 tl ) No.70 -do-

9. Lao Chi Chong UtMS) No»72 -do-

10. Dah Loong (< it) No.76 -do-

11. Yah Zung (t& Ä.) No.24 -do-

12. Yah Foong ) No.5 Yung Ding Li, Jessfield 
Road.

13. Ching Sing ) No.72 Zung Zuen Li, Jessfield 
Road.



ADDENDUM

U«t of assassinations and shooting affray occurred in territory beyond the Settlement limits

Serial
-Ms___ Name of Vic tim Activities of Victim Date & Place of Crime

1. Keng Shou Pao ( ftk.£-) Chief of the Detective Corps 
of the "Western Branch Police 
Bureau*•

Shot and killed on 1/2/39 in Sing Kong 
Li, corner of Jessfield and Connaught 
Roads, O.O.L.

2. Municipal Police. • A Municipal Polic e van was fired upon 
by certain a person or persons at the 
junction of Keswick and Brenan Roads 
at about 9.05 p.m. 6/2/39, slightly 
injuring the chauffeur and breaking 
several glass panes. No arrests.

3. Tsu Ching Dau (A Reported to be an employee of 
the Bureau of Social Affairs of 
the ^Shanghai City Government*1.

Shot and killed at his home at 96 
Chu An Pang ('£&'£-?£-), Edinburgh Rd. 
O.O.L. on February 5, 1939.

4« Tung Chi Kao C? 4Z.X) alias 
Siao Hwei Pao Ta

A detective of the Western 
Branch Police Bureau*

Shot and killed at the entrance of Yah 
Shing Li Alleyway, Brenan Road, O.O.L. 
whilst proceeding to his home at No.7 
of that alleyway on 8/2/39.

5. -A shooting affray took place outside
the Chung Nan Tannery ),
40 Amherst Avenue, at 1 p.nu February 8, 
1939» No person injured.

6. “ - At 10.20 a.w. 10/2/39, some ten male
Chinese armed with pistols and hand 
grenades attacked the Yu Oong Kee Hwo 
Wei Lottery sub-office, 23 Shing Sung 
Li, Jessfield Bead. Furniture and 
windows in the house were smashed but 
no person was injured.
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Name of Victim Activities of Victim

9.

10.

11.

12. Den Eki Sho ( ® ), Korean.
Kim Al Gaku ( ), Korean.
Wong Shu-ching Chinese.



Date & Piace of Cris*

During theifooming of 10/2/39, the *Tuh An* 
Hwo Wei lottery sub-office, 1214 Jessfield 
Road, 0.0.L. was also attacked by the above 
mentioned gang«

Zao Ka Doo Sub-Police Station, 1362 Jessfield 
Road, was attacked during the morning( 10/2/39) 
by the above mentioned gang. Two shots were 
fired, and as a result, one policeman of the 
sub-station was reported to have been wounded«

During the attacks, pamphlets of a national 
salvation nature were distributed«

At 7«50 a.m. 13/2/39, the Yu Kee Bro Wei 
lottery sub-office, 23 Shing Sung Li, Jessfield 
Road, 0.0.L« was further attacked by a party 
of Chinese armed with pistols« Several shots 
were fired, but no person was injured«

During the same morning, 13/2/39, the Tub An HWo W 
Wei lottery aub-office, 1214 Jessfield Road, was 
further attacked by the above mentioned armed 
party« No person was injured«

Sub-station of the Shanghai City Government 
Police Bureau, at 553 Brenan Road, 0.0.L. was 
fired at by the same armed party at 8«05 a«m« 
13/2/39. Slight damage was done to the station 
furniture, but no pe rscn was injured«

Shot and killed at Fah Hwa Village by armed 
Chinese on 14/2/39«



o
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Report on tne Situation in the Western Districi .....

Following the withdrawal of tne Uninese Forces

after three months’ fighting, Shanghai fell to the

Japanese on November 12, 1937. The Japanese Forces, 

being chiefly engaged in consolidating the suburbs of

Shanghai immediately after the retreat of the Chinese

Forces, for some time neglected to exercise effective 

control over the territory situated east of the .Shanghai- 

Hangchow Railway Line and south of the Soochow Creek.

About the end of November, 1937, the Japanese
I

Authorities turned their attention to that part of the

Extra-Settlement Roads Area in the Western District which 

was formerly under the jurisdiction of the defunct Shanghai

City Government and which lies within the perimeter of the 

British Defence Force. Japanese Military Police established

their billets in the Kung Dah Cotton Mill, 138 Jessfield 

Road, 0.0.L. Sometime later headquarters was located at 

442 Jessfield Road but was removed to 94 Jessfield Road 

at the beginning of February, 1938.

In conjunction with the Japanese Military Police, 

members of the Special Service Section of the Japanese 

Military Forces were despatched to the Western district, 

ostensibly for the purpose of pacifying the residents.

J

5a^<phe ’’Western Shanghai Pacification Section" (now known

the Western Shanghai Section of the Japanese Military

Coir—oecial Service Department) was established at No.94

Jessfield Road.
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In fact, the Japanese Western District Military 

Police Headquarters and the Western Shanghai Pacification 

Section of the Japanese Military Forces are the principal 

organizations dominating the Extra-Settlement Roads Area 

of the Western District.

The first problem to which the Japanese directed 

their attention was that of forming a Police force to 

assist them in maintaining law and order. On December 13, 

1937, Japanese Military Police convened a meeting of 

Chinese shop owners and Japanese residents in the Kung Dah 

I Cotton Mill, 138 Jessfield Road, O.O.L., during which it 

was decided to organize a Police Bureau in the Western 

District, with a detective squad selected from the 

personnel, of the Japanese Military Police garrisoned in 

' that district, for the purpose of conducting investigations 

into the activities of Chinese anti-Japanese elements.

As the result of this meeting, the Jessfield Police 

Station was established at 1091 Je&sfield Road, during the 

latter part of December, 1937 with one Lee Vee-chow 

(4 ) as the chief, who was recommended to the.

post by the Japanese mill owners in the Western District. 

This station functioned under the direct supervision of 

the Japanese Military Police until February 5, 1938, when 

it was taken over by the Western Branch of the Police 

Bureau of the“Shanghai Dah Dao City Government", which 

was inaugurated in Pootung on December 5, 1937.

V
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Subsequent to the establishment of the Western 

District Police. Bureau, branches of the various bureaux 

attached to the"Shanghai Dah Dao City Government"(later 

renamed the "Shanghai Municipal Administrative Office," 

and now known as the "Shanghai City Government") cane 

into existence in succession. Since their inauguration, 

these Japanese sponsored bureaux have been mainly utilized 

for the collection of various ^orms of taxes from the 

residents in the Western District.

Under the auspices of the Japanese Military 

Authorities in the Western District, a number of 

organizations mostly comprised of people of undesirable 

character, made their appearance in the Extra-Settlement 

Road Area. Up to the end of January, 1939, no less than
I

six such organizations were reported to be in existence.

Amongthose bodies the most noted for terroristic activities 

and anti-British tendencies are the "An Tsing League" 

(formerly known as the "East Asia Huang Dao Association") 

and the "Great People Society" (formerly known as the 

"Asia Rehabilitation Society"). Both came into existence 

in March, 1938 with headquarters in the Hew Asia Hotel, 

Tiendong Roaid, and branch offices in the Western District, 

O.O.L.

Details concerning the activities of those Japanese 

official organs and the so-called administrative offices 

established by the various bureaux of the "Shanghai City 

Government" as well as the pro-Japanese organizations now
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existing in the Western District, O.O.L., are given in j

separate paragraphs as hereunder
I 

JAPANESE OFFICIAL ORGANS

(1) WESTERN DISTRICT JAPANESE MILITARY POLICE HEADQUART'ERS

The Japanese military police commenced functioning |
in the Western District, 0.0.L. late in November, 1937. I

They were billeted in the Kung Dah Cotton Mill, 138 
Jessfield Road, O.O.L., until the latter part of 

December, 1937, when they formally established their I
•headquarters, known as the "Western District Japanese. . ' 1 iMilitary Police Headquarters," in House No.442 Jessfield 
Road, O.O.L., but, at the beginning of February, 1938,
removed to the present address - 94 Jessfield Road,0.0.L. |

; In cooperation with the members of the Japanese Special
i Service Section, the Japanese Military Police in the

Western District principally devoted themselves to the J

tracing and eliminating of anti-Japanese elements.
They conducted a house to house search for the first 
time in the vicinity of Tifeng Road, 0.0.L. on December 9, 
1937, in an endeavour to locate Chinese national salvation 
elements and anti-Japanese bodies. Occasional raids 
were made’afterwards for similar purposes. Between 
January 30, 1938 and July 28, 1938, the Japanese Military 
Police sealed the residences of five Chinese high 
officials of the National Government located in the 
Extra-Settlement Roads Area of the ’Western District.
Apart from the foregoing activities, they have also

ip
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been concerned in a number of cases of illegal 

functioning on the Municipal Roads.

(2) WESTERN SHANGHAI SECTION OF THE JAPANESE MILITARY 
SPECIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT (formerly known as the 
WESTERN SHANGHAI PACIFICATION SECTION OF THE 
JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES)

Since the withdrawal of the Chinese troops from 

the Shanghai area, the Japanese Special Service 

Department has been more openly active than formerly. 

Shortly after the fall of this Municipality, the 

Japanese special service department formed a branch in 

the western district entitled "The Western Shanghai 

Pacification Section of the Japanese Military Forces“ 

with an office situated in No.94 Jessfield Road, 0.0.L. 

One Mr. SAKURAI was then chief of the section. It 

cooperated closely with the Japanese Military Police 

from the very outset in tracing the anti-Japanese 

elements and organizations as well as the property of 

Chinese officials. In this connection, large numbers 

of Chinese agents recruited from the loafer class were 

employed to assist the Japanese in such secret activities.

At the end of June, 1938, this section was 

dissolved because the business situation in the Western 

district was alleged to have returned to "normalcy." 

To replace the "Pacification Section," the "Western 

Shanghai Section of the Japanese Military Special 

Service Department" was formed at Lane 37, No.119 

Brenan Road, 0.0.L., with one TANIKAWA in charge, and 

was later removed to 94 Jessfield Road, 0.0.L.
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Apart from its duties in dealing with political affairs, 

particularly enquiring into cases of anti-Japanese 

elements and Chinese mobile units, the"Western Shanghai 

Section of the Japanese Military Special Service 

Department is also closely connected with the narcotic 

smuggling dens established in the Western district. 

The opium now sold in those hongs in the Extra

Settlement Roads Area is supplied by the Japanese 

Special Service Department.

In addition, all the Chinese pro-Japanese
I 

organizations existing in that area are believed to 

be under the direct supervision of this Section, 

details of which will be explained later.

(3) SHANGHAI AMUSEMENT SUPERVISION DEPARTMENT ’ * 1 L - 1 r ” ~'-T "ri" 11 1 '' ' ' trr ...... '■ rir ' ........ |
Thè Shanghai Amusement Supervision Department 

was formed by the Japanese Military Authorities about 

the end of May, 1938, with an office at Lane 470, No. 9 

Yu Yuen Road, 0.0.L. One Mr. SASAKI is in charge of 

this department, which exercises supervision over all 

gambling dens and Hwo Wei Lottery gambling bases now 

operating in the Western District, O.O.L. In the 

case of Hwo Wei gambling bases, a "protection fee* of 

$150.00 per day was collected from the headquarters 

operating the Hwo Wei Lottery. This sum has been 

raised to $350.00 a day since January, 1939. In the 

case of gambling dens other than the Hwo Wei Lottery
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operating "bases, a daily "protection fee" of $152.00 

is levied by this Department from each den.

(4) OPIUM SMUGGLING- PREVENTION CORPS

The Opium Smuggling Prevention Corps was 

inaugurated in January, 1939 under the auspices of 

' one Mr. KITAOKA, Japanese Advisor to the"Shanghai

City Government"in Jessfield Area. An office is 

located at Lane 61, House 21, Kinnear Road. This 

Corps is composed of two sections, one dealing with 

cases in which Japanese and Korean smugglers are 

involved while the other investigates cases in which 

only Chinese are concerned. The expenses of this Corps 

are defrayed with the monthly fees of $50.00 collected 

from each opium hong existing in the Western District, 

0.0.L.

A similar organization entitled the "General 

Opium Suppression bureau for Kiangsu, Chekiang and 

Anhwei" is learned to have teen formed about the end 

of December, 1938, with offices located on 5th floor 

of the Broadway Mansions, North Soochow Road, for the 

purposes of putting into operation a general opium 

monopoly scheme, embracing the provinces of Kiangsu, 

Chekiang and Anhwei, to provide revenue to meet urgent 

military expenses. However, full details of the 

activities of this organization are at present unknown.
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(5) OPIUM MONOPOLY BUREAU

Early in August, 1938, preparations were made 

by Mr. KITAOKA, Japanese Advisor to the "Shanghai 

Municipal Administrative Office" (how known as the 

"Shanghai City Government"), in the Jessfield Area 

to establish an Opium Monopoly Bureau in the Western 

District. Premises Nos.6, 7, and 70 Lane 538 Hsing 

Kong Li, Connaught Road, O.O.L. were rented to be 

used as a godown of the proposed bureau, but so far 

this Bureau has not yet commenced to function. ' \

JAPANESE SPONSORED CHINESE ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANS 
IN THE WESTERN DISTRICT, O.O.L.

With the inauguration of the "Shanghai Dah Dao

City Government" in Pootung on December 5, 1937, the 

following branch offices of the various subordinate organs 

of the "Government" were established in succession in the 

Western District, O.O.L. As the result of re-organization 

of the puppet government, these branch offices are now under 

the supervision of the "Shanghai City Government"»

(1) WESTERN DISTRICT POLICE BUREAU

The Western District Police Bureau came into 

existence late in December, 1937. Until February 5, 1938, 

it was functioning only in the area to the west of the 

Shanghai-Hangchow Railway line, while the Extra-Settlement 

Road Area within the perimeter of the British Defence 

Force was controlled by the JepaTield Police Station 

under the direct supervision of the Japanese Military I 

Police.
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In the beginning of January*, 1938, the"Dah Dao 

City Government Police Bureau" issued notices in the 

Western District, announcing that officers had been 

despatched to pacify the residents in the Western 

District, O.O.L., and to open the district to the 

general public in order to restore peace and order. 

This circular revealed the intention of the City 

Government Police Authorities to take over the police 

jurisdiction in the territory south of the railway line. 

With the approval of the Japanese Military Authorities, 

the Jessfield Police Station was brought under the 

control of the "Shanghai Dah Dao City Government Police 

Bureau* on February 5, 1938. It was then removed to 

94 Jessfield Road, 0.0.L.

After its inauguration, the "Western District 

Police Bureau" established eleven sub-stations ’and

Outpost

outposts at the following addresses, 0»0.L» :-

Name Address Strength

WESTERN DISTRICT
BRANCH :

94 Jessfield Road. 64
.]■

Zau Ka Doo 
Sub-Station

1362 Jessfield Road. 45

Robison Road 
Sub-Station

88 Robison Road. 32

Edinburgh Road 
Outpost

Lane 469, 40 
Edinburgh Road.

18

Brenan Road 
Outpost

553 Brenan Road. 15

Robison Road 733 Robison Road. 15
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Yah Sui Loong 
Outpost

Lane 1051, 51 
Ferry Road.

18

Kong Ka Jao 
Outpost

124 Kong Ka Jao, 
Connaught Road.

18

Singapore Road 
Outpost

478 Singapore Road. 15

Lincoln Avenue 
Station

Lincoln Avenue. 120

Zikawei Police 
Station

Zi Ka Wei. 100

Great Western 
Road Outpost

Great Western Road. -

(The last mentioned outpost was closed by the

British Defence Force on January 5, 1939) •

Between March and August, 1938, a census was 

conducted in the Western district, O.O.L., and 

residents therein were instructed by the “Western 

District Police Bureau“ to furnish mutual guarantee 

bonds against reactionary activities.

In addition, the “Western District Police Bureau“ 

also devoted themselves to the collecting of revenue; 

by various ways and means. Sometime -in January, 1938, 

revenue sub-offices were established at the different 

entrances to the Settlement near the railway line 

and taxes levied on all commodities brought into the 

Settlement. The collection is made by Chinese 

revenue collectors accompanied by'Japanese soldiers. 

During May, 1938, the "Western District Police Bureau" 

made another attempt to secure revenue by enforcing 

registration of medical practitioners. According
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to the instruction of the police authorities, each 

practitioner was required to pay $2.00 as registration 

fee.

It is worthy of note that before December, 1938, 

the Chinese police were armed only with batons but 

firearms were later issued by the Japanese Authorities 

following the repeated occurrence of armed robberies 

in the Western District.

(2) WESTERN BRANCH OF THE BUREAU OF FINANCE

The“Western Branch of the Bureau of Finance“ was 

established in February, 1938 at 92 Jessfield Road, and 

is responsible for the collection of various taxes in 

the Western District. Upon inauguration of the branch, 

an office was established at Jessfield Village for the 

purpose of levying taxes on various commodities. 

In June, 1938, the Branch enforced the licensing of 

hawkers, the licence fee ranging from 50 cents to 

$2.00 per month.

Since the month of July, 1938, municipal tax has 

been collected from the residents and licence fees levied 

from the wine and tobacco merchants in the Western 

District. The municipal tax is fixed at 11% of the 

house rent and is equally shared by the tenants and 

landlords, while the wine and tobacco licence fees range 

from $1.60 to $80.00 quarterly, classified according to 

the condition of business. Such taxation has given
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rise to numerous cases of disputes between the collectors 

and the residents who have hitherto paid municipal rates 

to the S.M.C.

In September, 1938, a Joint office was established 
at 1081 Jessfield Road

/by the Vehicle Licence Office of the"Western Branch of 

the Finance Bureau," and the "Traffic Control Department 

of the Communication Bureau" for the purpose of collecting 

licence fees on public ricshas plying in the Western 

district.

( 3) WESTERN DISTRICT BRANCH OF THE BUREAU OF SOCIAL AFFAIRS 

The Western District Branch of the Bureau of

Social Affairs came into existence in March, 1938, with 

offices at Lane 581, No.l, Jessfield Road, and was later 

removed to 94 Jessfield Road, 0.0.L. Between April and 

June, 1938, it was mainly engaged in the registration 

of unemployed workers and industrial firms in the 

Western district. By the end of September, 1938, it 

contemplated organizing trade associations in the area 

under its jurisdiction, but so far has met with little 

success.

(4) 'WESTERN DISTRICT BRANCH OF THE BUREAU OF COMMUNICATIONS 

After its establishment in the middle of March, 

1938, the Western District Branch of the Bureau of 

Communications attempted to effect registration of all 

vehicles plying in the Western District, 0.0.L. On 

April 15, 1938, a representative of the Branch visited
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the Ford Hire Service, 76 Great Western Road, in an 

endeavour to induce the management to have all its 

motor cars registered with the sub-office of the 

Branch on Lincoln Avenue, but the Ford Hire Service 

refused to comply with the suggestion of the Bureau. 

So far no further action has been taken by the 

authorities.

(5) PASSPORT & REGISTRATION OFFICE OF THE POLICE BUREAU

The Passport & Registration Office of the 

Police Bureau was established on March 10, 1938 at 

Room 30, Dairen Risen Kaisha Building, 110 Szechuen 

Road, and removed on March 21, 1938, to 92 Jessfield 

Road. Its object is to inspect the passports of 
Aik.

foreigners arriving^Shanghai, but so far it has been 

successful only in registering Russian Immigrants and 

nationals of those nations without extra-territori»1 

rights in China, as well as the issuing of passports 

to these people. 1

(6) REGISTRATION OFFICE OF THE LAND BUREAU

The Registration Office of the Land Bureau was 

established in September, 1938, with offices at 92 

Jessfield Road, for the purpose of registering land 

in the Western district, O.O.L., but it is reported 

that up to date no person has registered land with 

the Bureau.

1
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(7) ZAU KA DOO SUB-STATION OF THE RIVER POLICE MAIN CORPS 
(formerly known as the ZAU KA DOO SUB-STAT I ON OF THE 
RIVER POLICE 4TH COMPANY)

The"Zau Ka Doo Sub-Station of the River Police 

4th Company", was organized on June 24, 1938 at 501 

Robison Road. It functioned on the Soochow Creek in 

the Jessfield Area. In September, 1938, it was renamed 

the "Zau Ka Doo Sub-Station of the River Police Main 

Corps" and its office was removed on November 21, 1938, 

to North of the Creek.

PRO-JAPANESE ORGANIZATIONS

(1) WOO SHING ASSOCIATION (formerly known as the WESTERN 
DISTRICT ECONOMIC CONSTRUCTION SOCIETY and later 
renamed SHANGHAI ECONOMIC CONSTRUCTION SOCIETY)

The "Western District Economic Construction 

Society" came into existence in March, 1938 under the 

auspices of the "Western Shanghai Pacification Section 

of the Japanese Military Forces" (now known as the 

"Western Shanghai Section of the Japanese Military 

Special Service Department), 94 Jessfield Road. 

Ostensibly, this society was to help the Chinese 

business men and industrialists in the Western district 

to rehabilitate industry by offering them technical 

advice and material assistance, but its real object 

was to foster public opinion in favour of reconciliation 

between Chinese and Japanese. It was also the ambition 

of this society to bring under its control all labour,
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commercial and other organizations existing in the 

Western district, and to establish a number of labour 

unions.

Following the dissolution of the“Western 

Shanghai Pacification Section of the Japanese Military 

Forces,"the "Western District Economic Construction 

Society" became inactive. In order to further similar 

activities, Mr. TA1TIKAWA and Li Yung-ziang ),
Q /

both responsible members sw the Japanese Special 

Service Department, formed the "Shanghai Economic
I 

Construction Society* late in August, 1938, with 

offices at Lane 37, No.llS Brenan Road, 0.0.L.

Under the auspices of this society, several 

labour unions mostly comprised of the former Chinese 

labour agitators, have been nominally in existence 

since April, 1938. Among those labour organizations 

are the following :

(a) Shanghai Wharf Coolies’ Association,
Office at 94 Jessfield Road.
Its object is to gain control over 
all wharf coolies working in places 
under Japanese occupation especially 
those in the western district.

(b) Shanghai Water & Electricity Workers’ Union,
Office at 86 Jessfield Road.

(c) Shanghai Cotton Spinning & Weaving Workers’
Union, 86 Jessfield Road.

In December, 1938, the"Shanghai Economic 

Construodiion Society" was renamed the "Woo Shing 

Association" but its aims remain the same. The 

head office of the association is located in 320 

Szechuen Road, with a branch at Lane 37, 119 Brenan Road.
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(2) AN TSING LEAGUE (formerly known as the EAST ASIA 
HUANG DAO ASSOCIATION!

Noted for its numerous terrorist activities 

committed in the Settlement and French Concession, the 

'•East Asia Huang Dao Association" was organized in 

March, 1938, under the auspices of the Japanese 

Authorities, with an office in Room 330, New Asia 
Hotel, Tiendong Road. Zang Nyoh-tsing ( *% i' ), 

a notorious Chinese loafer and criminal, for whose arrest 

a warrant has been issued by the Shanghai Special District 

Court at the request of the Municipal Police, was the 

president of the association. Its principal object was 

to assist the Japanese in their secret activities along 

the following lines :

(a) undertaking secret investigations on anti-Japanese 

organizations (2) keeping general observation on schools, 

amusement resorts, hotels, lodging houses, etc., and

(3) terrorising the public by throwing handgrenades, as 

a means to combat anti-Nippor^Jin and ‘Communism in Shanghai.

The creation of a branch in the Western District 

was foreshadowed by the appearance of the members of the 

association on May 10, 1938, who were engaged in making 

investigations along Robison and Kiaochow Roads. 

Loh Ping-zien (), chief of the Special Service 

Section of the Association was held responsible by Zang 

Nyoh-tsing for recruiting members in the neighbourhood 

of Tsai An Pang, Ferry Road. He was further instructed 

to organize labour unions in the Western district, O.O.L.,
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with a view to extending the influence of the 

association among labour circles, but met with 

little success.

In order to carry out the above activities, 

a branch of the association was established in June, 

1938, at Lane 1112, No.31 Yu Yuen Road, a secret base 

used by the Japanese military which was vacated in 

March, 1938 in consequence of the Municipal Police 

posted in that vicinity having caused uneasiness to 

visitors. Another secret rendezvous of the branch 

was established in 86 Jessfield Road, 0.0.L.

During August, 1938, a number of members of the 

Association were arrested by the Municipal Police and 

subsequently convicted for being responsible for 

terroristic activities in the Settlement.

At the end of October, 1938, the Association 

removed its headquarters from the New Asia Hotel, 

Tiendong Road, to Nanking for the purpose of effecting 

a closer relationship with the different gangs of 

loafers in the interior. It was renamed the "An Tsing 

League" and formally inaugurated on December 6, 1938. 

Zang Nyoh-tsing, the notorious criminal continues as 

president.

The "Western Branch of the East Asia Huang Dao 

Association" was accordingly renamed the "Shanghai 

Branch of the An Tsing League" with an office at 

Lane 1136, No.31 Yu Yuen Road. Eu Sao Tong )
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and Zao Van-nyi )» two notorious loafers in

the Western District were placed in charge of the 

branch. The secret rendezvous at 86 Jessfield Road, 

0.0.L. was removed to House 21, Lane 61, Kinnear Road 

which is also being used by Japanese Special Service 

men and city government officials in the Western District 

as a gathering place.

(3) DAH MING SOCIETY or GREAT PEOPLE SOCIETY 
^formerly known as the ASIA^REHABILITATION SOCIETY)

Another organization similar to the type of the 

"East Asia Huang Dao Association" (now .known as the 

"An Tsing League") was the organization known as the 

"Asia Rehabilitation Society.“ It came into existence 

in March, 1938 - about the time the East Asia Huang 

Dao Association was organized.

Headed by Wong Tse-wei ( 7 ), Minister

of Industry of the "Reformed Government" with Zang 

Mou-chang ( ), a notorious loafer, as the

Secretary-General, the "Asia Rehabilitation Society" 

was formed by people of the loafer class at the instance 

of the Japanese military authorities, with the object 

of overthrowing the Kuomintang and the Communist Party. 

Members of this society were also believed to be 

responsible for a number of terrorist activities.

In consequence of the corrupt practices of the 

members, the "Asia Rehabilitation Society" was reorganized 

in May, 1938 and renamed the "Great People Society* with
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Kao Soh ( )♦ & member of the Legislative Yuan

of the "Reformed Government" as president. The 

headquarters was removed from the New Asia Hotel» 

Tiendong Road, to Nanking, immediately after 

reorganization, while the Shanghai office is being 

maintained at 22 Columbia Road, the residence of 

Dr. Sun Ro, President of the Legislative Yuan of the 

National Government, which was sealed at the end of 
1938

January/by the Japanese military police.

Since its establishment, the Shanghai office 

of the Society has issued a series of propaganda matter 

including a booklet, entitled the "New China* which is 

of an anti-Communist end anti-Chiang Kai Shek nature. 

Strong anti-British propaganda matter has also been 

reported as having been stored in the office of the 

society at 22 Columbia Road.

(4) ASIATIC ANTI-COMMUNIST LEAGUE (Head office at 
No«ÿ, Lane 9$ Wu Chia Loong, Pootung)

This"Asiatic Anti-Communist League" came into 

existence in April, 1938 with Tsu Ting ( ),

a self-styled overseas returned student, as chairman. 

Most of the membeis are loafers who are conducting 

activities on behalf of Japan against the National 

Government and the Kuomintang.

At the beginning of July, 1938, arrangements 

were made for the establishment of a branch in the 

'Western District, one tfong Kung ( è ), alias
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San Lau Hoo ( _jz ^7 ), a loafer in Jessfield Area

being designated as Chief of this branch, but since 

then little activities have come to the notice of the 

Municipal Police.

(5) CHINESE LABOURERS' WELFARE ASSOCIATION 
(kaneS7, 119 Brenan .Road)

Preparations to form this association were 

started in November, 1938, by pro-Japanese elements 

under the auspices of the Japanese authorities, with 

a view to bringing under its control all workers in 

the local factories. To assist in the organization, 

former local agitators were enlisted to commence their 

activities amongst the labourers in the employ of 

various industrial concerns situated in the Extra

Settlement Roads Area in the Western District. However, 

such activities have so far produced little result.

During the latter part of November, 1938, a 

pseudo-Japanese commercial concern under the name of 
Foh Yih Company ( i ^5] ) came into existence at 

Room No.106, 1st floor, N.K.K. Building, 20 Canton 

Road, with Major SHOGEN of the Japanese Military Special 

Service Department, in charge. The establishment is 

believed to be a similar organization to the Chinese 

Labourers’ Welfare Association.

As far as can be ascertained, the Chinese 

Labourers’ Welfare Association is closely affiliated 

with the"Shanghai Municipality Extra-Settlement Roads 

Area Housing Problem Committee.”
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( 6) SHANGHAI MUNICIPALITY EXTRA-SETTLEMENT ROADS AREA (/*) 
ROUSING PROBLEM C01 MITTEE

The"Shanghai Municipality Extra-Settlement Roads 

Area Housing Problem Committee" was organized sometime 

in November, 1938 in the Nisshin Kisen Kaisha Building, 

Room 106, 20 .Canton Road, and is closely connected

with the Chinese Labourers' Welfare Association. This 

committee is in charge of a Japanese named KUBODA, who 

is assisted by a Chinese, namely, Yuan Shou-tang 

( ). Up to the present, no activities

were reported other than the distribution of registration 

forms to the residents in the Western District, 0.0.L.

ENCROACHMENT ON AUTHORITY OP THE S.M.C.

Since the fall of Shanghai, the Japanese Military 

authorities and their sponsored administrative organs have 

repeatedly encroached on the authority of the Shanghai 

Municipal Council. Arrests and raids were deliberately 

carried out in the Settlement without applying for assistance 

or giving previous information to the competent authorities. 

On several occasions Chinese police of the so-called 

"Shanghai Dah Dao City Government (now renamed the "Shanghai 

City Government”) operated on Municipal Roads while revenue 

officials collected rates from the residents who have 

hitherto paid municipal rates to the S.M.C. Several cases 

of forcible detention of foreign property by members of the 

bogus revenue bureau have also come to the notice of the
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Municipal Police. Cases concerning the encroachment on 

Municipal Authority are too numerous to mention in detail. 

A list showing the cases of illegal functioning by the 

, Japanese military authorities and the bogus organizations 

in the Extra-Settlement Roads Area in the Western District 

is attached to this report as Appendix HAH.

LAWLESS ENTERPRISES IN THE WESTERN DISTRICT, 0.0.L.

Under the reign of the Japanese authorities and 

their sponsored administrative organs, lawless enterprises 

are in full swing in the 'Western District, 0.0.L. 

Generally classified, these lawless enterprises are as 

follows 

(1) gambling

Since the beginning of February, 1938, gambling 

dens of various types (Hwo Wei Lottery to be detailed 

in the next paragraph) sprang up like mushrooms in 

the Western District, 0.0.L. All of them were

established by Chinese of^loafer class with the 

assistance, in the case of several dens, of Japanese 

ronins. Within the first two weeks of February, 

no less than fourteen gambling dens came into existence. 

By the middle of March, 1938, these dens were closed 

down by order of the Japanese Military Police, but a 

number of them succeeded in obtaining permission from 

the Japanese authorities to re-open after p’ayment of
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various fees, amounting in some cases to large sums

of money. By the end of May, about forty dens were

already in existence, and information obtained, revealed

that fifteen of these dens were permitted to resume

operations for a period of ten days on payment of a

commission of $1,000 each to the Japanese authorities.

In the latter part‘of May, 1938, the"Shanghai

Amusement Supervision Department of the Japanese

Military" was inaugurated, and immediately exercised

control over such gambling dens. On the instructions

of this department, a number of gambling dens were

closed while the remainder were authorized to operate

with permits issued by the department, at the cost of

$152.00 each per day.

2

With permission from the Japanese Authorities,

owners of the gambling dens resorted to the use of 

propaganda work in order to attract business.

Pamphlets were posted on electric poles and walls 

(some on municipal roads), and coolies detailed to 

distribute propaganda matter to pedestrians on the 

streets in the Extra-Settlement Roads Area of the

Western District.

In consequence of repeated bombing attacks on

their establishments, the gambling dens obtained 

permission from the Japanese military authorities in 

the Western District at the end of November, 1938 to 

have their dens guarded by loafers armed with pistols.
»i

J
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Practically all these establishments are enjoying 

good business and from a very reliable source it has 

been learned that their profits are in the region of 

$500.00 to $è,000 per day depending on the class of

the den. The daily average profits according to the

class of the den may safely be estimated as follows Î-

Income Expenditure Net profit

First class den $6,000.00 $1,300.00 $4,700.00

Second. class den $2,000.00 $ 800.» 00 $1,200.00

Third class den $1,000.00 $ 500.00 $ 500.00

Apart from gambling, visitors are supplied with \

food and opium if required. To date, altogether some 

twenty-four gambling dens are operating in the Western 

District, 0.0.L. A list of these dens classified

according to business condition is attached to this 

report as Appendix MB*.

(2) HWO WEI GAMBLING

Commencing at the latter part of August, 1938, 

the Hwo Wei Lottery, a form of gambling much indulged 

in by lower class people, and which had long been 

suppressed by the former Chinese Authorities, made 

its re-appearance in the Western District, 0.0.L. 

It was organized by one Mao Ah Ziang ( & ),

formerly a notorious gambler in the Hongkew district. 

The base of operation was first situated in the Kong 

Foh Li, off Brenan Branch Road, 0.0.L», and was later 

removed to No.20 Kung Yik Fong, off Robison Road, 0.0.L.

. J
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Permit was issued by the Shanghai Amusement Supervision 

Department of the Japanese Authorities on August 23, 1938, 

authorizing the promoter to run the lottery. The 

promoter paid to the Department a"protection fee" of 

$50.00 per day, which was increased on September 1, '1938 

to $150.00 and subsequently again raised to $350.00 a 

day. At the end of January, 1939, approximately 100 

sub-offices operating the Hwo Wei Lottery were in 

existence in the Western District, 0.0.L.

(3) OPIUM HONGS AND OPIUM SMOKING DDLS

Attempts to establish opium hongs in the Western 

District were made by persons interested in the narcotic 

trade, as far back as January, 1938, but did not 

materialize until late in November, 1938, when arrange

ments were made to establish eleven hongs. The delay 

in the formal opening was due to the failure of hong 

owners to meet the demand of the Japanese authorities 

concerning the payment of $3,000.00 quarterly in advance 

as "deposit money." However, after negotiations, the 

opium hong owners agreed to pay $1,000.00 per mensem 

and were permitted by the Japanese authorities to 

commence operations. The opium is supplied by the 

Special Service Section of the Japanese Military and 

large quantities are transported from Hongkew.

During the early part of January, 1939, the 

Japanese authorities reached a compromise with the 

opium hong owners whereby the monthly charges paid by
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the hong owners are to be reduced from $1,000 to $500.00 

in order to encourage the opium trade. Up to the 

present, no less than eighteen opium hongs are in 

existence in the Western District, O.O.L., a list of 

which is attached as Appendix “C*. They have an 

Opium Hong Guild which was organized in the middle of 

December, 1938, at 41 Kong Foh Li, Brenan Road, O.O.L., 

and which was removed on January 13, 1939 to Nd. 19 Zung 

Teh Fang, Jessfield Road, 0.0.L.

In addition, one opium smoking den entitled 

"Ling Yung Kuo ( )" was established at 71

Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road, O.O.L., at the beginning 

of December, 1938.

With the establishment of these opium hongs, 

the Japanese authorities are believed to be obtaining 

a considerable income to help them defray military 

expenses. For this reason, the Japanese Military have 

so far refused to hand over the control of the opium 

trade to the "Reformed Government."

(4) HEROIK SMUGGLING DEN

Aside from the gambling dens and opium hongs, 

a heroin smuggling centre under the name of the Tai 

Chong Cigarette & Exchange Shop ( 

was established in January, 1939, at Zz-477 Robison 

Road, corner of Penang Road, 0.0.L. Information 

obtained shows that this shop is operated by three
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Koreans, while a number of loafers in the Western District 

are engaged as sales agents. Persons wishing to purchase 

heroin from this shop are required to first pay these 

aales agents for the quantity they intend to buy and 

are then accompanied by them to the shop in question.

Different quantities of heroin are contained in different 

packets in the form of cigarette cartons.

LAWLESS CONDITIONS IN THE WESTERN DISTRICT, 0.0.L.

Following the assumption of control by the Japanese 

Military Authorities and their sponsored administrative 

organs, conditions in the Western District, 0.0.L. went 

from bad to worse. In consequence of the existence of 

many lawless enterprises in the Western district, the place 

has become the haunt of every type of undesirable character, 

as well as a good shelter for armed robber gangs, who have 

committed numerous crimes with impunity. On several occasions, 

members of the Municipal Police while on patrol were attacked 

by those criminals, and in one case the gangsters committed a 

daring highway robbery when foreigners driving in motor cars 

on Columbia Road were held up and robbed of money and 

jewellery.

Assassination and bombing incidents in the Western 

District, O.O.L., have been frequent occurrences, several of 

which having taken place in the gambling dens and opium hongs. 

Most of these outrages are traceable to gambling and opium 

dealing disputes.
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A list of bomb throwing incidents and a list of 

assassinations and attempted assassinations which occurred 

in the Western District, 0,0.L. are attached as Appendices 

“D* and “E”.

At least two cases of abduction came to the notice 

of the Municipal Police during March, 1938 :

On March 2, 1938, a male Chinese was bundled into 

a Eord Hire Service Car near 1094 Yu Yuen Road, and taken 

to 94 Jessfield Road, O.O.L., where the Japanese Military

offices and bogus organizations are situated.
On March 8, 1938, one Hsu Tse Pah ( Fn ), a

wealthy Chinese, and his son Hsu An Pan were

taken away from their home at Great Western Road together 

with a quantity of valuables, by a party of gangsters, 

several of whom were reported to be Japanese.

It is of interest to note that in December, 1937, 

the Jessfield Police Station (later taken over by the 

Western District Police Bureau) was secretly instructed 

to compile a list of wealthy Chinese living in the Western 

District, but the motive for this action is unknown.

D.C. (Special Branch).



APPENDIX "A*

Cases of Illegal Functioning in the Western District

1. C On January 27, 1938, constables from the "Jessfield 
Police Station" armed with batons, started functioning 
on and near Brenan Piece, one being detailed for post 
duty on Brenan Piece near Robison Road, one on Brenan 
Piece near Brenan Road, one on Jessfield Road and 
Connaught Road junction and one on Brenan Road outside 
the Kincheng Bank, with several Chinese sergeants in 
plain clothes supervising. They subsequently withdrew 
from those places after representations were made by 
the Municipal Police.

2. On June 1, 1938, members of the Japanese Military 
Police from 94 Jessfield Road, forcibly removed a 
Chinese chauffeur from the main office of the Ford 
Hire Service, Edinburgh Road, and returned him to the 
St. George’s Branch Office about one hour later after 
having interrogated him regarding the movements of 
certain Japanese officers who had used the car driven 
by him. According to the chauffeur, two Japanese 
military officers, accompanied by several Chinese and 
Japanese civilians, proceeded in his motor car from 
Hongkew to Lane 152 Edinburgh Road where they forced 
an elderly Chinese (name, etc., unknown) into the car 
and carried him off later alighting on North Szechuen 
Road near Haining Road where they discharged the 
chauffeur.

3. On July 13, 1938, members from the "Kiangsu, Chekiang 
and Anhwei Revenue Bureau” (Head office at Kiukiang Road) 
seized five cases of beer, the property of the Union 
Brewery (British) in Lane 35-G Brenan Road, 0.0.L.
The "Bureau” refused to release the seized goods until 
the Brewery had acknowledged the validity of the"Bureau* 
to levy tax and had made payment of all the revenue tax 
due on sales made locally and in the interior.

4. On July 19, a police constable attached to the 
"Singapore Road Police Sub-Station of the Police Bureau 
of the Shanghai Municipal Administrative Office" (now 
known as the "Shanghai City Government"), 476/8 
Connaught Road, seized 144 bottles of mineral waters from 
a male Chinese delivery coolie on Jessfield Road because 
the bottles did not bear stamps of the tax bureau.? th

5. On July 22, 1938, members of the "Kiangsu, Chekiang 
and Anhwei Revenue Bureau” forcibly stopped a motor 
truck belonging to Messrs. Caldbeck, Macgregor & Co., 
Ltd. (British) on Edinburgh Road near Brenan Road, 
0.0.L. The truck was ordered to drive to 92 Jessfield 
Road, where the vehicle and contents were detained. 
Altogether seventeen crates of mineral water (nine 
empty) were kept by this "Bureau" because no stamp 
tax had been paid in respect of the mineral waters. 
The property was later released after $10 worth of tax 
stamps had been purchased. A protest to Mr. KITOAKA, 
Japanese advisor to the "Shanghai Municipal Administrative 
Office" in Jessfield Area, against members of the "Bureau" 
operating on Municipal roads brought forth a promise that 
he would instruct tax inspectors not to operate on S.M.C. 
roads.
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6. On August 13, 1938, three officers of the Special 
Service Section of the Japanese Military (in plain 
clothes and armed) interfered with the hoisting of a 
national flag by a Chinese shop at 1353 Robison Road, 
and adopted a hostile and threatening attitude towards 
a member of the U.S. Marine Corps who intervened. They 
were escorted to Pootoo Road Station by members of the 
U.S. Marine Corps, but were later handed over to the 
Japanese Authorities on the understanding that they 
would be duly punished.

7. On the same day - August 13, 1938 - two other officers 
of the Japanese Special Service Section (one in uniform) 
accompanied by two Chinese, each of whom was armeu with
a pistol, interfered with the hoisting of national flags 
by two Chinese shops at 674’Edinburgh Road and 809 Great 
Western Road, respectively. One of the party fired one 
or two shots into the air to intimidate the shop 
assistants. When they left in an S.D.F. motor car, they 
carried away one employee from each shop. They were 
finally stopped by the Shanghai Municipal Police on 
Edinburgh Road near Yu Yuen Road and taken to B’Well 
Station. The two Japanese were later handed over to 
the Japanese Consular Authorities while the two Chinese 
were released by the S.M.P.

8. On August, 1938, a party of Japanese Military Police 
in plain clothes raided 96 Jessfield Road, quarters of 
the Chinese employees of the Bank of China, and arrested 
three of the occupants on suspicion of being concerned 
in anti-Japanese propaganda. The arrested persons were 
subsequently released.

9. On September 17, a party of Japanese Military Police 
conducted a search of 96 Jessfield Road, quarters of the 
Chinese employees of the Bank of China, stating that 
they were looking for a person who had posted literature 
of a national salvation nature near the Japanese Military 
Police Headquarters at 91 Jessfield Road. Nothing was 
found.

10. On September 19, 1938, members of the "Edinburgh Road 
Sub-Station of the Shanghai Municipal Administrative 
Office Police Bureau" arrested a shop assistant belonging 
to a Chinese wine shop, 46 Edinburgh Road, because of a 
refusal to pay licence fees to the "Finance Bureau of the 
Shanghai Municipal Administrative Office". The assistant 
was released later in the same day upon representations 
being made by the Municipal Police. This shop pays taxes 
to the Shanghai Municipal Council.

11. On September 23, 1938, two Japanese and three male 
Chinese claiming to be officials of the"Shanghai Municipal 
Administrative Office" visited the Western Dairy, 45 
Singapore Road, O.O.L., and ordered the owner, a female, 
to leave the premises, stating that the dairy was the 
property of her husband who lives apart from her, but 
apart from making a report to the Police, no notice was 
taken of the order, and no further visits were made.

12. On October 3, 1938, members of the "Police Bureau of 
the Shanghai Municipal Administrative Office" demanded 
payment of municipal rates and licence fees from a Chinese 
wine shop, 35 Edinburgh Road. On the demand being refused, 
they arrested the shop owner but released him when an 
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inmate of the shop made a report a Municipal Policeman 
on duty in the vicinity. The shop pays taxes to the 
Shanghai Municipal Council.

13. On October 5, 1938, members of the Police Bureau of 
the"Shanghai Municipal Administrative Office" demanded 
payment of municipal rates from the tenants of 60 Yih 
Ka Zah off Yenping Road, but on the demand being refused 
they left, intimating that they would return for.the 
money on the following day. The tenants pay taxes
to the S.M.C.

14. A male Chinese in possession of a pistol with no 
permit which he was using to effect the arrest of 
persons on Jessfield Road was taken into custody by 
C.P.C.2181 of the Shanghai Municipal Police on 
October 21, 1938. While passing the Western Branch 
Police Bureau of the "Shanghai Municipal Administrative 
Office" at 94 Jessfield Road, the C.P.C. was taken into 
the "Bureau" by its members and detained. The person 
whom he had arrested was a detective attached to that 
"bureau". On representations being made by the 
Municipal Police, the C.P.C. was released.

15. On November 27, 1938, two plain clothes officers of 
the " Western Branch of the Shanghai City Government 
Police Bureau" seized at Brenan Piece, a quantity of 
wine valued at $60.00, the property of a Chinese wine 
shop at 1393 Jessfield Road, and detained same at
94 Jessfield Road, alleging that a tax on the wine had 
not been naid to the authorities of the "Shanghai City 
Government." The shop concerned pays taxes to the 
Shanghai Municipal Council.

16. On December 22, 1938, members of the "Salt 
Administration of the Reformed Government," 1331 
Sinza Road, seized 45 bags of salt, valued $500, 
from Hong Zung Tai Rice and Salt Shop, 16 Brenan 
Road, alleging that the goods had been smuggled.. 
The shop is adjacent to the Municipal Road has been 
paying taxes to the Municipal Council since the 
outbreak of the local Sino-Japanese hostilities in 
August, 1937.

17. On January 4, 1939, a party of Japanese attached 
to the Japanese Military Forces raided a house at 
Lane 361/125 Yu Yuen Road, took three male Chinese 
into custody and seized two pistols, a quantity of 
ammunition and $10,228.81. All were taken to 94 
Jessfield Road. They are accused of being anti
Japanese terrorists.
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Actions against former residences of Chinese 
Government Officials in the Western District

1. On January 30, 1938, the residence of Dr. Sun Fo, 
President of the Legislative Yuan of the National 
Government, 22 Columbia Road, was sealed by Japanese 
Eilitary Police, (it is now being used as the branch 
office of the Great People Society, a pro-Japanese 
organization).

2. On February 4, 1938, the residence of Mr. Wong Pah 
Chun, ex-Minister of Communications of the National 
Government, Lane 1136, 31 Yu Yuen Road was sealed
by Japanese Military Police after all the contents 
were removed.

3. On February 9, 1938, the residence of Mr. V/aung 
Ching-wei, Chairman of the Central Political Council, 
at 139 Amherst Avenue was sealed by Japanese Military 
Police.

4. On February 18, the residence of Mr. O.K. Yui, 
former Mayor of Greater Shanghai, at Lane 37, 119 
Brenan Rbad, was sealed by Japanese Military Police.

5. On July 28, 1938, the Japanese Military Police 
removed five truck loads of furniture and curious 
to their Headquarters on North Szechuen Road from 
No.464 Avenue Haig, O.O.L., residence of General 
Wu Teh Chen, formerly Mayor of Shanghai.
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List of gambling ¿ens in the Western District, 0.0.L.

1st Class

Name of Gambling Den Address

Fu Sung Co. ( 's' )
K 137 > 10 Ting Nyieh Li (Lane 16), 

Brenan Road.

Sung Kee ( ILj )
Amusemsit ¿©ciety.

Yoong Sung ( $ ) Club.

Lien Yih Amusement Society
< W Ä >

Dah Sung ( X. ) Amusement 
Society

Lee Wei Lo (
Amusement «society

38 Sing Kong Li (Lane 510), 
Connaught Road.

184 Kong Kya Jao, Jessfield 
Road.

Yih Kya Tsa, corner of Yen ping 
& Connaught Roads.

41 Sing Kong Li (Lane 510) 
Connaught Road.

Next to 1182 Yu Yuen Road.

Yuan Tung (Far Eastern) 
Club.

Kwang Sung Co. ( >+ )
Sing Ying Club. *’

86 Mo Loo Jao ( > >j 
Jessfield Road. I

135 Jessfield Road near 
Brenan Road.

2nd Class

Ziang Sung ( ) Company

Dah Shing Co.

Zung Li (l'|® £| ) Amusement 
Society.

Li Sung Co. ( )

Si Tsu An )
Amusement Society.

Jess/Mei Fong
Amusement Society. x

Sing Yoong Sung ( 4/r Ä )
Club. ™ * *•

Tung Hsing
Society

) Amusement

Yoong Yuen 
Society.

) Amusement

70 Zang Shan Li (Lane 917), 
Jessfield Road.

10 Zung Tuh Li, Jessfield 
Road.

62 Kong Kya Jao, Jessfield 
Road.

32 East Tsu An Pang, off 
Edinburgh Road.

181 West Tsu An Pang, off 
Edinburgh Road.

6 Mei Fong Li, off Robison 
Road.

1 Ching Kya Hong, off 
Jessfield Road.

23 Ching Kya Hong, off 
Jessfield Road.

121 Yoong Yuen Pang 
off Bubbling Well Road, 
0.0.L.
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3rd. Class

Name of Gambling
Sing Sing (^-$f ) Amusement 
Society.

Yee Foong (fp 4- ) Amusement 
Society.

Li Yuen (^‘|^. ) Amusement 
Society.

Tien Kung ( ) Amusement
Society.

Van Kung ( “X ) lAmusemeit
Socie ty.

Tub Kee () Amusement 
Society.

Bubbling Well Club ( )•

Address

30 Tsu Ka So 
Avenue Haig.

8 Yee Foong Li, Jessfield 
Hoad, O.O.L.

2 Tse Zung Li ( 
’Robison Road.

1 San Ming Li 
Brenan Road.

( - M),

104 Ting Kong Li ( ¥ )
off Jessfield Road.

81 East Fab. Hwa Tsung 
( >£ > ), off Great 
Western Road.

An unnumbered house in an 
alleyway next to NO.1788B 
Bubbling Jell Road, O.O.L.



AHWDIX ,tCM

List of Opium Hongs existing in the Jestern District^ 0.0.L.

1» No.5 Yung Ding Li, Jessfield. Road.

2. No.6 Ding Nyieh Li, ’Brenan Road.

3.,No«52  Kong Foh Li, Brenan Road.

4. No.4 Kung Foh Li, Brenan Road.

5. No.10 Zung Dz Li, Brenan Road.

6. No.8 Zung Zuan Li, Jessfield Road.

7. No.72 Zung Zuan Li, Jessfield Road.

8. No.6 Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road.

9. No.7 Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road.

10. No.16 Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road.

11. No.70 Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road.

12. No.76 Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road.

13. No.72 Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road.

14. No.80 Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road.

15. No.24 Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road.

16. No.81 Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road.

17. No.96 Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road. 

.18. No.97 Sing Kong Li, Connaught Road.



• APPBNDIX *D*

List of bomb throwing incidents occurred io territory outside Settlement Limits.

Date Place Bombs No. of persons 
killed or injured. Remarks

1.1.38

1.1.38

Kiwa Cotton Mill (Japanese), 
74 Robison Road.

Kung Dah Silk Spinning Mill 
(Japanese), 60 Singapore 
Road.

Two small cylinder shaped 
handgrenades were thrown 
over the wall and exploded.

Two handgrenades (type 
unknown) were thrown 
outside the mill and 
exploded.

Nil.

One male Chinese 
injured.

Slight demage done to 
property.

10.1.38 Brenan Piece. A cigarette tin type bomb 
was thrown onto the 
roadway near an Italian 
soldier.

Nil.

10.1.38 I«ne 1165 Jessfield Road. A cigarette tin type bomb 
found in a garbage bin and 
exploded.

One male Chinese 
injured.

The missile was discovered 
by a rag picker in a 
garbage bin and exploded, 
injuring his hands and 
face, when he attempted to 
remove the cap.

28.1.38 Bub-Station of Dah Dao 
City Government Police 
Bureau, 88 Robison Road.

A *tin canister* type bomb 
was thrown and exploded in 
the passage leading to the 
sub-station.

One member of the 
Bureau was injured

16.3.38 Yoong Sung Company, 
gambling den at 47 Kong 
Ka Jao off Jessfield Road.

A *tin canister* bomb was 
thrown and exploded.

Two female Chinese 
patrons of the Den 
were injured.

Motive unknown.
, Act suspected to have been 

instigated by some operators 
of other gambling dens.
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Date Place Bombs No. of persons 
killed or injured. Remarks

1.5.38 173/13 Singapore Hoad. A "potato masher* type 
handgrenade was found lying 
near the front door.

compound and exploded.

7.7.38 Kung Dah Cotton Mill. Two "Mills* type bombs Nil.
138 Jessfield Road. were thrown into the

A letter was found near 
the missile addressed to 
the management of the Van 
Fao (À ),Silk Factory. 
53 Singapore Road. O.O.L., 
accusing them of having 
used “enemy“ products and 
of oppressing their workers

Slight damage done to 
property.

7.7.38 Japan-China Kill Quarters, 
98 Robison Road.

Two handgrenades (type unknown) 
were thrown and exploded.

Nil.

7.7.38 Kung Dah No.3 Cotton 
Mill. 60 Singapore Road.

One bomb (type unknown) 
was thrown and exploded. Nil.

86.7.38 100 Station Road, off Two "potato masher* type
Brenan Road, residence of handgrenades, in a rusty 
Mr. 0.8. Liu ( Jf'j condition, were found in
prominent local industrialist the grounds, 
and former Councillor of 
the S.M.C.

8.10.38 Ziang Sung Gambling
Ben. 17 Lane 957 Jessfield 
Road.

A bomb (type unknown) 
was thrown into the 
gambling den and exploded.

Seven male Chinese 
injured.

Motive unknown.
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Date Place Bombe

31.10.38 Yung Yuen (^$*') Gembling 
Den, 121 Yung Zien Pang, 
off Tifeng Hoad.

27.11.38 Fob Sung (% Gambling 
Den, lane 16, House 10 
(Chapel number), Brenan 
Hoad.

A handgrenade (type 
unknown) was thrown into 
the gambling den and 
exploded.

A “home made* type bomb 
was exploded in the 
gambling den.



Ho« of persona 
killed or injured. Remarks

Eight persons» 
inmates of the 
gambling house 
injured.

Eight persons injured.



APPENDIX *Ba I

Liat of assassinations and attempted, assassinations occurred in territory beyond the Settlement Limits.

Serial 
Vo. Name of Victim activities of Victim Date and Place of Crime

1.
/

Yue Nyoh Ching ( Chairman of the Zau Ka Doo 
Merchants’ Union, which was 
re-organized by him at the 
instance of the Japanese 
authorities.

Shot and injured on Jessfield Hoad 
near Lane 1041 on 15/3/38.

2. Vong Foo Kwei ( M Cb 
alias ~

Vong Shu Ding ( Jl. ¡Ik ).

A notorious loafer connected with 
gambling dens in the Western 
District and reported to be working 
with the Japanese authorities in 
the capacity of an informer.

Shot and killed In Lane 150 (Chinese 
number) off Kiaochow Road, on 18/7/38.

3. Chairman and Vice-Chairman 
of Hwa Chao Village 
Autonomous Committees.

The Chairman was shot and injured, 
itiile the Vice-Chairman was killed on 
Pearce Road near Poh Sing Kyung Village 
(Western suburb of Shanghai) on 22/7/38.

4. Li Zeu Tsung ( $'j ^-).

(Fojir other patrone wore 
injured by stray bullets 
during the affray.)

A secret service agent working 
for the Japanese Gendarmerie and 
proprietor of the Fob Yuen 
Theatre, 1094 Jessfield Hoad, 0.0.L.

Shot and killed on 19/11/38 by three 
male Chinese who entered the theatre. 
A piece of paper bearing Chinese 
characters ( -rji- 5 ¡ton'll) 
(Chinese Youths* Anti'-Japanese and 
Traitor Extermination Group) was 
found on the floor of the theatre 
after the assailant had escaped.



Serial 
Ko. Name of victim Activities of Victim

5. Hsia Tsao ( |L- M )• A Chinese detective attached to 
the Jessfield Branch of the 
Police Bureau of Shanghai 
City Government.

Vong Siu Moh ( X- Responsible for the payment to 
loafers and gangsters, and also 
members of the "Western District 
Police Bureau of the Shanghai 
City Government" money on 
behalf of the opium hong owners 
in the Western District.



Date and Place of crim*»
in Tirfii-jij!a^i ■'

Fired upon on 21/11/38 by several 
male Chinese on Jessfield ’Soad near 
the entrance to Lane 759» ©«j.x, 
Hsia, however, escaped uninjt«red 
by running far protection intba 
gambling den in Bing Kong Li* Ko«L., 
nearby. Before decamping, one f 
assailants threw two handgrenade 
one exploding at the <oor of the' 
gambling den and the other on 
Jessfield Road. Several pedestrians 
were injured either by stray bullets 
or by fragments from the grenades. 
One of the victims later succumbed.

Shot and killed on 27/1/39 by three 
assailants armed with two pistols 
and one handgrenade on the premises 
of the Tai Shing Opium Hong, 6 Ting 
Nyih Li, off Brenan Hoad, O.O.L.



-ìl<^ (J)
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File No.....

Speci.al.. Branch,_

Date..

¿■9ct.io.n..of .Chineae at the Foo Lai Jewish Curry

Reet.au .rant.. -.. Rel ease.. of. Viet law 
Pan Lien-pih ..Forwarded by.

In connection with the abduction of the

five male Chinese officials of the Kuomintang by 

members of the Japanese Gendarmerie which took 

place on May 9 in the Foo Lai Jewish Curry 

Restaurant, the following information has becsn 

obtained from a reliable source t

As previously reported, it was WOO NY I KENG 
) alias WOO CHUAN YUNG % ) who

was responsible for the dinner party in the Foo Lai 

Restaurant at which the four others namely, CHIANG 
HOU (X ^ )> CHEN CHIA MO )■ 800 LIANG

JU (X ) and HUNG KWANG HWA (5^ & ) were
present. The five officials met in the restaurant 

to sign a form pledging their allegiance to the 

Three People Principlea; to unite in spirit and 

endeavour to work for the welfare of the Nation 

and thereby become sworn brothers. Before this 

procedure could take place, the Japanese members of

the Gendarmerie appeared and took the five victims,

together with the pledge forms away in a motor car 

which was parked outside the restaurant, and 

smuggled them via Canton Road, The Bund and Garden 

Bridge to the Japanese Gendarmerie Headquarters 

now established in the defunct China Wing On Finance 

Company ), on the ground floor

of the Bridge House, North Szeohuen Road.

Reet.au


Made by..................................................... Forwarded by

.*-39 File No.........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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REPORT

Date................................19

Subject........................
- 2 -

CHIANG HOU, WOO NY I KENG and CHEN CHIA MO 

were confined in one cell, while SOO LIANG JU and 

HUNG KWANG HWA were kept in another room - both 

places being situated on the ground floor« While 

confined in this cell, CHIANG HOU suggested to his 

two colleagues that in order to camouflage their 

real purpose with regard to their visit to Shanghai, 

they should tell identical stories. It was decided 

that they pretend that their arrival here was for 

the purpose of devoting themselves to a peace 

movement and endeavour to hoodwink the Japanese by 

stating that they had interviewed Major-General ONO 

(J* ) in Hongkong last winter in this connection.

(CHIANG HOU is said to have been approached in 

Hongkong by one of his friends who was in close touch 

with Major-General ONO in an endeavour to induce him 

to work for the Japanese, but the effort failed).

On the day following the arrest, CHIANG HOU, 

WOO NY I KENG, CHEN CHIA MO, HUNG KWANG HWA and 800 

LIANG JU were interrogated separately by a Japanese 

official named HARADA (/F, ). They were

instructed to state their antecedents, beginning 

from their early life up to the present, and their 

connections with General CHIANG KAI SHEK.

CHIANG HOU, WOO NYI KENG and CHEN CHIA MO 

admitted they were believers in the Three People 

Principles, but concealed their genuine relations
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with General CHIANG KAI 3HEK by making false statements. 

In the course of interrogation* they also touched upon 

the present Si no »Japanese hostilities. They are 

stated to have told the Japanese that the Chinese 

were compelled to offer resistance as the result of 

the oppressive measures adopted by the Japanese and 

added that a section of the Chinese were of the 

opinion that they preferred to have their nation 

ruined rather than fall into the hands of the 

Japanese.

Apart from verbal interrogation, the victims 

were ordered to answer in writing the following two 

subjects :

(1) Impressions they gained of the Japanese Forces.

(2) Situation on the present Sino-Japanese 

hostilities and their opinions.

In answer to the first question, the victims 

are reported to have given favourable answers 

regarding the training and equipment of the Japanese 

forces as well as the behaviour of the Japanese 

junior officers, but severely criticised the 

activities of Japanese soldiers. The Japanese junior 

officers they alleged commanded the admiration of the 

Chinese people because of their kindness to the people 

and the faithful way they executed their duties, but 

the Japanese soldiers were condemned for their lack

of discipline and bravery and further censured for 

having committed various forme of atrocities in the
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occupied areas.

With regard to the second question, the victins 

opined that the Japanese and Chinese are all of the 

same race using the sane language, but instead of 

cooperating to maintain their existence, the 

Japanese had committed a grave blunder. They pointed 

out that the Japanese have been so far able to occupy 

only several railway lines and highways although 

their forces have advanced to the interior of China. 

In the opinion of the victims, the Japanese would 

suffer heavily should the war be prolonged, and 

consequently they should come to peace with China.

During interrogation, the victims were well- 

treated and permitted to take seats while making 

statements with the exception of HUNG KWANG HWA and 

SOO LIANG JU who are said to have been subjected to 

torture because they gave false statements and posed 

as merchants.

On May 17, the five Chinese were brought from 

their cells to a sitting room in the upstairs portion 

of the Japanese Gendarmerie Headquarters which caused 

uneasiness but were relieved on being accorded the 

same good treatment. In this sitting room, they 

were allowed to smoke cigarettes and read newspapers, 

and such treatment was the result, it is said, of 

instructions given by telegram from Major-General 

ONO who was then at Tokyo.
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On May 20, Major-General ONO arrived in 

Shanghai from Tokyo by air. During an interview 

with CHIANG HOU at the Japanese Gendarmerie 

Headquarters, Major-General ONO requested the former 

to test the attitude of the Chungking Government 

towards a peace movement. CHIANG HOU pointed out 

to him that so long as he was under detention, such 

attempts would be futile as any telegrams despatched 

in his name from Shanghai to General CHIANG KAI SHEK 

would arouse suspicion in the Generalissimo’s mind, X

and because of this CHIANG HOU requested that he be 

given his freedom in order to carry out the peace 

movement. This request was accepted, and on Msy 23 

CHIANG HOU left for Hongkong in company with two 

Japanese officers detailed by Major-General ONO.

After his arrival in Hongkong, CHIANG HOU 

sent a telegram to Generalissimo CHIANG and requested 

him to conclude a peace pact with Japan in conformity 

with the desire of the people, but no reply is said 

to have been received. The two Japanese officers 

later returned to Shanghai but CHIANG HOU is reported 

to be still in Hongkong.

Subsequent to the release of CHIANG HOU, the 

Japanese authorities ordered WOO NYI KENG and CHEN 

CHIA MO, two of the victims, to write several articles 

on the subject of the New Life Movement and the 

People’s Spiritual General Mobilization Movement,

/
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.Forwarded by.

and being well-versed in Chinese literature, WOO 

and CHEN received the courteous attention of the 

higher Japanese authority.

On June 9, YAMATONI ( dd Chief of

the Japanese Military Police, interviewed the four 

victims and handed to each a pass available for one 

month. YAMATONI expressed regret at having to put 

them under detention and advised them to cease 

further anti-Japanese movement. Before releasing 

the victims they were told to call at the Japanese 

Gendarmerie Headquarters when they desired to see 

the authorities.

After release, WOO NYI KENG received on 

June 12 a telegram of regret at his arrest, from 

the Kuomintang Headquarters at Chungking which also 

ordered him to proceed to Hongkong, whereupon WOO 

departed on June 16 by steamer.

According to information released by persons

in close touch with the victims, HSIUNG CHIEN TUNG 

). Commander of Guerilla Units operating

in the Zangshu, .Kading, Dazang, Quinsan, Tsingpu

and WCosung areas who was kidnapped by the Japanese

Military Police on March 6, 1939, is still under 

custody at the Japanese Gendarmerie Headquarters, 

Bridge House, North Szechuen Hoad, but ie said to 

have now surrendered to the Japanese authorities.
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Information obtained from the same source 

indicates that between fifty to sixty Japanese 

subjects,all dressed in Chinese clothes some as 

hawkers and beggars, leave the Japanese Gendarmerie 

Headquarters, North Szechuen Road early every 

morning and proceed South of the Creek and return 

to their Headquarters in the evening.

D. I.

D.C. (Special Branch).
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Made by.*-I • Par. Li en-pi h Forwarded by. J

The case of abduction of the several Chinese

officials and Kuomintang executives which took place 

on May 9 in the Foo Lai Jewish Curry Restaurant, 159 

Kwangse Road, is said to have been brought to a 

conclusion with the release by the Japanese authorities

F. (S>. fir

I

of the remaining four victims namely, Woo Hyi-kea®

) alias Woo Chuan-yunf* ),

Chen Chia-mo (7$ ), Hung Kwang-hwa (54/)

and Soo Liang-ju ). information to hand

is to the effect that they were set free on June 10 

through the efforts of "Mayor* Fu Siao-an and one

Teng Koo ), Secretary of Mr. Wang Ching-wei

and, in this connection, Chen Chia-mo is said to have 

epent some $5,000.00 to secure his freedom.

During the course of negotiation, it is 

reported that the Japanese authorities insisted that 

the victims would either serve in the "Reformed 
■ i

Government* or devote themselves to the peace movement 

as a condition for their release. With the exception 

of Soo Liang-ju, who is alleged to be responsible for 

supplying the information to the Japanese which led 

to the abduction, and who is said to be working for 

the Japanese, the three others refused to accept any 

appointment of the "Reformed Government" but agreed to 

participate in the peace movement, whereupon they were 

released.

Woo E[yi-keng left for Hongkong on June 17 to 

meet Mr. Chiang Hou, one of the victims who was first
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released on or about May 22, while the remainder are 

still in Shanghai but confine themselves to Hongkew.

It is believed that Mr. Chiang Hou was 

originally a supporter of Mr. Wang Chi ng-we i when 

the latter was directing the "Reorganization Clique" 

in 1928. Chiang ie also the sworn brother of Woo 

Nyi-keng, Chen Chia-mo and Hung Kwang-hwa.

D. I.
D.C. (Special Branch).
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Local Kuomintang Headquarters - Situation

Made by.......P.;.?/....Pan . LienPih Forwarded by.

In connection with the abduction on May 9 in

officials, one being Mr. Chiang Hou (.

the Foo Lai Jewish Curry Restaurant, 159 Kwangse Road 
by the Japanese Gendarmerie of the three Chinese

), who was
appointed by the Chungking Government to deal with the 

administration of local Kuomintang and government 
organs (Vide Report 11/5/39), and the interference by 

the French Police with the Shanghai People’s Spiritual 

General Mobilization Propaganda Movement (Vide Report 
of 26 and 29/4/39), Mr. Doong Ying Pah (”^ Af ^7 ), 

Director of local Tangpu, has met with a considerable 

amount of criticism from his colleagues.
In order to consolidate his present position

of supreme command in the local Tangpu, Doong Ying Pah
roceeded in the middle of May to Hongkong and applied 

assistance to Mr. Woo Kai Sien (-^ a) ),

ber of the C.E.C. of Kuomintang and former committee 

Com nt r df Coffee

member of local Kuomintang Headquarters, and also Tu 

eh Sung. (Doong is a henchman of Woo Kai Sien and a
follower of Tu Yueh Sung). These two persons discussed 
the matter with Mr. Chen Lih Foo (f^C i- ), who is 

at present in charge of party affairs of the National 
Government, and induced him not to carry out any changes 

in the existing status of the Shanghai Kuomintang 

Headquarters on the pretext that the appointmei t of a 

new member at the present time would be inadvisable 

taking into consideration circumstances now prevailing.

On their advice, Mr. Chen Lih Foo agreed to

retain the services of Doong Ying Pah as director of
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the local Kuomintang Headquarters, and transferred 
Mr. Zung Yee Dong ( $4? *^1 ) who was nominated

Special Deputy responsible for the Party, Political 
and Military Affairs in Shanghai, to the post of 

Central Special Deputy responsible for propaganda, 

whereupon Doong Ying Pah returned to Shanghai at the 
beginning of June.

It is of interest to note that there are two 
cliques in the local Tangpu, one led by Mr. Pan Kung 

Chuen ) and the other by Mr. Woo Kai Sien.

Since the withdrawal of the Chinese troops from the 
Shanghai area, the administration of the local Tangpu 

has been in the hands of Woo’s clique to which Doong 

Ying Pah belongs. Frequent controversies between the 

two cliques have taken place but so far the members of 
Woo’s clique have maintained supremacy in the local 
Tangpu.

D. I.
D«C. (Special Branch).
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Abduction of Chinese at the Poo Lai Jewish uurry Restaurant, 

159 Kwangse Road, on May 9 - release of Chiang Hou

In connection with the abduction of the five Chinese 

government officials and Kuomintang executives at the Too 

Lai Jewish Curry Restaurant, 159 Kwangse Road, on May 9, 

1939, it is reported that Mr. Chiang Hou (one 

of the five victims, who is a disciple of MT. Hwang Ching- 
yoong (-tg.) , a well-known figure in the Trench concession 

was released from the custody of the Japanese authorities 

about three days ago« Immediately following his release, 

Chiang Hou boarded a certain steamer leaving Shanghai for

Hongkong* It is learned that Mr. Chiang's release was

effected by Mr* Hwang Ching-yoong through the good offices 

of Mr. Chen Chun ( 4$ ), Minister of Interior of the

Reformed Government in Hanking, on May 23, 1939.

’ W'*' l. * Endeavours are stated to have been made by interested
•T . k X4* —i1 j parties for the release of the four 1 other persons, namely

d Messrs. Woo Nyi-keng ( alias Woo Chuan-yung

chen Chia-mo ( 300 Lian«‘<)u ( and Httn8

\^D"r*L^S“lwa i through Mr. TU Siao-en

I = ( 7? .Jftpor of the Shanghai city Government, who has been approached 
X^Mlft!^^^hrough his wife* it is not known yet whether Ju’s 

assistance has produced any results*
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Further to a Special Branch report dated 

May 11, 1939, discreet enquiries ascertain that the 

five Chinese government officials and Kuomintang 

members kidnapped by Japanese from the Foo Lai 

Jewish Curry Restaurant, 159 Kwangsi Road, on May 9, 

have not yet been released. It is reported that 

they are being detained in the Japanese Military 

Police Headquarters at Hongkew, and are more or 

less well-treated.

In an endeavour to effect the release of 

the five victims, the local Kuomintang authorities 

are said to have indirectly approached Mr. Hwang 
Ching-yoong (-w, ^t_), a well known figure in

the French Concession, to apply to Mr. Chen Chun 

('fyL ), Minister of Interior of the "Reformed 

Government" and Mr. Fu Siao-an, "Mayor" of Greater

Shanghai, for assistance, but this attempt has so 

far met with little or no success. Mr. Chen Chun, 

however, is alleged to have stated he could guarantee 

that no danger would likely befall the five kidnapped
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7ith reference to the abduction of five

Chinese by members of the Japanese Military Police 

from the Foh lai Restaurant, 159 Kwangse Road, on

May 9 and the Japanese statement as published in 

the Chinese Press dated May 18 that they had been

released, discreet enquiries have been made from
JH A-V-

Mr. Waung Yuin-ts ( li * a shareholder of the

Sing Han () Rice Hong, Tsing Lien Koh Tea

Shop, corner of Foochow and Hoopeh Roads, who was 

formerly a member of the Standing Committee of the 

Kiangwan Kuomintang Headquarters, and who was a 

school-mate and close friend of three of the five

Chinese abducted, namely, Soo Liang-ju

Chen Chia-mo ( an<^ ^00 ®huan*yung (.

According to Mr. \7aung, following the abduction, 

the families of these men moved out of their homes

and are in hiding, and they are refusing to enter 

into conversation with strangers* Mr. Waung

stated definitely that the five men had not been 

released at least up to this morning, May 18, and

promised to communicate with the Police confidentially
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DC Special Branch

The name of the fifth Chinese 
kidnapped by the ^upanese squad on 

Tuesday was Hung Kwang-hua, member 

of the 3xecutive Committee of the 

Paoshan Kuomintang Headquarters.

Form 124 (09 PudsxlOO*
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REPORT

Subject. Kidnapping of Chinese attheFooLaiJev/ish Curry

.............Restaurant« 159 Kwangsi Road on Wy 9 ...........................  .

Made _____  __ Forwarded by......

During the afternoon of May 9, at about 1 p»m. *

several Chinese while attending a dinner party in

Room No.4 of the Foo Lai Jewish Curry Restaurant*

159 Kwangsi Road* were abducted by Japanese. Among 

the vic iims are :
(1) Mr. CHIANG HOU (-X ), former member of

the Executive Committee of the local Tangpu.

(2) Mr. CHEN CHIA MO ( "¿X ), former magistrate

of Paoshan.
(3) Mr. SOO LIANG ZU (-X reported to be

an ex-Chief of Staff of the Kiangsu Peace 

Preservation Corps Headquarters.

Together with the foregoing three persons, 

another named WOO CHUAN YUNG () was also 

taken away by the kidnappers. WOO was formerly 

Commander of the Merchants* Volunteer Corps at 

Ki an gwan, and is said to have close connections 

with ¥r- POONG Yiyc PAH ( # )* a committee

member of the local Kuomintang Headquarters and at 

present responsible for supervising Tangpu activities 

in Shanghai. It was WOO who was responsible for 

giving the dinner party in honour of the foregoing 

three persons who recently arrived from Chungking.

Infoxmation to hand reveals that the three 

victims arrived in Shanghai from Chungking in the 

middle of April, 1939 for the purpose of assisting 

one Mr. ZUNG YE® DONG ) to improve the
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Subject........................................................................... .........................................................................................................

Made by............................ -............... .............. ....Forwarded by.....................................................................................

administration of local Kuomintang and government 

organs.

Mr* ZUNG YEE DONG is an ex-magistrate of 

Nantung, former deputy of political administration 

of the Kiangsu Provincial Government, and is a 

henchman of Mr. CHEN KOO FU ), Chairman

of the Kiangsu Provincial Government. He was 

appointed in the beginning of January, 1939 as the 

special deputy responsible for the Party, Political 

and Military Affairs in Shanghai, by order of 

Generalissimo CHIANG KAI SEEK.

In anticipation of possible opposition to 

his appointment by local newspaper circles, Mr. ZUNG 

YEE DONG is reported to have given a total of $200,000 

to various local newspaper offices; this arrangement 

succeeded in securing an understanding between them. 

However, Mr. ZUNG’s appointment aroused the strong 

dissatisfaction of Mr. DOONG YING PAH, director of 

the local Tangpu, who pretends to be of the opinion 

that the former is unqualified for the post, but is 

in fact afraid of being deprived of his supremacy in 

dealing with the administration of the local Tangpu.

Mr. CHEN KOO iU, Chairman of the Kiangsu 

Provincial Government, having realized the situation, 

immediately solicited the assistance of Mr. TU YUEH 

SUNG (now at Hongkong, of whom DOONG YING PAH is the 

follower) and pointed^to him that the appointment of
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Mr. ZUNG YEE DONG was made by order of Generalissimo 

CHIANG. Mr. TU YUEH SUNG was further requested to 

inform Mr. DOONG YING PAH that he would be given the 

post of Secretary after Mr. ZUNG YEE DONG has assumed 

office. Mr. DOONG YING PAH, it is said, agreed to 

this decision.

Following the compromise, Mr. ZUNG YEE DONG 

appointed Mr. CHIANG HOU, Chief of the Party Affairs 

Department; Mr. ZUNG CHIA MO, Chief of Political 

Affairs Department; and Mr. SOO LIANG ZU, Chief of 

Military Affairs Department, of the Special Deputy 
local

Office responsible for the/Party, Political and 

Military Affairs, and despatched them to Shanghai 

to make the necessary arrangements for the 

inauguration of the office.

Since their arrival, the three officials have 

exercised great care with regard to their movements, 

and Mr. CHIANG HOU has used the fictitious name 
•TSANG ZUNG ZIANG" ( ¡[i fa i'Jf ) in order to avoid 

the attention of the public.

It is reported that Mr. ZUNG YEE DONG, who 

has not yet arrived in Shanghai may postpone his 

arrival as the result of the incident.

D.C, (Special Branch).



CONFIDE.. TIAL s.
May 11,

Synopsis of reports on several male Chinee« removed by 
Japanese Gendarmerie from Too Lal Restaurant, 159 Kwangse 
Road on May 9, 1939.

At 4 p.m. 9.5.39, the manager of the Foo Lai 
Restaurant, 159 Kwangse Road, namely, Tea Tsun», 
Tsing ( yfc» reported at Louza Police Station

that several male Chinese had been taken away from 

the Restaurant by a number of Japanese accompanied 

by several Chinese apparently by forcible means» 

Statements concerning the incident mode by the 

following eyewitnesses are attached hereto «-
(1) Tsu Tsung Tsing ( >A » manager of the

Too Lai Restaurant, 159 Kwangse Road.
(2) Kuh Hsing Toh ( jjffr, waiter» employed

in the Too Lal Restaurant, 159 Kwangse Road.
(3) Dzu Ting ( shop assistant»

employed at 151 Kwangse Road.

z s I V <<) Telamg Han Sing ( ooolie» employed
. at the Too Lai Restaurant, 199 Kwangse Road.

/*\ These statements, while agreeing generally as
-Xk to the manner In which the Chinese were rearaved by 

the Japanese, conflict in so far as the number of 
Chinese taken away Is concerned, this being apparently 

due to the presence of Chinese agents of ths Japanese 
accompanying the latter»

It would appear that a person using the naan 

"Zung* ( ) Visited the Too Lai Restaurant on
7»5.39 and reserved Boon 4, located on the first fleer» 

for mid-day on 9,5.39, stating that six guests wore 

expeoted to attend the Restaurant. At about noon

FILE

on 9,5.39» a male Chinese, aged about 30 years, 
dressed in fbrelgn clothing, entered Room 4» Sone 

10 minutes later another foreign dressed male Chinese
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entered the room« About 12.30 p.m., a third male 

.loose dressed in Chinese clothing Joined the 
other *wo men £n g00ai About the same time* a 

fourth Chx^ae* giving his name as *Hoong* ( )
who had been i*.~ ~ «• . . . .. .. .Room 11, joined the three men in
Room 4« At abouv.., _ __2«45 p.m., some 9 or 10 men, 
five of whom were Japan». . , - . . ,> dressed in foreign style al 
clothing, the remainder oeitu

•hineee wearing long 
appeared in the corridor 

the Restaurant 
outside Room 4« Presently» one of v 

Japanese 
went outside the Restaurant and immediate.

afterwards 
returned with a Chinese wearing a blue long gu 

and dark glasses who pointed to Room 4. Thereupu. 

two of the Japanese entered Room 4 where they 

remained in conversation with the four inmates some 

8 or 9 minutes, after which they came out together 

with the latter and went downstairs accompanied by 

the remainder of the party and left the Restaurant. 

Information is lacking as to the means of conveyance 

by which the party departed.

At 3 p.m. 9.5.39, a fifth male Chinese entered 

Room 4 and was Immediately followed by two Japanese 

who appeared from downstairs.

The Japanese seized hold of the Chinese and 

proceeded to drag him from the Restaurant. Con

siderable force was necessary on the part of the 

Japanese to overcome the resistance offered by the 

Chinese. However, the man was overpowered
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and. bundled into a waiting motor car which departed 

n*vth along Kwangse Road. A ooolie employed 

in the Restaurant, namely, Tsiang Han Sing 

states thak j.he licence number of the car was 

S.D.F.482.

According to ^fOrmet£On received the abducted

men were i- It
(1) Mon ( >. u- TBaag zun< Z1,w

( ), former member of “^„atlTe commit».,

of the local Tangpu and at present dx ^uOr OI
Sew Life Movement.

(2) 8oo Liang Ju ), Chief of u 
Corps, Paoshan District and stated to toe * fornar 
Chief of Staff of the KIengsu Peace Préservâtion

Corps Headquarters.
(3) Chen Chia » ( , former Magistrate 

of Paoshan District.
(4) Woo Chuan Tong ( former Co—mler

of Kiangwan Merchant Volunteer Corps.
(3) Hung Kwang Hua ( Ml , meaner of the

Executive Committee of Paoshan Kuomintang Headquarters.
Confidential information received is to the

effect that So.4 above, namely, Woo Chugs Yung, has 
close connection with Doong Ying Pah (), 

address unknown, a committee member of the local 
Kuomintang Headquarters, who is et present respon

sible for supervising Tangpu activities in ton^mghoi,
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Woo Chuan Yung is stated to have arranged the lunch

party at the Foo Lai Restaurant on May 9, 1939 in 

hotwjur of Chang Hou, Soo Liang Ju and Chen Chia Mo, 

aforesaid, who are reported to have arrived in 

Shanghai ab^lt the middle of April, 1939, for the 

purpose of assist |ng one zung Yee-dong )»

ex-magistrate of Hanv^g, a former deputy of political 

administration of the Kia.ggy provincial Gove 

and a close follower of Chen x^o-fu ( 

Chairman of the Kiangsu Province Government who 

was directly nominated by General Chi Kai-shek in 

January, 1939, as the Special Deputy re*Pnsible for 

Party, Political and Military Affairs in Shan^T - 

vent

in reality, to supercede Doong Ying Pah.

Zung Yee Dong is reported to have distribute! 

a total of $200,000.00 in local newspaper circles in

order to obviate possible opposition against his 

appointment. The appointment of Zung Yee Dong is 

reported to have incensed Doong Ying Pah with the 

result that Chen Koo-fU in order to avoid friction 

appealed to Tu Yueh Sung y ) of whom Doong

Ying Pah is a follower, to smooth matters out and to 

offer Doong Ying Pah the post of Secretary after 

Zung Yee Dong had assumed office. A compromise was 

in this way reached, whereupon Zung Yee Dong appointed 

Chang Hou as Chief of Party Affairs Department!

Chen Chia Mo as Chief of Political Affairs Department 

and Soo Liang Ju, Chief of Military Affairs Department



*f the Special Deputy Office responsible for 

Shanghai Municipality Party, Political and Military 

Affairs. in view of the foregoing it is suspected 

that <oo ChuMi Yung, acting at the instigation of 
Doo ng Ying Pah connived with the Japanese to have 

the abduction carried out.
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Translation of a et

Kam« Watlrity

l.Wong Ta Ying
(*}-£)

Tungehan 
(ÀB ¿I ), 
Klangsu. 
Age* 39

' list of the China Rabat

Prasant Position 
in tha 8ooloty.

Chiaf Sacratary

2.Yih

(4
Wang

a& )
Kiuklang,Klangei.
Aga129

3.Woo Hwu Yung

( -Jt

Shangha1
Aga » 36

Secretary

Chief, Central
Affairs Department»



illltatlon »nd Public Welfare Society

Antecedents Remarks•

Graduated from the Shanghai 
College of Law and Political 
Science« Magistrate of Soochow, 
Sungkiang and Foong Helen, 
Kiangsu Province|Secretary, 
Kiangsu Provincial Government) 
member, Treaty Com tea ion, Minis
try of Foreign Affairs) Lt «-General 
Councillor, Headquarters of the 
Commander-in- Chief of the 13th 
Houts Armyjchief Judge,Military 
Court of 49th Army)Major-General 
Councillor, 12th Army Group«

Graduated from the Shanghai College 
of Law« Secretary, Woosung-Shang
hai Garrison Commander’s Headquarters; 
Secretary, Shanna i Civic Training 
Headquarters|Secretary, Shanghai 
Citinens Military Training Headquarters; 
Secretary Shanghai City Government«

Shanghai Kuomin
tang Headquarters

Graduated from the Putan university. 
Chief of General Affairs Section, 
Shanghai Helen Government:chief of 
General Affairs Section, Shanghai 
Municipality Defence Committee; 
chief of Miscellaneous Affairs 
Section, Shanghai Civic Training 
Headquarters.

Teacher of Vee 
Sing(Reformed) 
Institute, Klang- 
wan«
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May 19 39.

I have the honour to acknowledge

receipt of your letter No.1351 dated May 2,
1939, and in reply to inform you that there

is nothing in ^nicjpal Police records against 

liiss Helena Neumann. j^bopy of report is 
....... .. ................ t« - J,..
attached for your information.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant.

(Special) Branch)

Consul-General for the Netherlands,

Shanghai.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. p
Se ct i on 11 /s_pe ci’alÿ

REPORT _r Mly 17 '
Date. M$£_A2. ,.i g 39

Subject.. ..Communications from Netherlands ..Consulate- General. .dat.e.d...2-.5-.3.9..,.
concerning Miss Helena Neumann.

Made by...... D.,.SJ....Pavloff .Forwarded by.

Miss Helena NBUMANN, Polish, was born on

February 24, 1907 in Ksewerin, Poland. She resided 

in Poland until 1927, after which she proceeded to 

Mukden where she visited her uncle, Mr. J. Neumann, 

a proprietor of the "Oriental Hotel* in that city. 

She returned to Poland in 1928 and in 1930 again 

reappeared in Mukden. She resided in that city, 

together with her uncle, until the beginning of 1936 

after which she proceeded to Dairen. In June 1937 

she left Dairen for Nanking and during her stay in 

the latter city worked as a waitress in the Kiessling 

Cafe. She arrived in Shanghai from Nanking in 

December 1937, shortly after the occupation of Nanking 

by Japanese Forces. When registering with the local 

Polish Consulate-General, she stated that she is a 

dress-maker by occupation. It is believed that 

she lives in Shanghai on her unclers support, who, 

it is reported, is in Dairen at present. She also 

works privately as a ladies dress-maker at her home, 

455/304 Rue Lafayette.

There is nothing in the Municipal Police 

records concerning Miss Helena Neumann.

Z . a. ~
D. S.

D.C.(Special Branch)



co.^sulaat-qeneraal der neoerlanden 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No.1351. SHANGHAI,

Mt ? i
s. a ^easTwr 

ITVaS. /I.
2nd May 1939.

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that Miss Helena 

NEUMANN has applied to this Consulate-General for a vise 

for admission into the Netherlands Indies.

Miss Neumann is in possession of a Polish passport 

Serie I.No.504122.No.982/35 issued by the Polish’ Consu

late at Harbin on September 13, 1935, and extended at 

Shanghai until September 13, 1940.

According to this document she was born at ksewerin 

on February 24, 1907.

She intends to leave foi' the Netherlands Indies on 

June 8, 1939 where, according to her statement, she will 

contract a marriage with Mr. E.J. van Rij, an officer of 

the Java China Japan Line.

She resides at No.455 Rue Lafayette, Apartment 304.

I should be greatly obliged to you if you would let 

me know, if possible, whether anything is known against 

this person from a political or moral point of view.

I have the honour to be, 

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Consul-General. 
To the Deputy Commissioner,

Special Branch, Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI. C I



0ER NEDERLANDEN 
MIDDEN-CHINA.

TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No.1538
SHANGHAI, 19th May 1939

air

I have the honour to aclmowledge receipt of your letter

of 19th May 1939, JMOeD.9208 concerning Miss

and thank you for the information contained

11 e lena Neumann

therein

1 have the honour to be

¡Sir

Your obedient servant,

General

||||

sg

To the Deputy Commissioner i»

Special branch, Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI «i
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Miss Vivian Christine Dorf, born 1916 in

Viatke, Russia, is of Danish Nationality. h.ar 

father, prior to his death in 1919, was a prosperous 

Danish merchant and acting Danish-Consul in that cityj 

her mother is Russian. Following the outbreak of 

the Russian revolution, Mrs. Dorf accompanied by her

daughter arrived in Shanghai from Siberia. While a 

resident of this city she made many attempts to 

establish a business. All her ventures failed, however, 

and as her means were limited she appealed to the 

Danish Association for assistance which was forthcoming 

in the form of a monthly allowance. In view of the 

patriotic career of Miss Dorf*s father, a prominent 

member of the Danish community - Mr. K. Rothe of the 

Shanghai Telephone Company - interested himself in 

the family and assumed responsibility for Miss Dorf’s 

education, which she received from a private teacher.

At the age of 16 Miss Dorf discontinued her 

studies and obtained a position as stenographer in 

the Christian Literature Society, 128 Museum Road. 

She remained in this situation for some two years, 

when she resigned to marry a Mr. Edwin Olaf Stratton- 

Christensen, British, on October 13, 1935 at the 

Union Church, Shanghai. Her matrimonial venture 

was not successful, as a few months later the 

couple separated to be followed by Mrs. Christensen 



resuming the use of her maiden name.

For the first seven months of 1936 Hiss Dorf 

did not hold any permanent positions?, but in the 

Autumn, on the strong recommendation of the Danish 

Consul in shanghai, Professor J.S. Henderssen, 

Director of the Museum of Par .Eastern Antiques, 

Stockholm appointed her as secretary to the Scientific 

Mission of which he was the leader. Miss Dorf was 

particulary suited to his vocation as she was a 

brilliant linguist, being able to speak four European 

languages and several Chinese dialects. Her flair 

for this calling was shown when she delivered a lecture 

at the Royal Asiatic Society (November 7, 1937), on her 

experiences in Sinkiang Province. Miss Dorf accompanied 

the Mission on its expedition to Indo-China, when it left 

Shanghai for the French possession on board the s.s. «Taiyuan" 

on December 18, 1937. She is in possession of British 

Passport No. C.26006 dated December 18, 1937 issued by the 

British Consulate-General, Shanghai.

Enquiries show that prior to the departure of the 

Scientific Mission to Europe, Professor henderssen offered 

Miss Dorf a permanent position on the staff of the museum, which 

offer she rejected as the renumeration was not sufficient. 

It is believed, however, by her frien'fcds in Shanghai, that 

she obtained employment in Baie D’Aloney, and her address 

is given as follows:- 

c/o P. Lapique, 
Vulchay, 

Baie D'Alony, 
Indo-China.



It is learned that Miss Dorf has no intention to 

return to Shanghai, and she has requested Mr. Hothe 

to forward all her personal luggage to Hong Kong.

Miss Dorf is held in great respect by the 

local Danish community, not only on account of 

her educational attainments and character, but, 

for the gratitude she has shown the Danish 

Association for supporting her family during the 

first few years in Shanghai. In addition, she 

has refunded to the Association, monies contributed 

by them to the upkeep of the family.

D. S.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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Second upper bed, po.15, dormitory., 

The (Jhi Yen Refugee Camp,

Corner of North Chekiang Road 

and Tsepoo Road, Shanghai

March 9th, 1940.

To the Incharge of the Lonza Station

Dear Gentleman,

AN APPEAL FOR YOUf. SBARCHI U G INVESTIGATION 
OF ’’ELECTRIC PROJECTING fÏLLING MACHINE.

Regarding the above subject I have a series of letters 

to adjure you to search, but am unable to account for your prolonged 

silence. Suppose let it remain as it ia. It greatly discomforted me. 

My statement is not unfounded, the strong electric power stuck in my 

body all the day and night and voices of these murderers can be heard 

at any time. With the highest certainty I made an appeal to you for help.

Because the resort of murderers occupies in your Foreign 

Staff Quarters and the Murderers is the BOY of the upper floor of your 

Quarters therefore my supplication is unremitting. For the purpose, I 

went through many trails to obtain the real. I Won’t presume to authorise 

you with an unfounded hopes.

According to my observation, you had a long time negligence 

in inspection of your BOY’S dormitory, Among these murderers, it has lived 

Inseclusion over twenty or thirty years longer. They exists under the name 

of BOY but never taken any services. All the year round, sticks on the 

machine, stretch its strong electric power in outside, gave themself up 

to evil without restraint. If you take a little care in cheking of your 

BOY of the upper floor part, the certain evidence will appear to your 

sight immedietely.

Concerning th« location of the machine, which was certainty 

by practical observation. For the sake of apprehension, I mentioned as 

below;

The secreot oozed out from their inconherent conversation. Under my 

careful espial, it was found that it is all true. This room located 

at the northeastern corner of the upper floor of your Quarters, near 

by the back stairs, front of the door is the BOY work table set there. 

It stands in an obscure corner, you never was there a time. Moreover, 

the machine has none of apparent evidence shows in out of door, also 

not a sound wes there to indicate their presence, hence no body knows 
the secrecy of the room. With this view they can shrouded in mystery 

endlessly. In view from my stand point, this room formerly is an 

excellent office. Such machine probably used for detectives, it 

occupies in the north part of the room. After a reformation, this 

room separated into two parts, the south parts of the room taken up 

by your staffs and the others is occupied by the machine (that is the 

said resort). The situation was apprehended at a glance by every one. 

Between two doors the space within over a foot, that suffice to prove 

it has been restored. The room of which stored the machines( that is 

the said resort), it covers a small space and surface of the door 

show signs of out of repair, the handle of the door is off and the 

hole is well on. With a little attention will suffice to show that 

it is a strange shelter. In view from every aspect, they have good 

precautions against apprehension. On the out of door they sets a look

out who watches your movement and transmit the message, his ostensible 

air was to serve you the truth lies in quite another diretion. All 

of them are apprehensive, of observation. So hardly watches were made 

all tho time. The above condition which I gleaned it from investiga

tion of June 29, 1939. It all can be provable by your inspection.

Concerning the investigation of June 29,1939. The circum- 

stap-'« was expressly stated in my letter of September 3rd. 1939. As 

youfremain in ignorance of it. I gathered all details of scene ampli

fied in below;

On that day, when your staff comes to my Sight it already shows 

on its glass, at the time step into your Quarters that we have 

all in the machine, when we walked near by the door of the resort 

the electric power suddenly heavy, every one goes off into 



ir.sensible attitude. Therefore we attained to door but impossible 

get into the room. The above words that does not oome under your 

staff’s observation. I supplement here for your consideration.

I am bound in hornor to be personally present but was 

interdicated from acting without the least freedom. Further-more a number 

of machine lay in wait for the helper, whatever families, friends,or your 

staffs, who is on my sight always fall into the cluthes of the machine, 

not a men is exempted from infringement. Under such circumstance I leave 
it to you to do as you'think best. As occasion requires, you cut off the 
electric supply of your Foreign staff Quarters. I shall be present 
immediately without notice.

This weapon has a extremely danger for the mankind. You 
ought to ex/®rcise all your precaution at the time of your rummag«, and 
with a prompt steps to unbar the door. As the matter is urgent, I expect
you to proceed with expedition.

or the suffered
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Divisional deadqûartei
I - -

August 19, 1£> -

aOD

T.P. Sung Esq.,

Dear Sir,

Electric Projecting Killing Machine.

With reference to your letter dated August 18, 1940 

and previous letters on the above subject, I am satisfied 

that no such machine exists in Louza Police Station, therefore 

no further correspondence will be entertained.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,
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To the Division Officer, 
Louza Station.
645, Ningpo Road, Shanghai.

13th, upper bed, No. 14, Dormitory, 
The Chi Yan Refugee Camp*,

Corner of North Chekiang Road and
Tsepoo Road, Shanghai.

July P7th, 1940.

Peer Gentleman,

RE: aN APPEAL FOR YOUR SEARCHING INVESTIGATION 
OF "ELECTRIC PROJECTING KILLING MACHINE”

I understand from your reply of 27th, Ult. that you 
have discontinued your inspection in consequence of nothing of discovery. 
So far as I know, it is quite certain that the resort is in your station, 
I make this warrant because there is some proofs having appeared in my 
sight. In order to comprehend the truth on you, I beg leave to tell you 
the story.

Since I learned the locality in your station, I begin to 
proceed in reconnaissance, while I am looking at a room 
at above the roof of your Indian Police’s dormitory, it 
shows me a proof with turn on the light thereat and said 
to^there is nothing of hiding", after pass through such 
a scene of performance, directed me to attend to your 
Foreign Staff 'Quarters, in consequence hardly gain the view, 
I rest the reconnaissance with the writ®, during that period, 
you have some changes produced st the house,such as take 
down a receiving antenna post from the roof of your Foreign 
Starf Quarters, repairs the gate of Ningpo Road which I 
proved in all after heard the information, The proofs 
stated above is a source of what I request.

Have you fulfilled on the proposal I made to you in my last? f 
In these latter days, I round that you er® not only have the BOY, SERVANT, 
COOLIE in Your Foreign Staff Quartersbbftt also have the. same in your 
Indian and Chinese’s dormitory end your office Have you ever extend your 
attention to these lot? If not, please do the same at once. As I verliy 
believe the murderer among this degree. Lately, I found a new suspicious 
place in your station, the house is over against your office, above story 
is occupied by Chinese Police, I beg you to let me know What was occupied 
in ground?

I must warn you that the machine can holds human mind, - 
speech, and action and at same time possible do the same by its own idea, 
beside this, it always like play a person with anger and assault. I 
sincerely beg you will take scruplous care of your service at this 
unsettled period. I: must apologize for this trouble I am giving you, 
which, however, you will probably excuse, on account of the importance 
Of* th a fi'Pfwir. £
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Divisional Office «A'1 Division, 

Lonza Police Station, 

June 27, 40»

T. V. Seng, Esq.,

Electric il’o.iectinK Killing Machine

Dear Sir,

The subject of your complaint has been thoroughly 

investigated without result, and I have to inform you that 

no further action can be taken in the matter.

Yours faithfully,

Divisional -*ff Acer, 
”AW Dj/islon.
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Second upper bed, No. 15, Dormitory, 
The Chi Yen Refugee Camp,

Corner of North Chekiang Road 
and Tsepoo Road, Shanghai.

To the Members, of the Foreign Staff Quarters 
of Louza Station,

March 5th, 1940.

Dear Gentlemen,
AN APPEAL FOR YOUR SEARCHING INVESTIGATION 
OF "ELECTRIC PROJECTING KILLING MACHINE"

Regarding the above subject I have a series of letters 
to adjure ^.to search, but am unable to account for your prolonged silence. 
Suppose let it remain as it is. It greatly discomforted ne. My statement 
is not unfounded. The strong electric power stuck in my body all the day 
and night and voices of these murderers can be heard at any time. With 
the highest certainty I made an appeal to you for help.

Because the resort of murderers occupies in your Foreign Staff 
Quarters and the Murderers is the BOY of;the upper floor of your Quarters 
therefore my supplication is unremitting. For the purpose, I went though 
many trails to obtain the real. I won’t presume to authorize you with an 
unfounded hopes.

According to my observation, you had. a long time negligence in 
inspection of‘ your BOY’S doi'mitory. Among these murderers, it has lived in 
seclusion over twenty or thirty years longer. They exists under the name 
of BOY but never taken any services. All the year round, sticks on the 
machine, stretch its strong electric power in outside, gave themself up to 
evil without restraint. If you take a little care in cheking of your BOY 
of the upper floor part, the certain evidence will appear to your sight 
immediately.

Concerning the location of the machine, which was certainty 
by practical observation. For the sake of apprehension, I mentioned as below;’ 

The secrect oozed out from their inconherent conversation. Under my 
careful espial, it was found that it is all true. This room located 
at the northeastern corner of the upper floor of your Quarters, near 
by the back stairs, front of the door is the BOY work table set there. 
It stands in an obscure corner, you never was there a time. Moreover, 
the machine has none of apparent evidence shows in out of door, also 
not a sound was there to indicate their presence. Hence no body knows 
the secrecy of the room. With this view, they can shrouded in mystery 
endlessly. In view from my stand point, this room formerly is an 
excellent office. Such machine probably used for detectives, it occupies 
in the north part of the room. After a reformation, this room separated 
into two parts, the south part of the room taken up by your staffs and 
the others is occupied by the machine (that is the s<id resort). The 
situation was apprehended at a glance by every one. Between two doors 
the space within over a foot, that suffice to prove it has been restored. 
The room of which stored the machines (That is the said resort), it 
covers a small space and surface of the door show signs of out of repair, 
the handle of the door is off and the hole is well on. With a little 
attention will suffice to show that itLis a strange shelter. In view 
from every aspect, they have good precautions against apprehension. On 
the out of door they sets a lookout who watches your movement and trans- !



mit the message, his ostensible air was to serve you the truth lies 
in quite another direction. All of them are apprehension of observation. 
So hardly watches were made all the time. The above condition which I 
gleaned if from investigation of June 29, 1939. It all can be provable by 
your inspection.

Concerning the investigation of June 29 1939. The circumstance 
was expressly stated in my letter of September 3rd. 1939. As you remain in 
ignorance of it. I gathered all details of scene amplified in below:

On that day, when your staff comes to my sight. It already shows 
on its glass, at the time step into ypur quarters that we have 
all in the machine, when we walked near by the door of the resort, 
the electric power suddenly heavy, every one goes off into insensible 
attitude. Therefore we attained to door but impossible get into the 
room The above words that does not come under your staff’s observation.
I supplement here for your consideration.

I am bound in hornor to be personally present but was 
interdicated from acting without the least freedom, Furthermore a numbers 
of machine lay in wait for the helper. Whatever families,friends, or your 
staffs, who is on my sight always fall into the clothes of the machine, 
not a man is exempted from infringement. Under such circumstance I leave 
it to you to do as you think best. As occasion requires, you cut off the 
electric supply of your Foreign Staff Quarters. I shall be present 
immediately without notice.

This weapon has a extremely danger for the mankind. You 
ought to exercise all your precaution at the time of your rummage and with 
a prompt steps to unbar the door. As the matter is urgent, I expect you to 
proceed with expedition.

1 reporter or the Suffered
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. '

S . i, Sp
. REPORT io"'* QQ "Subject T»P. qb z al a Date......................... --¡93Q*

.................. ....& ), alias Sung Chan Shen (<J^ )•

Reference the attached letter addressed by one

7 T' Liao Chung Chien F
Made by..... ...................................................... Forwar

T.P. Sung, alias Sung Chan Shen, to Louza Station 

alleging that a ’’killing machine” is being stored 

in the foreign staff quarters of the station, enquiries 

elicited that the writer is a man suffering frcm partial 

mental denrangement. He is aged 35, a native of Chuen- 

sha, Pootungj married and has two daughters and one son« 

The members of his family reside in Pootung whereas he 

himself is accommodated at the No.2 Self Supplied 

Refugee Camp, Yu Fuh Temple off Penang Road. He 

steadfastedly refuses to join his family in Pootung 

despite repeated requests by his friends and relatives 

urging him to do so.

In enquiring into his antecedents, it was found 

that he suddenly became mentally unbalanced about the 

end of 1936 when he was working as a clerk in the 

American Asiatic Underwriters, 17 The Bund. Till then, 

he had eight years good service to his credit in. this 

concern. In February, 1937, seeing no improvement 

in his condition, the Amei’ican Asiatic Underwriters 

discharged him.

Sung has in Shanghai an elder cousin, Mrs. Ho

! ), who resides at 145 Tszepang Road* According 

to her, Sung’s mental disease is not really serious \ 

and in fact for many hours during a day his condition
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